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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The expanding perimeter of human knowledge has brought 
pioneering scientists in many frontier areas face to face with 
events that cannot be easily explained in terms of present 
scientific concepts of reality. Psychic abilities, UFOs, strange 
energy effects from human-made devices—these are some of 
the unusual phenomena that have puzzled and intrigued those 
explorer-scientists. But upon reporting their observations 
from the borderland territories, the all-too-frequent reaction 
by other scientists has been to disregard these unusual occur
rences or to discount the reports as “pseudoscience.”

This is not a new situation, of course. The observation of 
meteorites in the 18 th century was greeted with derision by 
the scientific establishment of the day, including such repre
sentatives of the Age of Enlightenment as Antoine Lavosier 
and Thomas Jefferson. More recently, Nobel Prize winner 
Alexis Carrel, a French surgeon and pioneer investigator of 
paranormal phenomena, said in his classic Man the Unknown 
that most scientists “willingly believe that facts that cannot be 
explained by current theories do not exist.” Likewise, in The 
Personality of Man, which considers the question of life after 
death, G. N. M. Tyrrell wrote: “The major part of the 
scientific world does not wish to examine the evidence, but 
endeavors only to evade and escape from it. It is not ani
mated by a scientific desire to know the truth but is in the 
grip of a psychological urge to disallow what is distressingly 
unfamiliar.”

This regrettable attitude is a debasement of true science. It 
conceives of science as a body of knowledge rather than as a 
method of knowing. In doing so, it becomes dogmatic, doctri
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naire, and has been properly labelled “scientism.” A firm re
jection of this attitude was made by physicist P. W. Bridgman 
when he said in The Logic of Modern Physics: “It is difficult 
to conceive anything more scientifically bigoted than to postu
late that all possible experience conforms to the same type as 
that with which we are already familiar, and therefore to 
demand that explanation use only elements familiar to every
day experience.”

From scientism’s narrow viewpoint about what is possible 
and impossible, what is real and unreal, the paranormal 
events with which this book is concerned are examples of 
pseudoscience, and are explained—if explained at all—as due 
to poor observation, uncontrolled experimentation, delusion, 
deception by the experimental subject, or falsification of data 
by the experimenter. Failing that, they are simply ignored or 
labelled “anomalies,” as if so naming them disposes of them. 
The scientists who investigate these phenomena are dismissed 
as members of the “lunatic fringe.”

It is true that the history of science has documented many 
cases of faulty observation, uncontrolled results, irrational be
lief, and even fraud. But there is another theme weaving 
through the history of science in which the “lunatic fringe” 
has proven to be the “leading edge.” It is that theme which 
provides the substance of this book and the reason for its 
title, Future Science.

Years of patient work by scientists in many countries have 
established the reality of a wide variety of strange events that 
have been categorized under different and competing general 
classifications. We prefer to use the term “paranormal phe
nomena” here because paranormal means “not scientifically 
explainable.” (We would modify that definition by adding 
“yet.” We would also emphasize that paranormal does not 
mean impossible or absurd.)

Others, however, prefer terms such as “fortean events” and 
“anomalistics.” We feel that “anomalistics” lacks wide us
age while “fortean events” is too broad for the focus of 
examination intended here. (Fortean, incidentally, is an 
adjective derived from the name of Charles Fort, an early 
20th century researcher into unusual and unexplained events, 
ranging from the Loch Ness monster, abominable snowmen,
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and mysterious rainfalls of fish and frogs to celestial hints of 
extraterrestrial life and even interpenetrating universes. A for- 
tean event, therefore, is any event that does not have a 
scientific or rational explanation.)

The true spirit of science is scire, “to know.” It is a desire 
for knowledge coupled with a reliable method of knowing— 
not just assimilation of data from others so that one can 
smugly wear the label “scientist” with a sense of superiority 
about being able to regurgitate more facts than most others.

Seen that way, the scientific method has much in common 
with mysticism. Both are concerned with understanding ulti
mate reality. Both are systems of knowing that have pro
ceeded along different lines but which seek knowledge of the 
final truth. Although one focuses on outer events, while the 
other turns inward, both operate on the basis of “cleansing 
the doors of perception,” as the mystic poet William Blake 
wrote, and aim at wisdom, final truth.

Unfortunately, to those whose ability to understand is self
limited by an attitude of know-it-all scientism, the mystic 
method of knowing seems merely mystification, and is consid
ered pseudoscience. Yet Lawrence LeShan has demonstrated 
in his book The Medium, the Mystic, and the Physicist that 
statements about the nature of ultimate reality made by cer
tain renowned scientists and mystics alike, when not identified 
by the speaker’s name, cannot be distinguished. They are vir
tually identical in content and expression. This suggests 
that science and mysticism, while using radically different 
methods in their search for truth, may sometimes end up at 
the same place. And it is interesting to note that LeShan’s 
book grew out of an earlier work of his entitled Toward A 
General Theory of the Paranormal.

This book takes the position that many so-called paranor
mal events are not beyond science—they are only beyond 
presently accepted models of science. In almost every sphere 
of activity, science is abutting in some way upon events that 
have heretofore been considered either occult nonsense or 
sheer delusion. But the onrush of materialistic, technological 
investigation has brought an ironic revelation: There are di
mensions of experience known to prescientific traditions and
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esoteric thought which are now apparent and accessible to 
empirical objectification.

Prejudice dies hard, though. Max Planck observed: “A 
new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its op
ponents and making them see the light, but rather because its 
opponents eventually die and a new generation grows up that 
is familiar with it.” Many people in the scientific community 
will probably dismiss this book as an updated version of those 
fantastic tales in The Arabian Nights. This is because in scien
tism, or institutionalized science, there sets in an outlook 
based on the “infallibility syndrome,” which assumes it knows 
everything, and the “null hypothesis syndrome,” which tends 
to reject everything unknown, and thus also everything new. 
Our hope is that Future Science will help to reduce this knee- 
jerk reaction operating so powerfully today.

It has operated just as powerfully in previous decades, of 
course, when scorn and ridicule by the dogmatic scientific es
tablishment of the day greeted those who advanced radically 
new ideas. Copernicus is the best-known example. The devel
opment of non-Euclidean geometry (see Sec. Ill) also met ex
treme scientific prejudice. Gauss, the most respected mathe
matician of his period, developed such geometry, working on 
it for thirty years, but kept it secret until his death because he 
was afraid to publish such a radical new idea, even with the 
developed mathematical proofs. The Russian mathematician 
Lobachevsky developed the subject thoroughly and published 
it in a series of papers. For his brilliance and daring he was 
driven from his position at the University of Kazan, despite 
many years of outstanding performance.

Einstein’s life offers another example of the reception given 
to someone who challenges entrenched scientism. His original      
paper founding special relativity theory contained only ele
mentary mathematics and developed no fundamentally new 
equations, since Lorentz had already developed the same sim- 
ple transformations. Einstein’s work was largely ignored for 
several years because he was regarded as an upstart Swiss pat
ent clerk who had only injected some unscientific metaphysics 
into Lorentz’ equations. Had it not been for his explanation of 
the photoelectric effect and his classic explanation of Brown
ian movement (the rapid motion of microscopic particles
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suspended in fluids or gases resulting from the impact of mol
ecules surrounding the particles), his work may well have 
gone unnoticed. But his theory of general relativity raised a 
furor, and he was bitterly attacked by some of the leading sci
entists of his day. In a letter from several leading German 
physicists recommending Einstein for membership in the 
Prussian Academy of Science, Max Planck wrote: “He 
should not be judged too severely for occasionally losing sight 
of the objective in his logical reasoning, such as in his theory 
of light quanta. For in even the most exact of the natural sci
ences one must take risks to achieve anything really new.” 
Ironically, Einstein was not granted a Nobel Prize for found
ing the theory of relativity. Instead, it was the very theory of 
light quanta that Planck disparaged, a theory that explained 
the photoelectric effect, that won the Nobel Prize for him.

We hope that this book will stimulate those open-minded 
scientists who are willing to investigate the “impossible” and 
the “absurd.” This is not incompatible with the scientific 
method. Professor J. G. Taylor of Kang’s College, London, 
and author of the recent book about psychic children Super
minds: An Enquiry into the Paranormal, maintains that 
scientific objectivity does not have to be disregarded in order 
to study paranormal phenomena. According to the Journal of 
Parapsychology* (September 1975), he feels that repeata
bility “allowing the possibility of many investigators observ
ing the event at different times” is a key to the scientific in
vestigation of extrasensory perception. If, says Taylor, an in
vestigator uses patience and ingenuity, employs the highest 
level of scientific controls possible, and is prepared to devote a 
great deal of time to the task, paranormal events can be inves
tigated scientifically.

The implications of the paranormal could shake contem
porary scientific models and their related technology to their 
foundations. These phenomena may force us to take a new

* This periodical, along with the Journal of the American Society 
for Psychical Research and the Journal of the Society for Psychical 
Research are the most prestigious publications in psychic research. 
Because these publications are available to readers in libraries or 
through subscription (see Appendix III), we have selected articles 
for this volume that generally fall outside their scope.
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and revolutionary view of the cosmos, of how reality is struc
tured, of how matter, energy, and consciousness interact. In 
its theoretical aspect, the paranormal leads us into the most 
profound questions humans have ever asked, and we consider 
these in Section IV. In its applied aspect, the paranormal 
leads us to the possibility of new forms of energy (consid
ered in Sec. II) and a new technology (see Sec. V) by 
which those energies can be measured and controlled. Last of 
all, the question of values arises. If mind and matter can be 
manipulated and controlled remotely—a possibility already 
suggested from research thus far—there is enormous potential 
for good and evil in a mastery of the operational mechanisms 
of paranormal phenomena. Thus, the book ends with Section 
VI, an examination of the social dimension of this investi
gation. The appendixes contain suggestions for further explo
ration.

The time has long since passed when investigators of the 
paranormal can be referred to as “true believers” or as exam
ples of “human gullibility” bedazzled by illusions. The exist
ence of psychic phenomena and a host of related events has 
been established by the scientific method, using sensitive in
struments and careful observation to gather data, conduct ex
periments, and formulate hypotheses and theories. It is now 
time to get on with the business of explaining them and 
elucidating the place which they occupy with regard to the 
body of presently accepted knowledge.

Readers should approach each chapter of this book with 
open-minded skepticism. They should ask themselves if the 
chapter presents reliable data or if it is speculative in nature. 
If data are presented, are they laboratory experiments or ob
servations? If they are observations, were controls imposed to 
insure reliability of what was observed? Science proceeds 
from observation of unusual phenomena to controlled obser
vation, to experimentation, to replication of the experiments, 
to speculation and hypothesis building, to the testing of hy
potheses, and finally to the construction of theories which are 
consistent with the newly acquired facts.

In evaluating this research, it is well to bear in mind the 
words of the English naturalist Thomas Huxley, who said 
when the great debate about evolution arose: “God give me
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strength to face a fact, though it slay me.” His contemporary, 
the physicist Lord Kelvin, echoed this by saying: “Science is 
bound by the everlasting law of honor to face fearlessly every 
problem which can be fairly presented to it.” It is interesting 
to recall that a similar piece of advice comes to us from 
Buddha: “Believe nothing which is unreasonable and reject 
nothing as unreasonable without proper examination.”





1  SETTING THE 
PERSPECTIVE

From Pseudoscience 
to Superscience



The Introduction demonstrated that an investigation of para
normal phenomena is justified both on grounds of logic and 
the spirit of true scientific inquiry. However, something can 
be reasonable without necessarily being true. That is, if no 
data support the argument—no matter how logical or appeal
ing it appears—the subject is in fact only an illusion, a fanciful 
invention of unbridled imagination or wishful thinking.

Is there evidence, as well as logic, to support the argument 
in favor of investigating the paranormal? Yes, and this short 
transitional section will set the perspective from which we will 
later review some of the evidence. Thus it will be clear that 
the investigation is both valid and warranted—not a chimera 
chase or a hunting of the snark.

We will begin by taking an overview of the subject and at
tempting to define its domain. We must bear in mind, how
ever, that any attempt at definition is necessarily tentative be
cause the accumulation of scientific knowledge is an endless 
process, and every new answer raises a dozen new questions. 
Any one of those questions, when answered, might contain 
the seeds of still another revolution in science that could 
eventually lead to a redefinition of what we offer here.

Our overview starts from the year 1882, when the Society 
for Psychical Research was founded in England. The Ameri
can Society for Psychical Research began three years later. 
These organizations were initiated in order to look sci
entifically at a group of phenomena collectively called psi, 
from the first letter of the Greek word, psyche, meaning mind 
or soul. Parapsychology is the term for the laboratory ap
proach to psi phenomena, stressing controlled experimen

1.
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tation and rigorous statistical analysis to establish the re
ality of normally imperceptible events and processes. J. B. 
Rhine, L. E. Rhine, and William McDougall developed this 
approach at Duke University in the 1930s and are widely 
regarded as the founders of contemporary parapsychology.

The Duke experiments led to the definition of parapsy
chology most often used: the branch of science that deals 
with psi interactions, i.e., behavioral or personal exchanges 
with the environment which are extrasensorimotor—not de
pendent on the senses and muscles. “Psychical research” is a 
synonym for parapsychology; it was especially popular at the 
turn of the century when societies for psychical research were 
founded. (“Psychic research” means the same thing and is 
preferred by some writers for grammatical purposes.)

Psi phenomena are classified into three categories: extra
sensory perception (ESP), psychokinesis (PK), and sur
vival phenomena (i.e., evidence of life after death). Each of 
these categories has many specific forms. ESP, for example, 
includes telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and retrocogni- 
tion. PK is studied through its effects on living objects, non
living objects, and moving objects; it includes telekinesis, 
materialization and dematerialization, levitation, thought- 
ography, and psychic healing (although not all investigators 
accept each of these as a real phenomenon). The category 
of survival phenomena involves research into mediumship, 
hauntings, apparitions, poltergeists, and reincarnation mem
ories (again, with some researchers not accepting all of these 
phenomena as real). There is considerable overlap among 
these areas. Psychic healing, for example, may involve ESP as 
well as PK; likewise, some poltergeist phenomena may be 
manifestations of a person’s unconscious PK rather than the 
effects of a discarnate entity.

In recent decades, some investigators have come to feel 
that even the traditional domain of parapsychology needs to 
be expanded in the scientific search for understanding unu
sual phenomena. They have begun to take an interdisciplinary 
approach to many kinds of unusual events that seem to chal
lenge traditional scientific notions of time, space, matter, en
ergy, and causality.

Notable among these was the psychologist Carl Jung, who
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had a deep interest in psychic phenomena and paranormal 
events. He himself had many experiences with psychic phe
nomena, which reinforced his interest in alchemy, the I Ching, 
oriental religions, and UFOs. His concept of synchronicity or 
meaningful coincidence was developed in an attempt to make 
rational what otherwise defied all notions of reason and cos
mic orderliness. But providing a label is not the same as pro
viding an explanation. Thus, in his later years Jung came to 
look upon physics as the field that could most profitably link 
with psychology to elaborate upon these concepts, such as 
synchronicity, that he himself had been unable to articulate 
adequately. In fact, according to Arthur Koestler in The Heel 
of Achilles (containing his excellent essay “Science and 
Para-Science”), it was Nobel laureate Wolfgang Pauli, one of 
the chief architects of quantum theory, who collaborated with 
Jung in his further development of the synchronicity principle.

Many other investigators of the paranormal now recognize 
the need for a convergence of psychology and physics. This 
occurred because paranormal events of the sort we are con
cerned with here represent a meeting ground in space-time 
between inner and outer reality, between subjective and objec
tive knowing. The paranormal turns out to be an entry point 
into the larger question: what is reality and how can we know 
it? As noted in the Introduction, this has been the traditional 
question of both science and mysticism over the years.

There have been many terms proposed for the burgeoning 
field that studies the physics of paranormal processes. Among 
them are paraphysics, parascience, psychoenergetics, psycho
physics, and psychotronics. These terms are not synonymous, 
although they have a great degree of overlap. All of them, 
however, can be distinguished from both parapsychology and 
psychic research (with which they are fully congruent) by 
the wider spectrum of purportedly paranormal phenomena al
lowed within the scope of investigation—phenomena such as 
firewalking, plant perception, UFOs, acupuncture, psychic 
surgery, “pyramid power” and other energetic effects from 
geometric forms, and geological/archeological mysteries in
volving “power points” and “ley lines.” (The latter will be 
discussed in Sec. III.)

Paraphysics is sometimes defined as “the investigation of
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the nature, and modes of action, of forms of energy not de
scribed in traditional Western physics.” These forms of energy 
are additional to, and possibly fundamental to, those forms or 
expressions of energy hitherto discovered. The concept of 
energy—the capacity to create an effect, to do work, or to 
produce activity—is a critical one in this book and will be ex
amined more closely in Section II.

Perhaps the most articulate advocate of the term “paraphys- 
ics” is Benson Herbert, editor of the International Journal of 
Paraphysics (see Appendix HI) and founder of the Paraphys- 
ical Laboratory in Downton, England (see Appendix III). In 
an article entitled “Ufology and Paraphysics” (Vol. 1, No.
4, 1967), Herbert defined paraphysics as:

The study of anomalous physical effects apparently 
not to be explained by current physical theories; its 
method is by scientific controls to eliminate all known 
physical causes, and the residue, if any, not so explained 
is defined as a paraphysical effect. If paraphysical_ events 
can be shown to exceed chance or random variations, 
having regard to the number or quality of their occur
rences, then physical theories must be modified, in ac
cordance with standard scientific practice, so as to em
brace these anomalous phenomena.

Another term for the study of the physics of paranormal 
phenomena is psychotronics, which Zdeněk Rejdák, presi
dent of the International Association for Psychotronic Re
search discusses in this book. In personal correspondence 
with the editors, Rejdak defined the term as follows:

Psychotronics is an independent, interdisciplinary 
branch of science dealing with the interaction at a dis
tance among people and between people and the sur
rounding world, animate and inanimate. These distanced 
interactions are connected to energetic forms proper to 
the higher organized living matter and are still subject to 
research. Psychotronics holds that these phenomena are 
latent in every living individual, and studies the psychic 
and physical components of the phenomena in their nat
ural unity. It studies also the energetic substance of tra
ditional phenomena known under the designation of te
lepathy, telekinesis, and the like.

The term “parascience” was used in a special 1974 issue of



Impact of Science on Society, official publication of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organi
zation. “Psychophysics” is used by many conventional psy
chologists to denote physical measurements of psychological 
phenomena; the EEG, for example, is a psychophysical tool. 
This term was first applied to the study of psi phenomena by 
Charles Honorton, who is director of research at the division 
of parapsychology and psychophysics at Maimonides Medical 
Center in Brooklyn, New York.

“Psychoenergetics” is used by some Soviet parapsy- 
chological investigators to describe their field of research. 
Again, it implies that the researchers are especially interested 
in the energetic aspects of psi phenomena, although there is 
still no absolute proof that energy, as physicists use the term, 
is involved in these unusual events.

Whatever the term that ultimately gains common usage, it 
will denote a field of inquiry that is “para” or outside conven
tional scientific models, but definitely not outside psychology 
or physics or science in general as a method of knowing. It is 
only, as William Tiller has pointed out, beyond presently 
accepted models of physics, psychology or science—and per
haps it will always be beyond those with mental blinders who 
hold that present models represent the ultimate development 
of science.

The thrust of Tiller’s article is given in its succinct title, 
“New Fields, New Laws.” This is followed by an excerpt 
from “New Horizons in EMC” by Rexford Daniels, who was 
part of a federal government task force to study electro
magnetic compatibility. The committee, reporting to the 
White House, also included Robert O. Becker (noted for 
his pioneering work in the use of electrical fields to enhance 
healing), Henry L. Logan (an expert on weather and its 
cycles), and Luther Monell (who compiled a frequency 
spectrum chart, now widely regarded, to accompany his part 
of the report). The last article in this section is by Rejdak, 
who discusses psychotronics and its relation to science.

Although the words “new” and “revolutionary” may occur 
frequently in this and following sections, bear in mind that 
many of the phenomena themselves have probably been 
known to humanity for millennia, and that Western science is

26 FUTURE SCIENCE
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only now “catching up” to what various other traditions have 
recognized in different ways from early times. The phenom
ena are only new to science—not to the totality of human 
knowledge. And revolution, which comes from “revolve,” 
means to turn back or come again to the starting point. Let 
that be part of our perspective as we proceed to look at the 
data and concepts in this section.



New Fields, New Laws

WILLIAM A. TILLER

2.

The flux of worldwide investigation and activity in the area of 
psychoenergetic fields and phenomena has been such that it 
has exceeded the “critical mass” condition for a self-sustain
ing reaction. Since we presently have some ability to monitor 
this aspect of nature, we can anticipate continued growth of 
awareness and perception relative to it.

Such an activity does not deny the validity of our present 
knowledge of the universe, nor does it pose a threat to what I 
shall call conventional physics. Rather, it calls for an exten
sion or expansion of present laws to reliably model behavior 
in variable space that circumscribes psychoenergetic fields.

Acceptance of the psychoenergetic findings is difficult for 
those who have had no experiential awareness of these 
“other” energies of nature and it is understandable when they 
are vehemently rejected in many quarters as violating our 
collective picture of the universe. In fact, some of the criti
cism about sloppy experimental procedures is justified be
cause it is extremely difficult to develop completely “clean” 
protocol for these experiments.

However, the body of experimental data in support of this 
field is so vast that it cannot be denied much longer. One may 
be able to quibble about the quality of a single experiment or 
about the veracity of a given experimenter but, taking all the 
supportive experiments together, the weight of evidence is so 
strong as to readily merit a wise man’s reflection.

Research in this area usually follows two main paths: (1)

“New Fields, New Laws” by William A. Tiller is an original article 
written especially for this volume and is printed by permission of 
the author.
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that which is designed to illustrate the existence of phenom
ena, and (2) that which tries to distinguish the important 
variables and to quantitatively measure the significant param
eters of this domain of nature. The former is needed to 
awaken the human community to awareness of this aspect of 
nature; the latter is needed to build a reliable foundation of 
scientific understanding and its extension to an exciting new 
technology.

We may liken conventional scientific understanding of the 
universe to the visible tip of an iceberg. We have come to 
know that exposed tip very well. However, like the iceberg, 
most of nature is still hidden from us. History contains refer
ences to, and speculation on, many aspects of the hidden ice
berg and very recent research suggests some fascinating possi
bilities.

A. From experiments on telepathy,1 psychokinesis,1-3 manual 
healers4 and traveling clairvoyance,5 we seem to be dealing 
with new energy fields completely different from those known 
to us via conventional science.

B. The universe seems to organize and radiate information in 
other dimensions than just the physical space-time frame with 
which we are familiar. From experiments on PK,1-3'6 ra
dionics,7 materialization-dematerialization,8 etc., the cause- 
effect relationships seem to follow a different path or “field 
line” than we have been used to dealing with in the conven
tional space-time frame of reference.

C. At some level of the universe, we are all interconnected to 
each other and to other things on this planet. We see this in 
the Soviet telepathy experiments with rabbits1 and in the 
Backster experiments with plants, eggs, and assemblies of liv
ing cells9 (yogurt, blood, etc.).

D. Time, space, and mass are deformable, i.e., they are not as 
immutable and confining as we have tended to think. Experi
ments on precognition,10 out of the body projection,11 materi
alization, and dematerialization,8 etc., point to this.

E. With our physical sensory systems, we cannot perceive re
ality. From modern information theory,12-13 we deduce that
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we cannot know reality but can only gain some information 
about reality. We settle for a set of consistency relationships. 
Slater’s experiments on the “upside-down” glasses14 strongly 
support this view.

F. Finally, a biological transformation seems to be taking 
place in humanity at this point in time. From the author’s 
personal experiential feelings and from those of others, from 
observations of the rapid rise of endocrine dysfunction (hy
poglycemia, etc.) in humans plus from observations of the 
manifesting instability of the human sector of our planet, new 
energies appear to be circulating in man that, on one hand, 
cause internal tensions and subliminal fears and, on the other 
hand, cause manifestation of psychic experiences and abili
ties.

Mankind seems to be voyaging into a new world of percep
tion and does not yet have reliable tools to cope with this ap
parently new environment. Just as most of the key ideas upon 
which our presently accepted science is based were known to 
the Greeks and lay fallow for almost 2000 years before devel
opment, most of the key ideas upon which this new science will 
be based seem to have been known to the Eastern cultures 
for even longer. Now seems to be the time for transforming 
these ideas into an accepted science!

Here, one should reflect on the example of Newton and 
Einstein. Newton’s work on gravitation was not shown to be 
wrong by Einstein but merely limited to a domain of variable 
space in nature far removed from speeds approaching the ve
locity of light. The laws of Einstein reproduce the laws of 
Newton in the appropriate limit of small velocities. In the 
decades and centuries ahead, we should hope to follow and 
extend Einstein’s example and develop quantitative laws 
which reliably model nature in the psychoenergetic domain 
and which simplify, in the appropriate limit, to our present 
physical laws of nature.

As an example to illustrate the point, let us look at the life 
sciences. Up till now, medicine, biology, and agriculture have 
viewed living organisms as operating via the following se
quence of reactions:
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Thus, flaws in the function area were traced to structural de
fects in the system that arose out of certain chemical imbal
ances. The rectification procedure was usually via an adjust
ment of the chemical environment with more and more 
sophisticated chemical complexes being utilized to trigger the 
organism’s defenses and repair mechanisms. The dilemma 
that arises is that as both the organism and its threatening in
vaders adapt to the new chemical complex, they become pro
gressively less sensitive to it and so the escalation of potency 
must continue. One very deleterious aspect to this procedure 
is that the unnatural chemical content of the organism in
creases and begins to influence other levels of functioning of 
the organism than the one being corrected. This effect is par
ticularly serious in the agricultural area where the method of 
application of the chemicals is via the soil. As a chemical 
equilibration develops between the plants and the soil, perco
lation of water through the soil spreads the chemicals over a 
large area and the whole ecosystem begins to suffer from 
chemical pollution. In addition, there is some question con
cerning the long-term effects on other organisms associated 
with the intake of these chemicals residing in the plants. 
Clearly, mankind must find a better way of understanding 
and dealing with flaws of function in living organisms.

In searching out alternative procedures for influencing the 
well being of living organisms, one must first question the va
lidity or completeness of equation (1). Are there effective 
physical, as distinct from chemical, techniques for modifying 
organismic functioning? Are there potential techniques for 
doing likewise in the domain of what would presently be 
called “nonphysical energies”? We know that osteopaths have 
had considerable success with human functioning using physi
cal techniques and for the last two hundred years there have 
been serious reports of various types of nonphysical phenom
ena which suggest the naivete of equation (1).

In neuropsychiatry studies, one sees that small electric cur
rents between certain specific points in the brain give rise to 
the same behavioral changes as observed with certain chemi
cal intakes.15 In other studies, Becker10 has shown that small

function structure chemistry (1)
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dc electric currents (1—103 μμΑ/mm2) cause cell regener
ation, tissue repair, and fracture rehealing, whereas dc cur
rents greater than 104 μμΑ/mm2 cause cell degeneration. 
Studies of acupuncture show that the application of either 
mechanical or electrical energy at certain specific exterior body 
points cause changes in the structure and function of certain 
specific body organs. Studies in the alteration of enzyme ac
tivity (trypsin) by placing solutions in either a strong mag
netic field or between the palms of a healer have shown the 
influence of nonchemical fields on what we think of as essen
tially a chemical aspect of certain molecules.17 In modem 
psychotherapy, we see chemical treatments influencing mental 
states.18 Present biofeedback studies abound with results 
which indicate that human mental states and states of visuali
zation significantly alter the physiological parameters of the 
organism. Likewise, under hypnosis or in the aikido, Zen, or 
yoga disciplines, the human body has been found to exhibit 
remarkable feats of strength and endurance.

All the foregoing examples and many more indicate that 
equation (1) should be replaced by

At this point, we are unable to specify the components in the 
categories “nonphysical” space-time fields19 and “mind” or 
nonspace, nontime fields. We merely need to recognize that 
they exist and need to be clearly delineated by future re
search. We thus see that the door begins to open to alternate 
pathways for stimulating healthy growth of biological organ
isms. Of course, the same physics that operates in living sys
tems operates in the inanimate domain of nature and great 
benefits will ultimately be discovered and utilized in this 
sphere as well.

It is clearly arbitrary to partition nature into the domains

electric, 
magnetic, and 
gravitational

function structure chemistry fields

nonphysical
space-time mind
fields fields (2)
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labeled (a) physical space-time, (b) nonphysical space
time, and (c) nonspace, nontime. In our very distant future, 
we are likely to find that there is only one energy which has 
manifold expressions depending on the state of consciousness 
which interacts with the energy. However, we presently have 
a scientific foundation which has already segmented and 
delineated uniquely different energy characteristics as per
ceived by our biological senses and by our extended instru
mentation senses. Thus, we must continue along the path al
ready laid down by our scientific forebears until we have 
reached the level of consciousness where the unity can be 
known.

Let us go forward with care, courage, and enthusiasm, per
forming our work thoughtfully and rigorously. It is far too 
important to deserve any less than the very best of our abili
ties to provide a firm and reliable foundation of under
standing in this area. The techniques of analysis and experi
mentation and the standards of quality synonymous with 
conventional science serves as a meaningful guide to us. Let 
us be open minded and flexible in our seeking, but let us also 
require extensive proof before we rest to enjoy the satis
faction of a completed task.
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The Possibility 

of a New Force in Nature

REXFORD DANIELS

3.

In 1963, the scientific advisor to the president and acting Di
rector of Telecommunications Management asked the Joint 
Technical Advisory Committee1 to look into the present use 
of the electromagnetic spectrum and make any recom
mendations needed for improvement and any possible new 
uses of the spectrum in the future. The 1968 final 1200 page 
report, “Spectrum Engineering—The Key to Progress,”2 was 
the first public document to mention the importance of “side 
effects of electromagnetic energy” and to suggest that serious 
consideration be given to their effects in all disciplines and the 
establishment of a central interdisciplinary clearinghouse of 
such information for the immediate use by all science. A Fre
quency Spectrum Chart was included in the report to show 
the interdisciplinary relationships of frequency, as a common 
denominator, between all branches of science and as a simple 
method for data retrieval. This study triggered the estab
lishment of an Advisory Council to the Executive Office of 
the President known as the Electromagnetic Radiation Man
agement Advisory Council (ERMAC) which is now just be
ginning to function and will be the overall coordinator of 
problems in this field. I had the honor of being chairman of 
Task Force 63.1.4 of the JTAC 63.1 Subcommittee which 
compiled the side effects section of the report. The instruc
tions to this Task Force, at the start, were to investigate any,

“The Possibility of a New Force in Nature” by Rexford Daniels is 
reprinted, with permission, from the 1970 IEEE Regional Electro
magnetic Compatibility Symposium Record, October 6-8, 1970, 
Texas (70 C 28 EMC). Copyright 1970 by The Institute of Elec
tronic Engineers, Inc.
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and all, phenomena in nature which might use, or interfere 
with the use of, the spectrum now or in the future. No limits 
or restrictions were placed upon us, and nothing should be 
omitted because of its bizarreness. We were thus able to avoid 
the men in white coats and gathered some interesting infor
mation which was jocularly called “The Chamber of Hor
rors.”

We found eight different individuals, or groups, who had 
happened upon an unknown force which penetrated every
thing; could not usually be measured by conventional elec
tronic instrumentation; did not attenuate according to recog
nized formulas; and could cause instantaneous reactions at 
incredible distances. Because of the diversities of use of this 
force, it appeared that it might even have a spectrum of its 
own. Each group interested in it had a name descriptive of its 
use, such as: a second force of gravity (gravitons), hy- 
dronics, eloptics, orgone, Backster’s phenomenon, dowsing, 
radionics, and radiesthesia.*

Because of the intangibility of much of the information as 
to its uses and no satisfactory explanation as to just what it 
was itself, no mention was made of it in the JTAC report. 
However, a continuing investigation of this force is now being 
done by the Spectrum Study Committee of G-EMC which 
contains many of the members of the original JTAC 63.1.4 
Task Force. We are no closer to the final answers but we are 
continually adding to our information.

Probably the most common use of this force is in dowsing, 
which is a controversial method of finding water, but which is 
now gradually becoming respectable through its use by the 
United States Marine Corps in Vietnam to locate under
ground tunnels, buried ammunition, and other materials. The 
Marines have found that only approximately one person out 
of seven comes by this ability naturally although others may 
be trained. A common civilian application of this force is 
called “map dowsing” from which it is claimed it is possible 
to locate a desired object by dowsing a map of the location by 
means of a pendulum or other instrument. We found during

* The author confuses terms here. Radiesthesia is sensitivity to 
radiations in general. Dowsing is a form of radiesthesia. Radionics 
is an instrumental form of radiesthesia. Editors.
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World War II that the British and Australian Navies used this 
method successfully to locate German submarines, while the 
American Navy knew better, and would not even try it. The 
Southern California Edison Company has a man who dowses 
wells for use with their electric pumps. Over a period of 
twenty years, he claims to have found over eight thousand.3

There seems to be a certain amount of ESP associated with 
the efficiency with which dowsing is used. This naturally in
troduces variables which make it difficult for individuals to 
get similar measurements which cautions a too strong depend
ence on the results. A good book on this subject is Henry 
Gross and His Dowsing Rod by Kenneth Roberts.4 Map 
dowsing as done by Henry Gross, who found three fresh 
water wells on Bermuda by dowsing a map of Bermuda at his 
home in Maine, might conceivably be an eventual require
ment of electrical and electronic engineering for locating 
good and bad areas for grounding and other purposes. Euro
pean countries are way ahead of us in using this 
method. . . .

A study of dowsing, however, leads into the study of an
other aspect of this force which is called radionics or ra- 
diesthesia. The first worldwide conference on this subject was 
held in London in 1950, for which the Proceedings of the 
Scientific and Technical Congress of Radionics and Radiesthe- 
sia5 may be obtained. This Congress had to do with the 
human electromagnetic field which appears to have a spec
trum of its own based on the frequencies given off by molecu
lar emanations. An impetus to this work was given, ten years 
previously, when Dr. I. I. Rabi of Columbia University was 
awarded the AAAS prize for his researches on nuclear reso
nance. An Associated Press release of December 30, 1939, 
described his findings as follows:

Atoms can act like little radio transmitters broadcast
ing on ultra short waves. . . . Man himself, as well as all 
kinds of supposedly inert matter, constantly emit rays. 
The existence of such rays coming from man and all liv
ing things, and probably from the inanimate, has been 
suspected by a few scientists for many years. Today 
brought experimental proof. . . .

Two Frenchmen, Jules Calte and Andre Coatrieux, went
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into more detail in a United Press dispatch, July 7, 1949, 
under a Paris dateline, as follows:

Every metal and every person sends out short waves 
of different lengths. Personal wave lengths are as individ
ual as fingerprints.

Since then, a principle of resonance absorption has been es
tablished and described in the following manner:

In every frequency band (or for specific frequencies 
within a band) there exists one or more natural or man- 
made resonators that absorb within that frequency band. 
This principle is known as the principle of resonance 
absorption. The effects produced by the energy absorbed 
by a particular resonator depend on the characteristics 
of the resonator. . . ,6

The interaction of electromagnetic radiations with 
matter is basically similar although different materials are 
affected at different wave lengths . . . The resonating 
structure thus determines the energy quantum which can 
be absorbed and hence the frequency of the radiation 
which will affect it. . . .7

As you can understand, it took quite a bit of courage, on 
the parts of certain members of the Task Force, to show an 
active interest in these phenomena, yet they persevered to the 
point where they determined that there should be a practical 
basis for further investigation. In this search, several patented 
instruments were discovered as well as experimental equip
ment not patentable.

A group in Georgiaf obtained a patent8 on instrumentation 
both to transmit and receive this energy which they called 
eloptics from a combination of the words “electricity” and 
“optics” because the energy obeys some, but not all, of the 
laws of electricity and the laws of optics. It is described as en
ergy which radiates from, or is in some manner given off 
from, or forms a force field around, everything in our mate
rial world under normal conditions, at ordinary room temper
ature and without any treatment of any kind. Each element 
and combination of elements gives off this energy; however, 
the energy from each element differs in frequency from the

t See Advanced Sciences Research and Development, Inc. under 
“Organizations” in Appendix III. Editors.
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radiation coming from every other element. Eloptic energy 
can be conducted along light rays, focused with lenses, re
fracted with a prism, and its effects implanted upon photo
graphic film. No opportunity was available, however, to check 
on these claims.

A group in Floridat had tried, with no success, to get the 
government to consider a phenomena which they called hy- 
dronics. It was an energy which was demonstrated could be 
conducted through everything, appeared to radiate from the 
ends of an antenna instead of from the length, was not at
tenuated according to Maxwell’s laws and could not be meas
ured by conventional electrical test instruments. Govern
ment engineers, who witnessed demonstrations, reported that 
it was nothing new yet they could not seem to duplicate it. 
Subsequent research revealed that fish talk could be recorded 
by this method, scuba divers could use it for underwater com
munication and students could win first prizes in school sci
ence competitions by thinking up new applications, but still 
nobody has found out what kind of energy it is, and there are 
no reports yet available from responsible scientists.

Another manifestation of the existence of a source of en
ergy, about which little seems to be known, is in connection 
with tornadoes and hurricanes as well as with the little “dust 
devils” which are often seen on dirt roads. It is rotary in mo
tion, can exhibit wave action and seems to have electromag
netic frequencies such as the 50 MHz signal which can ap
pear on TV sets at up to thirty miles distance from the 
phenomena. Scientists are now trying to find a relationship 
between the rotary motion of atom structures and the rotation 
of the planets in our solar system. This force may be an at
tribute of our presently known gravitational force or it may 
be a separate gravitational force which could be called “the 
second force of gravity.” It has been recently ascertained that 
France is very interested in this phenomena and has proposed 
a special laboratory to study it. A French inventor has also 
patented instrumentation which, he claims, can emit and 
transmit these gravitational waves, which he calls gravitons.

t See Sarasota Research and Development Corp. under “Organ
izations” in Appendix III. Editors.
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The industrial applications of such an invention, he claims, 
are essentially telecommunications through both electrically 
conducting and nonconducting solids, such as terrestrial 
crusts, mountains, sea water, etc. It also appears to be another 
possible aspect of hydronics.

Anyone delving into these unidentified forces soon runs 
into the work of the late Dr. Wilhelm Reich, who claimed to 
have discovered a force which he described as “life energy” 
or “biological energy” and named it “orgone.” It controls 
biophysical emotion, again penetrates everything and has a 
wavelike motion. Some people refer to it as the ether in na
ture which electromagnetic energy modulates. Dr. Reich 
ended his days in jail and all his works were ordered de
stroyed by the judge who sentenced him. Yet there seems to 
be an increasing international revival of interest in his work 
and a number of his burned books are being republished.

The last aspect of unidentified forces investigated has been 
called the Backster phenomena and deals with the accidental 
discovery by Cleve Backster of the influence of thought upon 
plants. Mr. Backster* is considered the outstanding authority 
on the use of the polygraph for lie detection purposes. One 
day he wondered how long it would take the watering of a 
plant in his office to reach the top leaf. He attached the gal
vanic skin response section of a polygraph instrument, which 
tests the emotional reaction of people, to the top plant leaf 
and then followed the reactions on the polygraph machine. 
Tracings soon began to appear, which he recognized as emo
tional reactions, and he began to experiment further.

He tried several physical experiments, with little results, 
and it was only when he thought of burning a leaf that the 
needle on the chart jumped upwards. Subsequent tests by 
him, over a period of years, have revealed that plants can re
spond to human thought with distance no consideration. His 
plant, back at the office, once registered instant pleasure when 
he decided to return to his office from as far as twenty miles 
away. The interest of the electromagnetic compatibility engi
neer, in this phenomena, would seem to center around the 
influence of thought on the results of experiments with plants

* See Backster Associates under “Organizations” in Appendix 
III. Editors.
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and animals, and introduces still another variable into the 
electromagnetic compatibility field, known as TLC—tender 
loving care.f

The foregoing examples of new horizons, resulting from 
the research of certain individuals and groups into the charac
teristics of an unknown force, are more or less specula
tive. Nonetheless, they may yield important data if intensively 
studied.
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Psychotronics: 

The State of the Art

Zdeněk Rejdák

Psychotronics is the science which studies interactions over 
distance, interactions bound by an energetic form as yet not 
understood. This form of energy is a property of living mat
ter, and the interactions manifest themselves between “sub
jects,” as well as between subjects and “objects” (including 
living objects).

Workers in various branches of science have long been 
aware of a range of phenomena which, although they interact 
individually with existing branches of science, cannot be un
derstood with the means at the disposal of organized science. 
This is why the problems related to these phenomena have 
been sidetracked from the main line of scientific research. De
spite this, however, parapsychology came into being to deal 
with some of the unexplained phenomena; the rapid progress 
made in scientific research has also shown that the phenom
ena in question really exist.

The last ten years have been marked by many changes in 
the field of psychotronics. The overall problem has been, in 
some respects, one between generations. Researchers of the 
older generation actively interested in psychotronic questions 
conceived their approach to the problem mainly in its philo
sophical and psychological aspects. Most frequently, they con
cluded that very complex psychic processes were involved 
which, besides, were regulated only with difficulty and were 
therefore not reproducible. These older persons saw as their

“Psychotronics: The State of the Art” by Zdeněk Rejdák originally 
appeared in Impact of Science on Society, Vol. 24, No. 4, 1974. 
Copyright © 1974 by The Unesco Press and reprinted by permis
sion.
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main task the proof and defense of the existence of these 
processes. As far as the collection of facts and the conducting 
of great numbers of experiments are concerned, their work is 
evidently worthy of respect.

Younger scientists began to believe, during the same pe
riod, that the approach of their elders was one-sided. They pre
ferred to model, intensify, formulate, and calculate. Psycho- 
tronics has been deemed by the younger generation to be too 
attractive to overlook, especially since the milestones along its 
path of development are emblazoned with names like Jan 
Evangelista Purkyne, Crooks, Lodge, Babak, Richet, 
Driesche, Bekhterev, Vasilyev, Rhine, Tenhaeff, and others. 
Their efforts to grasp the more technical problems caused 
them to abandon the earlier view of psychotronics as a border
line interdisciplinary branch. To the unipolar philosoph
ical-psychological conception, the younger breed of researchers 
added a second pole of technical and physical conception.

The Degrees of Belief

In the vast ground between these two poles, we should be 
concerned with the relationship between the scientific public 
and questions of psychotronics. At present, a qualitative 
change is taking place; a basic turning point has been reached 
in the minds of many scientific workers. Not only have they 
shown growing interest in psychotronic matters, they have 
begun active research in the domain. To illustrate the scale of 
interest of the scientific world in regard to psychotronics, the 
degree of relation would look something like this: I, positive;
2, neutral; 3, indulgent; 4, expectant; 5, indifferent; 6, nega
tive; 7, a priori negative.

The attitudes of the majority of scientists are described by 
the first four adjectives on the scale. You will note that there 
is a stepping up of the critical attitude manifested toward 
psychotronic questions. (I do not assume any uncritical en
thusiasm among scientists.) Rather, there is a constructively 
critical attitude which could be expressed as follows: in prin
ciple, they favor investigating these problems, they are inter
ested in the existence of the phenomena investigated in psy-
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chotronics, but it is essential that there be available properly 
elaborated and precise methods of research corresponding to 
the importance of the problems involved.

I do not want to imply, for my part, that the methods used 
thus far have been unscientific; they were adequate at the 
time they were selected, whether to prove the existence of the 
phenomena, to classify them, or determine the conditions and 
periodicity of their occurrences.

Let us look now at the scientists listed on our scale as Nos. 
6 and 7, beginning with the “negative” attitude. These believe 
that psychotronic phenomena do not exist or are the product 
of the imagination; or if they admit their existence, they come 
to the conclusion that the phenomenal events occurred by 
chance, or that the conditions obtaining at their occurrence 
were falsely interpreted; or else that the specific phenomena 
really exist but, because they cannot be reproduced at any 
time in approximately the same conditions, the “negative” 
scientists see no clear reason why they should deal with the 
phenomena. In the last case, they pose the question: is there 
any sense in investigating phenomena which can occur even 
intensively (e.g., spontaneous psychokinesis) if we cannot 
take hold of them firmly enough to be able to describe them 
adequately?

The Czech academician, Josef Charvat, in his Life, Adapta
tion, and Stress, gives an unequivocal response to the require
ment to apply mechanically the positivist methodology to liv
ing processes: “primum movens of the central nervous system 
is spontaneous activity, inquisitiveness, creativity. We have 
no model in the physical world for biological behavior, after 
all. Therefore any comparison of a stabilized state in living 
matter with similar states in chemical systems is but approxi
mate and even further removed from psychism.”

A scientist with a negative spirit, once he has decided to ex
amine problems in psychotronics, wants to see for himself, to 
experiment. There is the case of the British mathematician S.
G. Soal. He had attacked the statistical proof confirming cer
tain phenomena and reproached the researchers for not hav
ing improved their statistical method. Only after he had met 
two of the experimental subjects himself was he convinced 
of the reality of the phenomena. And yet we, the practi
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tioners, admit freely that we much prefer scientists who show 
a negative attitude and a skeptical approach as long as possi
ble to uncritical and naive enthusiasts.

Hard-core Resistance

In quite a special category belong the a priori negativistic 
scientists. There was, in Czechoslovakia, a well-known psychi
atrist and hypnologist who repudiated entirely the field of 
psychotronics. It happened once that an experimental subject 
seated with his face turned toward a blackboard, yet in a deep 
hypnotic trance, began to read what the psychiatrist had writ
ten on the board; the subject then read a text the physician 
had written in pencil on a sheet of paper. The specialist was 
unhappy about the incident for an entire week, but soon con
cluded that the subject was able to read because he could ana
lyze the sound of chalk scratching on the board and of the 
pencil moving over paper. Rather than admit the possibility 
of some unconventional transfer of information, this scientist 
preferred to invent a “substantiation” of an entirely specula
tive character. He became, in fact overnight, a specialist in 
subliminal hearing. Noteworthy here is that a priori nega- 
tivists can make incursions, without scruple, into fields alien 
or incomprehensible to them.

Still, we can consider this speculative brand of a priori 
negativism as being within the bounds of decency. Worse is 
the case of the scientist who dips into negativism so deeply 
that he abandons the ethics of scientific work, and even 
resorts to misrepresentation and falsification. . . .

What are the motives behind negativism a priori? There are 
several. First, there is the negativism of persons unconcerned 
with whether paranormal phenomena exist or not; scientific 
fact to them is only that which is already regarded as 
scientific fact. Academician Petr Kapitsa, on the other hand, 
does not divide phenomena into the possible or impossible; he 
prefers the discovered and undiscovered distinction. “It is 
enough to read the works of Newton and his contemporaries” 
(Kapitsa has written) “. . . they believed that the knowl
edge of inanimate nature was completed ... we must not
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make again the old mistake and believe that there will be no 
more new discoveries in the future.” The Soviet physicist 
adds, “I want to pay attention to one basic question concern
ing the study of living nature . . . the majority of phenomena 
are explained by existing laws, but it still seems to me that 
one of the fundamental properties of living nature, the ability 
of reproduction, can be the manifestation of some natural 
forces which we do not yet know and which we cannot ex
plain by the rules known so far.”

Second, their attitude is motivated by fear. The field is un
known, and whatever might be observed could lead to mys
ticism. The opposite is true, however: avoiding the unknown 
area gives free rein to charlatans, and broad scope to rampant 
prejudice. Their fears are fostered further because the nega- 
tivists cannot imagine how any new knowledge could be inte
grated with the sciences to which these scientists have become 
accustomed. They stop being impartial in their science. Their 
apprehensions are groundless: all knowledge can be broad
ened, complemented, and made more precise.

Third, to be negative a priori reflects a motivation of con
servatism and indolence. After having become the master of 
scientific territory, engaging in something new requires learn
ing how to think in a new way. The desire to have understood 
everything is not a trait shared by all.

Breaking Down the Resistance

How should those dealing with psychotronics join hands 
with those still distrustful of this discipline?

They should, first, accelerate elaboration of an adequate 
methodology in the research on psychotronic phenomena. 
They should pattern their experiments, second, in such a fash
ion that these can be repeated at any time. Practical experi
mentation in psychotronics must be one of our main targets. 
And third, the scientific public should be enlightened by way 
of appropriate publications. This task is complicated by the 
flood of information available to scientists today; it is difficult 
to keep up in one’s own field, but scientists in general should 
be made aware of the growth of literature during the past
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twenty years in what they consider to be the paranormal 
fields. Last, of course, there is the continuing job of keeping 
the lay public informed; there the spread of progressive think
ing must play a decisive role.

All branches of science are of interest to laymen, but ours 
has attracted particularly many because it deals with both 
psychic and somatic questions—what makes people live and 
be themselves. Laymen dealing with our branch do so, how
ever, as rank amateurs bringing their personal problems into 
the picture, sometimes even distorting and discrediting the 
work done. Pressing is the question of how to enlighten prop
erly the nonscientific public. The sensational stories about 
houses haunted by ghosts, about astral projections and the 
like attract the layman but do immeasurable harm otherwise. 
Psychotronics is not the same as spiritism, which of late has 
become an opiate to certain elements of the general popula
tion throughout Europe, the Americas, and elsewhere.

In an age when scientific advance is taking giant strides, the 
assumption of an interdisciplinary approach is the cardinal 
condition for the orderly investigation of psychotronic 
phenomena. Only this will help us extricate ourselves from the 
current conjecture, uncertainty, and disputes—by combining 
the scientific method peculiar to physics, communication tech
niques, mathematics, cybernetics, psychology, psychiatry, 
medicine, neurophysiology, and physiology, bionics, geology, 
anthropology, sociology, and space biology.

It is readily apparent that there is no need to retain the 
term “parapsychology.” It fails not only to reflect the mul
tidisciplinary character of the field, it fails too to convey the 
existence of the energetic component without which none of 
the phenomena we are concerned with is imaginable. The 
combination of both psychic and energetic components has 
been pointed out repeatedly: by the Russian physician Kotik 
(1908), later by Hans Berger in the 1920s and 1930s, and 
by the Dutch geologist Tromp (1949). We specialists in the 
field decided to adopt the term “psychotronics” proposed, by 
the French engineer Fernand Clerc, in the radio-technical 
journal Toute la Radio. “Parapsychology” thus reverts, like 
mesmerism or metapsychology, to the description of a stage 
of development of psychotronics.
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Enriching Biology and Physics

The main task of psychotronics, now, is to coordinate the 
laws governing the living and inanimate worlds and comple
ment them with new increments of knowledge from physics, 
biology, and psychology; this knowledge will derive from 
specific manifestations of the human psyche, with man or an 
appropriate model of man serving as the interlink.

The psychotronic branch of knowledge possesses, today, as 
voluminous a literature as the entirety existing in other 
branches. But the sources of the literature of psychotronics 
are such that a second task of psychotronic specialists is to 
revaluate the existing documentation. An analysis of past lab
oratory experiments will help us, also, to define clearly the 
methodology of the discipline. A reassessment of this kind 
will serve, too, to prevent the division of psychophysical 
phenomena into discrete psychic and physical segments. It is 
not by mere chance that some physicists in the Federal Ger
man Republic involved in plasma research believe that new 
knowledge of the interactions between living organisms will 
enrich both biology and physics.

Parapsychology dealt mostly with rarely occurring phenom
ena, trying timidly to indicate that these incidents probably 
will affect everyone to a small degree. Psychotronics, through 
its pluridisciplinary approach, seeks to establish that psycho
physical phenomena affect ninety percent of humankind. Re
fraining from examining the exceptional prodigies psycho
tronics purposely shapes its experiments in such a way that 
they can be reproduced substantially at any time. This pur
pose applies whether we are concerned with the action of the 
human organism on an easily movable system (e.g., an in
dicator of negative pressure or vacuum, an easily movable 
system on a liquid’s surface, or the possibility of visual 
influencing) or using a device (say, a plethysmograph) to 
determine remote, synchronous neurophysiological processes.

Test results so far are not necessarily sensational, but they 
show a certain stability. It is now that we realize that all of us 
observe psychotronic phenomena (such as spontaneous te
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lepathy between mother and child) in our daily lives, that 
these have been associated with humans, even with living 
matter, since time immemorial. They are comparable to elec
trical or chemical processes, although it may still be impossi
ble to reduce them neatly into either one. If parapsychology 
functioned as the model

individual output

then psychotronics takes as its model

living organism
energetic

outputwork

The introduction of automation control and electronic in
formation processing machines to all walks of life about 
twenty years ago caused us to proclaim the scientific-tech
nical revolution. After the first flushes of delirium with what 
these marvels of machinery could do (compose music, write 
poems, pour forth advertising design), came sober reality. 
People began to doubt themselves, suffering from an inferi
ority complex vis-a-vis the all-powerful, all-controlling tech
nology they had created. Contemporaneously, the qualitatively 
new investigations into psychotronics came at the right time. 
This research is helping rehabilitate the basic human values, 
revealing that the person is not so helpless after all.

Psychotronics may lead us to the very brink of a new revo
lution in science. It is here that we must give substance to that 
second pole of which I spoke: a scientific-human conception 
to counterbalance the scientific-technical revolution we are 
experiencing. Otherwise, we shall flood the world during the 
next century with both mechanical and human robots, 
thereby stepping up estrangement and social disintegration.





II     THE OCCULT 
FORCES OF LIFE

Ancient Mysteries, 
Modern Revelations



5.

From the viewpoint of those who see only a material universe 
operating mechanically through random processes, life itself 
is the ultimate paranormal event. Modern science recognizes 
four basic field forces or forms of energy: the electromag
netic, the gravitational, and the weak and strong nuclear 
forces. All phenomena, including life and mental activity, are 
presumed to be explicable in terms of these energies and their 
associated physico-chemical mechanisms. And although or
ganic micromolecules and “proteinoids” with attendant life
like properties have been synthesized in the laboratory, the 
two decades of research since S. L. Miller’s 1955 production 
of organic matter from a mixture of gases have not created 
life per se or identified the energies of life. Neuroscientist 
Wilder Penfield, for example, in his book The Mystery of the 
Mind, concludes that mind—the hallmark of life—“will always 
be quite impossible to explain on the basis of neuronal action 
within the brain . . . The mind is peculiar. It has energy. The 
form of that energy is different from that of neuronal poten
tials that travel the axone pathways.”

The word “energy” comes from the Greek energeia, mean
ing “active.” It is generally understood as the capacity to do 
work or to be active. But in its original sense it meant vital ac
tivity, that which can move or quicken inert matter. En-erg-y 
means literally “of (itself) motivational-ness.”

Thus in earlier times there was a distinct and publicly ac
knowledged sense of a fundamental life force. Although rec
ognized, however, it was not easily understood. It was appre
hended but not comprehended. In that respect, it was occult 
—that is, normally hidden, undetected, secret.
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In recent years, an increasing number of people seeking to 
understand paranormal phenomena have come to feel that 
science would do well to re-examine an overlooked principle 
in nature—the same principle of vitality or livingness that an
cient traditions considered primary. This principle introduces 
what may be called a psychic factor. One researcher sum
marized his views on the subject by saying that there is an en
ergy in living organisms that is weak and unpredictable, but it 
can be refracted, polarized, focussed, and combined with 
other energies. It sometimes has effects similar to magnetism, 
electricity, heat, and luminous radiation, but it is none of 
these. Attempts to control and employ the energy have met 
with little success; investigators have not even begun to define 
the laws governing its operation.

Addressing himself to the same topic, the fortean-naturalist 
Ivan Sanderson, founder of the Society to Investigate the 
Unexplained (see Appendix II), wrote an editorial in the 
SITU journal Pursuit (October 1972) on the nature of what 
he called this “new force” in physics.

This fifth force is certainly involved in various aspects 
of SSP (meaning supersensory proclivities) and it would 
now seem to be the major force operative in the true 
psychic field and possibly the only one acting therein. 
Its manifestations are in no way affected by any of the 
other known forces; and, while doubtless universal in 
nature, it can be observed, measured, and investigated 
only in the biological field. The presence of a living thing 
is necessary to bring it to light. Although we have not 
yet defined it or its parameters, it has now been demon
strated that it, and it alone, can explain a whole raft of 
what were previously thought to be mysteries or pure 
imagination, such as mental telepathy, SSP (supersen
sory projection), and SSR (supersensory reception), the 
two PKs—psychokinesis and pyrokinesis—and possibly 
the whole group of things clustering around clairvoy
ance. It would explain all that has puzzled the psycholo
gists about things like the so-called subconscious, 
hypnotism, and the like.

Sanderson pointed out that psychics such as Peter Hurkos, 
who once demonstrated telepathy while inside a Faraday 
cage, show that these abilities probably do not function along 
electromagnetic lines. Eileen Garrett, the celebrated medium,
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did the same. Uri Geller’s recent performance of the same 
feat, reported by Stanford Research Institute physicists 
Harold Puthoff and Russell Targ in the prestigious scientific 
journal Nature (October 1974), if valid, reconfirms this 
phenomenon. “Is it not time,” Sanderson asked in his edito
rial, “that we stopped just ignoring all these things, or blithely 
relegating them to that vague field of the psychic, and got the 
technicians to work, trying to define the nature of this force 
and, by both theory and experimentation, give us a set of laws 
for it such as govern the other four forces? There is ample 
published material to get started on, so that at least a basic 
pattern might be assembled almost immediately. There is then 
the matter of seeking its parameters and fitting new observa
tions into this pattern, rejecting them, or altering the pattern.”

This force seems to have been recognized many times in 
history by various prescientific traditions. As we show in a 
survey of those traditions (see Appendix I), accounts of a 
mysterious X force run through ancient occult and spiritual 
documents. For example, the French magus Eliphas Levi, in 
his book Transcendental Magic, described the properties of 
the magician’s “astral light”: “There exists an agent which is 
natural and divine, material and spiritual, a universal plastic 
mediator, a common receptacle of the vibrations of motion 
and the images of form, a fluid and a force, which may be 
called in some way the Imagination of Nature . . . The exist
ence of this force is the great Arcanum of practical Magic.” 
W. E. Butler presents a useful survey of this topic in this sec
tion.

In the orient, the Chinese conception of ch’i (ki in Japa
nese) was thought to be the intrinsic vital force throughout 
all creation. It is this life energy which acupuncture manipu
lates to maintain health and which can be concentrated 
through disciplines such as tai ch’i and aikido to perform 
paranormal acts. According to Confucianism and Taoism, 
without ch’i, nothing can exist, and from it spring the yin and 
yang forces that are present in all living things. Paralleling this 
in the yogic tradition of India and Tibet is the notion of 
prana, which Gopi Krishna examines in his chapter.

Within modem times there have also been people who 
claim to have identified through science a fifth and funda



mental force in nature. Wilhelm Reich is perhaps the most 
notable—and controversial—figure. His purported discovery 
of the orgone energy is considered by orgonomists to be at 
the heart of future science. In the Reichian view, as expressed 
primarily by the American College of Orgonomy (see Ap
pendix III), orgonomy is a basic branch of natural science. 
Orgone is the all-pervasive life energy—primordial, massless, 
preatomic—from which all other forms of energy are 
derived. Some writers, observing parallels with Franz Anton 
Mesmer’s notion of animal magnetism and Karl von Reichen- 
bach’s concept of odic force, feel that Reich’s experiments 
should be replicated by outside investigators. W. Edward 
Mann, in his article on Reich and orgone, tells why he thinks 
that such an investigation is justified.

A parallel between orgone and the Soviet concept of 
bioplasma, as presented by Viktor M. Inyushin, is made by 
other writers. The Eden Bulletin (see Appendix III) in Janu
ary 1975 attempted to link the Soviet work in psychoenerget
ics with the purported sale of Reich’s publications to scien
tists in the USSR before an American federal court ordered 
the books burned.

This section, therefore, presents articles describing various 
traditions, ancient and contemporary, that claim to have 
identified an unusual form of energy as the key to under
standing paranormal phenomena. Laurence Beynam, an 
American physicist living in Turkey, recently surveyed this 
vast subject and reported his findings in an article entitled 
“Quantum Physics and the Paranormal” that appeared in the 
journal Astrologia (Vol. 1, No. 2, 1975). According to 
Beynam, some of the characteristics of this hypothetical en
ergy are:

(1) It is observed in the operation of heat, light, elec
tricity, magnetism, and chemical reactions, yet is different 
from all of them.

(2) It fills all space, penetrating and permeating every
thing, yet denser materials conduct it better and faster, and 
metal refracts it while organic material absorbs it.

(3) It is basically synergetic. It has a basic negentropic, 
formative, and organizing effect, even as heat increases, and 
therefore is the opposite of entropy (that is, disintegration
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and disorganization of matter) set forth by the Second Law 
of Thermodynamics, which it thereby violates.

(4) Changes in the energy precede observable physical 
changes, and it is supposed to create matter, energy and life. 
This is also observed in certain psychokinetic phenomena 
where metals continue bending long after the initiating 
agency or psychic sensitive has touched them.

(5) It has its opposite number. Seen clairvoyantly by psy
chics as red and yellow, this opposite form of the energy is 
opposed to the life-giving energy outlined above. This occurs 
when the life-giving energy is leaving, instead of entering 
(emerging into) a region. While the blue, synergic energy 
gives a cool, pleasant feeling to the sensitives, the yellow-red 
entropic energy creates a feeling of heat and unpleasantness.

(6) In any structure that is highly organized (e.g., crys
tals, plants, humans), there is a series of geometrical points at 
which the energy is highly concentrated (e.g., chakras in the 
yogic tradition, acupuncture points in the traditional Chinese 
medical system).

(7) The energies will flow from one object to another. 
According to the Hawaiian Huna tradition, it is “sticky” so 
that an invisible stream of energy will always connect any two 
objects that have in any way been connected in the past (thus 
providing the basis of sympathetic magic). The energy is sub
ject to exponential decay, radiating outwards in the course of 
time from an inert material, but always there is a residue 
(since decay goes on to infinity). The density of energy varies 
in inverse proportion to the distance, which sets it apart from 
electromagnetic and gravitational laws, but for which a theory 
of potentials may be applicable.

(8) The energy is observable in several ways: as isolated 
pulsating points, as spirals, as a cloud or “aura” surrounding 
the body, as a flame, as a tenuous web of lines (the Yaqui 
sorcerer don Juan’s “lines of the world” and the occultist’s 
“etheric web”).

Despite the foregoing, we should not ignore the possibility 
that some paranormal phenomena result from little-known or 
imperfectly understood effects of recognized forces. Research     
engineer James Beal, speaking at the American Anthro
pological Association’s 1974 symposium on parapsychology
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and anthropology, surveyed the data dealing with electrostatic 
fields and brain/body/environment relationships. After de
scribing bioelectric field effects in the context of extraordinary 
events such as paranormal healing, he noted that the effects 
should not be construed as the cause behind unexplained psy
chic events. Rather, he said, they may serve as “weak indica
tors, precursors, or stimulators in regard to effects filtering 
down from a higher system.” In other words, a fifth type of 
energy—if it exists—would have to interact with the other 
four types.

The late Harold Saxton Burr of Yale University devel
oped techniques to study an indicator system such as those 
proposed by Beal. His electrodynamic theory of life, first an
nounced in the 1930s but still largely unknown to orthodox 
scientists, offers a possible link between electromagnetism and 
psi—a potential bridge between the physical and the paraphys- 
ical. It has been said that the work of Burr and his colleague 
Leonard Ravitz deals with the prephysical foundations of 
life.

The Burr-Ravitz work indicates that there is a guiding field 
of electromagnetic energy—generally termed a life field or L 
field—that performs a directive, organizing function on the 
physical structure of an organism. Burr and Ravitz demon
strated that the state of health of an organism could be deter
mined far in advance of the least observable physical sign by 
using a microvoltmeter to inspect its L field. Ravitz himself 
has informally reported that the L field as a whole disappears 
before physical death. Sensitivity to the L field might explain 
much about how psychic healers function in diagnosis and 
cure.

The data suggest, however, that L fields are themselves 
affected by other forces. Ravitz made the further discovery 
that the state of the mind affects the voltage gradients of the 
L field. Edward Russell, who describes the Burr-Ravitz work 
in this section, refers to this power of thought as a T field, 
meaning thought field. He notes that although L fields are or
dinary electromagnetic phenomena, not a new force in na
ture, they are nevertheless of immense importance for show
ing how mind or T fields can measurably affect L fields and 
thus the physical body. Therefore the study of L fields may
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give science an opening into that critical area where physics 
and psychology interface.

We will begin this section with a look at the “fields of life” 
which have already been investigated by science and then 
move into an examination of the inadequately explored forces 
which various traditions hold to be the occult answer to the 
riddle of existence. The chapters differ in their orientation. 
The material in Russell’s chapter on the Burr-Ravitz work 
can be easily investigated and replicated because the scientific 
literature contains details of the experiments and the technol
ogy. Reich’s work, as described by W. Edward Mann, is de
scribed in detail by Reich and his followers. Those who 
would replicate his experiments, however, will have to exam
ine the various Reich archives for his unpublished material. A 
different problem exists in regard to Inyushin’s research; most 
of his voluminous writings have never been translated into 
English. Gopi Krishna has urged a scientific test for his 
theories and in his other writings has offered provocative 
ideas for researchers. W. E. Butler’s article belongs to the eso
teric tradition and needs to be translated into scientific terms. 
Langston Day’s paper is a presentation of various experi
ments; however, the reader should be warned that he com
bines the respected writings of Schroedinger, Rutherford, and 
Millikan with the highly controversial and somewhat dubious 
reports by Mesmer, Abrams, and von Reichenbach. This is an 
interesting chapter, but one to be read with a skeptical and a 
discriminating eye.



The Fields of Life

EDWARD W. RUSSELL

6.

I.

“A new scientific truth,” wrote the great scientist Max 
Planck, “does not triumph by convincing its opponents and 
making them see the light; but rather because its opponents 
eventually die and a new generation grows up that is familiar 
with it.”

How many must die before the importance of the great dis
covery of the fields of life is generally accepted by biologists?

Over forty years have passed since Dr. Harold Saxton Burr 
and Dr. F. S. C. Northrop, distinguished members of the Yale 
University faculty, first advanced the Electrodynamic Theory 
of Life—a theory rapidly confirmed by countless published 
experiments. But it is only in recent years that some younger 
biologists have realized the immense significance of this dis
covery. This suggests that Max Planck’s depressing dictum 
was only too true.

What was Burr’s discovery and why is it so important? 
Briefly, he found a previously unknown, higher order in the 
process by which all living things are organized and keep 
their form through constant changes of material.

It had long been known that we constantly renew our skin, 
hair, and blood. But, until some biochemists learned how to 
introduce radioactive elements into the body—which can be 
photographed after they have been incorporated in the body

“The Fields of Life” by Edward W. Russell is an original article 
written especially for this volume and is printed by permission of 
the author.
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cells—nobody realized that most, if not all, of the human 
body is being perpetually renewed.

All the protein, of which our bodies are so largely com
posed, is constantly being discarded and replaced with fresh 
protein derived from our food. This, of course, does not hap
pen suddenly—it happens continuously. Liver and serum pro
teins are turned over every ten days; the proteins of the lungs, 
brain, skin, and principle muscles are turned over every 158 
days. Even bone is constantly replaced with fresh material. 
Only the design of our bodies, changing slightly with growth 
and age, remains constant.

What preserves that design? What literally “keeps us in 
shape” through constant changes of material? This was a 
mystery to biologists until Burr and his associates demon
strated that all living forms are organized and maintained by 
an electrodynamic or, if you prefer, electromagnetic field. He 
called these organizing fields “the fields of life” or “L fields” 
for short. And he found that there is an L field for every kind 
of living form—from men to mice, from trees to seeds.

We cannot see a field. But, as most school children know, 
we can see what it does if we place a magnet under a card 
and scatter iron filings on the card. The filings will assume the 
pattern of the field of the magnet; and however often we sub
stitute fresh filings, they will always assume the same pattern.

L fields do the same thing. No matter how often the mole
cules of the body are renewed, the L field preserves their pat
tern and arrangement. L fields, however, are infinitely more 
complex than the simple field of a magnet; in fact, the body 
contains countless subfields, all under the control of the over
riding L field. There is also feedback from the subfields of the 
various organs which interact, to some extent, with the L 
field. Despite this feedback, however, the overall L field of 
the body is primary and controls its component fields.

II.

There is nothing “psychic” about L fields. Though far 
more complex than the fields known to conventional physics, 
they are of the same nature and can be measured and mapped
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with the highly sensitive modern voltmeters which are used in 
any electronic laboratory. These instruments are not used to 
measure skin resistance, as in a lie detector. Rather, they 
measure fields. These fields are revealed by different voltage 
gradients between different parts of the body. These gradients 
are simply differences of electrical dc potential and are not to 
be confused with the electrical currents to be found in the 
brain or on the skin. If the instruments are sensitive enough, 
the field can be measured without contacting the skin at all.

Burr and his associates found a characteristic L field in 
every kind of living form they examined with their volt
meters. They found L fields in rabbits, mice, salamanders, 
plants, trees, seeds, and even slime molds.

When they measured the L fields in frog eggs, they found 
that these revealed the future location of the frog’s nervous 
system—an indication that it is the L field which organizes 
the body of the frog. By measuring the L fields of seeds they 
found it possible to predict how strong and healthy the future 
plants would be. When, over a period of many years, they 
measured the L fields of trees, they found that these were 
influenced by such external forces as sunspots and phases of 
the moon—an indication that all life on Earth is a part of and 
subject to the influence of the great forces of the universe.

Burr established that L fields are true fields and that he was 
not measuring skin resistances, as some suggested. He did this 
by demonstrating that it is possible to measure the voltage 
gradients with the electrodes spaced a small distance from the 
surface of the body and not in contact with the skin. He also 
demonstrated the same thing when he rotated a salamander 
floated in a dish beneath—and out of contact with—elec
trodes connected to a voltmeter and recorder. As the creature 
was rotated, the recorder showed a tiny alternating current as 
the head and tail of the salamander passed in turn under the 
electrode.

These and countless other experiments demonstrated be
yond all doubt that L fields are an important step in the or
ganization of life—a “tool” that nature uses to build, main
tain, and repair all living forms. This discovery, therefore, is 
of fundamental importance to understanding what life is, es
pecially for biology and medicine.
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We can visualize the human L field as an electromagnetic 
corset. Unlike women’s corsets, however, L fields control the 
whole body, not merely some parts of the figure; and we can
not take them off at night! We are controlled by our L field 
from the moment of conception until we die.

When a sperm fertilizes an ovum, the right conditions are 
created for an L field—presumably from some spatial reser
voir—to take over and to start building an embryo. In ani
mal experiments, Burr was able to detect the L field of a 
growing embryo, because the field properties of the embryo 
radiate through the liquid environment in which it lives.

Since the L field is the organizer of the body, it is obvious 
that changes in the L field can warn us that there are, or will 
soon be, physical changes in the body. Sometimes changes in 
the L field precede physical symptoms. On the other hand an 
injury to the body can produce changes in the L field. By L- 
field measurements, for instance, it is possible to measure the 
rate of healing of wounds, even internal ones. This, of course, 
is of great potential value to surgeons.

Since the L field is an integrated organizing unit, any physi
cal injuries or changes affect the field as a whole. Thus it is 
possible to detect these injuries or changes in some convenient 
part of the body at a distance from the affected part. And one 
of the most striking—and useful—examples of this is the de
tection of ovulation by voltage changes in the L field.

Burr discovered that ovulation in the female is preceded by 
a sharp rise in voltage—a fact which he confirmed by an ex
periment on a female rabbit. First he stimulated ovulation in 
the rabbit. Then he anesthetized it, opened the abdomen, and 
placed an electrode in a salt-filled chamber around the ovary. 
The ovary was continuously scanned with a microscope and 
the voltage changes recorded on a recording galvanometer. At 
the moment the egg was released, as seen through the micro
scope, the galvanometer recorded a sharp change in voltage.

To measure the moment of ovulation in a woman, how
ever, it is not necessary for the electrode to be close to the

III.
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ovary, since this physical event affects the whole field. All 
that is necessary is for the woman to dip the index finger of 
each hand in two little dishes filled with saline solution and 
connected to the voltmeter.

By such measurements on many women, Burr was able to 
establish the important fact that “there is no necessary rela
tionship between ovulation and menstruation, for either may 
exist without the other; ovulation may occur without menstru
ation and menses without ovulation.”

This explains why the “rhythm method” of birth control 
has been found to be unreliable for about thirty percent of 
the women who use it. If suitable instruments were generally 
available, it would be possible for women who, for religious 
or other reasons, do not use contraceptives to avoid concep
tion by merely taking regular measurements of the voltage in 
their L fields. This would be of great practical utility in plan
ning parenthood.

L-field measurements can also be useful to women who 
want to conceive but have had difficulty in doing so. Such a 
woman was a married patient of Burr who had longed for a 
child. She went daily to his laboratory and took her own volt
age measurements and, when she saw the voltage rising, went 
home to her husband. A much-wanted child was the result.

L-field measurements can also be used to determine the 
best time for artificial insemination.

IV.

As noted earlier, changes in the optimal L field sometimes 
precede overt physical symptoms. For this reason L-field 
measurements can sometimes be used to give warning of, say, 
cancer before the physician can observe any physical signs. 
They are particularly useful for the rapid detection of malig
nancy in the female genital tract.

This has been demonstrated by Barton, Musselman, and 
Langman, who first became interested in Burr’s detection of 
ovulation. After using L-field measurements for artificial in
semination, Langman carried out a long and meticulously
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controlled series of experiments on nearly one thousand 
women, mostly at New York’s Bellevue Hospital.

Langman measured the L fields of his patients by intro
ducing one electrode into the vagina until its tip came to rest 
in the posterior fornix. The other, or “reference,” electrode 
was bandaged to the lower abdominal wall. In the vast major
ity of cases he found that, if the potential between the two 
electrodes was negative, the patient was suffering from some 
malignancy, which was later confirmed by normal tests.

His results were subjected to a most careful statistical analy
sis. To summarize them, in nine out of ten cases of malig
nancy a negative potential was recorded. A negative potential 
does not always mean malignancy but ninety-five percent of 
all malignancies can be uncovered by these “electrometric” 
tests. They can be carried out by qualified technicians at the 
rate of five per hour per instrument. As a screening procedure 
to detect malignancy in large numbers of women, therefore, 
electrometric tests are far quicker and cheaper than the mi
croscopic examination of biopsy material. Thus they offer an 
important technique for the early detection of malignancy.

Some of this work by Langman and Burr was published as 
long ago as 1942. But, to the best of this writer’s knowledge, 
none of the commanders of the much-advertised “war on 
cancer” have so far paid the slightest attention to the valuable 
“weapon” that this research offers—further striking confirma
tion of Planck’s dictum.

V.

In the future it may be possible to use L fields for treat
ment as well as for diagnosis. For since the L field controls 
the body and abnormalities in the L field often precede physi
cal symptoms, it would seem logical to attack disease through 
the L field. So far, little consideration has been given to this 
possibility. There are, however, some indications that it is 
worth pursuing.

Around the time of World War II, for instance, some Ger
man scientists researched the effects on the body of what 
might be termed the “electronic environment.” They found
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that this differs with the nature of the surface of the Earth. 
With a porous, sandy soil the earth “breathes” air in and out 
with changes in atmospheric pressure. When the earth “ex
hales” air it is negatively charged, and this charge, they 
found, has definite effects on the body. They did not know 
about L fields, but if they had, they would undoubtedly have 
concluded that the negative charge affected the L field, rather 
than the body directly. They noted that these effects do not 
occur over rocky ground because it cannot “breathe.”

It has long been known that electrical storms, which induce 
powerful currents in the earth, have a most depressing effect 
on some people. And it is now known that the electrical con
ditions which accompany certain winds in the form of posi
tive ions, rather than the winds themselves, have a depressing 
effect, no doubt on the L field and thus the body. Well-known 
examples of such winds are the mistral of the Mediterranean, 
the foehn wind of Bavaria, and the santana of southern Cali
fornia.

Some years ago, a German scientist reported some striking 
successes in treating patients, suffering from various prob
lems, by placing them on a couch in the middle of a powerful 
electrostatic field. Apparently he had not heard about L fields 
but it seems probable that in some way he was revitalizing 
them electrically.

Another indication of the possibilities is some research by 
Mr. George De la Warr, who applied mild alternating mag
netic fields of specific frequencies to different parts of the 
body. He found that these would cause a reflex action at 
some distance from the spot where he applied the field, which 
suggests that he was treating the L field as a whole. With the 
same treatment he was able to reduce cholesterol levels and 
white cell counts, which suggests the same thing.

These things at least suggest that the possibility of treating 
the L field electromagnetically is worth pursuing.

If such research is undertaken, Kirlian photography, which 
is arousing such interest, may well play a useful part. There is 
some dispute whether this technique makes it possible to pho
tograph a part of the L field or whether Kirlian photographs 
are of some more subtle “aura”; and it may be some time be
fore this dispute is resolved. In the meanwhile, Kirlian photog
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raphy might be used to examine the effects of electromagnetic 
fields of different frequencies.

VI.

While measurements of L fields can be useful in diagnosing 
such physical conditions as cancer, ovulation, or the rate of 
healing of internal wounds, they can be equally valuable in 
assessing the condition of the mind.

As long ago as 1948, Dr. Leonard J. Ravitz, Jr.—referred 
to by Burr as his “most brilliant pupil”—made a discovery of 
the utmost significance. He found that the state of the mind is 
reflected in the L field. In other words, certain mental condi
tions can be measured or detected with a voltmeter; and it is 
hard to overestimate the importance of this discovery. To 
quote Burr:

Perhaps the most remarkable result obtained in our 
laboratory by Dr. Ravitz was when he found a 
significant electro-metric correlate of hypnotism that was 
astonishing to watch: a continuously recording voltmeter 
showed evidence of marked changes in voltage gradient 
during the hypnotic process.

... If anyone needed objective evidence of the re
sults of hypnosis, one needed only to look at the charts 
recorded under these conditions. Needless to say, this 
suggests an enormous range of studies which could be 
made paralleling those of Dr. Ravitz and, wherever pos
sible, extending them.

In other words, Ravitz was the first man in history to meas
ure the depth of hypnosis electrically and thereby to demon
strate that mind can influence the L field—an electromagnetic 
phenomenon.

Good doctors have always known that the mind can 
influence the body for good or ill. A strong “will to live” can 
often defy the medical probabilities. Conversely, worry can 
produce ulcers. But until Ravitz made this discovery, nobody 
knew how the mind does this. It now appears that the mind 
produces “psychosomatic” symptoms—as it is now fashion
able to call them—by interfering with the organization of the 
L field. If this inference is correct—and Burr did not disagree
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when the writer suggested it—“psychosomatic” symptoms 
can best be attacked by trying to change the attitude of mind 
of the patient.

In other words, L fields are the “bridge” or intermediate 
link between the mental and the physical. Thus they offer evi
dence that mind and body are quite separate, which is con
trary to the belief of some modern biologists. In this writer’s 
view, too, L fields at least partly explain how radionic therapy 
achieves its results—by acting on the L field of the patient 
through his mind (see Chap. 29).

In later experiments on many thousands of patients, Ravitz 
made another important discovery: the voltage gradients in 
human beings are not constant but vary rhythmically in time.

If the voltage gradients of a healthy person—taken between 
the forehead and the palm of a hand—are taken every day 
and plotted as a graph it will be found that they appear as a 
series of sine waves which reflect the mental and physical ups 
and downs of the patient. If the peaks of these curves happen 
to coincide, the individual will be “at his best”—at the maxi
mum point of physical energy and mental alertness of 
which he is capable. But if two “valleys” in these curves hap
pen to coincide, the individual will be at his lowest ebb, and 
therefore specially susceptible to accidents.

Such knowledge can be of great importance to those en
gaged in hazardous occupations, such as airline pilots. Even 
ordinary situations, such as driving a car, can be made more 
safe. Since these curves follow a regular pattern in all healthy, 
normal people, it is possible to predict highs and lows some 
weeks ahead and thus to give ample warning of dangerous pe
riods for the individual concerned. Thus forewarned of an 
impending “low,” they can either try to avoid hazardous 
duties or, if that is impossible, they can exercise special care 
and vigilance.

These curves slightly resemble those used in studies of 
“biorhythms,” which are attracting the attention of industry 
at the present time. But there are important differences: bio
rhythm curves are usually determined by going back to the 
date of birth, while the curves discovered by Ravitz can actu
ally be measured and plotted accurately for the individual as
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he is at the time. This is important as individuals may have 
changed since they were bom.

There is some evidence, too, that the phases of the moon, 
along with other meteorological factors, must be taken into 
account if an individual’s curves are to be plotted to the ut
most utility.

There is another important use for Ravitz’s discovery. He 
found that while the curves of healthy people display a steady 
rhythmic pattern over long periods, curves of those suffering 
from instability are erratic and irregular. By measuring the L 
fields of people, therefore, it is possible quickly to detect 
those who are psychologically unstable and also those who 
are likely to crack under stress.

In this way recruiters for the military, education, industry, 
etc., will be able to weed out applicants before time and money 
are spent on training them for duties for which they are un
suitable. Though there may be no obvious symptoms, psy- 
chotics can be detected in only a few days of measurements, 
though borderline cases may take a little longer.

One of the great advantages of this method is that it is en
tirely objective. Voltage readings can be taken by a techni
cian, who need not say a word to the individual; and the 
charts can then be inspected and interpreted by someone 
qualified to do so, who need never see the individual. Most of 
the tests and subjective questions by psychiatrists can thus be 
dispensed with. In other words, much psychiatric testing can 
be replaced by a completely impersonal voltmeter—which 
may not be welcomed by the psychiatric profession!

VII.

There is an even more important use for L-field measure
ments of mental patients: they can help to decide whether in
mates of mental hospitals are fit to return to the world out
side.

As everyone knows, a high proportion of the hospital beds 
in the United States is devoted to mental patients, at enor
mous cost to the community. Anything, then, which can help 
to decide how many of them can safely be released cannot
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only lessen this burden but may also make life happier for 
many of these unfortunate people.

Conversely, L-field measurements can help to minimize a 
real danger to the community—the release of patients who 
have not been cured, even if they seem to be better, and who 
in fact are dangerously violent and even homicidal.

At present all that the authorities have to go by is the opin
ion of the psychiatrists who all too often are disastrously 
wrong. Newspapers frequently record these tragic cases. This 
writer has personal knowledge of three men, pronounced 
“cured” by the psychiatrists and released from institutions. 
Shortly after release two of them committed brutal murders 
and the third became so violent that he had to be locked up 
again.

If such tragedies are to be avoided in the future it is obvi
ous that we need some more reliable yardstick than the per
sonal opinions of psychiatrists. Regular L-field measurements 
can supply this. Electrometric tests should be given at regular 
intervals to all candidates for release from mental institutions 
for a period of months, before release can be considered. And 
all those released should be required to take regular elec
trometric tests for some months, at least, after release to de
tect any possible relapse.

Such tests would be far more reliable—and far less expen
sive—than psychiatric examinations.

In short, L-field measurements offer a new and precise tool 
to psychiatrists; and it is appropriate that they should have 
been discovered by Ravitz who is, himself, an outstanding 
psychiatrist with long, varied, practical experience.

Another and more pleasant aspect of L-field measurements 
is that they can be used to measure the intensity of emotion, 
which also may be useful to psychiatry. Ravitz has been able 
to measure in millivolts the strength of an emotion recalled 
under hypnosis. And this can also be done with a conscious 
emotion and without hypnosis.

For instance, when the writer was experimenting with a 
voltmeter he happened to think of something hilarious. Imme
diately the voltage between his forehead and the palm of one 
hand shot up by ten millivolts. This is perhaps the first time
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that such an elusive and intangible form of thought—a hu
morous idea—has ever been measured with a voltmeter!

There are many today who do not distinguish between 
mind and body and still confuse thought with its instrument, 
the brain. Many scientists, too, refuse to admit the reality of 
anything that cannot be measured. Ravitz’ discoveries should 
cause such people to reconsider their notions.

VIII.

Apart from its value to biology and medicine, Burr’s dis
covery of the fields of life has important philosophical and 
theological significance. For it shows that man is an insepa
rable part of the universe and subject to its precise and inexo
rable laws. For Burr demonstrated that the fields of life are 
embraced and influenced by the greater fields of space.

He did this with his historic experiments with the L fields 
of trees which he used to record long-term effects of the fields 
and forces of the universe. It was necessary to use trees be
cause it is obviously impossible to keep human beings con
tinuously connected to recording voltmeters for years. For 
what he termed his “antennae to the universe” he chose a 
young maple tree outside his house in New Haven, Connect
icut, and a magnificent old elm outside his laboratory at Lyme, 
Connecticut.

Here again he was breaking entirely new ground, and it 
took him a long time and many experiments before he was 
able to develop a technique which proved satisfactory through 
several decades of experiment. First, he carefully removed the 
bark down to the cambium layer. Against this he applied the 
open face of small plastic containers filled with physiological 
salt jelly in which his special silver-silver chloride electrodes 
were embedded. These containers were held in the opening in 
the bark and the electrodes connected by special cables to 
recording voltmeters indoors.

After much experiment he found it best to place the con
tainers holding the electrodes on the trunk of the tree, one 
above the other and about three feet apart. The lower elec
trode was placed high enough on the trunk to avoid inter
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ference by marauding animals. This technique was so stable 
that he was able to take almost continuous records over a pe
riod of nearly thirty years.

It was fascinating to see this majestic “antenna to the uni
verse” deep in the woods of Lyme, and the pens of the 
recording voltmeter in the laboratory nearby, quietly inscrib
ing what man had never seen before—the effects of the great 
fields and forces of space on a living thing on this planet. And 
it was obvious that if these can affect the L field of a tree, 
they must also affect the L fields of all living things, including 
man.

These voltmeters also recorded the effects on the two trees 
—one in New Haven and the other in Lyme—of such mun
dane factors as the changing seasons and day and night, and 
also variations of voltages in the air and the earth. They in
dicated effects which roughly followed the lunar cycle which, 
wrote Burr, “does not mean that the moon affects the living 
systems as the old wives’ tale held, but rather that both the 
moon and the living systems respond to some more primary 
characteristics of the cosmos.”

Though the two trees were in different environments and 
about forty miles apart, the records showed a remarkable cor
respondence which demonstrated that the effects recorded 
were not the result of purely local conditions.

Records of both trees showed an “extraordinary” correla
tion between the potentials in the trees and sunspot activity, 
as recorded in Zurich. And Burr—ever modest and cautious 
in his claims—wrote: “There is a hint . . . although this is by 
no means valid and final evidence—that the changing poten
tials of the trees follow, by a predictable amount of time, the 
changing relative sunspot numbers.”

He goes on to say: “It would seem reasonable to conclude 
. . . that a study of longer duration . . . might make it abun
dantly clear that the field properties, not only of living sys
tems but of the universe, interact in characteristic fashions 
and produce results of great significance.”

Dr. Ralph Markson of the Department of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics at MIT, made a meticulous statistical analysis of 
these tree records. He concluded that “tree potentials respond 
either to geomagnetic activity directly, or that both param
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eters may be under the influence of some other geophysical 
factor or factors.”

He also concluded: “Statistically, both the sun and the 
moon seem to influence tree potentials, the sun apparently 
through an electromagnetic mechanism, the moon through a 
gravitational or gravitational—electrical mechanism.”

Many years of research will be needed fully to explore the 
new territory of knowledge which the tree records have 
opened up. But already they show beyond all reasonable 
doubt that man and all his fellow living creatures are subject 
to the influence—and inflexible discipline—of the great forces 
of space.

This is a salutary lesson for an age in which violence and 
indiscipline seem widespread and increasing. For, as one of 
Britain’s most brilliant and far-seeing politicians recently ob
served to the writer: “Unless we can somehow instill into 
more of the electorate a belief in a higher power, our system 
of democracy is doomed.”

Burr’s great discovery, however, also offers an anxious and 
troubled age some much-needed reassurance. To quote his 
own words:

The universe in which we find ourselves and from 
which we cannot be separated is a place of law and 
order. It is not an accident, nor chaos. It is organized 
and maintained by an electrodynamic field, capable of 
determining the position and movement of all charged 
particles . . . Law and order prevail from the biggest to 
the smallest; and to suggest that there is any chaos is 
merely to display our lack of information. In short, the 
universe has meaning and so have we. Though we do not 
understand it, the meaning is there ...

These words—written a year before his death in 1973— 
epitomized the life’s work of a great gentleman and scholar 
who, one day, will be recognized as an outstanding pioneer of 
science.



Radiations Known and Unknown

LANGSTON DAY

7.

Most of the radiations which figure in the scientific textbooks 
are represented as forming part of the electromagnetic spec
trum, which is usually shown as a graduated table of all the 
known frequencies or rates of vibration . . .

Are there any other forms of radiation, radiations which 
are not listed in the textbooks? . . .

Where living matter is concerned, persons possessing a cer
tain kind of sensitivity, or an extra sense of perception, can 
become aware of emanations emitted by human beings or ani
mals. Perhaps when we come down the evolutionary scale to 
insects, molluscs, and plants the emanations are not so obvi
ous, though they are clear enough in the case of glowworms 
and fireflies which happen to emit radiations falling within the 
visible lightband. Many of the mysteries of nature, such as 
the migration of birds, might be explained by the presence of 
radiations which are received in some unexplained fashion.

A. M. Gurwitsch has recorded what he calls “mitogenic ra
diation,” which is said to come from the growth process of 
living cells, namely cell division in the roots of growing 
plants; and more recently in Columbia University I. I. Rabi, 
P. Kusch and S. Millman, using a new kind of apparatus, 
gave scientific proof of rays or vibrations which pass between 
one molecule and another. They showed that each cell, living 
or inert, is a tiny radio transmitter and receiver which gives a

“Radiations Known and Unknown” by Langston Day is excerpted 
from New Worlds beyond the Atom by Langston Day, with George 
De la Warr. Copyright © 1963 by The Devin-Adair Company and 
reprinted by permission of The Devin-Adair Company.
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continuous broadcast, and that the waves range in length over 
the whole of the electromagnetic spectrum. . . .

There is reason to believe that some of the ancient races 
were familiar with this idea of radiation from living creatures; 
but this knowledge seems to have been lost and rediscovered 
after the lapse of millenniums. In more recent times it was 
Goethe who first suggested studying the vibrations emitted by 
the human body. Newton regarded the universe as a dead 
mechanism, but Goethe with his poetic insight saw it as filled 
with life and color.

About a quarter of a century later, Goethe’s idea was taken 
up by another famous German. Baron Karl von Reichenbach 
was one of the most distinguished chemists of his day and the 
discoverer of creosote and many other chemical compounds. 
But his heart was not in coaltar; it was in the curious experi
ments which had been made by Mesmer. Towards the middle 
of the 19th century he began to carry out experiments of his 
own in this direction, using as his subjects people who [pur
portedly] possessed some form of extrasensory perception. 
Many of them suffered from various kinds of nervous disor
ders, but some were in good health. He called them “sensitive 
subjects,” and with their aid he accumulated a wealth of evi
dence indicating that there existed in nature a peculiar kind 
of energy which he named the odic force. He found it in 
magnets, crystals, light, heat, and living cells; he found it 
manifesting itself wherever any kind of chemical reaction was 
taking place.

This energy could be accumulated or conducted along 
wires, focused by a lens, or distorted as a candle flame is dis
torted by blowing on it. It seemed to be a vital energy since 
he discovered that certain people could transmit it to others— 
for healing, the relief of pain, or even to produce anesthesia. 
In 1844 Reichenbach published his Researches and the book 
created a considerable stir in this country. But doctors and 
scientists were skeptical and could not accept his claims. Yet 
the great Humboldt said of his work: “The facts are undenia
ble: it now becomes the task of science to explain them.”

Even more scorn was heaped on the head of the American
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doctor, Albert Abrams,* who held the view that all matter 
emitted radiations and that the human body could be used as a 
receiver for them. Each of the organs, he found, acts as a sep
arate broadcasting station, emitting waves of a certain fre
quency when not diseased or weakened. He drew up a table 
of frequencies which he believed represented the correct vi
brational rates of the various organs. Disease, he said, was an 
altered rate of vibration. He claimed to be able to correct 
wrong vibrational rates by means of a device of his own in
vention, and he also claimed to be able to diagnose a patient’s 
physical condition from a specimen of his blood.

Doctors regarded him with the greatest misgiving, and in 
the medical world the term “Abrams’ box” is still a term of 
scorn and derision. Abrams’ great mistake was to be some
what bombastic about his powers to diagnose, so that he ap
peared in a ludicrous light when he was tricked in a test in 
which rabbit’s blood was substituted for human blood.

The work of Abrams was carried on by Ruth Drown of 
California, who in 1939 published an account of her work in 
Theory and Technique of the Drown Radio-Therapy and 
Radio-Vision Instruments. She developed instruments for di
agnosis and treatment and found she was able to treat patients 
through a “link” such as a blood specimen. Her work still 
continues in America, though it is not officially recognized in 
medical circles.

In England, Abrams’ work was taken up by Dr. Guyon 
Richards . . . and by Drs. Dudley Wright, Ernest Martin, 
and others. Richards was much impressed by the results 
achieved by homeopathy, a therapeutic system which consists 
in administering so-called “potentized” dilutions of minerals 
and herbs.

Hahnemann, the originator of homeopathy, was ridiculed by 
the medical profession of his day. How, it was asked, could 
one-millionth of a grain of belladonna possibly cure scarlet 
fever? He and his followers knew that the almost magical 
effects of these microscopic doses depended upon potentiza- 
tion. Some subtle form of radiation entered into the dose. If 
you are an allopathic doctor, you pin your faith on chemistry

* See Chapter 29. Editors.
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and administer doses of drugs, but if you are a homeopath 
you diminish the chemical action and rely on the radiative 
force in the potentized dilution.

At the moment of going to press [1963] there is news that 
fifteen years of research work carried out by the Boyd Medi
cal Research Institute in Glasgow has shown that this poten- 
tization is a reality. In the experiments a crude drug was 
added to a diluting fluid in the proportion of one to ninety- 
nine drops. After vigorous shaking, a single drop of the 
diluent was added to a further ninety-nine drops, and so on.

When this process had been repeated thirty times the frac
tion of the original drug remaining was about one divided by 
an integer with sixty noughts. Not one molecule of the drug 
remained, yet more than one thousand carefully controlled 
experiments proved beyond any doubt that these high dilu
tions will affect living cells.

Richards thought that this radiative force in homeopathy 
was the same force which had been discovered by Reichen
bach, Abrams, and others. He improved on Abrams’ work 
and tried to prove that his table of rates bore a definite rela
tionship to the table of atomic weights. He also confirmed 
Reichenbach’s discovery that the human body radiates a form 
of energy which had not hitherto been detectable by instru
ments. Towards the end of his life he formed the London 
Medical Society for the Study of Radiesthesia and began to 
make use of a pendulum for diagnosis. This is “dowsing” ap
plied to medicine.

What is water divining, or dowsing?† The Divining Rod by 
Sir William Barrett and Theodore Besterman, an authoritative 
book published twenty years ago, describes the work of some 
of the best-known dowsers and proves beyond doubt that 
water divining is a genuine art. Not only can water be discov
ered by its aid: minerals, metals, archaeological remains and 
many other things have been traced in this way.

Some people believe that the rod with which Moses struck 
the rock was a divining rod and the term “Mosaical rod” oc
curs in literature. Ancient Egyptian bas-reliefs show diviners 
at work with bells held in their extended hands. In the reign

† See Chapter 28. Editors.
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of James I a certain John Scott “who pretended to the use of 
the Mosaical rods” was engaged by David Ramsey, a clock- 
maker, to dowse for buried treasure in the cloister of West
minster Abbey. Unhappily he failed, but the chronicler rec
ords: “The true miscarriage of the business was by reason of 
so many people being present at the operation; for there was 
about thirty, some laughing, others deriding us.”

This looks as if our ancestors regarded dowsing as a psy
chic operation, and in fact the authors of The Divining Rod 
suggest that knowledge of the object searched for enters the 
operator’s subconscious mind and usually shows itself by a 
slight involuntary twitching of his muscles. Some diviners 
even believe that the gift is telepathic, but it seems more 
likely that the dowser’s neuromuscular system is affected by 
this same radiation which is emitted by all forms of matter 
and that his mind acts as a selector or tuning-in apparatus. 
Some dowsers get a reaction not only when they are immedi
ately over the underground stream, or whatever it may be, 
but at regular intervals away from it—rather like a series of 
diminishing ripples.

This hardly seems like the work of mind, and yet mind 
enters into it in no uncertain way because in radiesthesia, of 
which dowsing forms a part, we are passing beyond the fron
tiers of matter into another sphere where mind is a demon
strable force. So when a dowser sets out in search say of coal, 
he must have coal in his mind; or if he prefers, he may take a 
sample of coal which acts as a “witness” or link. It not only 
helps him to focus his mind on “coal underground,” but 
being coal it emits radiations similar to those of the substance 
he is seeking. Some dowsers find samples more effective when 
they hold them against the solar plexus.

Since dowsing works with inanimate matter it is not sur
prising that it can be used to detect the still more powerful ra
diations from living substances. Just as dowsers have discov
ered concentric rings of reaction at regular intervals from say, 
an underground stream, so they have found circling the body 
of a patient similar rings which vary with his state of health.

Most medical dowsers use miniature pendulums consisting 
perhaps of a small piece of ivory or amber suspended on a 
length of thread, and these pendulums are found to gyrate
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when placed in one of these rings emitted by the patient, the 
manner of the gyration giving a clue to his state of health.

Pendulists also make use of samples of diseased tissue, bac
terial cultures, and so forth, which emit their own particular 
radiations, and by various techniques they attempt to diag
nose the cause of the trouble. They are also able to check any 
proposed remedy, whether homeopathic or otherwise, by 
placing a sample of it near the patient and observing if its ra
diations bring the gyrations of the pendulum nearer to normal.

It may be that there has been too much loose talk about 
“human vibrations,” “personal radiations,” and so forth on 
the part of people with little or no scientific training. How
ever it may be, doctors are suspicious of such ideas and medi
cine is apt to lean rather heavily on chemistry. But chemistry, 
as we have said earlier, is not very far back in the line of 
causality. What lies behind it?

Here and there even among the most orthodox you find an 
admission that there may be something more at work than 
chemistry. Joseph Needham, who cannot be accused of undue 
credulity, says [in Order and Life]: “It is possible to picture 
a single molecule or molecular aggregate (perhaps of a 
paracrystalline nature) exerting an influence around itself in 
all directions of space for a considerable distance, even into 
microscopic dimensions.”

There are in fact formative forces in nature which cannot 
be pinpointed in the electromagnetic spectrum. E. Pfeiffer has 
produced patterns of some of them in rather the same way 
that many of us produced patterns of magnetic forces in iron 
filings when we were at school.

He covered a smooth plate of glass with a thin film of cop
per chloride which crystallizes when it cools. By adding the 
juices of various plants, human or animal saliva, urine, or 
diluted blood, he found that the radiations from these sub
stances draw characteristic designs in the crystals. Lily juice, 
for instance, draws a sort of “lily picture,” while agave pro
duces a strange design which appears prickly.

Blood, he concluded, possesses a strong radiative energy 
and each person has his own peculiar blood crystallization 
pattern. By using sodium sulphate instead of copper chloride, 
he found that those forces which build up and maintain the
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shapes and proportions in nature depend to a great extent 
upon radiations from the Sun. The patterns are much less dis
tinct at night or during a solar eclipse. His latest work seems 
to indicate that crystalline formations obtained from certain 
solutions can be affected by thought processes.

We must also take note of the work of J. C. Maby who with 
T. B. Franklin and others tried to record radiesthetic vibra
tions with delicate electronic apparatus. He found that his in
struments were upset by oncoming gales, thunderstorms, 
snowstorms, fog, heavy clouds, and also by nearby moving 
objects such as aircraft, cars, and human beings; but in these 
latter cases only when they were at certain critical distances, 
suggesting a parallel to the “rings” known to dowsers.

Among other men who have contributed something to
wards our subject are George Crile, an American doctor, and 
Georges Lakhovsky.

Crile, as others have done, formed a view that the human 
body is an extremely complex electronic apparatus in which 
both shortwave and longwave radiation play important roles. 
Each living cell he saw as a tiny electric battery generating its 
own current by chemical action, and the nervous system as a 
network of highly specialized electrical conductors.

Lakhovsky developed the study of radiations from living 
matter on rather different lines. He regarded each of our [350 
trillion] living cells as a tiny battery with the nucleus acting 
as an oscillating circuit and giving off radiations. In disease 
the frequency changes.

He drew an interesting analogy between human bodies and 
radio sets. Our radio sets work because our aerials are placed 
in a variable electromagnetic field created by the waves emit
ted by the broadcasting stations. The cells of our bodies work 
in a similar way. They move rapidly with the Earth’s rotation 
and revolution through a variable electromagnetic field gen
erated by radiations from the Sun, the Milky Way, and the 
distant galaxies. Like all living matter, they are balanced on a 
knife edge, for they are constantly under the influence of ra
diations of higher and lower frequency which may compel 
them to alter their vibrational rate and so produce one of the 
many diseases whose root cause is so baffling.

Lakhovsky quoted Albert Nodon’s experiments which
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showed that the radiation from plants is as great as that of ra
dium or uranium. That of insects is from three to fifteen 
times greater, while the vital cells in human bodies radiate 
still more powerfully. He showed that every living thing is a 
delicate and complex radiative apparatus depending upon 
chains of interlocking processes within and supported like a 
fish in water by a sea of vibrations without. In his view the 
whole universe is knit together by a “universal plexus of cos
mic rays,” and all forms of matter, ranging from rarefied 
gases to solid rock are simply varying degrees of condensation 
in this plexus. In radiation everything lives, moves and has its 
being. . . .

In earlier days when an explorer reported having seen nuts 
the size of a man’s head with hair on them he was laughed to 
scorn. Europeans could not imagine a coconut. Perhaps we 
shall have difficulty even in imagining some of the things de
scribed [in Day’s book], but that is no reason why they 
should be rejected. Any Victorian scientist who had been bold 
enough to forecast radar or television would have been 
derided as an irresponsible visionary. In these days it is as 
well to preserve an open mind. . . .



Prana: 

The Traditional and the Modern View

GOPI KRISHNA

Kundalini is the ancient Sanskrit word for a form of bioen
ergy, the life force in humans which drives evolution and 
leads the race to a higher state of consciousness. Often called 
the serpent power, this esoteric concept can best be under
stood when we refer to the traditional portrait of Lord 
Vishnu, a familiar sight in many Hindu homes and places of 
worship.

Vishnu is one of the Hindu Trinity—Brahma, Vishnu, and 
Shiva. They represent the three essential phases of a cyclic 
creation. Brahma is the Creator, Vishnu the Sustainer, and 
Shiva (in the form of Rudra) the Destroyer. They are 
merely the three aspects of the attributes of Brahman itself. 
The picture is of tremendous significance and for that reason 
has come down almost unaltered through an enormous span 
of time. It seems incredible that so profound a knowledge of 
an inscrutable, complex phenomenon could be available in 
the so-called dark ages of the past. But the author or the au
thors of the presentation displayed truly amazing knowledge 
indeed of the various aspects of the serpent power.

In the classical portrait Lord Vishnu is shown reclining on 
the body of the multiheaded serpent, known as Shesha-Naga 
or Ananta. The body of the serpent floats on the heaving 
ocean of milk which surrounds it on every side. The thousand 
heads of the serpent make a canopy over the reclining frame 
of the god. The eyes of Vishnu are half-closed in samadhi

“Prana: The Traditional and the Modern View” by Gopi Krishna 
is excerpted from a forthcoming work, The Dawn of a New Science 
by Gopi Krishna, and is printed by permission of the Kundalini 
Research Foundation, New York City.
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and from his navel there springs a large lotus with a long 
stalk on which appears the form of Brahma with four faces 
and four arms. By the side or at the feet of Vishnu is the 
lovely form of the Goddess Lakshmi. She sits close to him, 
touching his feet. The most remarkable feature of the picture 
is that the face of Vishnu is shown to be sky blue in complex
ion.

For the inquiring mind the representation raises certain is
sues which need an explanation, and many attempts have 
been made to answer the riddle by scholars both in the East 
and the West. The image of Vishnu, the Lord of Creation, re
clining on Shesha-Naga, afloat on the ocean of milk, is an 
unmistakable pictorial representation of the effects of con
sciousness caused by the arousal of the serpent power. In one 
bold symbolic sweep the authors of the picture and the myth 
on which it is based have attempted to portray all the esoteric 
features of the awakening of kundalini.

Every human body is a “Kshir Sagar” or ocean of milk, 
because each of its billions of living cells is a self-charging 
battery of living electricity or prana. This pranic force abides 
in the form of an extremely subtle organic essence in all the 
tissues and substances of the body and is readily convertible 
into psychic energy. This is the bioplasma described by Soviet 
scientists who are conducting important experiments in this 
field. This work is described by Ostrander and Schroeder, 
who write: “From what we had seen, the Soviets appeared to 
have evidence that there is some sort of energy matrix in all 
living things, some sort of unifying invisible body or lumines
cence penetrating our physical bodies. But just what exactly is 
this energy body? How does it function? Where does it come 
from?”

‘The exploration that answered those questions began near 
Soviet space centers in far off Kazakhstan,” the two authors 
report. “A group of biologists, biochemists, and biophysicists 
clustered around a huge electron microscope. The Kirlians’ 
equipment . . . was hooked up to this sophisticated, intricate 
electronic instrument. The scientists . . . saw in the silent 
high-frequency discharge something once reserved only for 
clairvoyants. They saw the living ‘double’ of a living organism 
in motion. . . . What was this double? Some sort of elemen
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tary plasmalike constellation made of ionized excited elec
trons, protons, and possibly other particles, they said. But at 
the same time, this energy body is not just particles. It is not a 
chaotic system. It is a whole unified organism in itself. It acts 
as a unit, they said, and as a unit the energy body gives off its 
own electromagnetic fields and is the basis of biological 
fields.”1

At another place, referring further to the Kazakh scientists, 
Ostrander and Schroeder writes: “The bioluminescence visible 
in the Kirlian pictures is caused by the bioplasma, not the 
electrical state of the organism, they say. One of the most dis
tinctive features of this vibrating, colorful energy body in all 
living things, according to the Kazakh scientists, is that it has 
a specific spatial organization. It has shape. Inside the energy 
body, say the scientists, processes have their own labyrinthine 
motion absolutely unlike the pattern of energy in the physical 
body. The bioplasmic body is also polarized. The biological 
plasma of the energy body is specific for every organism, tis
sue and possibly biomolecule, they said.”

This bioplasmic body is a primary object of observation in 
the heightened states of consciousness induced by an awak
ened kundalini. In fact, for the first time consciousness now 
becomes aware of its own subtle world.

My own inward study of bioplasma or prana has revealed 
to me that there is a special pranic spectrum for every class 
of life on Earth and a specific one for every individual of 
each class. The real actor in our corporeal frame manipulates 
the gross tissues by means of subtle energies of which we 
have no knowledge at present. There is nothing in the 
wonder-exciting movement which is constantly going on in an 
atom to compare with the marvelous interplay of intelligent 
forces in the pranic body of a human, an animal, or a plant.

Plainly speaking, the study of bioplasma is yet in its in
fancy. However advanced might be the position of science in 
its investigation of the material universe, the efforts made 
now in the direction of the subtle forces of nature are still in 
a nascent state. The investigation done so far, however, de
notes a change in attitude which was absolutely necessary for 
the study of life. The awakened individual becomes as percep
tive of the bioplasma sheath as he is of the physical body.



The awareness of the latter comes about through the senses, 
while the former is directly apprehended by the mind. This 
presupposes a radical change in the very mechanism of per
ception. This is a point which the students of mysticism and 
altered states of consciousness often fail to grasp. The ob
server in the human is changed.

In its cosmic form prana is a highly diffused intelligent en
ergy spread everywhere. But in the individual it takes a 
specific form as the bioplasma or individual prana composed 
of an extremely subtle organic essence drawn from the ele
ments and compounds forming the body. It is this essence 
which, transformed into psychic energy, becomes the fuel for 
thought. The bioplasma, sustained by the cosmic ocean of 
prana, permeates each and every cell of an organism. In fact, 
it is the life of the cells as also of the organism itself. The 
nervous system with its countless extremely fine threads floats 
like a serpent on this pool of bioenergy, which is itself sur
rounded and permeated by the boundless ocean of universal 
life.

There is no agreement among psychologists about the na
ture of psychic energy. Broadly speaking, scientists as a class 
have not yet awakened to the realization that mind and 
thought are forms of a cosmic energy as subject to perennial 
laws and as capable of empirical proof as the various forms 
of material energy with which they deal. Only a few decades 
ago no biologist had any idea about the electrical activity of 
the brain. The fresh insights gained into the working of the 
most complex organ during even the last two decades were 
not available to the older generation of scientists.

While Wilhelm Reich’s ideas concerning bioelectrical en
ergy, which he called orgone, come closer to the concept of 
prana of the Indian savants than do those of other Western 
scientists, there is still a fundamental difference to be re
solved. It is necessary to quote him at some length to grasp 
their significance:

The color of the orgone is blue or bluish gray. . . . 
The orgone contains three different kinds of radiation: 
bluish-gray foglike formations; deep blue violet expand
ing and contracting dots and whitish, rapidly moving 
dots and lines. The color of the atmospheric orgone is
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apparent in the blue sky and the bluish haze which one 
sees in the distance, particularly on hot summer days. 
Similarly the blue-gray northern lights, the so-called St. 
Elmo’s Fire and the bluish formation which astronomers 
recently observed during a period of increased sunspot 
activity, are manifestations of the orgone energy.2

Coming from the cosmic aspect of orgone energy to the in
dividual, Reich says:

The living organism contains orgone energy in every 
one of its cells, and keeps charging itself orgonotically 
from the atmosphere by the process of breathing. The 
red blood corpuscles, at a magnification of over two 
thousand, show a bluish glimmer: They are vesicles 
charged with orgone energy which they transport from 
the lungs to the body tissues. The plant chlorophyll, 
which is related to the iron containing protein of the ani
mal food, contains orgone which it takes up directly from 
the atmosphere and the sun radiation.

That every individual organism is surrounded by an aura 
or a sheath of bioenergy is affirmed in these words: “The 
human organism is surrounded by an orgonotic field which 
varies in range according to the individual’s vegetative motil
ity.” There is a gulf of difference between Reich’s conception 
of bioelectrical energy and the prana-shakti of the Indian 
savants. This difference also exists in the case of all other con
cepts about bioplasma or life force currently held among many 
of the scientists in the West. For them this energy, what
ever the manifestation by which it can be identified, assumes 
the same position as other material energies in the universe. 
The underlying idea in the minds of the investigators is often 
the same as that which influences their study of physical ener
gies, namely to understand their nature and laws to harness 
them for pragmatic purposes.

But for the ancient Indian adept, bioenergy or prana is the 
superintelligent cosmic life energy to which he owes his own 
existence and the existence of the world around him. He con
siders himself to be no more than a transient bubble, blown 
up by the action of this almighty force, which continues to 
work day and night through all the period of his life, to main
tain the ego-bound flicker of consciousness which he knows 
as himself.
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“O youthful spouse of Shiva,” says the ancient Vedic text 
Saundarya Lahari, “Thou art the mind, Thou art the ether, 
Thou the air, Thou the fire, Thou the water, and Thou the 
earth. When Thou hast transformed Thyself (thus) there is 
nothing beyond. Thou, with a view to manifesting Thyself in 
the form of the universe, inwardly assumest the form of con
sciousness and bliss.”

This is how another ancient text, Panchastavi, expresses the 
same idea in other words: “Thou art the source of all sound 
of the universe. Thou art also the origin of all speech and 
(hence) art called by the name of Vageshwari (the god
dess of speech), Vishnu (creator), Indra (the lord of the 
elements), and others (other divine beings) issue from Thee 
and at the end of the world cycle verily are again absorbed 
into Thee. It is in that (highest) form, full of majesty which 
is beyond conception, that Thou are sung as Para-Shakti 
(supreme energy).”

The reason for this attitude of utter surrender and submis
sion is simple. Research on bioenergy implies entry into the 
realm of the spirit, into the subtle plane housing the energies 
and forces of life.

Obviously it is due to some unalterable feature of yogic 
perception that Vishnu is invariably shown to be sky blue in 
complexion. His incarnations, Rama or Krishna, are also 
depicted in the same color. In fact, one of the most popular 
words used to describe Krishna is shyama, that is, bluish in 
color. What is the significance of the blue complexion or its 
association with the color of clouds or the gathering shades at 
dusk?

Heinrich Zimmer himself admits that the Indian myths are 
meant to express in a popular form the lessons or experiences 
of yoga. He says: “The aim of the doctrines of Hindu philos
ophy and of the trainings in yoga practice is to transcend the 
limits of individualized consciousness. The mythical tales are 
meant to convey the wisdom of the philosophers and to ex
hibit in a popular, pictorial form the experience or results of 
yoga.”3

But the yogic experience itself is based on kundalini. The 
amazing phenomena attending the arousal of the serpent 
power creates a revolution in the human mind that has no
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parallel in the mundane world. Both Indian philosophy and 
mythological lore are a product of this revolution. The man
uals on yoga are explicit on this issue. The whole adventure of 
yoga is but a play of the pranic force or, in other words, 
bioenergy. The aim of pranayama (breathing practices) is 
the regulation and control of prana. The coldness of the body 
of a yogi in samadhi is associated with the experience because 
a highly enhanced measure of prana flows to the head of the 
successful yogi, thus reducing external temperature.

All that is encountered in samadhi is the state of con
sciousness radically altered by the action of pranic radiation 
on the brain. The experience can be so intensely absorbing 
and extensively varied that even the voluminous literature 
devoted to it in India—Vedic, puranic, or tantric—does not 
suffice to portray even a fraction of it.

Why Lord Vishnu is depicted sky blue in color and his 
spouse, Lakshmi, white or golden hued, is clearly explained in 
the esoteric treatises on the serpent power. The illuminated 
sage, when turning his attention on himself, is lost in the im
mensity of his now highly extended world of awareness, shin
ing like the starlit sky at night, infinite and unfathomable, fed 
by the milky ocean of prana in the body. But when the same 
sage looks out, he perceives the external world bathed in a 
living luster of silvery hue or snowy whiteness, tinged with 
gold, forming part of a mighty presence which encompasses 
all.

Hence kundalini or Durga or Shakti or Lakshmi (spouse 
of Vishnu) or Parvati (spouse of Shiva) is shown white or 
golden in color, and Lord Vishnu (universal consciousness 
experienced inwardly), sky blue in complexion.

For the worshipers of Shakti, the samadhi of yoga repre
sents her withdrawal from the world of name and form and 
absorption or laya in universal consciousness of Shiva. The 
world which she creates is dissolved as she ascends by stages 
from the muladhara chakra at the base of the spine to the 
topmost chakra in the head. The ponderous outer world 
seems to fuse with consciousness, when Shiva and Shakti 
unite in the sahasrara, the seventh center in the brain. In the 
higher dimension of consciousness induced by samadhi, on 
the awakening of kundalini, the cosmic scene appears to be a
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projection of the observer, a gigantic reflection mirrored by 
the mind in an inexplicable way. When the samadhi grows 
deeper even the image melts, leaving consciousness the sole 
actor on the scene.

The skylike aspect of kundalini is described in the Panchas- 
tavi in these words: “In the mind of fortunate devotees, O, 
Mother, Thou manifestest Thyself as the glowing sky, as 
Bindu (infinity), as Nada (the cosmic sound), as the cres
cent of the moon, as the fount of expression (genius), as 
Mother, and as the source of the nectar of Jnana (supernal 
knowledge)

The same idea about the blue aspect of the inner manifes
tation is expressed by Saundarya Lahari thusly: “O, Spouse 
of Shiva, may Thou graciously bathe even me, who stands 
helpless at a far off distance, with Thy far-reaching glance, 
beautiful like the slightly blossomed blue lily. This (mortal) 
will derive the sumnum bonum of existence from such ac
tion. . . .”

At another place it says: “O Spouse of Shiva, may Thy 
lock of hair, which resembles an expanse of blue lilies in 
bloom, and which is thick, shining and soft, drive away our 
(internal) darkness.” The esoteric writings on kundalini con
tain a mine of information about the potentialities of 
kundalini. With exhaustive study they can prove of immense 
value to scholars engaged in research on consciousness. 
Brahma, whose seat is on the lotus springing from the navel 
of Vishnu, is ruddy in complexion as compared to the inscru
table deep blue of twilight color of the latter. He has four 
faces and holds the Vedas in his hands.

The four faces of Brahma cover the four quarters of space. 
He holds the four Vedas in his hands because the Vedas are 
“Shruti,” that is, revealed. Revelation is a part of the creative 
play of Shakti. Brahma is kundalini in her creative aspect. 
Like her, he is lotus bom; like her he is red in color; like her 
he is the bearer of revelation; and, like her, he is the creator 
of the phenomenal world. Shakti as Lakshmi is in every way 
associated with the lotus. She is “lotus born,” “seated on a 
lotus,” “lotus colored,” “lotus eyed,” and the like.

The ascent of kundalini from the muladhara to the head 
center is known as laya krama or the process of dissolution.
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As she pierces each chakra, the world image of ordinary per
ception recedes further and further, dissolving as it were into 
the ever-expanding pool of consciousness, until it completely 
fades away from vision at the seventh center in the brain. 
After a spell of intense absorption and bliss the Shakti de
scends again, recreating the world step by step in the same 
way as she had dissolved it at the time of her ascent. This is 
known as srishti krama or the process of creation.

In the ascending scale the various tattvas (elements) as
sociated with the six chakras from muladhara to ajna chakra 
are: earth, water, fire, air, ether, and mind. The ponderous 
physical world passes from its grosser to subtler constituents 
after the third or navel chakra associated with fire and sight. 
The remaining three tattvas, air, ether, and mind—are invisi
ble to the eye. From this stage the world image begins to melt 
into its subtler components until in the seventh center it 
vanishes altogether.

On the descent of kundalini the world picture begins to 
form again in its gross, visible form from the navel center 
where, on the body of the sleeping Vishnu, Brahma the crea
tor emerges with the three-dimensional world of matter, 
space, and time. The recumbent giant form of Vishnu depicts 
the Turiya or transcendent plane of universal consciousness 
beyond the mortal sphere of time and space.

Lakshmi is sitting at the feet of Vishnu because as Shakti 
she is the earth, the matrix from which life is bom. In the in
dividual body she lies coiled at the muladhara chakra, as
sociated with the tattva of earth. With one of her hands she 
strokes his leg, an office sometimes performed by loving 
Hindu wives towards their husbands. Here again, the 
significance runs deeper. The stroking or caressing betokens 
the intensely pleasing sensations arising from the touch of a 
beloved person. This denotes the transportingly blissful nature 
of the sleep caused by the rapturous flow of the supernal 
prana into the brain, leading to the ecstatic union of Shakti 
(Lakshmi) with the conscious principle (Vishnu) in the 
sahasrara or the thousand-petaled lotus in the head. The ser
pent, Shesha-Naga, has a thousand heads, denoting the 
mechanism of kundalini terminating in the multipetaled lotus 
in the brain.
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The ocean of milk, honey or nectar refers to the unlimited 
pranic content of the body. “The Shakti resides in the center 
of the ocean of nectar,” says Lalita-Sahasranaman. The alle
goric representation of Shakti as the ocean of milk is unmis
takably brought out in Panchastavi in the following verse:

Those devotees who, in all humility, meditate on 
Thee, dwelling in their minds on Thy form like the orb 
of the full moon, or a vast ocean of milk (heaving) 
with waves of elixir, resembling globes of concentrated 
nectar, (white) like snow, they (even though) 
afflicted by sorrows and calamities attain to spiritual and 
temporal prosperity (by Thy grace).

Modern scholars have omitted to take cognizance of the 
important fact that there must be a vital fuel to sustain the ac
tivity of life. All the billions of cells in the body of an animal 
or a plant are connected to each other and act in unison in 
the various organs and limbs towards a common end, always 
motivated by a common purpose. When disorganization oc
curs in this unity among the parts or tissues of an organism it 
ceases to exist. The vital force that keeps our body alive and 
whole is prana, life energy, bioplasma, orgone, or odic force 
—call it what you will—which is still unknown to science.

Every organic cell in a living body is a mighty storehouse 
of psychic energy. We rarely take cognizance of this fact, 
when we reflect on the mechanism of life, just as we never 
took cognizance of the awful force present in every grain of 
matter before the discovery of the energy structure of the 
atom. This is a point which modern scientists and thinkers 
completely lose sight of in their speculations about mind and 
consciousness.

The extremely dim glimmer of sentience that regulates the 
conduct of a single cell, when combined and magnified with 
the marvelous mechanism of the human cerebrospinal sys
tem, gives rise to the wonderful world of awareness present in 
us. The pattern and volume of the mental activity exhibited 
by a human being or an animal depends solely on the pattern 
and volume of the bioenergy supplied to the brain. When this 
supply fails, the connecting link between the organism and 
the world of life is cut off and death ensues.

Milk denotes the primary form of nourishment on which
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the human infant or the young of an animal lives and grows. 
In this sense, prana is the nourishing substance on which the 
brain depends for its life. The latest researches on the brain 
reveal no perceptible differences in the cranial structure of a 
genius and a man of ordinary or low intelligence. The exami
nation of an unidentified brain can afford no clue to a scien
tist about the degree of intelligence exhibited by its owner. 
What can then be the cause of such wide divergence between 
the intellectual level of man and man and the fluctuations in 
the efficiency level of a particular brain at different times or 
during different periods of life?

There must be certain highly complex and sensitive sub
stances which in an organic structure combine to give rise to 
awareness in the form in which we see it exhibited in animals 
and humans. The special substances used in the formation of 
brain matter and the nerves confirm this view. But what en
ergy is used by this specially constructed organ and its vast 
network of nerves to sustain the play of our imagination and 
thought in man or the instinct-conditioned mental activity in 
animals? To what do we owe the prodigious leaps taken by 
certain specially gifted individual brains which even the com
bined thinking of a million average heads cannot match?

What is the mystery behind this remarkable phenomenon, 
repeated through history, which provided the one single un
predictable natural stairway by which mankind has climbed 
to its present height—genius and revelation?

The traditional portrait of Lord Vishnu contains an answer 
to this problem. It is the thousand-headed snake, floating on 
the ocean of milk or, in other words, the ocean of bioplasma 
in the human body. This bioplasma, culled from each and 
every cell of the organism by the ubiquitous nerves which, 
when aroused, can enhance the supply of the life fuel to the 
brain to an almost unlimited extent in a constant stream 
flowing up through the spinal cord. The stream is gathered 

       from the endless pranic fuel contained in each cell, collected 
by the nerves. Since, like the atom, each cell is a dynamo of 
flowing life energy, there is no fear of diminution of the 
stream to the brain till the end of life.

The male generative fluid, semen, bears a resemblance to 
milk. According to the notions of the Indian masters, the es-
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sence of the reproductive substance pervades the whole body. 
Since the ancient systems of yoga were mainly oriented for 
men, it is not surprising that in the concept of the ocean of 
milk, only the male reproductive secretion has been kept in 
view. Considered in a metaphorical sense, the belief is in har
mony with the current view. The whole cellular structure of 
the human body has the genetic principles present in it. From 
the point of view of the bioplasma also, every cell is a radial 
center of this energy. The activation of kundalini merely 
makes use of a potential already present in the body. The 
evolutionary mechanism is constructed in a way that, by stim
ulation through certain disciplines or of its own accord when 
ripe for the experience, it can be activated in a manner that 
makes the human body a virtual dynamo of live electricity or 
psychic energy which can stream into the brain with shatter
ing effect.

In fact, it is this transition of the human organism from the 
normal condition to the state of a powerful generating plant 
of high-grade bioplasma which is designated as the arousal of 
kundalini. Every neuron in the brain, every nerve, and every 
nerve filament becomes a participant in this whirlwind activ
ity that starts in the body on the awakening of the serpent 
power.

It is to this special aspect of kundalini that I wish to draw 
the attention of the world of science. The body of an individ
ual in whom the power has been activated presents such a 
marvelous picture of extraordinary nervous activity in all the 
tissues and fibers that no physiologist can fail to notice it. The 
tornado of psychic forces sweeping through the organism be
comes clearly perceptible to the initiate subjectively and ob
jectively both. It is for this reason that from remote times the 
phenomenon has been ascribed to the operation of super
natural forces on which one could have no control. That is 
why an untameable colossal serpent forms the seat of Lord 
Vishnu interposing its huge body between him and the ocean 
of milk.

This symbolic image of Vishnu has been discussed to show 
the antiquity of the science and the stupendous implications 
of what it portends for mankind. If kundalini is the basic fac
tor responsible for human evolution as also for the growth of
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intellect, talent and genius in individuals, then the incalcu
lable value of the knowledge and magnitude of the research 
that would demonstrate the existence of this psychic power 
reservoir can be better imagined than described. It would then 
clearly mean that with the proper direction of life, earnest 
seekers can reach not only these rare heights of genius and 
talent, of which we have had a few illustrious examples in the 
past, but also a surpassing state of transcendent consciousness 
by voluntary cultivation that has no parallel in the ordinary 
life of man.
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The Energy Behind True Magic

9.

W. E. BUTLER

The term “magnetism” is an unfortunate one when we are 
considering the subtle force which is one of the principle fac
tors in magical work. The use of the word comes from the ex
perimental work of the followers of Mesmer, and though they 
did attempt to make it clear that the subtle energy which, ac
cording to their philosophy, permeated the whole universe 
was not the phenomenon which the scientist terms “magnet
ism,” the misuse of the word has persisted up to the present 
day. The mesmerists termed this subtle force “animal magnet
ism” since they stated it was the power which accompanied 
physical magnetism, but which was also found in all living 
things.

At a later date the German, Baron von Reichenbach, stud
ied the subject exhaustively, and his findings have much of 
value for the practical magician. As far as it has been possible 
for the present writer to check his results, they appear to be 
correct, and as they certainly enter into all magical work, it 
may be helpful if we give here a general outline of them.

Briefly, von Reichenbach stated that there was a force 
which, without being identifiable with them, yet seemed to 
underlie the physical forces of electricity, magnetism, light, 
and heat. To this force he gave the name of “od.”

Through his researches, he came to the conclusion that this 
“odic force” was, as he put it, “the odic garment of the uni
verse,” present everywhere, but manifesting most strongly in 
certain things.

“The Energy Behind True Magic” by W. E. Butler is excerpted 
from The Magician: His Training and Work by W. E. Butler and 
reprinted by permission of Thorsons Publishers Limited.
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Such things are the light radiations from the stars and the 
sun, all crystalline bodies, “permanent magnets,” and “elec
tromagnets,” chemical action of all kinds, and most important 
of all, living vegetable, animal, and human organisms.

In some magical lodges, a great deal of experimental work 
has been done upon this particular subject, and we may here 
indicate some of the conclusions reached. It must be remem
bered that thousands of experiments have been made and the 
results tabulated in the lodge archives. Dr. J. B. Rhine and his 
followers are not the only, or even the first, workers in this 
field!

All living animal forms appear to have two vertical definite 
“poles,” to use the magnetic term. The right side of the body 
is of one polarity and the left side of the reverse odic polarity. 
There is also a horizontal polarity; the upper part of the 
body being of one polarity and the lower half of the opposite 
polarity. The same applies to living vegetable forms.

The vibrations of sound have the power of liberating the 
odic force, and combustion which is, of course, a form of 
chemical action, does the same.

All substances radiate their own quality of “odic” force, as 
do also all electrical manifestations. In connection with this 
latter, a very interesting series of experiments was made at the 
Theosophical Research Centre, using the clairvoyant faculty 
of one of the members: Mr. Geoffrey Hodson. It was found 
that he could correctly indicate when a current of electricity 
was flowing in a wire placed before him, the pushbutton con
trolling the current being actuated by someone in another 
room.

It is of interest to note that it was the sensations ex
perienced by a Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
in America when, even in total darkness, he accidentally 
touched anything made of brass, which led to investigations by 
Professor Buchanan and Dr. Denton into the phenomenon 
now known as “psychometry.”

In certain magical work, use is made of the breath of the 
operator, and in the Catholic ritual used every year for the 
consecration of the “Holy Oils” the Bishop and his attendant 
priests breathe over the oils in the sign of the Cross. This par
ticular use of the breath, apart from the symbolism as ex
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plained by theologians, is based upon the fact that the breath 
is strongly charged with the odic energy.

But the whole body radiates this energy . . . and the odic 
field of force around every person has received the name of 
the “health aura,” since its appearance indicates to the 
trained seer the health conditions of the physical body.

Vital energy of all types is drawn into the etheric body and 
specialized for use therein. The surplus is radiated out and 
forms an energy field around the body. The late Dr. [Walter] 
Kilner* by the use of dicyanin screens observed and recorded 
the health indications given by the “etheric aura,” as this field 
of living force is called.

It has been established that the “auric fields” of human 
beings tend to affect each other in various ways. Some auras 
unite easily with certain other auras, but are strongly repellent 
to others. Since such attraction and repulsion induces certain 
subconscious and conscious reactions, it is essential that the 
operators in a magical ceremonial should be magnetically in 
harmony, as the blending of their auras is one of the founda
tions upon which the ceremony rests.

It is of interest to note in this connection, that there are 
certain people whose auric energy seems to act as an “en
zyme” or ferment, and in their presence even opposing auras 
seem temporarily to blend. Such people are invaluable in 
lodge working, since the lodge phenomena work through such 
a blended aura.

They are of the greatest value in spiritualistic “seances,” 
when their presence will often turn what would have been a 
failure into a successful sitting. It has been noted, in this con
nection, that many of these human “enzymes” are of the 
auburn and redheaded types.

It is obvious that each individual brings his own unique po
tentialities into magical lodge and psychic circle alike, and the 
unfoldment of these powers, and their interaction with the 
powers of others in the lodge, not only opens up many possi
bilities, but also presents the lodge with new problems. It is 
true that the lodges have through the centuries built up a 
fairly comprehensive body of knowledge by means of which

* See his book The Human Aura. Editors.
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they can meet such problems, but at the same time, since 
these powers are emerging under modem conditions, and new 
types of psychic make-up are coming into the lodges, there 
will always be forces and combinations of those forces which 
will tax the powers of the rulers thereof.

It is important to remember that the operation of any 
power or force in the human personality has its subjective 
side, and the subjective expression of “magnetism” is “emo
tion.” For the purposes of the magician, magnetism and emo
tion are the same.

Stir the emotions, and the magnetic flow increases. Induce 
the magnetic flow, and emotions arise.

This is very apparent in the relationship between the sexes; 
indeed a certain debased form of the tantric magic deliber
ately makes use of this for its own not very exalted purposes, 
and this not in the East alone!1 Physical movements of a 
rhythmic type also tend to liberate magnetism, and certain 
forms of musical sound do the same.

To the clairvoyant vision, the psychic atmosphere of a 
dance hall presents a most interesting spectacle, particularly 
when certain forms of music of negroid origin are used.

It is clear that many people would seem to possess very lit
tle emotional force indeed. They appear to be, and often are, 
frigid both in their everyday life and in their sexual outlook. 
Psychologists know, however, that in many of these cases, the 
lack of emotional drive is the sign that the greater part of the 
emotional power of the personality has for some reason or 
other been locked up below the threshold of the conscious 
mind, and is therefore not available for conscious use. The 
methods of psychoanalysis are said to disperse the repressed 
emotional forces, and allow them to rise freely into con
sciousness, there to be integrated into the normal emotional 
circuit. Such a release of suppressed energy supposedly re
stores normality, and the abnormal frigidity of body and 
mind disappears.

In the magical lodge, this redirection of the emotional ener
gies also takes place, partly due to the emotion-stirring ritual, 
and partly due to the inclusion of the individual in the general 
magnetic circulation of the lodge. Under the graded system of 
the Western lodges, as also under the guru-chela relationship
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existing in the East between the teacher and his pupil or ap
prentice, this redirection of the emotional energy and its ac
companying magnetism takes place gradually and under con
trol. When, however, one is working alone, or with only one 
or two fellow-workers, care has to be taken that the magnetic 
energy does not escape from control.

There is, as a matter of psychic observation, a constant cir
culation which goes on in the finer bodies of humans, and this 
process is easily affected by the mind. This mental control is 
exercised involuntarily and pathologically in the cases of sup
pression and mental dissociation, but it is part of the magical 
training for the aspirant to gain the power of conscious con
trol of the magnetic energies. If these energies are aroused or 
liberated or increased (all perfectly valid lines of action), 
their corresponding mental channels and physical expression 
must be so directed and adjusted that the turbulent stream of 
energy may be safely diverted into the fertilizing irrigation 
channels instead of sweeping chaotically over all the mental 
and emotional field.

Such enlarged and controllable channels are provided by 
the magical ritual if it is properly carried out, and for this 
reason alone, ritual magic can be a safer and more efficient 
method than any amount of Freudian psychoanalysis.

As we have pointed out, the psychomagnetic flow of energy 
can be controlled by the mind, and in this way the available 
magnetism may be increased not merely by the release of 
suppressed energies but by an increase in the actual intake of 
those energies. One of the methods, and when properly em
ployed one of the best, is the exercise which we have de
scribed more fully elsewhere: the key exercise of the Inter
woven Light.

Now the human personality receives energy from two 
sources, and one of these, “elemental energy,” flows in 
through the etheric body. It is to be remembered that this 
magnetic force, though it has many effects upon the physical 
body, circulates in, and through, the etheric body. There are, 
of course, detectable electric currents in the physical body, 
but this still more subtle force is not part of the physical 
forces, though its operation may be determined by the posi
tion and action of the physical vehicle, since the etheric body
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and the physical are interlocked most closely. This is the basis 
of so many of the yogic asanas, or postures; they determine 
the circuit in which the magnetic energies may flow.

It will have been noticed that we have used a special term 
“elemental energy” to describe this subtle force. This has 
been done for two reasons. It is the term used in the particu
lar occult fraternity in which the present writer received 
much of his training, and by using the term one covers all the 
various names, magnetism, odic force, prana, etc.

There remain two points to be borne in mind by the 
magical apprentice. The first is that this elemental energy in 
one of its forms is the underlying “prematter” from which 
physical matter as we know it is condensed or “materialized.” 
It therefore equates with the prana of the Hindu systems. 
Many Western students, misled by some of the popular pre
sentations of the Eastern systems of yoga, limit the term 
prana to that aspect of it which is utilized in the exercises of 
pranayama, or breathing-control.

But in the philosophy which underlies the yoga systems, the 
term prana is much more comprehensive. The earthly prana, 
which manifests in all the living beings and organisms found 
on Earth, is a modification of the solar prana, which in its 
turn is a modification of the cosmic prana which is the 
undifferentiated cosmic matter termed prakriti.2 This is men
tioned here in order to maintain the correct perspective in the 
student’s mind. In one of the cryptic texts of the Sepher Yet- 
zirah, it is said that “the Tenth Path (Malkuth) causes an 
influence to emanate from the Prince of Countenances, the 
Angel of Kether (the highest point of the Tree of Life).” In 
other words, by our actions in earthly matter and prematter 
we are also acting on and reacting to the highest spiritual 
levels.

All magical work must be seen in this perspective if the 
magical apprentice is to become anything more than a mere 
“sorcerer,” a meddler with occult forces. It is for this reason 
and as a potent reminder of it, that the magician, during his 
operations, wears upon his breast what is known as the 
“lamen.” This is a symbol which represents the spiritual as
pect of the work in which he is engaged, and it is by virtue of
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this spiritual intention that he asserts dominance and control 
over the creatures of the elements.

To return to our consideration of the elemental energy. 
The key to its use is that it can be “tied,” mentally, to the 
breath, which in itself is said to be an expression of the dual 
energy of the eternal, the outbreathing and inbreathing of 
Brahman. The actual exercises are simple and tedious! The 
ones which form the foundation of such control of prana are 
given [elsewhere] but, of course, there are many variants 
and specific adaptations of the basic exercises. Before the stu
dent attempts any of them, it is imperative that he learns to 
do them without any strain. This is the most important rule, 
and any infringement of it may lead to most unwelcome re
sults.

In practical training, therefore, the apprentice magician 
learns to release the body mechanism from the convulsive 
grip of the conscious mind. This is done by the exercise 
known as the “relaxation exercise. . .

Once control over the intake of the elemental energy has 
been obtained, such energy may be dealt with in various 
ways. It may be used within the student’s own etheric and 
physical bodies, and very real self-healing may be brought 
about thereby. Or it may be directed outwardly on to people 
and things, producing very real effects thereby.

When considering its use in the physical and psychic bod
ies, it should always be remembered that it is quite possible, if 
the student is careless or pays no attention to instructions, to 
disorganize seriously the subconscious psychological workings 
of the body, and many students have found this out, to their 
cost. Undue concentration upon any one of the psychic cen
ters or chakras should be avoided for this reason, if for none 
other. The great psychic centers lie close to, and directly 
influence the endocrine, or ductless, glands, which play such a 
great part in the chemistry of the body. To stimulate the cen
ters in a balanced way is one thing; to disorganize the entire 
physical economy is quite another!

When the elemental energy is projected outward towards 
others or towards other objects, then it may be used for 
healing, for the spiritual illumination and initiation of those 
persons, or for hurt and deceptive illusion, according to the
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spiritual status and intention of the magician. These are, of 
course, the two poles of such activity.

In practical experience, most of the magicians with whom 
we have come into contact seem to work somewhere between 
these two opposites, veering one way and the other as they 
react to their own inner nature.

Although, theoretically, the elemental energy can be pro
jected without any physical action, i.e., by mental effort alone, 
it has been found in practice that this projection is far more 
thorough and efficient when certain gestures and signs are 
employed, and certain definite thoughtforms built up. . . . 
They are designed to act as vehicles for the elemental energy, 
and may be so used.

It is important that the magician keep ever before him the 
key idea that though he may draw down spiritual power from 
the heights, he must, if he is to give that power full expres
sion, draw up from the earth soul that elemental force which, 
as it ascends within him, changes its nature of manifestation 
from crude sex energy, as it passes through the center at
tributed by the Cabbalists to yesod, to a radiating and harmo
nizing force as it passes through the center of tiphareth.

This harmonized energy may now be discharged into the 
mental forms which have been built, and will truly serve as 
an effective link between the spiritual forces invoked, and the 
thoughtforms through which they manifest.

Most thoughtforms partake of the nature of the sparks 
from the smith’s anvil. These fly upwards for a foot or so, 
and are extinguished. So most of the thoughtforms created by 
the average person never leave the aura of their creator. Only 
when they have already been charged and vitalized by the ele
mental energy have they sufficient power to go forth. And in 
this connection we would again repeat, emotion and magnet
ism go together. A long continued emotional “brooding over” 
some problem will generate and charge some pretty effective 
thoughtforms. Though such emotional brooding is usually 
employed in the wrong way, it can and must be used in a 
constructive spiritual way by the aspirant to the magic of 
light.
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R E F E R E N C E S

1. It will be noticed that we refer to a debased form of
Tantra. This philosophic and occult system has also its 
heights as well as its depths, a point often forgotten by 
many occult students.

2. This is more fully worked out in the Sanskrit work, the
Shivagama, one chapter of which deals entirely with this 
energy and its modifications.



Wilhelm Reich and Orgone Energy

W. EDWARD MANN

10.

Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957), the discoverer of orgone en
ergy, evolved his theory from observations made first on 
human sexual functioning and, later, biological experiments. 
Born in Austria of Jewish parents, he studied medicine, and 
then specialized in psychoanalysis under Freud.

Four of Reich’s early works are worth brief outline here. 
The first, The Function of the Orgasm, explored the bioener- 
getic aspects of neurotic and healthy sex behavior. It claimed 
that the biological function of the orgasm was to discharge 
pent-up emotions and energies, some due to frustrations, and 
therefore help restore the organism to a healthy biological 
equilibrium. Another, Sexual Revolution, dealt with the 
repressive character of sexual norms in Western society, their 
links with the authoritarian family and how a self-regulative 
sex economy (or system) ought to be structured. Through
out this book he showed an unusual sensitivity to the neces
sary association between sexual satisfactions, love and tender 
feelings, and familial and social pressures with respect to feel
ings and one’s self-expression.

The third book, written in Scandinavia after having fled Nazi 
Germany, was the Mass Psychology of Fascism. This was a 
brilliant attempt to explain how the German nation, with its 
illustrious humanist tradition, could have succumbed to Hitler. 
Reich pointed the finger at Germany’s authoritarian social pat
terns, especially the authoritarian sex-repressive family system. 
He claimed that Hitler mobilized the repressed energies,

“Wilhelm Reich and Orgone Energy” by W. Edward Mann is an 
original article written especially for this volume and is printed by 
permission of the author.



focused by the economic depression, through various symbols 
and techniques that channeled these energies into mystical 
identifications.

The most widely acclaimed book of this period was Char
acter Analysis. This set forth Reich’s original thinking regard
ing basic character types, and specifically dealt with the rela
tion between character defenses (discovered in therapy) and 
what he called “character” or “bodily armor.” Basically, his 
theory maintained that bioenergy, traveling normally through 
the body in a specific circuit, gets trapped wherever muscles 
—e.g., in the neck or pelvis—have become chronically tight, 
hard, and spastic. Holding in emotions rather than expressing 
them can cause a tightening of specific muscle groups—“ar
moring”—so that the flow of energy gets blocked in these re
gions. Continued for years, chronic armoring not only greatly 
reduces the bioenergy at the disposal of the organism, but can 
lead to poor health and even specific physical diseases. 
Reich’s conclusion was that to be successful, psychoanalysis 
had to tackle character defenses head on and dissolve them 
and the patterns of bodily armoring with which they were as
sociated. Reich’s theory of orgone energy flowed directly 
from these earlier writings, beginning with the Function of 
the Orgasm, which stressed the necessity of natural orgasm.

From clinical experience he believed that inadequate orgas
mic discharge left surplus energy in the body that could 
power secondary and often unhealthy drives. Ola Raknes 
sums up Reich’s insights on orgasm as follows: “A healthy 
sex life depends on a complete convulsive discharge of sexual 
energy in the embrace of a beloved partner . . . with momen
tary loss of consciousness. The capacity for such an experi
ence Reich termed orgasmic potency.” Continued work 
led Reich to postulate an orgasm formula—later called the 
“formula of biological tension and charge.” This formula 
pinpointed the energy process in the orgasm, as having four 
beats: mechanical tension, bioelectric charge, bioelectric dis
charge, and relaxation.

After leaving Germany, Reich’s researches on the bioelec
trical components of sexuality led to a new set of inquiries 
which by 1939 revealed the existence of the orgone. Experi
ments conducted at the Institute of Psychology of the Univer
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sity of Oslo (from 1934 to 1936) had measured on an os
cillograph the variations in the skin’s electrical potential when 
it was touched in a way that provoked pleasure or anxiety. 
Results showed that skin potential climbed with pleasurable 
feeling and fell with anxiety.

Other experiments with various sexual acts of animals and 
humans indicated that the movement of a specific bioelec
trical energy was actuated by such acts as kissing or petting. 
Reich now spoke of “bioelectricity” and this concept became 
the forerunner of the biological energy, orgone, a term that 
took its name from “organism,” and “orgasm,” since it was 
the study of sexuality that led to its discovery.

Experiments conducted in Oslo, designed to identify the 
basic qualities of life, led directly to the discovery of the or
gone. In these experiments Reich took organic material such 
as dry moss or grass, heated it to a high temperature and al
lowed it to swell in sterilized water. Microscopic examination 
showed that small vesicles would develop, detach themselves 
from the grass, and that they were capable of spontaneous ex
pansion and contraction like protozoa. After a while, they 
would gather in heaps, surround themselves with mem
branes, and start moving like protozoa. In other experiments, 
inorganic materials such as coal, dust, or rust were heated to 
incandescence in a gas flame and, while aglow, were put into 
a sterile nutritive solution. While in this solution some of the 
particles would swell into vesicles that moved like those parti
cles of more organic origin. Although critics thought these 
vesicle movements were well-known molecular Brownian 
movements, Reich and his associates denied this and claimed 
they were soft and organic and showed inner pulsation, while 
the latter were angular and mechanical. Reich labeled these 
energy vesicles “bions,” and in their tendency to organize into 
cells like protozoa, he saw a demonstration of the very origin 
of life.

Certain bions were produced from beach sand, and the re
sulting growth, when inoculated on egg medium and agar, 
consisted of large, intensely blue packets of vesicles. Un
der microscopic investigation (2,000-4,000x) these bions 
seemed to consist of 6—10 vesicles. They refracted light and 
possessed great energetic strength: they killed or paralyzed
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nearby cancer cells. Reich labeled them “SAPA (from .rand 
packet) bions,” having a sand base, and began to study them 
intensely. He found out that daily microscopic examination 
produced eye inflammation, and if a culture of them was held 
in the hand, it caused skin irritation. A strange new radiation 
was apparently at work!

Other tests were made. While they did not directly affect 
an electroscope, rubber gloves left near these SAPA bions did 
produce a strong reaction on an electroscope. Organic sub
stances like cotton or cellulose similarly absorbed SAPA en
ergy, according to the electroscope test. Looking at SAPA 
bions at night in an enclosed space, Reich saw foglike emana
tions and bluish dots and lines of light. After prolonged ex
posure the blue glimmer would then be visible as a slowly 
moving gray-blue vapor around one’s body and objects in the 
room. Other experiments—e.g., leaving rubber gloves in direct 
sunlight or on the stomach of a vegetatively active person for 
fifteen minutes—seemed to charge them with the same energy. 
Reich concluded that the energy was present in organisms, 
that it comes from the sun, and is present everywhere.

Reich began to study the SAPA bion culture, placing it in 
a box lined with metal and an outer layer of organic material. 
This outer layer was supposed to inhibit the emanation to the 
outside. However, after removing the SAPA culture and wash
ing the metal walls, he still perceived the same bluish emana
tion. In brief the boxes which began as observation chambers 
were found to “draw in” orgone and eventually were labeled 
orgone accumulators. Experiments proved that the greater the 
layering of the walls, the greater—up to a point—the concentra
tion or amount of orgone. In time, accumulators of up to 
twenty layers were built.

Convinced now of orgone’s existence in the atmosphere, 
Reich began to look for it visually. He used a wooden tube 
fitted with a magnifying glass, which he called an orgonoscope, 
and observed the sky. At night he noticed a flickering espe
cially pronounced in the darkest spots between the stars. The 
same flickering was visible on white clouds in the daytime, 
and could even be seen by looking relaxedly at a white table 
or door. Since the orgonoscope magnified it, he felt it was 
not subjective. Looking at the blue sky in the daytime, one
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could see dancing dots of light, pinpricks which seemed to 
assume an arclike configuration. (Some have called these the 
vitality globules that yogic tradition speaks of and see them 
as evidence for prana, a Sanskrit term for the basic life force.) 
Among other things, these visual phenomena were considered 
evidence for the atmospheric orgone. Another manifestation 
was the blue haze commonly observed over wooded areas.

In the late 1940s, Reich began a series of tests to demon
strate this energy scientifically. The first of these was focused 
on the production of heat inside the orgone box. Originally 
he built small orgone accumulators about one foot square, 
made of alternating layers of metal (galvanized iron or steel) 
and cellulose or other organic materials. For a control he 
would construct a box of the same size but made simply of 
wood. A finely graded thermometer placed just above the box 
within an enclosure or inside the box through a hole recorded 
higher temperatures for the orgone box than the control box. 
Observed throughout the day, it was noticed that this tempera
ture difference was small at sunrise, perhaps 0.2° C, and would 
rise to around 1° or 1.5° C by 2 or 3 p.m. when the Sun’s 
heat was maximal, and then decline by evening to a fraction 
of 1 degree. If the boxes were inserted into earth, the tempera
ture difference rose from five to ten degrees. On wet humid 
days the heat difference was minimal, perhaps reaching a 
maximum of 0.3° C. This confirmed Reich’s observation that 
the flickering in the sky was much less clear on wet or humid 
days. And he realized that water had a special affinity for 
orgone, drawing it to itself. These thermal tests of the orgone 
have been duplicated a number of times by followers of Reich 
who have published their findings in journals such as the 
Orgone Energy Bulletin and the Journal of Orgonomy.*

Another demonstration of Reich’s showed that vacuum 
tubes left inside an orgone accumulator for a few days turned 
a deep blue in color when excited by electricity. This con
firmed the visual impression that the orgone’s color—as seen, 
for example, in the orgone box and in SAPA bions—is blue. 
Dr. Bizzi, an Italian psychiatrist and mental hospital vice
director, has, among others, duplicated this experiment. Un

* See listings in Appendix III. Editors.
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der specific conditions, a vacuum tube excited by body orgone 
or orgone from a secondary coil system showed lumination. 
These Reich called vacor tubes; they were used in experi
ments discussed later in this article, with the orgone motor.

In 1947, in order to determine whether orgone energy is 
identical with cosmic ray radiation, Reich purchased a 
Geiger-Muller portable field set, used to measure x rays and 
gamma rays, and experimented with the effect of orgone on 
the geiger counter. He carried it through the orgone labora
tory and put it in orgone accumulators. At first there was no 
difference in reaction to the usual background of several 
clicks per minute. On the second or third day the number of 
clicks heard decreased a little. After the third day no clicks 
were heard, something unheard of in a properly functioning 
geiger counter. This suggested to Reich that concentrated or
gone extinguishes electromagnetic energy. This confirmed an 
observation made earlier when a glass plate coated with ra
dium was put near SAPA bions, and the typical glow was 
replaced with a vivid glimmering.

After the geiger counter had looked dead for a number of 
weeks, it suddenly began giving off a strong reaction of one 
hundred clicks and then thousands per minute. The impulse 
counter was turning sixty or more times a minute. These ob
servations were most unusual and Reich had a number of ob
servers sign a notarized affidavit that it actually happened. Or
gone energetic reactions could now be objectified by the use 
of geiger counters whose tubes had been changed by “soak
ing” in an orgone atmosphere.

Reich realized that any energy which could turn the geiger 
counter so fast had motor potentials. He succeeded in getting 
200,000 impulses per minute by June of 1948 and set a motor 
(Western Electric model KS-9154, Serial No. 1227) in mo
tion. The article about this mentions that he used an activated 
filament of electronic amplifiers, with a low voltage, to get his 
orgone motor going. It had a secret component which he 
labeled “Y,” and the demonstration of its power was seen and 
attested to by five co-workers. Reich maintained that the 
speed of this motor could be regulated and that its action 
depended upon the weather conditions prevailing (and the 
number of vacor tubes used) so that it had more potential on
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bright sunny days. Until very recently it appears that no or
thodox Reichians have bothered to work at or perfect this in
genious device that draws on the free energy of the atmos
phere, but now a group is attempting to duplicate what Reich 
accomplished.

A crucial issue, still not fully resolved, is the connection 
between orgone and static electricity. A number of crucial ex
periments were carried out to elucidate this question, and 
these and Reich’s conclusions were set forth in a long article 
published in October 1944, in his International Journal of 
Sex Economy and Orgone Research under the title “Orgono- 
tic Pulsation.” This article was ingeniously set up as a discus
sion between Reich and an electrophysicist. Near the begin
ning of the article, Reich sets forth certain simple and basic 
differences between electricity and orgone: (1) electricity is 
bipolar, while orgone is unitary; (2) the slow, wavelike mo
tions of living tissues (produced by orgone) are at variance 
with the rapid angular motions of electricity; (3) electrical 
stimuli result in body sensations, but these are alien to the or
ganism, they have a disturbing effect, and they are at variance 
with organic sensations; (4) orgone’s motion through the 
body is quite slow compared with the speed of electromagnetic 
radiation.

The article notes that orgone can take three different 
forms. In an orgone accumulator at night it has a bluish-gray 
color. There are also small bluish dots which seem to fly by. 
Reich described how the bluish dots “seem to come out of the 
[accumulator] walls at rhythmical intervals. As they move 
they seem to contract and expand. When flying by sidewise, 
they take a trajectory similar to a parabola. This trajectory is 
interrupted by looplike forms. Then if one uses a green bulb 
for light, one sees both a blue-violet light and yellowish- 
white rays which move very rapidly in all directions. It looks 
like miniature fireworks.” In short, various experiments indi
cate that the orgone can appear as “blue-gray vapors, blue- 
violet dots which float slowly and form loops at regular inter
vals, and rapid, straight yellowish rays.” Other experiments 
indicated that the orgone disturbs voltmeters and magnetic 
needles. For example, if a polystyrene rod is drawn through 
one’s hair and moved past a voltmeter slowly, at a distance of
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two to five centimeters, the pointer is deflected according to 
the way the rod is moved.

Reich then argues that static electricity is fundamentally 
different from the electromagnetic energy discovered by Volta 
and Faraday, and that it is equivalent to the orgone. Thus the 
electroscope, which tests for static electricity, he renamed an 
orgonometer. Many of these tests have been successfully re
peated by current orgonomic scientists (see the Journal of 
Orgonomy, 1969 and 1970).

By the early 1940s, Reich—now living in the United 
States—had begun to make orgone accumulators of various 
sizes to experiment with the curative powers of the orgone 
they concentrated. Small accumulators were made for tests 
with cancerous mice. The large accumulators, made for 
human beings, were not unlike a phone booth in size. 
Whether large or small, the principle was simple: layer metal 
(but not aluminum) with an organic material like cellulose 
or fiberglass. The more layers in the box, the greater the 
amount of orgone concentrated. The inside layer was always 
metallic, and the animal or human had to have part of his 
body within a few inches of the sides. Reich theorized that 
the animal or human body gave off an orgone field, and this 
had to interact with that given off by the box for any charging 
to be effected. Humans usually sat in the box for up to an 
hour at a time.

Tests demonstrated that orgone accumulators had definite 
but limited therapeutic effects. Cancerous mice with im
planted tumors lived on the average several months longer than 
controls. (Double blind tests were not conducted at this 
time because their importance was still not widely recog
nized.) With humans, the pain accompanying cancer or ar
thritis was relieved and the disease seemed retarded. Some 
breast cancers shrank noticeably in size after orgone box 
treatments of one hour per day for a number of weeks. While 
these patients and others with cancer lived beyond regular 
medical prognosis, they usually died from liver or kidney 
breakdown, as these organs were unable to handle the extra 
toxins in the system from the disintegrating cancerous tissue.

A more portable and cheaper device is the orgone blanket, 
which Reich began to utilize in the early 1950s for less seri
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ous illnesses. It is usually made to any reasonable size (per
haps 2x3 ft2) of steel wool and either wool, silk or cot
ton. Alternately layer the materials—wool, steel wool/wool, 
steel wool/etc.—for four or five layers of each, and then sew 
around the outside. These are placed over the body, usually 
over the area of the physical disturbance. A full discussion of 
these blankets and their uses is given in my recent book, Or
gone, Reich, & Eros.

Another simply constructed device made in the late 1940s 
was called the orgone shooter. The aim was to “shoot” a 
good deal of orgone at a small area of the body and hasten 
the healing of burns or cuts. This was made by constructing a 
small orgone box perhaps 2 X 1% ft2—three layers of 
metal and organic material—and then inserting into its top a 
neck (about 3 feet long) of BX cable. BX is a flexible kind of 
metallic cable. At the end of the neck is affixed a funnel 
perhaps 5 inches across at the wide end. In theory, the orgone 
moves from inside the box through the BX cable out to the 
funnel and from there to the injured place on the patient’s 
body. According to Dr. Eva Reich, daughter of Wilhelm 
Reich, the orgone shooter can be used to demonstrate the way 
in which orgone speeds up healing of burns and alleviates 
pain.

Reich worked first in New York, but around 1946 he 
moved his laboratory and research to a farm in Rangeley, 
Maine, far from urban civilization. He began to have con
structed a number of orgone accumulators, usually two- or 
three-layered, and these were rented out to physicians and pa
tients under medical supervision. He built a sizeable labora
tory on this property, carried out further experimentation on 
the orgone, held annual conferences, and published his books 
and journals while doing decreasing amounts of actual psychi
atric orgone therapy with patients.

In 1950 he experimented with the potential power of or
gone energy to limit or negate atomic or nuclear energy. This 
was called the oranur experiment. According to his observa
tions, the nuclear energy excited the orgone, making it spread 
many yards from the laboratory and affect both rocks and the 
weather.

By May of 1952 strange weather conditions, later labeled
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DOR, for “dangerous orgone,” began to hang around the lab
oratory. The salient visible effect was peculiar black clouds 
that drifted over the area and seemed to get stuck there. The 
landscape went grayish black and people, especially sensitive 
people, felt there was something wrong in the air or more 
heat than usual. The reaction of the geiger counter to the 
overhead passage of the black clouds was variable and 
strange: it was raised up to 100,000 clicks per minute and 
then fell rapidly or faded to nearly zero and then raced up 
again. Whether these were unusual weather conditions or 
early signs of industrial smog is still uncertain.

It is significant that Reich felt called upon to disperse these 
DOR clouds. In so doing, he invented a new device, a “cloud- 
buster” which can be viewed as another application of the 
orgone theory, f

Remembering an unexplained phenomenon from 1940, 
when the casual pointing of long metal pipes at the surface of 
a lake seemed to affect the movement of the waves, Reich ex
perimented in April 1952 by pointing long thin metal rods at 
the black clouds. His aim was to disperse them. So he linked 
the metal pipes, 9-12 feet long and IV2 inches in diameter, 
through BX cable to a deep well on his property, theorizing 
that, as water is a great absorber of orgone, it might draw and 
absorb the DOR.

He pointed these pipes at the black clouds and claimed: 
“The effect was instantaneous: the black DOR clouds began 
to shrink. And when the pipes were pointed against the OR 
(orgone) energy flow—that is, toward the west—a breeze west 
to east would set in after a few minutes’ ‘draw’ as I came 
to call this operation; fresh, blue-gray OR energy moved in 
where the nauseating DOR clouds had been a short while be
fore. Soon we learned that rain clouds too could be 
influenced, increased and diminished, as well as moved, by 
operating these pipes in certain well-defined ways.”

In the fall Reich constructed two cloudbusters aimed at the 
construction of clouds and the making of rain. Eventually he 
even went to dry parts of Arizona to bring more moisture to 
this desert region and apparently had some success.

tSee Chapter 31. Editors.
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In its final form, the cloudbuster consisted of a number of 
hollow metallic tubes which, by a telescopic arrangement, 
could be lengthened or shortened. These were attached to a 
stand and could be turned in any direction, vertically or hori
zontally. The upper ends were fitted with caps so they could 
be closed or opened at will. The lower ends were joined to 
flexible BX tubing which led into water or moist earth. To ex
plain how metal pipes could draw energy from cloud forma
tions, Reich pointed to the known functioning of the lightning 
rod. This is a metal rod, usually mounted on a building, but 
not necessarily so, which attracts the lightning discharge and 
conducts it through heavy wires into the ground.

In the next few years Reich began to experiment with a 
new device, somewhat similar to the cloudbuster, aimed at 
facilitating individual psychiatric orgone therapy. It was 
called a DOR buster, and its aim was to withdraw DOR from 
the human organism. Reich saw DOR as an energetic condi
tion which results from the damming up of orgone in the 
body. Serious tension areas in the body owing to tight muscu
lature are productive of this DOR. The device works on the 
principle of drawing off DOR (through water’s affinity for 
orgone) and consists of a metal funnel attached to BX tubing 
leading to nearby flowing water. One recent (homemade) 
version has the individual sitting or lying under an orgone 
blanket; a metal funnel perhaps a foot or two long, connected 
with BX cables is placed near supposed armored areas of the 
body. The therapist passes the head of the device back and 
forth over the patient’s body for about fifteen minutes in a 
treatment. When successful, this device draws off DOR and 
excites energy movement. At times it can result in outbreaks 
of strong emotions locked in by the bodily armoring and thus 
facilitates therapy.

In 1954 Reich became convinced of the existence of UFOs, 
having seen one near his farm that January. Various accounts 
of their operation by ufologists referred to a background radi
ation effect. Observations such as their silent movement, the 
quality of their lights, and their spinning movement led Reich 
to speculate that they were powered by orgone. After some 
observations and thought, he came to the conclusion that per
haps they had hostile intentions.
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In late 1954 Reich directed a cloudbuster at a UFO and 
claimed to observe a change in the object’s brilliance. Reich 
speculated that the UFOs were drawing energy from the earth 
and exuding a DOR-producing substance. In 1955 he tried to 
strengthen the power of the cloudbuster by adding to its base 
a milligram of radium that had become “transmuted” in the 
original oranur experiment. He believed that by its use he was 
able to raise the energetic level of the surrounding atmos
phere, increasing the level of the charge. This procedure ap
parently enhanced the effect of the cloudbuster, which he now 
called a space gun. It was used in Arizona to scare away 
UFOs, whose presence was revealed to Reich visually and by 
the appearance of noxious clouds and a significant increase of 
the atmospheric radiation count on the orgone-sensitive geiger 
counter. (Jerome Eden has written about this work at some 
length in his Orgone Energy.)

From about 1947 onward Reich’s manufacture and rental 
of orgone accumulators greatly upset the medical and psychi
atric establishment, and they persuaded the Food and Drug 
Administration to investigate this device. This organization 
spent some years spying on Reich and getting various insti
tutes to test many aspects of the orgone theory. Reich was 
brought to trial in 1954 on various charges concerned with 
renting the accumulators which the FDA was convinced were 
fraudulent. Reich’s suggestions that the accumulator might fa
cilitate healing, including such diseases as cancer, was held to 
be “going too far.”

The trial against him dragged on for almost two years 
while Reich conducted his own defense and claimed the court 
had no right to try a scientific theory in a court of law. (The 
full story of this trial is now to be found in Jerome 
Greenfield’s The U.S.A. versus Reich.) Nevertheless, Reich 
was convicted of contempt of court, fined $10,000 and given 
a two-year term in jail. The court also ordered that all his 
books which referred in any way to orgone energy must be 
destroyed. So the books and journals in his publishing house 
were burned. He was imprisoned and nine months later died 
of a heart attack. It would be years before his followers and 
associates recovered from his trial and death, and began to do 
research and publish journals and books about his work.



Bioplasma: The Fifth State of Matter?
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Scientists refer to four states of matter: solids, liquids, gases, 
and plasma. The latter is a gas that has had all the electrons 
stripped off the nuclei of its atoms; it exists in outer space but 
can be experimentally produced at very high temperatures in 
physics laboratories. In 1944, the Soviet scientist V. S. Gris
chenko raised for the first time the possible existence of a 
fifth state of matter—one which exists in living organisms. In 
1966, he named this proposed fifth state of matter “biological 
plasma” or “bioplasma.” In our laboratory, we have pro
ceeded to conduct experiments to determine whether or not 
bioplasma actually exists.

We know that every living organism is a system that ra
diates energy, thus creating a field around itself. But we know 
little about the organism’s energy network, especially during 
telepathy when two organisms appear to interact at a distance 
so great that the phenomena cannot be explained adequately 
by conventional means.

A living organism can be described as a “biological field” 
or “biofield,” a “field” being a region consisting of lines of 
force which affect one another. The biofield has a clear spa
tial formation and is shaped by several physical fields—elec
trostatic, electromagnetic, acoustic, hydrodynamic, and quite 
possibly others still inadequately explored. It is likely that 
bioplasma represents one of the fields within the biofield of 
living organisms.

Our experiments indicate that bioplasma consists of ions,

“Bioplasma: The Fifth State of Matter?” by Viktor M. Inyushin is 
an original article and is printed by permission of the author and 
the Copyright Agency of the USSR.



free electrons, and free protons—in other words, subatomic 
particles which exist independently of a nucleus. Our experi
ments also indicate that the biofield owes its structure to 
bioplasma which is more stable than the other components of 
the biofields. This is due to the equivalence of positive and 
negative particles in bioplasma. We call this equilibrium 
“stereobioenergostasis.” Under the impact of various internal 
and external factors, stereobioenergostasis might break down. 
Usually this is only temporary and the equilibrium is reas
serted. However, if the equilibrium is not restored, the organ
ism may suffer serious damage.

Bioplasmic particles are constantly being renewed by chem
ical processes within the cells, especially the mitochondria 
among which direct transfers of electrons from one molecule 
to another occur. The mitochondria are tiny rod-shaped bod
ies in the cytoplasm of most cells. They contain many cell en
zymes, particularly those involved in the citric-acid cycle.

In addition to the bioplasmic particles produced by 
processes in the mitochondria, there is a direct absorption of 
charges from the environment. The lungs play an important 
role in the absorption of environmental charges. There is a 
constant interplay between the organism and its environment; 
some bioplasmic particles are absorbed from external sources 
while other bioplasmic components are radiated into space.

Kirlian Photography

Our original experiments with bioplasma utilized the high- 
voltage photography procedures developed by Semyon Kirlian 
and his wife Valentina. The basic procedure is to gen
erate a high-frequency field between two electrodes and to 
place an object directly on a film resting within the field. This 
enables a photograph of the object to be taken without using 
a camera or a lens. The object will be pictured with a corona 
surrounding it; this corona discharge represents the air that is 
ionized and the electrons torn from the object when the high- 
frequency field is created. However, living objects show a 
greater variation in the size of the corona than do nonliving 
objects. We think that this variation is due to the bioplasmic
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field which interacts with the artificially created field and, per
haps, sets the limits for the corona. Therefore, bioplasma can 
be indirectly studied through Kirlian photography.

In experiments with rabbits, it was noted that the corona 
discharge varied greatly whenever the rabbit was frightened 
by something. The intensity of the reaction increased two- or 
threefold at the moment of shock but there was a return to 
the corona’s ordinary size after several minutes. By intro
ducing a sensor into the rabbit’s brain, an intensity of radia
tion ten times greater than that observed on the skin and mus
cles was noted. These experiments, and others like them, 
indicated that the accumulation of bioplasma is most intense 
in the brain; less bioplasma is found in connecting tissues and 
the soft tissues of body organs.

More detailed investigations were carried out with human 
beings in various psychological and physiological states. It 
was found that the center of the spinal cord, with its large clus
ters of nerve cells, seems to be a center of bioplasmic activity. 
Bioplasmic activity is strong at the fingertips as well as in 
back of the solar plexus. Blood does not contain as much 
bioplasma as nerve cells. However, blood resembles a liquid- 
crystal system in which energy transfer can take place. Thus 
blood, too, can conduct energy; the circulatory system is a con
ductive energy system just as is the bioplasmic system.

Bioplasmic activity was found to depend, in part, on mood. 
Artists, for example, demonstrated a very bright corona when 
thinking of painting. A depressed person often has a very thin 
corona which contains several dark spots.

We are currently attempting to photograph bioplasma 
directly without relying on the supplementary electrical fields 
produced in Kirlian photography. Our preliminary data are 
encouraging.

Other Experiments with Bioplasma

Several other lines of experimentation support the hypothe
sis of the bioplasmic field. There is a large output of heat 
when tissue disintegrates. This phenomenon indicates the or
ganism’s ability to change mass to energy. In addition, living
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organisms are able to absorb large amounts of radiation—a 
feat that dead tissue cannot perform. Several other scientific 
findings lend support to the concept of a biological plasma: ] 
(1) the presence of delocalized electrons in the form of pi 
electrons; (2) the existence of semiconductor properties in 
cell membranes; (3) the high concentration of unpaired 
electrons in biologically important molecules such as DNA 
and RNA; (4) the presence of electrical polarities in organ
isms; (5) the semiconductor properties of chlorophyll and 
the independence of the photosynthesis process on tempera
ture; (6) the collective character of the changes in the den
sity of quantum processes under the effect of physical factors, 
as when mitogenic radiation is created in visual fields when 
light hits the retina of the eye; (7) the creation of electrical 
fields by frictional charges concentrated on the surface of 
bodies—fields that can be detected at distances away from the 
body.

Alexander Dubrov has proposed that living organisms emit 
gravitational waves. If so, bioplasma could be involved in 
these waves. Gravitational interaction is the weakest of all 
known reactions in physics, and thus difficult to identify. De
spite the small intensity of the gravitational waves, however, 
they may play a definite role in the different ways living or
ganisms have been noted to interact with their environments. 
These interactions change from day to day and the variations 
are difficult to explain by conventional means.

Bioplasma experiments need to be carried out under con
stant atmospheric conditions, such as humidity and heat. An 
approaching storm, for example, can drastically influence the 
results. Thus it can be surmised that the bioplasmic field is 
unstable when there is a sudden alteration in environmental 
forces of an electrical nature.

In spite of its sensitivity to electrical changes in the envi
ronment, bioplasma appears to be relatively stable. This seems 
to reflect a balance of positive and negative particles in the 
bioplasma. If there is a severe shift in one direction or the 
other, it may be reflected in the health of the organism.

In spite of the relative stability of the organism’s bioplas
mic field, a significant amount of energy is radiated into space 
by means of bioplasma. This may occur in the form of
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“microstreamers” or “bioplasmoids.” Microstreamers are 
channels of bioplasmic particles forming through the air, 
while bioplasmoids are fragments of bioplasma which have 
broken away from the organism. It is possible that the Kirlian 
photography process facilitates the development of micro
streamers and bioplasmoids which can be captured on film. 
These microstreamers and bioplasmoids may also be involved 
in telepathy, psychokinesis, and other instances of distant in
teraction among organisms.

In an attempt to investigate the distant interaction between 
a person and a plant, a sensor with a liquid crystal was 
implanted with a thermostat and shielded by aluminum disks. 
The bioluminescence of the plant was measured by a sensitive 
tube which recorded the light leaving the plant. As a person in 
a distant room had his skin stimulated with a needle, the light 
leaving the plant increased to a remarkable degree. Similar re
sults were obtained when a different subject purposively imag
ined that he was in great emotional strain.

In other experiments, we have found the eyes to be a 
source of intense radiation. In several instances, the effect of 
the eyes could be observed even when they were separated 
from the measuring device by a metal screen. Our experi
ments with light indicate that bioplasma is especially conduc
tive for photons in the ultraviolet range.

Our group has hypothesized that an organism’s bioplasma 
is an important factor in biochemiluminescence, more com
monly shortened to luminescence—the emission of light from 
an organism from causes other than high temperatures. Other 
scientists have suggested that an organism’s breathing, or 
respiration, is the key factor involved with luminescence. To 
test our hypothesis, we inhibited the respiration of geranium 
leaves by placing them in a solution of mercury cyanide. 
Respiration decreased to about thirty percent of a control 
group of geranium leaves not placed in the solution. The 
leaves’ luminescence also decreased to about thirty percent of 
the control leaves. Then we immersed a third group of leaves 
in a solution of methylene blue. Again the respiration rate 
was thirty percent of the control leaves. But the luminescence 
decreased to nineteen percent of the controls. We think that 
the discrepancy was due to the severe inhibition of bioplasmic
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activity caused by methylene blue which is known to be a 
strong acceptor of free electrons—one of the components of 
bioplasma.

We are also investigating the influence of light from a laser 
on living organisms. There is some indication that laser tech
nology will offer a productive way in which bioplasma can be 
studied.

Conclusion

In summary, we have obtained evidence that a fifth state of 
matter, bioplasma, exists as a part of each organism’s biofield. 
Bioplasma consists of ions, free electrons, and free protons. It 
is highly conductive and provides opportunities for the accu
mulation and transfer of energy within the organism as well 
as among different organisms. Bioplasma appears to be con
centrated in the brain and spinal cord. At times, it may ex
tend considerable distances from the organism, raising the 
possibility of its involvement in telepathic and psychokinetic 
phenomena.



Ill     THE GEOMETRY 
OF THE 
PARANORMAL

Other Dimensions, 
Higher Planes



The previous section presented the idea of an unknown en
ergy as the motive force behind various paranormal phenom
ena. This section presents another concept: the multidimen
sional, dynamic structure of space.

Is space only the absence of matter, merely “nothingness”? 
Is it just a never-ending vacuum—empty distance that must 
be traversed from point to point, even by field forces that 
“propagate” themselves at high velocity? Or are there other 
aspects of space that provide a means for instantaneous trans
mission of energy and information over great distances, and 
for living but nonphysical entities to exist? Does space have 
definite properties that can be investigated and formulated 
into laws?

The latter possibility is becoming more and more likely in 
the view of certain theoretical physicists and astrophysicists 
who speak, for example, of hyperspace, “wormholes” in 
space that connect interpenetrating universes, and mul
tidimensional states of being beyond our three-dimensional 
space-time continuum. Some suggest that these hypothetical 
aspects provide likely vehicles for the appearance of various 
paranormal phenomena.

The selections in this section support this position, and do 
so in several ways. First, they demonstrate that the concept is 
logically tenable. Second, they present information from non- 
scientific traditions that suggests avenues of exploration for 
testing the concept of geometric hyperspace. Last, they pre
sent several means—theoretical and applied—for carrying ou 
the investigation.

The logic leading to this concept is presented by a philoso- 

12.
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pher, Steven Rosen, who demonstrates that a radical re
formulation of the paradigm of traditional science leads to 
a representation of certain psi phenomena and, further, to a 
realization of Jung’s goal: the union of psyche and physics, 
mind and body. He suggests that synchronistic phenomena 
yield to definitive representation when certain new ap
proaches to physics are followed. Moreover, his model shows 
that the physical and nonphysical not only interpenetrate each 
other, they are each other. Although seemingly different, they 
paradoxically share a single reality.

The concept of nonphysical planes or supersensible realms 
coexistent with physical reality is an ancient one. In meta
physical and mystical tradition, space is not a vacuum but a 
plenum. In other words, space is not merely a geometrical ab
straction, but rather is, as Maharishi Mahesh Yogi terms it, 
the creative field of intelligence from which all knowledge 
and all possibilities for physical existence is manifested. The 
occult scientist Rudolf Steiner, founder of Anthroposophy, 
remarked in a lecture about knowledge of higher worlds: 
“Space is not a haphazard chaos but is organized in all 
directions in such a way that these directions themselves 
have different values.” The Anglican canon, A. P. Shepherd, 
described these higher worlds in his biography of Steiner, A 
Scientist of the Invisible:

These “worlds” are not separate regions, spatially divided 
from one another, so that it would be necessary to move 
in space in order to pass from one to the other. The 
higher worlds completely interpenetrate the lower worlds, 
which are fashioned and sustained by their activities. 
What divides them is that each world has a more limited 
and controlled level of consciousness than the world 
above it. The lower consciousness is unable to experience 
the life of the higher worlds and is even unaware of their 
existence, although it is interpenetrated by them. But if 
the beings of a lower world can raise their consciousness 
to a higher level, then that higher world becomes manifest 
to them, and they can be said to have passed to a higher 
world, although they have not moved in space.

The most commonly mentioned “other world” is, of 
course, the kingdom of the dead. Many traditions maintain 
that death is an altered state of consciousness and that the
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soul or spirit of an organism continues to exist after physical 
demise, passing from the first plane to still-higher planes as 
the soul evolves. Recent studies of the dying by Raymond 
Moody, author of Life After Life, by American Society for 
Psychical Research investigators Karlis Osis and Erlendur 
Haraldsson, authors of the forthcoming At the Hour of 
Death, by Charles Garfield of the University of California at 
San Francisco, and by thanatologist Elisabeth Kübler-Ross 
support this view, at least to the point of dealing with the pos
sibility of a first plane of the afterworld. Working independ
ently, each found that the dying and those undergoing pseudo
death (near-death, with cessation of all vital signs) frequently 
have out-of-the-body experiences in which paranormal infor
mation is obtained and the dead (usually friends and rela
tives) are contacted.

That being the case, the next step for science is to begin 
“mapping” this interpenetrating vital world and formulating 
the laws of topological transformation between space and 
hyperspace by which higher-dimensional events manifest in 
our three-dimensional space-time. Is there anything already 
known to physical science which offers a direction or guide
lines for scientifically bridging the two worlds?

We have already seen the likelihood in the Burr-Ravitz 
work that there is an “energy field blueprint” underlying or
ganic physical forms. The structural configuration of the 
field—its geometry—is more fundamental than the material it 
directs into visible form.

How can we conceptualize this higher state of living geom
etry? We are familiar with matter in the three forms of solid, 
liquid, and gas. Matter in the fourth state—plasma—is less 
familiar (fire is an example). Nevertheless, the Soviet con
ception of bioplasma—living plasma—is a simple and logical 
extension of the solid-liquid-gas progression. Might there be 
still another state beyond bioplasma, a state in which liv
ing beings might normally exist just as we do in the solid 
state? And if we presently recognize living organisms as 
consisting of solid, liquid, and gaseous matter (and possibly 
bioplasma), might this hypothetical state also be an element 
of a physical organism’s vitality and/or intelligence—its soul 
or spirit?
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One indication of this comes from research in the 1930s 
done on food metabolism with radioactive tracers by Ru
dolf Schoenheimer of Columbia University. Schoenheimer 
demonstrated the dynamic state of body constituents. He 
found that molecules or part molecules in food pass into a 
cell and replace some part of the cellular structure previously 
there. After a while the replacement part is itself replaced. 
Through a system of complicated chemical reactions, the en
tire physical structure of the body was shown to be “turned 
over” at varying rates for different parts of the body.

Commenting on this in an article entitled “Is There A 
Non-Physical World?” in Does Man Survive Death?, survival 
researcher Julius Weinberger (see Chap. 36) writes:

This raises a very important question: If this is the case, 
what is there about a human being that is permanent? 
His personality, of course. His thoughts, his character, 
his emotions, his memories. Also, the plan or the design, 
but not the material of the body.

The material comes and goes, but the plan remains the 
same. If this is a scientifically verifiable fact, isn’t it logi
cal to step further and say that even if all the material 
that forms a visible human body were to be removed 
from it, its plan or design, and the personality, would 
still continue to exist? If this is admitted, it is equivalent 
to an admission of continuity of existence after death.

From this perspective, there is no death. There is only a 
change of state like H20 passing from water to steam. Life, 
seen by materialists as the ultimate paranormal event, is ubiq
uitous. Even “empty space” may be filled with lifeforms in
visible to the physical senses. Leaving aside the question of 
livingness, Einstein himself declared in a 1935 lecture (re
ported in the Physical Review, July 1935) that “space will 
have to be regarded as a primary thing with matter derived 
from it.”

For some, the primacy of space goes beyond even the con
cept of nonphysical lifeforms (which theoretically could in
clude angels and other so-called “mythical” beings) in
habiting it. Charles Muses, writing in various issues of the 
Journal for the Study of Consciousness (see Appendix III), 
has proposed a theory of consciousness-matter interaction 
termed “CM quantum theory.” Muses maintains that all mat
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ter is alive in a protobiological sense. He further states (in his 
book Consciousness and Reality, co-edited with Arthur M. 
Young) that there are forms of living substance far subtler 
than our relatively crude polarized (i.e., electron-proton) mat- 
ter-forms already hinted at in the mysterious physical effec
tiveness of the so-called “vacuum state” as revealed by modem 
quantum physics.

The inherent energy of the vacuum (which Muses terms 
noetic energy) provides the link between matter and con
sciousness, in Muses’ view. To go “through the vacuum,” he 
has enunciated a theory of consciousness expressed in hyper
numbers and metadimensions. This is presented with some 
detail in his article in Section IV. Here we will simply note 
that Muses’ work (and that of E. H. Walker, also pre
sented in Sec. IV) identifies consciousness or noetic energy 
as the key to understanding paranormal phenomena, all the 
way from psi events through ufology to mystical experience.

It is interesting to note parallels in all this to certain ancient 
concepts. The ether, for example, is widely considered to be 
thoroughly discredited metaphysical nonsense. The term 
was introduced into science by Michael Faraday in the early 
19th century to account for the forces between electrically 
charged bodies, although earlier scientists, among them New
ton, had also raised the question of the ether. When James 
Clerk Maxwell discovered that light was an electromagnetic 
disturbance, Faraday’s ether became the “luminiferous ether” 
because of its light-bearing qualities. And so it remained—an 
accepted but undemonstrated pillar of science—imtil the Mi- 
chelson-Morley experiments apparently disproved the exist
ence of the ether.

Now, however, it appears the disproof itself was faulty and 
the ether is being rediscovered. H. C. Dudley of the Uni
versity of Illinois Medical Center presents a modem concept 
of the ether as an omnipresent, energy-rich neutrino sea. The 
implications of this all-pervasive subquantic medium for sci
ence and society are enormous.

The neutrino sea, as a modern reformulation of an ancient 
concept, is still far short of satisfying the descriptions of the 
ether presented in occult and metaphysical works, however. 
Among the more lucid of these presentations is that of



Guenther Wachsmuth, a follower of Steiner who writes from 
the Anthroposophieal perspective. As described by Steiner, 
the ether has four aspects—the warmth, light, chemical, and 
life ethers. This division has interesting affinities with both the 
ancient Hindu concept of prana (traditionally said to have 
five forms) and with the modern concept of orgone (which, 
in the view of orgonomist Trevor Constable, is the same as 
Steiner’s chemical ether—see Sec. V).

The ether concept might well have been presented in Sec
tion II. We felt, however, that it was better left until now be
cause our intention in this section is to examine a number of 
intimately related ancient ideas that purport to explain a wide 
variety of paranormal phenomena. The ether is one such idea. 
Others are the polarities of space-counterspace and gravity- 
levity.

Counterspace is a term describing the nonphysical realm in 
which the etheric formative forces arise. One approach to the 
investigation of counterspace is mathematics—specifically, 
projective or counter-Euclidean geometry. (Muses’ hyper
number theory is another mathematical approach—see Sec. 
IV.) Its importance for understanding living nature, which 
according to occult science originates in the etheric realm, is 
that it offers a mathematical conception of space and morphol
ogy. If Euclidean geometry is appropriate for describing the 
physical world, counter-Euclidean geometry opens a window 
into the nonphysical. If matter and spirit are the two faces of 
existence, then the world of spirit-counterspace may be pene
trated through the creative polarity of point and plane derived 
from projective geometry.

Levity is held to be not merely negative gravity or the ab
sence of gravity but rather a primary force characteristic of 
counterspace, resulting from the etheric formative forces aris
ing in the nonphysical world. Gravity thrusts outward from 
the earth, pulling matter downward; levity streams inward to 
the earth from the cosmos, supplying the means, for example, 
of getting Newton’s apple up in the tree in the first place. (Is 
this not one of biology’s great mysteries: how did the apple 
get up there?)

These and other concepts are presented here because, in 
their totality, they offer both logical and experimental reasons
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for considering the structure of space in our investigation of 
paranormal phenomena. Thus, Rosen’s article on representing 
the irrepresentable logically precedes the traditional occult 
view of space, as presented by Hermine Sabetay, a member of 
the Theosophical Society (founded by Helena P. Blavatsky, 
reportedly a gifted psychic and medium). Then Olive 
Whicher demonstrates a mathematical approach—projective 
geometry—which allows a theoretical exploration of coun
terspace. This is followed by Guenther Wachsmuth’s brief de
scription of the occultist’s ethers and by H. C. Dudley’s mod
em interpretation.

The last article by Serge V. King looks at specific re
search into geometric forms relating to the concept that 
space is dynamic, energetic, and has higher-dimensional geo
metric properties that can transform themselves into three- 
dimensional space. This is an area where many puzzling 
phenomena are met. Perhaps the best known goes under the 
name “pyramid power.” It has gained wide attention, even 
appearing on the cover of Science Digest (February 1975) 
as a feature article.

A pyramid, however, is only one-half of a crystal shape. 
We have already seen that von Reichenbach’s crystals (in
deed, all crystals) apparently are natural transformers or gen
erators of nonphysical energy. Is the crystal structure a key to 
controlling energy through form? Is this also the reason that 
wizards traditionally wear conical hats? Is this the ration
alizing concept behind the “sacred geometry” of true magic 
and arcane religions?

In the last few decades, primarily in Europe, there has been 
a steady output of work under various terms: ondes de forme 
(French), formenstrahlen (German), form energy or waves 
from shapes. The scope of these investigations has ranged from 
laboratory experiments with geometric forms to worldwide 
searches, and they touch upon knowledge ranging from quan
tum physics to archeology.

One example of a large-scale phenomenon is the geo
graphical feature called ley lines. These perfectly straight 
lines, only a few feet wide, stretch across a landscape for 
miles—in some cases, hundreds of miles—and form a net
work or grid upon the surface of the Earth. First noticed and
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named by Alfred Watkins in England at the turn of the cen
tury, it was soon found that these lines of great antiquity were 
associated with ancient sacred sites such as pagan temples, 
burial mounds, and terrestrial zodiacs, or the churches and 
cathedrals later built above them. These constructions were 
invariably built at intersections in the ley network. Often ley 
lines had been overlaid with roads or stone walls or nearly 
effaced by civilization. But once visually recognized at a 
given point, it is possible to trace them. This has been done 
both in Britain and more recently in North America, where 
Indian serpent mounds are said to be a principal feature of 
ley lines. According to John Michell in The View Over 
Atlantis, which surveys reports of a mysterious natural energy 
said to be important for maintaining prehistoric civilization, 
the so-called “dragon lines” of China may be the same thing 
as ley lines.

The paranormal aspect of ley lines, however, is the asser
tion that they can be dowsed, according to an article in The 
American Dowser (August 1974). In this way it is claimed 
that they have been found to have a corresponding under
ground energy flow of great speed—a flow that at certain in
tersections and terminal points appears to be at right angles to 
the surface of the earth. Along these lines underground water 
domes and mineral deposits are said to have been found and, 
on the surface of the ground, ancient stones which local tradi
tions maintain are “charged with power.”

Links between ley lines and other mysteries have been 
suggested. The etheric web encircling the globe that occultists 
speak of (and which both Carlos Castaneda in his book 
Journey to Ixtlan and William Irwin Thompson in his Pas
sages Around Earth report seeing) has obvious parallels. Ac
cording to Pursuit magazine (July 1973), it is now widely 
felt among ley line researchers that “the ley lines may in fact 
follow invisible lines of power crisscrossing the countryside, 
and that early Man was aware of this power, which he 
harnessed for his own spiritual and physical benefit (and 
also for the benefit of nature and the earth) by erecting his 
‘temples’ at certain significant points along the power lines.”

These power lines and power points composed of the X en
ergy may be harmonics of a still-greater network. In an arti
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cle entitled “Planetary Grid,” appearing in New Age Journal 
(No. 5, 1975), Christopher Bird describes a Soviet theory 
involving a lattice or matrix in the planet. The Russians claim 
to have found evidence from fields as widely separated as 
archeology, geochemistry, ornithology, and meteorology, that 
“the earth projects from within itself to the surface a dual ge
ometrically regularized grid.”

The first part of this grid is said to form twelve pentagonal 
slabs over the sphere—a dodecahedron—in accordance with 
both Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic map and Plato’s statement 
that: “The earth, viewed from above, resembles a ball sewn 
from twelve pieces of skin.” The second part of the grid is 
composed of twenty equilateral triangles, making an icosahe
dron. Bird writes: “By superimposing the entire dual grid 
over the face of the planet, the researchers say they have dis
covered what possibly may be the earth’s energy structure or 
skeleton.”

This gridwork is said to coincide with a wide range of nat
ural and paranormal phenomena, including the following: the 
“Bermuda Triangle” and its purported corresponding eleven 
areas of strange disappearances (“windows” into hyper
space?) equally spaced around the globe above and below the 
equator; the planet’s tectonic plates; the overlapping of the 
center of all world magnetic anomalies at the nodes and edges 
of the crystallike lattice; the occurrence of all global centers 
of maximal and minimal atmospheric pressure at the nodes of 
the grid; paths of hurricanes, prevailing winds, and global 
currents follow the ribs of the grid; the large deposits of min
eral ores which lie along faults or folds in the Earth’s crust, 
which in turn often follow the grid’s ribs; and the frequent lo
cation of birth places of ancient cultures at the intersections 
of the grid.

This gridwork concept has been extended above the surface 
of the planet by the Russians and is said to coincide with cer
tain effects in the cloud mantle, as revealed by satellite 
photos. Also, dark streaks on the surface of the ocean (not 
cloud shadows) fall in line with the cloud phenomenon with 
exact regularity.

Nor is this energy structure limited to the Earth and its at
mosphere. The lattice, the Soviet investigators say, exists
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throughout the cosmos and accounts for the creation of 
planets, stars, and galaxies. This material, at first glance, ap
pears to be highly speculative, but the evidence cited in Bird’s 
article could be rechecked by other investigators.

From crystals to galaxies is a great leap, but if clear and 
reasonable linkages can ultimately be shown, or if both crys
tals and galaxies can be demonstrated as particular cases of 
an underlying principle, then our probe into cosmic mysteries 
may have uncovered a unifying concept—the dynamic struc
ture of higher-dimensional space—for bridging science and 
religion. “Pick a flower and trouble a star,” say the mystics. 
Is science about to demonstrate this? The articles presented 
here give indications of it. But they also demonstrate the mas
sive amount of work that needs to be done if esoteric philoso
phy is to be examined through modem scientific procedures.



Toward a Representation 

of the “Irrepresentable”

STEVEN M. ROSEN

13.

Introduction

C. G. Jung’s life-long struggle with the problem of psi cul
minated in his monograph “Synchronicity: An Acausal Con
necting Principle.” Here he came to the conclusion that psy
chic experiences are “irrepresentable” within the framework 
of traditional Western thinking, for when they occur we enter 
a domain in which “space is no longer space, nor time time.”1 
Yet Jung well knew that such events were not alien to the 
Eastern vision of the world. Indeed, we shall see that the 
synchronicity idea, only half understood by Jung himself, was 
a “spice” brought back from his intuitive excursions in the 
Orient, beyond the realm of Western logic.

I believe that if Jung’s challenge can be met, a far-reaching 
synthesis of Eastern and Western tradition is promised. The 
urgency of the need to somehow represent the “irrepresenta
ble” has been most recently articulated by Chari,2 Pratt,3 and 
Whiteman.4 All agree that the answer lies beyond the ortho
dox conception of space and time (that orthodoxy including 
the Einstein-Minkowski world view as well as the New- i 
tonian).

Pratt’s view of the dilemma is especially revealing. He ar
gues that psychic happenings cannot be accommodated in an 
explanatory system seeking to determine the location of 
events in space-time. Consequently, the physicalistic space
time approach must be discarded. But if psi can be dealt with

“Toward a Representation of the ‘Irrepresentable’” is excerpted 
from Cosmic Existentialism by Steven M. Rosen and is printed by 
permission of author.
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only outside the physical world, it cannot be dealt with at all, 
for we must then resign ourselves to an absolute dualism 
which is, in essence, an admission of our inability to explain.

Pratt’s difficulty, at its base, was Jung’s difficulty. Both 
writers appear to see only two alternatives: an event can be 
either located in conventional space-time or it must occur out
side space-time entirely. On the other hand, a third alternative 
is suggested by Whiteman. Renouncing the notion that entities 
must be “simply located” in space-time, he proposes that a 
“hierarchical,” multilevel analysis be substituted for the clas
sical, single-level conception. However, after discussing the 
analogy of psi to modern physics (i.e., the quantum theory) 
and outlining a set of axioms on which a hierarchical theory 
might be built, Whiteman strikes a note of pessimism. He 
concludes that no extension of mathematical-physical theory 
will accommodate psi which is rightly regarded as nonphysi
cal. Then is he not recommending an absolute dualism after 
all? Must we accept the irreconcilability of psychical and 
physical spheres?

Let us suppose that a unitary but open geometric structure 
could be described which generates higher orders of space
time continually through a process of self-evolution. Could 
this not lead us toward a representation of the “irrepresenta- 
ble”? Though we would have multiple levels of reality, the 
levels would not be separated by void but would grow out of 
each other. I will present such a geometry, bringing it to bear 
specifically on the phenomena of clairvoyance and precogni
tion. At the same time I shall attempt to demonstrate its fun
damental harmony with the world view of the East, an out
look always accepted by Jung, if only on an intuitive basis.

Identity, Causality, and Synchronicity

The law of identity is perhaps the deepest presupposition 
on which the classical, single-level view is based:

A = A and A  Ā

The idea that bodies are simply located in space and time is a 
variation on the theme of identity. A given body cannot be in
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two places at the same time nor can different moments of 
time overlap in the same space. This principle is built into the 
special theory of relativity by the specification of “spacelike” 
and “timelike” space-time intervals. Two events in Ein- 
stein-Minkowskian space-time are separated in a spacelike 
way if the space between them is so great and the time so 
short that an observer could be present for both events only 
by traveling from one to the other at the velocity of light or 
greater. The theory assumes that no material body can travel 
that fast. Events are separated by a timelike interval if the 
time elapsing between them is so great and the spatial disjunc
tion so small that an observer may be present for the onset of 
both events but will not experience them as occurring simulta
neously unless he travels at negative velocity. The theory 
states that no body can travel that “slowly.”

If the spacelike hiatus could be bridged, one would be vio
lating the spatial aspect of the principle of simple location by, 
in effect, being in two distinct places at once. If the timelike 
separation were overcome, one would be in violation of the 
temporal aspect of the principle of simple location by encoun
tering, as it were, two different times in the same place. Hav
ing seen what the violation of classical relativity implies, we 
are able to formulate our understanding of clairvoyance and 
precognition more specifically. Clairvoyance is the experience 
of an event so distant in space and so nearly contem
poraneous that the relativistic barrier of the spacelike interval 
is surmounted; in this sense, the classical conception of space 
predicated on the idea of simple location is destroyed. Precog
nition is the experience of an event so remote in time and 
nearly coincidental in space that the limitation of the timelike 
interval is transcended, and so too the orthodox notion of 
simply located time.

In his struggle with the “irrepresentable,” Jung framed his 
deliberations more in terms of the principle of causality than 
that of identity. Yet it is possible to argue that the objection 
to causality violation is based on essentially equivalent 
grounds. To appreciate this, we must understand the close 
relation between causality and temporal order. Russell,5 for 
instance, invoked Robb’s theory of time whereby we can say 
that event A definitely precedes event B only if it can be
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shown that A has some influence on B. In other words, the 
causal relation between A and B is suggested as the criterion 
of their temporal ordering: if A causes B, then A precedes B. 
Obviously, the statement “A causes B and A precedes B” is 
not a contradiction. But neither is it contradictory merely to 
say “B precedes A” unless one would add “A causes B,” 
which would be tantamount to saying “A precedes B,” ac
cording to Robb. The violation of causality therefore reduces 
to the statement “A precedes B and B precedes A.” This is 
the same difficulty raised by Flew when he dismissed the no
tion of a second dimension of time (as an explanation of 
precognition) because it leads to the “contradiction” of 
claiming “that the same event occurred both before and after 
another event.”8 Here the causality-violating sequence BAB is 
rejected on the grounds that it violates the principle of simple 
location which states that events separated by an intervening 
event must be distinctive—they cannot overlap.

Jung’s tacit acceptance of the causality—identity principle 
built into classical relativity led him to the judgment that 
phenomena like clairvoyance and precognition are irrepresent- 
able. He thus stated that: “it would be absurd to suppose 
that a situation which does not yet exist and will only occur 
in the future could transmit itself as a phenomenon of energy 
to a receiver in the present.”7 On the other hand, he was well 
aware of considerable empirical evidence substantiating such 
“impossibilities.” What is more, Jung knew intuitively of their 
validity. Hence he was drawn to postulate his principle of 
“synchronicity,” defined as the meaningful co-occurrence of a 
subjective experience and an objective physical event in a 
manner transcending the laws of causality and identity, as in 
precognition and clairvoyance. And while a physical repre
sentation of synchronicity eluded him, he found an expression 
of his acausal principle in the Eastern way of the Tao.

The mantic procedure of sorting yarrow stalks (or, in 
modem times, tossing coins) is regarded essentially as a 
means of generating synchronistic occurrences. The hexagram 
constructed from the “chance” throw of the coins is the prod
uct of an objective, physical event. Nevertheless, it is pre
sumed to be in intimate correspondence with subjective mat
ters of deep significance (if the individual concerned



approaches the procedure with the appropriate attitude). 
Thus, in the I Ching, for each of the sixty-four possible hex
agrams, far-reaching and detailed interpretations are offered 
involving the personal conduct of the coin tosser’s life, though 
the outcome of the throw is a purely random event to the 
Western mind.

To fully understand the Taoist outlook, we must dismiss 
the idea that objective and subjective aspects of experience 
are basically separate categories of existence which are 
brought together. From the Eastern standpoint, it is quite the 
other way around:

The Tao begot one.
One begot two.
Two begot three.
And three begot the ten thousand things.8

And Jung quoted from the teachings of Chuang-tzu:

The sages of old, says Chuang-tzu, “took as their starting 
point a state when the existence of things had not yet 
begun . . . The next assumption was that though things 
existed they had not yet begun to be separated. The next, 
that though things were separated in a sense, affirmation 
and negation had not yet begun. When affirmation and 
negation came into being, Tao faded. After Tao faded, 
then came one-sided attachments.”9

The Taoist, of course, would not view the “fading” of Tao as 
ontological, but only as a fading from personal consciousness. 
To the Taoist, the “one-sided attachment” is thus both illu
sory and undesirable. To achieve fulfillment, we must re
turn to the Tao, or rather, rid ourselves of the illusion that 
cosmic unity itself has ever dissolved or that it never existed. 
So the Eastern thinker begins with the assumption of univer
sal oneness. As a consequence, he has no difficulty accepting 
the idea of synchronicity, though this conception might seem 
entirely nonsensical to one presuming the radical disconnect
edness of diverse phenomena.

The unified way of viewing the world is not peculiar to 
Chinese philosophy but appears as a dominant theme in In
dian thought as well. In the Rig Veda, for instance, all sub
stance and life is seen to emerge by a process of differentia
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tion from a unitary field of pure potentiality (Asat) which is 
primary and undifferentiated (thus “nonexistent” in the 
sense of not yet being actualized).10

We should recognize that while Asat or Tao express pri
mordial universality, the particularities that crystallize from 
the eternal are just as essential to the scheme of existence. 
Thus Watts,11 in his treatise on oriental metaphysics, repeat
edly insisted that it is the nature of the infinite to abandon it
self again and again to the finite. And noting with Watts that 
the infinite quality is not actually surrendered with this aban
donment, we return to Jung’s exposition wherein the Platonic 
notion that “all things are in all” is of central importance. 
That is, when the infinite whole differentiates itself into its 
finite parts (as by nature it will do), no part ever really 
ceases to embrace the whole. Differentiation is not to be 
regarded as a process of breakage and isolation but as a 
means of displaying a face or aspect. The particularity 
formed by differentiation, instead of being cut from the 
infinite whole, continues to be tied to the whole in multiple 
ways. Indeed, this theme of multiple connection arises in an
other tradition antithetical to the Western establishment. For 
the existentialist (at least for Heidegger):

Being-in-the-world . . . (involves) a much richer rela
tion than merely the spatial one of being located in the 
world . . . This wider kind of personal or existential 
“inhood” implies the whole relation of “dwelling” in a 
place. We are not simply located there, but are bound to 
it by all the ties of work, interest, affection, and so on.12

In Jung’s essay on synchronicity, the most extreme implica
tion of the multiple connection of the part to the whole is 
considered: that which appears least significant—the table 
crumb, the speck of dust—is nonetheless a microcosm of all 
that there is. By the same token, each individual mind, though 
finite, may embrace the whole of objective reality and thus 
may transcend time, space, and causality. Jung cites an addi
tional passage from Chuang-tzu which is definite on this 
point:

“Outward hearing should not penetrate further than the 
ear . . . thus the soul can become empty and absorb the 
whole world. It is Tao that fills this emptiness . . . use
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your inner eye (and) your inner ear to pierce the heart 
of things. . . This is obviously an allusion to the ab
solute knowledge of the unconscious (on which psychic 
phenomena depend), and to the presence in the mi
crocosm of macrocosmic events.13

In sum, the Eastern system of thinking presupposes a real
ity in which the one becomes the many and each of the many 
is the one. This fundamental attitude is reflected in the inter
nal duality of the yin and yang. The finite way is the way of 
diversity, of the opposition which is an inevitable part of life. 
Indeed, the yin-yang symbol of Taoism is intended as a rep
resentation of all opposites (good and bad, man and woman, 
dark and light, etc.). Yet because every particularity en
compasses the universal, finite opposites are inextricably inter
twined with each other as well as with the infinite. A last il
lustration of this notion can be given in surprisingly simple 
terms.

Consider the Necker cube, a well known visual “illusion.”

b
Divided rectangle

Figure 1

The cube [Figure 1(a)] is a two-dimensional projection 
into the third dimension. It may be viewed from either of two 
perspectives. But since each perspective uses the entire cube 
to express itself, neither should be thought merely to be con
tained in the cube as the squares are contained in the divided 
rectangle [each square in Figure 1(b) uses only half the rec
tangular surface]. A perspective embraces the whole cube 
and, therefore, though it is distinct, it swallows its counterpart

a
Necker cube
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entirely. On the other hand, the two parts of the divided rec
tangle are subordinated to the whole in a simple fashion 
(neither encompasses the whole) and are separated from 
one another except for a single common edge.

The Incubating Synthesis of “Psyche” and “Physis”

It is clear from Jung’s own seminal statement of the 
synchronicity concept and Progoff’s14 lucid commentary on it 
that Jung’s chief goal in proposing his notion was the union 
of “psyche” and “physis,” or mind and body. It is equally ap
parent that he did not entirely succeed. The analogy he drew 
to the wave-particle duality of quantum physics15 is revela
tory. Causality and synchronicity are seen to complement one 
another in the manner of the wave and particle inter
pretations of light in Bohr’s dualism. Of course, for one who 
wishes to synthesize opposites, the problem lies in the very 
circumstance of mere duality. For it is insufficient to simply 
postulate two parallel domains—one in which the orthodox 
laws of identity and causality prevail, the other in which clas
sical space-time is enveloped by Universal Mind. A solution 
to the mind-body problem requires that the interpenetration 
of these realms be specifically exhibited. The complementarity 
must be shown to be internal—Einstein-MinkowsMan space
time must be drawn into the fundamental interplay of yin and 
yang, thus displaying the physical and psychical as aspects of 
a single reality. This is the only way the “irrepresentable” can 
be made to yield.

In presenting “a case of non-Euclidean visualization,”16 I 
commented that the limitation of the classical (special) 
theory of relativity (and thus Jung’s limitation, since it was 
this aspect of the relativity idea that held him captive) is 
rooted in its adoption of the geometry of Euclid. Owing to 
the Euclidean character of the Einstein-Minkowskian system, 
the absolute future is stretched taut in a cone of light that 
widens upward from the point of the immediate present 
(“now”) while the absolute past is extended below the now 
in an equally rigid manner (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Einstein-Minkowski light cones.

Such a formulation renders the phenomenon of precognition 
quite impossible because the temporal ordering of events in
side the cones cannot be reversed. All events in the cone of 
the absolute future are definitely after the now, whereas all 
those in the cone of the absolute past are definitely before it. 
Hence, the future cannot be experienced now.

In spatial terms, the vertex point of the cones is the imme
diate here. The spatial ordering of events prohibits the con
junction of here with elsewhere, the area outside the cones. 
Therefore, the clairvoyant experience is ruled out. Events out
side the cone, being definitely elsewhere, cannot be here.

Evidently, the stretching of space-time on Euclid’s “Pro
crustean bed” is merely a means of upholding the laws of 
identity and causality intimately associated with his geometry. 
The relativistic separation of the fore- and after-cones could 
be annulled (Chari’s recent remark to the contrary notwith
standing17) if we were permitted to indulge in some bending 
of Euclidean flat space. We would then be able to bring a point 
in the “absolute” future into contact with the now, though 
this would defy the orthodox notion of simple location in 
time; likewise, the here and elsewhere could be spatially 
united. To the individual who argues that it is not physically 
possible to travel at negative velocities or faster than light, we 
point out that these prohibitions are not ontological impera
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tives in themselves but simply follow from the long-cherished 
Aristotelian notion of identity-causality underlying Euclidean 
reality.

While the geometric properties of the Einstein-Minkowski 
light cones conform to the postulates of Euclid, in making the 
transition from the special to the general theory of relativity, 
compliance with that postulational system is relaxed. The con
sequences of this for transcending identity-causality are only 
now beginning to be appreciated. Working with special solu
tions of the field equations of general relativity, mathematical 
physicists are starting to speak seriously of the causally “bad” 
behavior of certain physical systems and even of the possi
bility of time travel in the regions of space-time occupied by 
these systems.18 Some recent efforts are directly based on 
Schwarzschild’s original solutions of Einstein’s equations gen
erated only a year after the publication of the general theory 
(in 1916). Carter attributes the long delay of nearly fifty 
years to the fact that:

many people thought that the region of space-time with 
the Schwarzschild horizon (the threshold beyond which 
time and space begin to behave peculiarly) could have 
no physical meaning. As a result of the interest which 
has developed in problems of gravitational collapse it is 
now generally realized that this view was mistaken.19

A massive body in a state of gravitational collapse is pop
ularly known as a “black hole.” The implications of black- 
hole physics are startling indeed and, in the current efforts to 
bring these to light, Tobin, Sarfatti, and Wolf20 are among the 
most intrepid explorers. The ordinary view of space-time as 
Euclidean, linear, and continuous derives from restricting our 
vision to the middle ranges of the scale of magnitude. How
ever, at scale extremes, linearity breaks down and space-time 
displays marked curvature eventuating in the formation of 
black holes. The distortion of space-time thus not only occurs 
in relation to bodies of cosmic proportion (e.g., stars in a 
state of gravitational collapse) but microcosmic entities as 
well. Sarfatti can therefore speak of both the massive black 
holes of astrophysics and “miniblackholes”21 which, in relation 
to Wheeler’s22 conception of the fine grain of space, are the 
mouths of “wormholes.”
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What do cosmic black holes and miniscule wormholes (or 
miniblackholes) have in common? Euclidean space-time is 
simply connected. This is but another way of saying that the 
principle of simple location is upheld: different points in 
space-time cannot overlap. But cosmic or microcosmic black 
holes, in distorting Euclidean space-time, transform the sim
ply connected continuum into one which is multiply connected. 
This means that regardless of the degree of separation of 
points in conventional space-time, they may be geometrically 
identified so that being at one implies instantaneous presence 
at the other. It is as though a “shortcut” has been created be
tween distant regions of the manifold, but to take the abbre
viated route, one must leave the Euclidean realm.

Wheeler offers an elementary illustration in which we are 
asked to punch two holes in a sheet of paper, one in the 
upper portion, the other in the lower. The distance between 
these points represents their separation in conventional space
time. Now we bend the paper so that the holes are brought 
back to back. The two holes are to be thought of as the 
mouths of a wormhole which connects remote regions of 
space-time. While the disjunction of points remains as great 
as before for the traditional journey along the surface, the 
traveler may reach his objective immediately by going 
through the surface via the wormhole. In this way, if the con
ventional space-time separation is spacelike, distant points are 
superimposed. And if the Euclidean separation is timelike, 
definitely successive points are rendered simultaneous. Hence, 
the classical law of simple location is surmounted.

Were the geometry of sensory perception to become non- 
Euclidean and develop multiple connectedness, it would be 
easy to see the possibility of clairvoyance and precognition. 
But events taking place in Wheeler’s submicrocosmic domain 
or in regions of the universe where stars are in a state of 
gravitational collapse seem far removed from the direct expe
riences of organisms in the middle scale of nature. Here is 
Sarfatti’s contribution: he proposes an entire hierarchy of 
space-time continua or gravitational fields that bridges the 
chasm between the remote extremes of magnitude. He is thus 
able to speak of a biogravitational field which is well within 
the reach of human experience:



There might indeed be a hierarchy of finite-range gravi
tational fields ... of which the conjectured biogravita- 
tional field is of the most immediate interest. The bub
bles (wormhole mouths) in the biogravitational field 
are quite large . . . and can, therefore, directly affect 
our sensory perception. Indeed, I suspect that many 
paranormal phenomena may be explicable in terms of 
biogravitational wormholes . . . providing direct mul
tidimensional links between living systems.23

And, more specifically:

(an organism) in a high state of consciousness can 
artificially create blackholes ... in his local biogravita
tional field. This would produce . . . very large distor
tions in his local subjective space-time environment . . . 
(so that) working within his local light cone (he) 
“sees” into the probable future. . . . This is the likely 
biogravitational mechanism for precognition. . . . The 
participator can also make use of . . . modes of the 
biogravitational field that act outside the light cone. In 
this way he can . . . (receive) at a distance actions of 
the type reported in experiences of . . . clairvoyance.24
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“All Is Consciousness”

A major theme of Tobin, Sarfatti, and Wolfs exposition is 
that “all is consciousness.” At every level of organization in 
the hierarchy of space-time domains, singularities or holes 
develop at the fringes destroying the continuity that prevailed 
in the middle regions. Consciousness is identified as the “hid
den variable” that creates the holes and then fills them, restor
ing continuity. In the process, the next level of the hierarchy 
is produced. Thus the secret thread with which plural realities 
are sewn together is consciousness. An “unmanifest universe” 
exists, as Reiser25 would say, a “cosmic field” guiding the 
hierarchical unfoldment of all subfields, and it is pure con
sciousness. Therefore, in his opening statement, Sarfatti offers 
“the idea that consciousness is at the root of the material uni
verse,”26 and later, he is prompted to say that his explanation 
of psychic phenomena requires accepting the “additional 
postulate” that the distortion of the biogravitational field as
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sociated with precognition and clairvoyance is created by con
sciousness.

Let us examine more closely the relation between “mate
rial” space-time and the field of cosmic consciousness or 
“subether” (to again quote Reiser). Carrying Wheeler’s il
lustration a step further, imagine space-time to be riddled 
with wormholes or miniblackholes so that every point is im
mediately accessible to every other point. What is the role of 
cosmic consciousness here? Essentially, we have been told to 
think of the union of remote points as a movement through 
the higher dimension from one side of the Euclidean plane to 
the other. It was by bending the two-dimensional space 
through the third dimension that we were able to identify 
“distant” points, to line them up back to back. Thus I can be 
in two separate places here, or in the future now, by taking a 
“shortcut” to the other side of the two-dimensional space.

The problem, however, is that my journey would seem to 
be physically prohibited by the topology of a fwo-sided real
ity. The other side of a two-sided continuum does, after all, 
appear inaccessible to the traveler on one side in the sense 
that there is no continuous path leading from one to the 
other. For this reason it becomes necessary to imagine a rup
ture in the continuum. And, alas, having broken the con
tinuity of space-time, the hole must be regarded as outside the 
material world, as though “infinitely distant.”27 But the hole 
is created, we are told! By entering it, clairvoyant and precog- 
nitive experiences may be had, eventuating in the formation 
of a higher level of space-time organization.

The difficulty arises in supposing that holes are literally pro
duced in the physical continuum. Consequently, they would 
have to be nonphysical, leading us to postulate an ethereal 
medium, an unmanifest field of pure consciousness existing in 
addition to the physical world and providing hidden continuity 
for the quantum leaps from point to point in space-time.

Do we have any choice? The idea of multiple connected
ness, though mathematically legitimate, seems to suggest a 
physical impossibility and so warrant the dualistic supposition 
of a nonphysical continuum. Yet a mathematician might insist 
that the notion of “wormholes” or “black holes” in space-time 
is just an analogy, that the mathematics of multiple connected
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ness simply generate the effects of holes and that no actual 
holes need exist in the fabric of reality. If the mathematician 
is correct, the task then becomes this: to bring the mathemati
cal description of the world into line with its physical descrip
tion, to show that higher-order mathematical continuity can 
be given concrete, physical expression. By achieving such a 
goal, the need to propose a nonphysical medium for the hier
archy of physical realities would be obviated. The purely psy
chical medium would become unified with the mediated, the 
physical. With psyche and physis thus synthesized, we would 
be truly entitled to say that “all is consciousness” but could 
just as readily say “all is physis,” for the fusion of mind and 
matter envisioned by Jung would have come to pass.

“Holes Without Holes”

Though the astonishing implications of general relativity 
were largely ignored until recently, we must now admit that 
one mathematical physicist was quick on the uptake. I note 
elsewhere28 that as far back as 1922, Hermann Weyl offered 
a tantalizing clue to the potential ramifications of the non- 
Euclidean approach. He speculated:

it is certainly possible in the present case (i.e., the case 
of non-Euclidean topology as opposed to the Euclidean 
geometry of the special theory) for the (light) cone of 
the active future to overlap with that of the passive past; 
so that, in principle, it is possible to experience events 
now that will in part be an effect of my future resolves 
and actions.29

Sarfatti also cited Weyl’s enigmatic proclamation. But he did 
not mention that the suggestion proposed by Weyl was made 
after considering a topology with the surprising property of 
“onesidedness.” The band of Möbius is the most common
place example of this sort of structure.

The scientific-philosophical significance of the Möbius strip 
is discussed in three other papers.30 Traditionally regarded as 
a mathematical curiosity, the strip can easily be constructed by 
twisting one end of a narrow band of paper before joining it 
to the other. The central focus of my 1973 article was the com
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parison of the Möbius strip with an ordinary cylindrical ring, 
made without twisting. The ring is topologically classified as 
two sided. It is possible to identify any point on one side of 
the ring with a corresponding point on the other. But this 
pairing process is superficial in a mathematical sense. You 
must do the matching, for the fusion of points on opposite 
sides is not inherent to the geometry of the ring. Conse
quently, they may be regarded as insulated from and external 
to one another. On the other hand, point pairs are connected 
intimately on the Möbius surface—they can be thought of as 
twisting or dissolving into each other through the higher di
mension, as being bound up internally. Hence, the topologist 
defines such pairs of points as single points and the two sides 
of the strip, which comprise all pairs of points, as but one 
side. Can we not already begin to see the Möbius band as a 
geometric articulation of the yin-yang relation embraced by 
Jung?

Now it is evident that the problem of perforated space-time 
stems from the assumption of two sidedness. Disjunctions in 
orthodox space-time are clairvoyantly or precognitively sur
mounted by the action of linking up with points on the other 
side of the continuum. But we have seen that when the con
tinuum is presumed to be simply two sided, the movement 
through the higher direction (perpendicular to conventional 
space-time) would have to carry the traveler outside of the 
material universe, through a hole.

But why not consider the space-time continuum to be topo
logically one sided like the Möbius strip? This would make 
synchronistic linkages quite continuous with physical reality. 
It is true that locally, at a cross section of the Möbius band, it 
is indistinguishable from the cylindrical ring whose two sides 
are segregated from each other. Hence, it appears, to the con
tracted consciousness, that the here-now point is absolutely 
separated from points temporally and spatially remote, as 
though void lay between them. Yet we may ask: is this im
pression of reality’s structure (which may be identified with 
the traditional metaphysics of the West) not the outcome of 
an imprudent generalization from that narrow cross-sectional 
focus? As soon as the scope is broadened beyond the immedi
ate locality, we see how one side of the Möbius band com
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mences its hyperdimensional twist, encompassing the other 
side (and thus the whole). By supposing another side of 
conventional space-time, the effect of a hole is created; but 
when the continuum is regarded as topologically one sided, 
physical continuity is recovered. In this way, conceiving 
wormholes or black holes to actually be Möbius structures, 
we achieve an ultimate Wheelerian ideal: “holes without 
holes!” Or, we could alternately say that the Möbius strip 
models the interior region of Wheeler’s wormhole for, in his 
illustration, the traveler is simply seen to enter one wormhole 
mouth and come out of the other. However, through Möbius 
transport, we witness the continuous pathway taken in the in
stantaneous concatenation of back-to-back points.

To avoid the possibility of being misunderstood, let me 
stop to emphasize that the restoration of physical continuity 
by no means implies the reduction of psychical phenomena. 
The reductionist does not seek to explain such occurrences 
but to explain them away, as Mundle31 recommended we do 
in the case of precognition. However, rather than reduce the 
psychical to lesser reality status, I am proposing here an ac
commodative expansion of the physical. Thus, the restoration 
of physical continuity is not viewed as a return to the ortho
dox space-time framework but as establishing a higher order 
of continuity. Actually, in what we are about to see, if any 
“reducing” is to take place it will be a reduction of the physi
cal, at least in the old, mechanistic sense of that word. Physi
cal reality is about to take on a decidedly organic complexion. 
Twisting, growing, changing from within, we will begin to see 
it infused with the inner glow of living consciousness.

To begin, let us recapitulate the notion that multiple con
nectedness leads directly to a pluralistic conception of reality. 
A multiply connected topology promotes an expansion of the 
here-now point by bringing it into immediate contact with all 
other points at a given level of space-time, creating the effect 
of an elevated sense of here and now. If this broadened 
awareness is imagined to be embedded in its own, higher 
realm of multiply connected space-time, a whole hierarchy of 
domains suggests itself. Sarfatti thus speaks of an ascending 
order of gravitational fields for each level of organization of 
matter. Whiteman’s viewpoint, stated at the outset, is in har
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mony; we can comprehend the phenomena of psi only by 
abandoning the single-level outlook (where simple location 
is the only mode of being) for a hierarchical world paradigm. 
Other parascience writers have expressed equally consonant 
positions.32 However, it seems to me that the unity underlying 
the diversity cannot be clearly appreciated from these previ
ous visions precisely because they did not address themselves 
to the limitations of a two-sided topology.

No void separating the strata of reality can be tolerated if 
unity is to be as fundamental as multiplicity. Even filling the 
void with an etheric mediating substance is inadequate for it 
gives us the impression that physical evolution is guided sim
ply by a nonphysical and, therefore, external agent of change. 
The notion of a nonmaterial “cosmic midwife” thus functions 
to preserve the old, mechanistic conception of matter. What is 
required instead is a synthesis of the physical and the nonphys
ical wherein reality, working through matter, continuously 
transforms itself and, in so doing, takes on organic or “spirit
ual” properties. Reiser’s hope of a “spiritual materialism” 
would then be realized. The strip of Möbius, when properly 
generalized, can lead us toward this goal. It can show that the 
physical and nonphysical spheres are interpenetrating, inex
tricable aspects of the same reality.

“Synsymmetry”

The significance of the Möbius model is entirely dependent 
on the critical question of symmetry. A body or spatial 
configuration satisfies the general symmetry criterion if it can 
be superimposed on (brought into point to point corre
spondence with) its mirror image. The symmetry of a figure 
is further specified in relation to a dimensional frame of ref
erence. In Figure 3, the full-faced, two-dimensional figure is 
judged symmetric with respect to the plane of the paper be
cause it can be carried into its mirror image without being re
moved from that plane. On the other hand, the two-dimen- 
sional profile cannot be superimposed on its mirror image 
unless it is lifted from the plane and properly turned over in 
the higher (third) dimension. Therefore, the profile is con-
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Figure 3 Mirror reflection of symmetric and asymmetric 
two-dimensional figures.

sidered asymmetric with regard to the plane. But we can, 
after all, perform the operation necessary to superimpose 
right- and left-hand profiles; the asymmetry of the profile is 
thus strictly relative. A hyperdimensional rotation out of the 
plane of the paper achieving the necessary superimposition 
may be said to restore symmetry.

The two-dimensional forms appearing in Figure 3 furnish 
us with alternate models of the inner structure of space-time. 
The full-faced figure is a representation of the here-now point 
“blown up” to reveal its symmetric character. Or, if we sup
pose the point structure of space-time to be asymmetric, this 
condition is represented by the profile. The Möbius con
tinuum was found to identify distant points in space-time 
mathematically. Now we shall see that this identification pro
duces a transformation of space-time that carries a point 
through the higher dimension into its mirror image; i.e., it ac
complishes a mirror reflection as a continuous rotation by es
tablishing a higher order of continuity. If the asymmetric 
model of the point is adopted, the Möbius topology can thus
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be shown to bring about a restoration of symmetry not achiev
able by means of the two-sided cylindrical topology.

To demonstrate, draw a right-facing profile on a small 
square of transparent material and begin by positioning it up
right at the base of the cylindrical ring, as shown in Figure 
4(a).

(a) (b)

Figure 4 (a) Counterclockwise rotation of profile about
cylindrical ring compared with (b) Möbius rotation.

You can rotate the profile indefinitely around the inside sur
face of the ring, but it will never leave its two-dimensional 
plane of rotation. As a consequence, its orientation remains 
unaltered, for the movement through the higher dimension 
necessary to transform right into left does not occur. It is true 
that the profile is turned upside down in the course of cylin
drical rotation, but still it can be superimposed on its unin
verted counterpart by merely sliding it down the page and 
turning it around. Because the right-facing form has been in
verted, it does appear superficially to be facing left. However, 
from the profile’s viewpoint, no change in orientation has oc
curred—it continues to face right.

Now consider the progress of the profile when it is rotated 
from the base of the Möbius strip [Figure 4(b)], By mov
ing it into the twisted portion of the strip, it is turned out of 
the two-dimensional plane of rotation and thus turned 
around. The twist through the higher dimension transforms 
the right-facing profile into a left-facing one and, in so doing, 
transports the profile to the other side of the surface. The cru



cial property of the Möbius band is here revealed. In the 
process of uniting spatially or temporally remote points (i.e., 
points situated on opposite sides of a space-time continuum), 
the Möbius structure transforms them in such a way that the 
symmetry condition is recovered at a higher level—a higher- 
order continuum is delined in which right is superimposed on 
left (or left on right) without leaving the surface.

But what if the alternate assumption is made about the 
inner structure of space-time, namely that points are symmet
ric? For the full-faced two-dimensional form of Figure 3, the 
question of symmetry restoration does not arise. A hyper
dimensional rotation is not needed to superimpose such a 
figure on its mirror image since, by definition of its symmetry, 
superimposition is achievable in the same plane. Since the 
full-faced figure is simply identical to its mirror image, 
whether it is rotated on the cylinder or on the Möbius strip, it 
remains unchanged. The topological connectedness of the sur
face (whether two sided or one sided) would hence be 
superfluous to the status of its points.

By conventional standards, points situated on opposite sides 
of a surface are understood to be temporally or spatially 
remote from one another. We are now discovering that their 
space-time separation is merely arbitrary if they are assumed 
to be simply self-symmetric. For whether or not the gap is 
bridged, the consequence is the same: the result of transport
ing the full-faced figure to the other side of the surface is 
indistinguishable from that of restricting it to the same side. 
Perhaps we can say that a certain “electromagnetic” factor is 
missing from the symmetric scenario. Distant points in space
time need to be imbued with a kind of “difference potential,” 
their disjunction must constitute a form of active opposition. 
In other words, the separation of points must be given force 
by presupposing them to be enantiomorphic complements 
(mirror images of each other like the right- and left-facing 
profiles) rather than self-symmetric uniformities; otherwise 
all talk of “separation” will ring hollow.

In any case, we will see presently that it is not really neces
sary to assume the asymmetry of space-time points since this 
is implied when our geometry is expanded to its full scope. 
The restoration of symmetry achieved by Möbius rotation is
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not a final “closing of the circle.” The higher continuity es
tablished is not the ultimate continuum wherein all duality is 
destroyed. Rather, the interplay of yin and yang continues, 
the dialectical tension of opposites is conserved because the 
Möbius strip is itself asymmetric! When the strip is formed, 
the right-hand end of the paper can be twisted to produce a 
right-facing strip, or the left-hand end, to create a left-facing 
one.

We next encounter a higher-order topological structure 
called the Klein bottle, after the German mathematician, 
Felix Klein. The Klein bottle superimposes the right-twisted 
Möbius strip on the left-twisted strip just as the strip superim
posed the oppositely facing profiles. However, while the strip 
requires three dimensions to perform its function, the Klein 
bottle would entail the fourth. This is why Klein bottle opera
tions can be conceived only by exercising topological imagi
nation; the Klein bottle cannot be constructed in three-dimen
sional space. When we employ such imagination, we realize 
that the Klein bottle, like the Möbius strip, must be asymmet
ric. If there is a right-oriented Klein bottle, there must be a 
left-oriented counterpart, and the existence of these opposites 
suggests a still higher geometric form, the “hyper”-Klein bot
tle, which would require a fifth dimension to accomplish its 
fusion of opposites. Clearly, the process being described is 
endless. We may say, in general, that the completion of 
hyperdimensional rotation in dimension n (e.g., the forma
tion of the Möbius strip by rotating a two-dimensional band 
through the third dimension) signals the commencement of 
rotation in n+1 (the formation of the Klein bottle by rotat
ing a three-dimensional Möbius strip through the fourth di
mension) .

Higher dimensions emerge in this manner through the 
ceaseless dialectic of symmetry and asymmetry elsewhere re
ferred to as “synsymmetry.”33 Here is the hierarchical con
ception of reality envisioned by Tobin, Whiteman, Reiser, 
and many others. It is a view of existence that transcends the 
classical dictum of simple location, thus bringing the phenom
ena of psi within the purview of natural description, render
ing them representable. Moreover, in synsymmetric reality, 
not a hole can be found (though we might say that the
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effects of holes are created when the asymmetry of a given 
space-time domain is recognized). It is therefore unnecessary 
to attempt to imagine the unimaginable—we need not think 
of the transition from one level of reality to another as a leap 
through void, nor even postulate a field of pure consciousness 
as the cosmic facilitator of these voyages between physical 
strata. Consciousness and physical substance are welded to
gether in the Möbius-Klein geometry. The physical world, 
being thus embodied, is seen to be a living organism, one 
which possesses mind. Physis and psyche, in their old conno
tations, do not survive this metamorphosis. Hence, we dis
cover the synchronistic world, a world in which physis and 
psyche are synthesized; one in which clairvoyance and pre
cognition are comprehended as natural occurrences in that 
they express the ongoing process of self-transformation, the 
unbroken growth from within of higher orders of space and 
time.

Finally, the opening hierarchy produced from the general
ization of Möbius-Klein suggests the relation between the 
point structure of space-time and its global connectedness. 
While the Möbius strip modeled the overall connection of the 
two-dimensional world whose point elements (the profiles) 
were assumed asymmetric, the expansion of that world fol
lowing the restoration of lower-order symmetry thrusts the 
Möbius strip into a new role: it is the point element of the 
three-dimensional world whose connectedness is now modeled 
by the Klein bottle—and this point element is asymmetric, 
just as we had earlier assumed that of the Möbius world to 
be. Thus we see that Möbius-Klein geometry describes the 
manner in which a cosmical twist at level n becomes an infini
tesimal twist at n+1. I am reminded of Reiser’s conjecture 
that “the atom is a galaxy turned inside out, rotated through a 
higher dimension.”34 And how nicely this harmonizes with 
the synchronistic interplay of microcosm and macrocosm 
articulated by San in his introduction to the I Ching: “The 
essence of mysticism is to feel . . . that 0 = co and
oo = 0.”3®
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Space: The All-Embracing Container

HERMINE SABETAY

14.

Until recent times astronomical space was thought to be an 
immensely vast emptiness where the stars figured as relatively 
small islands of matter. Newton sustained the idea of a uni
versal void, in contradiction to the ancient dictum, “nature 
abhors a vacuum.” Later, in order to explain the transmission 
of light, scientists assumed that space was filled with an all- 
pervasive subtle medium called ether. As a consequence of 
Einstein’s theory of relativity, and as rigorous experiments 
failed to reveal the existence of such an agent, this hypothesis 
too was discarded.

Interstellar space is no longer considered a void, as with 
the help of powerful telescopes clouds composed of fine dust 
and gas have been observed outside the celestial bodies. And 
according to modem field theory, even seemingly empty space 
is not completely devoid of content, being the playground of 
potential forces and elementary particles such as electrons 
and photons.

The investigations of modem astronomy certainly deserve 
our deep admiration; yet beyond doubt the occult science pre
sents us with an incomparably greater panorama of a stupen
dous cosmos. For in this ancient teaching, space is a plenum 
or fullness. “There is not one finger’s breadth of void space in 
the whole boundless universe,” says The Secret Doctrine. 
(I:330)i

This wholeness comprises all the levels of manifestation, 
extending from the divine abstraction down to the physi-

“Space: The All-Embracing Container” by Hermine Sabetay orig
inally appeared in The American Theosophist, Vol. 63, No. 5, 
May 1975 and is reprinted by permission of the journal.
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cal world; space is called “the seven-skinned eternal 
mother-father” and described as “the absolute container of 
all that is, whether manifested or unmanifested.” (1:75) In 
a cabalistic treatise, space is qualified as “the all-containing 
uncontained . . . the unknown container of all, the unknown 
first Cause,” a statement which is, says H. P. Blavatsky, a 
most correct definition. (11:56)

A subtler state of space is referred to in esoteric philosophy 
under the name of akasha, which is described as having many 
aspects. The Secret Doctrine sometimes calls it higher 
“aether,” being the noumenon of the lower “ether,” this latter 
appearing also under the name of “astral Light.” In the com
mentary on the first stanza of Dzyan, akasha is said to be a 
radiation of mulaprakriti, the primordial cosmic root-matter. 
Furthermore we are told that:

Akasha is the universal soul, the matrix of the universe, 
the mysterium magnum from which all that exists is bom 
by separation or differentiation. It is the cause of exist
ence, it fills all the infinite space, is space itself, or both 
its 6th and 7th principles. (IV:81)

In other connections, akasha is designated as “the divine 
space,” “the primordial ocean of space,” “the celestial virgin- 
mother,” etc.

The true nature of akasha is veiled in secret and known 
only to adepts of higher occultism. But the various hints 
disclosed for students let it appear as a fascinating subject. 
Akasha is described as containing an infinite amount of po
tential energy and as the source of various kinds of vibration, 
especially those of sound and light, which are the basis of the 
created universe. Divine sound, also called the divine word, 
gives the impulse to creation; and light condenses into matter, 
as modem science has shown. Thus akasha continuously 
supplies the energy by which the universe is evolved and 
maintained. In its depths are hidden the noumena of all 
things; it is “the great storehouse of creation.” (V:234) 

Moreover akasha is the divine screen recording in a perma
nent picture every thought, deed, or event, and these are indeli
bly impressed on this enigmatic medium. The wholeness of 
past, present, and future is contained on its imperishable
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tablets, which can be examined only by highly developed 
spirits.

According to occultism, space as an objective reality apart 
from the mind has no true existence. On the different levels 
of being the perception of space is modified; therefore these 
impressions are said to belong to chidakasha or mental space, 
while mahakasha designates the eternal absolute space of ulti
mate reality.

Another consideration related to the nature of space im
plies the idea of higher dimensions. Theosophical teachings as
sert that these are characteristic of superior planes and belong 
to the corresponding states of consciousness. A great deal of 
speculation has taken place about the existence of a fourth 
spatial dimension in addition to the three which are familiar 
to our perception, often in order to explain certain phenom
ena of spiritualism, such as materializations and the passage 
of physical objects through matter. H. P. Blavatsky mentions 
the question: "... in passing it is worthwhile to point out 
the real significance of the sound, but incomplete, intuition 
that has prompted ... the use of the modern expression, the 
‘fourth dimension in Space’.” (1:295) She goes on to de
clare that the term is based on a confusion of several concep
tions and that the next higher dimension belongs to a sixth 
sense or clairvoyance. The common sense cannot imagine 
more than the three dimensions of length, breadth, and thick
ness. Nevertheless mathematicians operate with higher spaces 
and an unlimited number of dimensions.

On the other hand, Einstein’s theory of relativity postulates 
a space-time continuum, introducing time as the fourth di
mension, adding thus a dynamic factor to the static expanse 
of space. Movement is conceivable only as a function of both 
time and space.

Einstein has rediscovered an old truth of archaic philoso
phy. The Secret Doctrine asserts that “space and time are one 
. . . they are the incognizable THAT” (IV: 183); “space 
and time being simply the forms of THAT, which is the abso
lute ALL.” (III:166)

This latter statement seems to allude to the fundamental 
duality called in Hindu esoteric philosophy the shivarshakti- 
tattva, often mentioned in Dr. Taimni’s writings {Man, God,
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and the Universe as well as in various articles in The Theoso- 
phist). Shiva, the principle of consciousness, is related to 
space, which is stable and contains potentially everything that 
has been, is, or will be. As to time, this unceasing flow is an 
attribute of shakti, the principle of power. Movement is al
ways associated with time within the background of space.

In the physical world the reflections of shiva and shakti ap
pear as matter and energy. And as it is known that atoms are 
formed of “bottled-up” energy, manifestation is viewed as an 
unfolding of divine power or shakti, the mighty source of all 
vibratory potencies, while the aspect of shiva or consciousness 
is present in every form, however deeply veiled in the mineral 
kingdom.

Such fundamental teachings of occultism are of course un
known to modern science, which is concerned only with the 
lowest plane of existence. Furthermore, the space-time concept 
with its mathematical developments ignores the qualities of 
life and the mystery of the organization of living forms. This 
category of beings has its own laws which are not those of 
physics. The life force which works against decay and en
tropy and constructs forms of ever greater complexity, has 
been called, by the French scientist-philosopher Jean Bar- 
raud,2 the “fifth dimension”; it is the dynamic energy giving 
the impulse to biological evolution.

This fruitful idea rejoins the occult doctrine that space, far 
from being a lifeless receptacle of matter, as conceived by 
materialistic science, or an extension unrelated to things, is a 
living Entity:

... the one eternal root of all, the playground of all the 
forces in nature. It is the fountainhead of all terrestrial 
life and the abode of those (to us) invisible swarms of 
existences . . . that surround us on all sides. (V:382)

For a so-called rational mind, the belief in the existence of 
invisible beings as those described by folklore and fairy tales 
is no other than a childish superstition; that there is an order 
of devas and nature-spirits, as well as the reality of subtler 
worlds, the abodes of these ethereal populations, is denied or 
simply ignored.

Nevertheless, such invisible worlds do exist. Inhabited
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as thickly as in our own, they are scattered throughout 
apparent space in immense numbers. . . . The fact that 
our physical eye does not see them, is no reason for 
disbelieving in them. (11:330)

Viewed as the dwelling of multitudes of tenuous beings, 
space appears as a plenum, fullness, or wholeness throbbing 
with life. The plenum of occultism has the same meaning as 
the gnostic concept of “pleroma,” which is “the sum total of 
all the divine manifestations and emanations.” (V:462) It 
constitutes the synthesis of all the living entities, a ladder ex
tending from the highest spirits to the numberless inhabitants 
of the etheric plane.

Space is not only the container of the totality of things, 
considered as unrelated to each other. It is a recognized truth 
of occult science that there is no separation or isolation in the 
wholeness of the universe. As said in The Mahatma Letters to 
A. P. Sinnett:

Nature has linked all parts of her empire together by 
subtle threads of magnetic sympathy, and there is a mu
tual correlation between a star and a man. (p. 267)

According to this statement, the smallest action of a human 
being gives an impulse to vibrations propagated through the 
whole cosmos.

Space is an expression of divinity. In Vedantic terms, para- 
brahman contains the whole universe and is that boundless 
expansion. In the Vishnu Parana, Vishnu is shown pervading 
the universe, being identified with its wholeness: which is an 
expression of pantheism. In the Cabalah, the manifestation or 
the visible world is called “the garment of God.”

The relation of the supreme to manifested totality is that of 
unity and multiplicity. The first fundamental proposition of 
The Secret Doctrine strikes the note of oneness, evoking “an 
omnipresent, eternal, boundless, and immutable PRINCI
PLE,” equated with both absolute abstract space and the root 
of consciousness. While the second proposition asserts the ab
solute universality of the law of periodicity or alternation, an 
aspect of time, the third is related to the two poles of being: 
the one and the multitude: the universal oversoul embracing 
all individual souls, pictured as the many sparks of one
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mighty flame. All particular selves are contained in the whole
ness of the universal self, and each one may discover his 
identity with the indwelling divine reality.

The binding link between unity and multiplicity is har
mony, a state of order and organization, by which the many 
are held together in a wholeness of greater significance than 
the sum total of the composing parts. This is the natural law 
underlying the immense diversity of living forms, all sus
tained by the One Life animating the whole creation.

This mighty stream of life descends from absolute being, 
filling the whole universe. The aim of this inconceivably pow
erful outpouring is expressed in this passage of The Secret 
Doctrine:

The universe manifests periodically for purposes of the 
collective progress of the countless lives, the outbreath- 
ings of the one life. (1:310-11)

Considering the astronomical space with its innumerable 
stars and galaxies, we are struck with inexpressible admiration 
for divine order and harmony. For the Pythagoreans, the 
heavens formed a “musical scale and number”; and these an
cient philosophers listened to “the harmony of the spheres” 
which they conceived as based on the sevenfold scale.

While the visible universe with its myriads of brilliant suns 
is in itself a stupendous phenomenon, the idea that the celes
tial vault shows only the outermost shell of hidden splendors 
in successive depths of subtler spaces, transcends human 
imagination.
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15.

The Idea of Counter space

OLIVE WHICHER

At a time in history when contemporary social and economic 
thinking has been dominated by the idea of an expanding 
economy, scientific thinking has taken a similar direction— 
especially as regards theories of an expanding universe. It is 
important to note this trend, for the ways in which men have 
at varying times in history conceptualized the universe in 
which they live—the forms of thought in which their science 
or their religious beliefs are expressed—have a direct effect 
on their ways of living and upon their social forms. The 
prevailing “thought forms” (denkformen) of a time are 
reflected in the social organism.

For example, when the space of Euclid, with its rigid and 
right-angled three dimensions emanating from a central point, 
was taken absolutely for granted, social forms were organized 
in accordance, strictly graded around a central source of 
power, whether religious or secular. A dominion or kingdom 
is a finite area; the means of communication radiate quite nat
urally to and from the hub or capitol, relating it to the 
outskirts or frontiers. The area under rule may be large or 
small—it may expand or contract according to the exigencies 
of war—but the essentials remain the same. The ideal 
thoughtform behind this type of picture is Euclid’s circle: a 
center with radii relating it to a more or less distant periphery 
or circumference—an outer limit.

When one comes to think of it, the thought-picture of the

“The Idea of Counterspace” by Olive Whicher originally appeared 
in Main Currents in Modern Thought, Vol. 30, No. 4, March- 
April 1974 and is reprinted by permission of the author and jour
nal. Copyright © 1974 by The Center for Integrative Education.
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Euclidean circle, or its three-dimensional counterpart, the 
sphere or globe, has been for centuries—and still is—a pow
erfully formative image or ideal, both in science and sociology.

In the 1820s and 30s, the non-Euclidean geometries were 
discovered. Spaces of more than three dimensions were 
thought out, thus shaking the absolute nature of classical con
ceptions of space, and of the uniform flow of time. The result 
was the conjoining of what had been thought of as two radi
cally different entities into one: space-time. In the 19th cen
tury, the unceasing efforts of scientists to adapt then-current 
forms of thought to the new phenomena led still further away 
from the old, hitherto unquestioned, framework, into which 
researches concerning “real” objects in space and time could 
no longer be made to fit. The result, of course, was the theory 
of relativity and subsequent developments, which so radically 
changed our picture of the world. As a result of these new 
concepts of matter and energy, the old ground with its famil
iar landmarks appeared to dissolve away. Yet in practical, 
day-to-day matters, the space of Euclid is still valid—even if 
theoretically it is no longer finite but has, in the new under
standing, acquired an “infinitely distant plane” or “absolute.”

During the second half of the 19th century, Arthur Cayley 
and Felix Klein discovered that the specialized and rigid 
forms of geometry in which some specific measure appears 
could all be based on the more general and mobile projective 
form. In this way the ordinary space of Euclid, answering to 
our everyday experience in the physical world, and also the 
different non-Euclidean spaces, could all be approached from 
their appropriate points of view, which are embraced in pro
jective geometry. (In Cayley’s words: “Projective geometry 
is all geometry.”) As Adams wrote in 1949: “Projective ge
ometry has discovered that the ideal structure of three-dimen
sional space does not proceed one sidedly from the point 
alone, but from two opposite entities—point and plane— 
which play a fully equivalent part in the fundamental struc
ture.”1

Amid all the possibilities of variation and change in rela
tionships between the fundamental geometric entities in pro
jective space (points, lines, and planes) according to the 
definitions of this geometry, it was only necessary to pro
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pound an unique entity, as it were cosmically or absolutely 
given, whereby the measures of a particular type of space 
could be determined. This entity is called “the Absolute” of 
any space.2 In projective geometry, the infinitely distant line 
of the plane functions just as any other line does, and it con
tains the infinitely distant point of every line in the plane. In 
the special case of Euclidean space, the absolute is the plane 
at infinity and the measures become equal and symmetrical 
around a central point. The absolute, in the full sense of the 
word, is the ruling factor in projective processes taking place 
between points, lines and planes in the full three dimensions 
of projective space. (However, for the sake of simplicity, the 
example given below is restricted to a two-dimensional plane 
figure.) When in the full three-dimensional space the absolute 
plane is the infinitely distant plane, then the forms take on the 
characteristics of what may be called positive or Euclidean 
space. It is the type of space necessary for the right-angled 
symmetries and parallelisms of architectural creations and the 
expansive and contractive rigid measures of plus and minus in 
the material world.

An elementary or imaginative pictorial approach to projec
tive geometry is sufficient to introduce us to the vast range of 
possibilities of formative relationships between the simple ele
ments of point, line and plane which come about by intro
ducing movement into a configuration. This geometry used to 
be called the geometry of position (analysis situs), which 
may be interpreted as saying that no amount of movement in 
the relative positions of the geometrical elements would de
stroy the underlying law of a configuration.

Let us now take a simple example. Define a triangle as fol
lows, dispensing entirely with any attribute concerning meas
urement: A triangle is determined either by any three points 
in a plane, but not in a line; or by any three lines in a plane, 
but not in a point. In other words, it matters not where any of 
the members (points or lines) of a triangle are positioned in 
the plane in which it lies, whether in the finite or infinitely 
distant. Dispense with measurement, but include the concept 
of the infinite, and a triangle is a triangle wherever its parts 
are located in the plane, even if one of its points or one of its 
lines is in the infinite and it does not therefore look like a
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conventional triangle; in thought it nevertheless is one. We 
are led to realize that points or lines at infinity function just 
as any other points do, and in fact are indispensable to the 
whole. Old distinctions resting on measurement cease to have 
any great significance; right-angled, isosceles, or equilateral 
triangles are all included in the archetypal idea of a triangle.

Projective geometry rests on beautiful and harmonious 
truths of coincidence and continuity, and provides us with a 
realm of unshakable mathematical validity in which to move 
about freely in thought. The creative process can be con
tinuous and sustained, passing through the infinite point or 
plane and returning again. The very fact that the creation of 
forms in this geometry is not dependent in the first place on 
any kind of measurement, but is concerned primarily with 
relationships between geometrical entities, gives access to 
processes of creative thought entirely different from those 
used, for example, in building a house. In the latter case, a 
beginning is made from, say, a cornerstone, some predeter
mined measure is laid out from corner to comer and so the 
building grows. In projective geometry, on the other hand, the 
actual measures of the once completed form may be quite 
fortuitous and appear last, not first; yet the form, however it 
may arise—however it may, so to speak, crystallize out in the 
process of construction, and however bizarre its appearance- 
wili always remain true to the archetypal idea underlying it.

Let us take as an instance the theorem of Pascal 
(1623-1662) concerning the hexagon inscribed in a conic: 
The common points of opposite pairs of sides of a hexagon 
inscribed in a conic are collinear (i.e., lie on the same 
line).3 The theorem deals with six points in a plane and the 
remarkable fact that, provided all six points are points on a 
conic (any conic will suffice), then the “opposite” pairs of 
sides of the hexagon determined by these six points—three 
pairs of them—will each have a common point, and all three 
of these points will always be in line! Of course, the term 
“opposite” is a spatial one and correctly refers to the regular, 
Euclidean hexagon in the circle. This turns out to be a special 
case of the far more general, projective form, and the three 
points common to its pairs of opposite sides are all infinitely 
distant. The inclusion of the concept of points at infinity pro
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vides the clear thought that, in this special case, the three 
points are points of the infinitely distant line of the plane in 
which hexagon and circle lie. The variety of possibilities in 
the positioning of the points on the conic and also the choice 
of the cylic order in which to join them, added to the fact 
that the conditions still hold for a hexagon inscribed into any 
of the projective forms of a circle, fills the mind with wonder 
at the mobility of the spatial interpretation of the all-relating 
concept as expressed in the statement of the theorems. (See 
Figures 1-4.) In this example, the line of three points or Pas-

Figure 2

cal line, as it is called, may be regarded as the absolute of the 
configuration, in the sense in which this term has been used 
above.

Because this is a realm which contains the archetypes and 
also the actual laws of forms as yet uncreated, it is important
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to understand and to become creative in the development of 
projective geometrical relationships. It is a realm of clear 
mathematical thought with its own remarkable laws, among 
which the laws of Euclidean geometry are one of the particu
lar cases. The British scientist George Adams called the do
main of protective transformations “archetypal space”; Louis 
Locher-Ernst used the German word urraum to describe what 
we might conceive to be an ever-moving, fluid continuum of 
projective possibilities, containing the seeds or potentialities of 
all types of form.

In addition to the all-pervading element of movement in 
projective geometry, there is a fundamental principle of great
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significance—the principle of duality or polarity, the ideal 
and mutual equivalence of point and plane. Polar to the ge
ometry of points and lines in the plane there is a geometry of 
lines and planes in the point; the two mutually complement 
one another. As Cremona wrote: “There are therefore always 
two correlative or reciprocal methods by which figures may 
be generated and their properties deduced, and it is in this 
that geometric duality consists.”4 Laws at work in the “exten
sive” two-dimensional field of the plane are found again in 
polar opposite form in the “intensive” field of the point. So, 
too, the three-dimensional constructions of positive Euclidean 
space have their polar counterpart in a world of forms held in 
a point. These forms, and the laws according to which projec
tive transformations take place among them, are of sig
nificance for a field of research which seeks a deeper ap
proach to the living kingdoms of nature and man.

The figures included here may give the reader some idea of 
the different types of form which the principle of duality or 
polarity provides. In Figure 5, the ellipse was created projec- 
tively as a manifold of lines rather than points, without refer
ence to any center or focus and with no preconceived meas
ures. The tangents completely envelop it, interweaving in the 
infinite area around the hollow form. Figure 6 shows a pat
tern of lines and points in a plane, and in Figure 7 the at
tempt is made to awaken the idea of planes and lines in a 
point. The planes in both figures must, however, be thought 
of as infinite in extent; they continue indefinitely on all sides, 
and it would be impossible to draw a complete picture of 
them. Just as the lines and points in Figure 6 are parts of 
members of the plane, so, too, the lines and planes in Figure 
7 are considered to be parts or members of the point. In the 
intensive world of the point, the part would seem to be 
greater than the whole; something which can never be said of 
forms in the familiar world of the plane.

The Austrian philosopher Rudolf Steiner, taking up the 
methods of scientific investigation begun by Goethe, was the 
first to underline the importance of projective geometry for a 
methodic approach to the phenomena of life. He held that it 
is not enough to return to vague, traditional ideas concerning 
phenomena, the full secrets of which do not readily open
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themselves to modern scientific methods. He pointed rather to 
the necessity to redefine in modem terms the realm and na
ture of the forces that shape living forms. The kind of train
ing in thinking which projective geometry provides makes it 
possible to conceptualize such forces and their movements. 
Steiner called for a mathematical approach to the laws of the 
living world, and assigned to this realm the very qualities one 
would expect to find in the kind of space which is mathe
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matically the exact opposite of Euclidean space, wherein the 
physical-mechanical forces of nature have their field of ac
tion.

The first to work out in detail the properties of such a 
“negative space” was George Adams, who published essays 
simultaneously in German and English in 1933 on what he 
called “physical and ethereal spaces.” He and Louis Locher- 
Ernst, working independently, thought out and formulated 
the forms and laws of the negative or counter-Euclidean type 
of space, which Locher-Ernst described in 1940 in a book en
titled Raum und Gegenraum (“Space and Counterspace”).

This kind of space—the polar counterpart or, in a sense, 
the “negative” of Euclidean space—has indeed been con
ceived, at least as a possibility, by geometricians from time to 
time.5 But from a physical point of view, its properties ap
peared too paradoxical, while in the purely formal sense it 
promised nothing new, being to the space of Euclid, so to 
speak, as the mold is to the cast in every detail. So far as we 
are aware, no one has taken the trouble to investigate it fur
ther. Scientists, interested in the interpretation of the real 
world on merely physical terms, have paid little or no atten
tion to this other type of space. Yet if we allow the gestures 
of form in the living kingdoms to speak to us, and are not too 
exclusively biased in the direction of quasiphysical or atomist 
explanations, we awaken to the fact that precisely this type of 
space-formation confronts us throughout the living world. In
deed, the transformations taking place in the forms of living 
organisms speak eloquently of that type of transformation 
which we now see is possible between positive (Euclidean) 
and negative type (counter-Euclidean) spaces through the 
mediation of projective transformations in the archetypal 
space which includes them both.

In this connection, Professor H. V. Turnbull, who was a 
close friend of DArcy Thompson and editor of Newton’s cor
respondence, suggested that in the realm of growth and form 
the planewise and not only the pointwise approach should be 
significant. He wrote: “In the realm of growth and form, 
both analyses are significant. The seed, the stem and the leaf 
of a plant suggest two ways of studying the three-dimensional 
shape, the one pointwise microscopically and the other plane-
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wise.” He also drew attention to the fact that the relative 
completedness of a pointwise analysis, reached at a certain 
scientific stage, neither excludes nor is vitiated by the polar 
opposite aspect which may still be awaiting discovery. “This 
mathematical duality is not a case of competing theories, 
where one is right and the other is wrong. . . . The charac
teristic description of their relationship is that of in and 
through but not of for or against.”6

Let us now try to picture the properties of the negative or 
counter-Euclidean type of space. The first thing to observe is 
that such a space is determined by a point-at-infinity (the 
counterpart of the plane-at-infinity on which Euclidean space 
depends). A point-at-infinity is, then, the absolute of this 
space, by which is meant a point functioning mathematically 
as infinitely distant—but not necessarily (and this is impor
tant) in the infinitely distant plane of ordinary Euclidean 
space. Conceivably, no doubt, the point-at-infinity of a nega
tive space might also be infinitely distant in the space of 
Euclid, but it need not be so; above all, it will not be so in 
our present context, where this geometry is related to the liv
ing, germinating processes which develop on the Earth.

Passing from ordinary space to its polar counterpart, we in
terchange the roles of point and plane. As noted previously, 
in Euclidean space the absolute is a plane, but in this familiar 
space of the physical-material world, points and point-like 
entities predominate. The absolute is infinitely distant and 
unattainable, and yet all the relations show that for this very 
reason the space determined by it will be predominantly 
“pointwise.” Points, or at least point-centered volumes, will 
be the spatial entities “inhabiting” such a space. In negative 
or counter-Euclidean space, on the other hand, depending as 
it does on a functional infinitude in a point, the exact oppo
site will be true. The constituent entities are planes—planes 
which are all of infinite extent and have, not a point-centered 
but rather a peripheral, enveloping quality. In the physical 
world, materials (even the living materials in plants) cannot 
carry out in full the planar formations characteristic of 
counter-Euclidean space; but in the enveloping gesture so pe
culiar to the living forms of the higher plants, for instance—a 
gesture shown often by a single leaf or by many leaves
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together—nature reveals before our very eyes the kind of 
space in which the plane, not the point, is primary. Such a 
space will be found to be endowed with definite orientation, 
form and measure, for there will be somewhere an innermost 
point acting as the “infinitude within” (the point at infinity), 
just as the outermost plane gives form and measure to the 
space of Euclid.

There can be no question, in a short, elementary statement 
such as this, of doing justice to all the work which has been 
done on the basis of this new mathematical development. 
Published work has been primarily in plant morphology and 
metamorphosis, related also to the work of Goethe.* There is 
abundant evidence to suggest that the form-giving life of na
ture is determined not only in the Euclidean universal space, 
in which matter qua matter (as it is usually understood) is 
at home, but also by the polar opposite type of space forma
tion. In respect of time duration, and in respect of “one” and 
“many,” this other kind of space plays quite a different role. 
It is a type of space-formation, not a single universal space 
given once and for all. Spaces of this kind come into being 
and pass away again with the life cycles of living creatures or 
of their several organs. Wherever, in effect, there is a living 
seed, a germinating point, a special focus of life or growth— 
whether within the watery substance of a living body or 
hovering just outside it as at the growing point of the higher 
plant—there we may look for the “infinitude within” of such 
a “time-space.” We find evidence of the planar formative ac
tivity around the point in question, or in the gesture of the 
leaflike organs that envelop it and thence unfold. The higher 
plant creates its living, counter-Euclidean spaces as it de
velops, and grows from thence outward into three-dimensional 
Earth space.

The concept of the two types of space also requires another 
approach to the concept of forces. Here, too, the primary po
larity of space has been the guide in George Adams’ work on 
the planar counter-Euclidean aspect of force fields. The idea 
of force in classical Newtonian mechanics (no longer, in-

* See Man or Matter by Ernst Lehrs (Harper & Row, 1957) 
and The Etheric Formative Forces in Cosmos, Earth and Man 
(Anthroposophic Press, 1932). Editors.
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deed, the only idea of what a force can be) is, if we reflect, in 
harmony with the pure geometry and kinematics of the space 
of Euclid. The primary characteristic of this kind of force is 
that in its spatial activity it is directed along a line, from point 
to point. We may describe the typical forces of the inorganic 
world as “centric forces”—forces working from center to 
center, that is, from point to point along the line that joins 
them. The archetypal instance of such a force is gravity; al
lied thereto are all the characteristic forces of pressure and 
contraction.

What kind of “force,” then, will be at work in the nega- 
tive-Euclidean realm? The clear conclusion is that the pri
mary force of such a space will be levitational, suctional, 
planar. The balanced duality of spatial theory will express it
self also in the organic balance of a living form.

In our times, it is of paramount importance to transcend 
the idea of a onefold, point-centered, material world, in 
which man (one of many similar units) lives his life auto
matically accumulating substance and losing it again. The ma
terial world of Euclidean space is, after all, not the only as
pect of the universe, though perhaps of necessity man has had 
to become so deeply immersed in this aspect that he has not 
been able to see clearly beyond its limitations. As we have 
seen here, in the perspective of projective geometry, the uni
verse may more adequately be seen as threefold, material and 
spiritual, with life sustained between these polar realms. A 
truer picture of such a cosmos reveals polarities which in
terplay and interweave to create the diverse forms in nature.

When man in his conscious activity of thinking has taken a 
more profound step in the understanding of polarity, as dis
tinct from mere contrast, he will come to a creative and fun
damental use of the imagination in many fields. Contrasts 
such as expansion and contraction in physical space take on 
quite another aspect in the realm of the living. To the extent 
to which we can learn to understand the laws of the inter
weaving polarities and how to put them into practice, we shall 
perhaps be enabled to sort out the complicated tangle of mod
em life.

Current methods of investigation into substances and the



forces to which they are subject do not yet gain access to the 
whole of the living process; biochemistry and biophysics lean 
heavily on concepts which rest on quantitative mathematics 
and apply in the physical-mechanical realm. The impetus 
given by a quantitative mathematics has led to the develop
ment of a quantitatively minded world; it is an essential task 
for the future to develop the qualitative aspect of mathe
matics, so that the generations to come may in time achieve a 
true science of the living, conscious aspect of the world.
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Euclidean geometries. One of the twenty-four others is 
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number of dimensions has been worked out, quite with
out reference to the imagination or to the forms of 
nature.
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The Etheric Formative Forces

GUENTHER WACHSMUTH

16.

What we perceive in nature by means of our sense organs—as 
every person trained in science and philosophy knows—is not 
in reality substances and forces but states and the changing of 
these into one another. Rudolf Steiner states: ‘The senses in
form us in regard to states. If we speak, then, of something 
other than states which undergo transmutations, we are no 
longer restricting ourselves to the bare facts of the case, but 
are adding concepts to these.” When we go beyond the states 
and their metamorphoses given to us by the senses, a twofold 
question then forces itself upon our thought: (1) What 
maintains the given states in the form in which they now 
exist? (2) What in given instances causes the metamorphosis 
from one state to another?

If we begin, not like Newton from the standpoint of mat
ter, of the bodies, but like Goethe from that of the primary 
forces, we must reply to both these questions: The etheric pri
mal forces (formative forces). In so far as they are united 
with bodies in the phenomenal world, these bodies continue 
in that state induced by them, until such time as free etheric 
forces of another sort, or stronger ones of the same sort, 
bring about a metamorphosis of the existing state.

We shall be able to pursue this idea in the most varied ex
amples in nature. But at this point we must first give a con
ception of the nature and the action of the etheric forces. 
Lenard writes: “Because of the identity of electric waves and

“The Etheric Formative Forces” by Guenther Wachsmuth is ex
cerpted from The Etheric Formative Forces in the Cosmos, Earth 
and Man by Guenther Wachsmuth and is reprinted by permission 
of the Anthroposophic Press.
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light waves, we are sure that the same ether which brings us 
light, heat, and all energy from the sun also conducts the elec
tric and magnetic forces. ... A single ether for light, heat, 
and electricity—thus did Lord Kelvin express the great 
achievement of the electrical researches of Hertz.” This error 
Dr. Steiner combatted as early as 1888, in the words already 
cited: “When we seek to discover what happens in that which 
is extended in space when the entities under consideration are 
being transmitted therein, we must conclude that it is always 
a motion. For a medium in which motion alone is possible 
must react to everything by way of motion, and all kinds of 
transmission which it must perform will be carried out by 
way of motion. When, therefore, I seek to discover the forms 
of this motion, I shall not learn what the thing is which is 
being transmitted, but only in what manner it is conveyed to 
me. It is sheer nonsense to say that heat and light are motion. 
Motion is merely the reaction of matter capable of motion to 
the action of light.”

The conclusions which were arrived at from the researches 
of Hertz led not only to the error that from the mere effects 
which are produced in the ether, a medium capable only of 
motion, too much was concluded regarding the very nature of 
the ether itself, but also to the erroneous assumption that— 
because of the uniformity of the reaction of the perceptible 
medium (that is, substance) to the actions of the ether— 
therefore a single ether calls forth all the effects. But this 
error is fundamental and has blocked the way to reality be
fore all further researches in ether.

As a matter of fact there are altogether seven etheric pri
mal forces, formative forces, active in the cosmos; of these, 
however, only four reveal themselves in the space-and-time 
processes of our present phenomenal world. In what follows, 
therefore, we shall deal only with these four etheric formative 
forces.

Anthroposophical spiritual science* designates these four 
kinds of ether as:

warmth ether, 
light ether,

* As developed first by Rudolf Steiner. Editors.
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chemical ether (or sound ether), and 
life ether.

In characterizing the differences among the four kinds of 
ether we cannot restrict ourselves to the ascertained fact that 
they are distinguished in comparison with one another by the 
wavelengths—that is, the degree of motion—which they call 
forth in the world of substance. Such merely quantitative dis
tinctions of modern science do not at all suffice to explain the 
phenomena, qualitatively so utterly unlike, which the different 
kinds of ether produce in the world of substance. The rela
tionship existing among the etheric formative forces is, rather, 
the following: The four etheric formative forces have pro
ceeded phylogenetically one out of another, and proceed now 
ontogenetically one out of another; and, in reality, warmth 
ether has been metamorphosed—that is, has evolved into light 
ether; light ether into chemical ether; chemical ether into life 
ether. Further, the mutual relation between the etheric forces 
is such that the later ether, more highly evolved, always con
tains in itself the attributes of the earlier, yet always develops, 
as a new entity, an activity clearly distinguishable from that 
of the other. Thus the life ether contains in itself the warmth 
ether, light ether, and chemical ether; the chemical ether con
tains the light ether and warmth ether; etc. Nevertheless, each 
ether acts in the manner characteristic of itself alone; and 
only when, through having penetrated into the substance- 
world, it has been modified, may a higher ether, for instance, 
be reduced, as it were, to the action of a lower. Warmth 
ether, from which the other ether forces have evolved, has in 
turn come into being out of purely spiritual states outside of 
time and space.

The four kinds of ether may now be classified in two 
groups, and this distinction is of fundamental importance for 
the understanding of all that is to follow:

The first two, warmth ether and light ether, have the tend
ency to expand, the impulse to radiate out from a given cen
tral point; they act centrifugally; whereas the other two, 
chemical ether and life ether, have the tendency to draw in 
toward a center, the impulse to concentrate all in a given cen
tral point; their action is suctional, centripetal. This polarity 
of the two ether groups—the centrifugal, radiating, self-ex
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panding will, and the suctional, centripetal will to draw in
ward, to concentrate—is an ultimate elemental principle lying 
at the bottom of all natural phenomena. This will be indicated 
hereafter for a great many fields of natural science.

Individually, the four ethers have the following charac
teristics. The etheric commences with the first state of ether, 
that of warmth ether. Present-day physics views “heat,” not 
as an objective state, but only as a subjective quality called 
forth by a form of motion. Here also, however, the results of 
the theory of relativity have within a very recent period 
greatly modified or completely transformed many conceptions 
long held to be unassailable. Professor L. Graetz in his work 
“Der Ather und die Relativitatstheorie,” which boldly denies 
many conceptions hitherto in constant use, thus states the 
problem (p. 62): “Whereas heat was considered at an ear
lier period to be a substance, something material, this sub
stance theory has been abandoned since the middle of the last 
century, and heat and energy in general are considered as 
something kinetic. The second conception of the law of en
ergy, according to the theory of relativity, conflicts with this 
purely kinetic theory; it conceives energy as something mate
rial. Mass is, of course, something material; and, since every 
change in energy is bound up with a change in mass, the 
theory of relativity views energy as something material, as an 
energy-substance, not as a motion, or at least not as motion 
alone. Thus it appears that energy must be conceived in the 
theory of relativity as energy-stuff.” To future observation of 
nature, heat, embraced by such observation in its totality, 
will, in its essential nature, be just as objective a state as the 
gaseous, liquid, and solid states of aggregation in substance. 
“Heat” processes are a transition stage from the purely eth
eric to the so-called “substantial,” and vice versa. We shall be 
able to convince ourselves of this fact from many points of 
view in the further course of these reflections. It will be 
shown later on that only through the action of warmth ether 
do heat phenomena arise, whereas the other phenomena, 
light, chemical processes, etc., possess quite different qualities 
for the reason that the etheric forces themselves which call 
forth these phenomena are marked by quite different quali
ties.
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Warmth ether tends towards the spherical form. If it were 
merely a conveyer of “motion,” then it could in turn call 
forth only motion in a substance-medium in which it works. 
Since, however, the tendency to create spherical forms is in
separably linked with its action, therefore it calls forth, wher
ever it enters into nature and is not obstructed in its action, 
spherical forms. We are here dealing—and this must again 
and again be emphasized—not with abstract dead oscillations 
of unknown origin, but with concrete formative forces.

The second ether state is that of light ether, or, more sim
ply, of that which is given to the physical perception of man 
as “light.” As Lenard says, light gave us the first intimation of 
the existence of ether, and he thinks: “Light is undoubtedly a 
transverse wave motion: that is, in a beam of light and per
pendicular to its direction—never merely backward and for
ward displacements in the same direction with the beam, as is 
the case in sound waves—there are present periodically shift
ing states. Optical researches by no means recent—for in
stance, those in regard to polarization of light, have already 
shown the transverse character of light waves. In the course 
of time we have learned to recognize still other ether waves 
which are invisible: ultraviolet, ultrared, and electric waves; 
but these as a group have the same characteristics as light 
waves, differing only in their lengths.” That the “charac
teristics” are similar, the lengths different, may satisfy us so 
long as we are testing in a one-sided and arbitrary fashion the 
quantitative-mechanical action in the substance-medium; but 
in this way we learn nothing whatever in regard to the na
tures and the concrete distinctions of the different kinds of 
ether. The light ether to which we refer, which calls forth for 
the human eye in the manner to be explained later the phe
nomenon of light, does in fact induce among other things a 
transverse oscillation; but in addition to what has been said 
above we must add that this occurrence describes the figure 
of a triangle, so that light ether, as we shall see, when it 
can exert its effect unhindered in nature, also produces there 
triangular forms, whereas warmth ether produces spherical 
forms.

We agree entirely with Lenard when he says: “We must 
take the characteristics of ether just as we find them in order
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to base these upon experience and seek to harmonize them in 
a conception free from contradiction; and we must not permit 
ourselves to be disturbed in this—a serious error which, I 
think, has often been made—if we find that these charac
teristics are entirely different from those of matter in solid, 
fluid, or gaseous forms. For ether is simply not matter.” 
When, however, he proceeds further, saying: “and it is legiti
mate for us only by way of comparison to draw upon matter 
at all, in order that, proceeding from our knowledge of the 
motions induced in matter, we may endeavor to reach a con
ception of the motions in ether,” we must remark in regard to 
this . . . that we shall never be able to reach a true concep
tion of ether by transferring the forms and laws of motion in 
matter to the ether itself. If, however, we conceive of ether, 
or the etheric formative forces, as formative forces void of 
any quality of substance, as active principles which come to 
living expression in the phenomenal world only through their 
active tendencies to definite motions, to shaping definite forms 
with definite qualities, then this difficulty disappears. We may 
say, then, that an oscillation, a form which is caused by light 
ether in a substance-medium, takes the shape of a triangle.

The third ether is chemical ether or sound ether. Its forces, 
that is, cause the chemical processes, differentiations, dissolu
tions, and unions of substances; but also—though, as it were, 
through activities in another field—its forces transmit to us 
the tones perceptible to the senses. The inner kinship of these 
two spheres of action will be clear to us from the phenome
non of Chladni’s sound-forms. For it is tone which causes the 
uniting together, the orders and forms, of substance and bod
ies of substance. Steiner says: “That which the physically au
dible tone produces then in the dust is happening everywhere 
in space. Space is interpenetrated by waves produced by the 
forces of chemical ether,” which, in the manner of the 
Chladni dust figures, dissolve and unite substances. But chem
ical ether has in reality “a tone-and-sound nature of which 
sensible sound, or tone heard by the physical ear, is only an 
outward expression: that is, an expression which has passed 
through air as a medium.”

We shall discuss more thoroughly [elsewhere] the origin 
of tones audible to the senses; here we must only establish the
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fact that tone and chemical processes are to be attributed to 
the same ether in the manner explained.

Chemical ether, when it can exert itself unhindered in na
ture, produces, as we shall be shown concretely, half-moon 
forms.

In contrast with the expansive kinds of ether—warmth and 
light ether—chemical ether, as we have said, tends in its ac
tion to be centripetal.

It may also be proved that the phenomenon of cold is one 
of those attributes which are to be ascribed to chemical ether, 
a fact which is essential for an understanding of the relation 
between processes of cold and of contraction.

The fourth ether is life ether. It is phylogenetically the 
most highly evolved ether, and therefore in its qualities most 
varied and complicated, as we shall later show in connection 
with the most varied phenomena. It is, as we shall see, that 
which is rayed out to us, among other things, from the sun 
and then modified in its action by the atmosphere of the earth 
in a manner to be described . . . Life ether, together with 
chemical ether, belongs to the group of suctional forces, those 
which tend to draw inwards. We shall also be able to prove its 
relation to that which is called “gravitation” and to the phe
nomenon of magnetism.

Its form-building tendency, when it can exert its effect 
unhindered in substance, leads to square shapes, expressed, 
for instance, in crystallizing salt.

By way of resume then, we may say:
There comes into existence phylogenetically and ontogenet- 

ically out of the nonspatial state:

Spatial
tendency

Form
tendency

State
induced

Warmth ether 
Evolved therefrom, light ether 

Evolved therefrom, chemical 
ether

Evolved therefrom, life ether

Expansive or 
centrifugal 

Suctional 
drawing 
inward 

Centripetal

Spherical or 
triangular 

Half-moon 
shaped

Square

Heat
Gaseous

Fluid

Solid



The Rediscovery of the Ether

17.

H. C. DUDLEY

The growing interest in psychic phenomena became a topic of 
conversation for a colleague and me several years ago. We 
were at a conference where one symposium was given over to 
a discussion of ESP. My colleague asked if I believed in such 
approaches to science. I replied that I neither believed nor 
disbelieved because I knew little about the topic. “However,”
I said, “if psi phenomena were ever proven to be valid, I 
could write an equation which would define the medium by 
which the information might be transmitted.”

I had in mind the ether—or, to put it in modem terms, an 
energy-rich subquantic medium composed of extremely small 
neutral particles called neutrinos, pervading all space and in
terpenetrating all matter. This concept, which has developed 
in the last 15 years, primarily in Europe, of a neutrino sea 
filling interstellar space is the modem revival of an ancient 
concept that began to go out of fashion after Einstein’s spe
cial theory of relativity proposed that the ether did not exist. 
With all due respect to Einstein, it is now time for all scien
tists to say that Newton may well have been right after all.

This is indeed ironic, but not unprecedented. When new in
formation enables one to penetrate deeper into old problems, 
then those theories—which after all are only interpretations 
of experimental results that have assumed the status of 
“self-evident truths”—have to be altered or abandoned. Sci
ence must readjust, even when concepts once branded “pseu
doscience” reappear with renewed support. Failure to do so is

“The Rediscovery of the Ether” by H. C. Dudley is an original 
article written especially for this volume and is printed by per
mission of the author.



intellectual dishonesty, intellectual inertia. It turns true sci
ence itself into pseudoscience.

Pre-1930 science theorized that there must be some mecha
nism, tangible albeit extremely refined, present in all space 
through which heat, light, radio, x rays, etc., were trans
mitted. The source of this concept in science can be traced 
back to Newton, who received it from much earlier sources, 
including the Greeks. In 1704, Newton asked in his classic 
work Opticks:

Is not the heat of a warm Room convey’d through the 
Vacuum by the Vibrations of a much subtiler Medium 
than Air, which after the Air was drawn out remained in 
the Vacuum? And is not this Medium the same with that 
Medium by which Light is refracted and reflected, and 
by whose Vibrations Light communicates Heat to Bod
ies? And is not this Medium exceedingly more rare and 
subtile than the Air, and exceedingly more elastick and 
active? And doth it not readily pervade all Bodies? And 
is it not (by its elastick force) expanded through all the 
Heavens?

In 1912 the following appeared in a prominent textbook of 
physics, and continued to appear in later editions until 1932:

The Ether. To account for the transmission of waves 
through space containing no ordinary matter it seems 
necessary to assume the existence of a universal medium 
filling all space and even interpenetrating matter itself, as 
shown by the existence of transparent substances. That 
this medium can react on matter is shown by the fact 
that radiant energy is transmitted from ether to matter in 
the case of absorption, and from matter to ether in the 
case of emission of radiation by material sources.

In recent years doubt as to the necessity for assuming 
the existence of an ether has been expressed by some 
who believe that it is sufficient to attribute the power of 
transmitting radiation to space itself. It may be doubted 
whether this is more than a dispute about terms. We can
not discuss the question here, but pending the settlement 
of the controversy it seems wise to continue the use of 
the word ether as at least denoting the power of space, 
vacant or occupied by matter, to transmit radiation. 
(Italics added)

The null results of the famed Michelson-Morley experi
ments (1881-1889), coupled with an assumption by Ein
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stein (1905), had by 1940 resulted in the abandonment of 
any concept of the ether as a medium necessary for the trans
mission of light or x rays. The notion of an “ether,” “aether,” 
or “luminiferous ether”—some type of medium existing in all 
space—disappeared from physics textbooks. Anyone who at
tempted to seriously discuss this subject was looked upon as 
ignorant, if not a pseudoscientist.

Why, then, is it necessary to reopen this seemingly esoteric 
question? What is the practical significance of such a return 
to the views of bygone days? I have proposed answers to 
these questions, showing how recent developments in physics 
suggest: (1) a new conceptual model of the atom is re
quired, involving the entire atom as the basic unit system 
rather than reactions involving essentially mass/energy 
changes of only the nucleus; (2) the real possibility of a nu
clear detonation leading to “the ultimate catastrophe” of 
planetary annihilation.1-3 Perhaps this medium is also a 
physical mechanism for transmission of energy underlying 
certain psychic phenomena; its characteristics would seem to 
make it a likely candidate.

Recent astrophysical studies show that the orientation of 
the Michelson-Morley apparatus foreordained the null re
sults. Yet their conclusions are now graphically used in all 
current physics texts to “prove” the lack of an ether or of the 
necessity of such a medium for the propagation of light. 
Ironically, Michelson, an experimenter par excellence and the 
first American to win a Nobel Prize in science (1907), 
could not bring himself to accept as final the results of his 
own work. He felt there must be something wrong, but didn’t 
know what.

Michelson and Morley centered their attention on the 
Earth’s orbital velocity (30 km/sec). They had no knowl
edge of the existence of galaxies, of galactic motions in rela
tion to each other, or of the motion of our solar system in our 
galaxy. Orientation of their interferometers tangent to the 
Earth’s surface insured that the angle of approach of an 
“ether drift” would be nearly perpendicular to the plane of 
the interferometer. Rotation of the instrument in this plane 
would only slightly alter the effective velocity of the ether at 
the two arms of the interferometers.4 The null results are thus
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explainable on the basis of pre-1900 classical mechanics. The 
limited information available to Michelson and Einstein is 
emphasized by the following:

(i) By referring to stars in this galaxy, the Earth’s veloc
ity, with respect to the galactic center, is in the range of 
200-220 km/sec, as determined by several astronomic studies 
conducted since 1930.

(ii) Since 1960, the existence of a nearly isotropic 3.5-cm 
electromagnetic radiation flux has been demonstrated by sev
eral studies. This is postulated to result from the “big bang,” 
a celestial primordial event. E. K. Conklin’s experiments, con
ducted at Stanford University in 1968-1969, estimated the 
Earth’s absolute motion, with this flux as the generalized 
frame of reference, at about 160 km/sec.5

This determination of the Earth’s movement in our galaxy 
is of the greatest importance because these data disprove one 
of the basic portions of the theories of both Newton and Ein
stein. For both assumed that absolute motion could not be 
shown experimentally. But Conklin’s experiments did just 
that. The direction of the Earth’s motion and its speed around 
the galactic center were determined without reference to any 
other star or planet (which has put philosophers into a 
tizzy). All things considered, Michelson’s hunch was right: 
there was much missing from his studies of the ether.

The modern development of an ether concept began in 
1951 when Nobel Laureate Paul Dirac, now professor of 
physics at Florida State University, asked “Is there an ether?” 
as the title of a paper.6 He answered his own question in the 
affirmative and stated that the ether he thought existed was 
essentially an all-pervasive sea of electrons (e~) in random 
motion. In 1959 another Nobelist, the French physicist Victor 
de Broglie, suggested that this ether is “a gas made up of lep- 
tons [a class of subatomic particles of small mass] and prob
ably neutrinos [leptons with no charge and almost no 
mass].”

In addition to these speculations, astrophysics has extended 
its studies in the past thirty years to include the space between 
the planets and the stars, and as a result has discovered dust 
clouds, radio signals, x rays, and electric and magnetic fields 
in supposedly “empty” space.
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Finally, our space program efforts since 1957 have made 
all textbooks on astronomy published before 1965 so dated 
that they may as well have been written in Sanskrit for all 
their present usefulness.

Out of all this information explosion has come the realiza
tion that there is as much mass between the stars as there is 
contained in them and in the planets as well. In short, empty 
space is in fact crowded with interlocking magnetic and elec
tric fields, plus neutrinos.

In contrast with these discoveries, nuclear science assumes 
that empty space is inert, free of mass and energy. And it is 
this assumption that makes it diametrically opposed to the 
new astronomy. On this basis there is a real battle of ideas 
going on between astrophysics and nuclear physics. With the 
mass of new evidence of how much now fills outer space, the 
case for the astrophysicist becomes increasingly stronger.

During the past two decades there has been developing in 
astrophysics the concept of a generalized neutrino sea. This 
flux of uncharged particles arises from the nuclear fusion re
actions taking place in the countless stars scattered through
out the universe. Because the stars are almost randomly dis
tributed, neutrinos bombard us in nearly equal quantities 
from every direction. These minute bits of matter pass 
through our bodies at a rate estimated at one million to one 
billion per square inch per second.

This subquantic medium has been defined as an energy-rich 
substrate, the common denominator in all particle reactions. 
The neutrino, a very small particle of matter (perhaps 
smaller than a quantum of light—hence the term subquantic) 
having no electric charge, was experimentally proven in 1953. 
It had been invented as an imaginary particle about twenty- 
five years earlier by the Austrian physicist Wolfgang Pauli. In 
1932 Enrico Fermi used it to explain certain radioactive 
decay systems. Three decades later, the nature of this particle 
began to be clarified. It was not a single particle, it seemed, 
but a pair of particles, with mass about 1/2500 that of the 
electron. By 1971 the two nearly equal particles had become 
two sets of particles: two electron neutrinos (vc) with mass 
about equal to 1/10,000 that of the electron, and two muon 
neutrinos (vu), with mass about equal to the electron.
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Muon neutrinos have a rest mass of about 0.6 MeV; elec
tron neutrinos have a rest mass of about 60 eV. Their particle 
velocity ranges over a continuum from near zero to near the 
speed of light. Particle density appears to be about 1012 per 
cm3 and their energy density has been estimated at 108-1019 
eV/cm3.2 The subject is extensively reviewed in B. Kucho- 
wicz’ Cosmic Neutrino.'1

When Einstein’s famous equation E — me2 was first pro
posed, it was considered an interesting speculation, not a 
proven theory. Over the years, and especially since the first 
atomic bomb detonations of 1945, this equation has been ac
cepted without question since there was no other explanation 
for the prodigious amounts of energy released by the atomic 
and hydrogen bombs. Official science now feels comfortable 
with this equation; it is an old friend.

Einstein himself said that Relativity must be accepted as a 
complete theory. If any part was proven false, he said, the 
whole theory is invalid. But Relativity requires an energy- 
free, mass-free space. It requires that there be no ether (par
ticulate or otherwise), no neutrino sea, no subquantic me
dium. Likewise, quantum mechanics requires that the interac
tions of subnuclear particles and atoms take place in spaces 
which are free of energy and free of mass. The space in 
which these reactions occur must not contribute anything to 
the reaction—or else so much of modem physics is wrong.

Thus the two systems of theory which govern the thinking 
of modem nuclear physics—relativity and quantum me
chanics—require the absence of the ether. Yet we are now 
finding this new framework and beginning to define it and 
characterize it with remarkable accuracy. It therefore seems 
imperative that we sweep away the cobwebs of time and look 
for a new explanation for the energy obtained from uranium 
and plutonium bombs and reactors. It is of no consequence to 
the generations of today that this requires the passing of an 
old friend, E = me2. Einstein developed this theorem more 
than a half a century ago. Such is the course of science and 
the challenge to this generation. We must move on.8
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Neoenergy and Geometric Forms

SERGE V. KING

18.

In the world of nature we see many examples of energy act
ing in particular ways through specific forms. The vortex or 
whirlpool shape is one natural form that seems to guide the 
action of energy, and one which must have been evident to 
people from the earliest days. Dust devils, tornadoes, wa
terspouts, and hurricanes are dramatic examples. It would be 
understandable for people to try imitating that power, to tap 
its universal source, as it were. Possibly this was the origin of 
such things as whirling dances and the spiral designs found 
all over the world. Both are associated with religious or 
magical rites intended to draw power from or transport one
self to a world beyond our ordinary sense perception.

The curious thing is that both do achieve apparently inex
plicable effects. Whirling, as practiced by dervishes or sha
mans for instance, induces altered states of consciousness 
which sometimes includes deep trance states. Spirals, or flat 
coils, seem to emit a form of energy due to their shape alone. 
The special effects of electricity running through coils is well 
known, but even without electrical connections phenomena 
are produced which indicate or suggest an energy emission 
of some sort. The exact nature of the energy is still open to 
question, but it exhibits the same properties associated with 
other forms to be mentioned later. It very decidedly affects 
organic and inorganic matter, produces tactile sensations in 
most people and visual in some, and emits continuously as 
long as the form retains its shape. If a spiral is unwound, for

“Neoenergy and Geometric Forms” by Serge V. King is an original 
article written especially for this volume and is printed by per
mission of the author.
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instance, the above effects seem to disappear. It is as if the 
form itself provides a structure through which an ever-present 
energy is intensified. A variety of forms induce the same 
effects—all without an apparent power source—which leads 
one to conclude that a common energy is operating through a 
common principle.

For the purposes of this presentation we shall call this 
manifestation of energy “neoenergy,” to distinguish it from 
electricity, magnetism, light, etc., and to avoid any favoritism 
among the dozens of researchers who have given it their own 
name. Neoenergy, according to the reports of its researchers, 
has the current flow properties of electricity, some field prop
erties of magnetism, some reflective properties of light, and 
some of the properties of heat. Yet, it seems to be inde
pendent of each of these. In association with the varied forms 
it demonstrates the same fundamental and unique properties. 
Among these are: a tendency toward vertical flow (when 
not guided in other ways by a material conductor); the stimu
lation of enzyme activity; the stimulation of all natural cell 
processes; certain fairly standard tactile sensations (tingling, 
pressure, coolness, or warmth); dehydration and retardation 
of oxidation; and neutralization of acidity (qualified as an 
apparent effect for the time being, the present evidence being 
mostly subjective). Let us note that these are the most consis
tent effects reported by researchers around the world, who are 
admittedly seldom experimenting under laboratory conditions. 
Yet their very consistency and the volume of reports would 
seem to merit a closer look by those with the facilities to 
make more accurate investigations.

The common principle governing neoenergy in relation to 
form, at least as we are able to determine it now, is concen
tration or intensification. Each of the forms which display 
neoenergy effects—spirals, cones, pyramids, cylinders, tetra
hedrons, and others—produce greater or lesser effects, de
pending on their size and/or complexity. In general, the 
larger or more complex the form, the more intense the ener
getic effects. At this stage it would be premature to state that 
there is “more” energy present. In the absence of adequate 
measuring devices we can only confirm, through observation, 
a qualitative difference, but not necessarily a quantitative one.
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By looking at some specific examples of form energy it will 
be easier to notice the commonality of the energy and the 
relationships of the various forms. Let us first examine the 
pyramid, the most well-known form connected with neoen
ergy. As a form, the pyramid is psychologically satisfying. It 
seems to strike a responsive chord deep within the human 
psyche. It is found worldwide in religious art and architecture 
and is utilized in many occult rites and rituals. Even the eso
teric side of America’s great seal has a representation of a 
pyramid. This does not mean that the energy effects of a pyr
amid are purely subjective, but more probably that the sub
conscious mind of man recognizes the energy latent in the 
form.

Man’s inventions and structures generally seek to imitate or 
improve on something found in nature. At first glance, a pyr
amid on the order of those in Egypt or Central America 
might seem to resemble a mountain, but the painstaking regu
larity of the sides could indicate that another object was the 
source of inspiration. It is permissible to assume that the first 
builders of pyramids were aware of its energy properties, 
since it cannot be proven one way or the other. With that 
viewpoint in mind, the pyramid resembles nothing so much as 
a gigantic crystal, or a portion thereof. Crystals of gold and 
fluorite, for instance, have the form of two pyramids base to 
base—an octahedron. We know that crystals, especially cer
tain types, have peculiar electromagnetic properties, and there 
is a persistent tradition that crystals are a source of healing 
and psychically stimulating energies. The step from a natural 
crystalline form to a human-made pyramidal one does not 
seem too lengthy if energy production were their common 
link.

Lest the above reasoning seem too fanciful, we have before 
us the fact, based on experimental observations, that pyra
mids of all sizes and materials demonstrate neoenergy effects 
(see Pyramid Guide listed in Appendix III). One of the pio
neer researchers in this area, Karel Drbal, who also pioneered 
radio and television in Czechoslovakia, was granted Patent 
No. 91,304 in 1959 by the Czechoslovakian Patent Office for 
a pyramid razor blade sharpener. To prove that this was not 
based on whim or fancy, the chief patent examiner personally
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tested the pyramid for ten years before supporting the claim 
before the patent commission. The pyramid in question was a 
cardboard model based on the dimensions of the Cheops pyr
amid in Egypt. Later, Drbal achieved sharpening effects as 
well as mummification effects with plastic and styrofoam 
models, and with pyramids with dimensions other than that of 
the Cheops model. One sentence in the patent description 
approved by the commission states: “This invention was spe
cially tested for a specific pyramid-shaped device, but is not 
restricted only to this one specific form.”

Further emphasizing that form itself is a primary consid
eration is the additional fact that pyramid frameworks, i.e., 
pyramids without side panels but retaining the complete pyra
mid form, work about as well as full-sided models.

The claim that the pyramid can sharpen razor blades in
variably brings a skeptical smile to those unacquainted with 
this area of study. Yet this has been demonstrated thousands 
of times around the world. It cannot be refuted that a razor 
blade retains its sharpness when kept under a pyramid be
tween shaves—reports of a hundred or more shaves are com
mon—but no one yet knows how the sharpening occurs. 
There is a report that photographs were taken of a razor 
blade before and after treatment under a pyramid with an 
electron microscope, and that the pictures showed no change 
in the edge of the blade. However, such reported results are 
only as valid as the experimental conditions. The pyramid is 
not a magical device. You do not just put a blade in it and— 
“Presto!” have it sharpened. Neoenergy, different as it may 
be, does follow its own natural laws which are still being un
covered. Regarding the electron microphotographs, one is 
justified in asking whether the test blade were new or used 
(used blades may take up to three weeks to sharpen) and 
how long a treatment the blade had (it usually takes twenty- 
four hours for a new blade to resharpen). Further adding to 
the difficulty is the phenomenon of “regression.” Most serious 
researchers have found that the pyramid does not sharpen 
equally as well all the time. In other words, there are ap
parently outside forces sporadically influencing the neoenergy 
of the pyramid. A blade may be resharpening well for weeks
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when suddenly it may be dull for one day or several, and then 
will resharpen again.

Cogent arguments have been advanced to show that the 
neoenergy is demonstrating its properties of dehydration and 
anoxidation, thus strengthening the blade by forcing out 
water molecules. This is, in particular, the explanation pro
posed by Drbal, who has cited the works of several scientists 
to support his idea (Dr. Carl Benedicks, Metallkundliche 
Berichte [Berlin: Verlag Technik, 1952], Tome II, which 
deals with the weakening effect of water on steel; Born and 
Lertes, Archiv. Elektrischen Uebertragung, Heft I, 33-35 
[1950], dealing with the driving effect of microwaves on 
water dipole molecules). Drbal and other researchers are of 
the opinion that microwave resonance is the key to pyramid 
effects and he refers to scientific works describing pyramid
shaped microwave devices. At any rate, it does seem reasona
ble that the effect of driving water molecules out of metal 
could result in dehydration and anoxidation.

If that is so, we should be able to apply the same principle 
to other metallic objects and achieve similar effects. Interest
ingly, it has been done. When oxidized metals such as silver 
coins and rusty nuts have been kept in a pyramid for a period 
of time it has been found that the tarnish or rust seems to 
“loosen” and can easily be wiped off with a finger or cloth. 
The loosening is not perfect, and primarily affects the areas of 
highest relief. Here we have a good case of two outwardly 
unrelated phenomena united by a common functioning prin
ciple.

Commonality is again evident in neoenergy effects on liq
uids. One of the most practical and pleasurable uses to 
which pyramids have been put is to “mellow” such things as 
coffee, tea, and wine. When left under a pyramid for a few 
minutes these liquids will lose most of their bite or bitterness. 
The change is most remarkable when low-quality liquids are 
used; they begin to taste like their more expensive counter
parts. Even ordinary tap water quickly loses its chemical taste 
when treated under a pyramid. To some it then resembles 
fresh spring water, to others it tastes flat.

It has been suggested that in this case the neoenergy is 
neutralizing acidity and/or alkalinity. In testing other liquids
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we find this same roughly stated principle in operation. Apple 
cider loses its tartness to become more like apple juice. Car
bonated beverages go more or less flat in minutes, and freshly 
squeezed lemon juice loses much of its sharpness in an hour 
or so. The above statements are based on the taste reactions 
of numerous individuals. More objective tests are presently 
being undertaken by the author (at Huna International—see 
Appendix III) and others to determine whether the neutraliza
tion of acidity or alkalinity takes place under standard labora
tory procedures.

Dramatic claims have been made regarding the human 
health benefits of pyramids. Rejuvenation of skin tissue, head
ache and pain relief, revitalization, relaxation, and the actual 
healing of certain conditions have all been mentioned. These 
are not just the claims of promoters, but of users. Discounting 
the probable cases of autosuggestion, something is happening 
within the pyramid that affects health. Successful experiments 
with animals, who should not be influenced by the idea that a 
pyramid can help them, tend to confirm certain effects. One 
notable effect is the relief of pain due to cuts and bruises and 
the subsequent speeding up of the healing process. With daily 
treatment under a pyramid, cuts frequently close in less time 
than normal with little or no scab formation, and bruises heal 
more quickly and less colorfully. In the case of cuts where 
bleeding results, coagulation also takes place in record time. 
If neoenergy is compatible with or the same as the energy 
which governs our life processes, then the pyramid might be 
acting as an amplifier, providing us with an additional supply 
of energy to speed up or enhance natural processes. Suppos
ing it to be an amplifier, we should run across cases where the 
effect is to overload a person with energy, rather than be 
beneficial. Sometimes this is exactly what seems to happen.

Often, a pyramid placed on the head will relieve a head
ache in moments. But with certain people on certain occa
sions it will actually induce a headache or intensify an exist
ing one. It happens, too, that some people become quite 
nervous or anxious under a pyramid, as if it were supplying 
more energy than they could freely absorb. Sleeping under a 
pyramid has been recommended as a means of gaining rest
ful, relaxing sleep, but there are people who simply cannot
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sleep under a pyramid. It will keep them awake all night. The 
more work that is done with people and pyramids, the more 
clear it becomes that dosage is a very important factor. 
Whereas one person might derive benefit from eight hours 
under a pyramid, there are those for whom five minutes is 
quite sufficient, and probably there are those for whom one 
minute might be more than enough, at least at certain times 
in their life.

The effects of pyramids on plants parallel in many respects 
the effects on humans. Plant growth is enhanced . . . often. 
Germination is more rapid . . . frequently. Ailing plants are 
revived . . . sometimes. Actually, some apparently healthy 
plants will wilt after a few minutes under—or even near—a 
pyramid, while others thrive in full-time habitation. The fac
tors involved seem to be the type of plant and its size. In gen
eral, the larger and more sturdy the plant, the more energy it 
seems to be able to absorb, exactly as if an amplifying effect 
were taking place.

With the pyramid form we find correspondences between 
the effects on different metals, among liquids, and between 
humans and plants. The common thread linking all these 
effects, however, is still elusive. Partial theories abound and it 
is not the intent here to add to the confusion by proposing an
other theory. Nevertheless, a few observations are in order 
which might serve to throw some light on the mystery.

The pyramid form has its greatest effect when combined 
with another factor—orientation. Pyramids work best when 
the apothem of one side directly faces magnetic north. At the 
maximum disorientation of forty-five degrees the effect is 
quite weak. The obvious conclusion is that there is an interac
tion with the magnetic field of the Earth. What is more, the 
razor blade sharpens best when it, too, is oriented with its 
long axis in a north/south direction. Nothing presently known 
about magnetism can explain this. Granted that the pyramid 
may be exerting a dehydration effect on the blade, what has 
this to do with magnetism? Furthermore, the anomalies in 
pyramid operation—i.e., those times when it suddenly doesn’t 
seem to work—have, according to some studies, been cor
related with certain alignments of the moon and other planets. 
This would seem to indicate an interaction with gravity. But
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what has gravity to do with dehydration (or any of the other 
properties of neoenergy) ? Interestingly, it has been found that 
planetary alignments do have an indirect effect on the Earth’s 
magnetic field. It seems that certain alignments influence the 
generation of sunspots, which affect the intensity of the “solar 
wind,” which affects the magnetic field of the Earth. But this 
curiosity merely brings us back to magnetism. What clues lie 
there?

Some little known research on magnetism in the United 
States and Canada shows that ordinary magnets can produce 
health effects on humans that are virtually identical to those 
produced by a pyramid. As an example, we can mention the 
work Magnetism and Its Effect on the Living System by Al
bert Roy Davis and Walter C. Rawls, Jr. The same research 
also duplicates the pyramid effects on plants and some re
search duplicates the pyramid effects on liquids as well. No 
one has yet reported the sharpening of a blade with a magnet, 
but that may yet happen. Is it possible that magnetism is more 
than what it seems to be? Could it be causing a side effect 
that has hitherto not been attributed to it? Of course, we can 
also ask whether magnetism itself might not just be an effect 
of something else.

The solar wind was briefly mentioned, and we bring it up 
again because it is a stream of ionized particles sent out by 
the sun. Ions may give us another clue. Ions are either posi
tive or negative. Positive ions (cations) are atoms with one 
or more electrons missing. Negative ions (anions) are 
atoms with one or more electrons too many. What is most in
teresting about ions in relation to pyramids is the strong simi
larity in effects on humans. Anions produce analgesic, tonify
ing, and relaxing effects, while cations intensify pain, produce 
headaches, anxiety, and sluggishness. These symptoms corre
spond to the various reactions experienced by people under a 
pyramid. Perhaps the pyramid form is also associated with 
ionization. The action of ions may just be the key to the 
whole puzzle of form energy.

But before we overreach ourselves in speculation, let’s look 
at the way other forms besides the pyramid seem to manifest 
neoenergy. In early pyramid research it was thought that only 
a form corresponding to the proportions of the Great Pyra
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mid of Egypt would exhibit the effects. This has now been 
disproven by Drbal and other researchers. Not only will 
equilateral pyramids do the same thing, but so will tetrahe
drons. A tetrahedron is a four-sided figure, as opposed to a 
five-sided pyramid. In appearance, it resembles a pyramid, 
but with only three upright sides instead of four. This means 
that only one side of a tetrahedron can ever be properly 
aligned to magnetic north. An advantage, however, is that 
there is no condition in which all sides are as much as forty- 
five degrees off orientation. That is to say that a tetrahedron 
at its worst is always better aligned than a pyramid at its 
worst. Experimentation with tetrahedrons is still fairly recent, 
but a growing number of researchers report even better re
sults than with a pyramid. And it is true that companies in 
two countries, Italy and France, use tetrahedron containers to 
preserve milk and yogurt.

Often described as “a pyramid with an infinite number of 
sides,” the cone is another form associated with noticeable 
effects of neoenergy. Most of the cone research in this country 
was done by the well-known dowser Vern Cameron, and very 
little more has been done since his passing. Cameron claimed 
that the neoenergy of a cone moved vortex style around the 
exterior with a strong beam coming off the tip, and that there 
were practically no interior effects. Having experimented with 
cones of different apex angles, Cameron determined through 
his professional dowsing techniques that a ninety-degree apex 
angle would give off a straight beam about one inch in diame
ter measurable up to a half-mile away. A more acute angle 
seems to disperse the beam, while an obtuse one tends to 
focus it a short distance away.

A fascinating discovery of Cameron’s was that the energy 
beam of a cone could be “tapped” by running a wire from 
the tip to another site. The neoenergy flows along the wire 
and emanates in a tiny beam out the free end, though there is 
apparently a field emanation along the length of the wire as 
well. Those well acquainted with neoenergy research will no
tice the similarity to certain findings of Baron Karl von 
Reichenbach in the 19th century. This tapping phenomenon 
has been duplicated with pyramids, as has the additional 
Cameron discovery that cones connected in series seem to
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amplify the energy effect in the wire. A big difference be
tween cones and pyramids is that the former seem to work 
better when suspended by one edge so that the apex points in 
a horizontal direction, while the latter seem to work better 
with the base in a horizontal position.

Two experiments of Cameron are worth noting for the 
commonality they show with pyramid effects. In one, a wire 
connected to three cones in series was buried a few inches un
derground, and a half-package of radish seeds was planted 
over it. The other half-package was planted ten feet away as a 
control. The test radishes were highly retarded in their 
growth, while the controls grew quite normally. The effect ap
pears to be one of energy overload, which was previously 
mentioned in regard to pyramids and plants. In the second ex
periment, Cameron used a similar setup and directed the end 
of the wire to a long-standing trichina infection on his arm. 
After twenty minutes of treatment the infection was gone, 
with no apparent effect on the living tissues. Here the neoen
ergy seems to have given his body the necessary additional 
energy to rid itself of the infection. It must be admitted, how
ever, that Cameron’s experiments can only be considered sug
gestive because it is not known whether he used sufficient 
controls or was able to repeat the same results.

Baron von Reichenbach was a well-known scientist of the 
19th century who discovered creosote and other things. 
Among those other things was a strange type of energy that 
he called “od” or “odic force.” Though he detected the pres
ence of this force in many ways, of significance here are his 
claims of this force emanating from crystalline forms. Rei
chenbach tested the reactions of both ill persons and healthy 
ones to crystals. One of his most common tests was to pass 
the crystals through glasses of water and, using untreated 
glasses as controls, see whether groups of people could tell 
the difference. The results were spectacular, for nearly all 
could taste a distinct difference and the ill subjects had the 
strongest reactions. Some would feel powerful tingling sensa
tions in their hands or head by merely holding the treated 
water. Reichenbach conducted hundreds of tests and eventu
ally found that while crystals of certain types emanated a field, 
the greatest intensity of energy emanated from the poles of the
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primary axes of the crystal. The emanation from either end 
affected the water and the people in the same way, but one 
end was always more intense than the other. Also, one end, 
usually the matrix end, apparently emitted a soft, gently 
warm current of air while the other end apparently emitted a 
cool current. It wasn’t air, of course, but subjects’ descriptions 
likened their feelings to such phenomena.

It should be obvious from these results that Reichenbach 
was dealing with the same force we have termed neoenergy. 
Some of his conclusions are worth quoting. The following is 
from John Ashbumer’s 1851 translation of his Physico- 
Physiological Researches On The Dynamics Of Magnetism, 
Electricity, Heat Light, Crystallization, And Chemism In 
Their Relations To Vital Force:

“So far as is at present made out, this property does not be
long to matter, as such, but to its form, and in fact to its con
dition of aggregation [original italics]. Pouillet, in Muller’s 
translation of his Manual of Physics, p. 167, says expressly, 
that ‘it has never yet been observed in ponderable matter, that 
the form, the arrangement of the molecules, can be the cause 
of new forces acting at a distance.’ But this is exactly the case 
here.” The experiments of Reichenbach should be given seri
ous consideration because here was a scientist who did use 
controls and who did a tremendous number of experiments 
under varying conditions.

Up till now we have discussed neoenergy in relation to reg
ular geometric or crystalline forms, but such forms are not 
necessarily the only ones associated with this force. At least 
that is the import of the experience related by Dr. Deraid 
Langham of Genesa in Fallbrook, California (see Appendix 
II). A plant geneticist and instructor of botany, Langham 
brought a variety of sesame seeds from Venezuela to Yale 
University where he transferred them from brown envelopes 
to some bottles given to him there. For three years they were 
kept in cold storage and then for about ten more years they 
were left at ordinary room temperature as he made several 
moves. Over this period seeds were sent to sesame breeders 
around the world, with germination tests made before ship
ment. Under good storage conditions, Langham had pre
viously been able to keep the seeds for as long as three years,
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but with weak germination and subsequent weakening of the 
seedlings. This time, however, he found to his surprise that 
the seeds were germinating at a higher percentage than when 
he had first placed them in the bottles.

Langham finally showed the bottled seeds to a laser special
ist, Dr. Florent Bailey, who accepted the results as a matter 
of course because his laser work had demonstrated that re
lated forms strengthen each other. It seems that the bottles 
had about the same shape as the sesame seeds. The concept 
he put forth is that the seeds received additional energy 
peculiarly suited to them by being stored in a similarly shaped 
container.

Langham has since suggested that research be carried out 
on shaping containers to suit the product for increased shelf 
life and perhaps even better taste. It makes one wonder what 
the effect would be, for instance, of bottling wine in con
tainers shaped like grapes. Langham has suggested further 
that hospitals might be built in human form for better results. 
Although it sounds farfetched at first glance, the idea does 
correspond in a way to the old herbal concept of “signa
tures.” According to this belief, parts of plants having the 
shape of various organs of the body alleviate the ills of that 
organ. That is one reason why the Chinese considered 
ginseng, whose root is shaped like a man, as a cine-all. In
terestingly, the correspondence does frequently apply. The 
whole field of form energy is so out of the ordinary that the 
“resonant shape” idea should probably be seriously investi
gated.

In this brief article we have only been able to highlight 
some of the aspects of form energy, and it should not be 
thought that the manifestations of neoenergy are limited to 
the forms mentioned. The spiral was used to introduce neoen
ergy, but little was said about the different intensities resulting 
from increasing or decreasing the number of spirals and their 
spacing. Much interesting work has been done with simple 
hoops or rings of various materials. Curious effects are re
ported by people who stand within them. Also left out for 
lack of space are the reported effects of the “seed crystals” of 
Genesa, of hemispheres in series, of cylinders with and with
out coil wrappings, and much, much more. The fact is that
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form energy is a burgeoning field and new discoveries are 
being made every day. We are surrounded by an ocean of en
ergy of which we have been barely aware and which probably 
holds potentials that haven’t yet entered our imagination. 
Even so, the potentials already uncovered are enough to keep 
many of us busy for several lifetimes. The promise of neoen
ergy is manifold. Its applications in health, in agriculture, in 
electronics and, based on some recent research, even trans
portation, may radically transform our lives in the next few 
decades.

The main objection to neoenergy is that it shouldn’t exist. 
But it nevertheless does. The manner in which it operates 
goes against commonly accepted theories of physics, and un
fortunately this is enough to cause its rejection by many who 
call themselves scientists. Theories, however, are meant to ex
plain observed effects and predict future ones. They should 
never be used to condemn clearly observable effects that they 
cannot explain. The essence of a desirable scientific viewpoint 
was well expressed by Berzelius: “In science, nothing may be 
built upon uncertain possibilities; science may not be a tissue 
of conjectures: it must consist, as far as possible, of a system 
of demonstrated realities.” In keeping with this dictum, 
neoenergy can be demonstrated.
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IV   FROM PHYSICS 
TO METAPHYSICS
Toward a Creative 

Synthesis of Knowledge



Today we know more. But what do we know about 
what we don’t know? Forty years ago there was no 
quantum mechanics, somewhat over half a century ago 
there was no atomic nucleus, no electron. At the end of 
the last century, Wien advised Planck to become a pian
ist, rather than a physicist, because physics was a closed 
subject. How many Plancks are there now who are play
ing the piano rather than doing physics? And how much 
new physics is there to be discovered? . . . We must try 
everything we can. There is still lots and lots to explore.

Albert Szent-Gyorgyi’s words, uttered in 1966, are still 
true: there is much to be learned. But it is also clear that 
science—knowing—is an endless process. Every answer ob
tained, every bit of information gleaned, raises a dozen new 
questions. The accumulation of knowledge never ceases.

The real key to scientific progress, therefore, is not simply 
fact gathering. Rather, it is visionary conceptualization and 
theorizing that gives a new, holistic organization to otherwise 
separate facts. In Thomas Kuhn’s terms, it is restructuring of 
the belief system within which knowledge acquisition takes 
place. Einstein’s observation on the matter is worth remem
bering: “The mere formulation of a problem is far more es
sential than its solution, which may be merely a matter of    
mathematical or experimental skill. To raise new questions, 
new possibilities, to regard old problems from a new angle 
requires creative imagination and marks real advances in sci
ence.”

In spite of enormous amounts of data, no satisfactory theo
retical framework covering the varieties of paranormal phe
nomena has thus far been advanced to correlate data or predict

19.
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new experimental outcomes the way, say, Maxwell’s equa
tions did for electromagnetism. A Maxwell or an Einstein 
who will give us a unified theory of paranormal phenomena is 
greatly needed. Even if history shows that such a person was 
not among the authors presented here, we feel that their con
tributions will eventually be recognized by the person as in
strumental to his or her conceptual breakthrough.

This section’s purpose, then, is to assist in the breakthrough 
by synthesizing knowledge and presenting new organizing 
concepts. Analysis alone is not enough. There must be synthe
sis. There must be a consolidation of information in order for 
an investigation of the paranormal to achieve the radical ex
tension of science that is inherent in it. This consolidation is 
urgently needed because large bodies of data are being 
amassed in highly specialized disciplines that, first, are una
ware of similar or correlating data in other fields and, second, 
have made no attempt to step outside their domain and relate 
their work in a comprehensive fashion with other investi
gations.

The neurosciences offer a useful example here. The consol
idation and dissemination of data within the field of neuro
science has been highly efficient and great advances have been 
made. But neuroscience has failed to interface with other 
fields, such as parapsychology, which can offer extremely 
relevant data. We have already seen in the commentary intro
ducing Section II that one eminent brain scientist, Wilder 
Penfield, felt at the end of a long career that the mind can
not be explained on the basis of brain matter and neural 
processes. This is a radical (but not unique) position among 
neuroscientists—and a heartening one for those investigating 
paranormal phenomena—because it recognizes once again the 
reality of the psyche. Roger W. Sperry, famous for his 
split brain studies, recently supported this view by telling Sci
ence of Mind magazine (December 1975) that current mind 
—brain theory “allows in principle a scientific treatment of 
subjective mental phenomena . . . and recognizes mental 
forces as the crowning achievement of evolution . . This 
view restores the psyche to psychology, a field which has be
come largely reduced to the study of observable behavior and 
the properties of the nervous system. Once the psyche be



comes respectable again, it seems logical to say that the next 
step will be to make the psychic respectable.

A unified theory of the paranormal must include the data 
from neuroscience as well as the data from parapsychology 
and any other field of science touching on the paranormal. It 
must take into full account the established facts from the nat
ural and behavioral sciences. It must also deal in a compre
hensive fashion with those traditions that have recorded varie
ties of paranormal phenomena, including religion and various 
esoteric paths. In fact, if life itself—characterized by 
mind—is the primary paranormal phenomenon, then such a 
theory must explain the vital awareness we all self-evidently 
have. It must explain our most profound intuitions, our 
deepest longings, our greatest questions—such as that ques
tion asked by Sir Bernard Lovell in a New York Times Maga
zine article entitled “Whence” (16 November 1975): “What 
is man’s connection with the universe of atoms, stars and 
galaxies?”

Lovell went on to comment:

Today we cannot evade this deepest problem of our ex
istence by an escape into philosophical idealism or re
alism. On the contrary, we are forced to recognize that, 
although in our daily lives we can investigate problems 
as though the object of our investigation existed inde
pendently of us, this is not possible when we search for 
answers in the depths of the natural world.

Indeed, I am inclined to accept contemporary scien
tific evidence as indicative of a far greater degree of 
man’s total involvement with the universe.

All of the articles presented here attempt in varying de
grees to answer Lovell’s question. E. S. Maxey, for exam
ple, relates human brain waves to terrestrial elec
trophysiology. E. H. Walker and Nick Herbert go even 
further and examine the substratum—called “hidden var
iables” in physics—out of which all material events pro
ceed, even Dudley’s subatomic ether of the previous section. 
Their paper is important for several reasons. First, it is quan
titative, predicting, in the case of psychokinesis, the actual nu
merical distances that dice will move under pure human voli
tion. Second, in contrast to Section II, Walker’s theory does
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not postulate a new form of energy (although it has an even 
more novel assertion, namely that the hidden variables sub
stratum is consciousness itself and as such is animating, vital, 
the cosmic essence of life).

In another paper, “The Nature of Consciousness” (see his 
suggested readings), Walker has related the nonphysical field 
of consciousness to the brain and provided a testable clarifica
tion of the mind-body problem. Independently adding to this 
investigation is the work of A. P. Dubrov, who reports 
the work supporting his hypothesis that living systems are ca
pable of generating and detecting gravitational waves. Dubrov 
calls this phenomenon biogravitation, and shows how it may 
be one link or level in understanding psychokinesis and other 
paranormal phenomena. This hypothesized property of living 
organisms combines data from biology, physics, and psy
choenergetics in a novel synthesis. Changes in the conforma
tion of biological protein macromolecules from an unordered 
liquid state to a solid crystalline state is the basis of the 
biogravitational field.

The next chapter, written by William A. Tiller, proposes 
positive and negative space-time frames as conjugate systems 
and presents data from some preliminary experiments with a 
biomechanical transducer. In “The Convergence of Psychol
ogy and Physics,” J. H. M. Whiteman puts forward a world 
view that could subsume psychic phenomena at both a quali
tative and a quantitative level. Laurence M. Beynam’s article 
draws from quantum theory, and the magical and mystical 
traditions to create a model of the universe. Beynam holds 
that for each major state of consciousness there is a corre
sponding reality.

The title of this section indicates that as science expands 
the perimeter of knowledge, abstract metaphysics becomes 
concrete reality, albeit “concrete” in a highly rarefied or sub
tle way. As Arthur Koestler points out in his essay “Science 
and Para-Science,” modem physics has dematerialized mat
ter, and therefore “the unthinkable phenomena of parapsy
chology appear somewhat less preposterous in the light of the 
unthinkable propositions of modem quantum physics.”

This position is supported in an article by J. B. Rhine, 
worthy of mention here. In “Can Parapsychology Help Reli
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gion?,” which appeared in Spiritual Frontiers (Vol. 4, No.
1, 1974), Rhine summarizes the findings of parapsychology 
over a century of inquiry. More important, he synthesizes. He 
shows how two divergent traditions—science (in the form of 
parapsychology) and religion—now complement one another. 
Parapsychology, he says, has helped to “naturalize” the men
tal world. It has found “a set of principles underneath certain 
hitherto unprovable claims of miraculous or supernatural 
happenings among the unexplainable phenomena in the leg- 
endry of religion.” Rhine goes on to suggest that the discov
ery of psi as a possible explanation of religious miracles 
should no longer be called supernatural but superphysical be
cause the principles involved, which have been empirically 
demonstrated, reach beyond the human sensorimotor system 
and its space-time limits.

We agree, and might well have used the term “superphys
ics” in place of “metaphysics” in this section’s title. How
ever, as Teilhard de Chardin once pointed out with regard to 
evolution, discontinuity is continuity. The quantum leaps in 
understanding that scientific revolutions bring nevertheless 
have their precursor indications. Likewise, radical shifts in 
paradigm do not immediately eradicate the past, but often 
bring much of the past along because it has the stamp of 
truth. Thus we chose to use “metaphysics” because the word 
has a long and honorable tradition which science is now be
ginning to discover as a rich, fertile ground for investigation 
—the very ground that has contributed so much to the com
ing revolution in science which this book foresees.

As physicist Jack Sarfatti points out in his Psychoener
getics Systems journal article “Implications of Meta-Physics 
for Psychoenergetics Systems” (Vol. 1, 1974), an applica
tion of Godel’s theorem to physics means that no theory of 
physics which deals only with physics will ever explain phys
ics. “Therefore,” he writes, “metaphysical statements are ab
solutely vital for the evolution of physics. . .

Historian of science Theodore Roszak describes the atti
tude of synthesis called for here in a letter to Science (13 
December 1974). Roszak, who uses the term gnosis to de
scribe the new mode of knowing that will characterize future 
science, describes it as “a kind of knowledge other than



reductive, that honors and invites the aesthetic, sensuous, 
compassionate, and visionary possibilities of experience as 
well as the rational and technical. The term is not meant to 
exclude scientific knowledge, but to embrace it within the 
program Abraham Maslow called ‘hierarchical integration’.”

How might gnosis, the new knowledge based on synthesis, 
be achieved? We reply with the words of physicist Henry 
Margenau in Science and ESP. Although spoken to the para- 
psychological community, the importance of his statement ex
tends to the entire field of science:

. . . why, I should like to ask, is it necessary to import 
into any new discipline all the approved concepts of an 
older science in its contemporary state of development? 
Physics did not adhere slavishly to the Greek rationalis
tic formulations that preceded it; it was forced to create 
its own specific constructs. . . .

The parapsychologist, I think . . . must strike out on 
his own and probably reason in bolder terms than pres
ent-day physics suggests.

Where might science be led by “striking out” in search of 
gnosis? We have already explored several areas in the previ
ous sections. Here we shall find a blend of modem physics 
and ancient metaphysics from Eastern and Western world 
views. Philosopher of science Oliver Reiser, author of Cos
mic Humanism, created a phrase to describe people such 
as those presented here: avatars of synthesis. Through their 
efforts, the received scientific notions of matter, energy, space 
and time are being reexamined and reformulated in ways that 
extend science and set it on a course of convergence with 
mysticism. Books such as LeShan’s The Medium, the Mystic 
and the Physicist and Fritjof Capra’s The Tao of Physics 
present the experience of space-time and matter-energy in 
modem physics, showing parallels with esoteric/spirit- 
ual/mystical traditions and showing useful avenues of inves
tigations relevant to both.

An irony is emerging from these investigations. It is this: 
as science “dematerialized” the world, its much vaunted ob
jectivity also vanished, revealing that all knowledge is subjec
tive. That is, knowledge is dependent upon the state and qual
ity of consciousness in the knower—his or her ability to
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perceive or “know” without preconception, prejudice or un
recognized assumptions that distort through interpretation. 
Moreover, the recognized fact of consciousness-matter in
teraction (as in psychokinesis) calls into question the 
vaunted “objectivity” of scientific instruments.

Esoteric psychology in both the East and West has recog
nized this for millennia. People in this century such as 
Sri Aurobindo Ghose, Rudolf Steiner, and Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi have redirected our attention to the fact that 
knowledge is structured in consciousness. Muddled con
sciousness produces confusion, uncertainty, doubt—i.e., low- 
grade knowledge.

To overcome this problem, Charles Tart, a psychologist 
and author of States of Consciousness, recently proposed 
“state-specific sciences.” He calls for scientists to undergo 
training such as that which psychics, shamans, yogis, mystics, 
etc., undertake to enter various states of consciousness. By 
becoming familiar with different modes of perception “from 
the inside,” so to speak, they will qualify themselves to evalu
ate the knowledge obtainable in these states but otherwise in
accessible to a scientist’s ordinary mode of perception. Like
wise, with such perception comes a new ability to understand 
and reinterpret nonscientific documents and descriptions deal
ing with “knowledge of the higher worlds,” as Rudolf Steiner 
put it.

We support Tart’s proposal and, in their own way, so do 
the other articles in this section. They demonstrate that the 
organic view of the cosmos common to the esoteric/spirit- 
ual/mystical traditions of East and West may provide the 
conceptual breakthrough science needs to go beyond the dead
end of mechanistic Cartesian dualism.

Such a breakthrough will undoubtedly draw heavily from 
modem science and technology for metaphors and termi
nology with which to express itself. Thus, information theory, 
holography and quantum mechanics will probably figure as 
prominently in the articulation of new insights based on state- 
specific investigations as will the language of mysticism and 
spiritual philosophy. This is the direction set here by our con
tributors. In their totality, they demonstrate the spirit of sci
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ence leading to a science of the spirit—a grand synthesis 
transcending boundaries of scientific discipline, spiritual tradi
tion, historical period and cultural preference. It is a consum
mation devoutly to be wished.



Biopsychophysics—The Proper Study of Man

20.

E. STANTON MAXEY

Gentlemen, I have a confession to make. Half of what 
we have taught you is in error, and furthermore we can
not tell you which half it is.

Sir William Osier, speaking to a 
graduating medical class

What is man? Biological man originates as a unicelled organ
ism within the mother’s womb. As an adult he is an extraor
dinarily complex organism consisting of 350 trillion highly 
specialized cells affixed to an internal skeleton permitting 
great mobility within his geographic environment. His sense 
organs permit him wide environmental contact by way of 
touch, taste, hearing, smell, and sight—none of which are 
well understood. But the most basic sense, awareness, seems 
to lie within a nonphysical matrix upon which all other senses 
register their data.

Man is aware that he is aware. Personal experience and 
common sense reveal this to each of us, although science has 
no explanation at present. Nor does science know of any 
other creature which demonstrates that it is aware of its own 
awareness. This seems to be a primary characteristic distin
guishing Homo sapiens.

But physical science, in searching for an answer to the 
question “What is man?”, has been unable to recognize this, 
let alone account for it. Instead, in analyzing increasingly 
smaller “building blocks” down through the subatomic level, 
the awareness factor has become progressively more elusive.

“Biopsychophysics—The Proper Study of Man” by E. S. Maxey is 
an original article written especially for this volume and is printed 
by permission of the author.
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On the surface, this is all very rational and objective. Be
neath that appearance, however, science has become as mysti
cal as Nostradamus. Consider the following.

In studying light, the behavior of photons (light particles) 
could not explain all observed phenomena and thus the wave 
theory came into being. Electrons (negatively charged parti
cles which form atomic “shells”), when caused to flow 
through crystalline structures, also behave as if moving in 
waves. Physicist Louis de Broglie approached atomic struc
ture from a waveform viewpoint, and science subsequently 
evolved two convenient ways of looking at all matter—par
ticulate structure and waveform composition. Yet, question a 
physicist as to what it is that waves inside a vacuum jar 
through which a beam of light is traveling and he may reply: 
“Why do you suppose that anything is waving?”

James Clerk Maxwell evolved yet another viewpoint for 
physical reality. Albert Einstein, in commenting on it, said: 
“. . . after Maxwell they conceived physical reality as repre
sented by continuous fields, not mechanically explicable . . . 
This change in the conception of reality is the most profound 
and fruitful one that has come to physics since Newton.”1 

Thus the modern scientist rides three oftentimes mutually 
antagonistic conceptualizations with great dexterity: particles, 
waves, and fields. Like the circus stunt rider, he jumps from 
one concept-horse to another, depending on his need to com
prehend one phenomenon or another. Physics has even for
malized this process into the law of complementarity, but 
obligingly admonishes that it should be indulged in only as a 
sort of court of last appeal.

Curiously, physics, while admitting that its laws provide no 
insight, or at most very little, into the origin of life, yet affirms 
that all life’s energies must derive from a conglomerated in
termix of science’s particle, wave and field theories. But biol
ogy is now threatening physics even more severely than Gali
leo’s pronouncement on the heliocentric solar system once 
disquieted Pope Urban VIH’s Roman Catholic Church.

This is because physics allows that elemental atoms can be 
transmuted one into another, that the relatively large energies 
required for such reactions are precisely known, and that nor
mally transmuting radioactive substances have absolutely con
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stant decay rates. Physicists affirm such constants to be as 
unchangeable as the speed of light. Yet their own observa
tions have revealed that radioactive half-life varies with 
changes in pressure, temperature, chemical state, electric po
tential, and the stress of monomolecular bonding. Living sys
tems, from bacteria through Homo sapiens, are now known to 
have been ubiquitously alchemizing such elemental trans
formations throughout untold eons—at energy levels consid
ered impossibly low! The physical scientist fears for the 
edifice of his conceptual castles should living systems so per
form. And living systems, not having received their instruc
tions from physicists, do indeed perform that way.

Woe unto physics. Life is a thorn unto its side, pricking 
more painfully than Bruno and Galileo’s pronouncements in 
the 13 th and 14th centuries.

Man is among such living systems. Let us examine one of 
his 350 trillion cells, say, a leucocyte. This cell will have a 
negative charge at the nucleus with respect to the cellular pro
toplasm and cell membrane. It is as if the cell mimics in a mi
croscopic way the charges of the terrestrial surface as com
pared to the Earth’s ionosphere. Cellular metabolism and 
oxygen consumption seem to have a primary purpose: the 
function being that of pumping sodium, thus maintaining a 
high potassium concentration on one side of the cell mem
brane and a high sodium concentration on the other with an 
associated marked ionic charge differential. Indeed, as long 
ago as 1943, Dr. George Crile, founder of the Cleveland 
Clinic, stated that: . . each living cell [is] a tiny electric
battery generating its own current by chemical action.”

Precisely correct. Yet this concept, both confirmed and ex
panded by contemporary research, was laughed at in Crile’s 
time. Dr. Max Carson, called by Dr. Albert Schweitzer “a 
medical genius who walked among us,” remarked on the es
sential life-sustaining qualities of the photon. With the advent 
of the electron spin laboratory came the brilliant and illumi
nating work of Nobel Laureate Albert Szent-Gyorgyi who 
revealed the biological work functions of the cellular electron 
transfer in the following language:

The fuel of life is the electron or, more exactly, the energy 
it takes over from photons in photosynthesis; this energy 
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the electron gives up gradually while flowing through the 
cellular machinery.

Thus we have in man an astoundingly complex electrical 
being. Some of the isolated electrical qualities of man as a 
whole can be demonstrated in acupuncture point determi
nations. A field meter can be used to demonstrate man’s total 
electrical field qualities. Indeed, Dr. H. S. Burr was measur
ing various skin potentials in the mid-1930s and at that time 
correlated abnormal potentials with cancer of the female re
productive tract with a reported accuracy of ninety percent. 
In physiological sleep, man’s skin resistance may suddenly go 
up by an order of magnitude and the electrical charge of the 
head versus the foot level may completely reverse itself. Dur
ing dreaming there is a distinctive electrical brain rhythm and 
an associated penile erection.

Puzzling indeed is man from the electrical point of view, 
but when one associates cognitive processes with electrical 
functioning, the puzzle deepens. Dr. Andrija Puharich dem
onstrated that persons can be taught to hear with electrical 
devices attached to the skin in areas unrelated to the acoustic 
nerve and thus we see that orthodox notions of the hearing 
mechanism come into question in much the same way that 
perception of colors with one’s fingers challenges present opti
cal neurological concepts.

All people are, by experience, aware of their five senses but 
where cognition of these senses takes place must, for the pres
ent, be left open for further study. Let us additionally posit 
that man is also aware, though subtly, of his own soul. 
Psyche, derived from Greek, means “the soul.” Indeed, may 
we not question whether conscious awareness is not more 
properly to be viewed as a timeless soul-function manifesting 
periodically in life incarnate? Surely those of us laboring in 
the human sciences must, like the physicists, be permitted our 
“complementarities.”

Clearly, any student examining seriously the phenomenon 
of cognition must question whether that function is a product 
of brain substance any more than all light phenomena are 
products of photons. Has a scientific measurement of cogni
tion ever been accomplished? One must answer “no.” Yet 
each of us is aware of the “I” within himself. The question
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must be formulated: “Is awareness itself less a fact than that 
of which we are aware?”

Is awareness a field phenomenon? Is the mind of man—the 
aware cognitive portion of his being—a function of brain 
matter or is it a field phenomenon associated at times with the 
brain but capable of transcending, in a cognitive way, all 
usual space and time barriers? Examples of this tran
scendental mode may be found in the “past life” phe
nomenon, Dr. Ian Stevenson’s collection of some 1,300 cases 
“suggestive of reincarnation” and Dr. Denys Kelsey’s practi
cal use of hypnotically recovered preincarnational psychic 
stresses as causes of his patients’ contemporary emotional or 
mental disorders. Dr. Stevenson is at the University of Vir
ginia Medical School, and Dr. Kelsey practices in England. 
Few psychiatrists seem aware of their work or of Dr. Kelsey’s 
clinical success.

What about “out of body” experiences in which certain 
persons can voluntarily will their consciousness to travel 
through walls, over long distances—even into foreign lands— 
and while there accurately perceive events occurring in real 
time? More commonly, in cases of acute trauma or illness, in
dividuals not normally having this free traveling mental fac
ulty may similarly transcend the usual physical limitations of 
the mind’s function. One neurosurgeon known to the author 
was nonplussed when a patient with a head injury “halluci
nated” in lucid archaic Spanish, a language to which the pa
tient had never previously been exposed. Obviously, either 
such reports over many years result from some curious mass 
hysteria, or the mind can function apart from its usual con
nection with the cerebral cortex under some circumstances.

Consider the mystifying capacities of clairvoyants, me
diums and sensitives. These people “see” diseases and ill
nesses, perceive events at great distances, name persons un
known to them and precisely depict events of the past and of 
the future with uncanny accuracy. At times, like the Biblical 
Witch of Endor (a medium), they evidentially communicate 
with minds of persons long dead and buried.

At this juncture some readers may have become as appre
hensive over such cognitive functions as contemporary physi
cists are over the contemptuous bacteria’s irreverent alchemi
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cal transmutation of elemental atoms. And some reassurance 
may be in order. Consider how frightened you might be had 
you lived all your life in a gray-shaded colorblind world . . . 
when, perhaps with some head injury, you abruptly achieved 
full color vision. How strange and confused would your life 
be . . . because how could you describe your perception of 
rainbow colors to your truly colorblind friends and neigh
bors? The likelihood is that you would be judged to have 
gone mad.

Common experience is a great pacifier and one need not 
remain colorblind in the matter of paranormal cognitive expe
rience. Dreaming is a normal human function. Anyone fol
lowing the example of J. W. Dunne, author of An Experi
ment in Time, in observing his own dreams will soon clearly 
recognize their frequently exact predictive content. Discovery 
of one’s own precognitive dream scenarios generates a feeling 
of kinship to the fully color-visioned psychic person. That 
dreams have value is further confirmed by noting that physi
cist Niels Bohr, upon receiving the Nobel Prize, revealed to 
the world that his dreams had depicted the structure of the 
atom. And August Kekule, the chemist, was likewise honored 
for the great advances made possible through his dream of 
the structure of the benzene ring. As a result of Edwin Rick
man’s recurring dreams a gyroscopic device has been fabri
cated in England which, when spinning, weighs twenty-five 
percent less than when at rest. We can only wait to confirm 
whether or not a new comprehension of gravity will ensue 
and whether we will have another dream-related Nobel 
Laureate. We can, however, affirm that dream awareness per
mits each of us, albeit only intermittently, a decreased “psy
chic colorblindness.”

The advent of complex computers has led many to feel that 
the brain behaves as a biological computer with similarities in 
control circuits, memory banks and programming processes. 
There are essential differences, however. No computer can 
solve a problem without the essential data having previously 
been programmed. Computers have absolutely no parallel to 
human clairaudience, clairvoyance and precognition. Com
puters have no ESP.

Therefore, let us consider the brain as an organ that both
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programs the mind to some degree by transmitting informa
tion to it and through interrogating the mind receives instruc
tional controls from it. Let us allow to the mind a field func
tion capable both of receiving information from other than 
brain pathways and of exerting influences on the material 
realm via pathways other than through the central nervous 
system. Grant us the privilege allowed the physicist in his law 
of “complementarity” and the difficulties of memories of past 
lives, nonocular clairvoyant visualization of distant places, 
and clairaudient perceptions from the minds of nonliving per
sons dissolve into orderly phenomena normal to a higher-or
dered system. Then the problems of plants responding to a 
person’s mental/emotional states (as purportedly observed 
by Cleve Backster and others) and of natural objects defying 
physics’ laws in response to minds of gifted psychics (e.g., 
Uri Geller, Ingo Swann, and Sai Baba) are more revealing of 
our higher-ordered system than they are destructive of con
temporary physical concepts. The “out of body” travels of 
people such as Robert Monroe and Sylvan Muldoon may 
then be conjectured as their “mind fields” functioning in 
realms dissociated from physical brains.

But what bodily measurement can reveal to us those subtle 
variations accompanying these curious psychic capacities? 
Lacking visual perception of the auras said to surround saints 
and true magicians, how may we proceed?

Acupuncture has burst into the consciousness of the West
ern medical world and greatly disquieted accepted neurophys
iological thinking. Let us see what, albeit conjectural, an
swers may be found here.

Acupuncture points have diminished electrical resistance 
and hence are readily detected with high impedance ohm me
ters. About 1,200 such points are distributed over the skin 
surface and they are said by the ancient orientals to be organ
ized into twenty-eight different meridian systems approxi
mately half of which transmit positive energy while the re
mainder are negative energy systems.2 Energy called “chi” in 
Chinese (“ki” in Japanese) is said to be derived from the 
cosmos for these systems; moreover, the energy is said to be 
positive (“yang”) and negative (“yin”).
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Let us see whether positive aerions, formed in our upper 
atmosphere and drifting earthward, may be equated to the 
“yang” energy of acupuncture theory and whether negative 
aerions, drifting upward from the terrestrial surface, may be 
equated to “yin” energy. And let us inquire whether the 
“nadis,” said by some interpreters of yogic tradition to be 
points at which energy flows from more subtle bodies into the 
physical body system, may in fact be acupuncture points 
which fulfill such functions in terms of electron flow accord
ing to the laws of physics.

A voltage gradient exists in the outdoor environment which 
is predominantly negative at the Earth’s surface and positive 
up to and including the inner Van Allen belt. This gradient 
varies from about 150 volts to as much as 3,000 volts per 
meter.

Figure 1
Voltage gradient outdoors. Current flows of equal value de
picted by generally vertical lines.
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This natural electrostatic field is normally modulated in re
sponse to many astronomical factors, but has a basic fre
quency spectrum known as the Schumann resonance, which 
power peaks at 7.2-8 and 14-15 hertz (cycles per second). 
R. Wever of the Max Planck Institute in Germany recently 
reported studies which revealed that 10 Hz electrical fields 
control human circadian rhythms and he suggested that this 
component of the terrestrial environment is the pace setter for 
such biological phenomena. Circadian desynchronization is 
commonly experienced by air travelers; it is called “jet lag.” 

In passing one may note with interest the fact that these 
same frequency spans are found both within the Earth’s elec
tromagnetic environment and in human brain waves as re
corded by the electroencephalogram (EEG). The magnetic 
component of low-frequency EM waves is extremely pene
trating, as shown by the U. S. Navy successfully using 45-Hz 
electromagnetic waves in communicating between Wisconsin 
and a submerged submarine off Norway. The Russian V. N. 
Mikhailovsky in 1969 showed that 0.01-5-Hz waves of 
1,000-gamma magnetic intensity (2% of the terrestrial mag
netic field) remarkably altered human EEGs. A replication of 
that experiment by this author revealed direct brain wave 
coupling at 3-13 Hz and only 30-gamma strength. This was 
observed in only two of thirteen subjects but it poses a ques
tion: “Are clairvoyants and mediums so gifted because their 
minds can tune into and lock onto penetrating magnetic 
waves normally existent in our environment?”

A person standing outdoors is subject to his environment, 
and physics dictates that aerions being propelled within the 
environmental electrostatic gradient would flow to the body as 
lightning to a lightning rod, though less intensely. Because acu
puncture points have decreased resistance, electric currents 
derived from such traveling aerions must necessarily flow pre
dominantly through these points.

Both the oriental literature and particle theories of physics 
infer that environmental electrical energy flows via acupunc
ture points into positive and negative meridian systems. In
terestingly, positive meridian systems are located predomi
nantly on dorsal (back) surfaces while negative meridians 
run over the abdomen. Could man in his early quadripedal
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evolution have been thus equipped to receive positive aerion 
energy through his back from the positive upper atmosphere 
and negative energy via his abdomen, palms and soles from 
the negatively energized Earth’s surface?

An electrophysiological innovation has been achieved by 
Dr. Hiroshi Motoyama of Tokyo, who worked with seiketsu 
points. These are the meridian end acupuncture points exist
ing at the tips of the fingers and toes. Dr. Motoyama observed 
that after application of three volt electrical potentials current 
flow measurements followed a curve with high immediate and 
then decreased amperages. The immediate values he termed 
“before polarization” and the amperages after one second 
“after polarization.” These values were observed to vary with 
different seiketsu points and with different people, depending 
on their age and degree of homeostasis (harmonious body 
functioning without illness or imbalance).

Guided in part by psychic information, Motoyama de
veloped a computerized program to record and analyze “be
fore polarization” and “after polarization” values from the 
twenty-eight seiketsu points. He also showed that these phe
nomena could not be accounted for through the sensory, sym
pathetic, and parasympathetic nervous systems.

In the Motoyama device (see Section V) red numerical 
values from the computer indicate abnormal values. How as
tonishing it is to observe, for example, such red values from 
the left thumb (seiketsu point on the lung meridian) in sub
jects with known disease in the left lung. Presently, these 
computer analyses portend a valuable medical diagnostic tool.

But they do more. By observing instabilities of chakra- 
related organs in the computer readout, Motoyama is able 
both to recognize psychic persons and to predict something of 
what their paranormal capacities may be!

Chakras are said in yogic physiology to be part of the subtle 
etheric anatomy of man. Let us briefly consider this esoteric 
subject. Science discarded the “ether” after the famed Mi
chelson—Morley interferometer experiments determined the 
speed of light to be constant. Presently it appears they were in 
error on two counts: first, there is an “ether” and second, 
when the solar systemic etheric flow is factored into new in-
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Vishudda
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Svadhishthana

Muladhara

Figure 2
Symbolic diagramming of the chakras.

terferometer studies, the speed of light will in all probability 
be found not constant.

Dr. H. C. Dudley, professor of radiation physics at the 
University of Illinois Medical Center, has authored a number 
of papers equating the ether to a presently recognized and 
ubiquitous neutrino sea. Professor Dudley warns that energy 
fluxes within this neutrino sea (ether) may well account for 
the energy yield variations, not explained by calculations, but 
observed in atomic bomb tests. His explanation demands that 
extreme caution be employed in the use of atomic energy lest 
man unwittingly ignite our entire globe.

Dr. Olivier Costa de Beauregard, of the Laboratoire de 
Physique Theorique in Paris, has explained how energies 
derived from this neutrino sea theoretically might enable liv
ing organisms to alchemically transmute elemental atoms. 
And his explanation is entirely within the confines of physics’ 
presently recognized and accepted laws. Thus does the biolog
ical alchemical transmutation of elemental atoms, described 
by Von Herseele, Pierre Baranger, and Louis C. Kervran, 
both conform and elucidate orthodox science’s recognition of
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the ether. It is a recognition of the very greatest moment and 
promises to effectively link the physical, biological, and spirit
ual sciences.

Chakras, then, may be viewed as etheric fields of multiple 
lobes or petals, and they are said to be both organ and psy
chic capacity related as follows:

Chakra Location Organ affected
1 Muladhara Spine base Adrenals

2 Swadhisthana Sacral Gonads

3 Manipura Solar Plexus Pancreas

4 Anahata Heart Thymus
5 Vishudda Throat Thyroid
6 Ajna Forehead Pituitary

7 Sahasrara Crown Pineal

Trance
clairaudience and 
clairvoyance

Concious 
clairaudience and 
clairvoyance

Thus, when the acupuncture meridian analyzer reveals in
stabilities of kidney, bladder, large intestine, and spleen me
ridians the manipura chakra is inferred to be active, and some 
clairvoyance and clairaudience is expected. And it is seen. We 
may hope that an apprehension of the electropsycho
physiology of acupuncture will, someday, unbar the 
door separating the twin “complementarities” of Western 
medicine’s time-dependent mechanistic view of life and occult 
Eastern wisdom’s depiction of a conscious governing principle 
that functions independently of time and geographic barriers.

We may also hope that the evolving discipline of biome
teorology (the science of meteorological mechanistic links to 
living systems) coupled with an apprehension of the physiol
ogy of acupuncture, will provide insights into the curious 
ways of yogis. Breathing is ubiquitously stressed through 
yogic instruction. Since the lungs present vast surface areas, 
possibly one thousand times that of the skin, it is logical to 
suspect that aerions (said in occult literature to be etheric in 
nature) readily dispatch their energy through respiration. It 
has been shown, experimentally, that mouth breathing of air 
rich in negative aerions results in the elevation of the blood’s 
alkalinity and an increased bodily resistance to surgical shock. 
Test pilots, if breathing such air while in positive electric

Psy characteristic
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fields, display faster reaction times and a significant improve
ment in light discrimination. Does it not seem that yogis, in 
their breathing patterns, may simply be electrically recharging 
their cellular systems and that other aerions, dispatching their 
electrical charge through acupuncture points, assist in this 
charging process? Biological data favors this conjecture.

Yogis equally stress vegetarian diets as essential to bodily 
health and the unfolding of one’s psychic perception. Aside 
from religious conviction, why is this so? Szent-Gyorgyi, uti
lizing sophisticated electron spin laboratory apparatus, has 
provided one answer. He demonstrated that red meat has the 
effect of absorbing electrons in bodily metabolism; thus car
nivorous habits tend to discharge cellular electrical systems. 
Fresh fruits and vegetables on the other hand, storing the 
photon energy of photosynthesis in their complex chemical 
structures, are electrically charging to cellular “batteries.” 

Perhaps an analogy will clarify the concept. Our electrical 
terrestrial environment in relation to living systems behaves 
somewhat like the generator in a car; it tends to charge the 
battery. The chemicals within our cellular batteries indirectly 
derive from our food. Bad acid in automobile batteries means 
the car won’t start. Defective chemicals in our cellular batter
ies mean, in addition to poor health, that our psychic radios 
function poorly—or perhaps not at all. How strange it all 
seems to the neurophysiologist.

Stranger still is the ida-pingala-sushumna kundalini system 
pictured both in yogic pictographs and in the Hermetic cadu- 
ceus.

Serpents, always the symbols of knowledge, are found in
tertwined in both figures. Positive psychic energy is said to 
flow through one serpent, the “pingala” while negative energy 
flows through the other, the “ida.” At each intertwining, a 
chakra is found and it is said that as one chakra after another 
becomes “opened”—i.e., activated—the individual manifests 
increasing psychic capacities. When all chakras are fully de
veloped and active, we have a master with energy flowing up
ward actively via both serpentine figures and returning 
through a central shaft, the “sushumna.” Thus a master such 
as Jesus or Buddha is said to have a fully awakened kund
alini. Yet, in harmony with the observations of Dr. Ian Ste-
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Figure 3
Caduceus, staff of Hermes.

venson and Dr. Denys Kelsey, this chakra kundalini system is 
said to evolve through many incarnations. Why not, if such 
systems picture simply a vivifying mind field which lives in its 
own domain?

Figure 4
Caduceus, staff of Aesculapius.

American medicine, in contrast, functions under the symbolic 
staff of Aesculapius with but one serpent and recognizes no 
conscious or subconscious continuity throughout multiple se
quential lives. The Book of Genesis likewise portrays one ser
pent—two trees. The fruit of one tree conveyed a
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“knowledge of good and evil.” Could a second serpent, as 
pictured in the Hermetic caduceus and yogic pictographs, 
have been associated with Genesis’ second tree of “everlasting 
life”? And could that secondary serpent simply have gotten 
lost in the myths of time?

It has been said that the proper study of man is man. True 
enough, for how else may we come to know ourselves? The 
physiological intricacies of atomic spin resonance and biome- 
teorologically paced circadian rhythms reflect phenomena re
sulting from solar systemic magnetic and electric links within 
which conscious man is found. Religion and history, queried 
humbly, both invoke insights confirmable by sophisticated 
computer technology, and evoke recognitions of man’s poten
tially boundless conscious capacity. Someone has said: “To 
define God is to deny Him.”

May not one say the same of Man?
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Bio gravitation and Psychotronics

ALEXANDER P. DUBROV

21.

Since it thinks, one form of the development of natural 
science is the hypothesis. If we were to wait until mate
rial was ready in pure form for a law, this would mean 
suspending conscious research until then, and in any 
case we would never obtain a law by this means alone.

(Friedrich Engels)

Scientific and technical progress is pushing back the frontiers 
of our knowledge farther and farther and has already gone 
far beyond the boldest predictions made in the past, with the 
launching of the first satellite, man’s first space flight, the 
landing of men on the Moon, the flight of spacecraft to Mars, 
Venus, and Jupiter, and space laboratories. These research 
programs have had a major public impact.

Scientific and technical progress has covered every branch 
of knowledge and every field of interest. A similar develop
ment has occurred in the various branches of biology, biophys
ics and quantum physics, but one noteworthy feature of this 
latter development is that the new, revolutionary scientific 
ideas cut across and contradict the familiar, traditional, es
tablished, classical conceptions in these branches of knowl
edge.

For example, a biophysicist specializing in biological ther
modynamics points out that the celebrated second law of 
thermodynamics, unconditionally accepted as one of the

“Biogravitation and Psychotronics” by Alexander P. Dubrov orig
inally appeared in Impact of Science on Society, Vol. 24, No. 4, 
1974. Copyright © 1974 by The Unesco Press and reprinted by 
permission.
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foundation stones of science, is in fact inapplicable to energy 
transformation processes either in the living cell or in the 
functioning biological macromolecule.1 A well-known biolo
gist has demonstrated how reactions involving the natural 
transmutation of elements outside the radioactive series—in 
other words, reactions which until now were thought to take 
place only inside nuclear reactors—can take place in living 
things.2 Many more examples of similar work could be given.

One of the ways in which scientific and technical progress 
shows itself is in a clean break with previous scientific con
cepts and laws. This can be easily understood through materi
alist dialectics and is in accordance, in particular, with the 
law of the “negation of the negation,” the new being brought 
forth by the old, arising in the depths and on the foundation 
of the old, and taking its place. In time, it in its turn will have 
to make way for something new, as yet only gestating within 
it. This is what has happened in the case of psychotronics, a 
new scientific discipline which studies the particular physical 
and biophysical phenomena occurring during human mental 
activity and during interaction between various living beings.

A New Biological-Physical Field

Psychotronics can also be thought of as a science which 
has duly come into being as a result of scientific and technical 
progress and which, in our opinion, has extremely promising 
prospects of development. For those interested in further de
tails of this subject, we can recommend R. A. McConnell’s 
guide,3 intended in the main for the university-level student, 
and a bibliography on the subject.4

What is so special about this new-born science? Psycho
tronics carries within it the negation of the scientific disci
plines from which it sprang and is the logical continuation 
and development of those disciplines. None of the phenomena 
with which it deals (i.e., the well-established scientific facts 
of psychotronics) can be explained in terms of the traditional 
concepts of physics, chemistry, biology and psychology. The 
book by D. Ellis entitled The Chemistry of Psi may be men
tioned as an outstanding illustration of this.5
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The present study gives detailed consideration to the possi
ble role played by protons and electrons, quantum-mechanical 
effects and the uncertainty principle in psi phenomena, but 
the essence of such phenomena remains hidden. A funda
mentally new approach to the facts is required, and we be
lieve that our hypothesis concerning biogravitation provides 
that approach.6

This hypothesis claims that a special “biogravitational 
field” exists in living things and in man in particular. It is 
called a biogravitational field because its properties are in 
some ways akin to those of living matter and in others to 
those of a gravitational field.

By the term biogravitation, we designate a field-energy sys
tem. The biogravitational field is universally convertible—i.e., 
it is capable of transition into any form of field and energy— 
and therefore a unified field theory must be worked out espe
cially for it. Many facts reported in the literature of psycho
tronics give evidence of this property of the biogravitational 
field. The biogravitational field thus reflects in microcosm the 
problem of the unified field, which is the cornerstone of the 
physics of the future. It will be clear to the unbiased reader 
that the work published in 1965 by the Soviet physicist K. 
Stanjukovic on the interdependence of gravitation and ele
mentary particles7 has made a fundamental contribution to 
the development of these ideas. This theory has now made 
great headway,8 but at the time when it was published there 
were of course no grounds to suppose that the real solution to 
this problem could be found primarily in biology on the basis 
of facts also observable in psychotronics.

For any hypothesis to be accepted and for it to become the 
foundation of future theory, experimental findings which fit 
in with the new theory are needed. Such findings have been 
made at various levels in the scheme of living matter, pointing 
to the universal nature of the field we have discovered. The 
existence of a biogravitational field at the level of complete 
organism can, for example, be seen from the fact that the 
human brain has been found capable of thought transference 
almost regardless of distance and of the type of screening de
vice used.9’10 We find this property of transference only in a 
gravitational field.
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It has further been discovered that man is able, with special 
mental effort, to move any kind of object (the phenomenon 
of telekinesis).11 The latest research fully corroborates tele
kinesis and provides considerably more detailed information 
about it, as evidenced by experiments with individuals 
possessing this kind of field to a very high degree (N. 
Kulagina, B. Ermolaev, T. Dadasev, U. Geller, I. Swann, and 
others). It is well known that the only force which acts 
equally on any kind of substance and causes it to move is 
gravitation. It should be noted that experimental research on 
telekinesis led H. Forwald to think that gravitation might pos
sibly play a part in these phenomena12; he did not think that 
human biogravitational forces were involved and believed 
that the necessary energy was liberated from the mass of the 
subject under experiment by a psychokinetic triggering effect. 
To be fair, however, it should be said that Forwald has come 
closer than anyone else to a correct understanding of psi 
phenomena and made the first strict quantitative measure
ments in the field of biogravitation, even though he was 
wrong about the mechanism involved.

Biological Basis of Bio gravitation

Mention was made earlier of the occurrence of biogravita
tion at the level of a complete organism, but as we said 
above, it is universal, and evidence of biogravitation can thus 
be found throughout the whole biological scale. At cell level, 
for example, there are a number of processes in which there 
are grounds for believing biogravitational forces to play a 
part. Let us take the example of cell division (mitosis). A 
remarkable stage in this process is the migration of the chro
mosomes towards the poles.13 All the painstaking research 
carried out on this phenomenon so far has failed to explain it 
by means of electrostatic, magnetic, hydrodynamic, reaction, 
and other physical forces.14 A number of facts, however, 
point to the possible role of biogravitational forces in this 
process. For example, it is noted in mitosis that chromosomes 
of different sizes move at equal speed, their movement tend
ing to be in a straight line and to be uniform, sometimes re
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tarded but never accelerated.15 This would seem almost to ex
clude the possibility of a gravitational influence on the 
chromosomes’ movement but it should be remembered that 
chromosomes move because the centriole (the “pole” of at
traction) and the kinetochores of the chromosomes are linked 
by the fibers of the spindle, which have special elastic proper
ties. That gravitational forces are here at work in the living 
cell follows also from the fact that cell division is arrested 
when centrifugal forces of 300,000-400,000 g working in 
the opposite direction are set up.15

Other peculiarities of the dividing cell also merit our atten
tion. Simultaneously with the formation of a specific kind of 
mitotic apparatus having a strictly ordered crystalline struc
ture, the emission of various photons, both in the ultraviolet 
and the visible range of the spectrum, can be observed in the 
dividing cell.16-17 It was recently observed that, during mi
tosis, ultrasonic oscillations with a frequency of from 10® to 
107 hertz18 and other forms of energy and fields were pro
duced.

These unusual facts are further evidence of the possible 
role of biogravitational forces in this process since gravita
tional waves may be quantized and may change into other 
forms of field and energy.7' 8 It has been reported, in particu
lar, that gravitational waves can be detected by the sound 
waves generated in the photon dispersal process. This so- 
called photon-graviton dispersal is a characteristic of the 
emission of gravitational waves by any source.19 An interest
ing phenomenon observed in the course of research is that 
when a coherent light source (laser) is directed on a semi
conducting crystal, the ultrasonic waves produced cause grav
itational waves to be generated having an intensity 1023 
greater than with Weber’s resonator and 1040 greater than 
with the rotating rod envisaged by Einstein.20 Consequently, 
as these effects may be the basis of gravitational radiation in 
the cell, they cannot be excluded from consideration, since it 
is considered quite feasible that the biocrystalline structures 
of living cells may have semiconductive properties.21 There 
are quite a number of other examples at cell level (muscular 
contraction, the transmission of nerve impulses) and at the 
level of a complete organism (psi photography, levitation)



which point to the presence and role of biogravitation in these 
phenomena.

We should mention here, if only briefly, the particular 
properties of biogravitational forces: (a) they must act at 
close or long range; (b) they can be directed and focused; 
(c) they can be positive or negative (and cause attraction 
or repulsion, respectively); (d) they can carry information; 
(e) they are able to convert the energy of a field into matter 
with weight; (f) a field of such forces can persist in the ab
sence of the source which originally gave rise to them; (g) 
they can undergo transition into any form of field and energy; 
and (h) they are closely bound up with change of symmetry 
groups and with distortion of space at the submolecular level 
of biological structures.

It can thus be seen that biogravitation possesses qualita
tively new properties as well as the general properties pos
sessed by gravitational fields in the physics of nonliving mat
ter, and this is apparently where the difference between living 
and nonliving matter lies.

Thus far I have developed this hypothesis about biogravita
tion only from the qualitative point of view since not enough 
strictly defined quantitative measurements have yet been 
made on which to base a fully developed theory. It is only a 
supposition that a general field theory can be constructed 
from the particular properties observed in studying biogravi
tation. The qualitatively new properties of biogravitation, as 
against ordinary gravitation, raise many new and important 
matters of principle which are reviewed in the box on the 
following page.

We may thus conclude that a living organism can be both a 
receiver and a transmitter of gravitational waves over con
siderable distances since the power potential is P1 = 
10-18/10-23 = 105, and even 1010 according to a less strict 
evaluation.

The mechanism outlined is possible since, in the cell, the 
protein molecules together with the layer of intracellular 
water adjacent to them can be in coherent, high-frequency os
cillatory states.23

We should mention in this connection that a number of 
researchers have studied gravitational radiation in respect of
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How the Biogravitational Field Is Formed

The occurrence of biogravitation in a 
living organism cannot be understood 
in the framework of present-day con
ventional biology and physics. From 
certain data, it may be inferred that a 
biogravitational field arises in conse
quence of changes in the conformation 
of protein structures as a result of the 
transformations which occur with poly
peptide molecules. These changes in 
conformation induce a strictly ordered, 
structured crystalline state in the hy
drated protein molecules and their os
cillations are synchronized, as a result 
of which a qualitatively new physical 
situation is established, affecting the 
atom’s symmetry groups and the nature 
of the sub-molecular space. For this 
reason, the biogravitational field could 
equally well (and correctly) be called a 
‘‘conformation field,” the waves could 
be called “conformation waves” and 
the wave particles “conformons.” The 
resemblance to traditional conceptions 
of particle-wave dualism ends here, 
however, since the above-mentioned 
properties of the conformation field 
also enter into play.

Analyzing psi phenomena on the 
basis of traditional methods of calcula
tion, one could hypothesize as follows 
about the mechanism involved. For a 
variable biogravitational field, accord
ing to V. Bunin, it may be accepted 
that gravitational radiation is contin
gent on the phased oscillations or rota
tions of hydrogen electrons or atoms in 
water molecules. Evaluating the magni
tude of the gravitational radiation pos
sible in that case and taking 1 g of hy-

drogen (i.e., 9 gs of water), we arrive at 
a mean quadratic velocity of hydrogen 
atoms at 0 °C of 1,840 meters per 
second, a moment of force

and a circular frequency

The power output of the gravitational 
waves is calculated by the formula 
given in Braginskij’s article22

We use the same author’s calculation23 
in evaluating the minimum level of a 
receivable signal:

In actual conditions Pmin = 10-28 W, 
but a more sober evaluation would be 
Pmln = 10-28 W, which corresponds to 
an accumulation time of 2 hr and is 
considerably less than the power of the 
calculated gravitational wave (10_1S 
W).
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rotating particles. This radiation has been examined, for ex
ample, by quantum theory methods in respect to the approach 
of a weak gravitational field in the case of the gravitational 
radiation in a synchrotron of a particle moving along a cir
cle.24 The most interesting thing for us in this research is the 
author’s conclusion that the major part of the radiation is 
concentrated in a small angular region near the particle’s 
plane of rotation and can, therefore, be directed.

After the Variable, Then the Constant Field

The process by which a constant biogravitational field is 
formed can be hypothesized in a similar way using traditional 
notions. Considering that, during the change in conformation 
of the protein molecules from a state of random aggregation 
to an ordered crystalline state, not only does a phased oscilla
tion of the atoms occur but the atoms move closer together, it 
is to be expected that a considerable constant biogravitational 
field will appear, owing to the great increase in the density, at 
micro-level, of the biostructures. There are grounds for think
ing that, in the human organism, a constant biogravitational 
field may be established by specialized brain structures when 
they are strongly excited (epiphysis, hypophysis). The feasi
bility of such an occurrence can be seen from the following 
calculation. We know that the force of the gravitational in
teraction of two masses is inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance between them: F = k m1 · m2/r2. As regards 
the interaction of parts of a cell structure which are brought 
closer to each other (atoms in a water or protein molecule), 
the gravitational forces in this case increase considerably. It is 
also possible that when changes in conformation occur in a 
cell, there may be a temporary, local accumulation of elemen
tary particles and the cumulative effects in the crystallized 
structures manifest themselves in the form of a constant 
biogravitational field. It is possible that a similar situation 
may arise at micro-level when the brain structures receive a 
specific stimulus during psychotronic phenomena.

Nevertheless, as has already been said above, the process 
by which a biogravitational field is formed may be completely
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different from the one arrived at by the calculations of classi
cal physics. The two approaches should nevertheless not be 
seen as conflicting. We may, for example, mention yet an
other physical approach to the phenomenon of the constant 
biogravitational field. One researcher has described the theo
retical calculations of the force acting on a prestressed body 
in a curved space.25 These calculations were made on the 
basis of assumptions which are very important for us—that 
the diameter of the body being studied is small and the veloci
ties at which it moves are low. The calculations lead the au
thor to the conclusion that in the case of a stressed or “self
deformed” body, Newtonian mechanics and the general 
theory of relativity admit of the existence of gravitational 
fields and their detection.

In another article which describes the unusual surface ten
sion of microstructures in biological systems,26 the author 
shows, on the basis of thermodynamic calculations, that bio
crystals are metastable equilibrium systems with a negative 
surface tension at the biocrystal’s interface with its environ
ment. Unique conditions obtain in the case of the polypeptide 
molecules contained in biocrystals: on the one hand, the 
macromolecule chain becomes an ordered structure and ac
quires elements of symmetry (corresponding to the lattice of 
a polypeptide crystal), but the flexible lateral substituents 
have the properties of molecules in liquid and the increased 
entropy of molecules in solution. This shows the complex na
ture of the physics of the state and thermodynamic properties 
of biocrystals, the molecules of which form part of a crystal 
lattice and at the same time possess the properties of mole
cules in solution. Thus, in biological systems, a change in the 
symmetry groups and a distortion of the geometry of space at 
molecular level are possible and, consequently, the formation 
of a gravitational field, with all its attendant consequences, is 
also possible. In this way, theoretical calculations support our 
hypothesis that a biogravitational field may result from 
changes in the conformation of protein molecules subjected to 
compression, tension and deformation.
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Biogravitation and Contemporary Science

The difficulties of studying biogravitation are, at the mo
ment, that its manifestations are visible but that there are no 
reliable physical instruments to measure it and new principles 
are required in order to build them. The efforts of physicists 
in psychotronics should be directed towards the development 
of just such an instrument. This is an extremely complex 
process since biogravitation has properties which are contra
dictory and mutually exclusive, e.g., close- and long-range ac
tion, and attraction and repulsion. It is nevertheless necessary 
to develop an instrument for measuring this form of energy, 
which has still not been studied in a way conforming with 
modern scientific practice. There are grounds for thinking 
that an instrument of this kind could be developed on the 
basis of piezocrystal sensors.6

Whatever the mechanism by which a biogravitational field 
is produced, it is a reality, and the forces it brings into play 
lend themselves to strict evaluation and calculation; but the 
further investigation of this problem requires, as usual, public 
interest and financial support for research.

We thus hope that in the near future, the idea of the 
biogravitational field as an inherent property of living systems 
will come to be universally acknowledged, which will lead to 
a reappraisal of basic tenets in various fields of science. One 
way to contribute to this process would be to set up (a) 
scientifically controlled experiments in which the “effector” 
(someone with extraordinary abilities similar to those of 
Kulagina, Ermolaev, Geller, Swann, or Pavlita who can cause 
any psychotronic effects) will bend the trajectory of a beam, 
reduce or increase the weight of an object, produce the Moss- 
bauer effect; and (b) experiments to investigate biogravita
tion at cellular and subcellular level.

Let us now consider briefly the scientific implications of 
our hypothesis concerning biogravitation.

In psychotronics, the scientific discipline immediately con
cerned, a feasible explanation is provided for many phenom
ena known in this field, from telekinesis to clairvoyance,
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since all these phenomena are connected with man’s ability to 
create his own gravitational field with all the unusual proper
ties thereof, e.g. the distortion of space, the possibility for 
other dimensions to assume spatial characteristics, and the 
like. Although this sounds fantastic to most people, it is not 
very difficult for specialists in psi phenomena to provide ex
amples in support of this view. The recognition of biogravita
tion frees psychotronics from many unnecessary and un
scientific accretions and from mysticism and makes it a 
genuine scientific discipline, a science of the future. All the 
phenomena of this field of knowledge which hitherto seemed 
extraordinary and supernatural will be seen by researchers as 
actual manifestations of a new and previously unknown prop
erty of living systems and of man as the summit of creation.

Is It Fair to Say “Para”?

Incidentally, I think it incorrect to employ such terms as 
“paraphysics,” “parapsychology,” “parascience” (para = 
near, beside). These terms came into use when the real 
significance of psychotronics and its place in modern science 
were not known, and were indicative of its limitations at that 
time and of the difference between it and genuinely scientific 
disciplines like physics, psychology and other branches of 
knowledge. Then, it seemed to stand outside scientific knowl
edge, but the position has changed considerably over the last 
fifty years and now leading scientists throughout the world 
have, as a result of the enormous quantity of documentary 
evidence which has accumulated, recognized psychotronics as 
a completely new sphere of human knowledge, a science con
cerning a unified physical field which embraces all previously 
known fields and forms of energy. Psychotronics reflects in 
microcosm the major problems of physics and biology, the 
two fundamental sciences which study the world and shape 
our conception of it. Psychotronics is opening up new paths 
for modern science and pointing to new directions for the de
velopment of world science as a whole. The evolution of 
psychotronics will have a decisive influence on the emergence 
of new philosophical concepts and ideas about unity in nature,
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the difference between living and nonliving matter, the 
specific nature of thought and consciousness, and many other 
important epistemological problems. In this connection, we 
may welcome the desire shown by leading contemporary 
physicists to give attention to the development of instruments 
for painstaking research in this new field of knowledge.27

In biology, the discovery of this property of living systems 
will further our understanding of the universal relation and 
interaction between terrestrial and extraterrestrial living or
ganisms. The influence of cosmic factors (planets and stars) 
on living beings will be clarified, since the possibility of gravi
tational forces altering the parameters of the space-time con
tinuum of genetically important molecules (distortion of 
their micro-space) and influencing the readout of this infor
mation in ontogenesis and phylogenesis, will have to be taken 
into account.

Going further, biogravitation will facilitate the explanation 
of such complex phenomena as the various radiations from 
cells and from the complete organism, heat exchange, muscle 
contraction, enzyme catalysis, and, in particular, the forma
tion of the enzyme substrate complex. With the assistance of 
the theory of biogravitation, it will be possible in biophysics 
to find a practically useful explanation for the mechanism of 
muscular contraction and the transformation of the energy of 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) into mechanical work in this 
process. The movement of thick and thin protofibrillae and 
the characteristic displacement of the transverse connections 
between them occur as a result of biogravitational forces 
brought about by changes in the conformation of protein 
molecules. New insights into the mechanism of the per
meability of biological membranes, the transmission of nerve 
impulses and the formation of biopotentials will be possible.

In psychology, new light will be thrown on one of nature’s 
greatest secrets, the workings of the brain. A better under
standing of mental processes, the brain’s integrating activity, 
the coding of information and particular states of con
sciousness can be achieved only with the aid of the biogravi
tational hypothesis. More detailed information about this can 
be found in the writings of the well-known Soviet psychol
ogist, V. Pushkin, who is working on contemporary psycho-
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logical problems using the biogravitational hypothesis.28'29

In medicine, psychotronic treatment has shown itself to 
possess exceptional power and possibilities, first because sev
eral very serious ailments like psoriasis, paralysis, endoar- 
teritis and cataracts lend themselves to treatment through the 
influence of a biogravitational field and, second, because re
covery is exceptionally quick. The biogravitational theory 
opens up new prospects for the understanding of psychotronic 
treatment and its practical application, driving out the mysti
cal and superstitious conceptions which have hitherto pre
vented these methods of treatment from being accepted by 
the medical profession. Nevertheless, the new type of biologi
cal field and its action on living organisms requires careful 
all-round study.

The Infinity of Knowledge

It is a fundamental tenet of our biogravitational hypothesis 
that, for the first time, it is becoming possible in physics to 
observe and study a completely new phenomenon, that of 
relativistic effects at the level of small masses. At the same 
time, the study of phenomena whose existence in the universe 
was previously only a matter of conjecture, such as an
tigravity, antimatter, and the annihilation of particles, is be
coming a real possibility. The living cell functioning on the 
basis of a biogravitational mechanism surpasses anything that 
astrophysicists have imagined existing in the distant galaxies 
of the universe. Kahuda’s hypothesis and demonstrations of 
“mental time”30 are clear evidence in support of our claims.

Fully conscious as I am of the possibilities of the biogravi
tation hypothesis, I should nevertheless like to end by quoting 
the words of the great French physicist Louis de Broglie: 
“Does not such a growth in our knowledge, occurring at ever- 
increasing speed, lead us to presume that we shall soon have 
discovered all the secrets of the physical world? It would be a 
great mistake to think so, since every advance in our knowl
edge creates more problems than it solves.”31 These words 
fully apply to the hypothesis of biogravitation. The world is 
infinite and knowledge about it is limitless. . . .
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Hidden Variables: 

Where Physics and the Paranormal Meet

E. H. WALKER AND NICK HERBERT

The greatest need in the field of paraphysics is for a theory 
that will (1) aid in designing and interpeting experiments,

(2) integrate different experimental results, and (3) more 
important, be powerful enough to suggest novel experiments 
leading to currently unexpected phenomena. One of us (E. H. 
Walker) has advanced a theory of consciousness* that has 
achieved agreement with certain experimental data, and that 
has aspects suggestive of the most striking properties of psi 
phenomena. This article will summarize that theory (called 
the hidden variable theory of consciousness), outline its con
nections with the foundations of quantum mechanics, and 
show how this leads naturally to a mechanism for certain 
types of psi phenomena. The theory will be applied to the 
Forwald cube-displacement data to calculate the quantitative 
relationships observed in this classic psychokinesis experi
ment.

Our view is that psi phenomena are some sort of extension 
of the conscious state. In other words, psi is connected with 
sentient beings, and any theory of exceptional operations of 
consciousness must be firmly grounded upon a good model of 
ordinary consciousness. Since psi is so tightly linked to our 
own consciousness, the significance of a successful under
standing of psi phenomena should not be underestimated. 
Achieving this understanding will affect the substance of 

“Hidden Variables: Where Physics and the Paranormal Meet” by 
E. H. Walker and Nick Herbert is an original article written es
pecially for this volume and is printed by permission of the authors.

* See Dr. Walker’s publications listed at the end of this article. 
Editors.



human existence as much as Newton did in laying the foun
dation of the physical sciences.

The various sciences have a central conception which is 
their guide toward greater understanding of ultimate reality. 
In mathematics, it is consistency. In physics, it is complete
ness. All things that have a real existence must ultimately 
become part of a unified formulation, with nothing that does 
not reflect reality.

The significance of paraphysics is clear. Paraphysical phe
nomena go counter to our physical concepts. Since these phe
nomena are associated with sentient beings, we are confronted 
not only with the most fundamental aspects of physics but 
also the relation of psychic processes to the most complex of 
physical systems, the human brain. We are confronted with 
deep problems that span physics, psychology, physiology, phi
losophy and parapsychology.
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Quantum Mechanics and Hidden Variables

In the usual commonsense view of reality, we think of the 
world as being made up of rigid bodies having an inde
pendent existence in complicated interaction with one an
other. This is the viewpoint of classical physics—the so-called 
billiard-ball model of the physical world.

Quantum mechanics makes three fundamental changes in 
this picture:

(1) It points out that the only time a particle is actually 
manifest is when it is interacting. You cannot really say any
thing about it between interactions. This distinction seems at 
first merely philosophical but, as we shall see, becomes impor
tant when trying to visualize quantum processes.

(2) There is no such thing as a “smooth” interaction. All 
interactions take place in abrupt jumps—the famous 
“quanta”—which are scaled by Planck’s universal constant h. 
If energies, masses and velocities are large compared to h, 
these jumps will hardly be noticed and interactions will ap
pear quite “smooth.” For automobiles and basketballs, the 
quanta are inconsequential; for atoms, they are all that there 
is.



(3) These quanta appear in an unpredictable way (the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle), seemingly at random. Yet 
when occurring in large enough quantity, they can be de
scribed by statistical methods (the “state vector”) which 
correctly describes the average behavior of a large collection 
of quanta.

From the behavior of the state vector, we can map out the 
average behavior of the particle’s interactions. But if we try to 
work back from this map to try and deduce what an individ
ual particle must have done to help produce such a map, we 
find that it must have been able to do things that no “parti
cle,” in the usual sense, should be able to do (such as go 
through two doors at the same time).

This paradox makes statement (1) above more than a 
philosophical nicety. Since we cannot actually verify that par
ticles exist, as such, between interactions, and since, if we as
sume that they really do exist between interactions, we run 
into odd paradoxes—i.e., we can’t fit them in a commonsense 
way into the statistical map—we are better off (as pragmatic 
physicists) declining to speak about what goes on (whether 
particle, wave or something else altogether) between events. 
Instead we should just be content to develop (in a neces
sarily statistical manner) the mathematics that describe the 
behavior of aggregates of events. Physicist Werner Heisen
berg summarized this odd situation succinctly: “Atoms are not 
things.”

In recent years, a theorem due to physicist J. S. Bell, based 
on an experiment suggested by Einstein in 1935 (the Ein- 
stein-Rosen-Podolsky experiment), has shown that if the re
sults of this experiment are correctly described by conven
tional quantum mechanics, any subquantal structure—i.e., 
any more fundamental description of matter that would ac
count for the strange behavior of atoms and nuclear particles, 
and explain the individual events—must be “nonlocal.” In this 
case, nonlocal means that two events, though happening at 
distant points in space, must be instantly connected at the mo
ment of their occurrence. Though they are quite separate spa
tially, they must be considered in some sense to be a single 
event.

To a physicist, accustomed to dealing with information
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traveling only at finite velocities and the absolute nonsimul- 
taneity of spatially separated events, “nonlocal” hidden varia
bles sound like nonsense. This is one of the reasons that little 
effort has been spent on the development of a subquantal me
chanics. To a parapsychologist, however, such nonlocal 
events sound remarkably like the operation of Jung’s concept 
of synchronicity, and he wonders how he can bring these 
events into his system of thought. Telepathy, clairvoyance, ac- 
tion-at-a-distance, even precognition, seem technically possi
ble if nonlocal hidden variables in some sense can call the 
tune.

It is an attractive feature of the hidden variable theory of 
consciousness that Bell’s theorem not only allows but de
mands that the hidden variables which would constitute any 
postulated subquantal reality be nonlocal in character, and 
hence suitable as a medium for otherwise baffling paraphysi- 
cal phenomena.

The hidden variable theory of consciousness asserts: (i) 
There is a subquantal level beneath the observational/ 
theoretical structure of ordinary quantum mechanics; (ii) 
events occurring on this subquantal level are the elements of 
sentient being. This being the case, we find that our conscious
ness controls physical events through the laws of quantum 
mechanics. Furthermore, we find the laws of quantum me
chanics possess precisely those qualities required for 
us to understand the most striking properties of paraphysical 
phenomena.

The speculative existence of a subquantal level and the 
constraints on such an underground level (Bell’s theorem) 
are part of conventional quantum mechanics. Most physicists 
believe that Bell’s theorem forces such subquantal hidden var
iables to have such bizarre properties that such a level does 
not in fact exist. Nonetheless there is a minority of physicists 
who are trying to construct a theory of quantum mechanics 
based on the subquantal level.

The novel content of the hidden variable theory of con
sciousness is not the assertion of the real existence of a hid
den subquantal level, but the assertion that this level is the 
locus of all subjective experience. In addition, this theory is 
not merely limited to the vague identification of awareness
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with hidden variables, but is specific and detailed enough that 
many quantitative predictions can be made even at this early 
stage.

Except in a few special cases, quantum mechanics does not 
predict the behavior of individual events. It only describes the 
average or statistical behavior of similarly prepared experi
ments. Whether there is an invisible dynamics behind quan
tum mechanics that controls the occurrence of each singular 
event is the concern of hidden variable theorists. A success
ful hidden variable theory would form a conceptual basis for 
quantum mechanics in somewhat the same way as the kinetic 
theory (mechanical laws) of molecules undergirds the 
theory of heat and thermodynamics. At first glance it would 
appear as though any statistical description could easily be 
given some kind of hidden variable underpinning, some imag
inative hidden machinery to explain in a nice mechanical way 
how experiments conducted exactly the same way can give 
differing results. But quantum mechanics is a peculiar statis
tical theory and has steadfastly resisted such deeper refor
mulation.

So, though the world, in this view, consists of individual in
teractions, and only interactions, quantum mechanics is silent 
about the origin of these singular happenings. Quantum me
chanics is only a statistical theory of the behavior of large 
numbers of individual, unpredictable and fundamentally mys
terious events. It has not escaped the attention of physicists 
and philosophers that this puzzling situation at the core of 
their science might afford an opportunity for introducing 
“mind” into their physical world, but on the scale of Planck’s 
constant, the brain and even the synapse (gap between nerve 
endings) have always seemed so “large” that significant in
teractions would be “smooth” and practically quanta-free.

However, the calculations of the hidden variable theory of 
consciousness show that a properly detailed treatment of the 
operation of the synapses of the central nervous system allows 
fundamental quantal transitions to play a determining role in 
their operations. Most physicists, considering quantum events 
to be fundamentally random, would view a quantum- 
mechanical model of synapses as just one more source of 
neural noise. According to the currently prevailing viewpoint,
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quantum events are random and that is that. Einstein was one 
of the few who attempted to extend physics to include a pic
ture of the origin of the events themselves. Neither he nor his 
followers have been able to construct a plausible structure out 
of which the interactions would emerge in other than a 
“purely random” way.

At present, three alternative positions are possible:

(a) There exists a subquantal level described by pres
ently hidden variables, but it is conceivable that these vari
ables will some day become technically accessible and will 
give more information about physical processes than is 
available from conventional quantum theory.

(b) There exists a subquantal level governed by pres
ently hidden variables, but there is no conceivable way that 
these variables could be the object of a physical measure
ment.

(c) A subquantal level that cannot in principle be phys
ically observed is a metaphysical extravagance that can 
play no proper role in physics.

A small minority of physicists (especially David Bohm in 
England and his collaborators) appear to hold position 
(a)—that a presently incomplete quantum theory will at 
some future date be supported by a viable subquantum dy
namics. However, most physicists (the establishment view) 
hold position (c)—that there is no subquantal level and hid
den variables do not exist. Contrary to the views of practi
cally all physicists, the hidden variable theory of con
sciousness [position (b)] asserts that there is a subquantal 
level whose variables will remain forever hidden to physicists 
(as physicists, but not as sentient participants).

Consciousness as a Hidden Variable

Let us now turn to a discussion of a problem which seems 
to be a philosophical one—the question of the nature of con
sciousness. As mentioned above, the guiding conception in 
physics is completeness—fundamentally, if you prefer. The
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question of the nature of consciousness is one omitted from 
that part of philosophy that became the natural sciences.

Consciousness (self-evidently) does exist but it is not in
corporated into the basic structure of the physical equations 
or any of their elements. Nor is it derivable from them. As its 
subject matter, physics treats the interactions of elementary 
bodies as represented in space and time. The concept of the 
interaction as self-experiencing is not explicitly included in 
the equations of physics that describe the interaction. To ex
tend the language of physics to include consciousness, two 
fundamental postulates are introduced:

(1) Consciousness is a nonphysical but real quantity.
(2) Physical reality is connected to consciousness by 

means of a single physically fundamental quantity.

To say that consciousness is nonphysical is to say that its 
presence is not measurable using the usual physical measure
ment techniques. This is another way of saying that it is not 
already defined as an explicit part of, or construct of, physical 
interactions. We will see below that this property of un
measurability parallels the concept of hidden variables in 
quantum mechanics.

The second postulate is simply the most parsimonious as
sumption for the connection between the operations of a 
physical system such as the brain and the ongoing conscious 
experience of that brain. It is another way of saying that con
sciousness is a fundamental thing and not a construct.

For reasons that involve a long argument that must ulti
mately be justified by the fact that it works, this quantity is 
identified with the “state vector” in quantum mechanics.

Now let us show how consciousness as a real entity can be 
quantitatively characterized, even though not directly meas
ured. It occurs in association with certain conditions of the 
brain’s functioning. Most significant of these is the sudden 
onset character of consciousness—that is, normal waking self- 
awareness. Much as the condensation of water vapor is a 
process that carries a gas into a liquid when physical condi
tions are only slightly changed, the conscious state takes place 
in association with only a slight change in the brain’s func
tioning. The change from vapor to liquid signals an enhanced
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collective interaction of the water molecules. Similarly, con
sciousness onset signals a collective interaction of the basic ele
ments in the brain, the synapses. In the condensation analogy, 
we can, in principle, measure both the microscopic interac
tions while watching the gas become a liquid. In the brain, we 
can, in principle, measure the synaptic potentials but the ob
servation of the analogous macroscopic “condensation” is de
nied us by conventional means. It can nevertheless be experi
enced through “introspection”—a decidedly nonphysical 
observational technique.

The firing of synapses has been compared to the switching 
of logic elements in a computer. The peripheral synapses and 
neuromuscular junctions are reliable redundant switches, but 
the central nervous system, unlike the computer, is composed 
of trillions of jittery, individually unpredictable synapses 
whose patterns exist primarily on the collective level rather 
than the individual level. Sir John Eccles has described this 
labile jungle of neurons as “the sort of machine a ghost might 
operate.” This is where the information processing goes on, 
and that is what must be brought together in the con
sciousness. As mentioned above, quantum mechanics was 
identified as the only candidate that seemed to offer any po
tential here, the only part of physics in which quantities are 
introduced that are not already fully delineated.

It was decided by Walker that some quantum-mechanical 
process must be fundamental to the synaptic switching. 
Quantum-mechanical electron tunneling was identified as the 
process. It was also found to provide the mechanism whereby 
separate synapses could interact: by a process of “hopping 
conduction” which actually involves fast sequential quantum- 
mechanical tunneling. Thus at a low synaptic firing rate the 
synapses fire separately—i.e., in isolation. As the rate is in
creased, more and more fire simultaneously so that ultimately 
this hopping conduction leads to a collective physical behav
ior (and an associated nonphysical experience). Properly 
described, this collective state involves a single ongoing quan
tum-mechanical interaction which is described by a state vec
tor 'P. The consciousness is identified as interacting with the 
physical world through this state vector and further as serving
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as the hidden variables that determine the development of 
that state vector as time passes.

The most striking result to come from this model is a pre
diction of the average neural firing rate necessary to sustain 
consciousness in animals. In order to avoid unconsciousness 
(sleep, coma, syncope) the average total cortical neuron 
firing rate ν must be greater than a certain threshold which 
depends on the total number of cortical neurons N and the 
synaptic delay time T in the following simple manner:

This relationship has been roughly verified by measurements 
of sleep thresholds in cats and humans.

Forwald’s Psychokinesis Experiment

Beginning in 1949 and continuing for a period of twenty 
years, Haakon Forwald, a retired electrical engineer and in
ventor, performed a remarkable series of experiments to 
measure the mind’s ability to influence the spatial pattern of 
falling cubes. Small cubes of various materials were mechani
cally dropped down onto a long inclined gangway and al
lowed to come to rest. A mental effort was made to “will” the 
cubes to move to one side or the other of the gangway’s cen
terline. Measurements of cube positions when compared with 
the recorded pattern of “willing” seemed to show that the op
erator could indeed influence the sidewards motion of the 
cubes and that the effective strength of this influence de
pended in a systematic way on the construction and material 
of the cubes (see Forwald reference suggested below). Let us 
look at the data and see how it fits into the hidden variable 
theory of consciousness.

ν>
N2/3 for consciousness to be possible (1)

T
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Quantum Mechanical Calculation of the Placement 
Effect

In the hidden variable theory of psi phenomena, conscious 
beings are able to manipulate elementary quantum events to 
bring about a strongly desired consequence. This approach 
may work to influence radioactive decay events as in the 
work of Helmut Schmidt since these events are wholly quan
tum events, but how can it hope to describe the manipulation 
of large objects such as metal and wooden cubes?

The scale of quantum events is determined by Planck’s 
constant h. For a cube moving about on a plane, the average 
angular deflection due to one quantum of action has been cal
culated by Walker. The calculated quanta of angular deflec
tion turns out to be only 10-17 degrees, one part in a hun
dred million billion. This quantity is an estimate of the maxi
mum scope of the mind’s action on the initial position of the 
rolling cube. For orientation, 10-17 degrees is approximately 
the angle that a herpes simplex virus on the surface of the 
Moon would subtend for an observer on Earth. The extent of 
the mind’s action is small, but it is not zero. By controlling 
that small orientation of the cube now, the exact roll of dice 
can be determined one second from now.

A rolling cube is an unstable mechanical system in the 
sense that any initial small difference in orientation between 
two otherwise identical cubes is likely to be magnified at each 
bounce. The tiniest singular orientation at the beginning of a 
roll may be translated into a large cube displacement. Walker 
has carried out the calculation for this amplification effect 
and finds that, on the average, this angular deviation is in
creased fifty percent at each bounce of the cube. That devia
tion is again increased fifty percent at the next bounce, and so 
on.

The process of successive compoundings of small incre
ments is a familiar problem in banking, where we must com
pute compound interest. It is also familiar in population
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growth studies. These and other such systems are conven
iently characterized by their doubling times. This is the time 
needed to double your money, population, etc., and it de
pends only on the interest rate K. At a three percent annual 
interest rate, the doubling time is N = 24 years. At a six per
cent growth rate, the system will double in size in twelve years. 
At a fifty percent increase at each bounce, doubling time for 
cube orientation is about 1.7 bounces, which takes about a 
hundredth of a second. It takes less than a second for a bounc
ing cube to build this initial mental investment into the control 
of the cube’s position and orientation. Walker has carried out 
a detailed calculation for Forwald’s experimental results and 
has shown that the theory and experiments are in agreement.

This successful analysis of Forwald’s placement data repre
sents the first paraphysical theory that has produced quantita
tively verified results. If these results can be extended and con
firmed by better experiments (now in progress) designed with 
the help of the theory itself, we can look forward to an ex
plosive development of paraphysics. It would not be too much 
to say that just as Bohr’s model of the hydrogen atom was a 
giant catalytic step which hastened the onset of the quantum 
revolution, so this hidden variable description of Forwald’s 
placement experiment may be regarded as the fulminating 
event in the development of a new science of sentient life.
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23.

The Positive and 
Negative Space /Time Frames 

as Conjugate Systems

WILLIAM A. TILLER

In my initial model of substance,1-4 the universe was pro
jected as a sevenfold-dimensional construct consisting of four 
nonspace/nontime dimensions, two space/time dimensions, 
and one transitional dimension. The space/time dimensions 
interpenetrate each other and are embedded in the collective 
nonspace/nontime frame with the interfacing occurring via 
the transitional frame. In the initial description, they were re
ferred to as physical and etheric; now they are referred to as 
the positive and negative space/time frames. The potentials 
existing at the nonspace/nontime levels are thought to act as 
force fields which directly influence event coincidence in 
space/time. Through human intention changes, the nonspace/ 
nontime potentials are altered which, in turn, alter the 
imposed boundary conditions on space/time, thus shifting the 
pattern of wave flow and the details or form of events in 
space/time; i.e., space/time is clearly a domain of appear
ance rather than reality.4 In this model, the nonspace/nontime 
frame is the “world of reality” and the space/time frame is 
the “world of appearances.” The former is not perceived with 
our physical senses; the latter is.

At the “world of appearances” level, all we can meaning
fully seek to find are consistency relationships that can be 
thought of as the set of natural laws connecting changing 
forms. These consistency relationships are not trivial. Our sci-

“The Positive and Negative Space/Time Frames as Conjugate Sys
tems” by William A—Tiller is an unpublished address delivered 
to the Association for Research and Enlightenment Medical Sym
posium, January 1975, and is printed by permission of the author.
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ence of the last four hundred years has been deeply commit
ted to revealing such relationships and their utilization to
wards technological development has not only enhanced 
man’s understanding of nature and of himself but has also al
lowed him to control his environment and nourish his life. 
Thus far, this science has been largely directed at only one of 
the two space/time dimensions—that perceived by the physi
cal senses. The other interpenetrating space/time frame is 
largely unknown to present science.

This article is devoted to a qualitative description of a 
model for this companion space/time dimension and a de
scription of the property relationships between the two space/ 
time dimensions. The model allows rationalization of a 
number of psychic phenomena. Some experimental support 
for the model will be presented. However, the quantitative as
pects of the model will be left to a later paper.

Positive Space/Time and Negative Space/Time 
Characteristics

My major criteria for the conceptualization of negative 
space/time substance were (1) its construction should be 
an analogue of physical or positive space/time matter, (2) it 
should have special symmetry relationships with positive 
space/time substance, (3) the negative space/time frame 
should counterbalance the positive space/time frame, and
(4) the negative space/time substance should be nonobserv
able by the physical senses. It was also felt that (5) if the 
model can fill in some gaps in our present science, then so 
much the better.

Using these guidelines, we start with (4) and postulate 
first that the particles at the negative space/time level are 
superluminal; i.e., they travel faster than the speed of light 
(v > c). It is of interest to note that, in the extreme rela- 
tivistic limit, quantum mechanics predicts the possibility of a 
spectrum of negative energy states extending to — ∞. Thus, 
the electromagnetic interaction allows a particle in a positive 
energy state to make a transition to one of negative energy 
and to cascade downward to lower and lower negative energy



states while radiating unlimited quantities of energy. These 
states also have negative mass and are nonobservables. How
ever, special defects or “holes” in this sea of negative energy 
states have positive mass and positive momentum and thus 
are observables. These “holes” are called antiparticles and the 
whole spectrum of such defect particles is called antimatter, 
which our science has already observed. In fact, for every 
particle, we have discovered a corresponding antiparticle.

Let us now go further and postulate that the particles at the 
negative space/time level are not only superluminal but that 
they are primarily magnetic in character in contrast to the 
electrical character of particles at the positive space/time 
level. Now, we not only satisfy (4), but also (5). Science 
has searched unceasingly for the magnetic monopole because 
the symmetry of Maxwell’s equations demanded that they 
exist. However, we have searched in almost all conceivable 
areas at the physical level and have come up empty-handed. 
This would be understandable if these monopoles existed and 
were nonobservables at the physical senses level.

This proposal also satisfies (l)-(3) of our list. The 
magnetic monopole is indeed analogous to the electric 
monopole and we could expect atoms, molecules and sub
stance to be built up from magnetic charges at the negative 
space/time level in an analogous fashion to our electrical 
structures at the positive space/time level. We note a sym
metry relationship of a mirror type in that positive mass and 
energy at the positive space/time level have their negative 
mass and energy at the negative space/time level. The coun
terbalance is noted by considering that, by a fluctuation proc
ess in the ground of the nonspace/nontime frame, space/time 
polar substances of electrical (v < c) and magnetic (v > 
c) nature are formed whose collective energy is zero. Like
wise, the collective momentum can be zero. In this case, the 
polar character is thought to relate to a norm level of coher
ence of the primary wave functions in the particles. The elec
trical polarity corresponds to a specific high level of coher
ence and the magnetic polarity corresponds to a specific low 
level of coherence; i.e., 1 and 0 for the electrical and mag
netic monopole, respectively.

Following this tack, a broader range of correlations be
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tween these two classes of substance has been developed and 
the main results are presented in Table 1 where χ and χ* rep- 
resent positive and negative space/time substance, respec
tively. The first five items have already been discussed. Num
ber 6 arises from a symmetry relationship. Obviously, if all 
parts of the magnetic atom or molecule are travelling faster 
than EM light, c, then, as their particles go through different 
energy states, a radiation will be emitted which must have a 
velocity greater than c; otherwise, there would be no com
munications between the different parts of the atom or mole
cule. By symmetry, it is presumed that this magnetoelectric 
(ME) light velocity, c*, will be ~ 1010 c; i.e., the negative 
space/time sensing frame in the human will have a velocity 
as far beyond the velocity of electromagnetic (EM) light, c, 
as the positive space/time sensing frame is below it, and c* 
will be as far above the negative space/time sensing frame ve
locity as c is above that of the positive space/time sensing 
frame. This leads to c* being a very large number relative to 
c and the factor of 1010 is intended to qualitatively express 
that aspect.

Both Nos. 7 and 8 in Table 1 are represented in Figure 1 
for the energy of a particle as a function of its velocity. Thus, 
if we take an electrical particle and increase its velocity, v, its 
kinetic energy increases and thus its total energy increases 
and, as v approaches the velocity of electromagnetic light, c, 
the relativity factor causes the energy to increase sharply to
wards +∞. When v is within about 0.1 percent of c, it is 
thought to be possible for the particle to change its state of 
coherence from I to II and become of magnetic character 
with a large negative rest mass, so that the electrical particle 
tunnels through the light barrier dematerializing in positive 
space/time and materializing as a magnetic particle in nega
tive space/time—as viewed by our sensory apparatus. Further 
increasing the velocity of the particle increases its kinetic en
ergy and thus its total energy becomes less negative. If we 
decrease the velocity of the particle, it retraces the path to 
more negative energies until we reach v ≈ 1.001c, and then 
the fluctuation of coherence may occur so that the magnetic 
particle dematerializes from the negative space/time frame 
and materializes in the positive space/time frame as an elec-
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Figure 1 Energy/velocity relationships between particles at 
the positive space/time and negative space/time levels.

trical particle of large positive energy. We see here the ana
logue of black hole and white hole phenomena in conventional 
cosmology. We see further that dematerialization and materi
alization phenomena are accounted for and note that matter 
does not actually disappear from space but it changes its 
character to become a nonobservable relative to the physical 
sensory system and all apparatus based upon that logic. It 
only appears to be dematerialized, the object only appears to 
change its form!

Jumping to No. 11, we recall that the energy of a wave is 
proportional to its frequency (E — hv) and that a wave- 
particle duality exists so that, as the energy of a particle 
increases, its frequency, v, increases. Thus, in Figure 1, as we 
increase v towards c, we are actually increasing the vibra
tional frequency of the particle up to a critical value vc be
fore it dematerializes to become a negative space/time parti
cle. As a magnetic particle, its energy will still be proportional



to its frequency (E = h*v*) so that h* must be a negative 
constant and, depending upon its magnitude, v* must be 
much much higher than vc so that v* — vc represents a large 
jump in frequency; i.e., the negative space/time frame repre
sents a higher-frequency band of substance than our physical 
substance. In addition, if we compare magnetoelectric light 
(ME) with electromagnetic light (EM), then, since c*/c 
~ 1010, for the same wavelength the ME light has a frequency 
ten orders of magnitude larger than EM light. This means 
that the energy content of ME light is vastly larger in magni
tude than that of EM light and should provide an abundant 
future energy source if we can effectively transduce it into 
positive space/time energies.

Turning to No. 9, the negative time flow relates to what we 
think of as the normal direction of time flow between cause 
and effect at the physical level. As an example to illustrate the 
point, consider Figure 2. Here, we represent an event occur-
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Figure 2 Representation of an event at the cause level 
(mind level), its manifestation at the negative space/time 
level τ1 - τ0 later, and its materialization at the positive 
space/time level τ2 - τ1 later.

ring at the level of Mind as our origin of time. The wave pat
terns representative of that event (thought) impinge upon 
negative space/time and propagate complex waves in this me
dium at characteristic velocities between c and c* producing 
the required wave coincidence at time τ1 - τ0 later. This 
represents event manifestation at that level and is an effect 
derived from the initial cause. In addition, waves are propa
gating directly in positive space/time at much slower charac
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teristic velocities between 0 and c. However, a much speedier 
and surer path for influencing positive space/time is via the 
event manifestation in negative space/time. This wave coinci
dence stimulates wave motion in the medium of positive 
space/time, which flows at a slower rate but produces an 
eventual coincidence at a later time τ2 representing the event 
materialization as perceived by the physical senses.

If we had well-developed sensory apparatus at the negative 
space/time level, we would have had precognitive awareness 
of the event at a time τ2 - τ1 before its materialization at 
the positive space/time level. Thus, the event at the negative 
space/time level would be noted to have occurred before the 
recognized cause at the positive space/time level and, relative 
to that identified cause (not the real cause which actually 
occurred at the Mind level), it would appear as if time flowed 
in a negative direction to produce the event at the negative 
space/time level and in a positive direction to produce the 
event at the positive space/time level. Then, what we call the 
future coexists with the present but at a different level of sub
stance in the universe.

Turning to No. 10, because of the mirror relationship exist
ing between the two space/time frames, we must anticipate 
that every force present at the positive space/time level has a 
conjugate or counterforce manifesting at the negative space/ 
time level. Thus, the force of gravitation at the physical 
level is balanced by the force of levitation at the negative 
space/time level. This will have obvious manifestations for 
future technology. Although it is not listed in Table 1, an
other characteristic that will have important implications for 
technology is that dealing with entropy. We obtain positive in
creases in entropy in positive space/time as the temperature is 
raised; however, we have a decrease in entropy in negative 
space/time as the temperature is raised.

We find that many clairvoyant and telepathic abilities are 
enhanced when a subject is placed in a Faraday cage which 
screens out electrostatic and electromagnetic waves in the 
long-wavelength range (radio waves and longer). This seems 
to diminish the external noise level and they can “tune in” 
more completely to the negative space/time sensing system. 
In support of this, if the subject is then placed in a magnetic
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screen room, the subject generally loses these abilities. Some 
few subjects seem to be able to regroup, so to speak, and to 
tap another sensory network that allows them to perceive be
yond this magnetic screen (probably a mental level sensory 
system or a nonelectromagnetic or nonmagnetoelectric sys
tem). This again tends to support the postulate of magnetic 
substance at the negative space/time level.

From the conventional Maxwell’s equations for electromag
netic energy we know that the flow of electric charge, i.e., a 
current /„ generates a magnetic field H. Likewise, at the nega
tive space/time level, the flow of magnetic charge, i.e., a cur
rent Im generates an electric field E. Thus, at the negative 
space/time level, a corresponding set of Maxwell’s equa
tions exist in terms of magnetic charge and magnetic current 
and involving the velocity, c*, of magnetoelectric energy. 
Combining the EM and ME equations leads to a complete 
symmetry; however, using only one sensory system, the usual 
unsymmetrical set of equations is observed. Only when both 
sensory systems are utilized does the full symmetry appear.

The last item in Table 1 can only be touched upon here as 
a proper description of Space I; Space II is beyond the 
scope of this article and must be dealt with more fully in a 
separate paper. I merely wish to state that, although the posi
tive and negative space/time frames are interpenetrating 
frames and occupy what is essentially the same space but at 
quite different frequency levels, the way in which they inter
act is via a type of spatial mapping transform. The conse
quences of this relationship is that there appears to be two 
types of spaces wherein the interior domain at the Space I 
level is interactive with the exterior domain at the Space II 
level, and vice versa. By connectivity relationships, this means 
that every point in positive and negative space/time is energy 
coupled, in agreement with the predictions of quantum me
chanics. It is this type of interaction that generates the “re
mote viewing” capability presently being studied by many 
investigators5, 6 and is at the core of “nonlocal” forces.7

One piece of the overall picture that has been neglected 
thus far, because it makes it even more complex and difficult 
to deal with, is the requirement of an introduction of a third 
type of space/time substance of a non-EM and non-ME char
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acter. Its full description is also beyond the scope of this arti
cle. The requirement for such a substance arises because it is 
not possible for substance traveling faster than EM light (v 
> c) to interact directly with substance traveling slower than 
EM light (v < c). No resonant vibrational modes are pos
sible for the exchange of energy because there is no overlap 
of vibrational frequencies. A third substance must be present 
to serve as a connecting fluid for energy transfer and which 
does not suffer from the singularity phenomenon occurring at 
the velocity of EM light. Thus, its basic nature must be very 
different. In my modeling, this third energy is called “del- 
tron” energy.

There are a few other interesting correspondences between 
the χ and the χ* substances. Some of these will be intro
duced below and others will be presented in a later paper. Let 
us now turn to a listing of some of the predictions of the 
model and some tentative experimental support for the model.

Predictions and Support

Thus far an explanation has been given for (a) materi- 
alization-dematerialization, (b) precognition, and (c) re
mote viewing. In addition, it has been suggested that (d) 
magnetoelectric energy would be a good candidate for tele
pathic communication, (e) symmetry can be generated in 
Maxwell’s equations, and that (f) item (a) above may 
relate to black holes and white holes in cosmology.

Some tentative experimental support comes from the fol
lowing:

(1) For the last two centuries, psychics have talked re
peatedly about magnetic forces and magnetic substances as 
being the cornerstone of ESP phenomena. The enhancement 
of psychic abilities inside a Faraday cage and their diminu
tion inside a magnetic screen room also lends support to the 
magnetic monopole postulate. It has been found that dowsers 
are sensitive to the gradient of a magnetic field for dc or ac 
fields and to the horizontally polarized magnetic vector of an 
electromagnetic wave.8 This sensitivity can be lost when the 
adrenal glands or the pituitary gland is properly shielded with
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a magnetic screening material.9 We note also the correlation 
between magnetism and healing. Careful studies of the en
zyme trypsin have shown that its activity can be altered by 
placing solutions of it between the poles of a strong magnetic 
field or between the palms of a healer.10 The effect of the 
healer’s hands was comparable to that found with fields in the 
range of 104 gauss. A more recent study11 showed these two 
influences to have measurable and comparable effects on both 
the surface tension of water and upon the enhanced growth 
rate of plants.11 A variety of other postulated magnetic effects 
on living systems have also been reported.12-15

(2) In a variety of psychic events, one notes a spatial 
transposition or mirror image effect. This has been especially 
apparent in (a) some of the telepathy results of Uri 
Geller,16 (b) Soviet experiments,17 on communication be
tween cells in adjacent hermetically sealed chambers sepa
rated by a quartz wall which showed that a pattern of 
sickness in the cells of the untreated chamber occurred and 
developed in a mirror reflection relationship of the pattern in 
the inoculated chamber on the other side of the quartz sep
arator, and (c) some of the Pavlita psychotronic generator 
experiments which exhibited reversal effects when the genera
tors acted upon the object image as seen reflected in an actual 
mirror.18-19

(3) If we consider the behavior of magnetoelectric light 
versus electromagnetic light on passing through lenses, an in
teresting prediction can be made. Because of the mirror rela
tionship in Table 1, ME light should speed up in passing from 
air to glass whereas EM light slows down. Thus, the index of 
refraction, n*, for ME light should be less than unity in con
trast to the case for EM light where the index of refraction, 
n, is greater than unity. A convex lens causes EM light to 
converge and should cause ME light to diverge. A concave 
lens causes EM light to diverge and should cause ME light to 
converge. This means that, if one takes a simple Galilean tele
scope, which contains a single concave and a convex lens, and 
observes an object via EM light, the experimenter will see
(i) a magnified image and (ii) an erect image (the eye 
inverts the actual image). This is our common experience 
with such viewing. If one next observes, at the same location,



a negative space/time object via ME light, then the result is 
quite different—one sees (i) a demagnified and (ii) an in
verted image. Such a result is not our common experience! 
However, some experiments have been carried out by Carl
ton20 using young children who can see certain auric mani
festations. Independent of the above predictions, he con
ducted such an experiment and his subjects observed (i) a 
demagnified image of value MR, (meaning demagnification 
ratio) (ii) an inverted image, and (iii) the value of Mn was 
different for different subjects. The first two observations ex
actly fit the predictions and the third is expected as well if 
we make the reasonable postulate that the different subjects 
have somewhat different spectral sensitivity to different wave
lengths of ME light. Since the value of n* will depend upon 
the wavelength λ, the effective value of n* will differ for 
the different subjects. Thus, the effective focal length, f*, will 
also differ for the different subjects and this requires that the 
demagnification ratio, MR, differ for the different subjects. 
These observations are strong support for the present model. 
Further predictions have been made and experimental studies 
with these children are under way. Results will be reported in 
a later paper.

(4) Studies carried out by Cook and the author21 using a 
biomechanical transducer appear to indicate the presence of 
another energy than EM energy functioning in man. Whether 
it is the ME energy is not yet certain but it appears to have 
enough characteristics corresponding to ME energy that it 
will be useful to discuss it in the following section.

Nonlocal Forces Via Magnetic Capacitive Coupling

Let us begin by considering two high-tension lines about 
two hundred feet in the air and about fifty feet apart. Let us 
apply a dc electrical voltage across these wires and note what 
happens as we increase the voltage. Because of the insulation 
on the wires and the electrical impedance of the air, the sys
tem is well behaved until one gets up into the 1,000-kV range. 
At very high voltages one will begin to note electrical dis
charges occurring between the lines across the air gap and
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they become short-circuited. Now, let us do the same experi
ment with ac voltage at different frequencies. This time, we 
find that short-circuiting between the lines occurs at lower 
voltages and that the higher the frequency of the applied volt
age, the lower is the voltage at which lateral discharges occur 
between the lines. The reason for the foregoing behavior is 
that the air between the wires has an electrical capacitive im
pedance, 7.,,, which varies inversely as the frequency, ve (Ze 
= ½π vece, where ce is the electrical capacitance of the 
air). Thus, as the frequency, ve> is increased, the insulation 
characteristics of the air decrease and it becomes a reasonably 
good conductor so that the short-circuiting phenomenon is a 
very natural process.

Now, let us consider the situation at the negative 
space/time level with magnetoelectric energy. From what has 
been said earlier, we are dealing with frequencies ~ 1010 
higher than EM energies of the same wavelength. Thus, the 
magnetic capacitive impedance, Zm* = ½π vm*cm*, be
tween objects will be very small and we must anticipate 
microcurrents of magnetic charge flowing very readily be
tween objects even at small magnetic voltage differences. In 
fact, unchanging environments should quickly come to mag- 
netostatic equilibrium. Dynamic intrusions into such an envi
ronment would give rise to magnetic voltage differentials and 
magnetic charge redistribution via environmental magnetic 
current flow. In an ever-changing environment, magnetostatic 
equilibrium is never reached so that ME fields will be con
tinuously fluctuating and magnetic charge distributions will be 
continuously changing. Humans, acting in part as generators 
of such fields at a certain magnitude level, will obviously 
influence their local charge distribution. Flowing underground 
streams will also generate such fields and perhaps it is this 
which activates the dowser’s sensitive circuits.

We will extend this line of discussion later, but at this point 
let us consider some experimental results obtained with the 
use of a particular biomechanical transducer.21- 22 In this 
case, the device is a type of wand held in the hand. It consists 
of a 1/16-in.-diam spring steel about 26 in. long with a half-nut 
epoxied on one end and a ½-in.-diam, 5-in.-long, thick-walled 
steel or aluminum tube epoxied to the other end. It is the type
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of device that some dowsers use for indicating the depth of an 
underground stream, its linear rate of flow, its volume rate of 
flow, and the direction of water flow. The motion of the wand 
tip is the output stage of the information conversion proper
ties of the device. The proposed mechanism is that ME or an
other nonphysical energy stream enters the body as a carrier 
wave plus information ripplings. Some organs or sensory net
works of the body guide this information to that aspect of the 
brain or mind that registers and interprets the information. 
To reveal the information at a conscious level, the brain or 
mind sends the appropriate signal train down to the hand 
holding the wand, causing it to move in an information cod
ing fashion. Our initial experiments21 suggested that it is the 
small muscles of the wrist and hand that generate the specific 
mode of wand motion. For proper functioning, this muscle 
movement is to be carried out at an unconscious level with 
the conscious mind remaining totally neutral.

The general mode of wand tip motion is elliptical with 
different aspect ratios and with either clockwise or coun
terclockwise steady rotation or oscillatory rotation. In the ex
tremes, this leads to five distinctive periodic modes of motion 
—clockwise circular rotation, counterclockwise circular rota
tion, oscillatory circular rotation, vertical linear oscillation, 
and horizontal linear oscillation.21 It has been observed that 
different chemical substances produce different modes of mo
tion of the wand. Likewise, different regions of the human 
body yield different modes of wand motion. However, al
though an individual investigator, who is sufficiently sensitive 
to obtain wand motion, may observe definite and specific mo
tions of a reproducible nature for a specific set of materials, a 
different investigator may find some of his wand motions to 
be different for the same set of materials. From this we con
clude that one sensitive human has slightly different internal 
circuitry or different spectral sensitivity from another so that 
the wand motions will be different for some materials. Thus, 
the particular motion is meaningful only when the individ
ual’s “code” or sensitivity pattern is known. However, when an 
experiment is performed and a before-and-after change oc
curs in the wand motion, then we can say that a definite en
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ergy change has occurred, no matter what the specific code of 
a given investigator.

The foregoing has been largely background to understand 
what is to follow. However, one further piece of data must be 
given first. Our early experiments21 indicated that, for this 
energy-causing wand motion, three energy circuits exist in the 
body. For a right-handed energy structure (wand held in 
right hand), energy enters the body via (a) the sole of the 
left foot, (b) the left palm, and (c) the left eye, and exits 
the body via (d) the sole of the right foot, (e) the right 
palm, and (f) the right eye. Although it can enter via either
a, b, or c, and exit via either of d, e, or f, strong circuits seem 
to be (1) a to d via the legs and pelvic area, (2) b to e via 
the arms and trunk area, and (3) c to f via the skull and 
base of brain area. Certain experiments can be performed 
which temporarily (about four to five minutes) block the 
energy flow in circuits 1, 2, or 3 (as determined by absence 
of wand motion at sole of foot, palm, or eye), and other ex
periments have been performed to reinstate the energy flow. 
These will be discussed in a later paper. It is relevant here 
only to realize that this can be used as a technique for investi
gating energy changes at a subtle level. Now, I will describe a 
few of these experiments that seem to bear on the proposed 
model of magnetoelectric energy.

(1) The first of these relate to the healing of oneself or 
another and involves either the two-handed technique or the 
one-hand plus wand and discharge jar technique.21 Suppose 
we have a lower back stiffness that is troubling us sufficiently 
that we are contemplating a visit to the chiropractor. By plac
ing our hands on either side of the spine, we cause ME en
ergy to circulate through our arms, the trunk of our body, 
and the area of the back. The better a conductor of this en
ergy we have become, then the greater will be the ME current 
flow through this region of the back.

This ME current seems to stimulate the flow of other cur
rents at the physical level so that nourishment goes to that re
gion of the back and the muscles relax. By starting as high up 
on the back as can be reached, holding for five to ten min
utes, etc., on down to the coccyx (“tail bone”), this region 
of the back-jelaxes and seems to receive nourishment so that
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the severity of the problem diminishes and eventually disap
pears. In my own case, a yearly sequence of visits to the chi
ropractor of about one to two months’ duration was the norm 
but, having used the above technique every morning for the 
past three to four years (about five to ten minutes total 
time), there has been no need to seek outside assistance. In 
this technique, the hands are placed on the clothes and the 
energy passes through the clothing. Of course, some people 
are better conductors than others and will note a greater 
benefit in a shorter time.

Using the wand and discharge jar technique, one places 
the left hand (for those whose circuitry is such that the en
ergy enters the left side) on the sore region of the back (on 
the clothing) and the wand, held in the right hand, is placed 
close to the discharge jar which contains a combination of os
cillating polarity materials.21 The amplitude of wand motion 
indicates the severity of the condition and the wand is held 
there until the amplitude drops to zero. This indicates that the 
incompatible energy causing the sore back has been tempo
rarily drained from that region and the back generally feels 
better after one has treated all the affected regions.21 Once 
again, the energy travels through clothing and the rate of dis
charge of the condition depends on how good a conductor 
one is of this energy. In addition, the rate of discharge is 
greater if one touches the acupuncture points of the local 
area, especially those that are sore. In this case, the key point 
to be made is that energy changes, as detected by changes in 
wand motion, occur in a systematic way that are not consis
tent with EM energy and the subject feels physically better 
after the treatment. Of course, any person can develop him
self to do this, both for his own body or another’s body.

(2) As an extension of (1), suppose we take an apple 
that has been sprayed with insecticide. If we check its polarity 
with the wand, we will find it to be oscillating which means 
that it is incompatible with and not beneficial for our body.21 
Next, if we hold this apple in our left hand and the wand in 
our right hand close to the discharge jar, we will observe os
cillating motion of the wand tip which, from the experience 
of (1), we have come to feel denotes a withdrawal of in
compatible energies from the apple and passage through our
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bodies to finally reside in the discharge jar. This procedure is 
continued until no further wand motion occurs no matter 
what portion of the apple is touched. At this stage, if one 
checks the polarity of the apple, he will find that it has been 
altered. Now it will exhibit a bipolar character or perhaps 
even a unipolar character.21 Here, the important point is that 
a change in the type of wand motion occurred, which is tenta
tive support for the proposal that there is another level of 
chemistry or energy than that normally perceived to be oper
ating in materials and that its content and character can be al
tered by certain specific practices.

(3) Insights relating to nonlocal forces have come from a 
number of experiments. The first came early in my experience 
with Wayne Cook, the dowser who introduced me to this 
work. On many occasions, Wayne would be at one side of the 
room performing an experiment while I was on the other 
writing notes, and the particular experiment would knock out 
one or more of his energy circuits. Often, I would subjectively 
note a feeling of something having changed in me. Next, 
Wayne would notice his condition and utilize a technique for 
correcting it. He would then walk over and check my circuits 
with the wand and generally find that the same circuits were 
also knocked out in me. My circuit balance would be restored 
and we would then proceed with the experiment. We later 
found that the condition of my circuits had an influence on 
the detailed results that he would find in an experiment with 
the wand from across the room.

A more specific experiment occurred when my son Jeff and 
a friend turned up at the laboratory during one of my days 
with Wayne. We decided to test the energy linkage idea by 
sending Jeff and his friend down the hall about fifty feet 
away. Then we “knocked out” my eye circuit (by my look
ing at the end of my nose for about twenty seconds) and 
quickly brought Jeff and his friend back into the room. 
Checking the eye circuit of the friend showed no change but 
checking Jeff’s eye circuit showed that his was knocked out. 
Next, while Wayne continued to check Jeff, I followed the 
technique needed to restore my eye circuit and Jeff’s was im
mediately restored—as was mine. Here, we noted not only a 
nonlocal force interaction but also that it was sensitized by a
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family linkage. Our general experience has been that either an 
emotional or mental linkage between people enhances the 
nonlocal energy interactiveness of their circuits.

(4) Another stage in the study of nonlocal forces oc
curred when we noted that (a) looking up at normal fluo
rescent lights knocked out the eye circuit and (b) holding the 
palm of the left hand up to these fluorescent lights knocked 
out the hand circuit. In searching to rectify this serious 
influence in our research environment, we found that the 
placement of a specific substance within about eighteen inches 
of the middle of the light fixture eliminated the effect. This 
substance was a positive polarity substance consisting of some 
beneficial herbs and other materials.21 The important point to 
note here is that, by merely placing a suitable material in the 
field environment rather than in the actual electrical circuit, 
an energy change was noted. After this change, it was subjec
tively noted that less eye fatigue seemed to occur while 
working in the treated room.

A similar effect was noted with television sets. When they 
are off, the screen exhibits a bipolar type of wand response. 
However, when they are on, the screen exhibits an oscillating 
polarity which can knock out the eye, hand, or leg circuit if 
one either looks towards, holds the left palm towards, or 
holds the sole of the left foot towards the screen. Hanging a 
package of the neutralizing substance from the back of the 
TV chassis or just setting it on top of the set alters the screen 
polarity back to a bipolar character and those circuits are no 
longer knocked out. Once again, the subjective feeling is a re
duction in eyestrain while watching TV with the set in the 
neutralized condition. Some similar effects have been noted 
with other electrical equipment in the laboratory but a de
tailed study has not yet been made.

A few experiments have been run using a Faraday cage 
and the most pertinent one for us here is the following. With 
a material just inside the wall of the Faraday cage and the 
wand holder outside the closed cage, the same type of wand 
motion was found as when the material was also outside the 

        cage. The reverse experiment of the material being located 
just outside the wall of the cage and the wand holder inside 
the closed cage gave identical results. The conclusion drawn
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from the experiment is that we are not dealing with elec
tromagnetic energies in these wand responses.

(5) Disclaimer. The reader should be aware of the fact 
that the wand holder can influence the type and degree of 
wand motion with his conscious mind. Thus, if he strongly 
thinks that a certain result should be obtained, he can unin
tentionally create that result and delude himself. Whether or 
not such errors have crept into the experiments reported 
above is not known. It will take more tests by other investi
gators before we can be certain of the correctness or flaw in 
these reported observations. Thus, for the time being, we 
should accept these conclusions only as tentative albeit in
teresting, and go on from there. We will continue to be faced 
with this dilemma so long as humans are part of the measur
ing circuit.

At this point, I wish to accept a good fraction of the gen
eral conclusions that can be drawn from (1) through (4) 
above and return to our earlier discussion at the beginning of 
the last section concerning the long-range interaction of ME 
energy. One main deduction is that we live in a type of inte
grated energy circuit with some very interesting conse
quences.

The Human Integrated Circuit

In the area of semiconductor technology, a major develop
ment of the past decade has been the integrated electrical cir
cuit. This consists of a total electronic system being con
structed in and on a silicon wafer smaller than a quarter. This 
advance has shrunk the size of equipment over the past three 
decades from several cubic feet to less than the volume of a 
quarter. This has been achieved by recognizing that the 
proper spatial distribution and sizes of different types of con
ductors, having specifically tailored levels of conductivity, 
yields an electrically interactive kind of device having pre
dictable and reliable properties. Some of these properties 
relate to frequency-dependent filtering of electrical signals, 
frequency-dependent amplification of electrical signals, fre
quency-dependent delay lines for electrical signals, etc. They
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are devices for transforming the character of electrical infor
mation. Significantly, it is found that if the spatial location of 
these conductive regions is shifted slightly (by as little as
0.001 cm) or their conductivity shifted by only a fraction of 
two, the properties of the output information from the devices 
can be grossly altered. This is because the active elements of 
the circuits are so closely spaced relative to the range of the 
important electrical forces involved that a slight shift pro
duces a synergistic perturbation of the entire electrical field 
structure of the device. At that level, everything is electrically 
interactive with everything else in the circuit. This is why it is 
called an integrated circuit—only the integral effect is rele
vant.

Switching now from the EM level of materials to the ME 
level of materials, we have postulated, and found some sup
port for, the idea of nonlocal forces operating at the ME 
level. We may thus conclude that, at this level, man lives in 
an integrated circuit all the time. Via a magnetic capacitive 
coupling, he is in interactive communication with the walls, 
the furniture, the books, the other people, etc., of the room 
he is in. Albeit a subtle force and influenceable by his mind, 
his energy circuits at the ME level are being supported or 
perturbed by everything around him—leading to exhilaration, 
neutrality, or exhaustion as the range of possible effects. 
Thus, the results of a group meeting in a particular room is to 
produce an integrated circuit effect at the ME level which, in 
turn, influences our personal energy structure at the EM level 
and thus our observable behavior as detected by positive 
space/time instruments.

We have all noted such a synergistic coupling between a 
group of actors performing a play and an audience viewing 
the play. Likewise, we have all heard about the individuals 
who can perform certain psychic feats in private or in the 
company of an emotionally supportive group but who, in the 
presence of an overly critical audience, fall flat on their face.
I propose that the ME integrated circuit effect in operation is 
responsible. The energy structure of one or more severe crit
ics so alters the frequency response of the total local environ
ment that the psychic is no longer in frequency spectrum that 
allows for a successful performance. Recognizing this inte
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grated circuit effect, investigators who wish to have psychics 
perforin before severe critics should take the precaution of 
developing a group of energy-supportive people who would 
be present during such demonstrations. Their presence and 
spatial distribution would be used to maintain the needed 
spectral distribution of ME energy in spite of the energy field 
loading by the severe critics.

Investigators need to be aware of the fact that they are part 
of the system being studied at the ME level. Thus, their par
ticular temporal properties of emotion, mind, etc., can tune 
the system under study into a slightly different region of the 
relevant frequency spectra. This makes it extremely difficult 
to achieve the kinds of reproducible results that are found in 
conventional physical science; i.e., the act of performing an 
experiment sufficiently perturbs the environment that it is al
most impossible to return to the initial state for a repeat test. 
Within this framework we can note the importance of per
sonal attitude on the outcome of a study or event. Positive 
versus negative attitudes seem to alter our state of ME charge 
generation which changes the ME field distribution and fre
quency spectrum of the local environment, thus shifting the 
domain of possible results.

The foregoing has only scratched the surface of this topic 
which will be dealt with more fully in later papers. There we 
will deal with the structural elements of our bodies that are a 
necessary linkage between the external energy fields of our 
environment and the internal energy fields of the body. 
There, we will also deal with the mechanism whereby very 
subtle and weak units of force can superimpose to give rise to 
very large magnitude and very long-range spatial and tempo
ral effects.
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24.

Paraphysics: 

A New View of Ourselves and the Cosmos

C. MUSES

The word paraphysics is recent and some scientists still shun 
it or act as though it does not exist. Other scientists who are 
seeking to enlarge the scope of scientific thinking use the term 
paraphysics to denote the field of phenomena covering interac
tions of nonphysical things (such as consciousness) with 
physical bodies and objects. Terms such as psychotronics and 
parascience have also been suggested. Disregarding termi
nology for the moment, the question remains: Aside from its 
inherent excitement, what has paraphysics to offer by way of 
models and explanations?

Showing, as I did in 1969, and Walker did later,1 that 
Heisenberg indeterminacy energy in a biological context is 
enough to provide free energy usable for paraphysical effects 
is not enough. We must find and analyze the processes in the 
principal site of interaction in the body. Clearly, the synapses 
outside the brain are not that site, for they require the brain 
as their source region. And the integration of memory does 
not necessarily mean a field/field interaction, as some have 
too quickly assumed. Even the field itself is not as funda
mental as is often imagined. In fact, a deeper analysis shows 
that all fields are ultimately generated by singularities such as 
radio antennas, electrons, protons, and, in the case of gravita
tional fields, concentrations of mass.

This is a key finding, bearing repetition: the singularities 
generate the fields. Thus, in seeking paraphysical interaction

“Paraphysics: A New View of Ourselves and the Cosmos” by 
C. Muses is an original article written especially for this vol
ume and is printed by permission of the author. Copyright © 1976 
by Charles Muses.
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sources, we should go deeper than fields and consider the sin
gularities themselves. What are singularities? In general, they 
are the sources of waves, characterized by marked individ
uality. Selves, for example, are singularities generating noetic 
(consciousness) energy fields. This principle and the essen
tial properties of selves in relation to time will become clearer 
in what follows.

The Uri Gellers of this century, like the amazing D. D. 
Homes of the last, have shown that something is indeed there, 
but their example is not enough. Geller and the “wonder chil
dren” in his wake bend and dematerialize metal without 
touching it. Teleportations have also been reported around 
Geller. D. D. Home levitated himself and proved repeatedly 
impervious to fire before reliable witnesses. The prime ques
tion for paraphysics in all this, however, remains: How can 
we understand these things? Thus far it seems to me that, 
with all due respect to paraphysicists, little more than empty 
verbiage has by and large been put forth, furnishing no new 
or workable tools or concepts.

I suggest that the key to unlocking paraphysical mysteries 
lies in what I have called hypernumbers, the strange arithme
tics of consciousness and time that include and lie beyond 
√-1. These powerful operators are a class of numbers beyond 
ordinary numbers, and refer to nonordinary reality and 
higher dimensionalities.

Hypernumbers are an entire (but finite) range of new 
species of number, each with its distinct arithmetic. They are 
the core of mathematics, and the basis of all advances in alge
bra, function theory, and higher projective metaspaces in ge
ometry. Their significance for understanding changing states 
of consciousness and their interaction with bodies and events 
is profound. They offer the means for developing a genuine 
science of the interaction between consciousness and matter— 
or, to express it variously, the paraphysical, psychoenergetic, 
neotic interactions with matter.

We shall examine hypernumbers later in this chapter. For 
now, let me simply state that what emerges from this consti
tutes a new world view in which, as physics Nobelist Eugene 
Wigner2 dreamed, advanced psychology and advanced phys
ics become one science, closing the circle of the sciences in a
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ring that generates a source and degree of power as yet but 
dimly conceived. I term it C-M quantum theory (i.e., Con- 
sciousness-Matter).

In a sense, mine is a protobiological view which goes far
ther by basing randomness on the fact of the exercise of 
choice. The uniformity of natural law, in other words, de
pends ultimately on a uniformity of desire on the part of 
primordial living forms in nothing less than a universal sym
biosis. At the Locarno conference on biosimulation in 1960, I 
proposed that protons and electrons were actually primitive 
life forms. The data of the intervening years have made that 
proposal seem ever more reasonable.

It is now clear from the quantum physical nature of the 
fundamental bioenergetic transductions that lie behind brain 
function, that the brain is no more a mechanism than quan
tum physics is mechanistic. Indeed, the very notion of a fun
damental determinateness or mechanism in this field is ren
dered obsolete by the most profound studies of the physical
world that the human mind has made. And we have found
that the physical world leads through the nature of space it
self into a realm of nonphysical yet physically effective reality 
whose barriers we are just beginning to cross.

On the one hand, the principle of “no absolute life
lessness” emerges, telling us that no substance, including the 
kind we call matter, exists without possessing consciousness 
of some kind. This produces protobiology below us in the 
evolutionary scale and reveals that protons, electrons, and 
other “fundamental particles” of quantum physics are in fact 
primitive life forms.3 And above us, too, life stretches to in
conceivable ranges of insight and performance. Indeed there 
is a hierarchy of life forms extending as far beyond humanity 
as below us. There are unimaginable vistas. The interest in this 
new evolutionary direction has been irreversibly awakened in 
humanity.

To better understand these new vistas, let us begin with the 
selves which are singularities generating noetic energy fields. 
An essential property of a self is an ever ongoing and 
recoverable memory. That in turn requires a retainable refer
ence point of awareness, which at the very least is always 
aware of duration. Such cognizance transcends the waking
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conscious state and extends through the “unconscious”—a 
misnomer in that it is often conscious of much more than 
the so-called “waking consciousness.”

A salient fact of modern brain research should be stated 
here: The brain is not the source of its own primary motiva
tional impulses.4 Thus even in the hypothalamus, often 
thought as a prime “center,” what we have is not a source but 
only a concentrated bundle of fibers. When impulses have 
been traced further than even concentrated bundles, we end 
up with specific neurons. But these are specialized amoebas, 
and by accepted evolution theory, protozoan sensibility cannot 
be regarded as the executive suite of human intelligence! The 
neurons are, however, transducers which use quantum elec
tromagnetic effects depending ultimately on the polarizing 
ability of the vacuum. The vacuum itself thus becomes a 
transducer into physical state-energies for consciousness— 
energy in nonphysical states. The vacuum is the physically 
effective yet nonphysical transition state that leads to and 
from the domains of consciousness which do not act directly 
on physical entities but which can influence them indirectly 
by triggering cascade energy effects via the properties of 
space itself, as this author first pointed out.5

These views also imply a survival of individual entities or 
selves after the dissolution of their temporary carbon-based 
bodies or vehicles of expression in our space-time of three- 
plus-one dimensions. The distinction implied by this partition
ing is essential, for time is actually a negadimension as we 
have shown elsewhere, and which Hermann Weyl realized as 
long ago as the first edition of his Space, Time, Matter (Raum- 
Zeit-Materie) in 1918.

What tools are available to us for exploring hyperspace and 
metadimensions? Hypernumbers provide one of the finest and 
most sensitive tools. The first such hypernumber (as I 
termed them in 1966)8 was based on the square root of minus 
one and is usually called i. Then, in the latter half of the 19th 
century, the creative mathematician William K. Clifford con
ceived of a number (let us call it epsilon, e) which is the 
square root of plus one and yet is not either +1 or —1. In 
mathematical symbols, we can put it like this: e2 = 1, e  
±1. Yet neither Clifford nor those after him developed the
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mathematics of this number to the point of arithmetic usabil
ity. That development took until early 1968, when I showed 
how to calculate any of its roots, its sine or cosine, and its 
logarithm. In short, it was shown for the first time that this 
epsilon was a bona fide number and not merely some abstract 
operator standing simply as a shorthand symbol for a set of 
arithmetically inexplicable operations.

Moreover, epsilon is the “number of teleportation” in that 
its powers involve rotation from a two-dimensional (2-D) 
space, or plane, through a four-dimensional (4-D) space, 
and back again into the plane. If the rotation is through 180°, 
then right- and left-hand sides interchange; if through 360°, 
there is no change. With the hypernumber “epsilon” we thus 
can begin to see how, without breaking the laws of any more 
profound logic than that we ordinarily use, an object may 
teleport from one region of our space to another by traversing 
a path through a higher space during its temporary disap
pearance from our world.

The previously mentioned hypernumber i is, I also 
showed,7 fundamental in any theory of precognition and of 
time changes in general that are induced by presently little 
understood processes of consciousness, such as time changes 
in trance states.

It is interesting that ever since Werner Heisenberg’s matrix 
approach in 1926, as elaborated by Paul Dirac, modern quan
tum physics has had to use i hypernumbers explicitly and also 
e hypernumbers (less awarely, in their matrix form) to rep
resent nature accurately and to explain delicate experimental 
observations.

One of the most significant and epoch heralding findings of 
20th century physics was that of the discovery in the labora
tory, primarily through the so-called anomalous Lamb effect 
(see any good modern physics text), of the existence of in
herent energy in the so-called “vacuum” or space void of 
both matter and radiation. This energy may amount to the 
equivalent of waves of frequency above 1,000 cycles per sec
ond, and this is only a fraction of the tremendous energies in
volved. In a conversation with quantum physicist David 
Bohm in December 1975, Professor Bohm cited for me some 
of his yet unpublished work to the effect that the miniscule
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volume of space given by a cube which measures only 10—33 
cm along its edges contains some 10140 ergs of energy, about 
1060 (1 followed by 60 zeros) times as much as all the mat
ter in the universe. Remember that 10—33 means the tiny 
fractional number given by 1 over a denominator expressed 
by a thousand million followed by 24 more zeros!

The astounding fact of the inherent energy of space is of 
tremendous significance for paraphysics. It means nothing less 
than this: physics reaches into the nonphysical, and space it
self is endowed with inherent energy that can have physical 
effects observed by the senses. Thus the etheric substance so 
ill advisedly and unwarrantedly dismissed by relativists during 
the first half of the 20th century is being restored in our re
markable second half of the 20th century through the back 
door of the “self-energy of the vacuum.”

That so-called “empty” space (which is paraphysically 
quite full!) is the obvious candidate for the prime transducer 
or mediator between matter and consciousness, was the hy
pothesis I put forth in the early 1970s and more specifically 
discussed in an article on consciousness-matter interactions.8

There is overwhelming evidence for the existence, beyond 
the dimensions of known space and time, of another realm 
having its own special energies and phenomena; it is a do
main interacting all the while with the physical world, func
tioning in even so simple an act as deciding to move a certain 
finger, and then doing it.

The technicalities are not for discussion here. What is more 
important is the concept itself, for it is the most likely candi
date for pointing out the path of paraphysical research in the 
future.

Hypernumbers offer an obvious way to mathematicize 
these otherwise well nigh ineffable notions. We have already 
discussed the unit of ordinary numbers, 1, and two units of 
more nonordinary reality, namely i and e. All three have the 
property that their zero powers are 1 and that some succes
sive product of any of these units by itself is also 1. Thus, e 
X e = e2 = 1 and i x i x i x i = i4 = 1.

Now we come to the highest and last of any hypernumber 
which yields 1 when multiplied by itself a given number of 
times. Let us designate it by the symbol w. If we ascribe to w
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the following properties: (±w)2 = —l=fcw, and (±w)6 
= 1, it turns out that w is the hypernumber that expresses the 
interchanges between consciousness and physical energy or 
the phase alterations and interactions with matter of what 
might be called pure noetic energy, both conscious and un
conscious. We may call it the number of noetic energy. Note 
that, unlike 1, i, or e, the negative form of w behaves 
differently from its positive form, and hence the equation 
(+x)2 = (~x)2 is no longer true if x is w.

There is much more to be said on the significance of w-al- 
gebra to paraphysics. But even when introduced into ordinary 
quantum physics, w makes a vast difference. In ordinary 
quantum physics there are quantities inescapably manifesting 
as unmanageable infinities that have to be exorcized with the 
unsatisfactory artifice of “renormalization,” which amounts 
to arbitrarily making them finite. But when the hypernumber 
w is introduced as one of the fundamental coordinates, then 
no such infinities appear. That is, by admitting into physics the 
paraphysical reality of the consciousness-matter transducing 
energy connoted by w, or in other words, by thus introducing 
a paraphysical coordinate, the previous infinities become 
finite. So, it was only because a part of reality was being 
neglected that the unmanageable infinities appeared, as a 
symptom of that neglect—much as symptoms of illness ap
pear when a factor essential to health has been neglected.

A short list of other hypernumbers beyond epsilon is: p, 
having to do with the focus of attention and its cueing; omega, 
concerned with memory storage and recall processes, includ
ing associations; m, concerned with feedback on all levels and 
also with processes of proliferation (fission) and synthesis 
(fusion); v, with the relations between consciousness in the 
body and consciousness independent of the biophysical body; 
sigma, having to do with the differentiations and integrations 
of situations in and through time; and, finally, C, having to do 
with hypergravity (maintaining the integrity of our uni
verse) and the transition from our type of universe to an
other. I am presently preparing more detailed treatment of 
these hypernumbers.

With hypernumbers and their concomitant higher or meta
spaces, a whole new set of tools to implement paraphysics is
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being forged—tools that will translate previous dreams into 
future reality: a reality wider and deeper than humanity has 
ever dreamed before or deemed possible. We stand at the 
door of nothing less than a new era—drastic in many re
spects, but inalienably wondrous and exciting.
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The Convergence of 

Physics and Psychology

J. H. M. WHITEMAN

Psychological phenomena are normal, abnormal, or paranor
mal. Customarily, the normal and abnormal are included in 
the science of psychology, while the paranormal is “beyond” 
or “besides.” Unfortunately, this way of looking at things 
suggests that the paranormal has been excluded from 
scientific psychology because it conflicts with established sci
ence. The next step is then to suppose that the paranormal 
must be reconciled with the “basic limiting principles” of sci
ence,1' 2 above all, with physics, if we are to justify para
psychology’s claims to be a true science.

Such a view, though widespread, reveals a lack of compre
hension of the state of contemporary physics and its philoso
phy. Consider, for instance, how one might argue that te
lepathy conflicts with established scientific principles. The 
argument might begin with the assertion that thought origi
nates and becomes conscious in a brain. The thought must 
then take the form of some physical property or “field vec
tor” which can travel through space to the other brain, where 
it must be converted back again to thought. But, the argu
ment might conclude, no such localized field vector exists, 
capable of carrying every detail of sensation, feeling, concep
tual formation, memory, and will, which is needed to make 
up the structure of thought.

Arguments of this kind are clearly metaphysical. They 
depend on assumptions that are not, and never could be, ex
perimentally established. The “basic principles” of science

“The Convergence of Physics and Psychology” by J. H. M. White
man is an original article written especially for this volume and is 
printed by permission of the author.
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thus prove to be only the “obsolete tenets of an antiquated 
metaphysical school.”3 For “the development of natural sci
ence has gradually discarded every single feature of the origi
nal commonsense notion [of mechanistic science]. Nothing 
whatever remains of it.”4 “The very concept of a material 
system . . . ceases to be justified.”5

One can see how crude mechanistic ideas gained their foot
hold in the 17th century. “Galileo and the physicists ‘peeled 
off’ ” the sensory properties from material objects, “without 
caring much what became of them.”6 They also “peeled off” 
concepts, intuition, imagination, feeling, will, reason, and law, 
and reduced all science to the manipulation of mathematical 
measures—a manipulation which presupposes, but sidesteps 
any accounting for, the very awareness of objectivity, reason, 
and law which was taken as “peeled off.”

Until very recently, therefore, psychology and physics have 
been split apart, except so far as psychology has adopted tech
niques of physics for the attaching of measures to overt be
havior.

Today it is clear that we must start afresh and aim to build 
an integral science—psychology and physics together (in 
complementary aspects)—and not “forget about the tools 
used for the consideration of one when thinking about the 
problems of the other.”7 The paranormal need not, then, be 
in conflict with science. For nature, truly seen as a whole, 
cannot contradict itself.

Beyond Matter-Mind Dualism

One of the first lessons we have to learn in philosophy is 
that everything we can know about the external world, as 
about our internal world, is resolvable into awarenesses which 
seem to be exclusive to us—as we say, “subjective” or in our 
own “minds.” Whether we see an object, feel it, kick it, or 
walk around it, what we experience and know consists of our 
own perceptions and cognitions. Yet the object is similarly ex
perienced and known by other people. How can this be, if all 
the knowledge is “subjective”?

The answer given by matter-mind dualism is that there is
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an unknowable substratum in objects. Because this is unknow
able, it has not the character of any awareness or possible 
awareness to any particular person, and so can be common to 
all. But then the mistake is made of attaching ideas of posi
tion and movement and other distinctions of quality to the 
unknowable objects. Clearly, if nothing whatever is knowable 
about them, nothing can be said about them, and no science 
can be built on their existence.

The early scientists, in spite of protests from Leibniz and 
Berkeley, tried to escape the dilemma by postulating that po
sitions and motion are absolute. That is to say, the apparent 
variations in appearance to different observers can be related 
by fairly simple mathematical formulas. Obviously the motion 
of a man walking in a train does vary according to whether 
we measure it from the train itself or from a point beside the 
track. But because a formula covers both cases, it was thought 
that the condition of the observer could be ignored, and the 
world could thus be treated as independent of mind. (It was 
overlooked that the formula is itself a structure of reason.)

Hence arose the myth of the container of space with dead 
matter placed in it, and all living awareness merely an effect 
of dead and unknowable “matter.” But perhaps it will be 
said: “What else can we do? And anyhow the method 
works!”

The reply to this is, first, that it does not work in the theory 
of relativity and quantum theory, the two comer stones of 
modern physics; and second, physics itself has forced upon us 
a new world view, which corresponds in an astonishing way 
with what famous philosophers and mystics, from direct in
sight and experience, have been declaring over a period of 
two thousand years at least (Buddha, the Upanishads, Plato, 
Plotinus, Leibniz). We have today reached the point where 
all these currents of research have begun to merge.

Let us consider some of the new “basic principles” which 
physics has now taught us. First in importance, perhaps, 
comes the principle that a distinction must be made between 
potentiality and actualization or, in psychological language, 
between the unconscious and the conscious. Even though an
other person is not in sight, his existence has to be allowed 
for. He might shoot at us with a gun; he might come into
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view five minutes later. But, it could be said, he can see him
self and observe his own actions, and if we put together his 
and our observations we get a single observed world. Against 
this sort of argument, it must be pointed out that he can see 
only shifting and partial views of himself according to his cir
cumstances at the time (not ours), and that no one can see 
his motivation when he decides to shoot at us, or the disposi
tion which leads him to do it.

Thus every person, and likewise every object, has “poten
tialities” to be observed or to act in an infinite variety of ways 
according to circumstances. And none of these potentialities, 
in itself, is physically observable.

Have we then an “unknowable substratum” after all? No, 
because the substratum (or more correctly, superstratum) 
which we are pointing to here is knowable in a certain way; 
otherwise we could not point to it. It is knowable, either as a 
structure of possibilities in reason, or (in the case of motiva
tion) as a necessary supplement in reason, without which our 
observations do not make sense. And in particular circum
stances (discerning our own motivations, for instance) the 
potentiality can be observed by nonphysical means.

In the theory of relativity, the potentiality of an object’s ex
istence is expressed by means of what are called “trans
formation group” laws which connect the various possible ap
pearances to people observing it from different positions or 
while moving in any way with respect to it (the measured 
shape alters according to the relative velocity of object and 
observer). In quantum theory the potentiality of a radiation 
field is expressed by means of a field vector which causally 
relates a source with the probable rate at which absorptions 
of quanta of energy would be observed.

This leads to consideration of another “basic principle” of 
contemporary physics, namely that causation resides, not in 
causal chains of physically observable objects or materials, 
but in a three-tiered hierarchy of operations concerned with 
the whole circumstances.

To illustrate this in the simplest way, let us suppose that a 
physicist has set up apparatus to produce a narrow beam of 
light so excessively weak that it cannot be seen as such. As is 
known, energy can only be absorbed from radiation in
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“chunks” called quanta. So if the eye (or some more sensi
tive detecting apparatus) is placed in the way of the beam, it 
may be that the absorption of a quantum will be detected, 
like a sudden flash, at some unpredictable time.

Must we then say, with Einstein, that quantum theory sup
poses a “dice-playing God,” to specify arbitrarily when and 
where the absorption is to occur precisely? On the contrary, if 
we accept that an actualization or manifestation to the senses 
occurs by an integration of the whole circumstances, it is 
clear that physics must ignore the subjective and microscopic 
conditions of any particular occasion and deal with overall 
effects. As in the throw of dice, mathematics can predict the 
overall probability of a 6 on one out of six trials on the aver
age, but it cannot predict to what particular result the infinite 
small-bias potentialities will lead on any particular occasion.

It follows that causation must be dealt with at three 
“levels.” First, there is the devising of the experimental setup, 
depending on some purpose previously decided on. Then 
there is the level on which the physicist proposes an “overall” 
wave function or field vector but on which he should really 
include also the subjective potentialities of the experimenters 
and the objective potentialities of details with which the math
ematics cannot deal. Last, there is the level on which all the 
potentialities are integrated and a particular observation is 
actualized.8’ 9

The particular observation is therefore unpredictable in 
physics because the necessary potentialities have not all been 
included in the calculations.

As already commented, potentiality is a superstructure 
rather than a substructure. Causality is wholly in the universal 
reason, from the “top downwards.” It proceeds from a uni
versal purposive level; then there is what may be called a 
“thought image” level where potentialities work out the pur
poses, partly automatically (by the field equations) and 
partly subjectively or through small-bias effects; and last there 
is actualization at the level of observed physical phenomena, 
resulting from an integration of the whole of the potentialities 
on that occasion.

Even if we were to stop at this point it is clear that a kind 
of telepathy, better perhaps called koinonoia (“mind shar
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ing”), is implicit in modern physics. For the potentialities of 
minds, as well as of physical objects, have to be integrated 
when an observation is made.

Physical Laws and Universal Reason

Along with belief in matter-mind dualism there arose a 
greatly oversimplified view of scientific method which became 
dominant in the 19th century and still is dominant today, in 
spite of cogent objections made by philosophers and scientists 
of repute.

Put uncompromisingly, it is the doctrine, in Popper’s words 
that “all theories are, and remain, conjectures, as opposed to 
indubitable knowledge.”10 That is to say, the scientist can 
propose an hypothesis, make deductions from it, and so build 
a theory or “conceptual system,” finally checking that a large 
variety of deductions square satisfactorily with observation. 
But the theory stands only so long as another one does not 
turn up and fit better.

This view of scientific theories—as never having any ele
ment of certainty—is at once seen to be false in the case of 
Euclidean geometry. This is a conceptual system whose logi
cal coherence has never been doubted. How then did it get 
into nature? For it is certain that the lengths of the three sides 
of a right-angle triangle do agree with Pythagoras’s theorem, 
to a degree of accuracy depending on how accurately we have 
constructed the straight lines and right angle. They cannot do 
otherwise without offending against logic. Likewise, we may 
ask, how did the conceptual system of electromagnetic theory, 
or of elementary particle theory, get into nature?

In the case of geometry it is clear that nature provides the 
opportunity for us to copy the concepts by a process of suc
cessive approximation. The concepts take actual physical 
form by virtue of additional small-bias potentialities which 
convert the a priori exact into the empirical uncertain. Never
theless the overall effect is according to reason.

The truth seems to be, therefore, that nature is full of op
portunities for the actualization of concepts. In fact, it is 
hardly too much to say that nature is nothing but concepts ac
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tualized; for without concepts, it would not be intelligible. 
Hence it is to be expected that if we can find concepts which 
are “primordial” enough, all natural law could be developed 
from them by a kind of deduction. And this is what has 
proved to be the case in mechanics (classical or relativistic), 
and also, as we shall see, even in electromagnetic theory and 
elementary particle physics.

As might be expected, however, the buried conceptual pos
sibilities in nature are exceedingly various, abstruse, and 
difficult to unearth. Only a few of the simpler instances can 
be briefly referred to here, apart from the analyses to be 
offered in the next two sections.

One of the simplest instances of the reason inherent in 
physics was discovered by the 14th century Paris philosopher, 
Buridan, and concerns the fall under gravity of bodies of 
different masses. If we take three equal balls falling side by 
side in a vacuum, and then repeat the experiment with two of 
the balls stuck together with a minute spot of glue, the body 
of double mass must clearly keep step, as before, with the 
remaining ball. There is therefore a logical compulsion in na
ture, ensuring that bodies of different masses keep step with 
each other when they fall in a force field.

The phenomenon of “equal fall” has been experimentally 
verified to an accuracy of one part in a hundred thousand 
million. But even if experiment had shown some difference, 
we should have been obliged to accept the principle and intro
duce some interfering cause, such as air resistance, to account 
for the departure from what logic requires. For science can
not be built on a contradiction. Here, then, we have one kind 
of certainty in science.

Assuming now, what is true, that Euclidean geometry and 
special relativity are forced on science in a similar way,11 let 
us consider the classical approximation in which time is taken 
as “absolute,” and derive Newton’s laws of motion for a par
ticle in a force field.

If the motion of the particle is not to be haphazard and na
ture in consequence mere chaos, there must be some law of 
motion. But it is clear that in any system of dynamics a parti
cle may be started moving in the field with any speed, and the



motion must then be prescribed. I shall call this the “teleolog- 
ical principle.”

Let us now consider motion in a straight line and suppose 
the field given at each point. The law might conceivably con
nect the force with the velocity of the particle (i.e., rate of 
change of distance), the acceleration (second-order rate of 
change of distance), or higher-order rates of change, or any 
combination of these. But if the velocity were involved explic
itly in the law, our arbitrary choice of initial velocity could 
not be reconciled with the fact that the field is not arbitrary. 
On the other hand, it is easy to show that if third or higher 
order rates of change were involved, the motion would not be 
uniquely determined. Hence the law must relate the force to 
the acceleration alone, and thus we can take the acceleration 
as providing our measure for the force per unit mass (this 
being, as we have just seen, the same for all masses).

As regards reaction, given the qualitative fact that reaction 
occurs, the quantitative fact follows that it must be “equal 
and opposite” to action, because no other way of determining 
the reaction uniquely presents itself.

It is common knowledge that the law of gravitation was 
logically derived by Einstein from the tensor calculus. This 
tells us what kinds of law will be logically consistent when 
various observers with different positions and orientations 
apply it to their own measures. As it happens, only one tensor 
is suitable, and this gives the inverse square law as an approx
imation.

We are not to think that something in nature carries out 
these complicated reasonings every time some motion has to 
occur. Rather, the potentialities for motion which are logi
cally inherent in teleological demands and the qualitative pos
sibilities in nature must be thought of as being already present 
in a timeless way, as the result of Pythagoras’s theorem must 
be timelessly inherent in the group logic of translations and 
rotations. So, on any occasion, the possibility which alone is 
permitted by logic comes automatically into actualization.
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Categories and Cycles

We come now to a concise examination of the structures of 
reason which seem to be primordially involved in psychology. 
The method to be used has been called phenomenological 
analysis, essential insight, or mystical recollection and disclo
sure. The broad features of the world view presented may be 
confirmed in “higher” kinds of separative experience (“out 
of the body”). More detailed supporting evidence, including 
that of scientific research in the ps}'chological field, is referred 
to below and elsewhere.12-14 Finally, the deduction of physi
cal theory and exact formulations in correspondence with this 
psychological analysis provides an indirect but scientifically 
very compelling kind of confirmation.

We first distinguish three primordial categories of concepts 
or “ideas,” making up the “building bricks of knowledge”:

(1) ideas of purpose, e.g., love of truth, beauty, posses
sions, etc., or hate, hope, fear, etc., of these. Such 
“ideas” are characterized by means of

(2) relational concepts, e.g., association, attachment,
cause, change, future, and are made finally definite by

(3) ideas of perception and fulfillment, e.g., sensations, 
images, feeling-impressions, pleasure, pain, etc.

All these can be described as timeless ideas or units of “es
sence,” and the three categories correspond, respectively, to 
the good, the true, and the beautiful. But none can be actually 
known without three timelike objectivities, or categories of 
“existence”:

(1) actual impulsion or motivation (not merely the 
“idea” of it);

(2) actual changes (not merely the “idea” of change) 
in regard to

(3) actual objects (and not merely the “ideas” of 
them).

These correspond, respectively, to force, motion, and mass, 
and may be simply described as drive, time, and objectivity.



They are as if known from the way ideas “actually behave.”
A seventh and in fact primal category is also needed: of 

consciousness, will, and choice, to direct the others. It must 
be capable of individualization (as a single “I am”) and also 
of multiplicity. It can know or not know, and understand or 
not understand, particular ideas, structures of ideas, or exist
ences.

A second stage in analysis reveals that some primordial 
“organization” must be provided to give meaning to the 
fitting of means to motives. This will have the consequence 
that degrees of perfection of fitting, or “harmony,” are possi
ble. Values thus arise, and the possibility of development of 
the individual consciousness. Motives and means which con
duce to such harmony can be called “good,” according to de
gree.

In mystical teaching, the primordial “organization” is 
called archetypal or divine human, whose sacrifice and de
scent into multiplicity and conflict make possible the actuali
ties of creation, in worlds and individual lives.

A further consequence is that there must be a hierarchy of 
“spheres of consciousness,” so that “trial means” and “per
fect patterns” may coexist with “normal” consciousness and 
so give meaning to “wisdom.” It then follows that potentiali
ties at one “level” must be connected with those of other 
levels by correspondence and emergence, as the expression on 
the face corresponds with and emerges from the feeling which 
it expresses.

Another fundamental mystical teaching is that three quasi- 
spatial concepts, subject to degree, correspond to the three 
categories of essence, when these characterize an individual 
state of consciousness in regard to wisdom. In reverse order 
they are:
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(3) height and depth (“fulfillment”) :    z 3
(2) right and left (“openness to means”) :    y 2
(1) before and behind (“acceptance of purpose”) :    x 1

The allocation of symbols x,y,z and 1,2,3 will be found con
venient for reference in the later analysis, as well as agreeing 
with accepted terminology in physics.
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We can also identify three quasitemporal causations as fol
lows:

(3) actualization 
(2) change and flow 
(1) impulsion

: τ 
: t 
:      T

4
5 
0

The third and fourth quarters, though of extreme impor
tance in self-development, can here only be indicated by the 
most obvious features: 54, application, i.e., movement to ac
tualization, “going out”; and 03, nonattachment, i.e., impul
sion to (the state of timeless) fulfillment.

As we shall see, an emergent world is “projected” by the 
infinite possibilities for the orienting of axes for x,y,z at right 
angles and for positionings with respect to them, all these 
being provided by “rotations” of the x,y,z,t and r axes, two 
at a time. The corresponding psychological life thus similarly 
requires combinations of the categories two at a time.

This conclusion can also be drawn more directly from the 
fact that any one category of ideas or existence—purpose, for 
example—is quite abstract and general unless associated with 
means, end, impulsion, or some other category.

Since there are six primordial categories to be associated in 
pairs, there are fifteen resulting psychological “functions,” to 
which one can add the actualization itself as a sixteenth. The 
sixteen will be found to proceed logically in a cycle of four 
“quarters” or major directions of creative activity, the first 
being as follows:

E

impulsion of purposes 
flow of purposes 
actualization of purposes

(enthusiasm)
(inspiration)
(illumination)

: Tx 
: tx 
:      τx

01
51
41

consideration of adaptive means and fulfillment :       yz 23

In the mystical teachings this “quarter” is likened to the 
East, where the Sun rises. The second, or responsive, quarter, 
is as follows:

s

impulsion of means 
flow of means 
actualization of means

(response)
(working out) 
(judgement, approval)

: Ty 
: ty 
:      τy

02
52
42

consideration of fulfillment and purpose :      zx 31
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Apart from confirmation by mystical teachings which have 
been widespread from four thousand years ago, there are two 
versions of the fourfold “creative cycle” which have been de
scribed in scientific research.

Henri Poincare, in his analysis of mathematical invention, 
names the four chief stages (beginning with the third or 
“Western” quarter, i.e., the “going out”): preparation, incu
bation, illumination, precising. The course of artistic crea
tivity in general is obviously the same.

Freud describes the releasing form of the cycle, by which 
one passes from rule by the “pleasure-pain principle” to rule 
by the “reality principle.”13 The unthinking attachment or 
fixation to which “application” leads in earlier years, so that 
frustration often results, gives place to a voluntary checking. 
In other words, the third quarter or function, which Freud 
describes simply as “action,” is succeeded, not by an immedi
ate and unthinking reaction of pleasure or displeasure, but by 
“restraint upon action,” a “raising of the level of the cathec- 
tic [attaching] process,” and Denken (“recollection”).

The various functions in the cycles under discussion, 
though sharply distinguished, have a generality which is capa
ble of giving rise to infinities of variant modes and develop
ments. A general purpose (e.g., to satisfy hunger) may be 
particularized in an infinity of contemplated ways. These may 
come into focus, shading into one another, occasionally un
dergoing abrupt changes, and eventually passing into the un
conscious. Processes of change and interaction between one 
mode of the cycle and another thus continue ceaselessly on 
the background of another mode or state of consciousness 
more or less stabilized by other means.

These and other considerations point to the “horizontal” 
composition of fluctuating modes of the cycle, resulting in a 
field of consciousness, and the “vertical” composition of such 
fields to provide meaning and causation. The individual con
sciousness, like a searchlight, will keep exploring the whole 
structure, but remain chiefly focused on one “level” of ac
tualization (e.g., physical awareness, dream, thought im
ages) till a change is more or less abruptly caused.

Actualization for an individual in the physical world has 
two aspects: (a) the “projecting” of the object into the



world, in conformity with physical law and thus also with 
what other individuals may observe; and (b) the sensory 
perception as if in the body and occurring through bodily 
processes in correspondence with psychological ones. The for
mer may be described as the effect of objective functions at 
the physical level, and the latter as the effect of bodily subjec
tive ones there.

Similar conclusions follow in regard to phenomena of the 
“inner worlds” of thought and images, since there also one is 
aware of (mental) objects which are presented to the 
(inner) senses, and perceptions occurring still more in
wardly, in correspondence with psychological processes.

The fact that the inner observation of thought and images 
is usually “hazy” and seems as if it occurs in the physical 
body is easily explained. For the bodily subjective functions 
at that level would have to be themselves of a thought-image 
character. But obviously few people are ever aware, outside 
dreams, of a thought-image body from which they see the 
nonphysical objects. Hence the physical body and eyes tend 
to take its place, and the objects seem to be seen by the physi
cal eyes and “located” accordingly. This is what is called the 
mergence of nonphysical objects in the physical world.

The further conclusion then follows, that if the bodily-sub- 
jective functions at the “inner” level are sufficiently devel
oped, the thought-image body (or perceiving organism at 
that level, whatever it may be) will no longer escape observa
tion in its own sphere of life. And when it does come to ob
servation, there will be no compulsion on it to appear as if in 
the place of the physical body, or even on its copying the 
physical body (unless the observer has a fixed idea that it 
must do so).

Thus the possibility of “out of the body” experience pre
sents itself as necessarily involved in our new scientific world 
view.

Foundations of Physics

Problems concerning the causal origination of physical ex
perience from potentialities in the universal reason are
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greatly illuminated by the phenomena of collective appari
tions.14 Such an apparition may be seen and even felt by the 
various percipients, in perspectives, including those presented 
by a mirror, subject to the same geometrical laws as hold in 
the physical world. But the phenomena are undoubtedly of a 
nonphysical nature, and are moreover of a purposive origin, 
insofar as their appearing is explained by memories, thoughts 
and intentions and not by the presence of physical objects.

A purposive structure of ideas can thus instantly produce 
manifestations of an object to different people, simultaneously 
yet so that the different perspectives are related as the laws of 
geometry and physics require.

From what has been said concerning the primordial origin 
of all creative laws, physical observation by different people 
must come about in essentially the same way, this being the 
reason why the inner and physical worlds both manifest Eu
clidean geometry and the laws of geometrical optics. The 
difference appears to be simply that the physical “level” is the 
ultimate ground of fulfillment for purposes in every individ
ual mind and at every level of conscious life. Hence the phys
ical potentialities constitute a universal ground for all exist
ence. What was at its source a power of reason becomes, in 
physical actualities, something absolutely final and inde
pendent of the will of any individual.

We can also conclude that while objects are in all cases in
stantly actualized from purposes, by elaborate laws of corre
spondence, their various appearances and positionings are re
lated one with another according to the laws of reason by the 
field structures of light or other “radiation.” Here we have, in 
simple form, an instance of the distinction between “bound
ary conditions” (or “bound systems” in quantum theory) 
and the “free field.” The “bound systems” are concentrations 
of fields. Hence we may confirm our previous conclusion that 
sixteenfold structures must be causally at the origin of all ac
tualizations at every level, physical or nonphysical.

Without attempting to examine the case where “bound sys
tems” making up solid bodies must themselves be taken as 
subject to change, we may deduce the general character of 
the field laws at any level from the possibilities which tensor 
analysis reveals.



The sixteen (objective) components projected to each 
point x,y,z,t of the field can be taken as constituting the field 
itself if they are “functions” of x,y,z,t which vary from point 
o point and instant to instant. Tensor analysis then shows 
hat a field equation specifying first-order rates of change in 
:he field components can give logically consistent results only 
if it has the form of the gradient operator plus an additional 
constant, operating on the full sixteen-component “field vec
tor,” and with the whole equated to zero: (γ + k) P = 0.

“Operation” means here a “tensor product,” of which 
three kinds exist. Rather surprisingly, the inclusion of all pos
sible products results in another sixteen-component tensor 
field. The projected field equation thus requires that the total 
for each component on the left should be zero, and so we ob
tain sixteen equations in sixteen components.

If six of the components are put equal to zero, the other 
ten components are found to satisfy Maxwell’s equations for 
the electromagnetic field in empty space, along with the con
tinuity equation for the electric current density. Moreover, 
the fact that the variables τ and T are not subject to trans
formation, i.e., different points of view (see the next sec
tion), results in all the components transforming as physical 
theory requires—as a rank-two tensor with six independent 
components, two vectors with four components, and two in
variants. Hence the ten components of the field in empty 
space behave in every way exactly as do the electric and mag
netic field vectors E and H and the current density J, and so 
can be identified with them.

According to this derivation, the waves of uniform velocity 
which are the solution of the field equations are “as if” struc
tures of potentiality, making the only causal connection logi
cally possible in empty space between cycles at the various 
points.

There is another method of solution of the sixteen field 
equations, very elaborate and artificial, which does not re
quire putting any of the components equal to zero, and thus 
Which does not imply empty space. We can add the compo
nents all together, with directional symbols (σ81, σ51, σ23, 
etc., alongside, substitute “matrices” for these symbols so that 
the tensor products work out correctly, and then “factorize”
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the total result. What is obtained then is Dirac’s linear wave 
equation for the fermion field (electrons, positrons, etc.), 
the field then being represented by only two components mak
ing what is called a spinor. One can then combine spinors so 
as to obtain the original components (a generalized “current 
density,” for instance). This method of “primordial” deduc
tion is quite different from the method of trial hypotheses 
which led to elementary particle theory in its present form.

The Logic of Paranormal Phenomena

If the world view here presented is accepted as basically 
correct, there is no conceptual difficulty over the occurrence 
of telepathy and clairvoyance. All potentialities at the 
thought-image level have to be integrated upon actualization, 
whether they are of objects or of the observer and whether 
the “objects” are physical ones (clairvoyance) or thought 
images (telepathy). The connections which result in one “ob
ject” being actualized rather than another (we may call 
them “resonances”) clearly have the character of thought 
governed by character tendencies and interests, and have 
nothing directly to do with physical distance, which is not ac
tualized at that level.

Further consideration must be given, however, to (a) the 
structure of personality (this leading to conclusions concern
ing survival and mediumship), and (b) the manner of se
curing the finalization of a plan according to universal wis
dom at the ideal-purposive level, i.e., the setting up or 
controlling of “boundary conditions,” (this covering also 
effects of PK and the possibility of memory, retrocognition, 
willed action, and precognition).

We must distinguish between (1) the case where all ob
jects are allowed to continue as part of the field, virtually 
uninterfered with from the purposive level, e.g., the solar sys
tem; and (2) the case where there is interference by which 
the positions or motions of certain objects are controlled or 
new “boundary conditions” are set up, e.g., by muscular ac
tion in response to desire.

Case (1) is, strictly speaking, unrealistic. There is indeed
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interference both from outside the solar system and from 
small-bias causes within, which could result, by chain reac
tions, in a cosmic disturbance. In either case, therefore, an 
ideal-purposive level has to be admitted if a hiatus in physical 
theory is to be removed. And we have to admit also possible 
“life interference” from the “lower level” of unconscious mo
tivations outside the universal plan but controllable by it, or 
else permitted as part of the plan For there is no doubt that 
such motivations do occur; but the plan would be brought to 
nought, and events left to chance, as it were, if they were not 
controlled.

Purposive motivation implies conscious thinking; for “un
conscious thinking” is a self-contradictory expression (the 
term “unconscious” applied to “motivations” in psycho
analysis means unconscious to the patient). Hence to admit 
purposes and a universal plan worked out by them is to admit 
a level of individual intelligences transcending the physical 
condition; and to admit unconscious motivations is to admit 
at least the potentiality for a thinking mind, which is not that 
of a physically embodied person, to actualize the effect of 
such motivations in us without our knowledge or control. 
Freud, indeed, speaks of the Id as being sometimes “mali
cious.”

We thus arrive again, by an analysis of physics, at the 
monadic or corporate structure of personality strongly urged 
by McDougall and Gerald Balfour on the ground of psycho- 
logical-or parapsychological evidence, and explicitly stated by 
many great mystics, including Gotama Buddha, St. Paul 
(“you are members one of another”), and Swedenborg, as 
well as being essential to other systems of teaching such as 
Hasidism. To reject the teaching under all these circum
stances would suggest the psychological “disorganization” 
into which so many conservative scientists have lapsed when 
brought up against evidence contrary to the world view sub
consciously assumed by them.

It is of considerable interest to check that the mathematical 
formalism in terms of three spacelike variables and three 
timelike ones provides, as it should, for a possible change in 
boundary conditions, and thus a suspension of the field equa
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tions and conservation laws deduced from them, if the higher 
purpose or plan requires it.

In terms of this world view, we evidently have to admit a 
fulfilled potentiality of past events (since they remain cau
sally operative), a provisional potentiality of future events 
(without which various alternatives could not be contem
plated before the plan is finalized), and a developing poten
tiality of real existences, including individual living beings.

A percipient who has a physical body but is observing a 
fulfilled potentiality in his thought-image sphere could take 
his present physical time as tlt and the time of some event of 
the past (experienced by him in his thought-image sphere at 
physical time t1) as t0. Then if t0 — t1 is negative, the effect 
is (individual) memory or (cosmic) retrocognition. For ex
ample, an event at 3 o’clock, remembered at 4 o’clock, means 
a time-shift backwards of one hour.

Similarly, if t0 — is positive, the effect is (individual) 
will-determined action or (cosmic) precognition. The two 
spheres have to be correlated in some way, and the normal 
would be when an event of the plan, at t0 in the thought- 
image sphere, is actualized at tQ in the physical sphere. But 
nothing prevents a time shift.

Although these are simple time shifts, it has to be remem
bered that the shifted thought-image pattern of events can be 
contemplated backwards or forwards from the higher pur
posive level, which is not subject to these time variables or 
field equations. The power so to contemplate is called “recol
lection” in mystical teachings.

There does not seem to be any one right way to allocate 
values to the “planning” or “cosmic” time variable T, except 
that the values allocated may change only if the plan is 
changed. The reason for this is that the field equations can be 
deduced only if T is not subject to different points of view 
(or the rotations 01, 02, 03, 04, 05 are suspended). When 
the plan is changed, so that T is changed in certain regions, 
the field equations no longer hold, so we are free to change 
the boundary conditions, i.e., the behavior of specified objects 
in that region of the field. It follows that T could be suitably 
identified with t0 — t1 in the notation above.

This seems to complete a satisfactory verification that
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parapsychological phenomena as well as physical phenomena 
are in accord, quantitatively as well as qualitatively, with the 
world view here being presented. The classical world view, on 
the other hand, agrees with neither.
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Quantum Physics and Paranormal Events

LAURENCE M. BEYNAM

26.

Occurrences which, according to received theories, 
ought not to happen, are the facts which serve as clues 
to new discoveries.

Sir John Herschel

The truth is not only stranger than you imagine; it is 
stranger than you can imagine.

J. B. S. Haldane

One aspect of the universe which has never fitted in too well 
with Western science is that of paranormal events. The rea
sons for this, one suspects, are several. One, probably, is the 
problem of measurement, which was given a beautiful exposi
tion by mathematics professor William Garnett many years 
ago,1 and which may be summarized as follows: If space is 
not Euclidean, i.e., does not have a frozen, static structure, 
any distortion in said space will influence any object within it 
and at the same time, by implication, the measurement appa
ratus itself, so that the distortion does not show up in the 
measurements. If similar distortions of space-time are in
volved in paranormal events, and they may indeed be in
volved in certain phenomena of the poltergeist class, insist
ence upon concrete measurement results may be not a help 
but a hindrance in our understanding of such events.

Another aspect of the measurement problem is that we can
not build instruments to measure processes or energies which 
we cannot imagine in the first place. Faraday, Ampere, and

“Quantum Physics and Paranormal Events” by Laurence M. Bey- 
nam is an original article written especially for this volume and is 
printed by permission of the author.
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the rest had at least an idea about what they were going to 
measure and how to measure it. Denying the reality of elec
tromagnetic phenomena would have been, not the pathway to 
the discovery of electromagnetic fields, but rather the very 
method by which this discovery might be effectively blocked. 
The proper procedure in measuring something is, first, accept
ance of the possibility that there is something to measure, 
and, second, a more or less definite idea about how this meas
urable entity functions. One can then go on to construct the 
proper measurement apparatus. Nor is excommunication of 
scientists claiming to have measured unknown, and therefore 
generally unacceptable, energies a viable solution.

There seems to be, however, a deeper reason why paranor
mal events have been banned from widespread scientific dis
cussion, and this is afforded by the Western mode of thinking. 
As psychologist Carl G. Jung has pointed out, we in the West 
tend to separate, isolate, analyze, dissect, and generally miss 
the forest for the trees. (This is not to deny the reality of 
trees; but does acceptance of their reality detract from the re
ality of the forest?)

An historiography of this development would require a vol
ume in itself. Suffice it to say here that in an individualistic 
society, whose culture is determined by the largely subcon
scious root assumptions of its members, those of its members 
engaging in scientific research are constrained to follow its 
value judgments without even realizing that they are doing 
so.* Such things as telepathy, confluential events, and psycho
kinesis are then seen to be naturally inexplicable in terms of 
individuality and separateness. One needs to posit the op
posite—and typically Eastern—notion of connectedness if 
one wishes to explain such phenomena. Psychotherapist Jan 
Ehrenwald has neatly summarized this necessity as follows:

In short, we have to give up the idea of a punctiform,
* As William Irwin Thompson has observed (though in a dif

ferent context): “All the computers in the world won’t help you 
if your unexamined and unconscious assumptions on the nature of 
reality are simply wrong in their basic conception.”2 Those who ac
cuse psychic researchers of “escapism” would do well to remember 
that file argument is double edged: If paranormal events are real, 
then it is themselves who are avoiding reality, just because they 
cannot accommodate such events within their world view.
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egocentric, unicerebral localization of “consciousness” 
and adopt the theory of a potential multicerebral or scat
tered localization of mental processes. . . . We have to 
conceive of human personality in terms of a potentially 
open system ... or rather of a personality field sweep
ing across the boundary lines of stricdy isolated individ
ual units.3

The psi-field theory of William G. Roll et al.4 would seem 
to be one step in this direction. The Western paradigm of in
dividuality seems to have outlived its usefulness, and a fresh 
infusion of guiding principles is necessary if science is to help 
humankind to survive, and to survive itself.

This latter point is becoming obvious especially in the fast- 
moving field of high-energy physics. Although the recent dis
covery of several new particles has been hailed as the dawn 
of a new era, I want to suggest that the “grand synthesis” in 
physics, sought after by so many, may be found, not in the 
models currently under discussion, but in the direction 
pointed out by some of the world’s greatest physicists. As the 
British journal New Scientist has commented: “What is be
coming clear is that simple particle hunting—naming the 
parts—isn’t taking us any nearer the elusive goal of elem- 
tarity.”0 Werner Heisenberg, one of the founding fathers of 
quantum theory, recently suggested that “what is really 
needed is a fundamental change of concepts; we will have to 
abandon the philosophy of Democritus and the concept of 
fundamental elementary particles.”0 The necessary changes 
have likewise been indicated: According to Wolfgang Pauli: 
“It would be the more satisfactory solution if mind and body 
could be interpreted as complementary aspects of the same re
ality.”7 Similarly, Heisenberg and Niels Bohr have both 
stressed the importance of consciousness. Bohr comments:

. . . consciousness must be a part of nature, or, more 
generally, of reality, which means that, quite apart from 
the laws of physics and chemistry, as laid down in quan
tum theory, we must also consider laws of quite a 
different kind. . . . Here we obviously have a genuine 
case of complementarity, one that we shall have to ana
lyze in greater detail. . . .8

It is quite possible that the problem posed by the proliferation 
of elementary particles cannot be resolved without first solv



ing the problem of consciousness; that elementary particles 
are the lure of may a, leading us on by the nose; and that this 
matter can be settled not on the level at which it is being at
tacked but only on a higher level, a level which may necessi
tate taking paranormal events into account.

Can we, then, accommodate paranormal events within our 
present level of scientific knowledge? The answer, I think, 
is both yes and no. We can, but only if we shift our view
point; we need to look at the data afresh. A gestalt switch 
seems to be required.

Now that paranormal events are being investigated 
scientifically, the present tendency is towards finding an elec
tromagnetic explanation.B-12 Electromagnetism was insuffi
cient, however, to explain quantum physical and relativistic 
phenomena, and it seems of doubtful value in explaining cer
tain classes of paranormal events, such as OOBEs and dema
terializations. John B. Hasted, David J. Bohm, Edward W. 
Bastin, and Brendan O’Regan state that in experiments with 
Uri Geller: “part of an encapsulated single crystal of vana
dium carbide apparently vanished . . . there is no known way 
of producing this effect within the closed capsule and no pos
sibility of substitution.”13 Hasted et al. have suggested the 
possibility of “some at present unknown force, energy, or 
mode of connection”14 being involved. In that case, measura
ble electromagnetic effects may be secondary phenomena, 
arising merely as side effects of a more fundamental process; 
due, perhaps, to some sort of breakdown or decay. Such a 
process is clearly indicated if dematerialization and teleporta- 
tion indeed occur, for in that case an explanation depending 
only on one of the four physical forces (electromagnetic, 
gravitational, weak nuclear, and strong nuclear) is obviously 
insufficient, when even all these forces taken together cannot 
afford a clue. As John G. Taylor remarks: “No feasible phys
ical explanation [of dematerialization] can be given in pres
ent terms.”15 Friedbert Karger and Gerhard Zicha have like
wise found it necessary to postulate a fifth type of 
interaction16 in addition to the above four.† The British au-

† Actually, a fifth force, the “weak neutral current,” was recently 
isolated and identified, but there appears to be little ground for 
equating this force with the energy in question.
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thor Colin Wilson, in his monumental work on the occult, 
states that some such notion is “the fundamental proposition 
of magic‡ and occultism, and perhaps the only essential 
one.”17 Thus, an unwitting synthesis of two apparently con
tradictory systems, magic and science, may be at hand. An
thropologist James George Frazer was farsighted enough to 
see this when he said: “The dreams of magic may one day be 
the waking realities of science.”18

In view of all this, if electromagnetism is ultimately found to 
be the underlying cause behind paranormal events, it will 
have to undergo changes in its basic conception which will 
unavoidably result in a structure very different from what we 
now understand by the term. In addition, any “unified field 
theory” or “grand synthesis” in this day and age should at
tempt the union of physics, paraphysics, psychology, para
psychology, and mysticism in order to be worthy of the name, 
a task clearly beyond the present range and scope of elec
tromagnetic theory.

While more than one process may be involved in paranor
mal phenomena of various kinds, the more powerful and ele
gant solution would be to find a process capable of generating 
different results under different circumstances. This is also ne
cessitated by Occam’s razor; one unknown energy is enough 
for the time being. As Hasted et al. have noted: “If a piece of 
metal can respond to the brain in an unknown way, the brain 
may similarly respond to the metal.”19 Thus, one type of en
ergy may be sufficient to explain both ESP and PK. More
over, as will be seen shortly, the basis for such an under
standing already exists. All that is necessary is to pull the 
strands together. This leads to a simple model which seems 
capable of rendering paranormal events explicable within a 
wider framework. The model outlined below is by no means a 
perfect one; it serves to demonstrate, however, that such 
models are not inherently impossible. (Only the main 
points can be outlined here; part of a more detailed treatment 
has been published elsewhere,20 which this paper summarizes 
and supplements.)

‡ Emphatically not that kind of “stage magic” characterized by 
sleight of hand and illusion.
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Theoretical Aspects: General

Your theory is crazy, but it’s not crazy enough to be 
true.

Niels Bohr

For any speculation which does not at first glance look 
crazy, there is no hope.

Freeman J. Dyson

The correspondence of various states of consciousness 
(SCs) to various states of reality (SRs) has been demon
strated in recent years. Psychedelic substances were only a 
small junction along this road21; the subsequent research on 
the induction of trance states22 has shown that chemical or 
electrical explanations fall short of covering the full complex
ity of such states. The objective-subjective distinction, an ob
solete remnant from the mechanistic world view of the 19th 
century, has finally been dissolved, and the public mind has 
finally caught up with the earth-shaking discoveries of quan
tum physics, which first saw the light of day half a century 
ago. In addition to psychedelic and trance-state research, the 
notion of a single, unchanging and unchangeable reality inde
pendent of the perceptor has been challenged on several 
other grounds.

One of these is the epochal tetralogy of a young anthro
pologist, Carlos Castaneda.23-26 The experiences (both drug 
induced and sober) of Castaneda with his mentor, Juan 
Matus, merely served to underline what had earlier been 
inherently obvious but not explicitly stated in anthropological 
research—namely, that reality is a more or less arbitrary con
struct geared to the metaphysical presuppositions of a culture, 
social group, or individual. Another step in the same direction 
is provided by the science historian Thomas S. Kuhn, who 
has analyzed the structure of scientific revolutions. According 
to Kuhn, every scientific revolution brings about such a pro
found change in world view (in terms of theories, experi
ments, etc.) that the pre- and postrevolutionary scientists seem



to be living in entirely different worlds. Commenting on the 
Chemical Revolution, for instance, Kuhn says:

Chemists could not . . . simply accept Dalton’s theory 
on the evidence, for much of that was still negative. In
stead, even after accepting the theory, they had still to 
beat nature into line, a process which, in the event, took 
almost another generation. When it was done, even the 
percentage composition of well-known compounds was 
different. The data themselves had changedP (Italics 
added.)

All this, however, is but a prelude to the findings of quan
tum mechanics. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle leads 
directly to the conclusion that, to use the words of physicist 
Dietrich Schroeer, “the observer cannot be separated from 
the experiment,”28 and while this is generally held to be true 
for microcosmic phenomena, there is evidence for its truth in 
the macrocosmos as well. “To put it bluntly,” says Henry 
Margenau, “science no longer contains absolute truths.”29 
The very act of and the very intention behind observing dis
turbs the observed.

This point needs further elaboration. In quantum physics, a 
particle can be anywhere in the universe before it is observed; 
the probability of its being too far away from a certain 
localization is very small, but cannot be entirely ruled out. 
When it is observed, only one probability is actualized from 
an infinite number of “probability amplitudes.” The “state vec
tor” (or “statistical ensemble”) is the superposition of these 
probability amplitudes, and is said to have “collapsed” upon 
observation to leave only one probability as the actualized 
one.

At this point, differing interpretations arise. The Co
penhagen interpretation holds that the collapse of the state 
vector occurs in a completely probabilistic (or random) 
fashion. On the other hand, those physicists such as David 
Bohm who are not satisfied with this interpretation have 
postulated “hidden variables” that collapse the state vector.

It is found, however, that any measuring instrument intro
duced to determine what is going on enters an undecided, or 
“schizophrenic,” state, for it, too, is a collection of proba
bility amplitudes. For the same reason, the same thing hap
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pens with any chain of instruments brought in to monitor the 
first one, this being known as “von Neumann’s catastrophe of 
infinite regression.”30 The regression is terminated only with 
the introduction of an observer’s consciousness. Thus, it is 
consciousness itself that collapses the state vector and makes 
the selection from an infinite number of probabilities. To 
quote Margenau again: “Consciousness is the primary me
dium of all reality. Even the external world is initially a posit, 
a projection of consciousness.”31 According to another great 
physicist, Eugene P. Wigner, consciousness is the ultimate 
referent of reality, and Wigner has developed this viewpoint 
in a mathematically sophisticated manner.32-33 Finally, Bryce
S. DeWitt states: “The Copenhagen view promotes the im
pression that the collapse of the state vector, and even the 
state vector itself, is all in the mind.”34

All of the above serves to indicate that a state of con
sciousness (awareness) and its corresponding state of reality 
cannot be meaningfully separated from each other. Psychol
ogist Charles T. Tart has called for the development of 
“state-specific sciences” in order that states of reality radically 
different from ordinary physical reality may be investigated.35

One fact that seems to emerge from the present discussions 
on the nature of consciousness is that it is nonlocal (i.e., not 
confined to a certain region of space-time, such as our heads). 
Starting from a study of mysticism, psychologist Arthur J. 
Deikman finds that “awareness is not localized”; in addition, 
awareness is organization, or rather its mental or psycho
logical counterpart.36 Approaching the question from the 
physical side, Evan Harris Walker37 has applied Bell’s criter
ion of nonlocality for Bohm’s hidden variables (i.e., any hid
den variable must be nonlocal) to Wigner’s concept of con
sciousness. In this view, nonlocal and nonphysical (i.e., 
nonmeasurable) hidden consciousness variables collapse the 
state vector. Walker finds that every process in the universe, 
down to the tiniest particle, possesses consciousness.38 Indeed, 
if nonlocality is to be accepted, things cannot be otherwise. 
Every point in every reality must be conscious, though each 
one projects (or “perceives”) a different reality or a dif
ferent aspect of the same reality. It seems, then, that every 
point possesses a dual nature of consciousness and reality, this
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duality not being confined to physical reality or “matter” 
alone, since there can be other SICs and SRs. Physical reality 
may, however, be considered to be a special case, and search
ing for a nonlocalized process that might be both a subset of 
a more general range of SCs, and a possible complementary 
to matter in the form of mind, we find that superluminal 
processes lend themselves as a promising candidate, at the 
same time providing a means whereby paranormal events 
may be explained.

Theoretical Aspects: ESP

Precognition may be singled out as the factor providing the 
key clue. The fact that precognition involves information 
transfer in the reverse time direction necessitates, due to the 
theory of relativity, the adoption of faster-than-light (super- 
or supraluminal) processes as a possible explanatory cause al
lowed for by the laws of physics. One such process is pro
vided by the de Broglie wave (or matter wave), this entity 
being indispensable to an understanding of modern physics. 
(Here we are not concerned with the wave group, which has 
a velocity equal to that of the physical matter it is coupled 
with.) Physicist Gerald Feinberg39 and mathematician 
Adrian Dobbs,40 on the other hand, have theorized superlu
minal particles of (mathematically) imaginary mass. While 
Feinberg’s derivation is quite rigorous, Dobbs’ conception 
covers the “objective probabilities” encountered in quantum 
theory. Here it must be remembered that in terms of quantum 
theory, all matter consists simply of probability waves, densi
ties or amplitudes. According to Dobbs, future probability 
states emit “psitrons” in direct proportion to their possibility 
of realization. Since normal concepts of time and velocity are 
suspended for superluminal processes, Dobbs has introduced 
a second time dimension along which objective probabilities 
are strung out.

On the other hand, Feinberg’s “tachyons” have the in
teresting property that their momenta periodically emerge 
into and submerge out of the space-time continuum, thus 
presumably producing an effect akin to an impulse at regular
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space-time intervals. In between, tachyons would appear to be 
completely nonlocal, spread out across the entire complex 
plane.

Tachyons can be viewed either as carrying negative energy 
backwards in time or positive energy forwards in time.41 This 
interchangeability allows us to view a tachyon as a bidirec
tional discontinuous field line, microminiature “warp,” 
“wormhole,” or short-circuit that carries information across 
space-time regardless of direction, somewhat as light photons 
carry information within ordinary space-time. Taken collec
tively, they would function as a warp directly connected to 
the original object-event and seen somewhat as a hologram 
projection (“tulpa” or “apparition”; see next section).

We have, thus far, two kinds of superluminal processes, 
one of a wave and the other of a particle nature; the existence 
of the former is established, while the existence of the latter is 
in doubt. However, the complementary wave-particle or “wa- 
vicle” nature of infraluminal and luminal processes is a good 
precedent for the possibility of the same in the case of super
luminal processes as well, although the latter will most likely 
have strikingly different characteristics from the former 
(“laws of quite a different kind”—Bohr). (Note also that 
speaking of the wavicle nature of matter is a simplification; 
it is actually neither a wave nor a particle, but exhibits char
acteristics we can summarize under the conceptual models of 
“wave” and “particle.”)

The immense utility of a supraluminal field model is that it 
allows us to satisfy Bohr’s and Pauli’s notions of the comple
mentarity of mind and matter in an unexpectedly fruitful 
way. The small step of equating supraluminal processes with 
consciousness enables us to view mind (supraluminal) and 
matter (infraluminal) as two complementary regions with 
an energy (luminal) interface; also, the equations show 
that there is a mutual and instantaneous interaction. Further, 
the supraluminal field was derived from the necessity to ex
plain precognition; yet since the time constraint is dissolved, 
the field is of a nonlocal and nontemporal nature, enabling a 
basis for telepathy, clairvoyance, and retrocognition to come 
into view.

Thus, each point in space-time should be topologically con
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nected, through the supraluminal field, ultimately with every 
other point; yet this interconnection does not result in a 
meaningless jumble of chaos. Obviously the connectivity is 
organized. The situation is exemplified in an application from 
luminal processes, namely holograms. Several researchers 
have independently drawn attention to the importance of the 
holographic model; it may be a spirit of the times. For the 
holograph, at each and every point, contains all the informa
tion contained in the whole; subdivision into individual parts 
does not directly lead to a loss of information; information, 
or structure, is conserved. The holographic model is thus 
inherently synergic (informational, organizational, and non- 
random) as opposed to entropic (disorganizing, disinte
grative, and randomizing). This implies impartibility; the 
whole cannot be meaningfully separated into parts isolated 
from each other without changing its very identity in the 
process.

Applying the holographic model to the supraluminal field, 
it is immediately obvious that the infinituple connectivity— 
which, however, is organized within a stratified structure of 
successive levels—implied by the field shows it to be of a 
synergic nature (note the connection with Deikman’s con
sciousness as organization). The utility of equating con
sciousness with this field now becomes apparent: Each point 
in the field immediately obtains information from (“reacts 
to”) any change at any other point; it is, for all practical pur
poses, “aware” of what is happening at other points. Such a 
concept can be applied with telling effect to biology, where 
the hormone theory of cellular differentiation seems a cum
bersome and mechanistic device at best, and the notion of a 
“biohologram” is much closer to reality; it can be applied not 
only to intercellular but to interorganismic communications, 
investigated by Cleve Backster, where some kind of “pri
mary consciousness” has been claimed to reside even in the 
smallest of cells; finally, when we realize that the dictum “ev
erything is connected with everything else” is one of the four 
ground rules formulated for ecology by Barry Commoner, the 
full implications of the picture begin to emerge. But this is by 
no means the end; for we next encounter physicist David 
Bohm, who tells us that the primary emphasis in quantum
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theory is now on “undivided wholeness,” and that the “sep
arability of the world into distinct but interacting parts is no 
longer valid or relevant.”42 This is such an order of unity that 
even the concept of a signal loses its meaning; indeed, even 
the tachyonic or psitronic models that have been invoked may 
be rendered obsolete, serving merely as stepping stones for 
our minds which cannot span the gap so fast.* ESP is, in this 
analysis, a natural by-product of a field required by biology, 
ecology, and quantum physics; as Brendan O’Regan has 
noted: “Psychic research, if it did not already exist, would 
have to be invented to fully explore the ‘new’ experimental 
paradigm of ‘undivided wholeness’.”43

When we next turn to anthropology and history, in order to 
see whether this idea has any precedent, we are at once faced 
with an urgrund concept, an urfeld (ultimate field) of exist
ence postulated not only by almost all primitive people but 
also by luminaries such as Paracelsus and by physicists, such 
as Lancelot Law Whyte. (See Appendix I for a partial list
ing of such theorizers and/or discoverers.) This “energy,” as it 
may loosely be called (“synergy” may be more accurate) is 
almost always a “life” energy; it is formative, negentropic, in
telligent, conscious, etc., providing a connective substratum 
for all things in the universe. Such connectivity requires su
perluminal processes, since the speed of light cannot afford 
non-time-consuming information transfer; and because there 
are principles, such as the mach principle and the Pauli 
exclusion principle, which are operative at any instant through
out the entire universe, thus necessitating instantaneous con
ductance of information (see also the subject of “exchange 
forces” in the next section). It remains to be seen, of course, 
whether even the word “transfer” is a relevant one.

In contrast to those physical forces governed by the second 
law of thermodynamics, the synergic field would seem to 
work inwards toward the center from the periphery. Schroe- 
dinger points out that the organism “sucks in” negative en

* Perhaps one could alternatively hypothesize a hyperspace 
model in which all points are equidistant from each other; in the 
case of dimensionlessness (void) this distance would be zero. Also, 
the de Broglie wave seems better suited to a field model from which 
the concept of a conventional signal has been excluded.
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tropy from its environment.44 In fact, since organism and en
vironment (or any object and the rest of the universe) 
cannot be meaningfully separated from each other, it would 
be strange if their interaction occurred only in one direction 
(outward from the organism or object) and not the other. It 
is interesting in this connection that whereas the retarded po
tential solution in electromagnetic theory describes a wave 
traveling outward from the origin, the advanced potential 
solution describes one traveling inward to (converging to
ward) the center.45 Perhaps there is a mechanism whereby 
the consciousness field thus forms and maintains infraluminal 
matter, possibly by means of an inversion relationship, al
though the field itself is of a nonlocalized nature.†

This synergic, formative “energy” was called “prana” by 
the ancient yogis and “psychic ether” by some contemporary 
researchers. Physicist Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker47 draws 
attention to the similarity between prana and the probability 
amplitudes in quantum physics, and indeed one might go so 
far as to equate this principle with the state vector in the most 
general sense.‡ However, in considering the physical world as 
a subset of a more general set of realities, a supraluminal pic
ture for this formative energy may, in this restricted range, 
prove more meaningful. In other words, this prephysical en
ergy would have supraluminal properties for physical matter 
in particular and would be equivalent to the state vector in 
general.

As for the mathematical treatment of such a holistic or 
“holographic” field, it will likely require the utilization of the 
higher-order hypernumbers, theorized several years ago by 
Charles A. Muses.48' 49 Due to their recent discovery, hyper-

† For those who find it difficult to conceive of such a relation
ship, the work of artist Maurits C. Escher provides a graphic 
example. “Circle Limit III” is a mandala of interlocked fishes. 
“Outside it, however,” says Escher, “is the ‘absolute nothing’. But 
the spherical world cannot exist without this emptiness around it, 
not only because ‘inside’ presumes ‘outside’, but also because in the 
‘nothing’ lie the strict, geometrically determined, immaterial mid
dle points of the arcs of which the skeleton is constructed.”46

‡ This implies, of course, that properties adhere to the state vec
tor which have yet to be recognized. The reasons for equating the 
two will become clearer in the following section.
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number mathematics is still in its infancy, and much work 
will have to precede a qualitative exposition. (Note also that 
mathematics, in the very process of quantitative description, 
has moved further and further towards qualitative modes of 
analysis.) Such an exposition will necessarily be exceedingly 
complex, which is why more powerful tools are needed than 
those presently available within the conventional framework 
of higher mathematics.

Theoretical Aspects: PK

Imagination can not only cause that-which-was-not, to 
be; it can cause that-which-was, not to be.

Harold C. Goddard

A thing can both be, not be, and be anything else.
Robert Heinlein, Waldo

Beside the actual universe I can set in imagination 
other universes in which the laws are different.

J. L. Synge

Thoughts are things.
Huna saying

In this section we return from the specialized analysis for 
physical matter to the more general norm of all realities; re
stricting ourselves to a supraluminal model is no longer neces
sary, although the concept of an all-ordering urfeld or Ulti
mate Consciousness must be retained.

The accounts of magic among primitive peoples and 
throughout history have always seemed to make some kind of 
perverse sense to those investigators who were inclined to 
take such things seriously. Most of magic, of course, is just 
what it seems to be: Nonsense. There remains a core, how
ever, which we will now attempt to tackle.

First, in the light of the previous section, it is seen that 
primitive peoples had, and still have, a soft spot for the con
cept of undivided wholeness. Thus, all things in the universe 
were in interaction, and the time and place for particularized 
magic working had to be chosen with care; the astrobiological
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situation had to be taken into account; there were “power 
points” in the urfeld where connectivity was concentrated on 
a higher order, etc. Once the proper place and time were 
selected, it remained for the magic worker to enter a trance 
state in which he could contact and “bring down” a nonor
dinary SR. Following Frazer50 in part, the laws of magic may 
now be summarized as follows:

(1) The law of contagion, or sympathy. Things (objects, 
concepts*) which have once been in contact or have in any 
way been connected will from that moment onwards remain 
connected and continue ever afterwards to act on each other. 
(According to the Hawaiian Huna, the “mode of connec
tion” is “sticky” and can stretch almost indefinitely as things 
are removed from each other’s state space.)

(2) The law of similarity, or homeopathy. For any two 
things that have thus been connected, action of one kind upon 
one will lead, due to the pure and noncontaminative nature of 
the “mode of connection,” automatically to change of the 
same kind in the other. Like produces like, like attracts like 
into the same information state space.

(3) The law of contiguity. The part, due to laws (1) 
and (2), represents the whole.

The fact that (3) is an accurate statement of the holo
graphic model’s primary characteristic forces us to consider 
the other two items more seriously.

Since magic, when shorn of all its window dressing, ap
pears to be more or less equivalent to PK, it will be neces
sary, in our treatment of PK, to explain the laws of sympathy 
and homeopathy as well.† It will be seen that the state vector 
constitutes, to borrow Don Juan’s term, the “cubic centimeter

* The two can be distinguished only on lower levels of inte
gration consciousness.

† The more recent “black boxes” of Abrams, De la Warr, 
Hieronymus, Campbell, etc., also seem to be connected with the 
“holographic energy” and to be based on unconscious PK.51- 52 
These serve merely as symbolic props or prostheses for the inex
perienced mind (they are, in fact, extensions of the mind) and be
come unnecessary after awhile. Their utility stems from the sym
bolism necessary to alter one’s SR, just as in a less technological 
age such symbolism was provided by more exotic paraphernalia.
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of chance” through which “quantum magic” may be intro
duced.

Several researchers into the paranormal have pointed to the 
difficulty of separating extrasensory perception (ESP) from 
psychokinesis (PK). For instance, Ehrenwald remarks:

. . . the possibility could not entirely be ruled out that a 
psychokinetic effect, involving all the paraphernalia of 
an ESP experiment—including the method of ran
domization, of shuffling cards, of recording procedures, 
etc.—may ultimately be responsible for the semblance 
of precognition obtained [by various experimenters].53

Physicist Helmut Schmidt, famous for his research in these 
areas, states that “the relationship between PK and precogni
tion seems to be generally rather close, to the extent that a 
rigorous separation between PK and precognition might in 
the statistical laboratory tests not be possible.”54 Walker ex
plains the experimental evidence for telepathy in a similar 
way: “A message in the usual sense is not being transmitted, 
but a future state is being selected”55; also, “PK involves the 
same basic process as clairvoyance . . .”58

Recently, two leading physicists have offered their views 
concerning PK, each with reference to the most fundamental 
entity known to quantum physics, namely ψ, the state vector 
(or, as it is otherwise known, the wave function).

Now the wave function is subject to two kinds of change. 
As long as it is left alone and unobserved, it changes in ac
cordance with the Schroedinger wave equation, where an op
erator called the Hamiltonian determines how the wave func
tion evolves. Alternatively, the Hamiltonian changes dras
tically and discontinuously (the state vector collapses) 
upon observation.

Brian D. Josephson‡ speculates that one can control the 
Hamiltonian itself:

That is to say, perhaps one can modify the laws of na
ture. This may be the way in which psychic phenomena 
take place. One could make a force to act on something 
merely by modifying the Hamiltonian so that the object 
had more energy in one position than another. Psychic 
phenomena might thus be connected with altering the

‡ Nobel Laureate in physics, 1973.
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Hamiltonian which determines the equation of motion in 
a system. Perhaps also some kinds of psychic phenom
ena can be considered as establishing a coupling en
ergy between oneself and the thing one wants to 
influence.57

Evan H. Walker has given much thought to the subject, 
and assigns the function of collapsing the state vector to a 
subset of the consciousness (c4) variables which he calls will 
(wi).58 In Walker’s view, such effects as dematerialization, 
teleportation, and metalbending are not inherently impossible; 
all that is needed is a highly sustained willpower, which re
sults in the collapse of the state vector on the macroscopic 
level at an extremely improbable state.

If these views are correct, as they seem to be, physical real
ity is much more fluid (amenable to direct mental influence) 
than has been hitherto believed; in fact, it is as fluid as we 
like. The deep involvement of the subconscious in paranormal 
phenomena would then lead one to the conclusion that sub
conscious levels and ultimately the collective consciousness is 
reacting to and changing the “world line” each of us follows 
in ways of which we are unaware. Parapsychologist Rex G. 
Stanford calls this “psi-mediated instrumental response” 
(PMIR); he notes that this can “occur without the person’s 
being aware that anything extraordinary is happening.”59 In 
that case, Walker’s w4 variables must have subconscious com
ponents as well; each SC would have a w{ subset. In this con
ception, reality is determined jointly by conscious and sub
conscious strata.

Walker’s view is based on the orthodox collapse of the state 
vector. Hugh Everett III,60 John A. Wheeler, and R. Neill 
Graham, on the other hand, have proposed a different inter
pretation of quantum mechanics, one known shortly as the 
EWG interpretation, in which the state vector is not collapsed 
at all (or rather, from the point of view to be outlined 
below, we should perhaps say collapsed at all its values). In 
this view, based on flawless mathematics, each point in the 
universe splits or branches off into myriads of probable uni
verses each micro-micro-second; the “world line” we follow is 
but one of the countless probable ones that really exist. 
Wheeler conceives of a “superspace” in which any one point
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is an entire universe, while neighboring points are slightly 
different universes.61 It is a far cry from the sober treatment 
of EWG to the colorful language of Fredric Brown, yet his 
statement of the case is an accurate one:

If there are infinite, universes, then all possible combina
tions must exist. Then, somewhere, everything must be 
true. . . . There is a universe in which Huckleberry 
Finn is a real person, doing the exact things Mark Twain 
described him as doing. There are, in fact, an infinite 
number of universes in which a Huckleberry Finn is 
doing every possible variation of what Mark Twain 
might have described him as doing. . . . And infinite 
universes in which the states of existence are such that 
we would have no words or thoughts to describe them or 
imagine them.62

Now it so happens that one psychic research group has 
come up with a very interesting result. Taking after the 
Toronto S.P.R. research group (who gave us “Philip,” an 
imaginary “ghost” or communicator having no relationship 
with historical reality), this group has, it seems, netted a host 
of Dickensian storybook characters, including such favorites 
as the Artful Dodger, Oliver Twist, Fagin, Bill Sykes, and 
Nancy. These fairytale communicators have produced a range 
of physical phenomena.63

Crazy? Perhaps—and perhaps not. Whether Dickens’ crea
tions, Huckleberry Finn and anything ever imagined by any
body has its respective probable universe or “parallel con
tinuum” in which it actually exists, remains to be seen. Of 
course, were one to trust the concepts of “primitive” peoples, 
concepts which are rapidly being approached by ultramodern 
physics, one would at this point be reminded of the Tibetans, 
who, according to Alexandra David-Neel, tended to believe 
that everything one can imagine can be realized. They 
claimed that if the imagined facts corresponded to no external 
reality, one could not conceive of them or their images.64 
However, whatever the case may be in this respect, a tentative 
analysis would seem to indicate that, if we are to avoid falling 
into solipsism (which would imply that members of a race 
of creatures among a million others inhabiting a random dust 
speck in the universe are the sole claimants of consciousness,
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and would play havoc with the nonlocality of consciousness), 
other states of reality, geared to other states of consciousness, 
already exist. Psychologist Robert Masters’ experience with a 
trance subject in which the Sekhmet* archetype was ac
tivated, would seem to show that such archetypes, if nothing 
else, possess an existence quite apart from either that of the 
subject or of the experimenter.65† It is here that the EWG in
terpretation lends itself as an immensely powerful tool to sift
ing sense out of all this seeming outrage.

If we apply Walker’s concept of a consciousness-collapsed- 
state vector to the EWG interpretation, it becomes clear that 
every nonordinary state of consciousness is coupled to a 
nonordinary state of reality (or probable universe), diverg
ing from our ordinary reality as its probability in our terms 
diminishes. There is an ultimate connective tissue for all these 
universes, and that is the infinite-dimensional consciousness 
(c;) field (or, to take up the more restricted argument of 
the last section, superluminal psitrons which connect each 
probability with each other one). The connection through a 
collective consciousness of these universes dissolves the bar
riers preventing their interaction; the noninteraction concept 
had been based on a consideration from which the subject of 
consciousness had been excluded. Just as, in Walker’s concep
tion, consciousness collapses the state vector, in the modified 
EWG interpretation it can choose one universe or another. A 
change of SC would therefore cause a “transverse acceler
ation of probability amplitudes,” by which a different proba
ble universe is actualized. The evidence for the actual, instead 
of only virtual, existence of parallel continua stems from out- 
of-body experiences (OOBEs), where events seem to follow 
a course determined not just by the experiencer but by the 
collectivity of consciousnesses geared to that reality, just like 
in the everyday world we are familiar with. As was pointed

* An ancient Egyptian goddess.
† Oxford philosopher H. H. Price has suggested that once an idea 

has been formed in the mind, it possesses “an independent life 
of its own ... it not only exists but operates independently, apart 
from the consciousness in which it originates.” (In this case, “by 
which it is tapped” would be a better expression of what happens 
than “in which it originates.”)
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out before, this view is also less solipsistic and anthropocen- 
tric.

Rearrangement of the proximity of probabilities is thus 
possible. Imagining a certain thing would connect that thing 
in its respective universe with present reality by means of 
what, for the lack of a better word, we are forced to call a 
“warp.” Tulpas (materializations) would be created in this 
manner. Note that such a “warp” is necessitated simply by an 
unconventional collapse of the state vector.

Note also that this warp or “space-time annihilation” may 
not be unidirectional; for instance, Ted Serios’ thought- 
ography86 is best explained by a “personality fragment pro
jection” providing a short-circuit between the camera and the 
locality under consideration. This also shows why damage 
directed at the “astral body” may lead to damage in the phys
ical body. A warp of this kind would be the basic element of 
connectivity, at the same time providing a basis for Ho
meopathy and Sympathy. This is not far from Gertrude 
Schmeidler’s hypothesis: “We can think of ESP or PK as 
making a fold in the universe and producing contact between 
two things ordinarily separated,”67 except that this “fold” or 
connection is now expanded to cover all possibilities; once 
made, it can be used by others. Whether, of course, the num
ber of parallel universes is infinite we do not, at the present 
level, know; if not, there would be restrictions to what can be 
imagined and/or actualized—that is, restrictions to PK.

On the other hand, the reality one lives in is conditioned 
and constrained by one’s cluster of SCs (subconscious 
strata). The reality in this case will be more probably than 
not a linear continuation of previous realities. This model 
may provide an understanding of dreaming and psycho
pathology. In the first, the subject is in an alternate reality 
while asleep, but in the second, alternate realities of a gener
ally unpleasant nature are projected in the waking state.

These concepts help us to understand other aspects of the 
world as well. As Aldous Huxley wrote to J. B. Rhine: “Any 
religion, if intensely enough believed in, creates the objects of 
its worship—gods, defunct saints, and the like. These ob
jectifications or projections may become centers of energy rein
forcing the energies of individual prayers, desires, and
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imaginations, and these may assist the worshiper in getting 
the result he desires.”68 

One prediction from this model would be, returning to 
high-energy and particle physics, that any particle searched 
for with enough zest has a high probability of being found. 
Indeed, the discovery of many particles during the past half- 
century was preceded by hypotheses and expectations con
cerning their existence. The giant accelerators are not instru
ments that detect what “really” exists but expensive machines 
that “create” or actualize the conscious and subconscious ex
pectations of physicists, a fact which, among other things, 
dovetails quite well with Stanford’s PMIR concept. As 
Thompson remarks: “When we build a cyclotron to search 
for elementary particles, we do not observe elementary parti
cles; we observe what happens when we try to search for ele
mentary particles.”69 Josephson is quite explicit on the sub
ject, and deserves being quoted at length:

The wave function, it seems, cannot control the ob
server’s intention. We may ask therefore whether the ob
server’s intentions can influence the outcome of an ex
periment. Quantum mechanics only tells us the 
probability distribution of observed values of physical 
quantities. If the observer was emotionally involved in 
the outcome of the experiment and particularly wanted 
one result to come out rather than another, perhaps that 
would shift this probability distribution. . . . [Physicists 
might] have an influence in causing the experimentally 
determined probability distribution to come out just as 
they expected it ought to be.

Currently in physics there’s the strange phenomenon 
that the laws of nature seem to keep on changing. New 
symmetry violations are being discovered, the velocity of 
light is found to be different from what people thought it 
was, and so on. An odd thing, which may or may not be 
significant, is that sometimes when a new observation is 
made different people get different results. In one in
stance a particular symmetry was broken on one side of 
the Atlantic, but not on the other; however, after a while 
everyone got the same results. The conventional explana
tion would be that errors were being made on one side 
of the ocean, but conceivably the true explanation is that 
the discrepant results were genuine, and that it was the 
process of communication of knowledge from one side 
of the Atlantic to the other which caused a kind of phase
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transition or ordering process, as a result of which iden
tical results were subsequently found in both places.70 
(Italics added)

To sum up, then, the model would look something like 
this: In n-space (with some reservations, Wheeler’s super
space) all points can, and do, take on an infinite number of 
qualitative-quantitative values, while at the same time retain
ing a consciousness by and through which any reality is 
projected or perceived. The sum for any point of the values 
and their corresponding antivalues it can take on would be a 
null set, giving the supracosmic void or hyperspace which is 
identical with the universal mind, which in turn creates the 
universes of the modified EWG model. What cannot be 
overemphasized, however, is, first, that the state vector and 
the EWG model are merely constructs employed to render 
the truth partially intelligible in terms of ordinary con
sciousness. Second, and even more important, is that all these 
realities are interwoven by the absolute consciousness at such 
an incredible level of complexity that any lesser con
sciousness, due to its incomplete perception of reality, tends 
to find fault with various aspects of the lesser reality it per
ceives. It is only in mystical states of consciousness, charac
terized by infinite existence, intelligence and bliss (the sat- 
chit-ananda of the Hindus) that the ordering is seen to be 
perfect and faultless. This interweaving would seem to be ac
complished mainly through the exchange forces in quantum 
physics, where the very substance of anything is extinguished 
and reappears simultaneously elsewhere as something else, 
limitations of size, kind and space-time being immaterial71 
and in a manner of ordering which beggars the imagination. 
(The exchange forces, by the way, are still another candi
date for the holographic field’s mode of operation.) Thus it is 
that, to paraphrase Shabistari,72 the universe is contained in a 
mosquito’s wing, and within a single point in space unimagi
nable heavens roll.
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Social Implications

Let us pass over the implications for science, one of which, 
as astronaut Edgar Mitchell has pointed out, may be the re
placement of expensive spaceflight by free OOBEs. Comment
ing on the applications of a “holographic energy,” Jean 
Houston remarks:

... we may have the guidelines for the learning and ap
plication of a metatechnology hitherto known only 
among shamans and other specialists in nonordinary re
alities. ... It would be a supreme, but delightful, irony 
if these alternate, but presently largely inexplicable en
ergy systems . . . were to provide dominant world gov
ernments with resources and energies sufficient to help 
them free themselves of their bondage to the now de
structive and limited dynamics of the scientific-industrial 
paradigm, with its inevitable predilection toward dooms
day.73

The real question we must ask, however, might be the fol
lowing: Between E = me2 and the A-bomb there are forty 
years; how long between psychic research and Armageddon? 
For if history is any guide, and if any credence is to be lent to 
the various versions of the Atlantis myth, such a meta- or 
paratechnology, “in the hands of the dominant world govern
ments,” could lead to disastrous results.

The best safeguard against this seems to be the develop
ment in every individual of a personal feeling for “undivided 
wholeness.” In addition, if the “law of karma” is to be taken 
seriously, every action is equal to its (instantaneous or 
delayed) reaction. The only sensible choice would then be the 
dissolution of selfishness and the cultivation of love, love for 
everything that comes—and does not come—within one’s 
range of consciousness. Like the relativistic light beam that 
circumnavigates the universe to return to the point it started 
from, such love (and, indeed, any other feeling) cannot but 
go anywhere except back to its origin.

If enough people take up this view, we may in our time be 
approaching something far beyond expectations, a giant evo
lutionary step. As Thompson remarks: “The next step will be
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like the transformation that altered an ape into a man.”74 In 
Childhood’s End, first published in 1953, that prophetic 
science-fiction writer, Arthur C. Clarke, envisioned the devel
opment of humanity into an “overmind.” Starting from one 
child, the development proceeded somewhat as a crystalliza
tion in a saturated solution, rapidly spreading throughout the 
children. One can only marvel at the way in which Uri 
Geller’s powers have spread, during television performances, 
to other people, the overwhelming majority of whom are chil
dren; it is not without reason that Clarke, who was earlier a 
skeptic believing that “any illiterate peasant can pull the wool 
over any parapsychologist’s eyes,” upon seeing with his own 
eyes the demonstrations of Geller at Birkbeck College, Lon
don University, on that fateful day of June 21, 1974, is re
ported to have exclaimed, in effect: “My God! It’s all coming 
true! This is what I wrote about in Childhood’s End.”15

Another Clarke first, as many readers will be aware, was, 
with Stanley Kubrick, the novel and movie 2001, in which 
humankind reached “Beyond the Infinite” through the Star- 
gate.

But “The Stargate,” said William Irwin Thompson, “is in 
our foreheads.” I wonder . . . could it be? . . . that the time 
has come for each of us to call out . . . instead of “Open, 
Sesame” . . . “Open, Stargate”?
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V   THE NEW 
 TECHNOLOGY
Harnessing 

the Energies of Life



27.

The search for new forms of energy and the discovery of new 
ways to harness previously known forms has always engen
dered a new technology, which in turn produces a “revolu
tion.” The word “harness” itself is a case in point. It reminds 
us of that period in history called the Agricultural Revolution 
when people first learned to domesticate animals and employ 
their power for human purposes such as plowing.

Consider the consequences of atomic power, electricity, 
and prior to them, steam power. In 1807, for example, during 
the war between France and England, a mechanic named 
Robert Fulton offered Napoleon Bonaparte the chance to 
power ships of the French navy with steam engines. The em
peror called Fulton a madman and threw him out of court. 
Eight years later, as the vanquished Napoleon was being 
taken to St. Helena on an English battleship, the American 
steamer Fulton steamed briskly by the English vessel. Napo
leon, gazing at the departing steamer, confided to a compan
ion: “I forfeited my crown when I chased that man Fulton 
from the Tuileries.”

Undisputed proof of the X energy would have the same po
tential for far-ranging scientific and social consequences, both 
benevolent and destructive. In fact, some researchers consider 
the case for the X energy to have been made, and have al
ready taken strides in the direction of technological invention 
and refinement based on that presumed energy. (Others, 
such as R. N. Miller, who has contributed a chapter to this 
section, have used current technological devices—such as the 
cloud chamber, biofeedback instrumentation, and water sur
face tension measures—in unconventional ways.) The history
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of science shows that invention has often preceded full 
scientific demonstration and understanding of the invention’s 
energy source. Such may be the situation here. This section, 
therefore, will look at some of the efforts to produce new 
classes of technology that operate on principles arising from 
the nature of the X energy, and to utilize conventional tech
nology for novel ends.

A new technology brings new terminology. You have al
ready encountered the word “psychotronics.” Here it will as
sume the form of “psychotronic generator” as one of the edi
tors (Stanley Krippner) discusses his observations of various 
devices constructed by Czechoslovakian inventor Robert Pav- 
lita. Here also you will meet terms such as “radionics,” 
“cloudbuster,” and “psionics.” The first two are formally 
defined when they appear. “Psionics,” however, is a word 
coined in the 1950s by the late John Campbell, editor of As
tounding Science Fiction (now Analog), to denote the sci
ence of extrasensory perceptions and abilities, including their 
machine or apparatus form, called psionic devices. The word 
has some degree of current usage, so we mention it here.

What specifically do we mean by “the new technology”? 
The following articles provide many examples: dowsing de
vices, the Hieronymus machine, the orgone accumulator 
(which is a functional element in the cloudbuster), the Mo
toyama device, radionics. We could add the Priore device, the 
Lakhovsky multiwave oscillator, the Moray free energy de
vice, and Drown radiovision to the list, along with many 
others. These devices may be spurious or they may be valid; a 
decision must await further work by researchers who attempt 
to replicate the original reports. A visual examination of these 
devices shows nothing sophisticated in the orthodox sense. 
Rather, they appear to be very simple devices. But their very 
simplicity may be deceiving to the skeptic, while the open- 
minded investigator who penetrates their apparent manner of 
operation will see elegant refinement in their design.

The operation of psionic/psychotronic/psychic technology 
is as uncertainly understood as is the nature of the X energy, 
however. Is the human being an integral part of the circuitry? 
Or can the human factor be entirely removed, leaving only 
the technology, and still achieve the same results?
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Polygraph expert Cleve Backster, who claimed in 1966 to 
have discovered “primary perception” in plants and other 
forms of cellular life, devised an experiment to test this ques
tion with regard to his position. He constructed an apparatus 
that was completely automated, with the critical stage under 
control of a randomizer. Thus, he reasoned, the experiment 
could be performed without people in the room or even the 
building, and the time of the experiment would be unknown 
to anyone until after examination of the recording chart. His 
findings purportedly confirmed his previous observations of 
an independent and unknown energy linkage by which psy
chic communications could take place.

This position is disputed on two fronts. First, one re
searcher in human-plant communication, Marcel Vogel, re
ported evidence that plants can be sensitized to psychic-type 
communications by a human source, but do not have this 
ability as an inherent part of their nature (see his chapter in 
Psychic Exploration, listed in Appendix III). Two other sci
entists reported at the 1974 American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science meeting that they had independently 
replicated Backster’s experiment, with negative results. Thus 
they feel that Backster’s work (and presumably Vogel’s) 
demonstrates not plant sentience but pseudoscience, and the 
issue of human-plant communication remains unresolved.

Plant psychic research aside, the matter of the human ele
ment in the new technology needs to be resolved. Researcher 
James Beal, in his article “How Fields Affect Us,” appearing 
in Fields Within Fields (Summer 1974), offered this per
spective:

There is a good deal of interest in what might be 
called “psychotronic machines.” Pipe locators of the 
“L” shape, the forked dowsing rod, the vibrating rod 
“aura meter,” and more complicated machines of life 
nature, such as the Hieronymus machine, Abrams’ Box, 
De la Warr radionic diagnostic instrument, or the Pavlita 
psychotronic generators, are good examples. Rather than 
go into a lot of detail about these devices and their ana
lytical capabilities (or lack thereof), it is easier to ex
plain that these machines seem to require the man-ma
chine relationship (where the human being is part of 
the detector circuit), involve variations in the sense of
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touch, and seem to act primarily as either amplifiers, 
resonators, antennas, or psychological transfer mecha
nisms (placebos). The machines perform no under
stood function by themselves, based on our present un
derstanding in physics. They appear to have been 
developed over the years by their inventors in a deduc
tive fashion and definite relationships seem to exist be
tween shape, materials used, texture, arrangement of 
components, and size of components. Persons using this 
equipment appear to act as receivers of information on 
the subconscious level.

This seems to be an enlightened view of the situation, but 
there are still many questions to be raised and data to be 
considered. Lawrence LeShan wrote recently of his revised 
attitude (previously negative) toward radionics, based on 
just such questions and data. “A Research Project in Psy
chic Healing” appeared in Spiritual Frontiers (Autumn 
1974/Winter 1975), the journal of Spiritual Frontiers Fel
lowship, which sponsors the Academy of Religion and Psy
chical Research (see Appendix III), under whose auspices 
LeShan originally delivered the article as an address.

LeShan traced his change of mind about the validity of 
“strange bioenergetic instruments” such as the De la Warr 
radionic box to an article entitled “Elastic Surface Waves” in 
the November 1972 issue of Astronautics and Aeronautics by 
Paul H. Carr of the U. S. Air Force Cambridge Laboratories 
in Massachusetts. LeShan remarks:

... the article lucidly describes the equipment by which 
elastic surface waves are produced. These waves travel at 
the speed of sound along the surface between the input 
and output transducers; and by using these waves, hard
ware that could need a kilometer of coaxial cable and 
huge size and the speed of light can now be reduced to 
small size and operate at the speed of sound. There is 
great significance here for missile guidance, secure an
tijam communications, computer memories and minia
turization.

Furthermore, Dr. William Tiller . . . [has] written a 
report in quite acceptable scientific language [about] 
how rubbing the finger over the rubber pad produces 
elastic surface waves in the pad, and sound in the cavity 
which is tuned to the condenser; then the finger begins to 
feel as though it is sticking to the pad when a resonance
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is reached between the elastic surface waves and sound 
of the tuning item from the patient. The future of ra
dionics will be of great importance, I am convinced, in 
our evolving comprehension of paraphysics, and in 
man’s ability to heal himself.

We have spoken of this technology as new, but that may 
not be quite accurate. “Renewed” might prove more precise. 
Section II of this book, which dealt with the nature of the X 
energy, showed that its character has been recognized since 
early times. Not surprisingly, there are also indications that 
the ancients had a grasp of technology far more sophisticated 
than is generally believed. Hints of this abound in all direc
tions: the 1513 Piri Reis map, based on ancient sources, chart
ing the Antarctic shoreline apparently prior to the last Ice 
Age; a mechanical computer found in Greece and dated 65 
B.C.; electric batteries used in Babylon four millennia ago. 
Many of these anomalies are explored in Brad Steiger’s Mys
teries of Time and Space, Andrew Tomas’ We Are Not the 
First, and William R Corliss’ Strange Artifacts (see Appendix 
III).

It is well known that our present technology can appear 
mythical and fantastic is really the degenerated remnant and 
same token, be any truth to the stance that some investigators 
of the paranormal take—namely, that much today appearing 
mythical and fantastic is really the degenerated remnant and 
distorted memory of once-real ultrasophisticated technology? 
Might amulets, talismans, and scepters, for example, really be 
now-misunderstood psychic devices or psychotronic genera
tors used for purposes such as healing, defense against other 
psychic energies, etc.?

The UFO phenomenon is a focal point for these mysterious 
hints about strange energies, advanced technology, and histor
ical mysteries. Anthropologist Roger W. Wescott points out 
that the tradition of prehistoric human flight is global in ex
tent, ranging from air-view ground markings through floating 
petroglyphic figures to stories of thunderbirds, angels, and 
magic carpets. In examining this record, ufologists have 
found instances of UFO sightings and purported contact with 
humans in documents of many cultures going back thousands 
of years. In the Vedas of India, which are the earliest Hindu
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scriptures dating from at least 1500 B.C., there are stories of 
“gods” who flew through the sky in a type of airship called 
“vimana.”

According to Serge King, in Mana Physics: A Study of 
Paraphysical Energies, the vimana was said to have “rode on 
a ray and made a tremendous din” very much like a present- 
day rocket. King, on p. 4, presents a description (and his in
terpretation) of this ancient device:

On the underside of the vimana was a device with 
points of copper sticking out. This apparently had some
thing to do with a levitating effect, for certain vimana 
were able to stand still in the air or rise straight up, like 
a helicopter. But the main propulsion was by heated 
mercury. A rotating flame did something to the mercury 
that produced energy which was somehow changed into 
a propulsive force. The wealth of logical detail is such 
that it is more absurd to dismiss all this as active imagi
nation than it is to suppose such vehicles and such en
ergy actually existed.

One can follow such notions into a wide variety of exciting 
speculations. Atlantis, for example, is widely regarded as one 
of the foremost fantasies in the minds of those who delve into 
archaeological mysteries. Yet a few sober researchers claim to 
be producing evidence of an inundated prehistoric civilization 
in the Atlantic basin that matches Atlantis in many respects— 
a long-vanished society with a high order of technology, just 
as myth and legend describe.

The psychic Edgar Cayce often spoke of Atlantis while 
delivering “readings” in an altered state of consciousness. The 
Cayce version of Atlantis holds that a crystal energy device 
called the Tuaoi (pronounced “too-oye”) Stone—and some
times referred to as the firestone—provided energy for daily 
life in Atlantis. It was also the means by which the Great Pyr
amid in Egypt was constructed. Misuse of this device, Cayce 
said, destroyed the civilization and the continent containing it.

By carefully following Cayce’s indications about the nature 
of this device, John H. Sutton, a NASA physicist, said 
that it could have been some sort of laser-fusion reactor- 
gravity wave generator. He described his admittedly specula
tive investigation in “The Tuaoi Stone: An Enigma” in the
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January 1974 A.R.E. Journal (see Appendix III). The fire
stone, then, seems to be theoretically possible—a remarkable 
fact when one considers that Cayce described it psychically 
decades before the technology to construct a modem version 
of it existed.

At this point, our interest in the new technology has led us 
into mysterious vistas that could hugely confound history and 
science, if proven. Even more mysterious is the kingdom of 
death. Here, too, psychics have much to tell us, and many 
have presented a detailed picture of “the life beyond death,” 
to use the title of the book by medium Arthur Ford and his 
colleague Jerome Ellison. Can the new technology be of use 
to science in an investigation of “the final frontier”? The last 
two articles in this section answer in the affirmative.

The ramifications of the new technology are enormous. 
Consider the theological implications of indisputable evidence 
of survival beyond the grave. Consider the effects on drought 
and famine if international weather engineering through the 
cloudbuster were begun. Consider the energy crisis facing 
Western civilization in terms of a crystal energy device which 
could tap the planet’s gravitational field and turn it into elec
tricity or in terms of the Moray radiant energy device which 
apparently taps an unnamed cosmic energy to provide (as T. 
Henry Moray, the inventor, claimed to have done in the 
1930s) 100,000 watts of electrical power from a 60-lb 
package.

In the face of looming catastrophe and global disaster of 
many sorts, is it not time to ignore dogmatic voices of resist
ance which say that these things are pseudoscience, and 
mount a coordinated research program? Unconventional 
though these devices may be, they may offer enormous hope 
to a faltering world up against the limits of its physical and 
metaphysical constraints. Thus, we present a variety of de
vices for consideration here, recognizing their speculative na
ture and slender claims for authenticity. Yet if only one appa
ratus of this group is found to be practical, the benefits to 
humanity could make the research worthwhile.

In that regard, the words of a British scientific commission, 
reporting to Parliament in 1878 on the invention of the incan
descent light bulb, are worth considering. The commission re
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ported that the new device was “unworthy of the attention 
of practical or scientific men. It is impossible to adapt electri
cal lighting to households. Any attempt to do so is futile for it 
would flaunt the laws of the universe. On this the most emi
nent scientists agree.”



28.

Applications of Dowsing: 

An Ancient Biopsychophysical Art

CHRISTOPHER BIRD

Dowsing is an ancient art of searching—with the aid of a 
handheld instrument—for anything. This “anything” could be 
water, oil, or valuable mineral ores below the surface of the 
Earth. It could be a leak in a subterranean pipe, a break in an 
underground electric cable, a buried treasure, a ship at sea far 
beyond the horizon, or a submerged submarine. It could be a 
lost object, a missing person, even bodily ailments.

In all these cases, the dowser seeks to answer the question, 
“Where?” The answer is provided by the movement of an in
strument. The instrument could be a Y-shaped rod cut from a 
tree or fashioned from plastic, whalebone, or other tensile 
material that will snap downward when held immobile in the 
hands. A pair of L-shaped rods bent from metal coat hangers 
will also work. When held loosely in each hand, they will 
cross each other over the spot containing the item sought. 
Even a simple pendulum made by tying a piece of string to a 
metal mechanic’s nut will suffice. Just let it hang from your 
hand, and it will swing to-and-fro, rotate clockwise or coun
terclockwise, or tend to resist as if coming up against an un
seen barrier. When a forked rod dips, L-rods cross, or a pen
dulum swings, none of the movements are random. They are 
deliberate movements made in answer to your spoken or men
tally asked question for information.

The question, understanding or compact between the 
dowser and whatever is being dowsed, must be as specific as 
possible. Otherwise the answer that comes through may be

“Applications of Dowsing: An Ancient Biopsychophysical Art” by 
Christopher Bird is an original article written especially for this 
volume and is printed by permission of the author.
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garbled, just as a radio tuned slightly off the position for a 
given station will produce a garbled reception of the broad
cast.

The radio is only an analogy. It in no way provides a theo
retical explanation for dowsing. If this seems frustrating, one 
may be consoled by Thomas Alva Edison’s answer to the 
question: “What is electricity?” “I don’t know,” replied the 
inventor, “but it works.”

So does dowsing, and its applications may prove to be 
more extensive than those of electricity. Of all psychic gifts it 
appears to be the one most readily teachable. Therefore, al
most anyone can learn to dowse with varying degrees of suc
cess just as one can learn to ride, swim, or play the violin 
with varying degrees of success.

Let’s look at a few successful cases in which the question 
“Where?” was given a definitive answer.

The late John Shelley, Jr., former president of the Ameri
can Society of Dowsers, during a summer tour of duty as a 
reserve naval aviator at the Pensacola Naval Air Station in 
Florida, began to get on the nerves of his fellow officers with 
his constant proselytizing about the dowsing art at which he 
was a master. They decided to put John into what they 
thought would be “his place.”

On the last day of the tour, the reserve pilots lined up at 
the paymaster’s window to collect their checks. When John 
stepped up to the window, he was puzzled by the guffaws and
snickers of his fellow fliers who began to crowd around him
in obvious anticipation of what John felt was going to be a
joke at his expense.

The paymaster, a smirk on his face, leaned back in his 
chair. “John, you’ve been talking so much about locating 
things with that silly rod of yours,” he intoned sarcastically. 
“Well, now’s your chance. Your paycheck is hidden some
where in this building and, if you want to cash it, you’ll just 
have to find it.”

The building in question had three floors each with a long 
corridor and rooms branching off from them on both sides. 
Unhesitatingly Shelley whipped out a small plastic Y-rod 
which he perennially carried in the breast pocket of his tunic 
and began silently to ask himself a series of specific questions.
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The rod dipped. Trailed by his still snickering companions he 
went up to the second floor. He walked along the corridor 
until, just as he was passing the door to one of the rooms, the 
rod dipped again. Shelley strode to the middle of the room, 
his witnesses surging through the door behind him. Rod in his 
hands, he rotated in an arc until it dipped a third time. It was 
pointing straight toward a black briefcase on the edge of a 
table.

The snickering suddenly stopped as John began to open the 
briefcase. He looked inside but it contained nothing. The si
lence was broken with loud laughing. Undaunted, Shelley 
held the rod over the briefcase. It dipped downward with a vi
olent jerk. Perplexed, Shelley studied the problem for a mo
ment, then noticed a thin gray-black rubber mat underneath 
the briefcase itself. After removing the case he gingerly took 
one comer of the mat between thumb and forefinger and 
raised the mat upwards. There was a U.S. Government check 
made out to John Shelley, Jr., lying beneath it.

Louis Matacia, a professional land surveyor, was watching 
a film at the United States Marine Corps base in Quantico, 
Virginia, where he was attached as a consultant. Portrayed 
were Marines in Vietnam helplessly looking over an expanse 
of jungle terrain for openings of enemy underground tunnels 
while Robert MacNamara, then Secretary of Defense, ap
pealed for new ideas and suggestions that might help to an
swer this and other insoluble military problems. A skilled 
dowser, Matacia grew excited and reported to Marine 
officers that he believed he could find tunnels by using L-rods 
which he called his “wire rudders.”

The skeptical Marines took Matacia to a mockup of a typi
cal Southeast Asian village—complete with thatched huts, 
sampans, and pig pens—under which ran an unseen network 
of tunnels, secret rooms, and booby traps. While the officers 
watched, stupefied, Matacia roved over the village and in less 
than an hour had plotted many of the underground anomalies 
on a map. Though all witnesses were clearly impressed, Ma- 
tacia’s technique was not officially adopted by the USMC 
high command because Defense Department scientists held 
that “due to excessive false alarms, the technique would not 
find ready acceptance by field commanders.”
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In the meantime, Matacia’s success at Quantico had spread 
along the Marine grapevine all the way to the Vietnam battle- 
front where individual leathernecks began to use L-shaped 
rods to disclose Vietcong tunnels and weapons caches. These 
dowsing feats—and later successful demonstrations of the 
dowsing technique at Camp Pendleton, the USMC base in 
southern California—were reported by the New York Times 
military expert, Hanson Baldwin, who put on record that the 
history of “coat hanger dowsing” among U.S. Marines had 
indeed originated with Louis Matacia.

A no less fruitful application of dowsing to wartime prob
lems, this time at sea, was made when Captain Vo-Sum, 
South Vietnam Navy, was in charge of communications dur
ing the fifty-six minute long engagement with Chinese naval 
forces at the Paracel Islands on 19 January 1974. During the 
battle he lost contact with a patrol craft escort (PCE).

Using only the name of the ship, Nhat-Tao HO 10, written 
on a piece of paper as an identifying key, he brought his pen
dulum into action over a chart and located a preliminary po
sition for the escort vessel at 16° 18' North and 111° 16'



East at 10:00 hours on 20 January (point A on chart). The 
ship was moving south-southwest.

Having no other information, the operations chief of staff 
decided to base rescue operations on Vo-Sum’s dowsing abil
ity. Twenty-four hours later Vo-Sum’s pendulum gave him a 
second position (point B on chart) with the PCE still drift
ing in the same southwesterly direction, 240°. Search planes, 
hampered by overcast skies, at last found the target, disabled 
by gun fire, right where Vo-Sum had pinpointed it.

On the third day at 10:00 hours the Captain’s pendulum 
gave a reading (point C on the chart). At 18:30 that eve
ning twenty-three crew members, who had abandoned the 
now-sinking PCE and taken to life rafts, were rescued by the 
Netherlands merchantman Kopionella out of Hong Kong at 
point M on the chart. They reported that two of their com
panions had floated away on a wooden raft which Vo-Sum 
proceeded to dowse, finding its position at point D and head
ing south-southwest. Vo-Sum gave three more positions (E, 
F, G on the chart) during the afternoon. At 18:15 hours the 
raft was sighted by a plane at point N, but the two badly 
wounded survivors had disappeared.

Scientists such as Dr. Solco W. Tromp, Dutch consultant to 
UNESCO, Professor Yves Rocard of the University of Paris, 
and Dr. Zaboj Harvalik, physicist and former Scientific Ad
viser to the U. S. Army’s Advanced Materiel Concepts 
Agency, have attempted to explain field-dowsing as ex
emplified by Matacia. In their explanations, dowsers’ 
successes are the result of their ability to pick up gradients in 
the Earth’s magnetic field caused, say, by the flowing of a 
vein of underground water or geological anomalies, be they 
fissures, faults, deposits of ore, or voids. But such theories fail 
entirely to explain the map-dowsing of a Vo-Sum.

Yet a multitude of proven cases of map-dowsing are on the 
books going back to the 19th century example of the French 
clergyman, Abbe Mermet, who located water for monks in 
Colombia, South America, by using a map of the monastery 
grounds while sitting in his study in Europe. Another cele
brated case of map-dowsing for water was the location on a 
map of Bermuda—an island which since its settlement in the 
1600s had depended on captured rain or imported fresh water
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—of successfully drilled points by Henry Gross while in his 
home town of Portland, Maine. Gross’ feats were recorded in 
three books by the American historical novelist, Kenneth 
Roberts.

Water has been the principal object of search by dowsing 
over the centuries. The renowned California dowser Verne 
Cameron, who learned the art from his grandmother at the 
age of thirty, spent twenty years trying to get authorities to 
drill for water in the bottom of Lake Elsinore which had gone 
dry when the river supplying it was diverted.

State hydro-geologists maintained that no water existed 
under the former lake. Only after millions of dollars had been 
spent to pump water into the lake, some of it from as far 
away as the Rocky Mountains, only to have it subsequently 
evaporate, were the points indicated by Cameron drilled. 
Shortly afterwards, yachts and water skiiers were plying the 
blue surface of Lake Elsinore.

Dowsers and geologists are forever at odds because their 
theories about the sources of underground water do not ac
cord.

In 1965, Adolph Galli, Chairman of the Water Advisory 
Committee for Pine Grove, a community in Amador County 
near the famous Californian “mother lode” country, turned 
in desperation to a geologist and an engineer to solve his 
town’s shortage of water. The two experts recommended that 
a nearby hillside could be drilled at a fraction of the cost of 
importing surface water. But after the drillers had bored 
down to 157 feet, there was barely enough water for a single 
family home.

Galli next turned to Jack Livingston, a construction and 
earthmoving superintendent, who had dowsed for more than 
a quarter of a century in the difficult hard-rock terrain of the 
mother lode country, where drilling costs these days are run
ning ten dollars a foot and more.* “It is a lonely task,” says 
Jack, “to have to tell a client that his irrigation water lies two 
or three hundred feet down because I know that he will waste 
a lot of money if my prediction is not correct.”

Livingston, who has been 98 percent correct and has made

* This is just the drilling cost. Casing a well and other expenses 
can double the price.
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hundreds of water finds, advised Galli to drill down to 130 ft 
or so in the middle of Pine Grove’s park. The drill struck 150 
gallons per minute at 136 ft and 200 gallons per minute a lit
tle deeper down, which was more than enough for the com
munity’s needs at the time.

Livingston’s dowsing ability has proved invaluable on con
struction sites by helping him to avoid cutting expensive 
cross-country telephone cables. Though assured by telephone 
inspectors that lines were at a certain depth, Livingston’s 
dowsing has often revealed that the lines were not where the 
telephone men believed. As proof of his accuracy, Jack re
ports that there are now several telephone inspectors in Cali
fornia who are dowsers.

Public works employees have used dowsing to save time in 
many areas. A drainage foreman for the Milford, Conn., Pub
lic Works Department told Robert Plimpton, first president of 
the American Society of Dowsers, that he regularly carried a 
pair of L-rods in his truck and used them to dowse for under
ground facilities before calling in his excavation crew.

A few years ago, work at the site of the Pickering, Ontario, 
nuclear power station had all but come to a halt because 
power shovels were breaking water pipes and electrical lines 
lost to memory. Assigned to improvise a way of finding them, 
field technician, Len Badowich, after unsuccessfully trying 
commercial adaptations of army mine detectors and gamma- 
ray radiation devices, heard about L-rods and brought a pair 
to the site.

While his buddies on the job were laughing their heads off, 
Badowich worked his way back and forth over the ground 
and traced the entire length of a subterranean cable. Still 
laughing, two men grabbed shovels and started digging. At 
three feet they uncovered the cable exactly where Badowich 
had predicted it would lie.

Evidence that dowsing is taken with dead seriousness in in
ternational industrial circles recently came to light when the 
worldwide pharmaceutical firm, Hoffmann La Roche and 
Company, of Basel, Switzerland, devoted an eleven page arti
cle to the subject in its own in-house journal, Roche-Zeitung, 
for 1972/74.

Entitled “The Successful Roche Dowsers,” the article fea
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tures the exploits of Dr. P. Treadwell, director of the Roche 
factory at Sisseln, West Germany, and R. Rupp, an engineer 
in Roche’s headquarters.

Treadwell picked up the dowsing art from a relative who 
worked for the Zurich waterworks. His first chance to put his 
skill to a commercially viable test came when he successfully 
dowsed water for Roche in Basel. On a business trip to India, 
he discovered that Rupp, then technical manager of the 
Roche plant at Thana, just north of Bombay, told him that it 
would be of great advantage if a natural supply of water 
could be found in this area. When Treadwell’s dowsing results 
were amply confirmed, the previously skeptical Rupp was 
himself converted to dowsing.

Treadwell, who has found water in Scotland, France, 
Spain, Japan, Indonesia, Australia, and other countries, says 
that his Indian success was the most interesting, and spectac
ular of all. “Conditions were extremely difficult there,” he ex
plained, “because subterranean water veins run mainly in ex
tremely narrow rock fissures only 1 to 4 inches wide. One 
spot I marked had to be drilled through solid basalt, a hard, 
dense rock. They went down at a rate of only 3 feet per day 
and after ten weeks made a direct hit at some 215 to 225 feet 
on a narrow vein which I had previously marked on the sur
face of the ground. It gave only 4.5 cubic meters of water per 
hour which is low for industrial use. At Fukuroi, Japan, we 
got 100 cubic meters.”

Treadwell’s feats have baffled Swiss scientists and medical 
specialists. “The pediatrician, Professor Hottinger, once told 
me, cynic that he is: ‘Your dowsing is obviously nonsense!’” 
said Treadwell. “Whereupon I put a dowsing rod in his hands 
and walked with him over known dowsing zones. He said: ‘I 
sense the pull of the rod, but I don’t know why.’ This is about 
as far as any of us has gone by way of explanation. Though 
we are assured the phenomenon is real, we just can’t get to 
the bottom of it.”

Especially baffling to scientists is the ability of dowsers to 
traverse the same terrain under which an electric cable, a 
sewer pipe, a water pipe, and a vein of flowing water might 
lie and pick up, on each pass, one of the four while not react
ing to the three others. In so doing, the dowser is answering
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not only the question “Where?” but also “What?” as well. 
When they are “hot”—dowsers have various batting averages 
just like baseball players—dowsers can also, in the case of 
water, answer the questions “How much?” in terms of flow 
per minute or “What kind?” in terms of purity, potability, 
and other characteristics.

Nowhere in science are the questions “What?,” “Where?,” 
and “How old?” more pertinent than in archaeology. From 
the work of a Scottish general and a Soviet engineer it ap
pears that the systematic recovery of material evidence from 
man’s life and culture may profit by an alliance with dowsing 
to greatly speed up what traditionally has been an arduous 
process of search.

Major General J. Scott Elliot, after retiring from the Brit
ish Army, took up a second career as an amateur archae
ologist in his native Dumfriesshire, a Scots border county 
with coasts washed by the Solway Firth. When he came 
across Viscount Henri de France’s The Elements of Dowsing, 
he decided the art might prove useful and, with the assistance 
of a local water diviner, taught himself to dowse.

After six months of diligent practice during which he en
dured condescending smiles from his family and odd looks 
from his colleagues and friends, he began to get positive re
sults by dowsing at excavation sites where his predictions 
could be tested.

In October 1965, a year before the general became presi
dent of the British Society of Dowsers, the owner of a farm 
near Dumfries reported to him that in one of his fields a 
small black patch appeared whenever it was plowed. The gen
eral’s dowsing investigation in the field itself suggested the 
presence of an archaeologically interesting remain which led 
to excavation in the spring of 1966. In his official report, 
Scott Elliot stated that his dowsing had discovered an early 
Bronze Age fire pit “not recognizable as a known form.”

When news of the general’s exploits began to circulate in 
the United Kingdom, he was soon led further afield. In 1968, 
the owner of a cottage in Swinbrook near Oxford asked him 
to check whether there might not have been an old habitation 
site in her garden as suggested to her by, as the general put it, 
“what we Scots would call a ‘fey woman.’”
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Though, during his visit at Swinbrook, Scott Elliot could 
find nothing visible on the surface of the garden grounds to 
indicate the presence of an excavatable site, after returning 
home with a map of the property, he dowsed it with a pendu
lum and revealed what appeared to be a 35 X 60 foot under
ground site under the garden lawn. Digs in 1970 unearthed 
several floors, one, to quote the general’s report: “beautifully 
laid and firm . . . the remains of what is thought to have been 
a hearth, a line of stake holes well cut into sandstone and ac
curately spaced, and two sharp-ended ivory tools, beautifully 
shaped and highly polished.” The site, added the general, 
“was found entirely by dowsing means.”

Most recently the general map-dowsed the garden and or
chard of a manor house at Chieveley in Berkshire to predict 
that a road older than those of Roman times, an Iron Age 
ditch, a series of Roman ditches, and the remains of Saxon 
and Norman cultures would all be found underground. Exca
vation in 1973 and 1974 has not only confirmed these predic
tions but also the presence of specific artifacts carefully plot
ted, before the digging began, on maps of different scales in 
the general’s workroom.

‘The main point of my work at Chieveley,” stressed the 
general, “is that up to the time map-dowsing pinpointed it, 
this site was completely unknown to archaeology.”

Over the past several years Scott Elliot has been training a 
few students in the art of archaeological dowsing. Similar 
training is proceeding in the Soviet Union where, according 
to Alexander I. Pluzhnikov, a docent and Candidate of Tech
nical Sciences (a degree equivalent to the American Ph.D.) 
dowsing, or the “biophysical method” as it is currently known 
in the USSR, is being used by him and his colleagues to 
“search for and describe the contours of subterranean archi
tectural and historical objects, no traces of which show above 
the surface of the ground.”

The difference between the Russian approach to archae
ological dowsing and that of General Scott Elliot and his fol
lowers appears to be that the Soviets dowse only in the field 
or at the sites themselves.

Pluzhnikov states that Russian dowsers have found cavern
ous anomalies such as passages and chambers, heating ducts,
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former ditches and holes, and the hitherto unknown mass 
graves of French soldiers, the latter at the famous Borodino 
battlefield where Napoleon’s onslaught against Moscow was 
so bloodily delayed in 1812. Stone anomalies, among them 
the remnants of walls, pillars, and foundations and water 
anomalies, especially those threatening to deteriorate an un
derground structure, have also been speedily located with the 
dowsing art.

Soviet archaeological dowsers, says Pluzhnikov, work over 
extensive terrain while seated in motor vehicles moving at ten 
to thirty kilometers per hour. When an anomaly is detected in 
this way, it is then studied in detail on foot.

Pluzhnikov refers to the importance of the “mental con
vention” when he states that it is “essential that the operator 
should clearly understand the physical nature of the anomaly 
he is looking for and concentrate upon it.” Cold winds, ill
ness, bad moods, and negative or idiotic remarks or questions 
from casual observers detrimentally affect a dowser’s ability, 
stresses Pluzhnikov.

At the Iosif Volokamsky monastery near Moscow, the 
Kruitsky Palace in the Soviet capital itself, the Kremlins in 
the cities of Serpukhov and Mozhaisk, and other areas dows
ing has been used to pinpoint the outlines of former fortifica
tions and towers, moats, and formerly existing passages, 
buildings, and cemeteries, all below ground.

A dowsing study of the old estate of Tsar Boris Godunov 
(1552-1605) verified data from Polish sources which up 
to then had been considered by Russian historians as spurious 
and came up with what Pluzhnikov terms “startling results.” 
The Russian archaeological dowser adds that the whole dows
ing survey of the entire estate took only eight hours, though 
without the dowsing’s assistance, it could have taken weeks.

The Russians also appear to have been the first to give seri
ous recognition to dowsing as a method for speeding up the 
search for mineral ores. In March 1971, the Central Adminis
tration of the Scientific-Technical Society for the Instrument 
and Appliance Industry sponsored a seminar on the “biophys
ical effect” (dowsing signal). One hundred twenty-four spe
cialists in geology, geophysics, mineralogy, hydrogeology, 
geochemistry, physics, radioelectronics, cybernetics, biology,



physiology, and other disciplines came from fourteen cities 
and over forty research institutes to attend.

A summary of the seminar indicated that dowsing had al
lowed the conventional amount of boring for gold deposits in 
the northern Caucasus to be reduced by thirty percent. In 
Karelia, near Finland, areas where dowsers found anomalies 
produced over sixty percent more indications of rare-earth- 
bearing deposits than those where no such anomalies were 
dowsed. In the central Asian Soviet republic of Kazakhstan, 
reads the summary, “the elimination for boring purposes of 
areas in which the dowsing effect was lacking permitted a re
duction of overall drilling of some thirty-five to forty percent 
and greatly raised its effectiveness.”

Soviet dowsers have been taken up in airplanes and heli
copters flying eight hundred to one thousand feet above the 
ground at speeds up to two hundred miles per hour and have 
made interesting finds about the macro-geology of hitherto 
unexplored areas. The seminar recommended that lectures on 
dowsing as a geological technique be introduced into the ad
vanced curriculum at departments of geology and geophysics 
in Moscow State University, the Leningrad Mining Institute 
and the Tomsk Polytechnical Institute. All this while the 
United States Geological Survey still publishes an informa
tional pamphlet stating that dowsing, as far as scientists are 
concerned, is “wholly discredited,” and American institutes 
of technology ignore the subject as if hoping, thereby, that it 
would vanish.

At the First International Congress on Psychotronics held 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in June 1973, Professor Alex
ander G. Bakirov, a Doctor of Mineralogy, came all the way 
from central Siberia to review the geological possibilities of 
the biophysical method. His report stated in part: “In the 
USSR the biophysical method is used to solve various geologi
cal problems in the deposits of polymetals, gold sulfides, 
gold-quartz, copper-molybdenum, copper—bismuth, rare met
als, tin—tungsten, tin—polymetals, monomineral tin, magnetite, 
sidertics, bauxites, muscovites, and others.”

That the Soviets are seriously investigating all aspects of 
dowsing as a tool for geological prospecting is further illus
trated by a special year-long research program launched in
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February 1975. The goal of the study is to determine 
whether dowsers respond differently depending on the time of 
day or year. This effort to ascertain possible diurnal and sea
sonal variations in the “biophysical effect” will use some fifty 
dowser subjects all over the Soviet Union, from Kaunas, in 
Lithuania, to Magadan, in northeast Siberia, and from 
Norilsk, on the shores of the Arctic Ocean, to Bukhara, near 
the Afghan border.

In addition to assisting human beings in their search for 
clues to man’s past and for natural resources, dowsing is 
slowly gaining recognition as a means to improve the human 
environment, external and internal. It would seem that heal
ing, or medicine, a word which is only the derivative of the 
Latin verb, “to heal,” will profit immeasurably from an asso
ciation with dowsing.

In October 1974, a 20th anniversary meeting was held in 
Paris by the Syndicat National des Radiesthesistes, a union of 
eighty dowsers who earn their living full time by diagnosing 
the ills of patients and prescribing remedies, all with the help 
of a pendulum. The union is officially registered with the 
French Ministry of Labor.

Monsieur Robert Felsenhardt, a Parisian businessman who 
edits Radiesthesie Magazine, the leading French monthly on 
dowsing, became interested in its medical application when, 
as advisor to a medical insurance company, he received a let
ter of complaint from one of the company’s female clients. 
The woman stated that, though the company had paid out 
hundreds of dollars’ worth of doctors’ bills for treatment 
which had failed to alleviate her suffering, it had refused to 
cover the minimal sum charged by a practitioner, who had at 
last cured her, because the therapeutist was not a medical 
doctor, but a medical dowser.

Felsenhardt’s interest led to his meeting the Reverend Pere 
Jean Jurion, a Catholic priest, who recently published La 
Radiesthesie Medicate, a book based on half a lifetime of ex
perience as a medical dowser. Jurion’s prominence in his field 
has repeatedly brought him before magistrates at the behest 
of jealous physicians and he has been fined many times and 
even jailed. Though hundreds of patients he made well have 
testified in his defense, his sentences were imposed not, as one
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judge put it, “for curing people but for treating them.” 
Jurion, undaunted, carries on with the blessing of his ecclesi
astical superiors who see in his work God’s will being done.

The diagnostic aspect of medical dowsing is performed in a 
variety of ways. One British medical dowser with a proven 
record of success, Malcolm Rae, using only a sample of hair 
from a patient as a key, works over a semicircular pattern 
with concentric half-rings, each bearing a spectrum of infor
mation. The pendulum swings on an azimuth to determine 
which part of the information applies to the patient. Pre
scriptions, many of which are homeopathic, as are Father 
Jurion’s, are selected in a similar manner.†

Rae teamed with another medical dowser, Aubrey West
lake, M.D., to write a brilliant pamphlet on the scope and 
limitations of dowsing in the modem world. Author of two 
remarkable books, The Pattern of Health and Life Threat
ened, Westlake, who looks and acts much younger than his 
actual age of eighty-five, after practicing standard medicine 
for thirty years, was put in touch with the British Medical So
ciety for the Study of Radiesthesia founded before World 
War II by a fellow physician, Guyon Richards. In his home 
near Fordingbridge, in Hampshire, Westlake stated that he is 
convinced that, were enough trained medical dowsers availa
ble, the hospitals of the world could be emptied of more than 
half of their occupants, including those with psychiatric mala
dies.

One of the most far-reaching and intriguing discoveries in 
medical dowsing is that of harmful radiation coming out of 
the ground at places where water veins flow, especially where 
they cross. German researchers have known about such emis
sions since the work of Dr. J. Walther, a professor of geol
ogy, who in the 1920s made correlations between the health 
of human beings and water flowing beneath those areas over 
which they spent extended periods of time, either working at 
desks or in bed. From his study of over 450 persons,

† The French engineer and dowser, Andre Simoneton, has spent 
a lifetime dowsing the freshness and health-giving properties of 
foods which opens up another whole horizon on health. His story is 
summed up in the book The Secret Life of Plants by Peter Tomp
kins and the author.



Walther came to the conclusion that certain areas were defi
nitely harmful in that they consistently produced cases of de
generative disease such as cancer or arthritis. For such areas 
he coined the term “geopathogenic zones.”

A German-born engineer, Egon Eckert, now retired in 
Newtown, Connecticut, has written a historical note on the 
extensive study of these zones. He points to experiments with 
mice placed in cages over geopathogenic, and neutral, zones, 
performed in both Germany and Switzerland, which have in
dicated a link between the dangerous zones and the incidence 
of disease in the animals.

The research in the German-speaking countries has also 
been supported by the findings of British dowsers. Over forty 
years ago the English dowsing expert W. H. Trinder wrote: 
“There seems to be very little doubt that the rays given off by 
subterranean water are, if continuous contact is maintained 
with them, definitely harmful to human beings and plants.”

A compatriot, Marguerite Maury, echoes Trinder: “What
ever may be the cause of telluric emissions . . . the effects 
produced on the health of human beings and animals is 
nearly always harmful. If there are several streams superim
posed, the emission at the surface will be particularly bad.”

These conclusions have been supported over recent years 
by the findings of physicists, Tromp and Rocard, who showed 
that water flowing underground creates a weak electromag
netic field. Two other scientists, Madeleine Barnothy of the 
University of Illinois, and A. S. Presman of the University of 
Moscow, have done research which suggests very weak mag
netic fields may cumulatively have greater biophysical 
significance, over the long run, than strong fields.‡

After becoming acquainted with these findings, Herbert 
Douglas, a Shaftsbury, Vermont dowser, decided to study 
persons afflicted with painful and persistent arthritis in the re
gion around his home. Over several years he carefully 
checked eighteen cases and found, to quote him: “not a sin-

‡ In early 1975, a book, Geomagnitnoe Pole i Zhizn (The Geo
magnetic Field and Life), appeared in Moscow. Written by Dr. 
Alexander T. Dubrov of the USSR Academy of Sciences’ Institute 
of Earth Physics, it includes over six hundred references dealing 
with the effect of the Earth’s magnetic field on living things.
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gle case of arthritis or rheumatism where the person has not 
substantially or completely improved when they moved to a 
place that was free of crossing or intersecting of underground 
veins.”

Douglas sent a report of his results to the National Institute 
of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive Diseases in Washing
ton, D.C., only to receive a reply that though his findings “cer
tainly are intriguing and seem to warrant additional investi
gation,” the physicians and scientists at the institute were “in 
the midst of their own research projects and can spare little 
time to undertake other studies.”

Douglas recently stated that he has begun to check certain 
cases of cancer in the same region and found evidence that 
intersecting veins lay precisely under not only the person so 
afflicted but under the very organ or limb in which the cancer 
first developed.

The possible applications of dowsing, only partially sur
veyed herein, seem endless. But in a world faced with annihi
lation through pollution, contamination, and radiation, 
unleashed by our eager technologies, dowsing may come up 
with quick and reliable answers to problems that ordinary 
scientific methods are incapable of dealing with fast enough 
to be of real help.

As Dr. Westlake has written: “I believe that the redis
covery of the radiesthetic faculty in these modern times is not 
fortuitous, but that it has been vouchsafed to us by Provi
dence to enable us to cope with the difficult and dangerous 
stage in human development which lies immediately ahead, 
for it gives indirect access to the supersensible world, more 
particularly to the etheric, thus raising our level of con
sciousness and extending our awareness and knowledge. The 
faculty should be regarded as a special and peculiar sense 
halfway between our ordinary physical senses which appre
hend the material world, and our to-be-developed future oc
cult senses which, in due course, will apprehend the supersen
sible world direct.”
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Terms Connected with Dowsing

Dowsing a word for the art of searching, with a hand-held 
instrument such as a Y-shaped rod, a pair of L-shaped  
rods, a wand or a pendulum—for anything. This wore 
was probably born into the English language where 
miners were introduced from Germany in the reign of 
Queen Elizabeth I. In all probability it comes from the  
German word: Deuten for which a good dictionary gives 
the following meanings: to explain, to expound, to inter
pret, to point to, to point at, to signify, to bode, to auger 
—depending upon exactly how it is being used.

Sourcellerie an archaic French word for “water finding" 
stemming from the word source, or “spring,” “source 
of underground water.” Though this word is hardly even 
used in contemporary French, the word sourcier is. 
commonly used to denote “water diviner” or “dowser.”

Radiesthesie a word coined in the 1930s by the Abbe 
Bouly in France. It is taken from a Latin root for “radi
ation” and a Greek root for “perception” and thu3 
means literally the “perception of radiations.” This lit
eral meaning may in fact be misleading but Bouly hoped 
that by inventing a “scientific” word, the art of dowsing 
would be more palatable as an object of study by scien
tists. The word is awkward, hard to convert into a verb 
in French. It spread into English as radiesthesia. At one  
time the Journal of the British Society of Dowsers was 
called Radio-Perception. The word has been adopted all 
over the European continent with the exception of the 
so-called “socialist” countries which have adopted a 
newly coined Russian word:

Biofizichesku Metod or “biophysical method.” The old  
Russian term for dowsing was lozakhodstvo or “the art 
of going with the rod.” This ties into the word ruteng- 
dnger in German (from which it probably came) and 
which means “goer with a rod.” The term radiesthesie
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has replaced the longer appellation “Ruten- und Pen- 
delkunde” (The art of the Use of the Dowsing Rod and 
Pendulum) in Germany.

Radionics a word for the art of searching, using a black 
box composed of dials and circuitry. The term was 
coined in England by George and Marjorie De la Warr. 
The term replaced the former “Electronic Reactions” of 
Dr. Albert Abrams at the start of the 20th century and 
the “Radiovision” of Dr. Ruth Drown, one of Dr. 
Abrams’ pupils in the period from 1925 to 1950. Ra
dionics boxes are varied, some working with electrical 
current, some without.
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Radionics—Science of the Future

EDWARD W. RUSSELL

29.

I.

Radionics, a word coined about 1935, is the modem name for 
an ancient medical art. It is based on the fact that the human 
mind can be attuned to detect characteristic emanations from 
all forms of organic or inorganic matter. Radionics—usually 
assisted by instruments to help focus the mind of the operator 
—uses the superconscious mind to diagnose and treat diseases 
in humans, animals, and crops.

Its development in an instrumented form dates from the 
basic discoveries of Dr. Albert Abrams of San Francisco just 
after the turn of the century. We owe these discoveries to a 
most unusual and fortunate combination of circumstances:

First, Abrams had had an exceptional medical training. 
After qualifying to receive a medical diploma in California 
before he was old enough, he learned German and graduated 
in medicine with the highest possible honors from Heidelberg 
University.

Second, he had inherited great wealth and could afford to 
spend a long time doing postgraduate work in Heidelberg, 
Berlin, Paris, Vienna, and London under the foremost re
searchers of the day. Later, his wealth allowed him to finance 
his own researches and contemptuously ignore those who ac
cused him of using his discoveries to make money.

Third, he became the pupil and, later, the friend of Her
mann L. von Helmholtz, one of the great scientific figures of

“Radionics—Science of the Future” by Edward W. Russell is an 
original article written especially for this volume and is printed by 
permission of the author.
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the time, who aroused his interest in the burgeoning science 
of physics. This stimulated him to try to correlate the laws of 
biology with the laws of physics.

Last—and perhaps most important—Abrams by nature was 
an exceptionally perceptive and persistent observer. Little es
caped his trained observation and he counted no effort too 
great in trying to find the cause of some phenomenon he had 
noticed.

In 1910, while examining a patient with a cancerous ulcer 
on his lip, Abrams detected a small area of the abdomen 
which yielded a dull note under percussion with his fingers. 
After further tests he made the remarkable discovery that the 
dull note could only be detected when the patient was facing 
west. This suggested that he was dealing with a phenomenon, 
perhaps of an “electronic” nature, which was influenced by 
the Earth’s magnetic field.

This led the ever-ingenious Abrams to connect his patient 
with a wire to a healthy young man, and he made the further 
discovery that the cancerous “emanations” from the patient 
induced a dull note in the same area in the young man’s ab
domen. Later he found that the presence of the patient was 
unnecessary—a sample of his blood was sufficient to induce a 
reflex action in the abdominal muscles and to produce a dull 
note.

Convinced by now that he was on the track of something 
important which might help him to correlate the laws of biol
ogy and medicine, he made test after test, using patients 
suffering from a variety of diseases. He found that each dis
ease yielded a dull note in one specific area of the abdomen; 
and he thought that he had found a new tool for diagnosis 
until he observed that samples from syphilitic patients 
yielded dull notes in the same area as a sample from cancer
ous patients.

Undaunted—and believing that the “emanations” from dis
eased blood were electronic—he introduced a variable resist
ance box into the circuit. By varying the resistance, he found 
he could “tune out” different diseases and could assign to 
each a value in ohms. He named his discovery “the electronic 
reactions of Abrams” or “E.R.A.” and had one of the finest 
instrument makers of those days make most accurate resist
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ance-boxes. For many years these were used by Abrams and 
his pupils in the diagnosis of disease.

Some of his pupils found the art of percussing the surface 
of the abdomen difficult to acquire. For them Abrams found 
an alternative method: stroking the surface of the abdomen 
with a glass rod. When the emanations produced a reflex in 
the muscles under the skin, the rod would encounter resist
ance and the skin would tend to pucker.

Early in his experiments it occurred to Abrams to try the 
effects of well-known antidotes for certain diseases. When, for 
example, he put a sample of quinine into his apparatus along 
with a specimen of malarial blood, he made another basic dis
covery: the radiations from the quinine neutralized the radia
tions from the malarial blood and eliminated the dull note.

This led him to apply E.R.A. to the treatment of disease. 
With the aid of one of the foremost radio experts of the time, 
Abrams devised an instrument he called the “oscilloclast.” 
This was connected to the patient by a wire and electrode and 
produced intermittent negative potentials and radio frequen
cies. In circuit was a resistance-box tuned to the value in 
ohms of the specific for the disease, which he had determined 
with his diagnostic instrument. Abrams and his pupils had 
great success in treating patients with the oscilloclast and the 
instrument was in use for many years.

With tireless energy, Abrams worked on his discoveries up 
to the night before his sudden death in 1924. He made many 
discoveries, the significance of which have yet to be fully ex
plored. But, despite vast expenditures of time and money, he 
was never able to find an effective substitute for the human 
mind and body as a detector. Though substitutes for the ab
domen have been found and are in use today, in every case 
the human mind and nervous system are essential.

Fortunately, imaginative doctors from all over the world 
came to San Francisco to take postgraduate courses in E.R.A.  
Thus, Abrams’ influence extended far beyond his own clinic  
and others were inspired to follow in his footsteps. Some of  
them have made great contributions to the development of  
what has come to be called radionics. But the present science  
owes its origin to the basic discoveries described above, which
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might never have been made but for the exceptionally percep
tive genius of Albert Abrams.

II.

Most of the medical doctors who had taken Abrams’ post
graduate courses were so successful in diagnosis and treat
ment and so busy with grateful patients that they had little 
time or inclination to do much research.

But the publicity given to the “electronic reactions of 
Abrams” had excited the interest of imaginative people out
side the medical profession and had encouraged them to ex
periment for themselves. Foremost among these was Ruth 
Drown, who modified Abrams’ instruments and was probably 
the first to use the now-standard rubber detector plate instead 
of the human abdomen. She eventually discarded resistances 
and inductances and was the first to rely on a rotary pattern 
of dials to tune the mysterious energies. She was the first to 
use in regular practice the distant treatment of patients. She 
was the first to realize the importance of treating the en
docrine glands, and was also the first to obtain photographs of 
the internal organs of her patients by means of her instru
ments.

After Ruth Drown, radionics owes its next great impetus to 
a pioneer of radio, Thomas Galen Hieronymus,* formerly of 
Kansas City, who produced some ingenious instruments 
which used vacuum tubes for “amplification” and condensers, 
instead of resistances, for “tuning.”

To Hieronymus belongs the honor of being awarded one of 
the most unusual patents ever granted by the United States Pat
ent Office. This patent—No. 2,482,773 granted in 1949— 
describes an instrument for the “detection of emanations 
from materials and measurement of the volumes thereof.” 
This included a radio-frequency amplifier, variable con
densers, and a noninductive resistance. But the heart of it was 
a prism through which the emanations passed. As a detector, 
it used a rubbing-plate similar to Ruth Drown’s, which, by

* See Chapter 30. Editors.
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this time, many were using instead of a human abdomen. 
When the plate, usually rubber, is stroked, the fingers encoun
ter tactile resistance or “a stick” when the emanation is tuned 
in.

In his patent, Hieronymus states that “radiations from each 
of the known elements of matter produce some form of en
ergy, probably electrons.” But his use of a prism by which 
“the radiations may be refracted, focused, diffracted, or oth
erwise manipulated in the same manner as the radiations of the 
visible spectrum” suggested to some who read the patent that 
the “electronic reactions of Abrams” were not electronic at 
all in the accepted sense.

To clarify the theory on which the invention is predicated, 
Hieronymus described an experiment, which any gardener 
can duplicate. He planted seeds in a darkened basement room 
from which he led wires to plates outside the building and ex
posed to light. He reported:

Such of the known elements as are required to impart 
normal characteristics to plants were apparently fed 
thereto by having the radiations of the elements from the 
light conducted to the plants through the wires and as
sociated electrodes.

The treated plants were relatively healthy but the 
control plant (to which no wire had been connected) 
assumed the characteristics of growing vegetation which 
has been deprived of the elements in natural light. Par
ticularly was the control plant devoid of chlorophyl 
while the remaining plants were green.

Publication of this patent had two important consequences. 
When Hieronymus gave a copy to John Campbell, a trained 
and imaginative scientist and editor of Analog Magazine, he 
duplicated Hieronymus’ apparatus, found that it worked and 
in the early 1950s gave it a favorable report in his magazine. 
This brought a great demand for copies of the patent and 
many people started to experiment for themselves.

Another consequence resulted from a hint to John Camp
bell by Arthur M. Young, president of the Foundation for the 
Study of Consciousness, which had already carried out exten
sive investigations of radionics. Young told Campbell that the 
instrument was merely a device to help concentrate the mind
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on diagnosis and that: “the true reference is the operator’s 
own organs. The instrument is the human organism.”

Acting on this hint, Campbell made a simplified model of 
the Hieronymus apparatus which consisted solely of a circuit 
diagram with symbols of its components—a symbol for in
stance, of a prism rotated by a dial. He found that this 
symbolic design worked as well as the actual equipment!

Young, therefore, was probably the first to realize—and 
Campbell the first to demonstrate—that mind and pattern are 
the key to radionics, and that the type of instrument used is 
of secondary importance because the instrument only serves 
to focus the thoughts of the operator.

Essentially, a radionic diagnosis is a measurement of the 
disorganization of the organism—in part or in whole. It is a 
measurement of the extent to which the organism deviates 
from the normal, and this deviation can be represented by 
the rotation of numbered dials or by a diagram. It is the posi
tion of the dials, relative to the normal, that indicates to the 
mind of the operator the degree of deviation, and a diagram 
can serve the same purpose, depending on the preference of 
the operator.

Most find numbered dials the easiest way to focus their 
thoughts, and it does not matter whether the dials operate a 
resistance or—as in the case of the De la Warr instruments—a 
helix. All that matters is their position, relative to normal. For 
those with a mathematical bent, a diagram is preferable.

Over the years Hieronymus has done much other important 
and interesting work. But perhaps his greatest contribution 
was to stimulate widespread interest in radionics. Hieronymus 
Was not afraid to admit frankly the importance of the human 
element; his patent states that his apparatus “preferably relies 
upon the element of touch and, therefore, the skill of the op
erator.” With this statement, then, and because his patent led 
John Campbell to demonstrate the true basis of radionics, the 
Hieronymus patent may be said to mark the beginning of the 
modem concept of radionics.
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III.

Meanwhile another development of the new science—the 
use of radionics in agriculture—had also been bom in the 
United States. As agricultural radionics can eliminate pests 
without pesticides and stimulate the growth of crops without 
fertilizers, it is likely to prove at least as important as medical 
radionics.

Among those whose imagination had been stimulated by 
Abrams’ discoveries was a young man, Curtis P. Upton, son 
of an associate of Thomas A. Edison. Upton had inherited his 
father’s inventive mind and when he heard about Abrams’ 
work, it occurred to him that these discoveries must apply to 
all living things and that it should be possible to diagnose and 
to treat the diseases of plants and crops. So he designed his 
own equipment and with the help of an electronic engineer, 
William J. Knuth, he modified Abrams’ oscilloclast and sub
stituted a radio-frequency transmitter.

Instead of Abrams’ “rates” in ohms and dial settings, 
Upton used samples of certain chemicals and other “rea
gents.” He seems to have found these mainly by trial and 
error; he would put a sample of the diseased plant or crop 
into his diagnostic apparatus and try various “reagents” until 
one eliminated the “stick” on his detector which showed that 
it was an antidote to the disease. Some of these were chemi
cally quite different from commercial pesticides.

Instead of the spot of blood that Abrams used with human 
patients, Upton would take a leaf from the diseased plant and 
a sprinkle of the selected reagent and put both on the input 
plate of the transmitter. The leaf linked the curative emana
tions of the reagent to the affected plant, which could be 
many miles from the transmitter.

Then he made one of the most remarkable discoveries in 
radionics—a discovery which even today is one of the most 
difficult things about the science to understand or explain. To 
treat a large area of crops he found that a photographic nega
tive, taken from the air, served as effective a link between the 
transmitter and the crop as a leaf would with an individual
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plant. He called this negative a “key” and found that it would 
fit only one “lock.”

He would mark out an area in a field with white sheets 
which would show up on the negative as black spots. Next, on 
the negative he would cut out and burn all the film outside 
the marked area. He would then find that only that part of 
the field represented by the marked area was benefited by his 
radionic treatment. Everything outside and in adjoining areas 
continued pest-ridden.

This must be one of the most ingenious “controls” ever 
devised in science. In hundreds of large-scale experiments it 
not only proved the efficacy of Upton’s treatments to him and 
also to farmers but also shed some light on the mysterious na
ture of radionic emanations.

Upton used his instruments in two ways. If he wanted 
merely to stimulate the growth of a plant or a crop, he would 
put the leaf, or the “key,” on the input plate and switch on 
the transmitter for five or ten minutes. This was repeated 
once a week—more often in the growing season. In some mys
terious way, the “radiation pattern” of the leaf or the key 
would be strengthened and transmitted back to the plant or 
crop. This invigorated them: the green color would become 
darker and new growth longer than in the case of untreated 
plants.

If the tree or plant were infested with, say, aphids, Upton 
would put a leaf on the input plate with a sprinkle of the ap
propriate reagent and switch on the instrument. This trans
mitted the “radiation pattern” of the reagent to the plant and 
the insects were either killed or left the plant, usually within 
forty-eight hours. The instrument could be operated from a 
distance of many miles.

If he wanted to treat a field infested with, say, Japanese 
beetles, he would take an aerial photo of the whole area and 
trim the negative so that only the area to be treated remained. 
He would then take a sprinkle of a suitable reagent and place 
it with the key-emulsion side down on the input plate and 
switch on the instrument for a few minutes. He found that 
several of these brief treatments sufficed to kill or drive away 
eighty to ninety percent of the beetles in the treated area,
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while they continued to infest the control area or adjoining 
untreated fields in their former numbers.

It should be emphasized that there is never any physical 
contact between the reagent and the crop: the connection is 
purely radionic. It is therefore unnecessary to cover the soil 
with large and expensive quantities of chemicals which may 
have unfortunate side effects.

One of the early successes of Upton and Knuth was in the 
elimination of the plume moth from the crops of forty-four 
California artichoke growers. They treated these for a modest 
charge on the basis that if there was no control of the moth, 
there was no fee. Results were so good that all the growers 
willingly paid.

In 1947, Upton was visited by his old friend and Princeton 
roommate, Howard H. Armstrong, of Newport, Pa., also the 
son of an inventor, to whom he demonstrated his equipment 
and results. On his return to Pennsylvania, Armstrong 
aroused the interest and enlisted the support of a member of 
one of Pennsylvania’s best-known people, Brigadier General 
Henry M. Gross. He in turn interested a friend, Roland M. 
Benjamin, Executive Secretary of the Pennsylvania Farm Bu
reau.

Upton, Knuth, and Armstrong had already formed a cor
poration called UKACO to develop Upton’s discoveries. 
Gross and Benjamin then chartered the Homeotronic Foun
dation—a nonprofit organization to advance the scientific 
work of Upton. As the Foundation could not make a profit, 
General Gross and his friends soon found it necessary to 
form the Radiurgic Corporation which could operate as a 
business and treat crops on a commercial basis.

The corporation’s treatments of crops were so successful 
that there was a great demand for its services, always on a 
basis of no results, no fee. And nominal fees were set at a 
small percentage of any increase in the cash value of crops 
that resulted from Upton’s treatment—an increase that could 
be measured by comparison with adjacent untreated crops. 
Most of the hard-boiled Pennsylvania-Dutch farmers felt that 
they had had good value for money and paid willingly.

Space will not permit a long list of the practical successes 
achieved by Upton and his colleagues, all of them attested by
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such independent witnesses as B. A. Rockwell, Director of 
Research of the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau Cooperative As
sociation. Some of these, however, have been published and 
are available to the interested reader.†

To summarize a long and eventually sad story, the Radiur- 
gic Corporation was so successful that it aroused the alarm 
and powerful opposition of the pesticide and fertilizer indus
tries, which the corporation, with its limited resources, was 
unable to combat. For this and other reasons, including the 
deaths of Upton and other principals, the work of the corpora
tion came to an end.

But the indomitable General Gross, though nearing ninety, 
does not give up easily. He still heads the Homeotronic Foun
dation and has arranged for its scientific work to be carried 
on by the Mankind Research Foundation of Washington, 
D.C.‡

With present public uneasiness about pesticides and con
cern for the environment, with the rocketing costs of fertil
izers and with the need to feed an expanding world popula
tion, agricultural radionics will be revived in a more 
sympathetic and receptive “climate.” And past successes can 
not only be duplicated but greatly enhanced.

Meanwhile, the pioneer work of the Homeotronic Founda
tion has furnished important confirmation of the value of 
radionics not only to agriculture but also to medicine. It has 
provided convincing evidence that radionic principles are 
effective—evidence attested by reliable independent witnesses. 
It has also disposed of the criticism, sometimes leveled at 
radionics, that it is “all in the imagination.” Indeed, it is un
likely that a large number of practical farmers could have 
“imagined” the benefits to their crops and even more improb
able that millions of Japanese beetles and corn ear worms 
could have “imagined” some reason for beating a hasty re
treat.

† Edward W. Russell, Report on Radionics—Science of the Fu
ture (London: Neville Spearman, 1973).

t See Appendix III for address. Editors.
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In the middle of World War II, a lucky chance gave 
radionics an historic boost. Some of Ruth Drown’s instru
ments had been used in England for several years but, after 
war broke out, no more could be imported. At this point it 
occurred to someone who wanted another to ask George De 
la Warr, just discharged from the Army for asthma, to copy 
the Drown instrument.

Nobody could have been better qualified. A trained civil 
engineer with a knowledge of fine instruments, De la Warr 
had “inventive ability amounting to near genius”—in the 
words of Judge Christmas Humphreys, Queen’s Counsel, who 
was one of his greatest supporters. De la Warr had already 
experimented with homeopathy and suspected that there must 
be subtle, healing forces in nature to be discovered.

With Ruth Drown’s permission, De la Warr copied her in
strument and while doing so his inventive mind naturally 
suggested improvements. Thereafter De la Warr, aided by his 
especially talented wife, Marjorie, picked up the radionic ball 
and ran away with it. For nearly thirty years, until his death 
in 1969, he worked ceaselessly, devising innumerable radionic 
experiments and improvements, which even two books* and 
numerous papers have not fully described. De la Warr “had 
an idea a minute,” as his wife once remarked to the writer.

Only the highlights of his monumental work can be 
sketched here. He soon discarded the resistances, inductances, 
and condensers of previous instruments. Instead, he chose 
and standardized (for tuning) flat strips of spring metal, 
formed into a nearly complete circle, over which traveled a 
sliding contact rotated by a marked dial. He improved the 
rubbing-plate detector and introduced the use of small bar 
magnets to sharpen tuning. All these components were stand

* New Worlds Beyond the Atom and Matter in the Making by 
Langston Day with G. De la Warr (Old Greenwich, Conn.: Devin- 
Adair, 1963). Innumerable publications by the Delawarr Labor
atories Ltd., Raleigh Park Road, Oxford, England.

IV.
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ard in Ms diagnostic and treatment instruments, which were 
accurately and beautifully made.

With these standardized instruments he developed a book 
of “rates” representing various parts of the body, most of the 
diseases to which it is prone and some drugs which might be 
effective. This book, with over four thousand “rates,” was 
compiled by Mrs. De la Warr, “supreme in her own diagnosis 
and treatment, on the prephysical plane, of a wide range of 
human and animal suffering,” as Judge Humphreys has writ
ten. She established the “rates” with the diagnostic instru
ment, either from actual samples or by concentrating her 
mind on the thing for which she wanted a “rate.”

At one side of the diagnostic instrument is a panel to carry 
printed cards with the names of various diseases or parts of 
the body. A cursor, connected to the detector, slid over the 
cards and enabled the operator rapidly to concentrate his 
mind on some specific disease and its location.

De la Warr would not sell his instrument unless he and his 
wife were satisfied that the would-be purchaser was qualified 
to use it. But they found that the qualities needed for a 
radionic operator are not as rare as might be supposed. About 
six people in ten can get some results and about three in ten 
—with proper practice and training—can become successful 
radionic diagnosticians. There is nothing rare or mystical, in 
other words, about radionics; and its practice does not de
mand any “psychic” attributes. In the writer’s experience, the 
essentials are an open mind, a capacity to visualize, and a lot 
of practice with, of course, some medical knowledge.

De la Warr devised various instruments to treat patients. 
The standard instrument, still widely used, consists of nine 
tuning dials set on a panel, a magnet set at right angles to the 
dials, a plate to carry the patient’s blood sample and a socket 
into which to plug a portable detector while tuning. The dials 
are set to the “complementary rate” which is arrived at by 
subtracting each digit in the “recognition rate” for the disease 
from ten.

For treatment, he also used tuned spirals traversed by 
beams of light, radionic emanations in conjunction with 
sound and also with fifty-cycle ac current. He invented a 
colorscope which treated patients with light of different
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wavelengths. In experimenting with sound of different fre
quencies, including the subaudible, he discovered that the 
waveform of sound is altered as it passes through the body 
and that the waveform of the emerging sound varies with the 
disease of the patient.

These are merely a few samples of the many things that oc
curred to De la Warr’s restless mind over the years. The flow 
of ideas exceeded his capacity, in time or money, to explore 
fully their implications and possibilities. But, fortunately, 
most of them are recorded and, one day, these records will 
serve as a priceless source of inspiration for future investi
gators. They are available at the Delawarr Laboratories in 
Oxford, England.

De la Warr did countless experiments with radionics and 
photography which led to one of his more amazing achieve
ments, the “camera.” This astonishing instrument—about the 
size and shape of a small washing machine—could tune a 
spot of blood from a patient and produce a picture of his in
ternals, showing the location and nature of a tumor or a for
eign body. It could produce, for instance, a succession of pic
tures, taken at intervals, showing the development of the 
embryo in a pregnant woman, hundreds of miles away, 
merely from a sample of her blood.

From a sample of blood from a sick cow, it produced a 
clear picture of two objects, one metal and one stone, in the 
cow’s body, which later when the vet operated, were found in 
the place indicated by the photo.

A doctor confirmed to the writer that the “camera” had 
given him a clear picture of a large tumor in the brain of one 
of his patients; and when she died and he carried out a post
mortem he found a tumor of the size—and in the position- 
indicated by the photograph.

There was—and is—however one great and unsolved prob
lem about the “camera”: it will only produce good photo
graphs if certain people, with some unknown quality, are pres
ent, even if they do not touch the instrument. Experiments 
with the “camera,” therefore, were not “repeatable” in the 
scientific sense and De la Warr was never able to pin down 
the elusive human quality without which the “camera” would 
not work.
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At frequent intervals De la Warr experimented with agri
cultural radionics, usually on a small scale with potted plants 
or small plots. In the course of these he made the discovery 
that for each plant there is a “critical rotational position” 
(C.R.P.) in relation to the Earth’s magnetic field in which 
the plant grows best—something, perhaps, that gardeners with 
“green thumbs” sense instinctively. Like Curtis Upton, he 
used photographs as “keys” in some of his experiments but in 
small-scale experiments he generally used soil samples.

Treating photographs of a farm in Scotland, four hundred 
miles away, he was able to increase the yield of carrots by 
twenty percent, as compared with the control plots. By con
trast when he treated soil samples from a tobacco farm in 
Rhodesia with his colorscope, the tobacco plants flowered be
fore those on neighboring farms. Unfortunately, from the 
farmer’s point of view, this was not exactly a success for he 
wanted leaves, not flowers.

Though De la Warr’s agricultural experiments were on a 
smaller scale than those of the Pennsylvania group and 
though he used somewhat different methods, they helped to 
confirm the potential importance of radionic agriculture and 
to suggest different methods for different circumstances.

As if all this were not enough for De la Warr and his wife, 
they were also pioneers in veterinary radionics and were par
ticularly successful in treating sick animals—as the Delawarr 
Laboratories and other British radionic practitioners continue 
doing today. Their patients have included sick pets, race 
horses, and circus elephants. “Animals are particularly good 
patients,” one practitioner told the writer, “because they have 
no hangups.” In other words, they do not set up any mental 
resistance to the treatment.

Early in the 1960s, De la Warr’s fertile imagination con
ceived the idea of using reflected sound waves in conjunction 
with radionic detectors to detect distant conditions—a kind of 
radionically monitored sonar. With this he had a spectacular 
success: he was able to detect the source of a chemical poison 
that was making cattle sick—a problem which had baffled the 
British experts because the poison, flouracetamide, is one of 
the hardest to detect.

To give one more example of De la Warr’s contribution to
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radionics: in an ingenious experiment (a full description of 
which is unfortunately too lengthy to include here) he suc
ceeded in establishing a “state of radionic rapport” between a 
young man in Oxford and his photograph in New York. This 
historic experiment offered the first attested and graphic evi
dence that:

(1) A state of “radionic rapport” exists between a per
son and his photograph—as Upton found that rap
port exists between a photo and a crop.

(2) Treatment of the photograph can produce measur
able effects on the person.

(3) Distance makes no difference to radionic “ener
gies.”

Fortunately, De la Warr was not only inventive. He was 
also an enthusiastic promoter with a warm and attractive per
sonality. He was always ready to demonstrate his work to 
anyone interested, and he wrote and lectured constantly about 
his work. He aroused widespread interest in radionics, not 
only in Great Britain but all over the world. Even more than 
Abrams he stimulated public interest in the new science and 
encouraged many people to study and practice radionics, with 
the instruments and instructions he provided.

V.

As early as 1943, the De la Warrs and other responsible pi
oneers had foreseen the need for some kind of regulation of 
radionics if it was to be kept in the right hands and to win 
public confidence. Since there were various kinds of radionic 
instruments which could easily be copied by unqualified or 
unscrupulous persons, these pioneers formed the Radionic 
Association of Great Britain. It was succeeded in 1960 by an 
incorporated company, The Radionic Association, Ltd, which 
formally established radionics as a self-regulating profession.

Today the association strives to maintain proper standards 
of qualifications, training, and ethical behavior. Its offspring, 
the Radionic Trust, will lease but not sell approved instru
ments only to practitioners that meet the association’s stand
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ards, and recalls them if the standards are not met. The asso
ciation’s membership includes not only qualified practitioners 
but also individuals who are genuinely interested in studying 
the new science. It encourages research, but because its re
sources are limited and most of its members busy people, 
research by the association or its individual members is neces
sarily on a small scale—a gentle stream compared with the 
torrent of research that flowed from the Delawarr Labora
tories up to the time of George De la Warr’s death. Nonethe
less, some truly useful and interesting work is still being 
carried out.

Today radionic diagnosis is a systematized form of the an
cient art of radiesthesia, which has been known and used 
from earliest times. The choice, therefore, of instruments to 
help to focus the mind of the operator is largely a matter of 
personal preference; in fact, one or two advanced practi
tioners use no instrument at all and only require a sample of 
blood or a snippet of hair as a key to the patient with, prefer
ably, some knowledge of his symptoms in order to narrow 
down their search.

Some diagnosticians continue to use the De la Warr diag
nostic instrument with its rubber detector; others prefer more 
elaborate instruments, or even diagrams only, and the use of 
a pendulum as a detector. This, they find, is quicker than the 
De la Warr detector but its effective use demands even more 
practice.

A pioneer in the use of pattern or diagrams as the basis of 
radionic diagnosis and treatment is Malcolm Rae, a former 
businessman who rose to the rank of Lieutenant Commander 
in the Royal Navy in World War II. Rae is also the first—as 
far as the writer knows—to apply mathematical concepts to 
the science of radionics.

Disease, as Rae sees it, consists of “deviations from perfect 
structure and functioning” of different parts of the body and 
radionic measurements of these deviations are best expressed 
as a percentage of the optimum. To measure these deviations, 
however, with the highest theoretical accuracy would require 
a highly cumbrous and expensive instrument. Instead he de
vised simpler instruments for diagnosis and treatment with 
twenty-four dials, and for most purposes he now prefers sim
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ply to use charts. For he has found that ratio and shape are 
interchangeable and that “a card bearing a diagram equiva
lent to any ratio may be energized to produce the same effect 
as the ratio.”

Rae makes a diagnosis by means of a pendulum held over 
a sample from the patient placed on the chart. Remedies are 
selected by radiesthetic tests of actual samples, and these 
remedies can be represented by geometric drawings.

He has found that most of his patients have in common 
similar deviations from the norm. Using their charts and 
drawings representing the appropriate remedies, Rae projects 
these normalizing remedies by energizing the drawings with 
pulsating electromagnetic energy. Projection to this “repeti
tive” group is done automatically by an ingenious instrument 
controlled by a time switch which turns it on for fifteen min
utes at the beginning of every fourth hour. To meet the indi
vidual requirements of patients, Rae also sends them projec
tions of the appropriate remedy expressed as numerical ratios 
on a six-dial projector, energized by the ac mains.

No less important for the future of radionics is David V. 
Tansley, who at this writing is chairman of the Council of the 
Radionic Association. Tansley is not only a qualified Doctor 
of Chiropractic but also a knowledgeable student of oriental 
wisdom.

He believes that radionics can progress faster if it concen
trates on what he calls the “subtle anatomy of man”—the 
prephysical dimension or “etheric body” from which physical 
symptoms originate—rather than on the symptoms them
selves. He has found that defects in this “subtle anatomy” are 
best treated by working on its force centers or “chakras” as 
they are known in the East. This, he has found, can simplify 
and expedite a radionic diagnosis.

Tansley has also found that our chakras are receptive to 
other forms of energy-electricity: light, sound, and color. Of 
these lights of different colors and intensities are the most 
effective and the radionic practitioner can treat the appro
priate chakra with light via the blood spot or other sample.

Tansley calls this treatment “center therapy” and has de
vised a most ingenious instrument—available from the Ra
dionic Trust—which incorporates means not only for radionic
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diagnosis but also for treatment by electricity, light or sound. 
In the design of this instrument, Tansley, like Rae, has found 
that geometry or pattern have great significance, though for 
somewhat different reasons.

Tansley tells us that the subtle anatomy of man which in
terpenetrates the physical body is “a web of energy streams, 
of lines of force” and possesses seven major chakras or force 
centers, twenty-nine minor chakras, and forty-nine “focal 
points of energy.” He suggests that acupuncture points may 
be considered additional minor force centers. It is at least 
possible, then, that in the future radionics may be used to 
locate and stimulate acupuncture points, †

Most radionic practitioners are by nature imaginative and 
enterprising—willing to try any new method which shows 
promise of helping the patient. They do not rely exclusively 
on radionic treatments per se and do not hesitate to recom
mend more orthodox remedies, if a radionic diagnosis indi
cates that they are needed. Some practitioners are also ho
meopaths and combine radionic treatment with homeopathic 
remedies, for which radionics can detect the chemically un- 
traceable energies.

In other words, radionics can be an invaluable aid to ortho
dox medicine, as some doctors have already realized. And or
thodox medicine can help radionics. It is possible, and poten
tially of great benefit to both professions, that in the future 
they form more of a working alliance.

For example there is one field in which radionics can be es
pecially helpful to the medical and psychiatric professions: 
mental illness. It can do this in two ways. It can detect ob
scure physical abnormalities which are sometimes the cause 
of mental illness. And sometimes it can effectively treat the 
mind itself, because radionics employs the mysterious forces of 
mind and thought.

t This brief outline cannot do justice to Tansley’s work, but for
tunately he has described it more fully in book form (Tansley, 
David V., Radionics and the Subtle Anatomy of Man, England: 
Health Science Press, 1971).
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In this short account, it is impossible to explain fully how 
radionics “works” or to examine the various theories that 
may explain at least some of the science. Nonetheless, some 
simple clues can be offered which may make radionics seem 
less mysterious.

For one, there is compelling evidence‡ that the human 
mind, which is quite independent of the physical brain, is a 
“unit of pure thought,” with properties analogous to the fields 
of physics. There is an important difference, however, be
tween these units of thought—or T fields, as the writer has 
termed them elsewhere—and the fields known to physics. 
This difference is that the waves of thought generated by 
these T fields do not obey the inverse square law and are 
unaffected by distance. The mind of the radionic operator, 
therefore, with a suitable “key,” can contact the mind of the 
patient at any distance and diagnose the trouble.

About this treatment there are various theories. One is that 
the superconscious mind of the operator instructs the patient’s 
superconscious mind in how to cure the patient. This is sup
ported by the fact, noted earlier, that animals are easier to 
treat than humans because they do not set up a mental resist
ance to the suggestions of the operator.

Another theory is that the thoughts of the operator “draw 
nature’s attention” to a disharmony in its organization and 
thereby mobilize its normalizing forces.

Both theories probably mean much the same thing. Cer
tainly, the second theory at least partly explains the treatment 
of plants and crops. In this case, however, nature is also 
“helped” by the introduction of reagents.

However valid these explanations may be, it is at least cer
tain that radionics uses the subtle but powerful forces of 
thought. And great thinkers, like Sir James Jeans, have 
suggested that the universe itself seems to be like a pure

‡ See the author’s recent book, Design for Destiny (New York: 
Ballantine Books, Inc., 1973). Editors.

VI.



thought and is the creation of a great mathematician. Ra
dionics, then—concerned with thought and susceptible to 
mathematical expression—is probably closer to the heart of 
things than other approaches to healing.
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The Incredible Hieronymus Machine

JOSEPH F. GOODAVAGE

30.

Not far from the Pennsylvania Dutch country, a converted 
military reconnaissance aircraft flew over rolling hills of ver
dant farmland in the Cumberland Valley. A camera in the 
wing faithfully recorded the topography, including brown- 
gray areas where blighted crops were being attacked by hun
gry insects. The film was developed, shown to a local farmer 
and the sections he wanted “treated” were outlined. A techni
cian from the Homeotronic Research Foundation in Newport, 
Pa., clipped out the chosen sections, kept the negative and 
placed the selected cuts in the small well of a black box.

“Every morning from 8:30 to 11 for a week,” the techni
cian instructed the farmer, “turn this large dial on the top all 
the way to the right.”

Several days later every com borer, Japanese beetle, even 
the nematodes in the soil of the selected areas, were thor
oughly dead—exterminated in some strange way by “some
thing” (but what?) from the box.

In central Florida, Dr. William J. Hale, Chief of Dow 
Chemical Company Research, photographed a blighted citrus 
orchard. He daubed a powerful reagent (a chemical deadly 
to the insects) on the images of several rows of infected trees. 
The slender, threadlike nematodes in this warm climate are 
among the world’s most destructive and ineradicable para
sites. They bore into the soil to a depth of fourteen feet and 
are impervious to the most virulent pesticides.

“The Incredible Hieronymus Machine” by Joseph F. Goodavage 
originally appeared in Saga, September 1972 and is reprinted by 
permission of the author. Copyright © 1975 by Joseph F. 
Goodavage.
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Dow’s chief chemist placed the photograph into a device 
similar to the one used in Pennsylvania and gave the citrus 
grower these instructions: “Turn it on for two hours every 
morning.” The “machine” looked electronic, but there was no 
visible power source.

A week later, every second row, the “treated” areas of the 
photograph, was free of all parasitic infestation. The insect 
destruction in the adjacent (untreated) rows had progressed 
without interruption. In addition, countless numbers of dead 
nematodes lay underground—killed by some invisible force 
from the “machine”—in soil that had been their haven and 
breeding ground.

The Journal of Paraphysics (No. 3, 1969) reports the 
extermination of termites—at a distance and -without pes
ticides— at the Municipal Works in Rosenheim, West Ger
many. . . . The electrical system of a power plant in Califor
nia experienced crippling breakdowns with no known cause 
until a troubleshooter inserted detailed photographs of the in
stallation into a mysterious, boxlike “dowsing” device. Within 
hours, all circuits and malfunctioning relays were back in 
normal operation.

Similar experiments in California and Arizona resulted in 
successful treatment of more than 50,000 acres of diseased 
and infested trees.

Sometimes the leaves or sap from a plant or tree are used 
as a “resonant point of contact.” A blood sample from a 
human patient, a lock of hair or skin scraping have also been 
used to establish a “link” to the subject. A photograph is 
equally effective—if the negative isn’t destroyed!

In another experiment in Pennsylvania, a lily seed was 
placed in the well of a psionic device (a device whose mys
terious power derives from the affinity between similar mat
ter) ; when the plate was developed, the bulb period of its life 
cycle clearly appeared in the photograph. Using the same 
seed, the operator concentrated on a later period and, “tun
ing” to the correct vibrational rate, developed a picture that 
revealed a flowering, fully developed lily!

At a laboratory in Oxford, England, a man put a few drops 
of a woman’s blood into the receptacle of an odd looking 
electronic device. Concentrating intently, he turned a series of
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dials. A white-coated lab assistant loaded a photographic plate 
into a side slot. They silently timed the exposure. The devel
oped picture revealed the profile of a woman’s lower ver
tebrae and pelvic region. A semitransparent human fetus, as 
in an X-ray picture, was definitely visible.

“About six weeks gone, I’d say,” the assistant remarked. 
“Let’s see if it progresses normally. . . . Set it at four 
months. . .

What’s happening here; what do all these various experi
ments have in common?

“A new force, an energy connected with people, an energy 
known or unknown that can be directed by mind,” wrote 
Lynn Schroeder and Sheila Ostrander in Psychic Discoveries 
Behind the Iron Curtain. ‘That’s why interest is running high 
. . . why even the Soviets are trying to find the general laws 
behind spectacular feats (such as making objects sail 
through the air, killing living organisms at long-range, tracing 
and locating foreign agents in distant cities just from their 
photographs), just as flying a kite to catch a spark of light- * 
ning is important only because it led to the discovery of the 
. . . laws of electricity.”

From available evidence, the human race appears to be on 
the brink of a discovery that dwarfs the combined invention 
of the wheel, the discovery of fire, electricity—and atomic en
ergy!

“My personal hunch,” wrote trailblazing editor lohn 
Campbell in one of his “Astounding Science Fact” editorials 
back in 1956, “is that these individuals and groups are prod
ding at the edges of a new field that will open a totally new 
concept of the Universe. And that, within the next twenty 
years, the barrier will be cracked; a reproducible machine will 
be achieved when a valid theory of operation is achieved— 
and not before. But I believe that that can be, and will be 
done before 1975.”

And the man most likely to do it is T. Galen Hieronymus, 
an amazing inventor whose creative history goes back at least 
sixty years. Hieronymus began working on new methods of 
broadcast techniques during 1919-1920 when he was in the 
Army Signal Corps as a radio operator and electrical engineer 
with the Rainbow Division in France. He’s had his own ham
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radio license since 1913 and was with station KDKA, Pitts
burgh, Pa., and took part in the first radio broadcast. He was 
also trying to develop a wireless telephone in early WW I 
when he first discovered some peculiar properties of certain 
metals and minerals. This led him to experiments with 
psionics, then called radionics, and the work of other early pi
oneers inspired him.

Figure 1 Incredibly, the Hieronymus Machine diagram can 
also produce provocative effects.

In 1956, Hieronymus presented Campbell with a copy of 
his patent for exactly the kind of device the editor wrote 
about—a patent he had applied for in 1946, which was 
granted in 1948. Hieronymus was careful to introduce his 
patent principally as an instrument for detecting new, un
known emanations from inert matter, mainly minerals. For 
very good reasons Hieronymus deliberately kept any life- 
affecting abilities of his device a secret.

In London two decades ago, George De la Warr made the 
startling discovery that the emulsion on a photographic plate 
was somehow linked to the person whose photograph was 
taken—or to anything or anyone else in the photograph: Sci
ence invariably rejects such obviously “impossible” notions.
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Scientists know such devices are mere figments of the imagi
nation, so why bother investigating when there are much 
more important fields of inquiry?

If “magic” exists, then the laws of sympathetic magic 
would come into play, the rule being that “the symbol is the 
object (both in its present actuality and future potentiality), 
therefore whatever is done to the symbol also happens to the 
object!”

Western scientists shrug this off as ritualistic superstition 
camouflaged by nonfunctional mechanisms used mainly by 
frauds, medical quacks, and charlatans.

“It’s based on voodoo,” says the American Medical Associ
ation. . . claptrap invented by quacks for the desperate 
and the gullible.”

“Quacks” like the Soviet Academy of Science, maybe? To 
their immense satisfaction, Russian scientists experimenting 
with parapsychology have established the reliability of the 
most unlikely phenomena: ESP, psychotronic generators, and 
PK (i.e., psychokinesis, the ability to move physical objects 
with mind power).

British and American scientific institutions insist that an 
“acceptable” theory must precede experimentation. Those 
who know the stakes realize how dark the future could be for 
the Western nations, particularly in high-risk national security 
matters, or—as it is now called—ESPionage. It makes rela
tively little difference whether you establish a link between a 
man and his photograph or use the picture of, let’s say, a for
eign agent, to pinpoint his location anywhere on Earth.

In a similar exercise, Hieronymus “eavesdropped” on the 
flights of Apollo 8 and 11. By tuning his device to the mi- 
togenic emanations (also called odic force, helioda waves, or 
eloptic radiations) of the American astronauts, he monitored 
their physiological conditions and changes throughout the 
lunar voyage and return—even after splashdown and during 
the ensuing quarantine periods.

Most important, the test data from Hieronymus’s device 
was in complete agreement with NASA’s own medical telem
etry systems. In this instance, however, Hieronymus is one 
up on the experts. With his device, he detected the presence
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of an unknown, mysterious belt of radiation surrounding the 
moon.

This radiation, he says, is harmful—possibly deadly—to 
human beings!

“We’re beginning to find hidden barriers and limitations in 
unexpected places,” Hieronymus claims. “Humans are pretty 
adaptable creatures ... on Earth. But what kind of energies 
will we find in other planetary fields?”

Experimenters such as T. Galen Hieronymus, George De la 
Warr, and Ruth Drown have discovered how people respond 
to the geomagnetic field, the celestial environment, and . . . 
to the mental and emotional attitudes of close friends and co
workers.

“Every living thing radiates this odic force,” said Baron 
von Reichenbach (a well-known chemist who invented creo
sote). He was so impressed by the work of Dr. Henry 
Abrams, an early radionics pioneer in England, and Austrian 
physician Dr. F. A. Mesmer (of “animal magnetism” fame) 
that he devoted his life to the study and practice of radionics.

“No matter how small or diluted it may be, there’s a reso
nance between the whole human body and each of its parts,” 
Ruth Drown, inventor of a radionics receiver-transmitter de
vice, wrote before she died in a California prison. The hostile 
American Medical Association protested about her methods 
and devices, and she was charged and convicted for fraud 
and medical quackery. Her device, of course, was “obvi
ously” a fake, according to the AMA and the authorities. 
Nothing could possibly do what her patients claimed the 
Drown machine did for them. No point engaging in useless 
tests, either. Case closed.

There’s no resonance, subetheric or otherwise, in blood 
samples or tissue grafts from different individuals no matter 
how closely they are typed. In a series of tightly controlled 
experiments carried out on plants at the Delawarr Labora
tories in Oxford, strange new facts began to emerge. The 
growth and health of plants could be influenced by indirect 
color irradiation from a distance!

Langston Day, in his book, New Worlds Beyond the Atom, 
Wrote: “After discovering that the emulsion of an ordinary 
photographic plate is somehow linked to the person in the



photograph, we found that the same rule applied to plants. 
Later we discovered that plant growth could be stimulated by 
irradiating (allowing light to strike) its photograph with a 
device called the colorscope.

“How can there be a link between a plant and its photo
graph?” he wondered. “The image on the plate is formed by 
the multiplicity of reflected light rays coming from the cab
bage,” De la Warr explained. “But in addition to light, other 
kinds of vital radiations are also emanating from the cabbage; 
these are received by the emulsion.

“. . . Each molecule of matter carries an electric charge 
which is specific for that particular molecule; this charge acts 
as an inconceivably tiny radio station which both transmits 
and receives its own particular signals. When these countless 
myriads of charged molecules are broadcasting, they build up 
a generic pattern which is the means whereby form or shape 
appears in the material world.

“The combined signal from a plant or human being, a 
signal composed of the separate broadcasts of the billions of 
charged molecules which compose it, is unique. The cabbage 
in your larder is not quite the same as any other cabbage; 
‘Mr. Brown,’ for example, is a little different in his physical 
makeup from any other man in the world. In the same way, 
the signals broadcast from this cabbage, or from ‘Mr. Brown,’ 
are different from any other broadcast signals.

“Furthermore, since each tiny molecular charge is also a 
receiving station, the generic pattern of a plant or a human 
being governs the pattern of signals received from outside. 
This is where a photograph plays its part. The emulsion re
tains the generic pattern of the thing which is photographed, 
and therefore it acts as sort of a timed transmitter. If a 
radionic broadcast is projected through it, this generic pattern 
will transmit exactly the pattern of radiations suitable for 
affecting the plant (or human being) at a distance.”

Probably the most outstanding fact about psionic re
searchers—according to my own investigations—is that so 
many are hard, practical, let’s-see-if-it-works types, not the 
ivory tower theoreticians lost in dust-covered tradition and 
completely guided by Authority. The comfortable Estab- 
lishmentarians naturally won’t rock the academic boat; not
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only do they refuse to investigate, they won’t even listen to 
those who have experimented.

That, unfortunately, has been the all too prevalent attitude 
of the hidebound establishment scientist—more of a corpora
tion man than an honest seeker after truth.

When Ed Hermann, an engineer at McGraw-Hill, Inc., 
publishing company in New York, requested that Hierony
mus treat a caterpillar-infested tree on his lawn, he never ex
pected anything as far out as “long-distance extermination.” 
Everything else had failed. For several years, and in spite of 
all the pesticides he and his neighbors used, every wild cherry 
tree in his northern New Jersey neighborhood was under the 
murderous attack of hordes of voracious tent caterpillars.

Hermann happened to be investigating psionics and was 
currently collecting information from Hieronymus. The Flor
ida inventor was visiting Brig. Gen. Henry R. Gross’s Homeo- 
tronic Research Foundation* at the latter’s farm near Harris
burg, Pa. Gross, then State Director of Selective Service, was 
working with psionic devices. (To his neighbors’ astonish
ment, Gross was invariably successful in exterminating insects 
from a good distance on more than 90 farms in the Cum
berland Valley alone!)

“Send me a photograph of your tree,” Hieronymus wrote 
Hermann. “Put some leaves and a few caterpillars in a box 
and mail them along. And don't forget to include the nega
tive,” he added.

This struck Hermann as odd, but he complied with the 
request. Three hundred miles separated his home from the 
Gross farm. Yet, a few days later as he pulled into his drive
way after work, he hit the brakes and stared in wide-eyed as
tonishment. Seemingly everywhere he looked there was a 
“carpet” of many thousands of caterpillars. The furry horde 
lay in a full circle around the cherry tree and beneath the 
branches and leaves from which they’d fallen—struck dead 
by some mysterious force!

“For your records,” Hermann wrote to Hieronymus later, 
“I think you should know that whatever you did to the cherry 
tree on our lawn was good. We don’t have a caterpillar in

* The work of the Foundation is being carried on by Mankind 
Research Unlimited (see Appendix III). Editors.



sight! This isn’t normal; last year we were still burning off 
caterpillars in late June and early July with flaming kerosene 
torches. . . . Something definite and specific was done 
here. . .

Over the years, individual, widely separated researchers in 
psionics have been discovering and rediscovering that all mat
ter emits radiations. Mesmer’s experiments goaded von Rei
chenbach into studying people who obviously had ESP. With 
the help of these “sensitives,” von Reichenbach accumulated 
a wealth of data proving the existence of something he called 
the odic force. He discovered it in crystals, in heat, light, 
magnets, and in living cells; he also found it manifesting itself 
wherever chemical reactions were occurring.

Other scientists have reported this mitogenic radiation oc
curring from the growth of living cells. At Columbia Univer
sity three scientists, I. I. Rabi, P. Kusch, and S. Millman, de
veloped a new apparatus which conclusively proved that some 
kind of ray or vibrations pass between one molecule and an
other. They showed that each molecule, living or inert, is a 
small radio transmitter (and receiver) that broadcasts con
tinuously. These waves range over the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum—often beyond! The sheer volume of these vibra
tions is apparently limitless. A single molecule can give off 
rays of a million different wavelengths, but only on one fre
quency at a time.

When the Hieronymus device operates, the eloptic radia
tion stimulates the generic pattern of the subject and some 
kind of psychic bond or link is established between the ema
nations of the atoms and molecules of matter and the mind of 
the operator. Even prior to 1946 when Hieronymus (who is 
a Fellow in the Society of Electrical Engineers) patented his 
invention, he had learned that any mineral or chemical com
pound could be identified by placing an ore sample on a tray, 
concentrating on the element he was seeking to identify, and 
turning a dial. When the fingers of the hand stroking a small 
plate on the machine “stuck,” he knew the dial was tuned to 
the right frequency. Everything has its own “rate.” It makes 
no difference who does the tuning; if the operator concen
trates on “copper,” the device will detect the presence of cop
per (if any is present) in the ore sample.
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As a detector, it operates in much the same way as a dows
ing rod. Everyone who duplicates the experiment will obtain 
the exact same dial setting (or “rate”) for the vibration of 
copper. Interestingly, neither silver, gold, nor anything else 
will cause a “stick” unless it is consciously being sought.

All independent psionic researchers are in unanimous 
agreement (here and overseas) that eloptic radiation of all 
matter can be caught on a photographic plate and the detec
tor will react to a photograph of a mineral specimen as it 
would to the mineral itself.

Like De la Warr’s camera, the Hieronymus Machine also 
detects emanations from blood samples, minerals, plants, in
sects—anything at all—that cannot be recorded by any other 
known method. Moreover, as John Campbell discovered, the 
device works even when disconnected from its power source 
(regular household electric current); since both devices op
erate on the same psychic principle—and can be used as 
receivers and transmitters—physical illnesses can be in
fluenced even when the patient is in another town or city. 
This is the most powerful obstacle to the minds of strictly ma
terially-oriented people. The idea that a bit of saliva on a 
blotter, a lock of hair, skin, or blood samples (to say noth
ing of a photograph!) could have any connection with a dis
tant patient, is enough to cause the most obstinate reaction 
even among ordinarily reasonable people.

Yet the emanations from all matter anywhere and every
where in the universe—as far as is known—can be directed 
along a wire, like electricity, or transmitted from the subject 
on light waves. This is why Hieronymus called von Reichen- 
bach’s odic force “eloptic radiation.” It can be transmitted as 
an electrical charge, as a radio wave, or as light waves.

To the astonishment of experimenters who sent 50 cents to 
the Patent Office in Washington and received schematic draw
ings and a description of Patent No. 2,482,773, the Hierony
mus Machine did seem capable of receiving and transmitting 
eloptic energy. The problem was (and is) that the operator 
needed some practice to become “skilled in the art.” More
over, some experimenters seemed to have more natural talent 
(and patience) than others.

When John Campbell built the device and encouraged Ed
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Hermann to test it, the “stick” occurred at the right point on 
the dial every time.

Admittedly, it is a baffling, paradoxical and altogether in
credible invention. It can’t really be called a machine because 
it operates as well without connection to a source of power. 
In this respect, it’s a tool. The key to all psionic devices is the 
mind of the operator, which is usually attuned to the emana
tions of whatever object is under analysis. Man’s first really 
powerful tools for aiding mental activity were the equivalents 
of paper and pencil. Nearly anyone can perform impressive 
mental feats with pencil and paper—feats that would be im
possible without them. Adding four seven-digit numbers, for 
example. The paper and pencil though, have nothing at all to 
do with the function of the mind. They don’t do the calcu
lating, yet most people couldn’t do the job without them.

“Psionics,” declared Dr. William J. Hale when he was 
Chief of Dow Chemical’s Research Division, “is the field of 
human achievement beyond science. Only after several thou
sand years has science been put into some kind of reasonable 
order. Anyone who thinks this completely new field—at least 
as broad and deep as all known science today—can be thor
oughly investigated in just a few decades, is sorely deluding 
himself.”

In his book Farmer Triumphant, Dr. Hale demonstrated 
how thoroughly familiar he was with the beginnings of 
psionics in the U.S. and England.

“The human mind capable of modulating an energy pat
tern has a direct connection with physical forces,” he said. 
“Universal mind is able to manifest through an energy pat
tern as matter. The Hieronymus device connects a purely 
mental function, which we call extrasensory perception, with 
an image on a photographic plate. These psionic devices pro
vide us with an extradimensional tool which is able to probe 
the gross material results and to see what is happening a little 
higher up on the ladder of Causation.”

The fact that a psionic device in unscrupulous hands might 
enable an operator, theoretically at least, to kill another 
human being, has never been squarely faced (publicly at 
least) by anyone in the field. Yet this apparently unlimited
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power of life and death resides in the mind of almost any 
highly skilled psionics operator.

The truth is wholly beyond the comprehension of scientists 
steeped in traditional attitudes and approaches. Therein lies 
the margin of safety for the potential killer. He can cause the 
death of another human in any number of ways and literally 
get away with it 

Whenever men have dealt with a power beyond human 
knowledge or experience, no one paid the slightest attention 
to the fact that “Here’s something that works, by golly! I 
don’t know how or why, but see for yourself. . . .”

As long as “big science” knows for “sure” that it’s impossi
ble to cause any physical effect from 300 miles away with a 
box, a dial, and a photograph, the guy with the device will get 
nowhere. It seems incredible, but it’s true. Any machine that 
repeatedly does what its inventor built it to do, and predicts it 
will do, but whose effect is unexplainable in terms of what we 
now know, will never get a fair test. The prestigious, lavishly 
funded National Science Foundation will not look at a practi
cal demonstration of the Hieronymus machine. And the fact 
that the Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries 
are developing psionics at a fast pace cuts no ice with corpo
ration executives and government bureaucrats.

“Radiesthesia or whatever you call it,” snorted one execu
tive when he heard about it, “is nonsense. It’s magic, and 
grown men know there’s no such thing as magic!” Never
theless, the Pentagon pointedly turned down Hieronymus’s 
offer to test his invention. The brass still seems totally 
indifferent about learning whether it is capable of more than 
just making chemical and mineral analyses.

When John Campbell heard about it, he sent for the patent, 
built his own device according to specifications, tested it re
peatedly and induced everyone who visited his home in New 
Jersey to experiment with it. For a big, tough-minded, indi
vidualistic (often eccentric) science-baiter, he was abso
lutely fair and scrupulously honest when it came to facts. 
Here’s what he wrote Hieronymus on June 4, 1956:

“If you can kill insect pests by working on a photograph, 
and at a distance of thousands of miles—if I accept that—it 
implies that you can kill me with such a machine, despite all I
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might do to hide, without my having any chance whatever of 
protecting myself, without my knowledge or opportunity to 
defend against the attack. The more you prove that you can 
kill living entities at a huge distance, without any under
standable linkage that can be defended—the more you prove 
that I am helpless to protect myself. The more you make a 
man know that such forces exist—the less he can feel that he 
lives in a world of reasonable security, wherein he can, at 
least, have warning of attack, and prepare to meet it.

“True, you’re attacking only insects; you’re helping human 
beings. But—the inherent implications are there, and cannot 
be denied. You cannot tell me how to defend myself against 
such an attack; if I acknowledge the reality of those forces—I 
acknowledge that I am helpless, and know of no defense.

"... I selected your machine among the many possible 
psionic machines available because: (1) it was patented; 
(2) the patent specified simply a mineral analyzer, and the 
life-affecting characteristics could be ignored; (3) it looks 
like an electronic-physical machine—it appears to make 
some sort of almost sense at the purely physical science level.

“A man can learn only at the boundary of the known; your 
machine appears to be right on the boundary between pure 
electronics and psionics. Therefore, it appears as though this 
were a learnable-understandable device that can, with a little 
study, be comprehended with just a little extension of already 
understood concepts.

“The therapeutic and diagnostic aspects of the machine— 
the life-force aspects—could be totally ignored, and so physi
cal scientists could attack the problem without stirring deep, 
and extremely powerful, fears.

“That machine of yours is almost pure magic. In the old, 
real and potent sense, it casts spells, imposes death magic, and 
can be used for life magic. It operates on the anciently 
known laws of sympathetic magic; it, like Voodoo dolls, 
applies the law that ‘the symbol is the object, and that which 
is done to the symbol occurs also to the object.’

“That’s a law, too—a real one. The primitive human tribes 
all over the world, from Eskimos through Hawaiians, Afri
cans, Incas, ancient Greeks, and prehistory European tribes, 
all independently came to the same fundamental conclusions.
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If such independent peoples separately reached the same 
conclusions—it must be that the laws of the universe are, in 
fact, involved.

“You’re scaring hell out of the people who understand 
what you’ve got. You may be using it well—but release it, 
and what limits it? If a magician can destroy a man trace- 
lessly—who is safe from threat, from ransom demand, from 
the vengeful hate of an unjust enemy?

“You’re scaring people—and they have reason for their 
fears, while you can name no limits to this powerful tech
nique!

“When I began working with the machine, I learned that it 
didn’t need a power supply. Then I learned that it wouldn’t 
work if a tube was missing or defective. I saw some of the 
other psionic machines and saw that they worked, despite the 
fact that their wiring system made absolutely no logical sense. 
From that, I derived a new concept, a theory, and made a 
crucial experiment.

“I have a model of your analytical machine, simplified and 
streamlined to the ultimate. It consists solely of the circuit di
agram; I have a symbol of a prism, not a real prism, mounted 
on a National Velvet Vernier dial; that, and a small copper 
loop, alone appear on the front surface of the panel. Back of 
the panel, the circuit diagram is drawn in India ink on stand
ard drafting paper; the prism-symbol rotates in its appropriate 
place in the circuit diagram. The spiral coil is drawn in India 
ink on paper glued to the back of the panel; it is connected 
with the symbolized vacuum tube plate through a condenser- 
symbol by means of a nylon thread; the other end of the coil- 
drawing is connected to the symbolized vacuum tube cathode 
by a second nylon thread from my wife’s sewing kit.

“The machine works beautifully; the consistency of per
formance is excellent.

“We’re working with magic—and magic doesn’t depend on 
matter, but on form—on pattern rather than substance.

“Your electronic circuit represents a pattern of rela
tionships; that is important. The electrical characteristics are 
utterly unimportant, and can be dropped out completely. The 
machine fails when a tube burns out because that alters the 
pattern; it works when there is no power, because the rela
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tionship of patterns is intact. My symbolic diagram works be
cause the pattern is present . . .

“. . . If you can do at a distance through barriers—it is 
implicit that you could observe at a distance through barriers. 
Clairvoyance means the end of personal privacy. The fact is 
implicit in the action at a distance without mechanism at the 
other end. It’s frightening!”

When Hieronymus filed the patent application for his 
psionic device in 1946, he was acutely aware of its potentiali
ties. It could be used for great good—or terrible evil. This, he 
explained later, was why he deliberately omitted some critical 
factors. “Those were crucial times,” he said. “There was a 
realignment of political and military power after WW II, and
I was afraid it might get into the wrong hands.”

Whatever the extent of his knowledge then, Hieronymus 
. . . realized that once his device became publicly known, 
sooner or later, somebody was certain to realize that unlim
ited power might be available. There are enough intelligent, 
clever, often unprincipled individuals (as well as nations) 
who wouldn’t hesitate to use his invention for personal gain 
or power—at everyone’s expense. . . .

Anyone with half a buck for the patent, some odds and 
ends from a workshop or basement, and several hours to 
spare can build his own Hieronymus device. Or . . . copy the 
full-page circuit diagram printed with this article, paste it on 
heavy cardboard and give it the same crucial tests advocated 
by John Campbell.

“We’ve never found anything we couldn’t analyze chemi
cally or otherwise,” Hieronymus said. “Distance is a negligi
ble factor, too. When we analyze our physical world we find 
practically nothing physical, just the manifestation of energy 
when we divide things down to their ultimate particles.” 

Describing radionics in his book, Psychical Physics, Profes
sor S. W. Tromp reported “With an instrument, the etheric 
energy pattern that corresponds to any given object, substance 
or condition can be artificially simulated. The process is not 
on the physical level. It lies beyond the limits of the five 
known senses and seems to be outside the measurable elec
tromagnetic spectrum.”

Nearly every honest report about eloptic radiation is a
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mind bender that shatters all precedents. They are so strange, 
in fact, that Hieronymus and his colleagues were obliged to 
establish the Advanced Sciences Research and Development 
Corporation, Inc.

He published a twenty-two-page consolidated statement 
containing “Vitality Intensity Values” of the astronauts of 
Apollo 8 and 11—from liftoff to splashdown, and through the 
quarantine periods.

“Of all the data collected and information uncovered by 
us during the flight of Apollo 11,” Hieronymus wrote, “the 
most important and startling is that there is a lethal radiation 
belt on the Moon, apparently extending from about 65 miles 
down to approximately 15 feet from the surface. . . .

“There was a noticeable drop in the general vitality (of 
the astronauts) and an increase in the carcinogenic readings. 
The pathologies increased until the men actually stepped onto 
the Moon, then everything reversed. This situation was simi
lar to all other lunar landings.”

Only 500 copies of this report were distributed to interested 
medical men and scientists willing to study, check, and evalu
ate the data.

Hieronymus’s description of eloptic energy specifically 
states that “it is in no way related to alpha or beta particles or 
to gamma rays. It does not fit into any part of the electromag
netic spectrum. It operates in an entirely different media.”

The healing powers of the mind over the body are well 
documented—as are its negative, destructive abilities. If we 
have this capacity to control our own health and disease con
ditions—including that of life and death—the logical ^exten
sion would be that some of us should also be able to exercise 
control over others. If it can be done, it almost certainly is 
being done! But without using psionic power, it is almost im
possible to determine how sophisticated or powerful a stage 
the evolution of psionics has reached during the past two dec
ades.

Evidence now available seems to indicate that a powerful 
effort is being made to keep the facts from becoming widely 
known. Ridicule, suspicion, and discredit have befallen men 
Who have reached these conclusions. This is extremely 
difficult to prove, but this writer has personal knowledge of
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five very suspicious incidents involving the untimely, mysteri
ous deaths—several called “natural” and two listed as “sui
cides”—of psionics investigators.

Until very recently, this could be done at any distance 
without the knowledge or consent of the victim—and with ab
solutely no danger of detection or retaliation. A “psionic 
shield” is the only conceivable protection against such deadly 
onslaughts. But such a device would have to be operating all 
the time—24 hours a day, 365 days a year!

Several versions of just such a “psychic shield” are now 
being secretly developed. Moreover, Bell Laboratories and an
other electronics corporation are bidding for the rights to pro
duce the Hieronymus device on a commercial basis (for 
“scientific purposes,” it is said).

Before such things are mass produced, we need to learn 
much more about the strange similarities among the deaths of 
Dr. Morris K. Jessup (listed as a “suicide” when found 
dead in his station wagon in Dade County Park, Fla., on the 
evening of April 29, 1959), the prison death of Ruth Drown, 
and the suicide and deaths of three other investigators whose 
researches brought them close to almost complete under
standing of psionic powers.

Before he died, a physicist friend of this writer’s was a red- 
hot amateur astronomer who analyzed incoming light from 
nearby planets and distant stars by connecting a psionic de
vice to his telescope.

By concentrating on a mental version of the Twenty Ques
tions game, he was able to learn and report that life exists on 
two planets (other than Earth!) within our solar system. 
One of these is Venus, but Venusian life forms are unlike 
anything we know. He detected mitogenic radiation resulting 
from the growth of living cells—“most probably the cell divi
sion in the roots of extremely large plants,” he claimed.

Other researchers have analyzed the emanations from relics 
of the past. In this respect, all psionic devices, including the 
Hieronymus machine, are also time machines! With a De la 
Warr adaptation, radiations from the fossils of prehistoric 
creatures which existed on Earth millions of years ago have 
been caught on film and developed!

Using blood samples taken from his wife and himself, 
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George De la Warr once tuned his camera and concentrated 
on their wedding day, an event that had occurred nearly 30 
years previously! The picture was developed in view of skepti
cal witnesses and was recognizably that of a young couple in 
somewhat outdated wedding outfits. He used this same photo
graph for “positive” identification that the couple were in fact 
himself and Mrs. De la Warr.

Part of the emerging theory concerning psionics shrinks the 
significance of time and distance to almost pure illusion. This 
has many fascinating possibilities. Among practitioners of 
radionics and psionics, the 18th century concept of the inter
planetary ether has replaced astronomy’s theory of a “dead 
vacuum” to explain the properties of empty space. It is from 
this ether, claim psionics experts, that all life and con
sciousness comes into material existence—and to which it re
turns (in a higher state or vibrational plane) after physical 
“death.”

All this makes a compellingly difficult kind of almost sense. 
Hardly anyone whose views have been shaped by orthodox 
science is able to cope with it—even the most stubborn mate
rialist. At the same time, it holds forth some hope that all is 
not chaos after all—and throws a new, excitingly different 
light on the anciently known concepts of karma and reincar
nation.

“As the universe is without beginning and without end, so 
are all its parts—equally eternal.” Or ... in the words of 
British cosmologist Dr. Fred Hoyle: “When science begins 
the study of nonphysical phenomena, it will make more prog
ress in one decade than in all the centuries of its existence.”

If my own intelligence, information, and hunches are accu
rate, that decade is upon us.
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Orgone Energy Weather 
Engineering Through the Cloudbuster

TREVOR JAMES CONSTABLE

Existing orgone energy weather engineering techniques, 
whose efficacy has been demonstrated and documented in the 
U.S., are a bright new element in the environmental struggle. 
These techniques permit the solution of climatic problems in
accessible to formal weather modification methods, with their 
dependence upon deliberate atmospheric pollution—often 
with corrosive chemicals. Orgone energy weather engineering, 
through the cloudbuster device, has opened wind abatement, 
hurricane diversion, rainmaking, precipitation inhibition, and 
regional temperature control. Smog may be similarly expected 
to yield to this primary energy engineering when procedures 
are designed and implemented for its removal.

Severe weather has been a characteristic of world climate 
in the past few years, as publications and reports of the 
World Meteorological Organization reveal. With the access 
provided by orgone energy weather engineering to the energy 
continuum involved in all weather formation, it has become 
evident that unprecedented rainfall and spreading drought in 
recent times are probably by-products—unintentional and 
undiscerned—of indiscriminate, large-scale, world-wide pro
liferation of cloud seeding.

Severe weather events of recent times have usually oc
curred in areas other than those directly under chemical seed
ing bombardment. This has led to an illusory feeling of inno
cence among seeding proponents. This overview of orgone 
energy weather engineering will provide some insight into the

“Orgone Energy Weather Engineering through the Cloudbuster” by 
Trevor James Constable is an original article written especially for 
this volume and is printed by permission of the author.
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nature of the primary energy continuum that underlies all the 
weather of the world, and to the ability of that continuum to 
manifest gross meteorological reactions at sites remote from 
the application of stimuli. Whether such stimuli are chemical, 
or the direct stimuli to the continuum that make up the tech
niques of orgone energy weather engineering, the menace of 
remote effects remains a major danger.

Cloud seeding with chemicals is no longer necessary or 
justified. A superior and more versatile technique already ex
ists in orgone energy weather engineering. This means of 
weather control—in the widest sense of the term—takes ac
count of, and works in harmony with, the underlying primary 
energy continuum out of which all weather emerges into the 
phenomenal world.

No chemical contaminants, agents, vaporous infusions, or 
electromagnetic radiation are utilized in any way in orgone 
energy weather engineering. This means of weather control is 
environmentally pure, versatile, and highly effective. The new 
techniques are also inexpensive when contrasted with the mul
timillion dollar operational costs of Federal cloud seeding 
programs.

Simple apparatus undetectable except by direct visual sight
ing or aerial photography, can easily produce regional 
weather modification—by no means restricted to mere rain- 
making. Such apparatus can be assembled, and has been as
sembled many times in recent years by the writer, for less 
than $100. The operational reports covering the use of this 
apparatus are the most solid evidence of weather-modifica- 
tion-according-to-plan yet published anywhere. The informa
tion has been freely supplied to the relevant Federal agencies, 
in an effort to reduce or eliminate the chemical seeding jug
gernaut. Ruination of the functioning of the biosphere may 
well ensue if such action is not soon taken.

History of Orgone Energy Weather Engineering

Orgone energy is the name given to the cosmic life energy 
by its 20th century discoverer, the late Dr. Wilhelm Reich,
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psychiatrist and pioneer of orgonomic weather engineering. 
Dr. Reich was a protege and student of Dr. Sigmund Freud, 
the distinguished founder of psychoanalysis, and served suc
cessively as first clinical assistant and director of Freud’s Psy
choanalytic Polyclinic in Vienna from 1924-1932.

Dr. Reich called the physical energy he discovered orgone 
to identify it permanently with life, organic functioning, and 
with the orgasm, which may be termed the root of physical 
life. The discovery of this energy was the long-term result of 
the first study ever taken by any scientist of the function of 
the orgasm. Dr. Reich made this study in the 1920s. Discov
ery of the orgone energy in living systems and in the atmos
phere in 1939-1940 was rooted in Dr. Reich’s pioneering in
vestigation into human sexual functioning during the previous 
two decades.

Orgone energy demonstrably exists in everything living as 
a pulsatory, specific biological energy of nonelectric charac
ter. Externally in nature, orgone energy exists as a primordial 
mass-free energy in the soil, water, and atmosphere of the 
Earth. In the latter medium, it is accessible to, and manipula- 
ble by, extremely simple mechanical contrivances known as 
cloudbusters (CLBs). Control of the weather in all its func
tions is a resultant here-now reality.

Dr. Reich demonstrated the presence of the energy vis
ually, including lumination in vacuo, thermically, electro- 
scopically, and at the Geiger-Muller counter. His published 
experiments are replicable by anyone with training in basic 
scientific method. Dr. Reich also invented a series of devices 
for detecting and further objectifying this universal physical 
energy. These devices include the orgone field meter, the or- 
gonoscope for the visual detection of the energy in the atmos
phere, and the orgone energy accumulator for producing con
centrations of the energy. The continuous liberation of 
heat—in and above the orgone accumulator—contradicts the 
second law of thermodynamics, considered by Einstein to be 
one of the central pillars of modern physics.

The cloudbuster, with its power to manipulate atmospheric 
orgone energy potentials, is probably the most potent device
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ever to come into human ken. This potency has two main 
aspects:—

(1) Ability to create, shift, and destroy major weather 
systems.

(2) Simplicity of construction that makes it available 
to everyone.

A detailed description of the origin of Reich’s discoveries, 
and the years of painstaking work from which they arose, lies 
beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to say that the dis
coveries were made through consistent application of ac
cepted scientific procedures. Reich’s biological discoveries 
were drawn from verified and re-verified clinical findings, and 
were carried over into repeatable physical experiments. His 
discoveries were neither happenstance nor sudden, but the 
yield from organic, unrelenting concentration upon objective 
facts and processes. All Reich’s experiments, save those lead
ing to the development of the orgone motor, have been pub
lished for replication by other scientists. The energy itself, as 
the experiments will demonstrate emphatically, is physical.

Current Situation

A small group of professional and amateur workers has 
continued since Dr. Reich’s death to consolidate and extend 
his discoveries. This cadre of experienced orgonomic investi
gators and workers, should be a major asset in carrying this 
work forward with official sanction and official legal support. 
The orgone discovery has emerged as the universal energic 
principle underlying all otherwise impenetrable paranormal 
phenomena that now impinge on the outer perimeters of 
scientific knowledge. The indecisive theories of paraphysics 
are functionally unified and solidified by Reich’s discovery of 
the orgone energy, and his establishment of its basic deter
minism.
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Orgone Energy Weather Engineering

While the literature listed at the end of this article will pro
vide the background necessary for understanding the state of 
the art in orgone energy weather engineering, a substantial in
vestment of time and effort is required for its mastery. For
mal knowledge to the highest academic level is no more than 
a foundation for beginning the study of orgonomy. In many 
areas of this new field scientific fundamentals are often re
versed or negated, as in the case of the negative entropy of 
orgone energy. Expertise in any formal discipline of science is 
not by itself a basis for valid criticism of orgonomic science. 
The books must be studied. The apparatus must be built. The 
published experiments must be repeated or attempted before 
criticism is advanced.

To obviate the time problem posed by the long studies 
required, and to open a new field to open minds, this survey 
requires only that the reader take for granted certain facts 
concerning orgone energy in weather control. These facts 
may be later verified from the literature, and by actual experi
ment by the reader, if he should so desire. Orgone energy 
weather engineering may be understood by accepting tenta
tively the following basic facts:

(1) Orgone energy forms an envelope around the 
Earth, where its concentration is greater than in 
extraterrestrial space. This envelope moves around 
the Earth from west to east, slightly faster than the 
physical-material planet. The orgone energy enve
lope may be envisioned as a bioenergetic torque 
drive imparting spin to the planet, such torque 
arising from the heliotropism of living organisms.

(2) The orgone energy envelope is the agency by 
which the world’s weather is carried on its gener
ally west to east motion around the Earth.

(3) Orgone energy motion takes place in the wave
form of the spinning wave or kreiselwelle
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(KRW). The KRW appears in this form when 
perceived in the orgone accumulator:

Similar motion on a huge scale in the atmosphere 
imparts a specific shaping eifect to cloud masses 
that is directly observable as a “KRW signature.” 
This signature is not identified in any cloud atlas 
or other work on cloud physics known to the 
writer of this survey, but is objective over thou
sands of square miles of ocean and can be readily 
photographed. The KRW signature in clouds is in
dependent of wind movement.

(4) Orgone energy has a powerful affinity for the 
liquid state of matter, especially water.

(5) Orgone energy is negatively entropic, following 
the law of reversed or orgonotic potential.* Or
gone energy flows from low potential states to high 
potential states. Charged bodies attract bodies of 
lesser charge, and withdraw that lesser charge to 
the limit of their own capacity level.

(6) Rows of parallel, hollow metal pipes grounded 
into water and suitably directed into the atmos
phere, have the ability to raise and lower orgo
notic potentials in the atmosphere. Such a device 
is known as a cloudbuster. The formal parameters 
of meteorology may be manipulated and controlled 
by such devices through such engineering opera
tions at the primary level.

(7) The orgone energy envelope—the womb of the 
weather—is highly sensitive, continuous, and re
sponsive on a vast and elastic scale to stimuli from 
cloudbusters. Because of continuity of this energy 
envelope, the effects of such stimuli can extend

* In the Relchean tradition, “orgonomic” is used in reference to 
methodology and “orgonotic” is used in reference to orgone charge 
or potential. Editors.
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over millions of square miles. Billions of tons of 
atmosphere and atmospheric water vapor can be 
decisively affected in their concentration, distri
bution, and general behavior.

(8) Orgone energy engineering deals with a living, 
nonelectric, universal energy to which current for
mal education, training, and physics give only par
tial access. A successful orgone engineer in 
weather control must necessarily be perceptive, 
sensitive to movements and changes in the atmos
phere induced by his operations, and be able to 
guide his apparatus accordingly. He must be able 
to both understand and tolerate the extremely 
powerful corresponding movements of the orgone 
energy in his own biosystem. He must be a skilled 
orgonomic observer, with a functioning First Or- 
gonomic Sense, i.e., with the ability to perceive the 
energy directly.

(9) All the procedures and reactions involved in or
gone energy weather engineering are functional 
and not mechanical. A functional mode of menta
tion is therefore an essential prerequisite for re
sponsible and effective weather control. Persons 
with no attunement to living processes are not 
suited to engineering operations of the kind de
scribed.

(10) There are at the present time no real experts in 
this field—only a few people whose ignorance is 
slightly less vast than that of their fellows unex
posed to these new principles.

Provided that the above ten points can be taken for 
granted, we may proceed to discuss basic orgone energy 
weather engineering and the apparatus employed to effect 
such engineering.

The CLB consists essentially of a row, or rows, of hollow, 
parallel metal pipes, one end of which is grounded into water. 
A rack that will support one end of the pipe row at a suitable 
height above the ground, while the other end of the row is 
immersed in water, makes a simple CLB known as a “rack
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unit.” All weather modification operations possible through 
orgone energy engineering can be effected with such a device. 
For convenience, however, CLBs are usually designed so that 
the rows of pipes may be swung on a pivot or turntable.

Variants of the CLB which have been designed and used in 
practical operations include:

(a) The chambered CLB—featuring a powerful or
gone accumulator in series with the pipes and be
tween the pipes and the water ground. There are 
also sub variants of the chambered CLB.

(b) The tuned CLB. Units of this kind incorporate 
radionic tuning of the tubes, based on the original 
discoveries of the late Dr. Ruth B. Drown. Such 
tuned CLBs have proved their value in original 
UFO investigation, quite aside from weather en
gineering.

There are two basic conceptions of CLB functioning:

(1) The classical concept, formulated by Wilhelm 
Reich, inventor of the CLB.

(2) The modern concept, formulated by the author of 
this article.

Classical Concept

Reich theorized that the grounded pipes “drew” orgone en
ergy from the atmosphere into the water. External physical 
manifestations, fully observable, support this concept. A 
major manifestation is the generation of local wind movement 
towards the CLB from the direction of its aim. Another mani
festation, startling when observed for the first time, is the 
verifiable and repeatable cloud “busting” or dispersion func
tion from which the device originally derived its name.

Weather control and modification are effected by lowering 
the orgonotic potentials in the atmosphere wherever the CLB 
is pointed. According to the particular effect desired, regional 
Weather changes ensue from such shifts in orgonotic poten
tial.
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Reich demonstrated that the pipes of his CLB drilled holes 
in the overcast, or in cloud masses, that reproduced the pat
tern of the “draw” pipes as mounted in his CLB. If the CLB 
were so designed as to have seven pipes mounted in a three- 
over-four configuration, then holes would appear in the over
cast in a corresponding, three-over-four pattern.

Reich also showed that when the CLB was aimed directly 
at a cloud, the cloud was rapidly destroyed, i.e., “busted.” 
Aiming the CLB near a cloud would cause augmentation of 
the cloud, i.e., expand the cloud in space.

The core of Reich’s concept of CLB functioning is that the 
moisture-binding, moisture-attracting orgone energy is with
drawn from the clouds—or the atmosphere—into the water in 
the CLB sumping arrangement, via the draw pipes. Conse
quent gross effects in the atmosphere were held by Reich to 
derive from the ensuing orgonotic potential shifts and ex
changes initiated by the CLBs action.

While this classical concept of CLB functioning may be 
subject to revision in the light of extensive engineering experi
ence since Reich’s death in 1957, in fairness to him, it should 
be emphasized that he was given no chance to explore fully 
and freely the operation of his own invention. His early 
pioneering in this field roughly coincided with the harassment 
of Reich and his work carried out by the Food and Drug Ad
ministration.

He was thus not permitted, by the unfolding of events, 
the opportunity to modify his original theories in this area. 
That he was capable of doing so is well attested to by his bril
liant contributions to psychoanalysis, biophysics, sociology, 
and in the whole panorama of his findings on orgone energy.

So immense was Reich’s prestige among those who under
stood his work, both during and following his lifetime, that 
until relatively recent times the classical concept of CLB 
functioning was never seriously questioned.

The Modern Concept

Based upon field experience since 1968, in a broad spec
trum of successful weather engineering operations, the author
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of this article has formulated the modern concept of CLB 
functioning. This concept envisions the CLB as functioning in 
the opposite fashion to that theorized by Reich. The history 
of the electrical sciences confirms the ease with which funda
mental polarity errors can be made in a new field. The author 
emphasizes that without Reich’s discovery and theoretical ini
tiative, there would be no modern concept of CLB functioning.

The modern concept holds that the CLB pipes shoot coher
ent beams of orgone energy into the atmosphere and beyond, 
to a theoretically infinite distance. The modern concept sees 
each draw pipe as analogous to the generator of a laser beam, 
except that the projected energy from the CLB is bioenergetic 
instead of electromagnetic.

This analogy gives adequate understanding of the enor
mous power to modify weather that resides in a CLB. A CLB 
can be equated with a laser “battery,” consisting of an array 
of powerful EM beams, equivalent in number to the pipes in 
the CLB.

The CLB pipes, in a presently undetermined fashion proba
bly related to the radial nature of orgone energy, free orgone 
energy from its physical accretion in water. Atmospheric 
changes of orgonotic potential are produced by the beams of 
orgone energy from the pipes raising the orgonotic potential 
in the atmosphere wherever the pipes are directed. This is ex
actly opposite in concept to the classical approach.

Holes are drilled in overcast because the high potential, co
herent beams of orgone energy absorb all moisture within 
their own discrete location. An identical explanation covers 
the destruction, or busting, of clouds. Time-lapse motion pic
tures fail to support the concept that energy is withdrawn 
from the clouds by a CLB. On the contrary, such films 
confirm that the clouds are literally blown apart by a CLB.

The modern concept naturally accepts that removal of or
gone energy from the vicinity of the CLB will occur as part 
of the CLB’s mode of functioning.

Energy is being shot into space by the CLB and a local 
lowering of orgonotic potential occurs around the device. The 
tendency of human beings in the vicinity of an operating CLB 
to become bioenergetically overcharged verifies this situation. 
Such a condition can only be obtained, under the law of or-
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lower in charge than the human being.

The classical concept cannot satisfactorily explain the or
gonotic overcharge of CLB operators and spectators on the 
basis of orgone energy being attracted to—i.e., “drawn” to— 
the CLB site. Such a circumstance would result in the with
drawal or lowering of charge from living systems near the 
CLB. The opposite actually occurs.

The local region of lowered orgonotic potential around the 
CLB, furthermore, plays an observably decisive role in divert
ing orgone energy streams, and in applying this diversional 
capability to such engineering operations as the production of 
regional, unforecast rain. Operational reports detailed in the 
comprehensive survey from which this article has been ab
stracted, contain two specific examples of this “spillover” 
effect, as it is known in orgone engineering.

To summarize, the classical concept holds that the CLB 
draws orgone energy and air to itself, and lowers orgonotic 
potential in the atmosphere wherever it is pointed. The mod
ern concept holds that the CLB shoots orgone energy into 
space and draws atmosphere to itself, in a 180-degree reverse 
flow, from the direction of the shooting beam(s). Orgonotic 
potential is raised in the regions of the atmosphere to which 
the CLB is pointed.

Orgone Energy Streams in the Terrestrial Environ
ment

Immanent in the discovery of orgone energy through 
biophysical, biopsychiatric, and bioenergetic research with 
human beings are the twin characteristics of pulsation and 
motion inseparable from life. The streams of energy felt in 
the healthy and lively human being have their counterparts in 
the orgone energy streams and motions that sustain the whole 
life of the Earth. In modem orgone energy weather engineer
ing, the planet itself is approached as a gigantic living organ
ism. Weather engineering, through the appropriate use of 
CLBs, locally manipulates two currently acknowledged or
gone streams. Advanced experimental work, growing out of
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the modem concept of CLB functioning, indicates that there 
may be as many as thirty-two individual orgone energy 
streams involved in the total bioenergetic metabolism of 
planet Earth. The two streams currently acknowledged by 
most workers are:

(1) The planetary stream. Flows around the Earth 
from west to east, slightly faster than the Earth it
self.

(2) The galactic stream. Flows generally southwest to 
northeast, but subject to local variations, especially 
in littoral areas, and is probably also seasonal in 
some aspects.

The essence of orgone energy weather engineering is its 
twofold character. There is always a primary stimulus, i.e., a 
direct stimulus to the orgone energy continuum, and a sec
ondary effect resulting from that stimulus. Secondary effects 
occur at the level of ponderable, observable, and recordable 
meteorological phenomena. The science of meteorology, as 
presently constituted, is the systematic study of these second
ary effects, without any consciousness of the existence of a 
primary energy continuum. Orgone energy theory and tech
nology bring to meteorology a thus-far-missing primary di
mension, and it should be emphasized that the two phases of 
a synthesized “new meteorology” are mutually supportive and 
mutually necessary.

From a broad spectrum of weather engineering operations 
the following operational account has been selected to demon
strate the superiority of orgone energy weather engineering 
over any other method either in use or envisioned by official 
sources. A rainmaking operation has not been selected for 
this presentation because it is not a difficult job of weather en
gineering, and has been done also—if only in a limited way— 
by application of cloud seeding.

Operation Kooler is an account of a successful venture into 
regional temperature control—the decisive countering of a 
destructive heatwave in the teeth of comprehensive official 
forecasts to the contrary. The opinion of this writer is that 
such operations dwarf anything at the disposal of nucleation 
Proponents. Experience such as this teaches the orgone engi-
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neer that he has under the control of his will an apparatus of 
awesome potency. He may wreak havoc thousands of miles 
away, and unintentionally, through “side effects” to his local 
goal which are direct effects nevertheless.

The orgone envelope of the Earth is a reality to the experi
enced orgone engineer that is beyond contradiction. Minor 
stimuli are amplified by its special properties of continuity 
and elasticity. Aware that he works with a heretofore unap
prehended continuum of vast power, he is duly respectful of 
that power and of the responsibility he bears when he em
barks upon his operations.

Operation Kooler is reproduced here as Appendix II with 
the permission of the editors of the Journal of Orgonomy, 
wherein the account was first published in May 1972.

Five other successful weather engineering operations, 
planned and executed by the writer, are documented similarly 
to Kooler in the parent survey from which this article has 
been drawn. The efficacy and value of such weather engineer
ing in the environmental struggle is obvious. Their commer
cial potential is staggering. All this lies open to human enter
prise without the release into the atmosphere of chemicals of 
any kind. The inevitable question arising is: “Why hasn’t this 
thing been taken up widely and commercially?”

The reasons for the nonuse of this technology are much 
more complex than the technology itself. Before briefly delin
eating those reasons, the writer wishes to emphasize that for 
more than two years such services have been on offer to the 
American government, foreign governments, and commercial 
firms with weather-related problems. Services are offered on a 
strict no-results-no-pay basis, and the writer’s Merlin Weather 
Engineering† is the only weather modification contractor in 
the U.S. able and willing to operate on a basis of complete 
contingency. Therefore it is impossible for anyone contracting 
for these services to lose a penny.

The reasons for the nonuse of orgone energy weather en
gineering in solving pressing environmental problems are 
highly complex. Human reaction to the new principles in-

† See Appendix III for address. Editors.
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volved is the core of the problem, and is rooted in two main 
elements:

(1) Politico-legal;
(2) Technico-neurotic.

The politico-legal problems circulate around the persecu
tion of the late Reich by the Federal authorities, his death in 
a Federal prison in 1957, and the destruction by federal court 
order of his scientific books, bulletins, and journals. Should a 
federal agency now contract for orgone energy weather en
gineering services, for any reason, the persecution of Reich, 
the legal decisions against him, and the federal injunction 
against further work in this field would inevitably come up 
for review. Thus far, no one in the federal establishment has 
been willing to lay bare yesterday’s mistakes in exchange for 
the solution of some of today’s problems.

The technico-neurotic problems stem from the inability of 
formal, official science and technology to remotely approach, 
in efficacy and scope, what is feasible in the here-now with 
orgone energy weather engineering. One person with a cloud
buster rightly directed can do what battalions of scientists and 
technicians, backed by massive budgets and armadas of ships 
and planes, are unable to do.

In this situation, the bearers of officially accepted knowl
edge and theories inevitably feel challenged, and tend to react 
neurotically and irrationally. In fact, orgone energy weather 
engineering dovetails into, and makes whole, all the marvel
ous matters made accessible through conventional technology. 
Conventional data-gathering technology and facilities are ab
solutely necessary to the further development of orgone en
ergy weather engineering, and to its international legal regula
tion for human welfare.

The technico-neurotic problem tends to reinforce the nega
tive aspects of the politico-legal problems in all their complex
ity. The solution is straightforward and simple. Admit to the 
possibility that Reich was right, and the government wrong in 
ruining his life and career. Make amends, in accordance with 
fundamental precepts of decency and honor. Honest admis
sion of error is human and upright.

In the technical sphere, open the doors to the wonders of
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orgone energy weather engineering, and the comprehensive 
new concepts of world weather control that it makes possible. 
Let the new leaven and revivify the old and trusted ways. Ob
jective evaluation of the power and scope of these new 
methods will quickly and permanently establish their merit. 
Humanity will be the beneficiary from such a new beginning.

S U G G E S T E D  R E A D I N G S

The following publications, preferably studied in the order 
listed, will give a basic understanding of Dr. Wilhelm Reich’s 
work, including his invention and early use of the cloud
buster. They are available in various editions.

The Function of the Orgasm, Wilhelm Reich 
The Cancer Biopathy, Wilhelm Reich 
Selected Writings, Wilhelm Reich 
Man in the Trap, Elsworth Baker 
Wilhelm Reich and Orgonomy, Ola Raknes 
Cosmic Superimposition, Wilhelm Reich (available 

only in the original edition published by the Orgone 
Institute Press, Rangely, Maine, 1951)

Mass Psychology of Fascism, Wilhelm Reich 
Murder of Christ, Wilhelm Reich 
Listen, Little Man!, Wilhelm Reich

The following articles in orgonomic periodicals will further 
illuminate the orgone energy engineering of weather, and 
some of the legal problems surrounding Dr. Reich’s works 
and discoveries:

Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 1, Nos. 1 and 2, 1967
Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 2, No. 1, 1968

These issues give a full account of Dr. Reich’s legal clash 
with the U.S. government in a two-part article by David Blas- 
band, “The USA vs Wilhelm Reich.”

Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 2, No. 2, 1968 
“Mass and the Gravitational Function” by C. Frederick 

Rosenblum, B.S.
Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 3, No. 2, 1969
Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 4, No. 1, 1970
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Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 4, No. 2, 1970
Contain a three-part article “Problems of Atmos
pheric Circulation” by Richard Blasband, MD 

Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 5, No. 2, 1971 
“Operation Backwash #1”—Rainmaking Los Angeles 

Basin by Trevor J. Constable 
Journal of Orgonomy Vol. 6, No. 1, 1972 
“Operation Kooler”—Conquest of Southern California 

Heatwave
“Orop Hurricane Doria” by Richard Blasband, MD 

(Hurricane Diversion)

These books and professional references will provide a net
work of cross references into the general literature of or
gonomy, which is of considerable scope and still growing.
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A First-Hand Look 
at Psychotronic Generators

STANLEY KRIPPNER

In 1973, during the First International Conference on Psy
chotronic Research, I met Robert Pavlita, a most enigmatic 
man. This controversial Czech inventor is the designer of the 
so-called “psychotronic generator,” a device for storing and 
applying “biological energy.”

I don’t speak Czech, but with the help of a translator we 
had a long conversation, after which he demonstrated one of 
his generators to the people at the conference. His daughter 
participated by touching her hand to her head in a rhythmic 
way and then touching her hand to the generator. Within a 
few minutes the generator started to move. This is very 
difficult to explain in any conventional way, and I know one 
physicist who couldn’t sleep all night trying to figure out how 
this happened.

During a more recent visit to Czechoslovakia (January 
1974), I was privileged to see ten different demonstrations of 
psychotronic generators. Dr. Zdeněk Rejdák and his staff 
drove me and my associate, Mark Rojek, to Lazne Belohrad, 
a town famous for its spa. As we entered the building in 
which Mr. and Mrs. Pavlita, their daughter, and their son-in- 
law have their apartment, we noted a large sign. We asked for 
a translation and discovered that it read:

This house was built, with the help of the Lord, for my
self, for my relatives, for beauty, and for the needs of 
the city. . . .

Franz Chernoch, 1899

“A First-Hand Look at Psychotronic Generators” by Stanley F. 
Krippner is an original article written especially for this volume 
and is printed here by permission of the author.
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We were given a hospitable greeting by Pavlita and his 
family. Within a short time he produced several of his devices 
and told us something of their history. Pavlita had been build
ing psychotronic generators for more than thirty-five years. 
How did he become interested in generators? He studied al
chemy books. (Czechoslovakia has always been a center for 
the study of alchemy. There is a whole street in Prague where 
alchemists used to live.)

The shape of the items that the alchemists used was very 
intriguing to Pavlita. What he did was to put together various 
materials of different shape by trial and error. From this he 
found that there were three components of the psychotronic 
generators similar to those that the alchemists used. One is 
the shape of the device. Another is the material from which it 
is made. The third and most important is the biological 
rhythm—the means for getting the biological energy from the 
living organisms into the device. He says that there are at 
least sixty-eight centers of biological energy in the human 
body, and he has invented a generator for each one. Each of 
these generators is fueled in a different way, and each of them 
performs a different task.

Pavlita stated that eventually he discovered that the body’s 
biological energy field acts electromagnetically in some exper
iments, electrostatically in some experiments, and in still other 
experiments, it acts in ways that defy either an electromag
netic or electrostatic explanation.

What amazed me about Pavlita is that he has obtained all 
of his information from alchemy books or from trial-and- 
error experiments. He is not familiar with acupuncture, bio
energetic therapy, dowsing, structural integration (“rolling”), 
or any of the other procedures most parapsychologists know 
about and would naturally correlate with his work. He has 
gone very deeply into one specific area, and claims to have 
devised principles and laws by which he has produced these 
various devices.

According to Pavlita, any person can work with a psycho
tronic generator because all people possess biological energy 
fields. However, Pavlita himself was the subject in all but one 
of the experiments he attempted in our presence, his daughter 
serving as the subject in the other experiment.
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We began to experience the most provocative part of Pav- 
lita’s work when we saw the very small and innocuous-look- 
ing devices he uses. One appears to be a magician’s wand—a 
small rod with a ball on the end. This was a generator that he 
claimed to be able to take into a distant part of his house to 
work on for an hour. He then would place the generator in a 
room where fruit flies were feeding on rotten fruit. He would 
aim the generator toward the flies and within a few minutes 
they would start to drop dead, or so he attested.

After hearing this descriptive account, I asked Pavlita 
about this device: “If fruit flies drop dead when you point 
this generator at them, what do you think would happen with 
a large generator?” Pavlita replied: “This is a generator that 
has very dangerous implications. I’m too soft-hearted to kill 
anything but flies, but there is no doubt in my mind that one 
can kill a cat, a dog, even human beings, with a large enough 
generator.”

In the early days of his work, he said, he and his daughter 
were working on one of these experimental generators when 
suddenly her arm became paralyzed. They couldn’t decide 
what to do. If they had taken her to a doctor, Pavlita thought, 
he would have said that it was psychosomatic. What Pavlita 
did was to work around the clock for three days, inventing 
another generator that restored natural movement to her arm 
again.

After relating the story of his daughter’s paralysis and re
covery, Pavlita made it very clear that the reason he had not 
yet revealed his secrets is because he does not know if the 
world is ready for them. I don’t know either, but there is one 
thing that is obvious: the day may come when psychotronic 
generators are widely available. According to Pavlita, they are 
simple and inexpensive to make. Once more people use the 
generators, their true functions and possibilities can be more 
accurately assessed.

Demonstration 1

Pavlita placed a compass directly in front of him on a 
table. He placed a psychotronic generator between himself
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and the compass. This generator consisted of a steel rectangle 
covered by a cone. After lifting off the cone and setting it 
aside, Pavlita passed the rectangular generator over the com
pass; the compass needle was not affected. Pavlita then began 
to touch the generator to his right temporal lobe, holding it in 
his right hand and making the contact with his head in a 
rhythmical manner. He explained he was “completing a cir
cuit of human biological energy,” thus permitting the genera
tor to store the energy. After about two minutes, Pavlita held 
the generator over the compass; the needle moved five de
grees, from south to north. Pavlita then removed three fingers 
from the generator, placing them under the palm of his hand. 
As the generator approached the compass, the south-to-north 
movement of the needle exceeded 15 degrees. By altering the 
position of his fingers in the rectangular form in other ways, 
Pavlita was able to increase or decrease the effect upon the 
compass needle.

Demonstration 2

The second experiment was identical to the first experiment 
except that Pavlita held the rectangular generator with his left 
hand and touched it to his left temporal lobe. The compass 
needle, when approached by the generator, moved the same 
number of degrees as before, except in a north-to-south direc
tion. Then Pavlita lifted the generator with his left hand and 
placed it in his right hand. The compass needle moved from 
south-to-north as the generator approached it. Pavlita moved 
to the opposite side of the table; trials with the left hand then 
were accompanied by a south-to-north movement of the com
pass needle and vice versa.

At one point, the movement of the compass needle was 
minimal. Pavlita touched the generator to his left temporal 
lobe several times; thereafter, the movement of the compass 
needle increased upon the next trial. In commenting on these 
two experiments, Pavlita said that human biological energy is 
analogous in some ways to the Earth’s north and south mag- 
netic poles. He also noted that the human biological energy



field completely surrounded the body and exists within the 
body as well.

Demonstration 3

Pavlita placed a metal, scaffoldlike stand on the table      
which resembled an inverted letter “L.” A string was tied to 
the protruding arm of the scaffold and a flat, lightweight bar 
magnet was tied to the string. A steel psychotronic generator 
was placed between Pavlita and the stand; the generator was 
cube shaped with a small protuberance at its top.

Pavlita left the room to demonstrate that he could activate 
the cube-shaped form from a distance. After about three min
utes, he returned. He then brought the cube near the north 
pole of the bar magnet; the magnet moved toward the cube. 
However, the magnet was repelled when the cube approached     
the south pole of the magnet.

Pavlita faced south during the first half of this experiment. 
He then moved to the other side of the table and faced north. 
The experiment was repeated with the opposite results. This 
time he did not leave the room but touched the generator to 
his right temporal lobe with his right hand, using a different 
rhythm than in the earlier experiments. He stared intently at     
the magnet all the while. When Pavlita brought the cube near 
the north pole of the magnet, it was repelled. However, the 
magnet was attracted to the cube when the south pole was 
approached.

Pavlita commented that the eyes are important in this ex
periment and that the results demonstrate a brain “circuit” 
which is connected to the hands.

Demonstration 4

The same bar magnet and scaffoldlike stand were used for    
this experiment, but a different steel generator was utilized.    
This psychotronic generator was goblet shaped, but topped by 
a copper and bronze cover shaped like a holly leaf. Pavlita 
(facing south) touched his right thumb, first to his frontal
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lobes, then to the cover of the generator, making a rhythmic 
movement which lasted about one minute. When he ap
proached the bar magnet’s north pole, it moved toward his 
thumb; when he approached the magnet’s south pole, it was 
repelled by his thumb.

Demonstration 5

All the materials were in the same position as for the 
fourth experiment. At this point, Pavlita (facing south) 
placed a mirror in back of the generator. Again he ap
proached the magnet’s north pole, placing his finger behind 
the mirror, but this time the magnet moved away from his 
thumb. When he approached the south pole, the magnet was 
attracted to his thumb. Pavlita commented that the biological 
energy field exerted these effects by passing through the mir
ror. He stated the results were a function of the relationship 
formed between an object and its image.

Demonstration 6

For this experiment, the mirror was removed, but the stand 
and goblet-shaped generator remained. Pavlita placed a nar
row steel bar on the table. The bar was about three inches 
long and was placed between Pavlita and the generator so that 
it touched the base of the generator.

Pavlita (facing south) touched his right thumb knuckle to 
his right temporal lobe. He then placed his knuckle on the 
end of the bar nearest to him. Immediately, the north pole of 
the magnet swung toward the generator. It hovered in the 
same position until Pavlita removed his knuckle from the bar. 
At this point, the magnet resumed its original position. Pavlita 
commented that the magnet resembled the needle of a com
pass and was reacting to the human body’s biological energy 
field, amplified by this procedure.
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Again, the scaffold-shaped stand was used. However, the 
bar magnet was replaced by a narrow, cylindrical-shaped 
piece of wood, about two inches in length. Before the wood 
was suspended from the stand, it was placed in a wide, cylin
drical-shaped psychotronic generator. Diagonal marks could 
be seen on the outside of the generator; Pavlita remarked that 
a “biologically activated energy field” had been burned into 
the generator. After the wood was placed in the generator, it 
protruded slightiy; a narrow, rectangular steel bar was placed 
against the wood so that one end rested on the table and the 
other end rested on the wood itself. Pavlita called this proce
dure “closing the circuit.” After about three minutes, the 
wood was taken from the generator and suspended by string, 
from the metal stand.

Pavlita picked up a ferret magnet and brought it toward 
one end of the piece of wood. The wood was repelled. He 
brought the magnet toward the other end of the wood; it was 
attracted. In other words, the piece of wood gave every ap
pearance of having been magnetized. Some observers would 
claim that the generators are “electrets” which create elec
trostatic fields, but others would claim that a new energy 
form is involved.

Demonstration 7

Demonstration 8

Once again, the scaffoldlike stand was used. Again, a nar
row, cylindrical-shaped piece of wood was used that was ap
proximately two inches in length. Pavlita produced a psycho
tronic generator shaped something like a flashlight. There 
were holes in the bulbous top of the generator; Pavlita in
serted the wood into these holes, first one end of the wood 
and then the other. He then inserted the entire piece of wood 
into a long hole on the top of the generator and moved both 
hands in front of the generator in a rhythmic up-and-down
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movement with fingers outstretched. After about two minutes 
of these movements, the wood was suspended to the stand.

As Pavlita held a ferret magnet and approached the wood, 
one side of the stick was repelled and one was attracted. 
Again, a piece of wood had apparently been magnetized. 
Pavlita commented that the hand movements are not abso
lutely necessary, but accelerate the speed at which the wood 
is affected.

Demonstration 9

Pavlita’s daughter produced a psychotronic generator 
shaped something like a microphone. A point protruded from 
the top half of the generator and she touched this to her fron
tal lobes in a rhythmical manner for about three minutes. The 
generator was then placed in front of a semicircular solid 
copper screen. A light metal cone was placed on the top of 
the generator. She then touched the table lightly with the 
fingers of her left hand. It began to revolve from left to right. 
When Pavlita removed her fingers, the cone stopped its mo
tion; when she again touched the table, the cone resumed its 
movement. She called this procedure “completing the cir
cuit.”

After its motion stopped completely, Pavlita’s daughter 
again touched the generator to her frontal lobes. The cone 
was again placed on top of the generator and once more re
volved for a short period of time.

Pavlita commented that this was an “accumulating type” 
generator. He said that all his generators were “purpose 
specific” and corresponded to various “biocircuits” of the 
body of which he claims to have identified sixty-eight.

Demonstration 10

Again the metal stand was used and a flat, rectangular 
Piece of wood (resembling the bar magnet in size and 
shape) was suspended from it. Pavlita produced a rectangular 
Psychotronic generator which fit easily into the palm of his
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hand. He held the generator with his thumb on the bottom 
and the other four fingers on top. As it approached the stand, 
the wood turned to the right. Pavlita then held the generator 
between his thumb and forefinger. This time when he ap
proached the wood, it turned to the left.

This phenomenon did not seem to be preceded by any 
type of body rhythm which would activate the generator.

D I S C U S S I O N

Pavlita told us that he has recorded his experiments in 
great detail in twenty handwritten volumes, none of which 
has been published. When he first began his research some 
thirty-five years ago, he worked by trial and error. Now, how
ever, he knows the basic principles involved. For example, he 
is aware of the basic bodily biocircuits and how each can be 
used in a generator. Once the biological energy field is 
brought into a generator, it stays there permanently. How
ever, a special induction procedure must be used to activate 
many of the generators. This induction utilizes various bodily 
“codes.”

Pavlita told us that voltmeters and electrometers do not 
pick up biological energy. During human transmission of this 
energy, however, some psychophysiological differences were 
noted. One’s heartbeat rate slows down and breathing be
comes irregular.

No material has been found by Pavlita which can insulate 
against the effect of biological energy. Furthermore, it can 
affect any type of matter to some extent.

Pavlita says he is too “soft-hearted” to work with any type 
of living creature but insects. When insects are exposed to his 
lethal generator, their antennae quiver first. Then their feet 
and legs shake. Soon they appear stunned or paralyzed. Then 
they collapse and die. However, the effects can be reversed if 
the insect has not yet collapsed.

Pavlita has done some work with plants, having “shaken” 
or “physically transported” leaves and flowers at a distance. 
One type of generator works automatically by absorbing en
ergy from the living organisms around it; this type stimulates



growth of plants and enhances seed germination in experi
ments with pea and lentil seeds. The other type of generator 
must have biological energy directed into it; this type stunts 
the growth of plants. The first generator has purportedly been 
able to purify waste water from a dye factory in small 
amounts. For this purpose small pieces of stainless steel were 
treated by the generator, then put into the polluted water— 
which became clean again. Pavlita has thought of trying to 
treat stones instead of steel, then attempting to depollute a lake 
or a river.

Pavlita sees a number of practical uses for his generators. 
These include biological communication (when other com
munication systems are nonoperable), medical diagnosis (of 
the body’s biocircuits), the magnetization of material (he 
claims that any material can be magnetized), testing the con
tents of unknown material, assessing the healing rate of an in
jured or sick person (the stronger the field, the better one’s 
health), assessing the deterioration rate of a dying organism, 
and determining how long an organism has been dead.

Pavlita told us that the right-hand side of the body usually 
attracts, that the left-hand side usually repels, and that left- 
handed people are not observably different than right-handed 
people. He speaks of “plus” and “minus” impulses in terms 
that remind one of the oriental concepts of yang and yin. 
From time to time, Pavlita must utilize special procedures to 
produce the desired balance between “plus” and “minus” im
pulses; an overabundance of the latter is not uncommon and 
is not desirable.

By combining several generators, Pavlita can also combine 
their functions. Some experiments have involved as many as 
seven generators for a given purpose. The speed at which a 
function operates depends upon the conduction of biological 
energy from the organism to the generator. The principle that 
“form follows function” is basic to the design of the genera
tors, many of which are built to channel energy from two 
poles to a narrow point.

Psychotronic generators have not yet been used in experi
ments with the Kirlian photography device, with voltage gra
dients, with acupuncture points, with altered states of con
sciousness, with hemispheric brain differences, or with
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“psychic” healing. However, Pavlita does claim that he can 
alter a person’s movements with his generators, such as mak
ing a person pick up an object with the left hand instead of 
the right hand.

Pavlita claims that he has been able to produce generators 
which calibrate so well with a person’s “biocircuits” that they 
can be activated at a distance. Once, a generator in Karlsbad 
was activated by a person in Bradoc Kralove, a distance of 
over 150 miles. For this type of experiment to be successful, 
the generator must be calibrated with a person’s biological en
ergy field, a process which takes from two to three hours.

Pavlita’s current project involves the transfer at a distance 
of biological energy itself. He believes he can make this 
transfer at a distance of several miles, and may demonstrate it 
at some point in the future.

After spending three hours with Pavlita, and enjoying the 
hospitality so lavishly offered by him and his family, I was 
impressed by his devotion to his work. I am aware that alter
native explanations to his demonstrations exist (hidden mag
nets, electrostatic effects, etc.). It is also possible that Pavlita 
and his daughter unwittingly have used their own psychoki- 
netic abilities to create the effects, rather than tapping sources 
of “biological energy” common to everyone. Only future 
research will indicate whether the psychotronic generators are 
the scientific breakthrough that his supporters suspect.
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Methods of Detecting and Measuring 

Healing Energies

ROBERT N. MILLER

Instances of paranormal healing are recorded in the earliest 
historical writings. Ever since the time of Imhotep, the fa
mous sage and physician of ancient Egypt, individuals have 
been healed by mental and physical methods which are just 
beginning to be understood by modern science.

However, because the art of mental healing seems contrary 
to the laws of medical science, it is difficult to understand 
how healing by mental methods can occur. Also, it is difficult 
to ascertain the progress of new practitioners because no posi
tive method for measuring the effectiveness of a healer exists 
at the present time. Such a method, if it could be developed 
and perfected, would be a powerful tool for accelerating the 
training process and for instilling confidence in the mind of 
the practitioner.

The objective of our research program* is to develop prac
tical methods for measuring the effectiveness of healers and 
to clarify the mental and physical processes involved in suc
cessful healing. The most important accomplishment of the 
Past year has been the scientific confirmation of the existence 
of a healing energy. In addition, several methods for measur
ing the energy were investigated and perfected. The principal 
test subject was Mrs. Olga Worrall, a well known healer and 
lecturer.1

“Methods of Detecting and Measuring Healing Energies” by 
Robert N. Miller is an unpublished article. It appeared in abridged 
form in Science of Mind as “The Energies of Spiritual Healing,” 
January-February 1976.

* Sponsored by the Ernest Holmes Research Foundation. Edi
tors.
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Cloud Chamber Tests

The cloud chamber experiment, which is described in detail 
in the July 1974 issue of Science of Mind, was the most dra-   
matic of the tests with the healing energies. The cloud cham-   
ber is a glass cylinder which has an aluminum bottom and a 
viewing glass across the top. When methyl alcohol is placed   
in the chamber and the entire unit is positioned on a flat 
block of dry ice, a zone of alcohol mist is created in the   
chamber. High-energy atomic particles generate vapor trails   
when they pass through the sensitive zone.

By holding her hands around the unit as if it were a patient 
undergoing treatment, Mrs. Worrall was able to produce a 
moving wave pattern inside the chamber. Several weeks later, 
from a distance of six hundred miles, she again caused a 
wave motion to develop within the chamber. The results of 
these experiments indicate that “thoughts are things” and visi
ble manifestations in the physical world can be produced 
mentally from a distance.

Plant Potential Experiments

Cleve Backster and Marcel Vogel claim to have demon
strated that thought can produce changes in the electrical po
tentials of plant leaves. This phenomenon was used as a 
means for detecting the energies associated with healing. A 
philodendron plant was used as the sensing unit. Three 
silver-silver chloride electrodes were attached to a leaf of the 
plant. The wires from the electrodes were connected to a 
preamplifier which, in turn, was connected to an amplifiel 
and a strip chart recorder.

In the normal state a philodendron plant produces an oscil- 
lating, low-amplitude electrical signal. When Mrs. Worrall 
placed her hands about four inches away from the plant, the  
amplitude of the signal, which was registering on the strip 
chart recorder, increased greatly. At first it was believed that 
Mrs. Worrall was functioning like an antenna and the in
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crease was due to normal electrical pickup. However, when 
other members of the research team held their hands near the 
plant, only a slight effect was produced.

Several weeks later Dr. Alex Tanous, a healer from Port
land, Maine, attempted to influence the plant from a distance 
of eight feet. When Dr. Tanous mentally timed in to the 
plant, the leaf potential trace steadied and then decreased in 
amplitude. Then, as he mentally directed bursts of energy to 
the plant, there were corresponding increases in the width of 
the plant potential trace.

The results obtained so far with the plant potential experi
ments indicate that plants are good detectors for the energies 
associated with healing.

Biofeedback Experiments

A series of biofeedback experiments were conducted with 
both Mrs. Worrall and Dr. Tanous. Mrs. Worrall was asked if 
she alters her state of consciousness in any way during heal
ing. She said that she does not knowingly do so but merely 
places her hands on the patient and permits the energy 
to flow. An Aquarius Electronics biofeedback headset was 
placed on Mrs. Worrall and her brain waves were recorded 
before and during healing. Two of the three electrodes were 
held against her forehead, one over each eyebrow, by an elas
tic band. The third electrode was positioned against the back 
of her head on the right side. The left portion of Figure 1 
shows the brain wave pattern produced when Mrs. Worrall is 
in a normal state of consciousness. The tracing has a fre
quency range of fourteen to twenty-five cycles per second, is 
somewhat erratic, and corresponds to the beta rhythm.

Mrs. Worrall then administered healing to one of the ex
perimenters by laying-on-of-hands. The right-hand side of 
Figure 1 shows the brain wave pattern which was produced. 
The low-frequency, low-amplitude trace is characteristic of 
the alpha and theta rhythms.

The most remarkable aspect of this experiment was the ra
pidity with which Mrs. Worrall’s brain wave pattern changed 
from beta to alpha. The time line at the top of Figure 1
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Figure 1 Brain wave trace illustrating Mrs. Worrall’s ex
tremely rapid transition from beta to alpha production.

shows that the change occurred within eight seconds of her 
initiation of the healing procedure. Meditation research has 
shown that it takes the average person five to twenty minutes 
to achieve this state of consciousness. Mrs. Worrall is such a 
gifted healer that she automatically makes the transition 
within a few seconds.

Mr. Tanous’s brain waves were also recorded while he was 
in a normal state and while he was mentally projecting energy 
to a plant. In the normal state he generated a beta pattern but 
was in the alpha and theta range while he was influencing the 
plant. It took Mr. Tanous a little more than a minute to make 
the transition.

Crystallization Effects

It was discovered that solutions of copper salts, under care-   
fully controlled conditions, are sensitive to the energies from  
a healer’s hands. A small pool containing exactly five drops of
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solution was pipetted onto each of two polyethylene disks. 
Mrs. Worrall treated one specimen by holding her hands 
around it for three minutes. The second specimen served as a 
control. After two days at room temperature (20°-25° C) 
and 50% relative humidity, the control specimen had crystal
lized in a jade green monoclinic structure. The treated speci
men was also monoclinic but had a coarser grain and was 
turquois blue in color. The difference in the crystalline struc
ture of the untreated and treated specimens was readily ap
parent

Scores of tests were conducted and it was found that cop
per salt solutions are reliable indicators of energies provided 
all the variables are carefully controlled. These include the 
concentration of the solution, the sources of the water, the 
volume of solution, the relative humidity of the environment, 
the surface on which the crystallization takes place, and the 
duration of treatment of the solution by the healer. Both the 
treated and the control specimens initially crystallize in a 
green color. After two days at room temperature and 50% 
relative humidity, the control specimen is still green but the 
treated specimen is blue.

Surface Tension of Water

It was suspected that the variation in the structure and 
color of the crystallized copper salts was caused by a 
difference in the properties of the water. Samples of distilled 
water which had been treated by a healer and untreated water 
were tested for viscosity, electrical conductivity, capacitance, 
refractive index, infrared absorption, and surface tension. 
There were little or no differences in viscosity and refractive 
index. There were differences in electrical conductivity and 
capacitance but no consistent pattern could be established. 
The most significant differences were in the surface tension 
and infrared absorption.

A Fisher Model 20 Du Nouy Type Tensiometer was used 
to make the surface tension measurements. This instrument 
has a platinum-iridium ring of precisely known dimensions 
suspended from a counterbalanced lever arm. The ring is
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immersed in the liquid being studied. The force necessary to 
separate the ring from the liquid is measured and read directiy 
in dynes/cm. Table 1 summarizes the results of tests in which 
samples of water were energized and compared with control 
samples.

Effect of Healing Energy on Surface Tension of 
Water

Surface Tension {Dynes'/CM)

Healer Water Source Control T reated

Worrall Atlanta 70.1 62.9

Hill Decatur 68.3 60.7

Miller Distilled 74.6 71.1

8 ppm NaCl 76.7 70.1

5 ppm NaCl 77.0 70.1

TABLE 1

Effect of treatment by three different individuals upon the sur-  
face tension of water. Mrs. Worrall and Kathryn Hill, recog-  
nized healers, reduced the surface tension of water 7.2 and 7.6 
dynes/cm, respectively. Dr. R. N. Miller, the author, produced 
a smaller effect upon distilled water and water containing 8 and 
5 ppm NaCl. These results indicate that quantitative data may 
be obtained by measuring the surface tension of water.

For these tests the healers held their hands around a 
500-ml beaker of water for exactly three minutes (see 
photo insert). Subsequent experiments revealed that the maxi
mum transfer of energy is produced when the water is placed 
in test tubes and the healer holds the test tubes for twenty 
minutes. The results of the tests summarized in Table 1 indi
cate that the surface tension of water which has been exposed 
to a healer’s hands is substantially reduced. The most 
significant feature of this method for detecting the energy 
from a healer’s hands is that, for the first time, a method ex
ists for quantitatively measuring the energy.
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Properties of Water Treated with Magnets

Baron Karl von Reichenbach reported in the last century 
that magnets, as well as humans, give off some type of en
ergy.2 Additional testing disclosed that magnets alter the prop
erties of water in the same manner as do healers. Six Teflon- 
coated stirring magnets, % in. in diameter and 2 in. long, 
were immersed in 500 ml of distilled water for 4% hours. At 
the end of that time the control specimen still had its original 
surface tension of 75.6 dynes/cm but the water which had 
been treated with the magnets had a surface tension of 60.4 
dynes/cm.

Copper salt solutions in a Tygon plastic container were ex
posed to a magnetic field of 4500 gauss for 15 minutes. After 
two days at room temperature and 50% relative humidity, the 
crystals from the solution which had been exposed to the mag
net were turquois blue, while the crystals from the control 
solution were jade green. This same color pattern is obtained 
when the test solution is treated by a healer.

Additional tests were conducted to determine the effect of 
water treated by a magnet and water treated by a healer upon 
the growth of rye grass. Exactly 25 rye grass seeds were 
placed in each of six plastic cups of potting soil. Holes were 
punched in the bottom of the cups and each cup was placed 
on a saucer. The water was placed in the saucer so the seeds 
obtained their water at a uniform rate by capillary action. 
Two of the cups were watered every day with Atlanta tap 
water, two with tap water which had been treated by Mrs. 
Worrall about 30 days before the tests, and two with the tap 
water which had been exposed for 16 hours to a magnet hav
ing a field strength of 1500 gauss. At the end of four days, 
8% of the seeds in the control cups had sprouted, 36% of the 
seeds in the cups with the healer-treated water had sprouted, 
and 68% sprouting occurred in the cups with the magnet- 
exposed water.

After eight days the length of each blade of grass was care-
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fully measured. The average height of the control blades was 
2.8 in., the blades watered with the healer-treated water aver
aged 2.9 in., and the grass blades watered with the magnet-ex
posed water had an average length of 3.6 in., 28.6% more 
than the controls. If growth rate may be equated to healing, 
the results indicate that healing energies emanate from mag
nets. Indeed, this was one of the claims made by Mesmer in 
the middle 1800s.3

It was anticipated that the healer-treated water and the 
magnet-treated water would increase growth rate by approxi
mately the same amount. The water which had been ener
gized by Mrs. Worrall was treated 30 days before the grass 
growing experiment. This raised the question of whether the 
healer-treated water had lost energy prior to its being used in 
the experiment.

Stability of Energized Water

Additional experiments with water energized by healers or 
magnets demonstrated that the water gradually gives up the 
energy to the surrounding environment. Two hundred and 
fifty (250) ml of distilled water was energized by immersing 
two small ceramic ferromagnetic oxide magnets, % in. in di
ameter and % in. thick, in the water for 15 minutes. This 
resulted in lowering the surface tension of the water to 62.2 
dynes/cm. The open beaker was then exposed to a normal 
room temperature (20°-25° C) environment for 70 hours 
while the surface tension of the water was checked at periodic 
intervals. Figure 2 plots the change in the surface tension 
during that time period. By the end of 24 hours the surface 
tension was back to its normal range of 72-73 dynes/cm. It 
was found that the energy may be withdrawn from the water 
in a few minutes by swirling it in a stainless-steel beaker, the 
mass of stainless steel apparently acting as an energy sink.
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Figure 2 Plot showing rate of energy transfer from treated 
water to the environment. Water energized with ceramic mag
nets underwent a reduction in surface tension from 75.0 to 
62.2 dynes/cm. When exposed to a room temperature 
environment in an open 250-ml glass beaker, the surface ten
sion of the water changed at a uniform rate during a 24-hour 
Period and then remained fairly constant.
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Change in Hydrogen Bonding of Water

Russian scientists4 report that strong magnetic fields affect 
the hydrogen bonding of water. Experiments conducted on 
this program and by other investigators5 show that the energy 
from a healer’s hands also changes the hydrogen bonding of 
water. Hydrogen bonding in water occurs when an atom of 
hydrogen is attracted by rather strong forces to two oxygen 
atoms instead of only one.0 Since the hydrogen atom has only 
one stable orbital and can form only one covalent bond, the 
hydrogen bond is largely ionic in character with the hydrogen 
atom oscillating between the two oxygen atoms involved in 
the bonding.

Specimens of normal distilled water and distilled water 
treated by Mrs. Worrall were analyzed by infrared absorp
tion, using a technique in which the infrared light beam is 
reflected from the surface of the water. Figure 3 shows the in
frared absorption traces for the control and the treated speci
mens. The left-hand control trace has a single peak and this is 
in the hydrogen bond wave length (2.8-3.2 microns). This 
indicates that all the hydrogen in the water is hydrogen 
bonded.

The trace for the treated specimen has a large peak in the 
hydrogen bonding range but has a second peak in the 
2.6—2.8-micron band and this represents the presence of hy
drogen that is not hydrogen bonded. The ratio of the height 
of the hydrogen bonding peak to the sum of the heights of 
both peaks, expressed as percent, shows that only 97.04% of 
the hydrogen in the treated water is hydrogen bonded. These 
infrared absorption traces support the conclusion that energy 
from a healer’s hands produces changes in the bond energies  
and molecular structure of water.
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Figure 3 Infrared absorption spectra of distilled water and 
distilled water which was energized by Olga Worrall.

Measuring the Energy from a Healer’s Hands

The late Ambrose Worrall7 called the energy from a 
healer’s hands “paraelectricity” because it acts like electricity 
in flowing from a high potential source to a person or object 
at lower potential. It is recommended that the unit of 
quantity for paraelectricity be named a “Worrall” and be de
fined as the energy required to reduce the surface tension of 
100 ml of distilled water from its normal state (72.75 dynes/ 
cm at 20° C) by 10 dynes/cm.

The following procedure has been developed and is now 
being used to measure the energy from individuals. It may 
Prove to be useful to physicians for measuring the vital en- 
ergy of patients.
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Procedure for Measuring Paraelectricity

Pour exactly 100 ml of freshly distilled water into a 150-ml 
glass beaker or Petri dish. Allow the water to reach room 
temperature and then determine the initial surface tension of 
the water with a Du Nuoy type tensiometer.

Prepare two pieces of stainless steel wire, 1/16 in. in diam
eter and 8 in. long, by washing, rinsing, and drying. Place one 
end of each piece of wire in the distilled water, immersing to 
a depth of 1-1 % in.

The test subject then grasps the ends of the wires, one in 
each hand, for exactly three minutes. At the end of the ener
gizing period, remove the wires from the water and again 
measure the surface tension with the Du Nuoy type ten
siometer, taking the average of three readings.

The Worralls of paraelectricity absorbed by the water is 
calculated by the following formula:

Discussion and Summary

Reproducible results from experiments with paraelectricity 
require strict control of all the variables involved. This energy 
is absorbed and conducted by various materials in unpredicta
ble ways. The introduction of metal stirring rods or plastic 
beakers into the experiments cause a variation in the results 
obtained. The use of glass containers and stirring rods is man
datory.

The results of the experiments described in this paper indi
cate that a primary energy, different from the energies recog
nized by modem science, is emitted by magnets and by the 
hands of healers. The energies from both sources cause de
creases in the surface tension of water, change the structure 
and color of crystals from cupric chloride solutions, change 
the hydrogen bonding of water, and accelerate the growth 
rate of rye grass.

Worralls =
Initial Surface Tension — Final Surface Tension

10
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Because it is similar to electricity but has its own unique 
characteristics, the energy has been given the name “paraelec
tricity.” This primary energy is the “life force” of the ancient 
Chinese, the prana of the yogis, the odic force of von Rei- 
chenbach, and the orgone energy of Wilhelm Reich. A proce
dure for quantitatively measuring paraelectricity has been de
veloped. This procedure and the techniques described in this 
paper may be used to scientifically study the nature of para
electricity and determine how it may be generated, stored, 
transferred, and used with maximum efficiency.

Conclusions

(1) A primary energy, different from heat, light, or 
electricity, is emitted from a healer’s hands and 
from magnets.

(2) This energy may be detected and quantitatively 
measured by its effect upon the surface tension of 
water.

(3) Crystals forming from solutions of cupric chloride 
will give visual indications of the presence of the 
energy.

(4) Water which has been treated by a healer or a 
magnet increases the growth rate of plants.

(5) Water which has been treated by a healer or a 
magnet undergoes changes in hydrogen bonding.

(6) Energized water is unstable and gives up the ex
cess energy to the environment or to any object in 
contact with the water.
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34.

The Motoyama Device: 

Measuring Psychic Energy

HIROSHI MOTOYAMA

A yogi is able to experience a deeper and broader range of 
mental activity than others. The functioning of his mind- 
manifesting psi-ability—is not of a physical nature: it is non
physical and capable of having a direct effect on the function
ing of another person’s physical body. . . .

The following is the explanation, according to yoga doc
trine, of this nonphysical energy. When the mind is freed 
from the physical world by loosening its ties with the human 
body through a process of deep mental concentration, this 
nonphysical energy {prana) is absorbed from the universe 
through one or more chakras and causes certain trans
formations in the body. A chakra is a center in a subtle body, 
a higher dimensional entity, and is seen extraordinarily as a 
circle of light or an aura. Chakras, situated along the spinal 
cord in the body’s trunk, in the forehead above and between 
the eyes, and at the top of the head, control corresponding in
ternal organs and nervous plexuses within the body. (See 
Figure 1.)

This energy is transmitted, on the one hand, through the 
spinal column and transformed into nervous energy; on the 
other, it is passed along as ki (vital force) to the meridians 
of acupuncture. These two energy forms are thus distributed 
to every part of the body, controlling it and keeping the body 
in a living condition.

The real existence of these chakras and meridians has been

The Motoyama Device: Measuring Psychic Energy” by Hiroshi 
Motoyama originally appeared in Impact of Science on Society, 
VoL 24, No. 4, 1974. Copyright © 1974 by The Unesco Press and 
reprinted by permission.
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Figure 1 Disposition of chakras along the human body’s        
longitudinal axis in their symbolic representations.

made clear, by myself, in a series of physiological experiments 
using an electroencephalograph.1·2 The nonphysical psi- 
energy already mentioned radiates from the awakened chakra 
and the meridian points situated at the tips of the fingers and 
toes, and this energy is capable of having a strong influence 
on another person’s body. . . .

To see if it could be established experimentally that some 
form of energy emanates from chakras, I next designed a 
series of measurements with my recently developed “appara
tus for measuring vital energy.” In devising this equipment, I 
had to design and construct a preamplifier with an input im
pedance of near infinity; this I did by using high-sensitivity in
tegrated circuits which were then connected to a direct cur
rent amplifier. I built a sturdy, boxlike frame (2 m high, I 
m wide, and 1 m deep), equipped on ceiling and floor with



copper electrode plates (40 x 40 cm) and four more elec
trode plates (20 x 40 cm) mounted on the inside front, 
back, left, and right and isolated from a square frame, sus
pended from four pulley wheels by a system of ropes; the 
frame was thus free to travel up or down within the box. The 
entire structure looks something like a telephone booth.

In order to make measurements of the utmost accuracy, 
this structure was placed inside an earthed (grounded), 
lead-lined room to assure maximal shielding from extraneous 
electromagnetic interference. The basic principle in using the 
electrode frame was that, by positioning the four movable 
copper plates opposite any of the chakra of the subject stand
ing inside the box, energy emanating from a given chakra 
would be detected as a slight variation in the electromagnetic 
field set up across the plane of the electrode plates; if 
amplified, the variation could be recorded on a highly sensi
tive strip chart recorder. It was imperative, during the test, 
that there be no contact between the subject and the electrode 
plate; otherwise, this would break the preamplifier. Test data 
were obtained in the cases of (a) no subject inside the box, 
(b) an ordinary person serving as subject, and (c) a sub
ject manifesting psi-ability. Changes in electrical potential re
corded from the vertex of the skull, the forehead, throat, 
lungs, heart, stomach, navel, abdomen, coccyx, knees and an
kles in each case showed, respectively, (a) of course, nil, 
(b) a slight change, and (c) considerable change. The 
comparative results of this testing are shown in Figure 2; these 
data are unique in that they represent the first time anyone 
has measured, as far as I know, energy of this kind in this 
manner. It can thus be inferred that a form of energy 
emanates, in fact, from the chakra of a subject possessing psi- 
ability.

Next, I carried out a number of measurements with a psy
chic subject to see what kind of difference appeared in the en
ergy radiating from a fully awakened chakra and that from a 
lesser, partially awakened one. The data (measurement of 
the electrical potential and frequency) recorded in the case of 
electrodes placed in proximity to a chakra easily emitting en
ergy through the subject’s will were remarkably different from 
those data obtained when the electrodes were placed near a

the new technology 447
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chakra not readily emitting energy through the will of the 
subject (compare Figures 2 and 3). There was also a 
marked contrast in the data when the subject was in a quies
cent state (Figure 2). Thus can be reconfirmed, from the 
data collected, that a form of energy radiates from the awak
ened chakra of an individual manifesting psi-ability.

In regard to paranormal phenomena such as those known 
as psychokinesis, it is clear that psi-energy emanates from the 
chakra and meridian points of a psychic person; this energy 
seems to have a significant influence over the psychophysical 
functions of the person to whom the energy is directed. I be
lieve that further work in this field of research, done in depth, 
will also resolve the question of mind-body correlation as 
well as bring to light accurate training methods; with the lat
ter, it will be possible to verify subjectively that the human 
mind exists not only on the psychophysical plane but that it is 
capable of evolving to the point where it can exist and func
tion in dimensions beyond those to which we are physically 
limited at present.

It is my hope, too, that, with time, this research will aid 
greatly the laying of a solid foundation upon which man will 
be able to build a peaceful world community where the fam
ily of nations can co-exist harmoniously.

r e f e r e n c e s
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Paranormal Tape-Recorded Voices: 

A Paraphysical Breakthrough

D. SCOTT ROGO

The parapsychological world was stunned when in 1959 and 
then in the 1960s Friedrich Jurgenson in Sweden and Kon
stantin Raudive in Germany announced to the world that 
they had tape-recorded the voices of the dead. Similar work 
by Attila (Art) von Szalay and Raymond Bayless in the 
U.S. predated this discovery by several years. Fleeting and 
often whispering voices seemed to be imprinted directly onto 
their tapes by some psychic process. Oftentimes Jurgenson or 
Raudive would sit with a group of people and engage in cas
ual conversation for a few minutes as they ran a tape recorder. 
When the tape was replayed, extra voices would be heard on 
the recording. The voices, darting in and out of the conver
sation, would call the experimenters’ names, comment on the 
conversation, or answer specific questions if some were asked. 
The voices often claimed to be voices of the dead. (Some
times the tape recorder would be hooked up to a white-noise 
band between stations on a radio set, but this method made it 
hard to filter out extraneous broadcast interference which can 
get onto the tape and which could be mistaken for paranor
mal voices.)

What are these voices? Or rather, who are they? Are they 
actually paranormal voices of the dead or just chance broad
cast or shortwave pickups? These are questions which have 
been baffling parapsychology ever since 1971 when the phe
nomenon gained international interest due to the publication 
of the English version of Raudive’s book, Breakthrough,

“Paranormal Tape-Recorded Voices: A Paraphysical Break
through” by D. Scott Rogo is an original article written especially 
for this volume and is printed by permission of the author.
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which chronicled his own experiments and experiences in 
recording the voices, and his claim that they are the voices of 
the dead.

Judging from the enormous amount of publicity that fol
lowed the book’s release and the controversy it engendered 
within parapsychology, the phenomenon would seem to be a 
new one. This is not the case, however. The phenomenon of 
tape-recorded voices is much older than Raudive’s or Jurgen- 
son’s discovery. (Raudive was introduced to the phenome
non during his experiments with Jurgenson in Sweden and he 
found that he could pick up voices himself after he returned 
to Germany.) The true discovery of the voices was due solely 
to joint endeavors begun in 1956 by West coast psychical in
vestigator Raymond Bayless and his colleague Attila von Sza- 
lay, a gifted psychic. I joined them in 1967.

Bayless and von Szalay had been intrigued with the me- 
diumship of Sophia Williams who could produce a tiny dis
embodied voice. The voice appeared to be physically inde
pendent of the medium and often came forth with 
paranormal information. For example, it once correctly ascer
tained the cause of Mrs. Bayless’ grandmother’s death. After 
several experiments Bayless and von Szalay determined that 
despite Mrs. Williams’ psychic abilities, the “voice” was noth
ing more than a ventriloquized stage effect. Apparently, Mrs. 
Williams had a show business background and had learned to 
ventriloquize with ease.*

Despite this setback, Bayless and von Szalay were still in
trigued by the possibility of a phenomenon such as the inde
pendent voice, for von Szalay himself had felt that he had 
produced them on rare occasions. He had even tried to record 
them years before when making a phonograph disk, but the 
results were disappointing. So, in 1956 Bayless and von 
Szalay began a lengthy study to (1) develop independent 
voices through von Szalay, and (2) isolate the source of the 
voices completely away from von Szalay’s physical proximity. 
This eventually led to the discovery of the tape-recorded 
voice phenomenon. Their three year initial study was pub-

* Nonetheless, she was so good that the famous American 
author, Hamlin Garland, wrote a book about her and her “voices” ] 
—The Mystery of the Buried Crosses.
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lished in 1959 in the Journal of the American Society for 
Psychical Research. Coincidentally, only a few months later 
Friedrich Jurgenson announced his similar discovery of the 
voices.

The first experiments were conducted in a Hollywood stu
dio rented specifically for the tests. The experimental area 
consisted of a special wooden cabinet or a clothes closet in 
which von Szalay would sit trying to produce independent 
voices. It was hoped that the voices would eventually emanate 
from the closet after von Szalay had left it. A microphone 
was placed into the enclosure usually resting in the mouth of 
a speaking trumpet used to amplify the sounds, but the ma
chine itself would be left outside of it along with a speaker. 
This way people outside the closet could monitor and hear 
any voices or noises inside and tape record them as well.

Invariably, whether von Szalay was in or out of the cabi
net, whispering voices, whistles, or raps would be heard over 
the loudspeaker. The voices were of both men and women 
and sounded rather mechanical; only a few words were 
spoken at a time. Still, these voices were heard over the 
speaker even when von Szalay was outside the cabinet! The 
tests not only verified the existence of the independent voice 
but led to the discovery of tape-recorded voices as well. The 
key experiment was on December 5, 1956. As Bayless re
ports:

“. . . Mr. von Szalay, † for the purpose of this particular ex
periment, sat in the cabinet alone for fifteen minutes. Believ
ing that nothing was forthcoming, he left the cabinet. We 
then played back the tape recording expecting to hear noth
ing, but were surprised to hear a distinct voice say: “This is 
G.” At this time I was sitting on the outside of the cabinet lis
tening to the highly amplified loud speaker and heard abso
lutely nothing.

“I then decided to make certain tests of the amplifying sys
tem and we both stood a few feet from the closed cabinet 
door and each other in full light while Mr. von Szalay made 
single whistles at short intervals. I was listening to the loud 
speaker when I suddenly realized that we were receiving low

† I have used the spelling preferred by Mr. von Szalay, even 
though it appears as “von Sealay” in the original Bayless reports.
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whistles in answer. I then told Mr. von Szalay when to whistle 
and each time answering whistles were heard. There were at 
least six or seven answering whistles and at the end of this se
quence, double whistles replied. We were standing within 
three feet of each other and were able to observe each other 
closely. The room was normally illuminated and fraud, under 
such conditions, is completely eliminated.”

The December 5 experiment demonstrated that von Szalay 
was able to achieve both disembodied and tape-recorded voice 
effects. So Bayless decided on a more refined test to prove the 
“independence” of the voice. For the pilot experiment he 
used a large upright cardboard box in which he placed the 
trumpet and microphone. The experimenters then sat a yard 
away from it, turned on the tape, and replayed it at intervals. 
Three distinct voices were heard on the tape, but were gar
bled to such an extent that they could not be deciphered. 
(I’ve heard this type of reception with von Szalay very 
often. The voices will be almost as loud as our own, but so 
“mush mouthed” that they cannot be understood. Anyone 
having some experience with a bad quality tape recorder—an- 
swerphone system will recognize the similarity!)

In another “box test” conditions were even more stringent. 
The box with the microphone was completely covered by a 
heavy, camel-pile overcoat. This in turn was then placed in a 
larger box and was suspended from the ceiling of the closet 
while von Szalay and Bayless sat outside the enclosure. 
Again, a cable led from the microphone to the machine out
side the cabinet.

As Bayless records:
“During an experiment on July 7, 1957 we placed the up

right cardboard ‘box-cabinet’ previously described inside the 
closet-cabinet, closed the cabinet door and remained outside 
in the main room for 45 minutes. One clear human whisper 
was recorded. . . .”

Later, after Bayless had left, von Szalay recorded a female 
voice saying: “Hot dog, Art!” This might sound banal, but it 
heralded another phase of the research. The voice is very 
loud and there can be no doubt about it. Years prior von 
Szalay had dated a young woman in New York. Both of them 
were impoverished and could only dine at the local hot dog
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stand where they could buy two dogs for a nickel. They often 
joked about their dinners, promising each other that the “hot 
dogs” would always be remembered. Von Szalay had not seen 
nor heard from the woman in years and she was presumably 
dead so this voice gave a definite hint as to the source of the 
paranormal voices. Were they recording the voices of the 
dead?

Actually the voices did show definite intelligence and 
would answer specific questions. Two examples will suffice. 
During one test Bayless asked the voice-entities where his 
brother, who had left town suddenly, was located. A voice on 
the tape answered: “Bridgeport.” Several days later Bayless 
was informed that his brother was setting up his medical 
practice in Bridgeport, Conn. In another experiment con
ducted only two years ago, Bayless asked that the name of his 
grandmother be given. A voice answered, quite correctly: 
“Emma.” So, we do know that the voices are capable of giv
ing out information of a paranormal nature.

On other occasions they seem to be psychically aware of 
distant events. Von Szalay keeps detailed notes of all his pri
vate sittings. These notes are kept in notebooks that he often 
turned over to Bayless. On September 30, 1971 Bayless strik
ingly told his wife that he would like to cut himself off from 
the world. His wife, Marjorie, countered by saying that she 
knew a man who also felt that way and had become a recluse. 
(That actual word was used.) The same day, 15 miles away, 
Art was experimenting. He received and wrote into his notes 
an interpretation of a voice saying: “Bayless is virtually be
come a recluse.” Bayless saw the written records before he 
told Art of his conversation.

The main research on the voices was published in January 
1959 as a lengthy report in letter form to the Journal of the 
American Society for Psychical Research. Bayless and von 
Szalay hoped that they would arouse the interest of the para- 
psychological community. But there was not so much as one 
letter of inquiry! In 1968 I began to contact several para
psychologists in the United States about the von Szalay case 
and not one was willing to investigate it although several have 
since stated in print that they do not believe in the phe
nomenon!
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In my own tests with von Szalay I have heard both the 
taped voices and independent voices. Here is an account of 
one sitting held in 1968:

On October 26th I sat with von Szalay at his photographic 
studio. We used his darkroom for the tests and I supplied the 
tapes, the recorder, and maintained complete control of the 
apparatus. A microphone was placed inside the large end of a 
medium’s trumpet which was placed directly next to me. Von 
Szalay sat over a yard away. Fifteen minutes after we began 
and while I was looking at the trumpet I heard a tiny airy 
whistle come right out of it. Von Szalay heard it too for we 
simultaneously exchanged glances. The whistle was recorded 
on the tape. An hour later we had gotten no other results so 
we started asking the voice-entities questions trying to coax 
voices onto the tape. We replayed the tape at 15 minute inter
vals. At 9:00 p.m. von Szalay asked who would be elected 
president during the forthcoming election. When we replayed 
the tape, a voice clearly answered, “Humphrey”—a definite, 
though incorrect, answer to the question.

Later that evening von Szalay and I left the trumpet and 
microphone in the darkroom while we sat outside of it. We 
were separated from the apparatus by a closed door. None
theless at 10:50 p.m. we recorded a clear voice saying: “Hi 
ya, Art.” On another occasion I had been able to hear an au
dible voice which was also captured on tape. It seemed to pop 
out of the trumpet and was a distinct male grumble.

Research with von Szalay has been going on now for sev
eral years, with Bayless conducting most of the tests when 
von Szalay is not experimenting alone. The chief finding has 
been an increase in the length of the voices. Von Szalay is 
now receiving voices that speak up to fifteen words at a time. 
Second, as we suspected, the voices are acoustical and not 
electronic in nature. That is, they are not impressed directly 
onto the tape at all, but seem acoustically produced in front 
of the microphone and usually at too low an intensity to be 
heard audibly. Bayless discovered that no voices could be 
recorded if gum or putty were placed over the microphone.‡

‡ The voices actually constitute only one of von Szalay’s psychic 
abilities. The complete story of his talents can be found in my
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Actually only one experimenter has been able to find voices 
on his recordings which appear to be impressed on an unex
posed area of the tape. William Welch, a Los Angeles script 
writer, discovered the ability to tape record voices after he ex
perimented with von Szalay. The whole story is told in his re
cent book, Talks with the Dead. I have spent only one infor
mal session with Welch and his voices sound very much like 
those von Szalay gets, but weaker. (Von Szalay’s voices are 
often whispers, but on occasion they explode right over the 
tape even obliterating our own voices asking questions.) Just 
once Welch discovered a voice appearing on a section of a 
tape which he had not used. The quality of the voice rules out 
the possibility that it was a manufacturing flaw.

1959 also heralded the discovery of the phenomenon in 
Sweden when Friedrich Jurgenson reported he had received 
extraneous voices, calling his name and claiming to be the 
dead, when taping radio broadcasts and when he was taping 
bird calls.

However, fourteen years later he admitted that the voices 
were not discovered accidentally at all but that he had an in
tuitive desire at the time to make electronic contact with the 
dead via the tape recorder. He didn’t know why, and just la
beled it an inner urge. At first he was unsuccessful but after 
months of work he finally achieved his goal. The first voice 
was of a woman speaking several words and Jurgenson 
claimed that it was identical to his mother’s when she was 
alive.

It isn’t necessary to go into the details of Jurgenson’s work, 
but only to say that for the most part he was ignored by 
parapsychologists. However, Dr. Hans Bender, who heads a 
division of parapsychology at the University of Freiburg, 
Germany, traveled to Sweden and experimented with him, 
coming to the conclusion that the voices were genuine. 
Bender has also made voiceprints of the tapes proving that 
they are definitely human and that different voices appear on 
the tapes. W. G. Roll of the Psychical Research Foundation in 
Durham, North Carolina, also spent some time with Jurgen-

book, In Search of the Unknown (New York: Taplinger Publish
ing Co., Inc., 1976).
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son and was able to record some voices with him. He would 
not, however, commit himself to any explanation about the 
voices, although he wrote a private report on them sent out 
by the P.R.F.

Jurgenson really has become better known due to the late 
Konstantin Raudive who first worked with Jurgenson and 
then started to record the paranormal voices himself. This is 
not odd. While Bayless and von Szalay have always main
tained that their results are due to von Szalay’s psychic abil
ity, Jurgenson claims that the ability to record these electronic 
voices is a widespread potential. Both theories might be par
tially true. Nonetheless, many people who have initially 
worked with others who can tape the voices develop the abil
ity to do so themselves. For example, Welch developed the 
ability after working with von Szalay. Even Raymond Bayless 
has now been able to get voices and raps on tape without von 
Szalay’s presence. Likewise after investigating Raudive, his 
publisher Peter Bander developed the ability as he records in 
his Carry on Talking.

Raudive published his book, Breakthrough, along with a 
sample record of his voices in 1971. The voices are often 
whispery but sound identical to some poorer results obtained 
by von Szalay. Raudive often gives the voices bizarre inter
pretations explaining that several languages are used in the 
sentences he receives. In 1969-1970 Raudive’s voices were 
getting much attention and the English publisher of his book, 
Colin Smythe Ltd., brought him to England for tests. In a 
shielded room with all the equipment handled by the experi
menters, voices were still recorded.

Trinity College, Cambridge, offers a yearly studentship in 
parapsychology and for 1970-1972 awarded it to a young 
British chemist, David Ellis, to investigate the voice phenome
non. Unfortunately Ellis had no previous background in 
parapsychology and was at a complete loss to handle the case. 
His main finding was that not everybody can hear and inter
pret the voices the same way. This is hardly surprising since 
Raudive’s voices are faint. However they are frequent and 
Raudive has almost been able to carry out to and fro conver
sations with them by asking questions and frequently replay
ing the tapes. Von Szalay achieves this too, but only rarely.
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The voices are also intelligent and even Ellis, who eventually 
came to no conclusion about the voices, admitted that. Writ
ing in the February 1974 issue of Psychic magazine he com
ments:

With Dr. Raudive present, the voices sometimes refer 
directly to the other participants, but at o'ther times they 
speak mainly to Dr. Raudive (nicknamed “Kosti”). 
There are some interesting comments when he is absent: 
the recording may start with “We need Kosti” or “We 
need Kosti here,” or a voice may exclaim, “You have 
hidden Kosti”. . . .

Ellis worked with Raudive sporadically but under all of his 
controlled conditions Raudive was able to produce the voices 
on tape. Ellis could never satisfy himself that the voices were 
paranormal. Raudive’s work was cut short by his recent 
death, though many of his earlier collaborators are receiving 
the voices on their own.

The whole area of tape-recorded voices has been criticized 
extensively. So let us take a good look at these criticisms and 
see if they are valid.

The first criticism usually leveled is that we are only 
picking up radio broadcasts. This judgment is extremely 
superficial. For one thing, the voices clearly answer questions, 
call proper names, and often use profanity. The origin of this 
fault finding is that Raudive sometimes recorded his voices by 
taping the white noise of a radio set. This is admittedly a poor 
way of experimenting, but most voice recordings have been 
done by using the simple “open mike” technique developed 
originally by von Szalay.

Another argument against the radio reception theory is that 
these voices are usually recorded only in the presence of cer
tain people. For example, some people experiment for days 
and days but will not get one effect on their tapes. Yet as soon 
as von Szalay or Welch is present, all of a sudden a plethora of 
voices can be recorded. Why, if these are but radio pickups?

Then there is the criticism that there really are no voices 
on the tapes at all but we are just imagining that there are 
voices emanating from the roar of the background white 
noise. Usually this argument is promoted by people who have 
never heard tapes of the voices! Indeed, many voices re-



corded are very indistinct and hard to hear, but others are 
very loud. Von Szalay’s voices are the loudest I have ever 
heard. Sometimes they are clearer than Art’s own, even oblit
erating it on occasion. In Jurgenson’s case, “voiceprints” have 
been made which absolutely substantiate the “human” na
ture of the voices.

However, the main criticism against the voices is that many 
people when listening to the same example interpret it      
differently. As I said, this is no mystery. lust try having five 
people decipher an answer-phone message. This was what dis
couraged Ellis so much. He wrote: “We visited some of Dr. 
Raudive’s collaborators, including Professor Alex Schneider, 
and discovered that the interpretation of the voices was not a 
matter of general agreement—except that it was a problem.     
Professor Schneider told us about a little test which he had 
helped conduct with Dr. Theo Locher of the Swiss Associa
tion for Parapsychology. A tape of voice samples had been 
sent in turn to ten people, who had been asked to interpret 
them. Their answers were compared with Dr. Locher’s, and 
agreement was not very substantial.”

As I said before, this argument is very weak. Just because 
the voices are often garbled does not mean that they are not 
there. The very fact that the voices are on the tapes at all is 
an immense phenomenon in itself. The actual interpretation 
of them, although certainly desirable, is not necessary to 
confirm their paranormality. It is well known in psychology 
that our hearing is a very indistinct and subjective sense. Even 
clear tape recordings of human speech will be interpreted 
differently by a group of listeners. For example, several seg
ments of the Watergate tapes could not be transcribed to the 
total satisfaction of all the people working on them. But we 
don’t disqualify the Watergate tapes on those grounds.

Actually, I confronted this problem squarely when the 
Journal of the Society for Psychical Research published an at
tack on Raudive. I wrote the Journal the following which was 
published in the June 1974 issue:

Having followed the controversy over “tape-recorded” 
voices I would like to point out a fallacy that many crit
ics have been making. It is claimed that because several 
individuals have different interpretations of a “voice,” this
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disqualifies the possibility that a voice, and not some me
chanical or accidental sound, really exists on the tape. 
This is based on the idea that if a voice did occur on the 
tape, all listeners would interpret it uniformly. This is a 
fallacy as I should like to point out.

Some years ago Dr. John Lilly investigating com
munications in dolphins played the tapes of dolphin 
sounds to listeners who were supposed to interpret what 
they heard. Different interpretations were gathered. Lilly 
then repeated the experiment with a tape of a clearly 
enunciated human word repeated several times for a pe
riod of several minutes. It was discovered that individ
uals gradually heard different words—in fact sometimes 
up to thirty. In this case there was no question that a 
real voice was being heard. This research has obvious 
bearing on the Raudive and similar taped voices. It is 
quite clear that listeners must listen to these voices sev
eral times before deciphering them, as in Lilly’s experi
ments. Arguing from Lilly’s work, it is plainly natural 
that individuals should vary in what they hear. This 
seems to rule out the argument that the lack of unanim
ity among listeners must destroy confidence in tape re
corded voices, since similar misinterpretations have ap
peared where there is no doubt a human voice is 
repeating a word over and over again. This in fact seems 
to be a natural phenomenon of our auditory sense per
ception.

Dr. Charles Tart, a psychologist at the University of Cali
fornia, Davis, wrote a letter making almost the identical 
points which was published in a subsequent issue of the Jour
nal.

If we can agree that voices are being placed on tape, from 
whence do they come? By far, most people actively experi
menting believe that they emanate from the dead. This is cer
tainly the conviction of Raudive, Jurgenson, von Szalay, and 
Welch. There is some a priori evidence of this. The voices 
often call out their proper names and these indicate people 
who are dead. (Von Szalay once received a clear voice 
which he is positive is that of his father. Jurgenson’s first 
voice convinced him that it was his mother speaking.)

The other possible explanation is that the voices are pro
duced psychokinetically by the subjects themselves who are 
either impressing the voices directly on tape or somehow oth
erwise creating them. Professor Bender favors this inter
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pretation. We do know that many people can demonstrate PK 
on sensitive equipment such as causing random number gen
erators to depart from randomness or by affecting rolling 
dice. This may tie in with the fact that so great a number of 
people have succeeded in taping voices using electronic equip
ment. (I know of at least five cases of people with whom I 
have worked who can get voices and who are getting them 
paranormally to my satisfaction.) Could it be that projecting 
voices onto tapes is a minute form of PK ability and one we 
all might possess? Raudive and Jurgenson both felt that any
one could get the voices if they worked long enough, but they 
still believed the voices were from the dead. A lot more 
research needs to be done before this issue is resolved.

Before leaving the subject of tape-recorded voices though, 
one further phenomenon needs to be mentioned. Bayless 
often noted in his reports on von Szalay that the voices were 
sometimes accompanied by “raps,” percussive sounds like 
wooden knocks that appeared on the tapes. (Of course, raps 
are a very common form of psychical manifestation often 
heard during poltergeist cases.) Bayless hypothesized that just 
as with “low-intensity voices,” there might also be “low-inten- 
sity raps” which while out of ear range could be a phenome
non in itself. William Welch also notes in his book odd 
“clicking” sounds which accompany the voices.

Bayless was fully able to validate his theory in 1975 during 
experiments with Mr. Wesley Frank who claimed that he 
had been able to pick up tape-recorded voices and also a 
plethora of accompanying raps. So Bayless and Frank began 
joint experimentation in May 1975. Usually they sat in full 
light at a table with the recorder and microphone between 
them. Or Frank, who is obviously inducing the raps, sits a 
few feet away. They play a tape for a few minutes and then 
replay it. The normally blank tape soon becomes filled with 
raps if Frank is present. If he sits at the table the raps are 
more numerous and louder than when he sits away from the 
table. If he sits at the table and invokes his “guide” (a 
claimed discamate who helps produce the PK; in Frank’s case 
he has arbitrarily chosen Eusapia Palladino who was a fa
mous medium of yesteryear), the raps intensify. This authen
ticates the fact that the raps are paranormal and not just me
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chanical sounds. Not only do they intensify when Mr. Frank 
speaks to them, but will also rap in a specific rhythm. Bayless, 
who has now analyzed a number of recordings made with 
Frank, has made several interesting observations about them:

(1) The sound of the raps does not necessarily match 
the material upon which they are presumably pro
duced. That is, if the recorder is placed on wood, 
the raps may be metallic. If placed on metal, the 
rapping could sound wooden.

(2) The volume of the raps and the quality vary 
greatly. Sometimes they are feeble “clicks,” at other 
times they sound like a hammer pounding wood in 
the background.

(3) The raps can be patterned or nonpattemed. The 
nonpatterned rappings are the most common.

(4) On rare occasions the raps also become audible to 
the human ear.

(5) Even while taping the raps, some human voices 
are recorded.

Thus, in this work with Mr. Frank, Bayless has verified the 
prediction he made during the early von Szalay years. It 
might also be noted that a similar effect has been discovered 
during a poltergeist case investigated by Dr. John Palmer and 
Dr. J. G. Pratt of the University of Virginia which they re
ported at the 1975 annual convention of the Parapsy
chological Association. Pratt tried to tape-record the loud 
raps that assaulted an “infested” house. On replaying the tape 
he found that there were additional, lower-intensity raps on it 
which they had not heard audibly.

Many opinions have been expressed about the phenomenon 
of tape-recorded voices. The common argument that the 
voices are just misinterpreted mechanical noises or ex- 
perimenter-produced noises can hardly explain the very loud 
voices recorded by von Szalay and others. Indeed, although a 
few experimenters are receiving very faint voices which are 
hard to hear, some voices of remarkable volume and clarity 
have been recorded by others. It is sorrowfully true that in 
several years of work with Mr. von Szalay, neither Bayless 
nor I were ever able to interest other parapsychologists in the



case. They would not even listen to the tapes of the voices, 
much less carry out their own experiments. Raudive had a 
similar problem in Europe before his death.

Although the parapsychological establishment is hostile to
ward accepting the genuineness of the voices, I believe the 
phenomenon is a breakthrough of the first magnitude. It is to 
be hoped that as more people begin their own experimentation 
the phenomenon will eventually force itself to the attention of 
parapsychology. As it stands now, the phenomenon is one of 
the most important breakthroughs in paraphysics, yet is a 
much ignored—if not maligned—subject within parapsy
chology.
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Apparatus Communication 
with Discarnate Persons

JULIUS WEINBERGER

In 1941, after more than twenty-five years of investigation 
into the question of post-mortem survival of human person
ality by conventional means (i.e., sittings with mediums), I 
began a new line of research. This involves apparatus for di
rect communication with discarnate persons. The ultimate ob
jective was to develop a system over which signals can be 
transmitted without the need for a “sensitive” intermediary. 
Part of this work was described in a paper published in 1961.1 
A system has now been developed that is more sensitive 
and reliable than previous attempts. This utilizes a sensitive 
plant, Dionea muscipala (the Venus flytrap), as a device 
which is able to respond to signals produced by discarnate 
persons. In effect, it displaces the medium.

The apparatus has been in almost daily use for more than 
four years. Thousands of observations have been made with 
it. It is conceived as applicable to investigations involving 
contact with discarnate persons, or for other experimental 
work in which a living organism (the plant) conceivably 
might respond to energy emitted by or projected from some 
other living organism (e.g., a human being), as in psycho
kinesis, dowsing, psychic healing, the “aura,” or other para
normal phenomena in which energy apparently is involved.

The apparatus was devised because all methods of me- 
diumistic communication suffer from certain disadvantages. 
In some cases it is difficult to tell how much of the informa
tion came from or was influenced by the medium’s own mind.

“Apparatus Communications with Discarnate Persons” by Julius 
Weinberger is an original article written especially for this volume 
and is printed by permission of the author.
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Other cases—those where a dark or dimly lit room is used for 
the seance—lend themselves to fraud. Thus, I felt that further 
progress in this area depended upon the development of a sys
tem of communication with discarnate persons that would not 
depend on the use of a medium, but in which apparatus 
would be provided that could be influenced by some form of 
energy available to such persons. If such a system could be 
developed, then messages could be transmitted, using Morse 
telegraph code. My present system shows a great deal of 
promise, even though much remains to be done before the ul
timate objective of telegraphic transmission of intelligence 
from discarnate persons can be said to have been accom
plished.

The idea of using a special kind of plant for this purpose 
came about in the following way. In late 1960, during an
other sort of apparatus communication experiments, I noticed 
a peculiar tingling sensation on my scalp. It seemed as though 
some form of energy was being used which could stimulate 
sensory nerve endings in the scalp and adjacent areas of the 
skin. The sensation was not like that which would be caused 
by an electric current or by an electrostatic field. It had a 
feeling of vitality, movement and a sort of “granularity,” like 
a rain of tiny particles impinging on the skin. This sensation 
was rarely felt at other times, and the conclusion was reached 
that it was not due to some internal neurological disturbance, 
but arose from an external stimulus. Discussion of the phe
nomenon with a medium brought the prompt response that it 
was a well-known effect of the presence of discarnate persons. 
She said: “It feels like walking through cobwebs.”

The force which produces this effect is possibly a manifes
tation of what has been termed “vital energy,” “life force,” 
“elan vital,” etc., by philosophers and biologists who have 
speculated on the possibility of its existence. Their assump
tions have been: (1) there exists a universal form of energy 
which animates living organisms, and (2) discarnate persons 
not only are animated by the same force as are human beings, 
but they can project it or utilize it in other ways in the course 
of their existence. There is now a considerable amount of evi
dence2-4 tending to confirm the hypothesis that living organ
isms not only have associated with them a guiding psychic
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component, but that this component can make use of a uni
versally available force which we may call “vital energy.” It 
does not seem farfetched to assume that if such energy is 
common to both discarnate and human life, it could be used 
to stimulate structures as sensitive as sensory nerve endings or 
root hair receptors.

Prior to incorporating a plant into the apparatus, I tried to 
detect electrical changes that occurred in the scalp concomi
tantly with the unique sensations mentioned earlier. But the 
methods I devised could not surmount the problems encoun
tered with the pulsation of the blood supply in the scalp as the 
heart pumped blood up through the arteries and as it diffused 
through the skin tissue. All sorts of arrangements were tried 
to balance out these blood pulsations with the aid of a 
differential amplifier, so as to be able to detect other fluctua
tions that might accompany them, but without success.

With various forms of animal tissue thus ruled out, I 
turned to sensitive plants as a possibility, and eventually chose 
the Venus flytrap. The reasons for this were: (1) it is read
ily available; (2) it is easy to place electrodes on; (3) its 
responses to stimuli are rapid and decay quickly; (4) it has 
been extensively studied and the many references to prior 
work available in botanical libraries give useful details for ex
perimental procedures; (5) its sensitivity to touch appears to 
approximate that of human scalp nerve endings. Finally, it 
was thought possible that it would respond in some fashion to 
energy from discarnate sources, since it has been shown by 
Grad that growth of plants can be stimulated by energy emit
ted from a healer’s hands.5 Such energy was thought to be 
similar in nature to that which might be available to discar
nate persons, and having the characteristics of vital energy.

Experimental Apparatus

Following some years of experiments with various kinds of 
sensitive plants, work was undertaken in 1966 with Venus 
flytraps. A vacuum tube amplifier was designed to obtain elec
trical indications of very minute changes in the bioelectric po
tential between two points on one of the trap units (a unit is
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a leaf and trap connected together by a joint which possibly 
contains some specialized mechanism that closes the trap 
when the hairs are stimulated). Figure 1 shows the elements

Figure 1 Elements of Venus flytrap unit.

of such a unit. The points finally chosen for the two elec
trodes were: a point along the midrib of the leaf (for a 
“grounded” electrode) and a point inside the trap, close to 
the little connecting joint (for the “active” electrode). The 
resting or steady-state dc potential between these two points 
in a healthy plant is usually between fifteen and forty milli
volts. The apparatus could detect changes in this potential of 
the order of twenty microvolts, that is, less than one part in a 
thousand.

The extreme sensitivity of the apparatus necessitated cer
tain precautions in order to avoid false signals from artifacts: 
the plant was placed within a grounded shielding container 
(a steel box with a movable grill front); shielded amplifier 
input circuits; battery operation of all tubes; “low noise” 
tubes used throughout; all sixty cycle power lines kept at a 
distance of eight feet or more.

Tests showed that starting or stopping of electrical devices 
in the house produced no responses. Neither did lightning, 
radio or TV signals, or electrostatic charges on the clothing or 
bodies of persons. Many observations and tests established the 
fact that those responses which substantially exceeded the 
“plant noise” came because of some external stimulus 
impressed on the trap. (In a selected, healthy specimen of 
Venus flytrap, having a broad, short leaf and fairly mature 
trap, the only registrations that are obtained normally are
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very small, rapid fluctuations which I have called “plant 
noise.”)

The apparatus setup is shown in block diagram form in 
Figure 2. At the left there is a steel box, about 12 x 16 x 12 
in., the front of which is open. A galvanized iron grill com
posed of %-in. mesh is arranged to slide up and down across 
the open front, so as to provide access to the interior. Inside 
the box there is a clamp stand which carries adjustable 
clamps that hold the electrodes. The latter are of the “wick” 
type.® In these electrodes, a chlorided silver wire is immersed 
in a 1% solution of potassium chloride, contained in a glass 
tube with a small orifice (like an eyedropper or hypodermic 
syringe tube) which is plugged with a wick of absorbent 
cotton.

A wick electrode is held in a clip attached to a ball and 
socket joint, carried in a clamp on the clamp stand. The 
Venus flytrap plant (in a 3-in. pot) is placed on a piece of 
paraffin (to avoid electrical leakage from plant to ground) 
on the stand. Adjustment of the electrodes to contact selected 
points on a trap is simple and quick, and because of the 
noninjurious nature of the electrodes the same trap and the 
same contact points can be used over and over again.

From the electrodes connections are brought to a D.P.D.T. 
switch by means of which either the steady-state dc potential 
of the plant or its fluctuating output can be measured. It will 
be seen that three additional boxes of electronic equipment 
are shown. The first of these is a pulse amplifier, which is 
used to amplify the fluctuations in potential (that is, the 
small normal variations which I have termed “plant noise” 
and the much larger variations which occur as purposeful in
terventions).

The output of this amplifier goes to one side of a second 
D.P.D.T. switch, the center of which connects to a vacuum 
tube millivoltmeter. This instrument is modelled after a de
sign of H. S. Burr.7 It uses a single 1A7 tube in a Wheatstone 
bridge circuit. A microammeter across the usual points in the 
bridge will show a change of one microamp for an input 
change of four millivolts. In series with the microammeter is 
another amplifier (transistorized) which increases a one mi
croampere pulse to about three hundred microamperes,
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sufficient to give ample deflection on a one milliamp full scale 
graphic recorder.

By throwing both D.P.D.T. switches up, the millivoltmeter 
is used to measure the resting or steady state potential be
tween the plant electrodes—usually of the order of fifteen 
to forty millivolts. Then by throwing them down, the entire 
system is ready to record fluctuations.

All units are battery operated. The recorder chart is driven 
from a clock spring. Thus no power circuits need to be 
brought near the apparatus.

Procedure

The procedure in using the above equipment was as fol
lows: Each evening at the same time a plant was taken to the 
apparatus, in the cellar of my house, and the electrodes were 
placed on it. The plants were grown at a sunny window, or 
under Gro-Lux fluorescent lamps, depending on the season of 
the year. The apparatus would be started up, and the plant 
potential was measured, after five or ten minutes to permit it 
to stabilize. Then the switches would be thrown to “record.” 

The next part of the procedure was concerned with making 
“contact” with such discarnate persons as might perhaps be 
present and interested in cooperating in the project. This was 
done by reciting a brief prayer, such as the Lord’s Prayer, fol
lowed by prayers of a personal nature, then by a request for 
such cooperation, and a description of the program for that 
session.

During the prayer period the “scalp sensations” would 
soon become manifest. These were taken to indicate that dis
carnate persons were present who were ready to cooperate in 
the experimental work. The recorder would be run for at least 
half an hour, or longer if there was a lot of activity. Notes 
were made of pertinent details: plant potential, plant noise, 
Weather conditions, time of operation and results.

The recorder chart (6 in. wide) can be run at two speeds: 
12 in. per hour or 12 in. per minute. Most of the recording 
Was done at 12 in. per hour, and on these records the pulses
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produced as responses to requests or remarks appear as single 
lines.

It is well to emphasize that a number of factors appeared 
to contribute to the successful results obtained. In the writer’s 
opinion these are “essential ingredients” in any attempt to 
replicate or to carry on further work of this nature:

(1) The presence of a cooperative, qualified group of 
discarnate persons interested in carrying on work for 
improving communication between our world and 
theirs; and a brief prayer session, as described above, 
for establishing “contact” with them.

(2) A regular daily schedule for experimentation, 
strictly adhered to.

(3) A quiet place where apparatus can be set up and 
left undisturbed for months, free from interference.

(4) All possible precautions should be taken to avoid 
artifacts which might be introduced from any elec
trical source, and tests should be made to determine 
effects of operating switches, motors, air condition
ers, oil burners, or other appliances in the environ
ment.

(5) Certain precautions and practices need to be ob
served in obtaining and growing the Venus flytraps 
so as to assure low-noise plants. These can be dis
cussed with qualified investigators interested in repli
cating this work, or in applying the techniques other
wise.

Early Experimental Results

After a number of months of preliminary work to develop 
reliable apparatus, a nightly schedule of observations was 
begun in June 1968. The writer is satisfied that the phenom-   
ena reported herein reflect principally the results of deliber-   
ate influence exerted on the sensitive receptors and nervous    
tissue of the Venus flytrap, and in which some form of energy    
is employed that is not one of the physical forms known to
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us.* All possible sources of artifacts were checked repeatedly, 
and plants selected for use were those which showed the 
lowest noise. Furthermore, there were other kinds of evi
dence, which are cited below, to indicate that intelligent, con
scious control was being exercised in the production of the sig
nals recorded.

Signals observed were of the following types:

(1) Plant “noise." A small amount of fluctuation was 
always present, arising from the plant itself, and 
probably due to respiration or sap flow variations. 
This showed itself as an irregular vibration of the 
recorder pen, of the order of one quarter to one 
scale division (s/d) on the recorder chart. One s/d 
would represent a fluctuation of about twenty micro
volts out of a steady-state plant potential of about 
twenty millivolts—an extraordinarily low noise level.

(2) Single pulses. These were the most usual type of 
signal recorded. They ranged in intensity from one 
s/d above the noise level to twenty s/d. This would 
be equivalent to a change in plant potential ranging 
from twenty to four hundred microvolts.

(3) Multiple pulses. These were combinations of two 
or more single pulses in rapid succession.

Some examples of recordings that were obtained prior to 
the work reported under the heading of “Experiments De
signed for Statistical Evaluation” will be given in the next sec
tion. They have been chosen from among many others to il
lustrate certain points.

In the early stages of the work, no specific requests for re
sponses were made. After making “contact” as described 
above, the apparatus was run for half an hour, and effects of 
Varying experimental conditions were observed, such as the 
presence or absence of the observer, variations in his distance

* To test whether mechanical force might be a possible stimulus 
for the plant response, several tests were made at a later date with 
an extremely sensitive pressure transducer in place of the plant 
Responses were requested as usual, but none were ever obtained. If 
Psychokinesis had been responsible for the results, such a trans
ducer would have registered its presence.
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from the apparatus, whether or not any recorded pulses were 
artifacts due to starting or stopping of electrical appliances in 
the house, etc. Usually during such sessions a number of 
pulses would be recorded. The question was whether these 
came from discarnate persons assumed to be present, or 
whether they were accidental. That is, were they being pro
duced intentionally or not?8

To settle this question, on one evening I watched a series of 
pulses being recorded during the first twenty minutes of the 
half-hour session. At this point I said “Will you please stop 
transmitting for the next five minutes?” Figure 3 shows the

MINUTES

Figure 3 A demonstration of deliberate intention and con
trol. Regularly timed pulses, ending in five minutes of “si
lence,” as requested.

result. It will be seen that regularly timed large pulses were 
produced for twenty minutes, and at the moment the request 
for “silence” was made, these ceased. The next five minutes 
showed only small pulses, which were obviously part of the 
plant noise. These can be seen earlier in the record between 
the “intentional” large pulses.

Further evidence of intelligent control of the phenomena
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came from time to time in the form of responses to questions 
or remarks. That is, the writer might say something, or ask a 
question, perhaps at a time when there was little activity, and 
immediately the recorder pen would swing over to a deflec
tion well above the noise level, as though to indicate agree
ment or to lend added emphasis to what was said.

Figure 4 gives three examples of this, although it was ob
served many times. The incidents are marked with the time 
they occurred, and it will be seen that the pulses arose out of 
an otherwise innocuous background.

Oct 27,1969

Figure 4 Responses to questions or remarks. See text for 
details.
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The uppermost record came in response to the following:

6:45 p.m. Probably a “greeting” signal, which was fre
quently given to indicate readiness for transmission.
6:56 p.m. Response to my remark: “Today is Sunday. We 
went to church this morning. Attendance was sparse.”
6:59 p.m. Response to my remark: “I hope you are giving 
consideration to my suggestion for a ‘code’ to be used in com
munication, such as one pulse for ‘Yes,’ two pulses for ‘No,’ 
and three pulses for ‘Don’t Know.’” (This suggestion had 
been made in a previous session.)
7:03 p.m. Response to my remark: “I’m not going to ask 
you if you think you can do this. No response needed. I take 
it for granted that you will do the best you can.”

The middle record illustrates reactions to a somewhat 
different type of conversation, thus:

6:51 p.m. Response to a remark that I expected a visit from 
Dr. Robert Brier† about two weeks later, and hoped that a 
demonstration could be given for him.
6:56 p.m. Response to my remark: “I wish I could help you 
solve your problems (i.e., in relation to difficulties in con
trolling the amplitude of the responses). Apparently what you 
need is a free-running pulse generator that can be pointed at, 
or away from, the target.”
7:00 p.m. Response to the thought (not spoken) that the 
pulses might be produced by a group projecting energy simul
taneously and that the little preliminary pulses that I saw so 
often just before a big one were the equivalent of “Ready, set, 
go!” I wrote this thought in my notes and observed another 
pulse as I finished writing, at 7:03 p.m.
7:05 p.m. Response to my asking whether a setup using two 
plants would help in solving the “code” problem. The plants 
would be connected to a differential amplifier, so that re
sponse from one plant would cause a deflection of the re
corder pen in one direction, whereas a response from the 
other plant would cause a deflection in the opposite direction.

† Dr. Robert Brier was a member of the research staff at the 
Foundation for Research on the Nature of Man in Durham, North 
Carolina. This staff cooperated in work described in the next sec-     
tion of this paper.
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Thus one plant could be used to transmit dots and the other 
dashes, for Morse code.

The lowest record illustrates responses to a different kind 
of situation:

6:56 p.m. Just prior to this response I had had to run up
stairs to answer the telephone. When I returned I apologized 
for the interruption, whereupon this response was recorded. 
7:07 p.m. At this point I remarked that I would shut down 
the apparatus shortly as there didn’t seem to be much activity. 
At once the pen began to move, culminating in a large pulse 
at 7:10 p.m., as though to indicate that more time would be 
desirable. The apparatus accordingly was run for another six 
or seven minutes, but without effects except for a higher noise 
level. This sort of behavior, namely a response to an ex
pressed intention to shut down, was observed on a number of 
occasions. Sometimes it was followed by prolonged activity, 
where previously there had been little or none.

Experiments Designed for Statistical Evaluation

The material presented in the preceding sections of this 
paper was submitted for comment to Dr. J. B. Rhine‡ in April 
1969. He suggested that further experiments be undertaken, 
according to a plan designed to permit statistical evaluation of 
the results. The author agreed to this, and Dr. Rhine arranged 
with Dr. Robert M. Brier, Research Fellow at the Institute, to 
develop a suitable plan in cooperation with the author. The 
following procedure was planned and carried out in subse
quent work:

(1) The usual half-hour experimental session was first 
divided into six five-minute sections. Each section 
was then divided into two halves. A section thus 
constituted a pair of 2½-minute sectors.

(2) A separate target was prepared for each experi
mental session. Each target consisted of twelve calls, 
six requesting a “response,” and six requesting “no

‡ Dr. Rhine directs the work at the Foundation for Research 
on the Nature of Man, mentioned earlier.
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response.” At the beginning of the first half of each 
pair, there would be a call either for “response” or 
“no response”; at the beginning of the second half 
of a pair, the call would be for the opposite of what
ever the call had been for the first half. The order 
of the calls was randomized.

(3) The above targets were prepared at the Institute by 
Mrs. Carol Schaber Williams, each enclosed in a 
sealed envelope and numbered in sequence. A total 
of twenty-five targets was prepared for each experi
mental series. These were sent to the writer, and each 
envelope was opened only at the session for which 
it was designated.

(4) The charted recordings produced in response to 
each target were sent to the Institute and were eval
uated “blind” according to the following proce
dure: Each “pair” was inspected by a person who 
did not know the order of calls to decide in which 
half of the pair one or more responses were indi
cated. A response was considered to be a deflection 
of the recorder pen clearly greater in amplitude than 
the plant “noise,” and occurring anywhere within 
that half. If there was no such deflection in either 
half of a pair, or if there were deflections in both 
halves of about the same amplitude, so that no 
choice was possible as between the two halves, the 
pair was discarded. If deflections occurred in both 
halves, but some were of greater amplitude in one 
half than in the other, the half with the greatest am
plitude was chosen as the one to be used in scoring. 
The number of responses occurring within a given 
pair was not considered in making a choice in such 
cases.

(5) The above data were tabulated and were then 
turned over to another member of the Institute staff 
(usually Mrs. Carol S. Williams), for comparison 
with the original targets, which had been prepared.

(6) This comparison yielded the total number of usa
ble pairs (trials) and the number of hits, as given 
in the table in the next section.



Figure 5 illustrates a typical target, with simulated calls, re
sponses and scoring.

Six series were run, as follows:

A pilot series, by the writer alone.
Experimental series 1, by the writer alone.
Experimental series 2, by the writer alone.
Experimental series 3, in the presence of a second observer 

(Mr. Erlendur Haraldssen).
Experimental series 4, in the presence of a second observer 

(Mr. William Jack).
Experimental series 5, in the presence of a second observer 

(Mr. Carl O. Almquist).

In the experimental series numbered 1, 2, and 5, a total of 
twenty-five targets were used in each series, with three 
hundred calls for each series. In the other experimental series 
a smaller number of targets were used, owing to the limited 
time for which the second observers were available. In the 
pilot series the same target was used in each of four sessions.

Results

The table gives the results of evaluations of each series, 
made as described above.
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Table
Results of Pilot and Experimental Series

Experiment Total Usable Trials Hits Deviation

Pilot 10 8 + 3.0
1 25 16 + 3.5
2 17 12 + 3.5
3 9 6 + 1.5
4 15 8 + 0.5
5 62 44 + 13.0

Total 138 94 +25.0

C.R. = 4.25, p = 0.0000107 (one-tailed)
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Figure 6 Typical records of responses in three sessions of 
Series 5, showing calls, hits, and discarded pairs.
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The table shows that out of 138 usable pairs, 94 produced 
hits. The standard deviation (npq)14 = (138 X 0.5 X 0.5)H = 
(34.5)54 = 5.90. The deviation is +25 and the C.R. = 
4.25, p — 0.0000107 (one-tailed). The odds against chance 
are 1 to 93,000.

Examples of three of the actual recordings from targets of 
Series 5 are shown in Figure 6. These are reproduced in order 
to illustrate typical results. The number of hits, misses, and 
discards varied from session to session, ranging from no hits 
and six pairs discarded, to four hits with two discards. Misses 
ranged from one to three in those sessions in which misses 
were recorded. Misses appeared in only twelve out of twenty- 
five sessions. In this Series 5 there were forty-four hits com
pared to eighteen misses.

Discussion

The experimental results given above appear to warrant the 
conclusion that they were intentionally produced by an 
agency having freedom of choice whether to respond or not 
to respond to questions, remarks, or requests expressed by the 
experimenter. The odds against chance are too great to permit 
considering the findings as chance artifacts. Questions which 
require further consideration and discussion are those relating 
to agency, the nature and source of the energy required to 
produce responses, and the process whereby such energy is 
controlled.

At least three hypotheses can be considered regarding the 
agency:

(1) The stimuli for the plant were produced by the ex
perimenter, as a result of what might be called “unconscious 
PK.” However, the following arguments may be advanced 
against this hypothesis:

First, the experimenter made no efforts whatever to 
influence the plants during the regular experimental periods, 
but maintained a passive attitude as a disinterested observer. 
Moreover, at various times other than during the regular pe
riods, numerous intense mental and verbal efforts were made 
to try to produce responses from the same plant which was
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being used in the experimental work, but at no time were any 
responses obtained in this way.

Second, all of the PK experiments reported in the litera
ture, to the author’s knowledge, have involved conscious 
efforts on the part of the experimenter to obtain the desired 
results. If there is such a thing as “unconscious PK” it is cer
tainly a most unlikely kind of unconscious behavior. The un
conscious is generally not responsive to a conscious com
mand, particularly where there are no emotional factors 
involved. It takes long and arduous training, for example, by 
the practice of one of the yoga disciplines, in order to achieve 
conscious control of unconscious processes. The author has 
never had any training of this, or a similar type. Neither has 
he ever had any evidence of PK ability.

Finally, the very large odds against chance demonstrated 
herein are much greater than those usually observed in PK ex
periments. This would indicate much more precise control of 
whatever form of energy produced the stimuli in these experi
ments. It is not believed that such precision could occur with 
a purely unconscious process, which would be much more 
likely to be erratic and uncontrollable.

(2) A second hypothesis is that the responses were pro
duced intentionally by an independent, intelligent agency, 
having available to it a form of energy which could be readily 
controlled and to which the plant could respond directly. 
Such an agency is conceived as one or more discarnate per
sons, whose cooperation was solicited as part of the “Proce
dure.” A discarnate agency is considered as most probable, by 
the author, because of the following: First, the presence of 
the “scalp sensations” during the experimental periods; sec
ond, the appearance of unsolicited and unexpected responses, 
such as the examples shown in Figure 4, which are like the 
sort of replies that one might get in a conversation with an
other person if this person was limited in his responses to 
manual signals; third, that if we rule out “unconscious PK,” 
then the discarnate person hypothesis is a logical alternative.

(3) A third hypothesis is that a discarnate person or per
sons was the agency ultimately responsible for the results, but 
that the energy utilized to stimulate the plants was derived
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from the author serving as an intermediary. The process here 
might be somewhat similar to that reported in investigations of 
phenomena produced in the presence of physical mediums. 
Crawford9-10 studied and described the process whereby ob
jects were moved in the presence of a nonprofessional me
dium named Kathleen Goligher. This involved the projection 
of what he called “psychic rods” from the surface and 
orifices of the medium’s body. The medium was in trance, 
and the psychic rods were directed toward and adhered to 
the objects which were moved. Manipulation of the rods was 
said to be done by the medium’s “controls.”

The question that arises in this, and with other instances of 
object movement alleged to be produced by discarnate enti
ties, is that of the source and nature of the energy required, 
and the process whereby the energy is projected outward 
from the medium’s body. An explanation may be found in the 
concept of a field of vital energy as forming part of a living 
organism.

In the literature of psychic research, and in that from many 
other sources, one can find an extensive amount of material 
concerning this concept. The field has been called by a variety 
of names such as “the aura,” “etheric or astral body,” “beta 
body,” “spiritual body,” etc. It is believed to surround and to 
penetrate into the living body, and it can be perceived by 
clairvoyants. It may be conceived as a specific, localized or
ganization of vital energy emerging from or concentrated out 
of a universal, undifferentiated field.3 It is also believed to be 
that part of the human organism which passes on at death 
and constitutes the “body” of a discarnate person.

Since the “body” of a discarnate person may be considered 
as an energy field, it is conceivable that such a person could 
penetrate or merge with the “aura” of a human being, and, 
by some process presently unknown to us, he could utilize 
some of the human field to influence a sensitive plant. With 
respect to the work described in this paper it is not necessary 
to assume that the discarnate person “takes control” of the 
human, as is the case in trance mediumship. The assumption 
here is that the discarnate may utilize some of the human en
ergy, if this is more suitable for his use than that which he
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normally has available in his state of existence, and he may 
then control it to suit his purpose.

Additional experiments are planned to obtain data which 
may help to clarify further the questions of agency and proc
ess. But I feel justified in saying that, on the basis of the data 
reported herein, it seems to demonstrate that there exists in 
nature a form of energy which apparently provides a com
mon bond between at least three forms of living organisms: 
human beings, discarnate persons, and a certain species of 
plants which has a rudimentary form of nervous system. Vital 
energy has long been suspected to exist, by philosophers and 
by some scientists, but has heretofore not been studied 
scientifically. Now that a “transducer” has been discovered 
for registering its presence, it is hoped that further research 
on the subject may become one of the next great tasks of sci
ence.
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VI   THE SOCIAL 
DIMENSION

The Impact of 
Science on Society



37.

Albert Einstein once remarked that the atomic bomb changed 
everything except human thinking. He was referring to our 
perennial aggressiveness, our exploitation of others, our de
based sense of values. Nuclear technology was first used for 
military purposes; the death and maiming—both physical and 
psychological—it caused are well known. Later, with the ces
sation of outright hostilities, it was used for political “saber 
rattling.” In its “peaceful” form as atomic power stations, nu
clear technology appears to pose an additional danger for hu
manity. Radioactive wastes present a major ecological threat; 
likewise, the possibility of a nuclear accident or deliberate 
sabotage is also a critical security concern.

In other words, opening the atom was a modern enactment 
of the myth of Pandora’s box. Might research into the physics 
of paranormal phenomena become still another re-enactment?

As this book demonstrates, research into paranormal events 
and the processes by which they are manifested is growing 
quickly around the world. It should also be clear that the 
awesome untapped human potential for both good and harm 
inherent in this area is a matter of deep significance for the 
well being of civilization. As research proceeds, what are the 
political, societal and ethical considerations that should be ex
amined before it is too late? This question and a host of re
lated ones have thus far largely been ignored by the scientific 
community.

Yet enough evidence abounds in the history of psychic 
research to raise a serious warning. A glance at the literature 
shows that renowned psychics were often deficient in one or 
more of their personality traits. Judging from their character
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flaws, it would seem that psychic abilities can be developed to 
a powerful degree without much awareness, if any, of the 
moral dimension. Accounts of fraud and trickery are not hard 
to find in connection with famous and lesser-known psychics. 
One of the best-known American mediums, Arthur Ford, was 
keenly aware of this, and stated flatly in his biography Un
known But Known that being psychic did not at all make one 
spiritual. Ironically, after his death, Ford himself was accused 
of fraud by researchers who felt they had found indications, in 
his papers, that he often collected substantial information on 
a deceased person whose relatives wanted Ford to contact in 
a seance.

This lesson has been one of major importance in the teach
ings of all the world’s major spiritual and religious traditions. 
Yogic philosophy warns against seeking siddhis (psychic 
powers) because they are obstacles to enlightenment. St. Paul 
spoke at length on this same matter, using different termi
nology, in Chapters 12 to 24 of his Epistle to the Corinthians. 
While plainly acknowledging that people have a “spiritual 
body” separable from the physical body and that there are 
“diversities of gifts” such as clairvoyance, prophecy, healing, 
mediumship, and so forth, he emphasized that without a solid 
moral foundation in one’s character, such abilities were “as 
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal.” His discourse on love 
(caritas or charity) as the essential element in one’s behav
ior ought to be recommended reading for all those entering 
psychic research either as scientists or subjects.

Even occult traditions such as witchcraft note the dif
ference between the “left hand” or evil path of black magic 
and the “right hand” or benevolent path of white magic, and 
emphasize that evil worked on someone will eventually boom
erang upon the black magician. The story of the sorcerer’s 
apprentice is a powerful example; paranormal powers can get 
out of hand and harm the psychic, as well as others, unless 
there is a sound emotional, moral and intellectual basis from 
which the psychic applies his powers.

In short, the benevolent use of psychic functioning in gen
eral requires a high degree of character development and a 
balanced, integrated personality. Otherwise the psychic can 
get into difficulties that cannot be handled easily or wisely.
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These difficulties may include delusional belief, uncontrolled 
telepathy (hearing voices in one’s head), poltergeist manifes
tations unleashed by psychokinetic forces, possession by non
physical entities and a conceited pride in which the psychic 
assumes the position of infallibility.

In addition, it is remotely possible that a psychic might be 
employed by unscrupulous parties—civilian, political, or mili
tary—to commit clairvoyant “ESPionage,” to psychokinet- 
ically disrupt an enemy’s computers and radars, to assassi
nate a political leader through PK-induced heart failure, to 
telepathically implant ideas and commands in the mind of a 
military or political leader. The ramifications of these and 
other variations of psychic attack, invasion, and abuse are 
enormous. Even though there is little solid evidence that the 
effects can be implemented on a practical basis, to ignore 
their possibility would be irresponsible and dangerous.

Important as these moral concerns are, there has been little 
need for society to concern itself with them because of a sim
ple fact: psychic functioning at an observably significant level 
has been rare until recently. But the emergence of psychic 
sensitives (some validated by scientific research, others only 
self-proclaimed) in apparently unprecedented numbers has 
been coincident with a paradigm shift throughout Western civ
ilization.

A paradigm is the basic belief structure or set of unspoken 
assumptions underlying a society’s world view; it exerts a 
powerful influence upon what occurs in that society and espe
cially its science. As our belief structures change, as our 
scientific view of what is possible and impossible in “reality” 
comes to allow for psychic functioning, many observers be
lieve that latent psychic abilities become increasingly man
ifest. The psychic talents characterizing a narrow segment of 
the population in past decades, it is held, could develop in a 
larger number of people. Supporting this development is a 
quickened public interest in the paranormal and the spiritual. 
Psychic functioning is acknowledged as an adjunct to spiritual 
growth by virtually every major spiritual tradition. In addition 
to all this, data from the new field of consciousness research 
suggest new and efficient techniques for enhancing psychic 
functioning.
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What will this mean for the character of public life? How 
will societal functioning be affected? What is the import for 
science and the scientific method?

This section attempts to raise significant questions about 
the consequences of psychic functioning, both human and 
technological. Willis W. Harman, Michael Rossman, and 
David Spangler focus on values, attitudes, social and philo
sophical considerations. Saul-Paul Sirag speaks to the skeptics 
—many of whom we hope will read this book. Since the articles 
speak clearly to the issues and their revolutionary implica
tions, we feel it necessary to add only the following two com
ments:

(1) The consequences of research into the paranormal 
is a matter of public concern and should be an
swerable to public control.

(2) It is not premature to consider what procedures 
could be initiated to defend oneself (or a society) 
against psychic attack. In this regard, tradition 
maintains that the best psychic defense is to put on 
“spiritual armor,” i.e., to grow in understanding 
and to mature in character.

In other words, this section addresses itself to issues that 
are of practical as well as theoretical importance. Only time 
will demonstrate whether the warnings voiced by some of the 
writers are justified, or whether the visions entertained in 
other parts of this section will be realized.
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The Societal Implications and 

Social Impact of Paranormal Phenomena

WILLIS W. HARMAN

For at least a century and a half psychic phenomena have 
held a fascination for some scientists and have been anathema 
to others. That their scientific study is gaining acceptance may 
be partly because improved experimentation procedures and 
new instrumentation have yielded better confirmed results. It 
is probably even more a consequence of cultural changes that 
allow these phenomena to “fit in” to a degree that would have 
been hard to foresee even fifteen years ago.

Thus it will not do to examine the impact of psychic 
phenomena in isolation from the changing paradigm* of 
scientific understanding and the cultural movements evident 
in recent years. The whole social organism moves together, 
and appears to be fast approaching a metamorphosis in which 
the field of psychic research is destined to play a significant 
role. It may have been a sense of this destiny that accounts 
for the fact of a few scientists having for so long been willing 
to risk ridicule and ostracism to follow their fascination.

Psychic research and the kindred psychology of con
sciousness are not just an emerging set of new findings and 
theories, about which we may conjecture as to social impacts. 
We have instead to ask: “What new pattern is this a part of?”

“The Societal Implications and Social Impact of Paranormal 
Phenomena” by Willis W. Harman is an unpublished address de
livered to the Eighteenth Annual Convention of the Parapsycho- 
logical Association, Santa Barbara, California, 22 August 1975. 
Printed by permission of the author.

* When the word paradigm is used herein it is meant, in the 
sense made popular by Thomas Kuhn, to refer to the basic pattern 
of perceiving, thinking, valuing, and acting associated with a par
ticular vision of reality.
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Watt’s invention of the steam engine provides a parallel. The 
narrow query as to social impact of the steam engine might 
have led to the answer that it would make possible the pump
ing of water out of deep coal mines and hence would facilitate 
the shift from wood fuel to coal. But the question, “What 
new pattern?” yields the answer, the Industrial Revolution.

The Discomforts of Scientists

We begin our search for clues as to the form of this new 
pattern by recalling a few events in the past century and a 
half of scientific history. All societies have their official or 
recognized truth-seeking and truth-validating activities and in
stitutions; in the Western world this has been science. Accord
ingly, what came to be accepted in the scientific community 
as truth has had important consequences for the basic beliefs 
of the culture. There are a number of instructive instances 
where scientists have stumbled for a while over some awk
ward data, and then recovered from their temporary discom
forts and incorporated the new with limited strain.

One of the oldest areas of psychological knowledge has to 
do with those strange phenomena grouped together under the 
term “hypnosis.” Hypnotism has been studied systematically 
for over a century and a half, although it has been admitted 
to scientific respectability much more recently. (Actually, 
some of the phenomena have been known to esoteric lore for 
thousands of years, but we will come to that point later.) 
Among the scientifically demonstrated aspects of hypnosis are 
that hypnotic suggestion can bring about:

•anesthesia and analgesia, local or general;
•positive and negative hallucinations;
•regression to an earlier age;
• unusual muscular strength, rigidity, resistance to 

fatigue;
•organic effects normally outside voluntary control.

For example, a hypnotized subject may be induced to per
ceive an imaginary kitten placed in her lap. She experiences 
stroking the kitten and hearing it purr; the senses of sight, 
touch, and hearing seem to corroborate the hypnotist’s sug-



gestion. Yet this is a “positive hallucination”—there is no 
kitty there.

Other examples are familiar. A subject accepts the sugges
tion that a person sitting in a particular chair really is not 
there; he perceives an empty chair. A hypnotized person is 
persuaded that a small wastebasket is fastened to the floor; 
struggling mightily, he is unable to lift it. A subject’s body is 
rendered rigid by appropriate suggestions; he is then used to 
bridge the space between two chairs, and one or more individ
uals mount and stand on top of his unsupported chest and ab
domen. Blisters and burned spots can be produced by hyp
notic suggestion; or a person may be rendered insusceptible 
to heat that ordinarily would produce severe bums.

The analgesic and anesthetic potentialities of hypnosis were 
demonstrated a century ago in hundreds of apparently pain
less major operations, some witnessed by scores of physicians. 
Yet the possibility of the phenomenon’s existence was denied, 
and medical journals refused to publish papers documenting 
the work. Patients were accused of deluding or colluding with 
their doctors in pretending to feel no pain while limbs were 
cut off or abdominal operations were performed.

Hypnosis clearly has a long history of irrational opposition. 
It is less clear just what was so discomforting about these 
phenomena. Perhaps it is that they so obviously raise doubts 
that we know what is real. But the important point in our 
context is that scientists once felt very uncomfortable with 
hypnosis, and now feel quite comfortable—although they are 
really not much better off in terms of any sort of “mecha
nism” or “explanation.” The phenomena remain mysterious; 
however, it is now a comfortable mystery.

The concept of unconscious processes, too, became accept
able to scientists only recently. The initial reaction to the 
hypotheses of Freud and other pioneers in this area was one 
of discomfort, rationalized in a number of ingenious ways. To 
be sure, these are strange ideas—that of mental processes 
over which I exert no control and of which I have only spo
radic or inferred knowledge; the concept of myself repressing 
information, distorting it or hiding it from my conscious 
awareness, and lying to myself; the whole sense of one part of 
myself deceiving or sending cryptic messages to another part
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of myself. But the strange became familiar, the uncom
fortable became comfortable, and unconscious processes be
came a useful and legitimated concept.

Similarly, the concepts of psychosomatic illness and acci
dent proneness, the power of self-suggestion—the idea that 
mentally I cause my own headaches and stomach ulcers, or 
disturb my own kidney functioning, or unconsciously contrive 
my “accidentally” broken leg, or self-suggest my successes 
and my failures—were extremely discomforting. They be
came acceptable only after an initial rejection.

When F. W. H. Myers’ Human Personality was published 
in 1903, summarizing preliminary explorations of taboo areas 
of extraordinary psychic phenomena, included in this forbid
den category were not only unconscious processes and hypno
sis, but sleep and dreams, and creativity (“inspiration”). The 
universal testimony of highly creative persons has been that 
their created projects are the result of higher, unconscious 
processes over which they have only limited control. Myers’ 
vanguard parapsychological treatise stresses the essential sim
ilarities between such psychic phenomena as telepathy and 
clairvoyance, and the experiences of creative geniuses and of 
mathematical prodigies. Three quarters of a century ago crea
tivity was part of the domain of “psychical research”—hardly 
scientifically respectable.

The. new tools of biofeedback and related explorations of 
the past quarter century provided startling revelations. Subjec
tive, inner states have physically measurable correlates—rapid 
eye movement, changes in skin resistance, muscle tensions, 
EEG (brainwave) components, electric and magnetic fields 
around the body. Furthermore, when these indicators are 
picked up by sensors and returned to the body as input sig
nals, all sorts of involuntary bodily processes and states can 
be brought under voluntary control. Here was a new basis for 
legitimation of studies of man’s inner world of experience 
(since at least some aspects of the phenomena are subject to 
physical measurement) and also a whole new kit of tools. 
Again the implications are profound. Apparently I do know, 
in some sense, how I grow my hair and assimilate my food 
and construct a fetus—except that because of the absence of 
suitable feedback the processes go on totally outside my
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realm of ordinary consciousness. And apparently the Indian 
yogis who claimed control over involuntary processes were 
onto something Western science has missed. Again, scientists 
experienced some discomfort over implications, in time be
coming comfortable.

Implications of Consciousness and Psi Research

Now, all that preliminary discussion was preparation for 
the point that there are presently two areas of research about 
which the majority of scientists still feel some discomfort— 
discomfort which we may assume will in time go away. One 
of these is the beginnings of a systematization of knowledge 
about different states of consciousness, including those inner 
experiences which have formed the bases for the world’s 
religions and out of which have come man’s deepest value 
commitments. The other is the important testing ground of 
psychic research.

The latter is a crucial area precisely because it lies midway 
between and links the objective world of public observation, 
the domain of “ordinary” science, and the “private” world of 
subjective experience. The phenomena of psychic research are 
anomalous—their occurrence is widely attested to, yet they 
do not “lit in.” Still they speak clearly to the point that some
thing is fundamentally incomplete about a world view which 
cannot accommodate them. They also serve as a sort of real
ity test for the universe of inner experience. They are not 
wholly inner—they are characterized by something being 
publicly observable. Neither are they wholly outer, since 
some activity of the mind is clearly involved. The following 
partial list will serve to delineate the territory under discus
sion:

•telepathy, the apparently extrasensory communication 
of one mind to another;

•clairvoyance, the apparently extrasensory perception of 
aspects of the physical world, as in “remote view
ing” or “out of the body” experience; 

•clairvoyant diagnosis of illness;
• clairvoyant perception of information about a past 

owner or user of a physical object;



•rapid “faith” healing;
• retrocognition, the “remembering” of events that hap

pened to some other person, or prior to the birth 
of the “rememberer”;

•precognition, the “remembering” of events some time 
in the future;

•psychokinesis, the apparent influencing of the physical 
world through mental processes other than by the 
usual psychomotor processes (e.g., levitation, 
teleportation);

•unusual control of involuntary processes (e.g., stig
mata, firewalking);

•thought photography, the apparent production of an 
image on a photographic film through mental 
processes alone;

•unusual mental abilities (e.g., speaking in unknown 
tongues, mathematical prodigies).

Evidence mounts that these sorts of preternormal knowings 
and abilities are latent in all persons, but typically highly 
repressed. One sort of experiment which has been performed 
in various versions makes use of a stimulus that produces a 
subliminal effect (e.g., a flashing stroboscopic light which, 
when the flashing frequency is near the alpha frequency, 
around ten cycles per second, induces a distinctive component 
in the EEG wave). The stimulus is applied to one person and 
the response is picked up from a second person, remote and 
isolated from the first. The second person typically unable to 
guess better than a chance basis whether or not the stimulus       
is applied to the other person during a given time interval— 
but his subliminal response indicates that unconsciously he 
knows. (A necessary condition seems to be that the two per
sons are in some rapport, that one is paying attention to the 
other—but then we have no adequate explanation for what it 
means to “pay attention.”) The implication, if we extrapolate 
beyond this particular situation, is that probably we will even
tually discover that all persons have the full range of psychic 
phenomena as potentialities, all unconsciously understood and 
all thoroughly repressed.
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The Extent of the Challenge

It is important to understand both why these two research 
areas of consciousness exploration and psychic phenomena 
have caused scientists such acute discomfort, and also why 
the reconciliation seems now close at hand. The extent of the 
potential impact of these areas on the scientific world view is 
suggested by the following list of premises which the scientific 
paradigm, until recently, has tended to imply:

(1) The only conceivable ways in which man comes 
to acquire knowledge is through his physical senses 
and perhaps through some sort of memory storage 
in the genes.

(2) All qualitative properties are ultimately reducible 
to quantitative ones; that is, color is reduced to 
wavelength, hate and love to the chemical compo
sition of glandular secretions, etc.

(3) There is a clear distinction between the objective 
world, which is perceivable by anyone, and sub
jective experience which is perceived by the indi
vidual alone, in the privacy of his own mind.

(4) The concept of the free inner person is a pre- 
scientific explanation for behavior caused by forces 
impinging upon the individual from his environ
ment, interacting with internal tensions and pres
sures characteristic of the organism. “Freedom” is 
behavior for which scientists have not yet found 
the cause.

(5) What we know as consciousness or awareness of 
our thoughts and feelings is really only a side effect 
of physical and biochemical processes going on in 
the brain.

(6) What we know as memory is simply a matter of 
stored data in the physical organism, strictly com
parable with the storage of information in a digital 
computer. (Thus it is impossible for a person to
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“remember” an event that happened to someone 
else, in a different lifetime.)

(7) The nature of time being what it is, there is obvi
ously no way in which we can obtain foreknowl
edge of the future other than by rational predic
tion from known causes. (Thus it is impossible for 
anyone to “remember” an event happening three 
weeks hence.)

(8) Since mental activity is simply a matter of fluc
tuating states in the physical organism, it is com
pletely impossible for this mental activity to exert 
any effect directly on the physical world outside 
the organism. (Thus reports of levitation or other 
psychokinetic events have to be nonsense or 
trickery.)

(9) The evolution of the universe and of man has 
come about through purely physical causes, 
through random mutations and natural selection. 
There is no justification for any concept of uni
versal purpose or teleological urge, either in the 
evolution of consciousness or in the strivings of the 
individual.

(10) The individual does not survive the death of the 
organism, or if there is any sense in which the in
dividual exists on after the death of his physical 
body we can neither comprehend it in this life nor 
in any way obtain knowledge regarding it.

The reason psychic and consciousness research is such a 
bitterly contested battleground is that the data in these areas 
challenge all of the above premises. Yet it was on the basis of 
these positivistic premises that the increasingly prestigious 
scientific world view was able, in the past, to dismiss as of 
secondary consequence the religious, aesthetic, and intuitive 
experiences of man, and hence to erode the value postulates 
based in those subjective experiences.
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The Ultimate Question of Consciousness

Let us put it another way. The reason that all these in
terrelated research areas—biofeedback, altered states of con
sciousness, hypnosis, psychosomatic illness, unconscious 
processes, psychic phenomena—have tended to be discom
forting is that they so evidently implicate the ultimate ques
tion: “How do I know what I know—and how do I know it 
is ‘true’?” St. Exupery laid down (in Wind, Sand, and Stars) 
the fundamental definition of truth: “Truth is not that which 
is demonstrable. Truth is that which is ineluctable”—that 
which cannot be escaped.

How do I know what is ineluctable? This question is the 
heart of the discipline of epistemology, and to one with the 
stamina to pursue it there, much examination of the subject 
can be found. Essentially there are two quite different forms 
of knowing (modern writers are fond of associating these 
with the left- and right-hand sides of the brain), and we all 
use both daily. One is “knowing about” things in the manner 
of scientific “facts”; the other is knowing by intuitive iden
tification with, as in knowing another person.

This second kind of knowing is what the poet Archibald 
MacLeish referred to when he wrote: “We really know a 
thing only when we are filled with a wonderfully full, new, 
and intimate sense of it and, above all, of our relation with it. 
This sense—this knowledge—art can give but abstraction 
(science) cannot.” The Indian scholar Radhakrishnan de
scribed perception in the higher stages of consciousness 
thusly: “The conscious division and separation of . . . the 
object from the subject, which is the normal condition, is bro
ken down. The individual surrenders to the object and is ab
sorbed by it. He becomes what he beholds.”

Both kinds of knowing are subject to the possibility of 
error. The scientific way of “knowing about” involves meticu
lous testing to ensure that what is claimed as fact can be vali
dated by other scientists making similar experiments or explo
rations. Intuitive knowing also demands the most careful 
checking against self-deception. The astonishing extent to
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which my mental processes are discovered to be out of con
sciousness sheds doubt on how well I know even that most in
timate being, myself. At best I seem to reveal to my conscious 
self only a small and badly distorted fragment of the whole
ness that is “me.” Nevertheless, the task of self-knowledge 
is not futile; from each new vantage point I seem to be able 
to look back and observe how I have fooled myself in a previ
ous and lesser state of awareness.

Thus in opening up the exploration of consciousness, scien
tists are forced to confront questions which they have, 
throughout most of the history of scientific activity, managed 
to put aside for the philosophers to puzzle over. What are the 
essential limitations of “knowledge about”? What are the ulti
mate capabilities of the mind as observing instrument in dis
cerning intuitive knowledge of the universe, and—possibly 
the same thing—of mind itself? What are the ways in which 
the latter knowledge is best shared and consensually vali
dated? In some sense all knowledge is ultimately subjective, 
since the root of all experience is consciousness; conse
quently, these new explorations that probe the problem of 
consciousness are fundamental indeed. This is where science, 
religion and philosophy meet. We can hardly blame the scien
tists if at this point their resolution quavers and their anxieties 
become more evident than usual.

In papers currently presented at scientific meetings and in 
articles published in the most prestigious scientific journals 
are indications that, with regard to both consciousness re
search and psychic research, the transition from discomfort to 
comfort may be at hand. This is only partly because of the 
psychological effect, noted earlier, of having some physical 
and physiological correlates to inner experience, serving to le
gitimize the inquiry into consciousness. More important, it 
has to do with the growing realization within science that it 
deals not with reality in some ultimate sense, but with models 
and metaphors. This has brought a change in attitude and a 
more promising climate for exploration of inner experience 
than heretofore.

The precursor to that realization came with the resolution 
of the battle in physics over the wave or particle nature of 
light. This was essentially resolved through recognition that
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both are only metaphors (as is the mathematical equation 
which incorporates elements of both)—each being useful for 
expressing certain aspects of the transcendental nature of 
light. Certain photoelectric effects have no “explanation” in 
terms of the wave image of light. On the other hand, the elec
tron microscope is “unexplainable” through a particle model 
of electrons and is understood through a wave image. The 
resolution of this issue set a pattern for others.

Thus the argument that attempted to resolve in favor of 
human free will or scientific determinism becomes instead a 
recognition of alternative metaphors for expressing different 
aspects of a transcendental reality. The old-fashioned warfare 
between science and religion is rapidly dissolving in a similar 
way, through the recognition that conventional scientific 
knowledge is essentially a set of metaphors useful for express
ing certain aspects of human “outer” experience. Other 
facets, especially of deeper inner experience, demand other 
kinds of metaphors. We have yet to discover what particular 
metaphors will be most useful for our time; many of those 
that had the power to move men’s hearts in the past seem less 
useful now.

The New Image of Man

Even though these frontier scientific developments have not 
progressed very far, it is possible to infer which direction they 
will push the image of man-in-the-universe. Wherever the na
ture of man has been probed deeply, in Eastern or Western 
traditions, the paramount fact emerging is the duality of his 
experience. He is found to be both physical and spiritual, 
both aspects being “real” and neither fully describable in 
terms of the other. “Scientific” and “religious” metaphors are 
complementary; neither contradicts the other.

Aldous Huxley wrote of the “perennial philosophy,” found 
at the inner core of all the world’s religions, East and West, 
ancient and modern: “(It) recognizes a divine reality sub
stantial to the world of things and lives and minds; . . . finds 
in the soul something similar to, or even identical with, divine
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reality; . . . places man’s final end in the knowledge of the 
immanent and transcendent ground of all being.”

The esoteric perennial philosophy forms an intermittently 
visible stream which has had a profound effect on Western 
civilization. Thales, Solon, Pythagoras, and Plato journeyed 
to Egypt to be initiated into its then ancient mysteries. Much 
of it is woven into institutionalized Christianity. In its Her
metic, Cabbalistic, Sufistic, and Rosicrucian forms it affected 
the history of the Middle East and of Europe. Its Freemasonry 
symbolism in the Great Seal of the United States (on the 
back of the dollar bill) testifies to its role in the formation of 
this nation.

Before brashly attempting to sum up the primary charac
teristics of the perennial philosophy we should note first that 
its adherents have always insisted that it cannot be “summed 
up”—that it is not a philosophy, or a metaphysic, not an ide
ology or a religious belief, although others have typically con
sidered it so. Perhaps the flavor of it, but only the flavor, can 
be hinted at in the following five statements.

Being. The basic experimental proposition is that man can 
under certain conditions attain to a higher awareness, a “cos
mic consciousness,” in which state he has immediate knowl
edge of a reality underlying the phenomenal world, in speak
ing of which it seems appropriate to use such words as infinite 
and eternal (divine ground of being, brahman, godhead). 
From this vantage point one’s own growth and creativity, and 
his participation in the evolutionary process, are seen to be 
under the ultimate direction of a higher center (atman, the 
oversoul, the “true self”). The Upanishad puts it: “An invisi
ble and subtle essence is the spirit of the whole universe. That 
is reality. That is truth. Thou art that.”

Awareness. The power of suggestion is such that a person 
is literally and inescapably hypnotized by the suggestions he 
has absorbed from his culture since infancy. Thus man goes 
through life in a sort of hypnotic sleep, feeling that he is mak
ing decisions, having accidents happen to him, meeting 
chance acquaintances, etc. With more awareness the direction 
of the higher self, “supraconscious choosing,” becomes ap
parent. The person finds that decisions he felt he had come to 
logically or through intuition were really reflections of choices
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made on the higher level of the self; that his “inspiration” or 
“creativity” is essentially a breaking through of these higher 
processes; that experiences and relationships which he needed 
for his growth were attracted to him by the self and were by 
no means so accidental as he had assumed. Because ordinary 
perception, compared to this higher awareness, is partial per
ception, language built up from ordinary perception proves 
inadequate to describe the greater reality; attempts often are 
paradoxical in form.

Motivation. With increasing awareness the pull of material 
and ego needs is greatly lessened and the person finds his 
deepest motivation is to participate fully in the evolutionary 
process, achieving wholeness (haleness, health) through 
alignment of supraconscious, conscious, and subconscious 
choices. Evolution is seen not to be a random matter, but 
directed by a higher consciousness and characterized by pur
pose—this purpose including development of individual cen
ters of consciousness with freedom of choice, gradually mov
ing toward ever-increasing knowledge of themselves, of self, 
and of the whole.

Potentiality. It follows from the foregoing that the human 
potentiality is limitless; that all knowledge and power is ulti
mately accessible to the mind, looking within itself; and that 
all limitations (infirmities, illnesses, etc.) are ultimately self- 
chosen. The great secret of esoteric knowledge is, “I am 
cause.” Such supernormal phenomena as telepathic phenom
ena, clairvoyant perception, experiencing events that hap- 
pened to others, “instant” diagnosis and healing, precognition 
of future events, teleportation and other psychokinetic events 
are in general perfectly possible. At some deep level the indi
vidual understands them, and at some deep level he chooses 
the ordinary “physical laws” that preclude them for the most 
part.

Attitude. With awareness comes a new attitude toward 
life. One aspect is the desire to consciously participate, to 
labor and serve, in the evolutionary process, the cosmic 
drama, the fulfillment of mankind. But the reverse side of this 
is acceptance, the conscious choosing of what is—since at a 
deep level of the self one already chooses this. Related to this
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is a nonattachment, being “divinely impersonal,” unattached 
to specific outcomes, having “impersonal love.”

The Case for Social Transformation

No one would claim, of course, that the perennial philoso
phy has been demonstrated—or ever could be. We may only 
say that findings in these two fields of psychic phenomena 
and consciousness research point in its direction, and are 
compatible with it. However, if the knowledge paradigm of 
the society is changing to something like the perennial philos
ophy (which expands upon but is compatible with the 
scientific paradigm as we have known it), this implies far 
more—the possibility that the whole pattern of perceiving, 
conceptualizing, and valuing which has characterized modern 
industrial civilization may be giving way to a new order. This 
would involve not only changed folkways and “new age” 
values, but also changed institutions and power structures and 
an altered economic and political order.

It must be left to the historians of a later generation to 
judge whether in fact the last third of the 20th century is in
deed such a revolutionary era. There are at this point two 
basic arguments for asserting it may be so. One is the pull of 
new cultural beliefs and values. The other is the push of di
lemmas of modern industrialized society that may in fact be 
unresolvable without a fundamental transformation, not just 
of values and institutions but of the very roots of the culture.

Signs of the “new transcendentalism” are manifest, of 
course. Evidence abounds of a marked turning inward and of 
the reacceptance into the culture of those spiritual concerns 
that had been thrust into the background by the fantastic 
successes of modern materialist science and technology. These 
spiritual concerns reappear simultaneously with our growing 
disillusionment with the satisfactions of an over-materialistic 
culture. Surveys and polls show clear shifts, especially among 
such elite groups as students and corporate executives, toward 
spiritual values and quality-of-life concerns and away from 
materialistic values. Numerous cultural indicators (e.g., 
books read, voluntary associations, song lyrics, themes of



plays and motion pictures, “new age” subculture) show 
greatly increased interest in, and tolerance for, the tran
scendental, religious, esoteric, suprarational, and mystical.

The complementary force, the recognition of need for a 
new social paradigm to replace that which underlies and 
shapes modern technological industrialized society, is almost 
as apparent. The industrial era, that period from the indus
trial revolution through the present to a few decades hence at 
most, is a unique period. It is an era in which man has been 
living off a legacy of virtually unreplenishable minerals and 
fossil fuels—preceded by long millennia during which man’s 
consumption from this storehouse was small and his impact 
on the environment was relatively minor. It must be followed 
by an epoch in which the limitations of the storehouse are 
recognized, and in which human activity fits into some new set 
of ecological relationships including modified “natural cycles” 
with man as a conscious participant. The growth-and-con- 
sumption materialist ethic must be replaced by one more com
patible with the realities of living on a small planet.

The rapidly approaching climacteric is being brought about 
by the growing awareness of dilemmas implicit in the indus- 
trial-era paradigm and the growing intensity of the conflicts 
engendered by those dilemmas. It is increasingly clear that 
unlimited and unguided technological and economic growth 
—and energy consumption—has to end; yet continued growth 
is perceived to be necessary to the essential stability of the 
economic system. Control over the Faustian powers of tech
nological application is vital, yet bureaucratic control of tech
nological options is greatly and rightly feared. More equitable 
sharing of the Earth’s resources with less developed nations 
seems both intolerably costly and absolutely necessary. The 
present perception of satisfying work roles being a scarce 
commodity to be rationed by devious mechanisms—from 
featherbedding through inflated job-entry requirements to 
early retirement—is an unacceptable admission of the soci
ety’s inability to deal with the psychological (as contrasted 
with the economic) problem of underemployment. These di
lemmas are so deeply embedded in fundamental assumptions 
in the industrial-era paradigm that they will only be satis
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factorily resolved if the society evolves toward a new guiding 
paradigm.

Just what form this new social pattern might take cannot 
be foretold in advance. Still, we can conjecture what some of 
the characteristics would have to be if (a) the society were 
to be compatible with the new transcendentalism, (b) the di
lemmas of the advanced industrial state were to become re
solvable, and (c) the new social institutions are to be ar
rived at through a nondisruptive transition (i.e., are contin
uous with the past).

Guiding Ethic. A new guiding ethic would replace the frag
mented materialist ethics (e.g., growth and consumption) 
which presently dominate the economic system and thence 
the society. This involves two complementary principles. One 
is an ecological ethic that fosters a sense of the total commu
nity of man and responsibility for the fate of the planet and 
relates self-interest to the interest of fellow man and future 
generations. The other is a self-realization ethic which holds 
that the proper end of all individual experience is the further 
evolutionary development of the emergent self and of the 
human species, and that the appropriate function of social in
stitutions is to create environments which will foster that 
process.

These two ethics, the one emphasizing community caring, 
oneness, and the other placing the highest value on develop
ment of selfhood, are not contradictory but complementary— 
two sides of the same coin. Together they leave room both 
for cooperation and for wholesome competition, for love and 
for individuality. Each is a corrective against excesses or mis
application of the other.

Individual and Social Goals. The two ethics lead directly to 
paramount goals for the society and its institutions. The first 
dictates concern for the well being of the human race, all of 
life on the planet, and future generations. The second implies 
more specifically the individual goals of life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of self-realization.

The central activity of self-realization is work-play-learn- 
ing. Thus an essential goal of the society would be to ensure 
for each individual access to a satisfying work-play-learning 
role, performance in which earns affirmation by the society
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and thus contributes to development of a healthy self-image. 
In an advanced society in which material goals have become 
de-emphasized, industrialized production has approached 
steady state, and routine tasks have been cybernated (for 
humane as well as economic reasons), it is clear that only a 
fraction of the work (-play-leaming) force will be required 
to supply material and service wants. The economy will be 
viewed as the primary mechanism for providing satisfying so
cial roles, and production of desired goods and services will 
be easily accomplished in the process.

Institutions. It follows that a social institution such as a 
corporation would have goals compatible with those of the so
ciety. Thus prioritized corporate goals would become some
thing like the following: (a) to carry on activities that con
tribute to the self-fulfillment of the persons involved, 
managers and workers; (b) to carry on activities that con
tribute directly to satisfaction of social needs and accom
plishment of societal goals; and (c) to earn a fair profit on 
investment, not so much as a goal in itself but rather as a 
control signal monitoring effectiveness.

This sounds so utopian that we need to remind ourselves 
how it might come about. The most powerful force in history 
for changing social institutions is the power of those who 
make up the society to grant or withhold legitimacy. Govern
ments have often felt the potency of legitimacy withdrawal 
(for instance, the post-Watergate Nixon administration, or 
the post World War II colonial imperialisms). The presently 
fragmented challenges to the legitimacy of present corporate 
behavior—consumerism, environmentalism, the civil rights 
and women’s liberation and old people’s movements, truth-in- 
advertising pressures, demands for improved work environ
ment, stockholder revolts—could coalesce into a force for 
transformation that would be irresistible.

More broadly, the transformation of the institutions of so
ciety would be such as to eliminate structured social and envi
ronmental irresponsibility. That is, the overall incentive 
system (economic, community approval, enculturated 
mores, etc.) would foster ecologically wholesome behavior, in 
the broadest sense. The society would be synergistic—i.e., 
what the individual wants to do would be good for the whole.
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Education. Education (as part of work-play-learning) 
would be a function of every institution in society. Rather 
than being a segregated activity carried out at a certain place 
in a certain time period, learning toward human fulfillment 
would be a recognized aim of all of the various institu
tionalized activities at which the individual spends his time. 
The society might be termed a “learning-and-planning soci
ety” since learning and planning are the two main kinds of 
activities (beyond those actually required for the functioning 
of the society) that are meaningful, nonstultifying, and non
polluting.

Schools and colleges would still have a place, of course. 
They would emphasize preparation for a useful role (and 
“recycling” preparation for undertaking a new career phase); 
self-understanding and interpersonal skills; ability to gain new 
skills (over acquisition of any particular skill); having ac
cess to knowledge (over having memorized any particular 
knowledge); dealing with wholes (rather than obtaining 
only highly detailed knowledge of narrow specialities); and de
velopment of an evolutionary and future-oriented attitude.

Science. Under the new transcendentalism, science would 
be clearly understood to be a moral inquiry. Having a bal
anced effort of systematic exploration of both the objective 
and subjective realms of human experience, it could not be, 
as past science has tended to be, value-empty. It would deal 
with what is empirically found to promote wholeness—in 
much the same sense that present-day nutritional science 
deals with what foods are wholesome for man. It would place 
particular emphasis on the systematic exploration of various 
levels of subjective experience, the ultimate source of our 
value postulates. In this respect it would resemble the human
ities and religion, and the boundaries between these three dis
ciplines would become less sharp—as is already presaged in 
the recent writings of some psychotherapists. The models 
and metaphors used will be multileveled, corresponding to 
different levels or realms of experience, and no conflict will 
be perceived if, for example, mystical experiences are congen
ial to one of these metaphorical frameworks and operant con
ditioning to another.

New impetus would be given the biological sciences (with
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a whole-systems emphasis) and the psychology of con
sciousness. The latter will look strongly in the direction of 
new potentialities suggested by the newly appreciated powers 
of belief, imagination, and suggestion. To conscious and sub
conscious choice (repression, projection, sublimation, etc.) 
will be added what may be termed supraconscious choice 
(intuition, creative imagination, choosing “better than we 
know”)—possibly with as much impact on our policies re
garding education, welfare, criminal rehabilitation, and justice 
as the Freudian concepts had some years earlier. Social sci
ence would be participative, in marked contrast to the “objec
tive” observations of past social scientists. Experimenter and 
subject explore together, in an atmosphere of mutual trust 
and with equal status. (The resulting science would be 
significantly different from the industrial-age social science, 
since the implicit goals are so different—prediction and con
trol being replaced by the aim of guidance in individual and 
social development.)

Finally, the new science would be also a sort of “civil 
religion,” supporting the humane value postulates of the cul
ture rather than being neutral or undermining, as was the old 
science.

Health Care. The new society would have a broadened 
definition of health, as wholeness of being. As with educa
tion, many institutions would share responsibility—medicine, 
psychotherapy, education, religion, welfare, environmental 
health. There would be a recognition that the whole society is 
the environment that affects health—thus, for example, equity 
in access to economic resources is an aspect of environmental 
health.

Attitudes toward mental illness and toward death would be 
greatly changed. There would be a blurring of the distinction 
between mental and physical illness, and emphasis for both 
would be placed on the individual’s discovering why he 
caused the illness. Anxiety over the possibility of “losing 
one’s mind” and over death would be markedly reduced 
(since neither psychosis nor death would be viewed as “per-  
manent”). This changed attitude would especially affect the 
role of the aged (an area in which the failure of indus-  
trialized society is particularly egregious).
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The Transition Period

Finally, there is nothing in history to suggest that a social 
transformation of the magnitude suggested could occur with
out the most severe economic and social disruptions and sys
tem breakdowns. Only widespread understanding of why the 
transformation is taking place, and of the kind of society that 
might emerge following our time of troubles, can keep anxi
ety levels down and transition pains from becoming intoler
able.

The forces of societal transformation have gathered im
pressive momentum. Developments in psychic research and 
the psychology of consciousness are part of this larger pat
tern. The next ten or fifteen years will show whether these 
forces are strong enough to bring about a major societal 
wrenching, or whether they will somehow quiet down and die 
away, or whether the confrontation between the new demands 
and the old rigidities is so violent that the result is destruction 
without a promising rebuilding. These years will not be one 
of the comfortable periods of history. It will no doubt be an 
exciting one.



Parascience and Social Responsibility

MICHAEL ROSSMAN

39.

When Henri Becquerel began in 1896 to investigate the 
strange fogging of his photographic plates, he did not antici
pate that the second wave of researchers into radioactivity 
would be called upon, as they were, to decide in secret     
whether it was worth risking a chain reaction that might de
stroy the entire planet, for the sake of a military victory. Nor 
did he know how reluctant the third wave would be to confess 
that the industrial applications of their science had created a 
pool of poisonous waste, sufficient to exterminate all ver
tebrate life, which would have to be tended for a million 
years; and that they were not certain it could be tended 
safely.

We have the advantage of hindsight, but how should we 
use it? The parasciences—paraphysics and parapsychology— 
are rapidly becoming established as legitimate fields of 
scientific inquiry, and even their earliest researches suggest 
equally dramatic possibilities of disaster. For example, reports 
from the Maimonides Medical Center Dream Laboratory in 
Brooklyn, New York indicate that one human mind can   
directly modify the subconscious processes of another under 
certain conditions. There is no reason to assume a priori that    
the forces and energies involved cannot be identified,    
amplified and directed by appropriate technologies—which    
might make possible a totalitarianism more subtle, efficient,   
and massive than any yet envisioned. Is it crazy to imagine

“Parascience and Social Responsibility” by Michael Rossman is 
an original article written especially for this volume and is printed 
by permission of the author. Copyright © 1976 by Michael Ross-, 
man.
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such a possibility—or crazy not to? And what can be done 
about it?

These examples dramatize our common experience that 
scientific research gives rise to material and social technol
ogies with complex human consequences, and they lead us to 
fundamental questions. What are the social responsibilities of 
a new science? Who should care about them, and how can 
they be faced? For the psychic sciences, these questions seem 
more complex than they do for nuclear physics, and scarcely 
less important. For whatever the theoretical explanation of 
psychic powers may turn out to be, anyone abreast of current 
research can foresee the advent of technologies with awesome 
and complicated potentials for liberation and for tyranny, in 
both the psychological and the material domains.

What attitudes are proper to scientist-citizens of an age in 
which innocent research into the fundamental nature of phys
ical reality has quickly developed into the unsteadily withheld 
capacity to destroy all human life? With the development of 
psychic technologies, we are opening a Pandora’s box. Per
haps nothing can stop us from meddling with the universe, 
but it would be criminal to do so as blindly as we have done 
in the past. There is no telling the short and long conse
quences of our exploration: the uses to which discoveries will 
be put by a turmoil of governments, the routine and profita
ble industrial applications whose mixed blessings will be too 
late revealed. I am not simply crying doom. Great wonders 
and great human goods may well come from psychic and 
paraphysical research, and it is proper to dream them and 
seek them. But only the totally irresponsible can fail to recog
nize the many current examples of technology being routinely 
put to the service of humanly disastrous ends.

In this light, the task of establishing paraphysics and para
psychology as legitimate sciences must include the task of 
defining what sorts of social awareness and social respon
sibility are appropriate to their practice. Though no definitive 
understandings are possible yet, certain broad conclusions are 
obvious and essential from the start. We are dealing with 
knowledge that may transform our world. It must be used 
morally, for the human good. Its consequence is a matter of 
legitimate public concern, and should in the end be answera



ble to public judgment and control. If we are to have any 
chance of avoiding past patterns of mistake, we must choose 
right from the start against the “pure, detached research" 
view of science, and also, I believe, against the “industry’s 
blind handmaiden” view.

What forms of public knowledge and control are appro
priate, and what mechanisms of supervision and regulation 
are necessary, are still to be discovered. But we can at least 
declare clearly the necessity and urgency for dealing with 
these questions. The new field of genetic engineering has 
recently set an example, in warning the world of the dangers 
inherent in its research, and in voluntarily taking meas
ures to offset them; and there are groups and societies now 
working to formulate guidelines for the humane and liberat
ing social employment of science and technology in general, 
whose advices might be sought—not only to avoid disaster, 
but to help realize potential good.

Such a perspective of social responsibility is quite foreign 
to paraphysics and parapsychology as they have been de
veloping, perhaps because the struggle for acceptance in the 
scientific community has led their researchers to conceive and 
present their work in the most narrow and conservative ways, 
blindly imitating the models of research and development 
which have accounted for our present technological 
magnificence. But in our time science itself is being called 
upon fundamentally to reconceive its nature, dimensions and 
consequences, and to re-evaluate its human responsibilities. It 
is vitally important that concern for the social and political 
aspects of the parasciences not be segregated from concern 
for them as "sciences in themselves.” Rather, from the start 
and against tradition, the equal legitimacy of these concerns 
must be advanced hand-in-hand with the claims of scientific 
discipline. Let the parasciences create a new example of what 
a humane and responsible science should be as it declares its 
emergence. Nothing less is appropriate to the study of the 
mysteries of consciousness.

To appreciate the complexity of this undertaking, consider 
one recent proposal from a U.S. government agency for a 
paraphysics conference that would “formulate standards to 
identify the potentials for advancing knowledge and its use."

514 FUTURE SCIENCE
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Many thorny problems, both moral and political, are implicit 
in this innocent project. We know that a science develops as 
much in response to visions of its usefulness in society, and to 
pressures stemming from these visions, as it does in response 
to “intrinsic” forces; and history tells us that on the whole 
these visions are defined to favor the private interests of those 
who stand to profit most by technology’s application. We 
must ask, then: What uses of paraphysical knowledge are to 
be advanced? What standards should govern the development 
of parapsychology? And who should determine these matters?

It may seem indelicate to phrase these questions in terms of 
economics, power, and justice. But when we consider the ex
ample of modem medical science, we can see that the “poten
tials for advancing knowledge and its use,” though nominally 
neutral, have been interpreted and implemented to produce a 
medical technology, a medical industry, which systematically 
favors the rich and leaves the poor to suffer; which ignores 
the effects of our society itself upon our health and refuses to 
prescribe the prophylaxis of social reform; which progres
sively reduces its own ability to treat the whole person; which 
artificially structures the nature and delivery of its services to 
produce for its practitioners and supporters the highest in
comes general in any industry; and which, above all, has 
taken the power to apply medical science away from the indi
vidual, mystified it, and concentrated it in a small elite of spe
cialists. Nor is this example academic, for already each of 
these tendencies may be seen in embryo in the early develop
ment of parapsychological industry.

To imagine that such social distortions of a science’s use
fulness come about only late in the process of its embodiment 
in industry is a mistake. Rather they are prefigured, to a great 
degree, in the character of its basic research, which in turn 
is largely determined by the cultural context.* A deeply

* The present priorities of cancer research, for example, lead 
directly toward the reinforcement of each of these distortions. It is 
no accident that the massive funding which ensured their domi
nance came about as part of the politics of the Nixon administra
tion, and that the “war against cancer” and the Vietnam War both 
followed the same philosophy of high technology forcing inter
vention in disease—for such organic entanglements influence the
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different social development of medical science might have 
occurred in a proper climate of public opinion and guidance. 
In fact it can be argued that a medical science whose practice 
reverses every clause of the description above is even now 
coming together in our culture, against considerable opposi
tion; and that it begins with different priorities and method
ologies of research. It depends in part upon the understanding   
and application of psychic phenomena, and its positive char
acteristics strongly suggest directions in which the psychic sci
ences as a whole might be developed.

These matters come to focus in a political question: Is the    
power of a body of applied knowledge to be distributed 
among the many, or to be held and controlled by some few?    
In this case the fruits of science are not limited to nuclear re
actors and spaceships, creations so massive and technical that    
any individual can hope to exercise control over them only by 
indirect and political means at best. With the phenomena of 
the parasciences, it may be quite the reverse: there may be 
only one Uri Geller or Ingo Swann at present, though I doubt 
it, but much data suggests that the raw psychic powers are 
existentially democratic in their essence, a common human 
birthright, perhaps universal.

If this be so, it may be so also for certain harnessings and 
applications of these powers that science might achieve. 
Given the traditional ways of developing science in our soci
ety, then, we are faced with a major choice. We can creden
tial, fund and encourage the sorts of parascientific research 
which will lead to readily industrializable technologies, and to 
the reinforcement of our society’s present structures of power 
and privilege; or new sorts, which may lead more directly to 
the personal enfranchisement of every individual in the prac
tical fruits of knowledge. This choice is ultimately a political 
choice which cannot be avoided, however much it be ignored

character of scientific research more than we care to recognize.
A different philosophical approach to cancer—based in the an

cient, unprofitable and neglected tradition of medicine as hygea, 
and modem ecological understanding—leads to different priorities 
of research, which in turn lead not simply to a different “treat
ment” of the “disease,” but toward a radically different social prac
tice of medicine, without such social distortions.
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—for every attempt to identify desirable directions of re
search, even for the narrow purpose of legitimizing paraphys
ics as a science, will contribute in time to determining the 
implicit politics of an industry’s development.

The conflict between these two directions of development is 
not simply a matter of political theory, but immediately pre
sent in the earliest stages of a science’s formulation. For ex
ample, it seems that certain psychic facilities, such as clair
voyance and “autogenic healing” can be learned, intensified, 
and taught. Pure research on the nature of psychic phenom
ena is friendly to research in this direction; but available 
funding guides it instead towards such projects as the current 
military experiments in psionics, for the mass alteration of 
mind states of “enemy” populations. Meanwhile, outside the 
scientific province, the democratization of clairvoyance pro
ceeds in a familiar industrial fashion, as mind control course 
franchises and psychic healers stake out their operations 
among those who can afford to pay. Given such trends, the 
vision of humanity’s enfranchisement by a science devoted to 
this purpose seems distant indeed.

Who, then, should determine the priorities of paraphysical 
research? What political standards should be met in setting its 
goals? How can parapsychology escape the fate of sociology, 
which has developed not as an unbiased science, but, on the 
whole, as a tool to enable the managers of society to manage 
the unempowered more efficiently? Such questions raise the 
fear that an ideological straitjacket might be put upon re
search. But beyond where the pure following of question 
leads, in any science there is always a domain of research, 
generally the larger, where people seek in response to society’s 
indications of what is interesting, useful, and proper to seek. 
And at this early stage of the parasciences, we perhaps have 
some choice about whether these indications will come in the 
usual manner, in the indirect language of governmental and 
industrial funding; or whether they will come through a dif
ferent social process.

To imagine a national referendum seems absurd. But there 
is bold merit to the idea that a new science, conscious of its 
broad potential consequences for humanity, should in some 
way seek public advice as to what its purposes should be, if
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not public determination of these purposes. To proceed other
wise is to persist in a fiction of science’s neutrality and in a 
curious kind of contempt for the public mind and its sense of 
public needs—a contempt so traditional and pervasive in the 
practice of science that any questioning of its necessity is 
dismissed as irresponsible. For example, the recent, belated 
focus of medical research upon sickle-cell anemia has come 
about precisely in response to (black) public demand, 
backed by political pressure, and has been financed in part 
directly by the public. Similar processes directing parascience 
research into channels of social responsibility may become 
possible, once the public has some idea of how the para- 
sciences might be useful. But to rely on their efficiency seems a 
mistake; and it begs the fundamental question of whether the 
parasciences can develop in a new way, deliberately respon-   
sive and responsible to the public interest.

Our society offers no models for such a development— 
though for a time the extension of agricultural science 
through the land-grant public colleges embodied its spirit— 
and the necessary mechanisms of public interaction can only 
be imagined. As matters stand, the most that can be hoped 
for now is some form of public dialogue concerning the na
ture, problems and potentials of parascientific development, 
and aimed at guiding it responsibly. Such a dialogue should 
involve social critics and planners, theologians, historians of 
science, politicians, and so on. In any form, it would still be 
an unprecedented social accompaniment to the birth of a sci
ence. But most of all it should involve parascientists them-    
selves, not as specialists limited to technical testimony, but as 
men and women deeply concerned with the function and 
value of their work in society. For the researchers to initiate 
the search for responsibility is perhaps the best test of the 
genuine newness of a science.

One concrete step in this direction would be for researchers 
to conspire in a public declaration of the need for public 
disclosure of the nature, scope, and intent of all parascientific 
research; and for them to constitute, if necessary, an “under
ground” to enforce this disclosure. It is widely known that the 
militaries of several nations have initiated parascientific re
searches. That their details and progress are obscure and
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mostly rumored should comfort only those who assume a 
priori that the study of paranormal phenomena will produce 
at best some laboratory curiosities. But citizens of an age in 
which one generation’s curiosity becomes another’s Armaged
don; in which research is kept secret as much to forestall pub
lic reaction as for “security’s” sake; and in which govern
ments grasp for imaginative tools of force like weather 
control and biological warfare, have some reason for para
noia.

In fact, the use of occult science has been a military tradi
tion, from Sparta and Ghengis Khan through Hitler; and we 
cannot predict how its powers may be enhanced through a 
modem technologization. Though opportunists could always 
be found to break it, concerned researchers might do well to 
promulgate and subscribe to a code of ethics, pledging not to 
work on projects, military or civilian, which can reasonably 
be foreseen to lead to destructive ends.† Such a code would 
serve at least one practical purpose, by providing the moral 
framework for an immediate effort to assemble the details of 
classified and unclassified military research now under way, 
evaluate their implications, and make them public.

Another concrete step would be for researchers, individ
ually or through an organization undertaking this purpose, to 
begin to describe the social options that follow from their 
work. For example, certain lore and research suggest that 
there are privileged places on the Earth’s surface, where 
paranormal forces operate more strongly or accessibly. If 
paraphysics leads to their identification, understanding, and 
exploitation, certain predictable questions will arise. Who will 
control these points and their uses? They may be inconse
quential curiosities; they may also prove to be sources of en
ergy as crucial as oil deposits, or to contribute to longevity, or 
to be good places for schools to be built. Should they be pri
vate property or public trust? They will have unknown value; 
should the nation be prepared, once they are mapped, to hold 
in reserve the license to develop them, while their significance

† Such a code might have other clauses, including some dealing 
with the rights of research subjects and the related responsibilities 
of researchers—an area of social responsibility which has until re
cently been completely ignored by the human sciences.
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is investigated? Are they a rare national resource? Can they 
be despoiled? This scenario may seem fanciful. But it takes a 
dim imagination not to recognize that questions like these 
may well suddenly thrust themselves upon us now, at any 
time, from any subbranch of the parasciences. Again, what is 
needed is an instrumentality and a state of mind which scan 
research and project its social consequences, and act to adjust 
these for the common good. We should urge their creation as 
an integral part of the advancement of the parasciences.

A third step, also concrete, would be for the parasciences 
to become truly visionary, by attempting their work in the 
context of a clear and integral vision. The ideal that the twin 
fruits of research—knowledge and power—be placed as di
rectly as possible into as many people’s hands as possible, 
and be shaped for this purpose, should perhaps hold for any 
science. But it has a special significance for the parasciences. 
For their early researches seem to restate the literal conclu
sion of quantum mechanics, in terms of consciousness itself 
rather than merely its material substrate: we interpene
trate with each other, subtly and irrevocably, the vibrations of 
each person’s most intimate processes resonating directly in 
every other being, across the boundaries of space and matter 
which we have assumed to divide us, making us complexly 
one.

Such is my reading. It may well be premature or mis
guided, but the parasciences promise to radically reshape our 
understanding of what it is to be human, and thus our vision 
of humanity. Such a reshaping is not simply a matter of 
scientific perspective: it informs our philosophic and spiritual 
view, and ultimately the politics of our practices. In the 
scientific tradition, such consequences of interpretation are 
left to other specialists and to later generations. But it can be 
argued that we no longer can nor should afford this schizo
phrenia, particularly in the case of a science that can so 
directly affect consciousness. Rather, I believe, we should 
dare the responsibility of casting the practice of the science it
self deliberately in terms of the human image we derive from 
it—choosing our interpretations, as we must, as best and as 
consciously as we can.

Our culture has done this already, in the cases of New-
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tonian physics and Freudian psychology, embodying in their 
       social practices the mechanistic, deterministic and authori

tarian perspectives which their researches revealed, in addi
tion to reinforcing these more indirectly in society as a whole. 
These acts were largely unconscious, though perhaps as 
efficient as had they been deliberate. But given that scientists 
do exercise their share of such responsibilities in history, con
sciously or not, the only choice is to be conscious in choice. If 
indeed the image of humanity and the common good that is 
latent in parascientific research is of the character I suggest— 
a deeply democratic and existential fraternity—then it seems 
a moral imperative to attempt to proceed in terms of this vi
sion.

Thus a parascience discovering the universe to be a radi
cally open information system ought to declare itself against 
the customary military and commercial practices of research 
secrecy. It is not so simple to describe in detail the codes of 
technological practice which are consonant with a vision of 
our mutual responsiveness and involvement; but I believe that 
overall they should embody the goal of universal direct en
franchisement in power, and the stance of collective respon
sibility. Well formulated and well pursued, they would lead to 
a development of parascientific industry quite different from 
that which can currently be expected. It is the peculiar oppor
tunity of parascience now, not simply to propose such codes, 
but to justify them as integrally rooted in the substance of its 
own research—thus becoming an unprecedented model of a 
self-conscious discipline in the field of consciousness research.

Thus far I have been discussing the parasciences in terms 
which might apply to any science whose broad human conse
quence might be anticipated. But consciousness is a mysteri
ous subject of study, and for all that paraphysics and para
psychology are now dressing themselves in imitation of their 
namesakes, they may turn out to be quite peculiar sciences, 
involving quite peculiar and subtle problems of social respon
sibility. Indeed, dressing up parascience respectably so the 
scientific community will accept it may be like asking organ
ized science to swallow an innocent pill which will, when 
digested, blow its mind considerably; and it may be fair, and 
strategic, to issue some warning.
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For it is not unreasonable to surmise that parascientific 
research will shortly be able to demonstrate, quite rigorously, 
that much of the entire body of research upon which are 
founded the present understandings of the human sciences 
must in the name of scientific honesty be re-evaluated and 
perhaps discarded and redone, because in innocence it neg
lected the operation of variables—psychic and paraphysical 
in nature—sufficient to influence or determine its observa
tions. The parasciences are now recognizing forces which 
may well play in all human interactions and throughout the 
material universe, and which add unknown factors to every 
equation we have construed to account for these. What their 
quantification may reveal, we cannot tell. Probably elec
tromagnetic theory will still hold in the domain it attempts to 
describe, but how and why organisms grow and maintain 
themselves may need revision. And if the parasciences do il
luminate a new and significant dimension to the ways that 
people in general, and hence researchers in particular, project 
their consciousness and expectations into the world, then al
most every research and conclusion of sociology, social and 
personal psychology, cultural anthropology and medicine may 
be in peril. ‡

Not until acceptable parascientific research conclusively 
contradicts some theory well established in another discipline 
will the impact of this strike; and then it will strike chaot
ically, plunging much of science into the politics of revolu
tion which Thomas Kuhn describes in The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions. Paraphysicists are generally aware of 
this, and speculation now grows among them, in circulated 
papers, about what manner of revision of the framework of 
traditional relativistic quantum electrodynamics will be neces
sary to permit the emergence of theory encompassing both 
physics and paraphysics. It is not too early to begin such 
speculation about how parapsychology may affect and enlarge

‡ For the parasciences may go much further than modern 
physics in revolutionizing our understanding of the interaction of 
observer and observed. When their new concepts and praxes are in
tegrated generally, it is possible that no other sciences may emerge 
quite as they are today. They may not simply be expanded. Their 
fundamental characters may change, whether or not such concep
tual entities as will and intentionality turn out to be quantifiable.
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the traditional human sciences—and for our human ends and 
responsibilities, it may be more important to do so.

One step is to begin to specify the sorts of research which 
may prove most immediately and powerfully relevant to the 
psychological and social sciences. Paraphysics is doing this 
for physics, as part of winning its respectability. One 
difficulty in doing this for the softer sciences is that their in
teraction with parapsychology is not nearly so (ostensibly) 
value free. For example, parapsychological research may illu
minate the ways in which cultural patterns are imprinted and 
maintained in the individual psyche, and the ways in which 
people are led to depend on external-authoritative, collective, 
or inner knowledge and direction. The questions of when, and 
what kinds of, research is undertaken on these matters may 
be of considerable social consequence—for the selective con
sequences, or the avoidance, of such research may powerfully 
support either the democratic or the authoritarian tendencies 
in our culture. Here again, then, our values will influence our 
research, even of the sort which relates the parasciences to 
the rest of science. And since some value framework will un
derlie research in any case, we ought as far as possible to see 
that it be carried out in a visible and humane framework of 
values. For to some extent the management of society itself 
may come to hinge on the parasciences, and we would be 
foolish not to try to provide for this eventuality as early and 
as well as we can.

It may seem that parascientific researchers have enough to 
do already, in coping with the domain of problems they have 
chosen to face, without engaging the cloudy and complex do
main of then work’s social consequences and responsibilities. 
But the hard-edged and cautious spirit that tackles only more 
limited questions which can be more definitively understood, 
which we imagine to be proper to new sciences seeking to es
tablish themselves, may be inappropriate and untrustworthy 
here. If I may draw in gentle caricature an image which my 
friends have presented me with from the pain of their own 
lives, it is like an engineer confronted with the messy world 
of personal interplay, in private life and in his work’s per
formance: ill at ease, untrained, and inexperienced in dealing 
with these realities, he longs to draw back into his work,
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where he can deal with a world which is simple, mechanical, 
and clean.

I think the strengths of the present scientific-technological 
spirit are holy and essential to the adventure of parascientific 
exploration; but there is some danger that its weaknesses will 
also come to dominate the style of this enterprise, perhaps fa
tally. Just as scientist-engineers are in our time being called 
upon personally to try to open and deepen their human rela
tions, so science itself is called upon to reconceive its nature 
and adapt to a renewed set of responsibilities. With the para
sciences in particular, which may wrench our world, it is blind 
and irresponsible to ignore the major social and political con
sequences which may follow from their research. Rather we 
should try to anticipate them as usefully as we can, to steer 
consciously and humanely through the chaos of potentials 
that opens before us.



40.

Science and Illumination

DAVID SPANGLER

For many people, science holds the keys to humanity’s future. 
Looking back, they see a time of hardship, darkness, igno
rance, and superstition—from which mankind is well deliv
ered. Knowledge has lifted him and given him dominion 
over the earth, and science is the best and surest way to ac
quire knowledge.

If a “new age” is dawning, then it is because the processes 
of scientific inquiry are bringing us the light of ever-increas
ing discoveries, insights and knowledge about our world and 
are laying foundations for new technologies that will trans
form society. For such individuals, Western civilization, par
ticularly in the United States, represents the pinnacle of 
human achievement and the hope of the world.

There are others who would differ with this view. Pointing 
to the ravages of pollution, to the breakdown of traditional 
forms of human intercourse, and the encouragement of feel
ings of alienation and isolation within a dehumanized, techno
logical state, they might well say that we are entering another 
Dark Age. A culture based on paradigms drawn from the 
atomistic, mechanistic approaches of physics and astronomy 
places value on knowledge gained by analytically reductive 
means separated from emotional and intuitive cognition; 
therefore, in reaching for the symbol of the antiseptic, “cool” 
laboratory, it loses the sense of the living “presence” within 
the world. Life, including human life, becomes a collection of 
objects, of things to be used by a technological imperative

“Science and Illumination” by David Spangler originally appeared 
in East West Journal, May 1974. Copyright © 1974 by David 
Spangler and reprinted by permission of the author.
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that requires parts more than participants. This leads to new 
superstitions, a new ignorance, a loss of that form of knowl
edge which is not rational or logical but intuitive, holistic, es
thetic, or spiritual. For such individuals, Western culture is 
less a pinnacle than a pit, a slope leading downward to the 
degradation of the human spirit.

Naturally, both views represent extremes. The historical 
tendencies of human consciousness toward polarity insure 
that its actions and attitudes will reflect both the deific and 
the demonic in varying degrees. To the extent that our vision 
is drawn to either end of this “stick” and loses sight of the 
stick itself in its wholeness, we fail to comprehend the truth. 
The truth is that transformation is occurring and that whether 
we see the scales tipping toward Armageddon and apocalypse 
or toward ascension and apotheosis, science is definitely one 
of the forces altering the balance.

It is not a cause of transformation; the causes are rooted in 
the deeper levels of the beingness of humanity and its world 
which expresses itself in unfolding awareness and self- 
knowledge. Science is a tool for acquiring knowledge. It is so 
successful at it within the areas of its competency that it as
sumes mythic qualities within the popular mind. It is seen as 
a source of miracles, the true path to knowledge, the yard
stick against which experience and information must be meas
ured for validity. Scientific proof becomes the ticket price for 
entry into recognized and respectable existence; experiences, 
events, phenomena which cannot meet the standards of labo
ratory proof are either ignored or often considered illusory or 
fraudulent.

We recognize that the misuse of science is responsible for 
many modern ills, yet we look to more science for the answer 
... or, in the reaction that binds us to the thing we oppose, 
we become antiscience, antitechnology, anti-intellectual. 
Either way, we remain trapped by the mythic and paradig
matic images of what science is and can be forced into choos
ing sides and perpetuating a dichotomous consciousness.

The resolution of this challenge and the route to trans
formation is to acknowledge that the relationship of science 
to current planetary metamorphosis is an acute one and that 
it is a primary channel through which the forces of trans
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formation are acting upon and within our civilization. The 
quality and profundity of that transformation itself, however, 
do not depend on assigning labels to neutral processes and 
tools to determine whether they are good or evil, or whether 
we want more or less of them; they depend on the clarity and 
understanding with which such tools are used to illumine our 
knowing.

Of greater importance than whether science is savior or vil
lain is the question of how to transform the transformers, a 
question which can only be answered by understanding the 
essential nature and qualities of transformational processes as 
well as the forms through which they are expressing. It in
volves a clarity as to what current energies of transformation, 
of new consciousness and life-awareness, are seeking to 
create. What lies behind this phenomenon of a “new age?” 
What new paradigms of civilization, what new qualities and 
characteristics of culture and of human nature are seeking ac
tualization? Without such understanding and clarity, the new 
energies of awareness and action can be subtly distorted by 
the very agencies through which they emerge into human 
affairs. Caught in the “letter” of the form rather than the 
spirit, true transformation could thus fail to take place.

As an example of this, the very word “transformation” can 
be misleading as to the nature of the processes we are discuss
ing. Its dictionary definition is the act of changing the shape, 
appearance or the character of something but its etymological 
roots suggest the act of going beyond, across, through, or 
over the processes of formation. Thus, in common usage, the 
word means to change a form through which something is ex
pressed. If that is the level of perception and consciousness 
with which we perform our acts of transformation, then we 
may likely only deal with changes in form and consider that 
sufficient. We will envisage planetary transformation as an al
teration in forms, such as the creation and adoption of new 
forms of government, of economics, of art, and of religion. 
Such change implies a methodology of change, a means by 
which forms can be manipulated, altered, dissected and re
combined. Science is just such a methodology, on one level of 
its nature; coupled to a manipulative, form-oriented concep
tion of transformation, it becomes limited to that level and
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will produce the same technological problems that society is 
challenged with now. No essential change and rebirth has oc
curred; we alter the outer surface of things but retain the 
basic paradigms of thought and perception which were creat
ing the limitations we sought to correct.

On the other hand, the roots of the word suggest that trans
formation takes place by going beyond the forms involved, 
old and new, to the source of the expression. It suggests a re
turn to the causal center, back to the formlessness that is the 
womb of formation. A civilization and culture that has 
reached a point of basic transformation may be likened to a 
plant that seeks rebirth. Its forms collapse inward, in a sense, 
toward the genetic center of the seed, the source point which 
can carry the essence of that plant forward into the organic 
creation of new forms the following spring. The seed has no 
roots, stem, leaves, or flowers; yet these do exist in formless 
reality awaiting a new actualization.

Another analogy may be even more suggestive. A civili
zation is a constellation of energies, ideas, models, fashions, 
perceptions, and behaviors revolving around a central field of 
underlying assumptions about reality; in time, the very weight 
of psychic inertia generated by this field and its captive ex
pressions begins to collapse inward, to degenerate toward a 
tight core of self-propagating habits crystallizing and ossifying 
the dynamic life of the system. This is the creation of the psy
chic equivalent of a “black hole,” a star that has collapsed, 
creating a gravity well so powerful that light cannot escape it 
and it becomes invisible.

In an analogous fashion, such an event on a cultural level 
could lead to a civilization whose basic paradigmatic fields 
have become “invisible,” so bound into the accepted percep
tion of reality that they are taken for granted and are no 
longer questioned. Such a “black hole” society would take in 
energies of transformation and remain unchanged, capturing 
and perverting such energies within the gravity of its own 
unexamined and crystallized foundations. Yet, at the same 
time, if this inward collapse is understood and worked with, 
transformation breaks through that central field of assump
tions and can arrive at a still deeper source and center where 
the being is.
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It is this beingness which any given system of expression is 
designed to actualize. It is the beingness of humanity and of 
Earth that we now have an opportunity to touch as our soci
ety rushes toward degeneration and regeneration; in the pres
ence of collapse, we have an opportunity to see again the es
sential source from which all human culture originates, the 
wellsprings of what we are and what we are becoming, the 
center of knowing from which behavior can spring, truly and 
creatively transformed.

Science is a channel through which energies shattering the 
crystallizations of past civilizations are pouring. Yet science is 
more than that. It is a way of knowing. Ultimately, to know 
something is to be that thing, to merge with it. Knowing is the 
progressive unfoldment and actualization of being leading 
finally to self-knowledge that reveals the one being. Knowing 
and knowledge, however, need not be the same thing; the for
mer is subjective, born of being and unity. The latter is usu
ally objective, born of a distance between the knower and the 
known which creates a field of interaction which we call 
knowledge. Knowledge can be a bridge toward knowing, a 
means of reducing the apparent separation between aspects of 
the one. On the other hand, knowledge can be used as a tool, 
a means of manipulation which maintains and even increases 
that separation. “Knowledge” can lead away from “know
ing.”

The evolutionary value of science in the unfoldment of 
human consciousness is not measured by the technological 
abilities which it gives us nor even in its accumulation of in
sights about the universe. Rather, it lies in the essential nature 
of science as an affirmation of the power to know and thus to 
be. It is an expression of the universal imperative toward 
unity: I need not be separated from my world through igno
rance. I need not dwell in darkness and superstition. I don’t 
have to simply take things on faith. I can understand.

It will be readily recognized that such a definition of sci
ence is far more inclusive than the image usually held by peo
ple, for all actions of perception, outreach, assimilation, and 
apperception can be scientific if they are used to see what is 
and to increase knowing. On the other hand, science is gener
ally seen not as the art of knowing but as a specific way of
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acquiring knowledge through objective analysis and research, 
conducted according to certain standards of detachment, sep
aration, impersonality, and sterility.

Such a view is born not from the nature of science but 
from the nature of people using science. The mechanistic, 
atomistic, reductive, impersonal paradigm of technology and 
science is, in fact, a reflection of a certain kind of human 
consciousness which has characterized many areas of human 
activity throughout the past in both East and West.

This is the methodological consciousness of the tool user. 
Such a consciousness was present in the West long before the 
industrialization of products, services, knowledge, and people 
gave it such prominence. The main Christian tradition pro
vides particularly fertile ground for such a consciousness 
(even while the Christian message is basically one of unity 
through love) in ways too numerous to elaborate here. As an 
example, though one could seethe roots of the technological 
attitude toward nature (and toward people, too, for that 
matter!) as being a resource to be manipulated and used as a 
collection of objects rather than as a community of in
terrelated subjects—an attitude which has permitted the 
excesses which have led to pollution, the rape of the environ
ment, and the disruption of biosystems around the world- 
planted securely in a concept of the fall of man and of nature 
and the consequent deliverance of the world and all its king
doms into the devil’s hands. This concept turns the world into 
a fallen state which it is man’s duty to escape from . . . using 
methodologies of salvation. Such an attitude works against 
caring for that world and all its members and encourages the 
perception of them as objects for manipulation.

The methodological consciousness and the technologies 
that have grown up from it are not necessarily wrong. They 
are an expression of a divine idea themselves.

The challenge comes when this consciousness stems from a 
deeper world view or paradigm, that of essential separation 
from all else, including separation from the source of being. 
This consciousness of separation is prevalent in East and 
West and is part of the general experience of humanity. It is 
mistaken to associate science and technology with the West; 
the Eastern cultures are every bit as bound within a techno
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logical imperative and consciousness. The difference is that 
there it is turned inward and is expressed subjectively in 
psychotechnologies, means of overcoming a separation be
tween an individual and reality, a separation which may, in 
fact not exist anyway.

Whether we call the method science, yoga, technology, or 
certain kinds of meditation, humanity is dealing with an effort 
to come to grips with reality, to experience knowing and 
being, through the use of manipulative techniques. The result 
is often, as was suggested above, the acquisition of knowledge 
but the loss of knowing and true transformation.

The correction of this condition is not the rejection of 
methodologies and techniques but the understanding of the 
formless yet form-producing essence behind them. Anti
science and a plunge into Dionysian rites of emotional fan
tasizing over a new age are not going to bring that age into 
being; emotions are even more form bound than the mind. 
The need is for an understanding of the nature of science as a 
global, holistic art of knowing, as well as being a particular 
approach to knowledge, and for an understanding of how to 
use that art, how to use knowledge, to reveal and not to ob
scure.

In this regard, I have three suggestions as to the rela
tionship of science to current planetary transformation and 
the birth of a new age. First, we must learn to use science as 
myth and as a means of holistically plugging ourselves back 
into the formless essence of life into a particular form of 
knowledge. In this respect, we need to remember that science 
itself is only one way of perceiving the universe and not al
ways the most accurate. We need to discover the poetic uses 
of science.

Science can give us new images, new pictures and concepts, 
new analogies with which to see more clearly other aspects of 
the one life; it can aid us in our communication and com
munion with that life. Science becomes the spinner of para
bles in the marketplace of life; stories which have an outer 
meaning on one level and multiple meanings on other levels 
can lead us into profound relationship with the wholeness of 
creation.

Second, we must learn to use the scientific method more
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skillfully. It is essentially a method of validating and clarify
ing knowledge through experience and through a clear use of 
the abilities of the mind. In our time, the barriers of tradition 
and routine are breaking down; the collective unconscious 
pours in upon us through the gaps.

We are being confronted with mythologies taking flesh, 
with avatars with prophecies of destruction, with flying sau
cers, with innumerable manifestations of emotion and intui
tion projected outward into objective consciousness. People 
are being swept away by these phenomena.

The scientific method is not one of rejection and skepticism 
(that is part of its popular paradigmatic image). Rather it is 
a means of holding oneself in a clear light of thought with its 
reality emotionally, physically, mentally, intuitively and spirit
ually. Without the skill of thought and knowing which it can 
give, we can be swamped by psychic overflow and overload, 
and lose the path of transformation.

If knowing is best done by one who is an integrated 
knower, and the scientist is ideally one who is an integrated 
being able to face the illusions of the astral and dispel them, 
or the thoughtforms of the mind and go beyond them into the 
essence of being, then we must learn to be scientists or bal
anced, disciplined knowers.

Finally, we are witnessing the development of new sciences 
and new discoveries. These must be freed from past images of 
science and technology, which see people and things as ob
jects to be manipulated. There is already a tendency to turn 
toward psychic technologies not as paths to knowing but as 
techniques for success, of control, for aggrandizement of self 
and so forth.

There is also a tendency to be overly grateful for techno
logical advances which can “prove” data which the race has 
already known intuitively. That such intuitive knowing can be 
integrated with and allowed to illumine technological knowl
edge is a good thing, but it is technology that should be grate
ful for the gifts of the spirit, not vice versa.

To transform the transformers, then, we must know our 
source, which is a wholeness and insure that our methods and 
technologies reflect that reality and not a reality born of their 
own fragmented jurisdiction. Science is a transformer, a key
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to humanity’s future, a portal to the new age, but it possesses 
this power not because of what its disciplines can enable us to 
do but because of what it is, an expression of the knowing, 
self-discovering, self-revealing beingness of humanity.



41.

The Skeptics

SAUL-PAUL SIRAG

“If you’re the kind of person who believes that such things 
are even possible, then I have nothing more to say to you.” It 
was Leon Jaroff, a senior editor at Time, speaking to me on 
the phone in response to an inquiry about Uri Geller, the Is
raeli psychic. I half expected such a response because I had 
called Jaroff to find out what was behind his venomous attack 
on Geller and the physicists at the Stanford Research Institute 
who had studied Geller for six weeks.

Before I had a chance to commit myself one way or the 
other on the psychic question, Jaroff launched into his lec
ture: “Why, if Geller can do those things just by knitting his 
brows, it destroys everything I hold dear!”

Why this passion? What are these things held dear? Why is 
the skeptic so sure that the parapsychologist is deluded? It 
may be that the key to a deep understanding of the paranor
mal is to pay close attention to the criticisms of those who 
think that such things are impossible.

The scientific distaste for the claims of the psychic goes 
back to the Enlightenment era of the 18th century, when ex
perimental science was rapidly emerging from the prejudices 
and superstitions of the medieval church. The paragon of 
skeptics in the 18th century was the British philosopher, 
David Hume. His famous formula on miracles has become 
part of the credo of the modern skeptic: “No testimony is 
sufficient to establish a miracle, unless the testimony be of 
such a kind that its falsehood would be more miraculous than

“The Skeptics” by Saul-Paul Sirag originally appeared in Psychic, 
October 1975. Copyright © 1975 by Psychic magazine, 680 Beach 
Street, San Francisco CA 94109 and reprinted by permission.
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the fact which it endeavors to establish.” It is one thing to 
mouth such a sensible dictum, but another to apply it, and 
there’s the rub.

Thomas Jefferson, one of the great minds of the age of En
lightenment, was surely thinking of Hume’s formula when he 
said, in 1807: “I could more easily believe that two Yankee 
professors would lie than that stones would fall down from 
heaven.” He was castigating a report by two Harvard profes
sors that they had witnessed meteorites. Most men of science 
in Jefferson’s day were loath to believe in stones from the sky 
because such things seemed too much like medieval super
stition so recently eschewed. Isaac Newton had made the 
heavens into a clockwork where sporadic falls of fiery rock 
would seem out of place. But really there was nothing in sci
ence then that absolutely forbad such falls of rock. One does 
well to examine the assumptions which paint a thing more or 
less miraculous.

A large part of the prejudice among scientists against extra
sensory perception, psychokinesis, and the like is because of a 
fear that widespread belief in such things will lead back to an 
age of irrationalism and superstition. As D. H. Rawcliffe puts 
it in his book, Illusions and Delusions of the Supernatural and 
the Occult: “The commonsense view of such theories ... is 
that telepathy and extrasensory perception are nothing more 
than thinly disguised attempts to rationalize the occult, or else 
merely pretentious abstractions from primitive witch lore. 
Historically speaking, such ideas stem from ancient beliefs in 
magic and sorcery. The historical traditions can be traced in 
an unbroken line from the earliest supernatural beliefs to the 
latest metaphysical theories of the modern ESP experimenter. 
This is a point which modern occultists, such as Rhine and 
Soal, do their utmost to ignore; for them the ‘supernatural’ 
becomes the more euphemistic but equally question-begging 
‘paranormal’—a device which may deceive many.”

Rawcliffe is logical enough to leave himself a small loop
hole in case his prejudices turn out to be misplaced: “This 
factor does not of itself invalidate these concepts.”

That’s the problem. What if the ESP concepts turn out to 
be valid? Then, perhaps, the magical is forever with us. 
Whether that is a good thing or not depends on your view of
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magic. Charlie Reynolds, an amateur magician hired by Time 
to check Geller out at a private demonstration for Time, 
argued with me about what Geller could do. He complained 
that if Geller could do what he says he can do—“why then 
all hell would break loose!” It was more than antagonism be
tween two forms of magic that was being expressed. It was 
fear!

Many who believe in psi phenomena think that if psi be
comes widely practiced all heaven will break out. One might 
well question which view is more realistic. Surely such a ques
tion has not been adequately addressed. Perhaps only in sci
ence fiction are the problems of the use of psi taken seriously. 
Willis Harman and his research group at Stanford Research 
Institute have recently put out a detailed report* on the ex
pected effect of psi on our future technology, philosophy, so
cial structures and such; but it is only a beginning of what 
needs to be done. Meanwhile, out of fear that his skepticism 
may be misplaced, the skeptic will contrive to keep the lid on.

The serious skeptic must, however, turn to the experiments 
of the parapsychologists and find fault with them. Most critics 
think they detect a complex mixture of incompetence, fraud, 
and self-delusion in the experiments of parapsychology. Be
cause parapsychology presents a challenge to traditional sci
ence, there is a kind of guilty-until-proven-innocent presump
tion made by the skeptic.

Also, of course, the skeptic will gleefully point out that 
there has been a long history of fraud and self-delusion per
petrated by spirit mediums; and the story of Houdini, the es
cape artist, unmasking numerous mediums is an oft-told tale.

What about this charge of fraud? The first thing to note is 
that it was psychical researchers, some of whom were also 
magicians (the conjuring type, that is), who first undertook 
to expose fraudulent mediums. This was many years before 
Houdini got into the act. Hereward Carrington, for instance, 
wrote an expose of mediumship (published in 1907) titled, 
The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism, Fraudulent and 
Genuine. It is significant that the fraudulent occupies more 
than three quarters of the book. However it is also significant

* Changing Images of Man, Policy Research Report #4. Edi
tors.



that Carrington believed that he had seen things that could 
not be accounted for by ordinary physical means. For Car
rington was a skilled amateur magician, who in 1924 was a 
member of Science America's committee for the investigation 
of spiritualist phenomena.

It is perhaps natural that it should be magicians who in the 
past and at present most loudly cry “Fraud!” at the mention 
of parapsychology. Magicians know how easy it is to fool the 
unwary (and even the wary) eye. They untiringly claim to 
duplicate feats of psychics such as Ted Serios’ thought- 
ography and Uri Geller’s key bending (and psychic photog
raphy) .

It should be clear, of course, that the conditions under 
which a feat is duplicated should have as much bearing on 
our beliefs in the magicians’ claims as the conditions under 
which the psychic’s feats were performed have bearing on our 
beliefs in his claims.

Many people seem to believe that Ted Serios was defini
tively exposed by Charlie Reynolds and Davis Eisendrath, 
both amateur magicians and professional photographers. 
They presented their account in a Popular Photography piece 
(October 1967) based on one weekend with Serios and the 
psychiatrist Jule Eisenbud, whose book, The World of Ted 
Serios, had sparked their ire.

However, the November 1967 issue of Popular Photog
raphy published Eisenbud’s response letter:

“I hereby state that if, before any competent jury of 
scientific investigators, photographers, and conjurors, anyone 
chosen by them can in any normal way or combination of 
ways duplicate, under similar conditions, the range of phenom
ena produced by Ted, I shall (1) abjure all further work 
with Ted, (2) buy up and publicly burn all available copies 
of The World of Ted Serios, (3) take a full-page ad in Pop
ular Photography in order to be represented photographically 
wearing a dunce cap, and (4) spend my spare time for the 
rest of my life selling door-to-door subscriptions to this amaz
ing magazine. No time limit is stipulated.”

An article in Fate, August 1974, reveals that only one 
magician has to date responded to this delectable invitation. 
The Amazing James Randi couldn’t resist the bait, but on
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learning of the conditions, unamazingly enough, he backed 
out.

Perhaps the word of a parapsychologist who is also a re
spected amateur magician would be enlightening. William Ed
ward Cox, a member of the Society of American Magicians 
and a researcher at the Institute for Parapsychology 
(FRNM, Durham, N. C.), in a privately printed paper, 
Mentalism and Magicians (1972), writes: “I can, however, 
speak for Ted Serios, a man who in recent years has under
gone as great scrutiny as has any alleged physical medium. 
Being myself the first parapsychologist to give his ‘psychic 
photography’ any credence (and knowledge of magic was an 
asset here, you may be sure), I can testify to the slow, careful 
study that precedes widened acceptance of a claim such as 
his. Subsequently Dr. Eisenbud sponsored a host of tests with 
him, incurred the wrath of a number of magicians, whose ar
guments I read avidly, but has stood his ground—as have still 
other parapsychologists since (not withstanding this ex
bellhop’s serious drinking problem, and his apparent disin
terest in his ability).”

Magicians have been ready to point out that the re
searcher’s wish to believe in psychic events blinds the mind to 
fraud perpetrated by psychics. It must be equally the case that 
the wish to disbelieve in psychic events makes many people 
all too ready to accept the claim that a magician has dupli
cated a psychic’s feats. In fact, so emotionally involved are 
many magicians in this debunking game, that one has to be 
wary for fraud on the part of the would-be debunker.

A case in point may be Popular Photography's hatchet job 
on Uri Geller’s psychic photography. This is a piece by Yale 
Joel accompanied by a piece by Charles Reynolds in the June 
1974 issue. Joel claims that he and his son Seth watched 
Geller “click off 12 or so exposures” on Joel’s Pentax with a 
wide angle Tokamur lens with its lens cap taped on. They left 
the camera with Geller while they went off to an adjoining 
room to participate in a telepathy experiment with Geller. 
The camera was out of their sight for “three to five minutes.” 
Uri clicked off the rest of the roll of film in the taped Pentax 
in their presence.

Aside from the careless investigative procedure of leaving
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the camera with Geller in the first place, there is a serious 
flaw in their story. The problem is that the picture of Geller 
holding up the lens cap (which they claim proves Geller a 
flagrant fraud) occurs at about position 7 on an otherwise 
blank roll of film—as revealed in a picture of the strip ac
companying the story. Joel does not try to explain the dis
crepancy. He could have said that Geller had rolled the film 
back but this would have made his story more difficult to be
lieve. Perhaps he did not realize that the strip with its telltale 
numbers would be printed along with the story.

There are other suspicious things about the piece among 
which is the fact that the “Geller” in the picture cannot be 
positively identified as Uri Geller because his face is pushed 
so far into the upper right-hand corner that he is unrecogniza
ble. And remember, this is a picture Joel alleges was taken by 
Geller holding up a lens cap and thinking he is photographing 
himself with an ordinary lens rather than fish-eye lens 
(which takes in a 180° view). On Joel’s supposition Geller 
should be closer to the center—not pushed up into a comer.

Then of course, Geller has to be given a motive for holding 
up the lens cap in the first place. It is, after all, rather an odd 
thing to do. Joel says he supposes that Geller wanted to get a 
picture of himself mysteriously emerging from a dark region 
of the picture. Trouble is that none of the other pictures that 
Geller has supposedly taken through the lens cap have shown 
this mysterious dark region. However, the Serios pictures 
which were published in Popular Photography in 1967 do 
show Serios’ face and other objects emerging from dark shad
owy regions. Now it all fits into a pattern. And I cannot help 
but suspect that Joel may be the hoaxer here. Popular Photog
raphy in their September issue published a letter from Alan 
Vaughan (articles editor of Psychic) seriously raising this 
possibility. To date he has had no response from Yale Joel.

It is a pity that the supposedly definitive proof of fraud by 
Geller is in fact such a “Keystone cops” affair. Fraud, wher
ever it exists in parapsychological investigations, cannot be tol
erated. Parapsychology needs the fraud squads of nonpara
psychologists poking their noses into the psi-pie in the cause of 
honest ingredients. Yet fraud is a tricky thing. If Geller were 
really caught red-handed tomorrow, that in itself would not
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erase the many things he has done that could not have been 
fraudulent.

True enough, Andrew Weil, M.D., can have his key bent 
by Geller and then go and have it bent by Randi—as reported 
in Psychology Today (June 1974, July 1974). Weil thus 
changed from a believer to an agnostic regarding Geller. Weil 
should have given Geller a more definitive test in the first 
place, then he could have faced Randi with a true “curve 
ball.” Any magician knows that if you practice at some trick, 
you can fool most people with it. So why ask Geller to do 
something he has done over and over before? Geller doesn’t 
necessarily do what you ask him to do, but he can handle 
curve balls nicely—he likes the challenge.

Among other things, I took him a slinky (a spring-steel 
coil that kids walk down steps) with the idea that he should 
try to change its handedness (easy if you can rotate it 
through another dimension—see Martin Gardner’s The Am
bidextrous Universe). Of course, Geller did no such thing. 
He was like a boy with a new toy. He played it like an accor- 
dian for a few seconds then yoyoed it up and down four or 
five times whereupon the bottom half of the spring steel coil 
dropped off onto the floor—all this right before my (and a 
friend’s) eyes. Did Geller have a chance to get at this ahead of 
time? No, that’s the point of bringing a “curve ball” device. 
He doesn’t know what you’ve brought; can’t prepare dupli
cates, or otherwise tamper with the “props” as Johnny Car
son calls them.

I showed Charlie Reynolds another of the curve balls I had 
thrown Geller—a set of ceramic magnets. Geller had made a 
crack through one of them and then made half of the broken 
magnet disappear. Reynolds broke one of the other magnets 
by hand. It took two distinct movements and made a less jag
ged break; this had also been my experience. Reynolds’ re
sponse was that he’d like me to arrange a meeting with 
Geller. Unfortunately, Reynolds had already accused Geller 
of fraud at the Time demonstration upon which Time partly 
based its scathing March 12, 1973 story. So Geller wanted 
nothing to do with Reynolds.

The Amazing Randi I never did get to see. . . . But I 
spoke with him over the phone. Whereas Reynolds had been
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rational about the whole Geller thing, Randi sounded very 
emotional. Reynolds and Randi had both seen Geller at the 
Time demonstration (undercover, as reporters). But Randi 
makes his living as a magician and seemed threatened by 
Geller’s claim to do “real magic.” When I told him of the 
things I had seen Geller do at quite close range, he said: 
“What about the inverse square law?” So I pointed out to him 
that not all the forces we know about obey an inverse square 
law; so why should an interaction we know scarcely anything 
about be held to an inverse square law?

I asked Randi about the key that Geller had bent at the 
Time demonstration. Reynolds had claimed that Randi and he 
saw Geller make suspicious movements with the key. I asked 
Randi why the Time story had omitted all mention of the 
key—was it because he and Reynolds hadn’t been able to du
plicate the bending? (Time had claimed that Randi had du
plicated all of Geller’s feats.) Randi didn’t know. Besides he 
said Reynolds was going around bending keys for people in 
bars. I said that the light in the bars must be quite dim, be
cause Reynolds hadn’t bent any keys for me. Randi couldn’t 
accept this needling. “O.K. Charlie can’t bend keys! I can’t 
bend keys! Only Uri can bend keys!” He sounded as if he 
was about to burst into tears, and he abruptly hung up.

That was in May of 1973. In 1974, Andrew Weil tells us 
that Randi bent his key by pushing it against a chair leg when 
he wasn’t looking. More recently, Randi has been posing as a 
psychic and fooling various people. According to Martin 
Gardner, Randi has even fooled John Hasted and David 
Bohm at Birkbeck College and John Taylor at Kings College, 
both in London. Psychic News also in London was apparently 
taken in as reported in the July 26 issue, which featured an 
article and picture of “James Zwinge,” who looks remarkably 
like Randi and who claims the powers of bending keys and 
utensils, etc., through mind over matter. (Psychic received a 
report earlier that Randi was using the name James Zwinge as 
an alias.) Not everybody is taken in by Randi, however. 
Charles Honorton of the Maimonides Dream Laboratory told 
me that Randi succeeded only in scratching his desk top try
ing to bend a key for him.

Weil does make the interesting point that we tend to see
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what we expect to see. He maintains that this also goes for 
those who claim to see fraud, as well as those who claim to 
see real magic. “Selective perception of evidence is the basic 
method by which we construct our basic models of reality.” 
And that reminds me of a thing that Eusapio Palladino said 
after she had been caught in the act of producing flagrantly 
fraudulent physical phenomena in a seance. “You don’t un
derstand,” she said, “when I’m in trance, I’m not in control. 
If you don’t control me and you expect to see fraud, I’ll 
cheat. You have to control me.”

Many parapsychologists who have experience working with 
psychics claim that most people will cheat given half a 
chance, if there’s something in it for them. Accordingly, these 
researchers believe that experiments have to be designed in 
such a way that the possibility of cheating can be ruled out. 
This was the protocol that Stanford Research Institute used 
with Geller. If they could imagine a way—no matter how 
bizarre—an effect could have happened by trickery, they 
ruled it out as evidence. One piece of evidence that passes this 
test is a balance experiment, in which Geller tried to effect a 
mass change in a one-gram weight resting on an electronic 
balance. What is specially convincing about the very small 
effect that Geller got (in the presence of witnesses, and on 
camera) is that the paper tracing of the scale movement 
shows a very peculiar spike that entails a movement above the 
base line and a rapid return to the base line without falling 
below the base line. There is no known way to produce such 
a spike pattern. Balances just don’t behave that way. But this 
one did, and just when Geller was interacting with it. (The 
researchers attempted to reproduce this spike pattern by vari
ous means but were unable to do so.)

There is, a skeptic might say, a way to produce such a 
spike pattern—that is to draw it on a piece of strip chart and 
claim that this is the record of the weight change event. But 
this would be fraud on the part of the researchers, and several 
people would have to collaborate on it. That doesn’t seem 
likely.

However researchers sometimes do cheat. Cancer workers 
at Sloan Kettering in New York are still trying to recover 
from the shock of William Summerlin’s having fraudulently
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painted black patches on mice to make them appear to have 
successful skin grafts. And the Institute of Parapsychology in 
North Carolina has had to contend with the fraudulent tin
kering of Walter Levy. It is noteworthy that in both of these 
cases, it was fellow researchers who exposed the fraud—and 
the fraudulent researchers promptly resigned and all their 
research is in process of attempted duplication.

Having battled the dragons of fear and fraud, the para
psychologist is faced with the skeptic who says: “Oh, there 
may not be conscious fraud involved, but I’m afraid these re
sults have just got to be artifact—you’re just fooling your
self!”

As H. L. Mencken put it in 1937: “In plain language, Pro
fessor Rhine segregates all those persons who in guessing the 
cards, enjoy noteworthy runs of luck, and then adduces those 
noteworthy runs of luck as proof that they must possess mys
terious powers.”

Martin Gardner repeats the charge in his book, Fads and 
Fallacies (1952, 1957), but he adds: “This alleged ‘selec
tion’ is not a deliberate process, but something which operates 
subtly and unconsciously.” However, there are so many ex
periments on record that the selection process must be wide
spread. And Gardner presses just this point: ". . . let us 
imagine that one hundred professors of psychology through
out the country read of Rhine’s work and decide to test a sub
ject. The fifty who fail to find ESP in their first preliminary 
test are likely to be discouraged and quit, but the other fifty 
will be encouraged to continue. Of this fifty, more will stop 
work after the second test, while some will continue because 
they obtained good results. Eventually, one experimenter re
mains whose subject has made high scores for six or seven 
successive sessions. Neither experimenter nor subject is aware 
of the other ninety-nine projects, and so both have a strong 
delusion that ESP is operating. The odds are, in fact, much 
against the run. But in the total (and unknown) context, the 
run is quite probable. (The odds against winning the Irish 
sweepstakes are even higher. But someone does win it.) So 
the experimenter writes an enthusiastic paper, sends it to 
Rhine who publishes it in his magazine, and the readers are 
greatly impressed.”



A recent statement of this argument was made by Nicholas 
Wade in Science of 13 July, 1973. “Although the para
psychologists have now amassed an impressive volume of ap
parently careful experimental literature . . . critics charge 
that the published work represents an artifact, in as far as it 
tends to be only the successful experiments that get reported, 
while the presumably more numerous null results go unre
marked.”

Happily for the parapsychologist, this “statistical artifact” 
argument will not hold up under close scrutiny. As Charles 
Tart, a psychologist at the University of California at Davis, 
put it in a letter to Science: “Aside from the fact that this is 
true for all branches of science, dismissing ESP results on the 
ground of selective publication is not statistically valid, as 
well as being empirically unsupported. If we have only ran
dom variation in our experiments (no ESP), then we have 
to carry out about 20 experiments to get one (presumably 
publishable) which is significant at the 0.05 level, 1000 to get 
one significant at the 0.0001 level, and so forth. There are 
hundreds of published, successful parapsychological experi
ments with the main analyses significant at the 0.05 level, and 
of these many have significance levels exceeding 10~6 (a mil
lion to one against chance). The selective publication hypoth
esis then predicts that there are trillions of unsuccessful, un
published ESP experiments, an obviously ridiculous figure, 
unless one credits the handful of parapsychologists in the last 
half century with some phenomenal work abilities, paranor
mal in themselves.”

Since Tart is himself a parapsychologist, it may be useful 
to quote the opinion of an expert in probability theory who is 
not a parapsychologist. Warren Weaver in his book Lady 
Luck (1963) says: “The Rhine ESP results could be ex
plained on the grounds of selection or falsification of data. 
Having complete confidence in the scientific competence and 
personal integrity of Professor Rhine, I find this explanation 
unacceptable to me. In any very long probability experiment 
there will occur highly remarkable runs of luck—as in the 
twenty-eight recorded repetitions of one color at Monte 
Carlo, or the long runs of ‘passes’ at craps. But I know of no 
analysis of Rhine’s data, based on such considerations, that
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makes it reasonable to believe that their success can be ex
plained in this way.” Is Weaver a believer in ESP then? No, 
he remains a very honest skeptic: “As I have said elsewhere, 
I find this a subject that is so intellectually uncomfortable as 
to be almost painful. I end by concluding that I cannot ex
plain away Professor Rhine’s evidence, and that I also cannot 
accept his interpretation.”

Ah, interpretation. Perhaps this is the crux of the matter. 
The experiments clearly say that something unusual is hap
pening. But what?

The parapsychologist is likely to say that perceptions are 
being formed in the mind of the subject without the use of 
the senses and without the usual time relations between 
events. Of this interpretation Warren Weaver, perhaps typical 
of most scientists, complains: “On the one hand, we are 
asked to accept an interpretation that destroys the most fun
damental ideas and principles on which modem science has 
been based: we are asked to give up the irreversibility of 
time, to accept an effect that shows no decay with distance 
and hence involves ‘communication’ without energy being in
volved; asked to believe in an ‘effect’ that depends on no 
known quantities and for which no explanation has been 
offered, to credit phenomena which are subject to decline or 
disappearance for unexplained and unexplainable reasons. On 
the other hand, we are asked not to believe that a highly im
probable chance result has occurred. All I can say is, I find 
this a very tough pair of alternatives.”

Two things can be said about this. One is that fundamental 
ideas in science have been given up before. The other is that 
physics today is in the process of deciding what fundamental 
principle to give up anyway. Maybe psi experiments will help 
decide!

Arthur Koestler in the book The Challenge of Chance sug
gests that beside the smoothing principle that in the long run 
chance variations cancel each other out, there may be in op
eration a clustering principle, the exact nature of which he 
leaves as an exercise to the reader, but the general statement 
of which is: “Nature abhors randomness.” If this reminds 
you of the medieval statement: “Nature abhors a vacuum,” 
you are on the right track. But this is not necessarily the way
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out of the woods. If we are to seriously take up The Chal
lenge of Chance (and it is a wonderful book, read it) we are 
going to have to make up theories that can be tested, otherwise 
we will be fooling ourselves.

Nothing could be better for parapsychology than to pay at
tention to archskeptic Richard Feynman’s prescription. In his 
commencement address to Caltech in June of 1974, this 
Nobel prize winning physicist gave a funny rambling speech 
about the “cargo cult sciences”—methods that mimic the 
scientific method but seem to be missing something essential 
—because the “cargo” doesn’t come. According to Feynman, 
parapsychology, along with most of psychology and a host of 
other things, is essentially a cargo cult.

As I read Feynman’s “cargo cult science” (published in 
Engineering and Science, June 1974) I found myself agreeing 
with the heart of the matter. The essential point in science is 
not a complicated mathematical formalism or a ritualized ex
perimentation. Rather the heart of science is a kind of shrewd 
honesty that springs from really wanting to know what the 
hell is going on!

As Feynman puts it: “. . . if you’re doing an experi
ment, you should report everything that you think might 
make it invalid—not only what you think is right about 
it: other causes that could possibly explain your results; 
and things you thought of that you’ve eliminated by 
some other experiment, and how they worked—to make 
sure the other fellow can tell they have been eliminated.

“Details that could throw doubt on your interpretation 
must be given, if you know them. You must do the best 
you can—if you know anything at all wrong, or possibly 
wrong—to explain it. If you make a theory, for example, 
and advertise it, or put it out, then you must also put 
down all the facts that disagree with it, as well as those 
that agree with it. There is also a more subtle problem. 
When you have put a lot of ideas together to make an 
elaborate theory, you want to make sure, when explain
ing what it fits, that those things it fits are not just the 
things that gave you the idea for the theory; but that the 
finished theory makes something else come out right, in 
addition.”

It may turn out that psychic phenomena are too rare to be 
understood scientifically. I do not think so. More likely they



are too complicated and too far ahead of science’s current 
prevailing concept of the universe. Many people have come to 
this conclusion and say that the thing to do is just swing with 
it, experience the strange things in life as they come, and 
don’t try too hard to figure out what is really happening. That 
seems to be O.K. for lots of people. But my real sympathies 
lie with those who struggle to understand. There will always 
be some who have taken it upon themselves to try to figure 
things out. It is to them I say: “Watch out for the dragons of 
fear, fraud, and fooling yourself. The skeptic may well be 
your best friend. And the greatest dragon, yourself.”
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APPENDIX I

THE X ENERGY: 
A UNIVERSAL PHENOMENON

In recent years many people interested in the physics of 
paranormal phenomena have seen the need to investigate the 
prescientific and esoteric/occult traditions that claim to recog
nize and, in some cases, control an energy underlying para
normal phenomena. The following compilation has been made 
in the interests of supporting and advancing such investi
gations. Special thanks for help with it goes to Laurence M. 
Beynam and to Christopher Bird.

Because of the large number of ancient traditions and con
temporary investigators touching on one of the concepts cen
tral to this book—a fifth force in nature—we have attempted 
to be all-inclusive rather than selective. Thus it will be appar
ent that terms in this listing are not fully synonymous in all 
cases. There are varying measures of overlap or convergence 
among some of them. Prana, for example, is said by yogic 
tradition to have five forms. Likewise, Rudolf Steiner’s pre
sentation of etheric formative forces lists four. One of them— 
the chemical ether—seems to equate with Wilhelm Reich’s or- 
gone energy. It is also apparent that there are major gaps in 
our knowledge to be filled. In general, however, the terms 
under “X energy” point toward the idea of a new principle in 
nature not yet recognized by science.

Discoverer
Name of 

X Energy
Approx.

Date Reference

Early Sources (Before 1500 b.c.)

Hindu
Yogis

Chinese Ch’i (Ki in 
Japanese) 

Ruach

Prana ca. 3000 B.C. M. Eliade, Yoga, Immor
tality, and Freedom 

ca. 3000 b.c. F. Mann, Acupuncture

Hebrews ca. 1000 b.c. F. Gaynor, Dictionary 
of Mysticism
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Hermes Tris- Telesma ca. 350 B.C. F. Yates, Giordano
megistus (based on Brano and the

(mythical) earlier
tradition)

Hermetic Tradition

Plato Nous ca. 350 b.c.

Cabalists Yesod ca. 350 b.c. The Cabala

Hippocrates Vis Medicatrix 
Naturae

ca. 350 b.c. Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Aristotle Formative Cause ca. 350 b.c. A. Hardy, R. Harvie, 
and A. Koestler, The 
Challenge of Chance

Erasistratus Pneuma ca. 300 b.c. Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Christians Holy Spirit ca. 100 a.d. Holy Bible

Germans Wodan ca. 100 a.d. S. King, Mana Physics

Galen (Clau Facultas Formatrix ca. 170 a.d. A. Hardy, R. Harvie,
dius Galenus) and A. Koestler, The 

Challenge of Chance

Sufis Baraka ca. 600 a.d. I. Shah, The Sufis

Polynesian Mana ca. 600 a.d. M. F. Long, The Secret
and Hawai Science Behind
ian Kahunas Miracles

Avicenna Anima Mundi ca. 1150 a.d. C. G. Jung, Alchemical
(IBN Sina)

Tribal Sources

Studies

Peruvians Huaca (Date 
unrecorded 
by oral 
tradition)

S. V. 6mek, Religion, 
Magic, Art, and My- 
thology in the 
Primitives

Iroquois Orenda, Oki " "
Indians

Algonquin Manitu " "
Indians

Sioux Indians Wakonda, Wakan " "

Eskimos Sila "
Ituri Pygmies Megbe " "

Congolese Elima " "

Sudanese Mungo " "

Kalahari Rlun " "
Bushmen

Gold Coast Wong " C. G. Jung, On the Na
Africans ture of the Psyche

Central African Mulungu " "
Yaos

Masai (Africa) Ngai " "

Ekoi (Africa) Njom "
Elgonyi Ayik " "

(Africa)
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Discoverer

Australian 
Aborigines 

Australian 
Tribes of the 
Torres Strait 

Malaya 

Gelaria 
(New Guinea) 

Ponape 
(Pacific) 

Palau 
(Pacific) 

Bataks 
(Pacific) 

Maoris 
(New Zealand) 

Malagasy 
(Philippines) 

Kusaie 
(Pacific)

Tobi
(Pacific)

Name of 
X Energy

Arunquiltha,
Churinga

Zogo

Badi
Labuni

Ani, Han

Kasinge,
Kalit

Tondi

Atua

Andriamanitra

Anut

Yaris

Approx.
Date

"

"

"

"

"

"

Reference

"

"

"
v

"

"

"

"

"

"

Later Sources (After 1500)

Paracelsus

Johannes
Kepler

Jan Baptista 
van Helmont

Robert Fludd

Franz Anton 
Mesmer

Luigi Galvani

Johann Wolf
gang von 
Goethe

Karl von 
Reichenbach

Mumia or Munia 

Facultas Formatrix

Magnale Magnum 

Spiritus

Animal Magnetism, 
Magnetic Fluid

Life Force

Gestaltung

Dd, Odyllic,
Odic Force

ca. 1530 

ca. 1620

ca. 1620

ca. 1650

1775

1790

1800

1845

W. E. Mann, Orgone, 
Reich, and Eros 

A. Hardy, R. Harvie, 
and A. Koestler, The 

Challenge of Chance 

S. Ostrander and 
L. Schroeder, Psychic 
Discoveries Behind 
the Iron Curtain 

Foreword by L. Shepard 
to K. von Reichen
bach, The Odic Force 

J. Eden, Animal Mag- 
netism and the Life 

Energy 

W. E. Mann, Orgone, 
Reich, and Eros 

A. Koestler, The Heel 
of Achilles

K. von Reichenbach, 
Psycho-Physical 
Researches
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Charles Richet

Henry Bulwer- 
Lytton

John Worrell 
Keely

E. Barety 

H. P. Blavatsky 

Georg Groddeck 

Sigmund Freud 

Rudolf Steiner

Prosper 
Blondlot 

A. Wendler

William 
McDougall 

Henri Bergson 

Hans Driesch 

Paul Kammerer 

Charles 
Littlefield 

Georges 
Lakhovsky 

Radiesthists

Alexander 
Gurwitsch 

Wilhelm Reich

Thomas Galen 
Hieronymus

V. S. Grischenko

Erwin Schroe- 
dinger

Ectoplasm

Vril

Motor Force

Neuric Energy, 
Neuricidad 

Astral Light

It

Libido

Etheric Formative 
Forces

N Rays

Magnetoism

Hormic Energy

Elan Vital 
Entelechy 

Formative Energy 

Vital Magnetism

Universion

Etheric Force

Mitogenetic
Radiation

Orgone

Eloptic Energy 

Bioplasma 

Negative Entropy

1850 

1872 

ca. 1880

1887

1888 

1890 

1895 

1900

1903

ca. 1920

1920

1920

1920

1920
1920

1920

ca. 1930

1937

1940

1940

1944

1945

H. D. Lewis, The Foun
dations of Metaphys
ics in Science 

H. Bulwer-Lytton, Vril: 
Power of the Coming 
Race 

S. Ostrander and 
L. Schroeder, Psychic 
Discoveries Behind 
the Iron Curtain 

E. Barety, Le Magnet- 
isme Animal 

H. P. Blavatsky, The 
Secret Doctrine 

G. Groddeck, The Book 
of the It 

S. Freud, Collected 
Works 

G. Wachsmuth, The 
Etheric Formative 
Forces in the Cosmos, 
Earth and Man 

W. E. Mann, Orgone, 
Reich, and Eros 

Z. R^jddk, /. Paraphy
sics 5, 1 (1971)

W. E. Mann, Orgone, 
Reich, and Eros 

" 
" 
" 
"

G. Lakhovsky, The 
Origins of Life 

E. Russell, Report on 
Radionics 

A. Gurwitsch, Mitoge
netic Radiation 

W. Reich, The Cancer 
Biopathy 

P. Tompkins and 
C. Bird, The Secret 
Life of Plants 

V. M. Inyushin, Bio
plasma and its Radia
tion

E. Schroedinger,
What Is Life?
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Discoverer

J. B. Rhine, 
Robert Thou- 
less, B. 
Weisner

L. E. Eeman

Gustav
Stromberg

Oscar Brunler

Carl Gustav 
Jung

Robert Pavlita

John W. 
Campbell

Henry Margenau

Abraham 
Maslow (after 
Benedict)

Andrija
Puharich

Cleve Backster

George De la 
Warr

Nikolai
Kozyrev

Arthur
Koestler

Ludwig von 
Bertalanffy 
(after 
Woltereck)

L. L. Whyte

Name of 
X Energy

Psi Faculty

X Force

The Soul of the 
Universe

Dielectric Bio- 
cosmic Energy

Synchronicity 

Psychotronic Energy

Psionics

Quasielectrostatic
Field

Synergy

(1) Psi Plasma

(2) Inergy 

Primary Perception

(1) Biomagnetism

(2) Prephysical
Energy

Time

Integrative
Tendency

Anamorphosis

Unitary Principle 
in Nature

Approx.
Date

1947

1947

1948

1950

1951

1955

1956

1959

1960

1962

1973

1966

1967

1967

1967

1967

1969

Reference

J. B. Rhine, The Reach 
of the Mind

L. E. Eeman, Cooper
ative Healing

G. Stromberg, The Soul 
of the Universe

O. Brunler, Rays and 
Radiation Phenomena

C. G. Jung, Synchro
nicity

D. Hammond, The 
Search for Psychic 
Power

J. W. Campbell, Amaz
ing Science Fiction 
(Feb. 1956)

W. E. Mann, Orgone, 
Reich, and Eros

A. Maslow, The Farther 
Reaches of Human 
Nature

A. Puharich, Beyond 
Telepathy

A. Puharich, Uri

J. White, Frontiers of 
Conciousness

G. De la Warr, 
Biomagnetism

N. Kozyrev, Possibility 
of Experimental Study 
of the Properties of 
Time

A. Koestler, The Ghost 
in the Machine

A. Koestler, The Heel of 
Achilles

L. L. Whyte, The Uni
tary Principle in 
Nature
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Buckminster
Fuller

Ambrose 
Worrall 

Colin Wilson 
Charles Mus£s

William T. 
Tiller

Synergy

Paraelectricity

X Factor 
Noetic Energy

Magnetoelectricity

1970

1970

1971
1972

1973

B. Fuller, Operating 
Manual for Spaceship 
Earth

O. Worrall, Explore 
Your Psychic World

C. Wilson, The Occult 
C. Musfcs and A. Young,

Consciousness and 
Reality 

W. Tiller (see Chap. 23 
of this book)
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OPERATION “KOOLER”: 
CONQUEST OF A 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
HEAT WAVE*

TREVOR J. CONSTABLE

Orgonomic weather control has contemporary capabilities 
other than the engineering of rain, dramatically successful 
though some rain-making operations have been.1 One pur
pose of this article is to help dispel the restrictive synonymity 
that has developed between orgonomic weather control and 
rainmaking—as though orgone engineering were exclusively 
confined to this one function. The reasons for this unfortu
nate “twin think” need not concern us here. Widening our 
knowledge and comprehension of what is possible in today’s 
orgonomic weather engineering is of far greater importance. 
This account of Operation Kooler illustrates the contem
porary versatility, efficacy, and value of orgonomic weather 
engineering—the most potent aspect of the new technology 
brought to human ken by Wilhelm Reich.

Preliminary Notes on Cloudbusters (CLBs)

The objective evidence that may be adduced as to the exist
ence of the orgone energy includes the visual, thermic, and 
electroscopic manifestations described by WR in his books, 
articles, and bulletins.2 These form the classical basis of or-

“Operation Kooler” by Trevor James Constable originally ap
peared in the J. Orgonomy 6, 1, May 1972 and is reprinted 
by permission of the author.

* The release of this material by the Journal of Orgonomy in no 
way represents approval by the American College of Orgonomy or 
the Orgonomic Research Foundation of Trevor Constable’s theories 
of practices in weather engineering. Editors.
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gonoray. Study, interpretation, and understanding of these 
fundamentals requires a certain amount of apparatus and 
training. The validity and meaning of this objective material 
is evident to any scientist with unblocked perceptions who 
will repeat the experiments.8 Untrained persons, by contrast, 
often easily discern orgonomic phenomena and manifes
tations, but frequently fail to grasp their significance or revo
lutionary consequences for official science and its philosoph
ical foundations.

The layman who accurately perceives basic orgonomic 
phenomena can usually do nothing about his perceptions be
cause “authority” negates them, an authority backed by 
highly trained legions whose world conception and neurotic 
comfort are anchored to the laws of thermodynamics and 
other canons that the discovery of the orgone has invalidated. 
The honorable, clear-seeing scientist similarly encounters the 
barrier of authority. In our approach to understanding how 
Kooler was engineered, we seek to bring together scientist, 
technician, physician, orgonomist, and layman—with or with
out orgonomic knowledge—in such a way that all may grasp 
basic facts of orgonomic weather engineering.

Finding such common ground is essentially a clearing oper
ation. We clear out of our minds for the time being all ther
modynamic, electrostatic, meteorological and kindred theory 
bearing upon the weather and the cloudbuster. We make our 
clearing operation extend to the CLB itself. We set in 
abeyance all theories as to how and why the CLB works. We 
are now completely free of the burden of current notions of 
all kinds. There is neither discrimination against, nor enmity 
towards, the old knowledge in favor of the new.

We approach the CLB with the fresh eyes of a child—WR 
fashion. We simply want to observe what happens. We want 
to observe directly and clearly, without any theoretical over
lay or bias. What happens is easy to see and just as easy to 
feel. When you point the CLB tubes in a given direction, a 
light breeze soon develops from that same direction. Once 
such a light breeze has developed, the CLB may be shifted in 
its orientation. Within a short time, the breeze will shift corre
spondingly and begin coming from the new direction. The 
breeze springs up more readily when we aim to the west, but 
will follow the CLB in any direction. As an example of a 
trained observer exposed to this phenomenon of a CLB- 
generated breeze, we may cite Dr. Ola Raknes and his expert-
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ence in observing Dr. Reich use the CLB at Rangeley, Maine, 
in August of 1953.4

One day Reich was experimenting with the cloudbuster, 
trying to find out in which direction it would be most 
profitable to point the apparatus. While he was pointing 
it in different directions, I happened to notice that the 
wind, a light breeze, over the nearby Dodge Pond, was 
changing its direction. Not far from the cloudbuster was 
a weathervane, and I decided to follow its movements. 
Whenever Reich changed the direction of the cloudbuster 
the weathervane would show in a few minutes that the 
wind had changed correspondingly. I was strongly im
pressed by this observation.

This effect is most easily and ideally observed under condi
tions of flat calm or light airs. The CLB operator may then 
switch the wind about literally at will. The effect is not 
confined, however, to such ideal conditions. Depending upon 
the strength of the wind under given circumstances, it may be 
stopped and reversed by appropriately extended operations 
downwind of the CLB. What is accomplished by the CLB in 
a few minutes in a flat calm, and may be observed in its 
totality in a few minutes, may require several hours in the 
case of a twenty-five-knot wind stemming from a large, re
gional pressure system. The final result is nevertheless identi
cal. The wind blows back toward the CLB from the direction 
in which the tubes are aimed. The effect is strongest when 
the tubes are aimed toward the west.5

This is the basic principle behind wind abatement, and it is 
a highly practical procedure. Aiming a CLB downwind- 
provided the CLB is of sufficient capacity—will kill any wind 
in my experience. This includes Southern California’s hot, vi
olent, and infamous “Santa Ana”—a regional phenomenon 
that brings strong, scorching winds from the interior desert to 
the coastal areas. A single CLB of sufficient capacity will stop 
a Santa Ana wind once it has started, or, if applied “prophy- 
lactically” when these destructive winds are forecast, will 
abort them entirely. Such operations have been carried out re
peatedly by me in Southern California since 1968. The matter 
is mentioned here because such an abortion of a Santa Ana 
wind became membered into Kooler which thus demonstrated 
not only heat wave abatement, but also wind control.

Nothing is said here about how the orgone energy, as ma
nipulated by a CLB, produces this remarkable phenomenon, 
since this is not directly observable. We confine ourselves to
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the crucial question of what we can actually see happen. 
Point a CLB in a given direction and a wind will eventually 
develop from that direction. This observable and repeatable 
element of orgone weather engineering was applied in Kooler 
to a practical climatic problem involving millions of people, 
thousands of square miles of terrain, and the economy and 
well being of a vast metropolis.

Background to Operation Kooler

A research program in orgone energy functions and or- 
gonomic weather control was conducted in Southern Califor
nia in the summer of 1971, funded in part by the Orgonomic 
Research Foundation (ORF). Over a period of several 
months spent investigating the engineering of summer rain, it 
was found that CLBs of much higher capacity are required to 
effect results in the Southern California summer, than suffice 
in eastern areas of the U.S. where Dr. Reich did most of 
his pioneering work in weather control. Southern California is 
a climatic region virtually unique in the northern hemisphere, 
with its dry subtropical climate making it a veritable island on 
the land.

These conditions, combined with a topography favoring the 
accumulation of atmospheric pollution—plus millions of au
tomobiles for its daily production—make Southern California 
a challenging environment for any weather control experi
ments. Official science has been able to offer little in weather 
control beyond the massive dumping of silver iodide into the 
atmosphere in rainmaking and hurricane reduction experi
ments. As the ORF program drew to a close, the basic keys to 
summer rain were found through new techniques and gradual 
increases in CLB capacity. Throughout this work, the ability 
of a CLB to produce wind from the direction of its aim was 
repeatedly demonstrated. As the capacity of the units was 
slowly increased, stronger winds could be evoked over wider 
areas. This opened new and immediately feasible aspects of 
orgonomic weather control.

The generation of regional winds in accordance with the 
will of the CLB operator, to override the effects of any extant 
pressure system, came to hand as a natural result of this field 
work. Here indeed was the “red thread” of orgonomic func
tionalism so often mentioned by WR. These findings and per
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sonal dawnings came together just as Southern California en
countered a major weather problem—a heat wave. The 
challenge was direct and immediate, like a gauntlet thrown 
down before a jouster.

Factual Weather Situation Leading to Kooler

On Sunday, September 12, 1971, a cold front which was 
previously forecast by the National Weather Service (NWS) 
to enter Southern California from the northwest, with conse
quent cooling effects, failed to survive its southeastward jour
ney. The sequence of events is shown in maps A, B, and C.

The low pressure area marked “L” and located between 
Phoenix and Los Angeles was on Saturday, September 11, 
1971, already pushing scorching desert air into the Los An
geles Basin and coastal areas by virtue of its basic coun
terclockwise circulation. The small arrows above the “L” 
show the direction of this circulation.

The cold front was expected to bring a modicum of relief 
by Sunday, as forecast Map B shows, but instead, the western 
portion of the cold front virtually collapsed. The way was 
thus opened for more hot air to come pouring into the coastal 
areas from the interior.

The Los Angeles Times, Sunday, September 12, 1971, put 
the situation in practical terms:

Eye-irritating smog and some of the hottest temperatures 
of the year plagued many parts of Southern California 
Saturday, and it may be even warmer today. The sixth 
smog alert in as many days was called in Riverside 
County, and in Orange County, where no official read
ings were available, residents said smog concentrations 
were extremely high. . . . The highest temperature in 
Los Angeles County was 107 in Burbank, the hottest 
reading for the year for that San Fernando Valley com
munity. A high of 97 at the Los Angeles Civic Center 
equaled the high for the year, and was 14 degrees above 
normal.

The situation in adjacent Riverside County was even more se
rious, as a report by M. Dean Hill in the Riverside Press-En
terprise on Sunday, September 12, 1971, indicates:

The mercury climbed to its highest level in two years in 
Riverside yesterday, while the city was undergoing its
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seventh smog alert in eight days, according to the weath
erman, who sees no relief in sight [emphasis supplied].

The temperature yesterday jumped to 107, the high
est reading since the 107 registered on August 22, 
1969. . . . The 107 was a jump of six degrees from Fri
day’s reading of 101 and the weatherman says the tem
perature may get hotter today, possibly reaching 
110. ...

The reason for the unusually hot weather, according 
to a forecaster for the National Weather Service in Los 
Angeles, is what he called “a large upper air high cen
tered over the southwestern states.” He said there had 
been little or no movement in the system, which carried 
with it very warm air. The high, he said, is in a “rather

Map A
NWS forecast map published in 
the L. A. Times, Saturday, Sept. 
11, 1971. Shows cold front north 
of San Francisco moving SE.
Map B 
(inset)
Shows anticipated entry of cold 
front into Southern California on 
Sunday, Sept. 12, 1971.
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Map C NWS forecast map published in the L. A. Times 
Sunday, Sept. 12, 1971. Shows collapse of western end of 
cold front expected to reach Southern California on this same 
day. This led to decision to launch Operation Kooler to 
counter heat wave.

stagnant situation” and the situation is being aggravated 
because an expected marine cooling trend from the 
Pacific Ocean failed to arrive in Southern California. In 
addition, he said, the high system is blocking out most of 
the usual daily marine breezes, which are generally 
weak.

The forecaster said no relief is in sight [emphasis sup
plied], because there appears to be no system moving 
into the area capable of forcing the high out.

This, then, was the practical situation in which to apply 
regionally the basic CLB technique already described. On the 
morning of Sunday, September 12, 1971, official forecasts an
ticipated that the Los Angeles Civic Center would top 100 de
grees. The circumstances warranted a declaration of war on 
the heat wave by orgone engineering, since all formal me
teorological sources had stated that there was no relief in 
sight.

The sequence of events and operations making up Opera
tion Kooler are now quoted from the operations log. Date/
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time groups are employed, in which the first two figures 
give the date, the last four figures the time in twenty-four 
hour fshion, e.g., 122200 is 10 p.m. on the 12th. All times 
are Pacific Daylight Time.

121000 Telephone call to Albert Duvall, M.D., representing 
the Orgonomic Research Foundation. Practical situ
ation fully discussed as laid out above. Agreement 
reached on need to intervene with orgone engineer
ing. TJC describes intention to turn entire CLB bat
tery installed near Palm Springs to the west. Objec
tive: Generation of strong onshore breeze from the 
Pacific, stopping and reversing desert winds and 
breaking heat wave. Estimated time of placing CLB 
battery in function: 121700. Estimated time for ap
pearance of first effects: At least 24 hours.† 

121600    Depart Orange County for desert base.
121700 Heat in Riverside oppressive, 114 degrees, with 

heavy DOR concentrations and low humidity. High
way lined with vapor-locked, boiling and crippled 
vehicles.

121800  Arrive desert base. Air dead calm, heavy, dry, op
pressive. Temperature 115 degrees.

121845  Entire battery true west, putting the “draw line” 
over the middle of Santa Monica Bay and across 
the heart of Los Angeles.

130800     Heavy cloudbank in the west along the Los Angeles 
area coast, spreading to cover Los Angeles County 
and Orange County to about 6/10 by 130900. 

131100 National Weather Service forecast high for 13 Sep
tember for Los Angeles: 108 (actual high 106).

131800 Meteorologist Bill Keene on KNXT-TV: “This is
going to go on and on all week. . . . There’s no re
lief in sight.”

† Effecting weather changes on the Southern California coast 
from a base nearly 100 miles in the interior raises the question of 
the inherent orgonotic delay (IOD) that is inevitably involved. Ex
perience had previously taught that a 24-hour delay would be a 
reasonable expectation. Since these operations involved the move
ment of millions of tons of air, and temperature exchanges of 
phenomenal magnitude, even 24 hours to manifest gross effects 
may seem incredible. The IOD may be defined as the time lapse 
between the application of a physical stimulus to any OR system 
and the appearance of consequent physical effects. The IOD may 
range from a fraction of a second in the case of a pinprick to the 
human body, to several days in weather engineering that involves 
stimulus administered via CLBs.
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131855 Bob Hale, KNBC-TV weatherman: “It’s going to 
go on and on, continuing hot all week.”
TJC to a Boston guest familiar with orgone en
gineering and the Kooler operation: “There is no 
way this can continue as they insist. They will all 
reverse themselves tomorrow.”

132000  Small CLB put in function from the Orange Coast 
to reinforce desert battery.
Conditions in Southern California on Monday fully 
justified the decision to take countering action 
against the heat by orgone engineering. Los Angeles 
had become near chaotic due to high heat and 
heavy power demands. The Los Angeles Depart
ment of Water and Power was put close to its gen
erating and distributing limit. School closures, smog 
alerts, and imminent power failures were causing 
widespread dislocation of life in the region.
Every weather source (except the writer) stated 
that there was no relief in sight, further adding to 
the psychological burdens of the populace.

140030  Telephone call from Mary Lee Poe, assistant to Dr. 
Duvall in the coordination of the ORF program. 
She inquires about Kooler. TJC: “The heat wave 
will be cracked today. It is possible we will have 
some rain by the end of the week, due to the huge 
rain accretions in Texas.” (See Map D) ‡ 

140900  Long Beach Independent Press-Telegram headlines 
describe what the area is to expect this day:
107! MORE HEAT, MORE SMOG, POWER CRISIS.
NO RELIEF IN SIGHT FOR TWO DAYS.

140930  National Weather Service forecast for Los Angeles: 
(from L. A. Times) “Fair and continued hot 
today. High 102.”

141100 TJC crossing Los Angeles for Westwood conference 
with Dr. Duvall. Sea breeze coming in strong and 
cool. Smog clearing out of southern portion of 
L. A. Kooler obviously now taking hold.

141315 Mrs. Jeanette Duvall to TJC before several 
witnesses: “Are you going to be able to do it?” 
Reply: “It’s all over.”

141500 Los Angeles high reaches only 97 degrees—5 de
grees under forecast and down 9 degrees from 
Monday.

‡ The large rained areas are shown on Map D. If the CLB bat
tery continued pointing west, rain could be drawn in from the 
opposite direction, a fundamental finding of WR. Thus, in Kooler, 
rain was at this stage a possible “side effect.”
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141800 Bill Keene, KNXT-TV staff meteorologist: “Well, 
it certainly cooled off today . . . but don’t get too 
excited or cool, because on Thursday there’ll be 
more heat and Santa Ana winds.”

Map D Shows rain accretions in Texas due to Tropical 
Storm Fern. Papalote, Tex., 25 miles northwest of Corpus 
Christi, received a monstrous 35 inches of rain on Monday, 
September 13. The possibility of rain falling in Southern Cali
fornia before the end of the week, i.e., by Friday, September
17, was broached by the orgone engineer in charge of 
Kooler shortly after midnight September 13-14, 1971. 
Counter to forecasts, drizzles and light rain hit Southern Cali
fornia on Thursday, September 16, 1971.

KNXT-TV then provided convincing proof, quite 
inadvertently, that orgone engineering was doing its 
job with precision. Sensing a good visual story in 
the heat wave, KNXT had set up a time-lapse cam
era above Santa Monica beach, which is on the 
draw line from the desert base. With the forecast 
high of 102, the television station intended to make 
a time-lapse film of the morning arrival of the 
crowds, shot over a period of perhaps four hours, 
and then run through in perhaps thirty seconds on 
TV. The idea was to show Santa Monica beach



becoming rapidly buried under the crowds. The 
idea backfired with great benefit for verification of 
Kooler. The crowds arrived, then in came a verita
ble wall of fog and cold air midmorning, and the 
chilled mobs were shown departing from the beach 
with lightning rapidity. These pictures were worth a 
thousand words per frame.

141855 Bob Hale, KNBC-TV weatherman: “Yes, it was 
down today to 97 but don’t get excited or too cool, 
because on Thursday there’ll be more heat and 
Santa Anas/” [Emphasis his.]

141910 Telephone call to Dr. Albert Duvall, advising him 
of forecast Santa Ana winds for Thursday, now that 
the “all week long” heat wave has collapsed. Firm 
commitment to Dr. Duvall: “There will be no Santa 
Ana winds. Rain is more likely.”

142300 Channel 13 TV news: “The heat wave in Los An
geles has been broken.”

142310 Bill Keene on KNXT-TV: “That sea breeze will 
keep the temperature down a little more tomorrow, 
then we’re going to get a Santa Ana wind along 
about Thursday and Friday, so temperatures will go 
up again . . . It’s only a brief respite today and to
morrow.”

150830 National Weather Service forecast: “Much cooler 
today.” National Weather Service Coastal Bulletin, 
Pt. Arguello to the Mexican Border: “It was fair 
weather along the Pacific Coast this morning except 
for coastal fog and low cloud along the coast of 
Southern California.” That is, fair weather every
where except where the CLB battery was bearing. 
The costly and disruptive heat wave had thus been 
terminated, with the factual situation of coastal 
cooling and strong onshore winds substantiated 
from official reports and counter to prior forecasts. 
Kooler however, was not yet over. The last life 
would disappear from the heat wave, and the Santa 
Ana wind forecasts would be invalidated. The bat
tery was left in function.

151800 Bill Keene, KNXT-TV staff meteorologist: “Almost 
everywhere, temperatures were down ten to fifteen 
degrees from what they have been running. With 
the loss of heat we got a great increase in humidity, 
running better than 65%. It now appears that the 
threat of Santa Ana winds is diminishing [emphasis 
supplied]. Temperatures will warm up a little on 
Friday, but tomorrow they’ll stay close to today’s.” 
Los Angeles Civic Center was 86.
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151855 Bob Hale, KNBC-TV weatherman: “I don’t want 
everybody to get lulled into a sense of false security 
because it is cool. Don’t think this is fall... by the 
weekend I think we’re going to have some vicious 
temperatures, because this just isn’t the time of year 
to cool off. Today we did cool off (sic).”

152300  CLB battery inspected. All OK. Battery left in func
tion.

160800     Entire Los Angeles Basin now overcast and cool.
Heat wave smashed. The forbidding Santa Ana 
could not even begin to manifest against the coun
tering power of the CLB battery. Los Angeles tem
peratures were pulled down to 75 degrees on Thurs
day 16 September—the first day since 6 July 1971 
that Los Angeles temperature failed to reach 80 de
grees.
Kooler has produced a 31 degree temperature drop 
from Monday’s peak of 106!

161115 Telephone call to Riverside supplementary CLB 
battery, requesting 15 minutes Zenith Draw to 
bring rain out of overcast.

161140  Light rain commences in Orange County. Continues 
until 1300.

161300  Los Angeles forecast high: 85. Actual high: 75. 
161800 Bill Keene, KNXT-TV staff meteorologist: “There’ll 

be a lot of drizzle tonight.” He blames “Catalina 
Eddy,” a spurious circulation between Catalina Is
land, off the California coast, and the Los Angeles 
County shoreline. “Catalina Eddy” is often adduced 
to explain forecasts suddenly overridden by orgone 
engineering.

161855  Bob Hale on KNBC-TV: “A lot of people don’t re
alize that the boys at the U.S. Weather Bureau had 
their fingers crossed the past few days. It’s all a 
matter of high pressure in the center of the nation. 
Had it gotten close to us, we’d have Santa Ana 
winds tonight. . . .”

162359     Battery taken down at desert base.
Operation Kooler successfully completed.

The influence of the CLB battery on the weather situation 
was further revealed on Friday, September 17, after the units 
were taken down at midnight Thursday. On that Friday, 
Santa Ana winds manifested in the mountains and deserts, 
and, by Saturday, Los Angeles temperatures had climbed 
from Thursday’s 75 and Friday’s 76 back to a hotter 
85—more typical of Los Angeles in mid-September.
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Summary

Kooler was probably the first orgone engineering operation 
specifically designed to break a heat wave, although it was 
based on several years’ experience in wind abatement and 
control. Regional circumstances at the onset of the heat wave, 
both climatic and social, justified orgonomic intervention. Re
lief from a cruel and extreme weather situation was accorded 
to a metropolis and millions of people as a result.

Kooler was launched amid the firm convictions of local 
meteorologists that the heat wave would last a week. Official 
forecasts, and newspaper and TV reports evidence that con
viction. Less than 40 hours after the CLB battery was put in 
function at 6:45 p.m. on Sunday, September 12, 1971, a 
9-degree drop had been effected in Los Angeles Civic Center 
temperatures from the Monday peak of 106 degrees. By 
Thursday noon, Kooler had dropped Los Angeles tempera
tures by a phenomenal 31 degrees from the Monday high. 
The predicted week-long heat wave had been annihilated, as 
Los Angeles enjoyed the coolest days in more than two 
months of Southern California summer.

The local forecasts made on Tuesday, September 14, 1972, 
when regional cooling was already far advanced, called for 
hot, dry, Santa Ana winds by Thursday or Friday. These 
forecasts were also overridden by continued operation of the 
desert CLB battery through until Thursday midnight. Thurs
day in Los Angeles was a cool 75 degrees, Friday was 76 de
grees. Here again, it was the orgone engineer who firmly 
stated in advance that the forecast Santa Anas could not 
manifest while the CLB battery was in function, a statement 
based on the current engineering situation and on past experi
ence in taming the Santa Ana wind.

The inability of conventional meteorology to cope, in its es
timates of the situation, with the intervention of orgone en
gineering, reflects no discredit whatever upon the professional 
people involved. They are learned, competent, and diligent 
experts in their field. With modern data-gathering and 
processing devices, and such innovations as satellite weather 
surveillance, their forecasts in Southern California achieve a 
remarkable level of accuracy—when orgone engineering does 
not intervene.
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An important factor in verifying and validating the effects 
of orgone engineering is this consistently high accuracy of 
Southern California’s weathermen. Engineered weather usu
ally stands out as a dramatic anomaly amid the steady stream 
of accurate predictions coming from official sources. Kooler 
is a case in point. Since orgone engineering operates upon the 
primary energy continuum from which known meteorological 
factors emerge as secondary derivatives, one should actually 
expect to see forecasts based on secondary phenomena 
nullified when engineering at the primary level is employed. 
In short, the weather is ruled by primordial, mass-free orgone 
energy, and, by working lawfully with the orgone energy, the 
CLB operator rules the weather.

While Kooler has been described here without reference to 
the underlying orgonomic engineering functions, the observa
tion should be made in concluding this summary that the en
gineering aim was not simply to generate a cooling breeze 
from the Pacific, but to encourage the normal, vitalizing west- 
to-east flow of the planetary orgone energy stream. This is 
achieved by pointing the CLB tubes west, making a classical 
“draw.” The secondary effect of an onshore breeze followed 
this primary stratagem.

Implications of Kooler

Immanent in the success of this operation is a new view of 
so-called natural disasters arising from rampaging weather. 
Given an extension of orgone engineering knowledge and 
sufficient physical resources for its application, man will no 
longer stand mute and impotent while weather catastrophes 
overwhelm his life and property. As Kooler demonstrates in 
one small sphere, there are obviously laws by which such ca
tastrophes may be averted, diverted, or diminished. The break- 
in to this primary energy continuum—the womb of the 
weather—was made by Wilhelm Reich. Without his genius, 
operations like Kooler would still be dream stuff for sleeping 
mankind.
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New York, N.Y. 10023, 1976.

Exploring the Human Aura, Nicolas Regush and Jan Merta.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1975.

The Fields of Life, Harold S. Burr. New York: Ballantine, 
1973.

From Enigma to Science, George Meek. New York: Samuel 
Weiser, 1973.

Frontiers of Consciousness, edited by John White. New 
York: Julian Press, 1974.

Handbook of Parapsychology, edited by Benjamin Wolman.
New York: Van Nostrand, 1976.

Handbook of Psi Discoveries, Sheila Ostrander and Lynn 
Schroeder. New York: G. P. Putnam’s, 1974.

Handbook of Unusual Energies, J. G. Gallimore. Mokelumne 
Hill, Calif.: Health Research, 1976.

Health and Light, John Ott. Greenwich, Conn.: Devin-Adair,
1973.

Higher Consciousness, Gopi Krishna. New York: Julian 
Press, 1974.
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The Human Aura, edited by Nicolas Regush. New York: 
Berkeley, 1974.

The Kirlian Aura, edited by Stanley Krippner and Daniel 
Rubin. New York: Anchor, 1974.

Kundalini, the Evolutionary Energy in Man, Gopi Krishna. 
Berkeley, Calif.: Shambhala, 1971.

Letters on Od and Magnetism, Karl von Reichenbach. New 
Hyde Park, N.Y.: University Press, 1968.

Life Without Death?, Nils O. Jacobson. New York: Dela- 
corte, 1973.

The Loom of Creation, Dennis Milner and Edward Smart. 
New York: Harper & Row, 1976.

Magic: Science of the Future, Joseph Goodavage. New York: 
New American Library, 1976.

Mana Physics: A Study of Paraphysical Energy, Serge V. 
King. 3741 Centinela Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90066: 
Huna Enterprises, 1975.

Man or Matter, Ernst Lehrs. New York: Harper & Row, 
1957.

Matter in the Making, Langston Day. London: Vincent 
Stuart, 1966.

The Medium, the Mystic, and the Physicist, Lawrence Le
Shan. New York: Viking, 1973.

Mindreach, Harold Puthoff and Russell Targ. New York: 
Delacorte, 1977.

Mysteries of Time and Space, Brad Steiger. New York: Dell,
1976.

New Light on Therapeutic Energy, edited by Mark Gallert. 
Cambridge, England: James Clark, 1966.

New Worlds Beyond the Atom, Langston Day. Greenwich, 
Conn.: Devin-Adair, 1966.

The Odic Force, Karl von Reichenbach. New Hyde Park, 
N.Y.: University Books, 1968.

One, Orest. San Francisco: Strawberry Hill Press, 1977.
Orgone Energy, Jerome Eden. Jericho, N.Y.: Exposition 

Press, 1972.
Orgone, Reich and Eros, W. Edward Mann. New York: 

Simon & Schuster, 1973.
Other Worlds, Other Universes, edited by Brad Steiger and 

John White. New York: Doubleday, 1975.
Physical and Ethereal Spaces, George Adams. Spring Valley, 

N.Y.: Anthroposophic Press, 1965.
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Prodigal Genius: The Life of Nicola Tesla, John O’Neill.
New York: David McKay, 1964.

The Probability of the Impossible, Thelma Moss. Los An
geles: Tarcher,. 1974.

The Psionic Generator, John P. Boyle. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1975.

Psionic Medicine, J. H. Reyner. New York: Samuel Weiser,
1974.

Psychic Exploration, Edgar D. Mitchell. New York: G. P. 
Putnam, 1974.

Psychical Physics, S. W. Tromp. New York: Elsevier, 1949. 
Psychoenergetics: An Annotated Bibliography, S. F. Fallah.

Washington, D.C.: ESPress, 1974.
Pyramid Energy Handbook, Serge V. King. New York: War

ner Books, 1977.
Pyramid Power, G. Patrick Flanagan. Glendale, Calif.: Pyra

mid Publishers, 1973.
The Radiesthetic (or Dowsing) Faculty, A. T. Westlake and 

Malcolm Rae. Privately printed, 1973. (Available from 
Mankind Research Foundation—see “Organizations” be
low.)
Radionics, Riley Crabb. P.O. Box 548, Vista, Calif. 92083: 

Borderland Science Research Foundation, no date. 
Radionics and the Subtle Anatomy of Man, David Tansley.

London: Health Science Press, 1972.
Rays from the Capstone, Christopher Hills. P.O. Box 644, 

Boulder Creek, Calif. 95006: University of the Trees 
Press, 1976.

The Realms of Healing, Stanley Krippner and Alberto Vil- 
loldo. Millbrae, Calif.: Celestial Arts, 1976.

The Reflexive Universe, Arthur M. Young. New York: Dela- 
corte Press, 1976.

Report on Radionics, Edward W. Russell. London: Spear
man, 1973.

Researches on the Vital Force, Karl von Reichenbach. Se- 
caucus, N.J.: Lyle Stuart, 1974.

The Romeo Error, Lyall Watson. New York: Doubleday,
1975.

The Roots of Coincidence, Arthur Koestler. New York: Ran
dom House, 1974.

The Roots of Consciousness, Jeffrey Mishlove. New York: 
Random House, 1975.
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The Sea of Energy in Which the Planet Floats, T. Henry 
Moray. Privately printed, 1960. (Available from Cos- 
ray Research Institute—see “Organizations” below.)

The Secret Life of Plants, Peter Tompkins and Christopher 
Bird. New York: Harper & Row, 1973.

The Secret of Life, George Lakhovsky. Mokelumne Hill, 
Calif.: Health Research, 1970.

The Secret of Yoga, Gopi Krishna. New York: Harper & 
Row, 1972.

The Secret Power of Pyramids, Bill Schul and Ed Pettit. New 
York: Fawcett, 1975.

The Secret Science Behind Miracles, Max Freedom Long. 
Los Angeles: Kosmon Press, 1948.

Selected Writings, Wilhelm Reich. New York: Farrar, Straus, 
and Giroux, 1972.

The Single Reality, Preston Harold and Winifred Babcock. 
New York: Dodd, Mead, 1971.

The Source Book Project, edited by William R. Corliss. 
(Five volumes: Strange Universe, Strange Planet,
Strange Artifacts, Strange Phenomena.) Box 107, Glen 
Arm, Md. 21057: Sourcebook Project, 1975.

Space, Time and Beyond, Bob Toben. New York: E. P. Dut
ton, 1975.

States of Consciousness, Charles Tart. New York: E. P. Dut
ton, 1975.

Supernature, Lyall Watson. New York: Doubleday, 1974.
Supersenses, Charles Panati. New York: Quadrangle, 1974.
Supersensonics, Christopher Hills. P.O. Box 644, Boulder 

Creek, Calif. 95006: University of the Trees Press,
1976.

The Tao of Physics, Fritjof Capra. Berkeley, Calif.: Sham- 
bhala, 1975.

This Holyest Erthe, Oliver Reiser. London: Perennial, 1974.
The UFO Experience, J. Allen Hynek. New York: Ballan- 

tine, 1974.
The Waves That Heal, Mark Clement. Mokelumne Hill, 

Calif.: Health Research, 1967.
Wilhelm Reich and Orgonomy, Ola Raknes. New York: St. 

Martin’s Press, 1970.
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P E R I O D I C A L S

American Dowser 
American Society of Dowsers 
Danville, Vt. 05828 
(Articles on dowsing)

American Theosophist
P.O. Box 270
Wheaton, 111. 60187
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)

A.R.E. Journal
Association for Research and Enlightenment
P.O. Box 595
Virginia Beach, Va. 23451
(Articles on Edgar Cayce, paraphysics and the paranormal) 

Astrologia*
Linear and Circular Permutation
924 Garden Street
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101
(Articles about time, liberation, and consciousness)

Christian Parapsychologist
1 Devonshire Gardens
London W4 3TW England
(Articles on religion, the psychic and the occult.)

East West Journal 
233 Harvard Street 
Brookline, Mass. 02146 
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)

Eden Bulletin 
P.O. Box 34 
Careywood, Ida. 83809 
(Devoted to orgone research)

ESP Newsletter 
ESP Associates 
1750 Tower Building 
Little Rock, Ark. 72201 
(Articles on psychic research)
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Fate
500 Hyacinth Place 
Highland Park, 111. 60035
(A popular magazine with general articles on the paranor
mal)

Fields Within Fields*
World Institute Council 
777 United Nations Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)

Flying Saucer Review 
P.O. Box 25 
Barnet, Herts.
EN5 2NR, England
(The oldest and most sophisticated journal on ufology)

Human Dimensions 
Human Dimensions Institute 
4620 West Lake Road 
Canandaigua, N.Y. 14424 
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)

Imago Mundi 
P.O. Box 8 
Maximillianstrasse 6 
A 6010, Austria
(Articles on religion and parapsychology)

Journal for the Study of Consciousness*
844 San Ysidro Lane 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93108 
(Articles on paraphysics)

Journal of Altered States of Consciousness 
43 Central Drive 
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)

Journal of the American Society for Psychical Research 
American Society for Psychical Research 
5 West 73rd Street 
New York, N.Y. 10023 
(Articles on psychic research)



Journal of Borderland Research 
Borderland Sciences Research Foundation 
P.O. Box 548 
Vista, Calif. 92083 
(Articles on paraphysics)

Journal of Orgonomy 
P.O. Box 565 
Ansonia Station 
New York, N.Y. 10023 
(Articles on orgone research)

i Journal of Parapsychology
Foundation for Research on the Nature of Man 
P.O. Box 6847 College Station 
Durham, N.C. 27708 
(Articles on parapsychology)

j Journal of Paraphysics 
Paraphysical Laboratory 
Downton, Wiltshire, England
(The oldest and most sophisticated journal on paraphysics)

Journal of Research in Psi Phenomena 
P.O. Box 141
Kingston, Ontario K7L 4V6 
Canada
(Technical articles on parapsychology and paraphysics theory 
and research)

Journal of the Society for Psychical Research 
Society for Psychical Research 
1 Adam and Eve Mews 
London W8 6 UQ, England 
(Articles on psychic research)

Main Currents in Modern Thought*
Center for Integrative Education
12 Church Street 
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10805 
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)

New Age 
32 Station Street 
Brookline, Mass. 02147 
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)
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New Horizons
P.O. Box 427, Station F
Toronto, Canada M4Y 2L8
(Articles on paraphysics and the paranormal)

New Realities—see Psychic

Parapsychology Review 
Parapsychology Foundation 
29 West 57th Street 
New York, N.Y.
(Articles on parapsychology)

Probe the Unknown*
1845 West Empire Avenue 
Burbank, Calif. 91504
(A popular magazine with articles on the paranormal) 

Proceedings
College of Universal Wisdom 
P.O. Box 458
Yucca Valley, Calif. 92294 
(Articles on paraphysics)

Psi News
Information Services for Psi Education
P.O. Box 2221
New York, N.Y. 10001
(Guide to educational opportunities and materials on psy
chic research)

Psychic
680 Beach Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94109
(Recently retitled New Realities, it is the best popular maga
zine on psychic research and the paranormal)

Psychic Observer
P.O. Box 8606
Washington, D.C. 20001
(Articles on psychic and paranormal events)

Pyramid Guide
P.O. Box 176
Elsinore, Calif. 92330
(Articles on pyramid energy research)
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Psychoenergetic Systems
Gordon and Breach
1 Park Avenue
New York, NY. 10016
(Articles on parapsychology and paraphysics)

Pursuit
Society for Investigation of the Unexplained 
Columbia, N.J. 07832
(Articles on unexplained and mysterious phenomena)

Radionics Newsletter 
1107 N. Drexel Avenue 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46201
(News on radionics research and related topics)

Radionic Quarterly
Radionic Association
Witney Street
Burford, Oxon., England
(Articles on radionic research and application)

Science of Mind 
3251 West Sixth Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90020 
(Occasional articles on paraphysics)

Spiritual Frontiers
Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship
10715 Winner Road
Independence, Mo. 64052
(Occasional articles on psychic research)

Tlieta
Psychical Research Foundation 
Duke Station 
Durham, N.C. 27706
(Articles on parapsychology and life after death)

Thoth Research Newsletter 
102 Charles Street, Suite 20 
Boston, Mass. 02114
(Articles on pyramidology and psychotronics)

* No longer published but available in libraries.
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O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

Academy of Parapsychology and Medicine 
314 Second Street 
Los Altos, Calif. 94022

A nonprofit educational and research organization de
voted to the study of all forms of paranormal and un
orthodox healing. Publishes a newsletter for members, 
and offers symposia transcripts for sale.

Academy of Religion and Psychical Research 
Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship 
10715 Winner Road 
Independence, Mo. 64052

An arm of Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship (see below), 
the Academy holds public symposia on various topics 
and publishes the proceedings. Presently available is Es
says in Religion and Psychical Research.

Advanced Sciences Research and Development Corp., Inc. 
P.O. Box 109 
Lakemont, Ga. 30552

Assists man’s greater understanding of his environment 
through research and development of new products 
(such as the Hieronymus device) and processes in 
parapsychology, medicine, and electronics.

Aerial Phenomena Research Organization
3910 East Kleindale Road
Tucson, Ariz. 85716
Jim and Coral Lorentzen, Directors

One of the oldest and biggest ufology research organi
zations. Open to public membership. Publishes a 
monthly newsletter.

American College of Orgonomy 
515 East 88th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10028 
Lois Wyvell, Executive Secretary

Carries on the tradition begun by Dr. Wilhelm Reich, 
discoverer of orgone energy, by publishing the Journal 
of Orgonomy and pursuing research into orgonomic sci
ence through the Oranur Research Laboratories and the
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Orgonomic Research Foundation. Also trains physicians 
in orgonomic medicine and gives courses for the public 
and qualified professionals.

American Society of Dowsers, Inc.
Danville, Vt. 05828

A nonprofit organization open to public membership. 
Publishes a quarterly journal, The American Dowser, 
and holds an annual convention in Danville.

American Society for Psychical Research
5 West 73rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10023
Dr. Karlis Osis, Director of Research

An educational and research organization devoted to 
study of psychic phenomena. Open to public member
ship. Publishes a newsletter and the Journal of the 
American Society for Psychical Research.

Andhra University
Department of Psychology and Parapsychology 
Waltair, Viskhapatam 3, India

Offers M.A. and Ph.D. degrees for work in parapsy
chology.

Anthroposophical Society 
211 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10016

Promotes the work/world philosophy begun by Dr. Ru
dolf Steiner under the name of Anthroposophy.

Association for Research and Enlightenment
P.O. Box 595
Virginia Beach, Va. 23451
Hugh Lynn Cayce, Director

Encourages scientific research into paranormal phenom
ena and healing in the tradition begun by its founder, 
Edgar Cayce. Publishes the A.R.E. Journal. Open to 
public membership.

Association for the Understanding of Man 
P.O. Box 5310 
Austin, Tex. 78763 
Ray Stanford, Director

Conducts Project Starlight International, an attempt at
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contact and communication with UFOs. Publishes a 
quarterly journal.

Associazione Italiana Studi del Paranormale 
Via Puggia 471/1 
16130 Genoa, Italy

Promotes psychic research and college-level education 
about it.

Backster Associates, Inc.
645 Oak Street
San Diego, Calif. 92101

Cleve Backster is the investigator of a phenomenon he 
terms “primary perception.” Originally found in plants, 
Backster has since reported observing a primal sentience 
in all organic cell life.

Borderland Sciences Research Foundation 
P.O. Box 548 
Vista, Calif. 92083 
Riley Crabb, Director

A nonprofit organization whose chief concern is to make 
information available about unusual happenings along 
the borderland between the visible and invisible worlds. 
Publishes Journal of Borderland Research and a catalog 
of other publications.

Brazilian Institute for Psychobiophysical Research
Rua Diego de Faria 239
Vila Clementino
Sao Paulo, Brazil 04037

Investigates phenomena related to “biological organizing 
models” of living organisms, e.g., Kirlian photography, 
poltergeists, reincarnation reports, unorthodox healing.

Center for UFO Studies
P.O. Box 11
Northfield, 111. 60093
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Director

Gathers data about UFOs, then analyzes it using pattern 
and content analysis, and statistical study.

City College of the City University of New York 
Department of Psychology 
Convent Avenue at 138th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10031
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Dr. Gertrude Schmeidler will accept thesis topics on 
parapsychology for the Ph.D. in psychology.

C-Life Institute 
Box 261
Boulder Creek, Calif. 95006 
Dr. Nick Herbert, Director

Carries out theoretical research and field studies in the 
borderland between objective physics and the expe
riential disciplines. Offers publications on consciousness 
research.

College of Psychic Studies 
16 Queensberry Place 
London SW7 2EB, England

Gives courses on psychic development, as well as public 
demonstrations by psychics and mediums.

ESP Research Associations Foundation 
1750 Tower Building 
Little Rock, Ark. 72200 
Harold Sherman, President

Conducts an annual public conference on body-mind- 
spirit healing. Publishes a bulletin, ESP Newsletter.

Foundation for Research on the Nature of Man
Box 6847
Duke Station
Durham, N.C. 27706
Dr. J. B. Rhine, Founder

Conducts parapsychological research through the Para
psychology Laboratory and publishes the quarterly Jour
nal of Parapsychology.

Genesa
Fallbrook, Calif. 92028 
Dr. Deraid Langham, Director

A thirteen-dimensional experiential process involving 
step-into crystals of simple geometrical forms similar to 
those that life energies move through in nature. An at
tempt to develop a conceptual model to synthesize, syn
chronize, and vitalize man’s interpretation of universal 
phenomena.
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Group for Psychotronic Investigations 
V Chaloupkach 59 
Praha 9
Hloubetin, Czechoslovakia 
Dr. Zdeněk Rejdák, Director

Coordinates research in psi phenomena; specializes in 
psychokinesis, telepathic communication, and psychic 
healing.

Higher Sense Perception Research Foundation 
8668% Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211 
Dr. Shafica Karagulla, Director

Conducts research into the aura and physics of energy 
fields connected with healing and paranormal phenom
ena.

Human Dimensions Institute 
4620 West Lake Road 
Canandaigua, N.Y. 14426 
Jeanne Rindge, Director

One of the original growth centers, HDI is a nonprofit 
organization conducting research and educational pro
grams into the psychic-spiritual nature of humanity. 
Publishes Human Dimensions quarterly.

Huna International 
2617 Lincoln Boulevard 
Santa Monica, Calif. 90405

A nonprofit organization engaged in teaching, applica
tion and research of life energy (called “mana” by 
Huna priests of Polynesia and Hawaii). Membership 
open to the public. Publishes Ka Manu newsletter.

Imago Mundi 
P.O. Box 8 
Maximillianstrasse 6 
A 6010, Austria 
Rev. Andreas Resch, Secretary

An organization for elucidating the links between Ca
tholicism and paranormal phenomena. Publishes Imago 
Mundi, a scholarly journal.

Information Services for Psi Education
P.O. Box 221
New York, N.Y. 10001



A clearing house for information about reliable sources 
and resources in parapsychology. It gathers and dis
seminates facts about research findings, ideas, and back
ground information for educational programs; names 
and sources of people and organizations who can help 
educators, librarians, and others with public-directed 
programs about psi; and new materials being produced 
for educational purposes.

Institute for Border Areas of Psychology 
78 Freiburg im Bresgau 
Eichhalde 12, West Germany 
Dr. Hans Bender, Director

Offers courses and graduate degrees in parapsychology; 
specializes in the investigation of poltergeist phenomena, 
psychokinesis, and precognition.

Institute of Noetic Sciences 
530 Oak Grove Avenue, Suite 201 
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 
Dr. Edgar D. Mitchell, President

A nonprofit research and educational organization inves
tigating the nature of consciousness and human potential 
in order to solve planetary problems. Publishes a news
letter, Noetic News, for members.

Institute for Religious Psychology
4-11-7 Inokashira
Mitaka-shi
Tokyo 181, Japan
Dr. Hiroshi Motoyama, Director

Conducts research in psychic phenomena with electrical 
devices developed by Motoyama and his staff.

Institute of Paraphysics
B.P. 56
75623 Paris Cedex 13 
France
Dr. Zbigniew Wolkowski, General Secretary

A nonprofit organization that conducts paraphysical re
search into the interactions between consciousness, mat
ter, and energy. Current emphasis is paragnostic infor
mation retrieval in anthropology through intuitive and 
nonrational acquisition of knowledge about the past.
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Institute of Psychophysical Research 
118 Banbury Road 
Oxford 0X2 6JU 
England
Celia Green, Director

Collects and analyzes cases of out-of-body experience, 
lucid dreams, premonitions, etc.

International Association for Psychotronic Research 
43 Eglinton Avenue East 
Suite 803
Toronto, Canada M4P 1A2 
Dr. Zdeněk Rejdák, President

Conducts an International Congress annually for report
ing and disseminating information among psychotronic 
researchers. Publishes a quarterly Journal of Psychoen
ergetic Systems.

International Fortean Organization
P.O. Box 367
Arlington, Va. 22210
Ronald J. Willis, Executive Director

Continues Charles Fort’s work in collecting raw data 
about anomalies in order to build an inclusive phenome
nological science. Publishes Info and is open to public 
membership.

International Institute of Integral Human Sciences
P.O. Box 1387, Station H
Montreal, Quebec
H3G 2N3 Canada
Prof. John Rossner, President

Sponsors public symposia on parapsychological and para
physical topics. Offers a degree program.

International Society for Religion and Parapsychology 
No. 121, 4-11-7 Inokashira 
Mitaki-shi 
Tokyo, Japan

Conducts research in psychic phenomena with electrical 
devices.

Japanese Society for Parapsychology 
26-14 Chou 4, Nakamo 
Tokyo 164, Japan 
Dr. Soji Otani, President



Coordinates parapsychological research, especially in the 
fields of psychokinesis and clairvoyance; sponsors annual 
meetings.

Kingston Association for Research in Parasciences
P.O. Box 141
Kingston, Ontario
Canada K7L 4V6
Dr. J. Bigu, President

Encourages a multidisciplinary approach to the study of 
psi. Publishes Journal of Research in Psi Phenomena.

Kundalini Research Foundation 
10 East 39th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
Gene Kieffer, President

Sponsors research and public information about the na
ture of kundalini, the evolutionary energy underlying 
genius, spiritual experience, psychic abilities, and higher 
consciousness, as described by yogi-philosopher Gopi 
Krishna of Kashmir, India.

Maimonides Medical Center
Department of Psychiatry
Division of Parapsychology and Psychophysics
4802 Tenth Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219
Dr. Montague Ullman, Chairman

Conducts research into the effects of altered states of 
consciousness on psychic phenomena through psyche
delic drugs, biofeedback, and other methods for volun
tary control of internal states. Also conducts educational 
training programs in parapsychology.

Mankind Research Foundation 
1143 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Dr. Carl Schleicher, President

Conducts research, educational and public information 
activities concerning a wide range of psychic, paraphysi- 
cal, and mind-body phenomena, including radionics and 
etherian physics. Publishes Frontiers of Science. Open to 
public membership.
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Merlin Weather Engineering 
P.O. Box 2664 
San Pedro, Calif. 90731 
Trevor James Constable, President

Conducts weather engineering projects on a “no results, 
no pay” basis. Using cloudbusters, first developed by 
Wilhelm Reich, MWE manipulates the primary energy 
(orgone) continuum to make rain, break up cloud 
cover, abate heat waves and tornado conditions, redirect 
hurricanes, clear polluted air masses, etc.

Mutual UFO Network 
40 Christopher Court 
Quincey, 111. 62301 
Walter H. Andrus, Director

A nonprofit organization interested in resolving the mys
teries of the UFO phenomenon. Publishes a monthly 
journal, Skylook, and is open to public membership.

National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena 
1536 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

The largest ufology research organization.

New Horizons Foundation 
Box 427, Station F 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M4Y 2L8 
Dr. A.R.G. Owen, President

Conducts parapsychological and paraphysical research. 
Publishes a journal, New Horizons.

Organization for the Advancement of Knowledge 
1406A Northeast 50th Street 
Seattle, Wash. 98105 
Richard Alan Miller, Director

A nonprofit organization conducting research in para
physics and paranormal phenomena.

Orgonomic Research Foundation
P.O. Box 104
Red Hill Road
Ottsville, Pa. 18942
Dr. Richard A. Blasband, President

Specializes in orgonomic research applied to medicine 
and weather engineering.
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Paraphysical Laboratory 
Downton, Wiltshire 
England
Benson Herbert, Director

Conducts paraphysical research into a wide range of 
paranormal phenomena. Publishes the Journal of Para
physics.

Parapsychology Foundation 
29 West 57th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
Eileen Coly, Director

A nonprofit organization for supporting impartial 
scientific inquiry into the total nature and working of the 
mind and to make research findings available. Publishes 
Parapsychology Review and sponsors an annual confer
ence on parapsychological topics, with proceedings pub
lished through the Foundation.

Philosophical Research Society 
3910 Los Feliz Boulevard 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90027 
Manly Palmer Hall, President

Performs research and educational functions into philo
sophic, metaphysical, and occult traditions. Publishes a 
journal.

Psychical Research Foundation 
Duke Station 
Durham, N.C. 27706 
William G. Roll, Director

Devoted to investigation of the possibility of life after 
death. Publishes the magazine Theta.

Psychologisch Laboratorium der Rijksuniversiteit 
Parapsychological Division 
Varkenmarkt 2 
Utrecht, Netherlands

Conducts experiments in psychic phenomena; offers 
courses at the undergraduate and graduate level; pub
lishes the European Journal of Parapsychology.

Psychotronics Research Institute 
720 Beaver Street 
Santa Rosa, Calif. 95404 
Daniel Kientz, Director
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Manufactures Kirlian photography equipment; conducts 
public courses in parapsychology and paraphysics.

Radionic Association 
Witney Street 
Burford, Oxon 
England

Holds introductory courses on radionics and publishes 
The Radionic Quarterly.

Rudolf Steiner Institute 
2405 Ruscombe Lane 
Baltimore, Md. 21209 
Dr. Martin Levin, Registrar

Emphasizes renewal of the arts, sciences and humanities 
through spiritual understanding of man as exemplified in 
the life and work of Dr. Rudolf Steiner.

Sarasota Research and Development Corp.
1121 Lewis Avenue 
Sarasota, Fla. 35577 
Dr. Wallace Minto, President

Dr. Minto performed research in the late 1960s to dem
onstrate that fish generate a previously unknown radia
tion, termed hydronic radiation, that allows them to 
transmit signals for long distances underwater at ex
tremely low power. He developed technology to dupli
cate this communication capacity. Papers describing the 
research are available.

Society for the Application of Free Energy 
1325½ Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

An independent, nonprofit organization devoted to ap
plying dowsing, radionics, radiesthesia, and healing to 
meeting and serving the needs of mankind.

Society for Investigation of the Unexplained 
Columbia, NJ. 07832 
Sabina Sanderson, President

An organization founded by Ivan Sanderson and devoted 
to the investigation of things and events that are cus
tomarily discounted by science. Publishes the monthly 
journal Pursuit and has extensive files available to 
members. Open to the public.
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Society for Psychical Research 
1 Adam and Eve Mews 
London W8 6 UQ 
England

The oldest psychic research organization in the world, 
founded in 1882. Publishes the Journal of the Society 
for Psychical Research and is open to public member
ship.

Space Drive Research Society 
P.O. Box 793 
Pomona, Calif. 91769 
James E. Cox, Director

Publisher of The Anti-Gravity Handbook, which lists 
more than one hundred different systems of space drive 
and has a bibliography of more than two hundred arti
cles of anti-gravity.

Survival Research Foundation 
P.O. Box 50446 
Tucson, Ariz. 85703 
Susy Smith, President

A nonprofit organization to investigate and support re
search into the conscious survival of the human soul or 
spirit after death. Publishes a monthly newsletter for 
members.

Telenoyology Group at Medical Academy
Atanas Smilov
Ivan Rilsky Street No. 55V
Sofia 6, Bulgaria

Studies unusual states of consciousness as related to 
healing.

University of California, Davis 
Department of Psychology 
Davis, Calif. 95616

Dr. Charles Tart will accept thesis topics on parapsy
chology for the Ph.D. in psychology.

University of Edinburgh 
Department of Psychology 
60 Pleasance
Edinburgh EH8 9TJ, Scotland

Has a parapsychology unit directed by Dr. John BelofE,
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who accepts thesis topics in parapsychology for the 
Ph.D. in psychology.

University of Virginia 
Division of Parapsychology 
Department of Psychiatry 
Charlottesville, Va. 22901 
Dr. Ian Stevenson, Chairman

Performs parapsychological research but offers no 
courses or degrees.
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